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Introduction

The Lord Jesus Christ has said : Search the Scriptures, for they are

they which testify of me. The Holy Scriptures of the old covenant

testify of Christ, and that not merely because particular prophe-

cies pointing to Christ are to be found here and there in them : The

entire history of the revelation of God in the old covenant is one

great preintimation of the future Messiah; and this fact-revelation

and fact-prophecy formed the condition and the basis of the par-

ticular word-prophecies which God gave in a supernatural manner

by his special instruments. It is wrong to overlook this unity of ba-

sis; but it is equally so to attempt to derive these particular word-

revelations as developments from that basis, and to overlook their

properly supernatural character. In the garden of Eden immedi-

ately after the fall, God directs the hope of the human race to a son

of the woman, who is to break the power of the serpent; Eve exults

in her first joy as a mother — she has born a man child, and with

him she has received Jehovah back again; she regards her child as

the promised one who is to win back for men the favour, nearness,

and possession of Jehovah. She is mistaken. The human race

must first go deep downwards in order to be able to rise upwards

— yes, it must pursue an ever downward course, all human great-

ness must be brought low, until humanity is so humbled as to be
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capable of placing itself in a purely receptive relation towards the

salvation provided; then, and not till then, will the woman’s seed

be given to it; for it cannot produce that seed. — This is the funda-

mental law of all revelation and all prophecy in the Old Testament.

After that judicial visitation by which the degenerate race of man

was buried and baptized (immersed, sunk) in the flood, Noah, who

came forth from this baptism as the father of a new humanity, the

second Adam of the old covenant, lays on Shem’s head the blessing

that the Lord shall be his God; Canaan shall serve Shem, Japhet

shall live with Shem in peace and friendshipa. And when the fam-

ilies of men, five generations after Noah, are separated from each

other, the promise is made to the Shemite Abraham on account of

his faith, that his posterity shall form the central point of a future

reunion of mankind in the blessing. But not until after three gener-

ations of affliction will God put the seed of Abraham in possession

of the inheritance promised to him (Gen. ch. 15).

Here begins the operation of that wonderful principle of delay,

according to which the last part of a promised epoch is extended

anew to a period embracing several epochs, and the last of these

is again distributed into several epochs, and so forth. The third

generation after Abraham, that of Joseph, with which the affliction

properly speaking first begins, lengthens itself out again to three

generations. On the expiration of these comes the promised re-

demption of the seed of Abraham from affliction (Gen. ch. 15), but in

such a manner as that the redemption then first begins, and this

too only typically and preliminarily. Israel is redeemed from the

Egyptian bondage; as in Noah the human race, so under Moses the

seed of Abraham passed through a baptism, and came forth from

a baptism in the Red Sea; Israel was emancipated through Moses,

aTo dwell in the tents of any one = to be hospitably received by any one.
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but came not through Moses into its rest, into the possession of

the promised land. Joshua conducted it into the land, but the land

was not yet entirely possessed, Israel continued to be harassed and

oppressed by the heathen, and the last forty years previous to the

battle at Ebenezer were truly again years of bondage. Being again

delivered by Samuel, the people obtained in Saul a king, but not af-

ter God’s heart, full of carnal timidity and carnal courage, insolent

and faint-hearted. The king after God’s heart, David, must again

himself reproduce the destinies of the whole seed of Abraham in

his own individual life, and, through much tribulation, enter into

glory. But yet his reign was one of war and conflict, not of peace,

and the triumphing prince of peace, Solomon, was after him.

Doubtless there was given in David a fulfilment of the old promi-

ses of salvation, but one that was merely human, therefore lying

under the curse of everything human, and liable to pass away.

Hence there was opened up to David by means of the prophet

Nathan (2 Sam. ch. 7) a second perspective view of the promised sal-

vation, in the fulfilment of which, however, the same law of delay

obtains as in the first. Not David, but his seed after him shall build

a house to the Lord; for him the Lord will build a house, and will be

his father, and he shall reign with God for ever. David immediately

perceives, and rightly (2 Sam. 7.19; comp. 23.1), that this wonderful

prophecy “points to the distant future”, and represents the form

of “a man who is God.” And, in like manner, Solomon, when he

consecrates the temple of stone (1 Kings 8.26-27) acknowledges that

that prophecy of Nathan’s is not yet fulfilled by this act. There-

fore, when Solomon sought, by intercourse with the nations, by

marriage and philosophy, to break through the limits of the Mosaic

law, he wrongly anticipated a freedom which was to become possi-

ble only through the new covenant, plunged himself and his people
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into idolatry, and brought about a deep national decline; and so

his proverbs and his song of songs are placed as monuments, not

merely of his wisdom, but at the same time also of his folly, among

the Chethubim of the Old Testament canon.

Solomon’s temple of stone then, was only a first, a provisional

fulfilment of Nathan’s prophecy. Under him, and after him, the

kingdom, power, and glory of Israel fell more and more into de-

cay, and as ungodliness increased, the prophets, and Elias among

the number, looked around for the judgments of God. But to him

it was revealed that the Lord is not in storm and fire, but in the

still small voice; and Joel, too, uttered the same truth. The peo-

ple deserve indeed even now judgment and destruction; but with

the judgment the Lord will grant forgiveness; He will first pour out

His Spirit, and then come to judgment. Redeeming grace is to go

before judicial severity. The eye of hope was now turned to redeem-

ing grace; the promised descendant of David was more and more

clearly revealed to the prophets. He is not to be born in palaces;

as the first, so the second David must be sought by the daughters

of Zion in times of sore travail, of heavy afflictions, by the sheep-

folds of Bethlehem (Mic. 5.5). The daughter of the house of David, so

haughty under Ahaz, must, by unheard of sufferings, be brought

to conduct herself in a purely receptive manner as a maid (ĎŐŇ{)
in order to bring forth the son, and she will then, no longer trust-

ing in her own strength, call him “GOD WITH US.” Israel, appointed

as the servant of God to convert the heathen, but altogether un-

fit for this work (Is. ch. 48), and himself an idolater (Is. ch. 44), is

to be again brought into bondage by a force coming from the Eu-

phrates (Assyrian, later, from Is. ch. 38 onwards, Babylonian); in the

time of his subjugation the true servant of God will come, will first

work out by his atoning sacrificial death the inward redemption,
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the forgiveness of sins (ch. 53), then convert the heathen (ch. 54),

and finally convert and deliver the still hardened Israel (ch. 64-66,

comp. Rom. ch. 11) But here again comes in a delay. Not 70 years,

as Jeremiah has prophesied, is the subjugation of Israel under the

heathen to last; but as Daniel has revealed, 7 x 70 years, nay, as

is immediately added by way of correction, still longer (inasmuch

as from the building of Jerusalem under Nehemiah 7 x 62 years

were to elapse.) After 70 years indeed, Israel is to return to their

land; but the subjugation under the heathen is to continue over

five centuries. — Accordingly, the rebuilding of the temple under

Zerubbabel was again but a type of the building of the temple al-

ready promised by Nathan, which God himself was to undertake.

And so Malachi, the last of the prophets, directed the eye of the

people to the messenger of the Lord, who was soon to come to his

temple, to visit and to sift Israel, and to separate the wheat from

the empty chaff (comp. Matth. 3.12.)

This signification and course of prophecy must of itself have

appeared to any one who gave attentive heed to the Old Testa-

ment, and who in heart and mind belonged to that covenant; not,

however, to the impenitent, not to the mass of the people of Is-

rael. Now the two books of the New Testament in which is repre-

sented the insight of the spiritually-minded Israelites into the Old

Testament revelation after it was brought to full maturity by the

Holy Spirit, are, the Gospel of Matthew and the Epistle to the He-

brews, to which, however, the address of Stephen (Acts ch. 7) is to

be added as a very important passage having the same character.

Stephen adduces from the collective history of the Old Testament

(in which he points throughout with special emphasis to the prin-

ciple of delay already noticed) rather the negative proof — that the

law and the temple, although divine, are not the highest and last
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form of the revelation and dwelling-place of God. Matthew adduces

rather the positive proof — that Jesus is the promised son (seed)

of Abraham and David, that in him, therefore, the first prospect

disclosed to Abraham (Gen. ch. 15), as well as the second opened up

to David through Nathan (2 Sam. ch. 7) have found their termina-

tion. Matthew, too, refers to the same law of delay, when, in ch. 1,

he shews, that in place of the three ŽĚŸĚČ, Gen. ch. 15, there came

three great periods, that of typical elevation until the time of David,

that of decline until Jeremiah, and that during which the house of

David was in a condition of poverty and lowliness until Mary. In

conducting this proof, however, the Evangelist does not of course

take as the frame-work of his particular reasonings an exposition

of the Old Testament prophecy, but a record of the New Testament

fulfilment. The Old Testament prophecy is by Matthew taken for

granted as already known. The Epistle to the Hebrews, on the

contrary, goes out from the Old Testament, formally developes the

component parts of that dispensation in a treatise systematically

arranged, and shows how, in all its parts, it points to Jesus. The

history of Jesus is here taken for granted as known. This method

is more remote, more indirect, and more philosophical than the

other. — Stephen’s practical aim was to defend himself from the

charge of speaking blasphemy against the law and the temple; that

of Matthew was to furnish the Jewish Christians with a written

substitute for the oral preaching of the twelve. What practical ne-

cessity occasioned the writing of the Epistle to the Hebrews?

No book of the New Testament, and, in general, of the Holy

Scriptures, owes its origin to a mere subjective literary choice, a

mere love of writing on the part of the author. The Epistle to the

Hebrews, accordingly, however systematic and almost scientific its

contents are, was occasioned by a practical necessity. The inves-
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tigations concerning its author we must refer from the introduc-

tion (to which they do not belong, and where they are not as yet

even possible) to the close of the commentary; but, for the better

understanding of the epistle itself, some preliminary observations

respecting the occasion of it must needs be made.

It is evident from Acts 2.5, and Acts ch. 15, and Gal. ch. 2, that

the Jewish Christians, though not resting their justification before

God on the Mosaic law, yet observed that law (Acts 2.38; 3.19; 4.12).

And this too was quite natural. For that law was not only given by

God, and not yet abrogated by him, nay, observed even by Christ

himself (Gal. 4.4), but besides this, being national as well as reli-

gious, it had become so entirely a part of the Israelitish customs

and manner of life, it was so wrought into the texture of the whole

conduct and life of that people, that so long as they were a people,

and so long as Jewish Christians were members of the Israelitish

state, a renunciation of those national customs was purely incon-

ceivable. It may, indeed, be doubted whether the Israelites who

had become Christians, continued to fulfil those legal observances

which bore a more optional character. It can scarcely be supposed,

for example, that every one who fell into a sin would bring the guilt

or the sin-offering into the temple. On the other hand, the manner

of preparing meats, the observance of the Sabbath, etc., remained

the same.

Indeed, until the destruction of Jerusalem, when God, by the

overthrow of the Israelitish state, put an end to Israelitish nation-

ality and customs, the hope of seeing Israel converted as a whole,

although it had been ever lessening, was not entirely given up; and

this of itself was a reason for the Jewish Christians not separat-

ing themselves from the Israelitish community. Thus the Jewish

Christians, or to speak more correctly, the Israelites who believed
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on the Messiah, were in the habit of frequenting the temple for

daily prayer. But the hatred of the unbelieving Jews towards them

grew more and more intense. Towards the end of the fiftieth year

they no longer suffer the presence of the apostle Paul in the temple

(Acts ch. 21), although they dare not yet openly cast him out as a

Jewish Christian, but avail themselves of the pretext that he has

taken a Gentile Christian into the temple along with him. But that

the time came when Christians as such, Jewish Christians also,

were no longer suffered to appear in the temple, may be inferred

from the Epistle to the Hebrews. The persecution of the Chris-

tians under Nero may have emboldened the Jews; their courage

rose when they saw the Christians sacrificed also by the Romans.

This period of affliction for the church in Jerusalem may have be-

gun in the sixtieth year. There were, however, weak ones in whose

minds conscientious scruples might be awakened by this exclusion

from the Theocracy of the old covenant. They were not yet able to

walk without crutches. They were afraid lest with the privilege of

access to the temple and of fellowship with the commonwealth of

Israel, they should lose at the same time their claim to the com-

mon salvation of God. Such weak ones are not to be sought among

the older members of the church who had already grown grey in

Christianity, but rather among the neophytes and such as were on

the point of conversion. Conversion to Christianity threatened to

come to a stand. And yet it was the last hour; and whoever was to

be saved from the judgments impending over Israel must be saved

now. In these circumstances the Epistle to the Hebrews was writ-

ten, designed for a certain circle of neophytes and catechumens

then existing; useful for all in future times who should occupy an

analogous position. The aim of this epistle is to prove from the

nature and principal elements of the old covenant itself, that the

revelation and redemption through the Messiah promised in the
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old covenant, is represented even in the old covenant as an abso-

lute revelation, as sufficient in itself, by which the Old Testament

types become superfluous.
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The Exordium

(1.1-3)

WHILE all the rest of the New Testament epistles begin by men-

tioning the name and office of their authors, as also the churches

for which they are intended, this form of introduction which was

usual in ancient times is wanting in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

Some have sought to account for this circumstance by saying that

the author intended to compensate for the effect of a formal super-

scription by the solemn and highly oratorical style of the introduc-

tion. This supposition, however, will not suffice fully to explain the

case. The impression that would have been made on the readers

and hearers by the name of an apostle or some other authoritative

person, might indeed be compensated by the impression which the

lofty utterance of the heart and mind of such a person could not

fail to produce; they could, so to speak, hear the man from the

force of the words, and forthwith believe that they saw him before

them. But the want of the superscription itself was not thereby

compensated. We can scarcely conceive that any one would have

addressed a letter to a church without mentioning his name at all.

It only remains therefore to be supposed, that this writing which we

hold under the name of the Epistle to the Hebrews was originally
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accompanied by a shorter epistle properly so called, and therefore

that the epistle itself was not one in the proper sense of the term.

And this supposition is confirmed by a number of considerations

drawn from the substance of the epistle, to which our attention

will be directed at the proper time, and of which we will here spec-

ify some of the most striking. The hortatory passages are not, as in

the most of the other epistles, closely engrafted on the didactic, so

that the doctrinal parts pass naturally into the practical; but the

former are wound up in a strictly scientific manner without any

hortatory and practical side-glances, and the latter are abruptly

placed between the doctrinal sections (2.1-3; 3.1-19; 5.11-6,12 etc.)

The practical parts too, show a systematic form the result of reflex-

ion, — an intended transition to a new doctrinal section is intro-

duced in the form of a short hortatory or personal remark (3.1; 8.1).

The particular sections of the doctrinal parts are, however, marked

by a peculiar species of formal superscriptions, of which we shall

soon have to speak, and the nature of which can be seen from the

translation which we have annexed to the commentary. Moreover,

the course of the investigation and the reasoning in the doctrinal

parts is often so intricate, so many ideas are often compressed into

few words, that we can hardly suppose the object of the epistle was

fulfilled by a single reading before the assembled church (as we

must suppose was the case even with the most didactic of Paul’s

epistles, that to the Romans, which however might easily be un-

derstood on a first reading); but it rather appears, that this Epistle

to the Hebrews was designed, after having been read, to serve as

a groundwork for a formal course of instruction, very probably of

instruction for catechumens. This opinion is confirmed also by the

passages 5.11 ss.; 6.1 ss., where the writer makes some systematic

remarks on the method of instruction to be pursued in the Chris-

tian Church; with which may be compared also the passage 8.1,
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where again in a systematic form a recapitulation is given of what

has been said on to that place, as the foundation of what is farther

to be brought forward.

After all, then, we shall not be chargeable with undue boldness

if we maintain, that the Epistle to the Hebrews was, in respect of

its form, not an epistle in the proper sense, but a treatise. That

this assertion implies no denial of its having been written with a

practical aim is evident from what has been said in the introduc-

tion; all that we think and say is, that in respect of its form, it goes

beyond the nature of an epistle, of a direct effusion in which the

writer transfers himself in spirit to his readers, and speaks to them

although not without a plan (comp. the Epistle to the Romans), yet

always without the consciousness of system and from the imme-

diate impulse of the heart, and that it therefore thoroughly bears

the character of a systematic treatise. Hence also we account for

the absence of the address which is indispensable to every epistle.

A mere verbal salutation by the person who conveyed the writing

could not supply the place of this address, not even on the supposi-

tion of its being a treatise. It would be too strange to suppose, that

the author who had written so much should not write a few addi-

tional lines with his own name. These accompanying lines, how-

ever, in the case before us, would be addressed not to the church,

but rather to some individual teacher in it, and we can easily see

from this how they might come to be lost.

That the writing was intended for a certain limited circle of read-

ers, not for a circle of churches, not even for one entire church, is

very evident from 3.6; 5.12. The persons there addressed form quite

a definite circle of persons represented as undergoing a course of

instruction. This, of course, does not imply that the writing was

not used for a similar object in all analogous cases beyond this cir-
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cle, and that, in this way, at a very early period, it may not have

obtained a circulation suited to its high importance.

The three first verses, inasmuch as they develope the ground-

idea of the epistle, form a sort of introduction to the principal parts

which follow from verse 4 onwards. The structure of the period

in these verses has justly been noticed by all commentators as

remarkable for its beauty. The period is as perspicuous and clear

as it is long, rich, and complicated; a fine succession of thought

expressed in a form finished even to the minutest detail, gives it

a claim to rank among the finest periods of the Greek authors.

The first verse gives forth in a majestic style the ground-theme of

the whole treatise. The revelation of God in his Son is opposed to

the revelations of God by the prophets as the higher, as the one,

undivided, absolute revelation. To confirm this the person and

work of the Son are developed in verses 2 and 3.

1.1 God, having of old time spoken unto the fathers in the

prophets by divers portions and in divers manners, 2 hath at

the end of these days spoken unto us in his Son, whom he

appointed heir of all things, through whom also he made the

worlds; 3 who being the effulgence of his glory, and the very

image of his substance, and upholding all things by the word

of his power, when he had made purification of sins, sat down

on the right hand of the Majesty on high;

Verse 1. The subject with the clauses in apposition to it forms a

series of parallel antitheses to the verbal-predicate with its qualify-

ing clauses. “God who has spoken to the fathers by the prophets.”

laleØn is used in the sense of ŸĄČ to denote the revealing utter-

ance of God, in which sense it frequently occurs in the Epistle to

the Hebrews (2.2; 9.19, etc.) and elsewhere in the New Testament

(Acts 3.24; James 5.10; 2 Pet. 1.21). By the patèrec here are meant,
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of course, not merely the patriarchs, but all those former genera-

tions of Israel that have preceded the �meØc those at present living;

in a word : the forefathers. The idea implied in prof¨tai is to be

understood in a similarly wide sense; even in the Old Testament

ĂĽĄŘ does not always denote merely the prophet with reference to

his special office, but sometimes quite generally, every organ of di-

vine revelation. It is so used here. Prof¨tai here, according to

the context, comprehends all Old Testament organs of revelation,

in so far as they were mere organs of God, in opposition to the Son,

who, according to ver. 3, was more than a mere organ. It is doubt-

ful, however, in what sense the preposition ân is to be understood.

The interpretation given by those who take prof¨tai to denote the

writings of the prophets, and refer the ân to these writings, is, on

account of the parallel member ân uÈÄ altogether untenable. Much

more may be said in favour of that explanation which we find al-

ready given by Thomas Aquinas, and afterwards adopted by Beza,

Carpzov, Alberti, Bleek, and others, that ân is to be taken in the

strictest and most proper sense in which it is used in Greek. Ac-

cording to this, ân cannot be referred immediately to laleØn (for the

author surely does not intend to say that God has spoken in the

prophets — within them, — he rather says that God has spoken to

the fathers by the prophets), but ºn must be supplied. God was in

the prophets and spoke to the fathers; he was in the Son and spoke

to us. But although, in itself considered, it might be proper enough

to speak of God being in the prophets (i.e. relatively through his

Spirit), and in like manner of God being in Christ (by the absolute

hypostatic presence of the Logos in him), still it is in the highest

degree improbable, that an author whose purpose it was from the

outset to mark with the strongest emphasis the difference between

the Son and the prophets, and the superiority of the former over

the latter, should have placed those two entirely different modes of
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the indwelling of God parallel to each other by means of the same

expression. I decidedly agree therefore with the interpretation of

Chrysostom, Œcumenius, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, and Tholuck,

that the ân here in both places has an instrumental signification,

and is to be understood in the sense of the Hebrew Ą, “by”. Granted

that this use of the word cannot be shown in the genuine Greek

profane literature, there is nothing to prevent our regarding it as a

Hebraism. Bleek, indeed, thinks the language of the Epistle to the

Hebrews bears a so purely Greek character, that we must hesitate

to admit the supposition of a Hebraism; but how easily might such

an unconscious Hebraism slip from the pen of a native Israelite,

who naturally thought in Hebrew what he wrote in Greek, however

careful he was to construct his periods in genuine Greek! And is

not the use of oÉ aÊÀnec in ver. 2 likewise a Hebraism? But are

not unconscious Hebraisms in the use of prepositions much more

easily accounted for in an author who in other respects writes good

Greek, than conscious Hebraisms in the use of nouns for which (as

for oÉ aÊÀnec) genuine Greek expressions (å kìsmoc, t� pant�) were

quite at hand?

The adverbs poluterÀc and polutrìpwc, according to Tholuck

and others, have no specific intelligible meaning, because no �plÀc

or âf�pax stands opposed to them, but are used merely for the sake

of amplification. But �plÀc and âf�pax, as we shall immediately

see, would not even have formed a right antithesis. That a writ-

ing of which the tot verba tot pondera holds so true, begins with

an amplification, is a supposition to which recourse will then only

be bad when every possibility of another interpretation has been

cut off. Already several among the Fathers, and then Calvin, Lim-

borch, Capellus, J. Gerhard, Calov, and Bleek, explain polumerÀc

as pointing to the different times and periods, polutrìpwc to the
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different ways and forms of the divine revelation in the Old Testa-

ment dispensation. This interpretation, however, does not precisely

bring out the idea of the writer. PolumerÀc does not contain pre-

cisely a chronological reference; the antithesis is not that God has

spoken often by the prophets but only once by his Son (according to

which less would be attributed to Christ than to them), but the op-

position is, between the distribution of the Old Testament revelation

among the prophets, and the undivided fulness of the New Testa-

ment revelation by Christ. PolumerÀc means not “many times,”

but “manifoldly”, “in many parts”. In like manner, the Old Testa-

ment revelation is said to be one of many forme, in opposition to

that trìpoc which was not one among the many, but the one which

outweighed the many, the absolute, which fully corresponded with

the oÎsÐa. Thus we see how a �pax or �plÀc could not follow in the

opposite member of the sentence. The real antithesis to polumerÀc

and polutrìpwc lies in verses 2-3.

The time denoted by p�lai is commonly explained of the time

before Malachi, with whom the succession of the prophets ceased.

But surely the writer does not mean to say specifically, that God

has spoken in times of old, but no more since these times. P�lai is

rather explained simply from the antithesis âp> âsq�tou etc., with-

out supposing that a remote and heterogeneous allusion is made

to the interval between Malachi and the Baptist.

But the expression âp> âsq�tou tÀn �merÀn (that the reading

âsq�twn is false may now be considered as fully established) with

which we pass to the second member of the sentence — the pred-

icate, — stands in need of being interpreted itself. Here also, the

supposition of a Hebraism is indispensable, not one that can be

said to be either involuntary or voluntary, but one that was quite

as intended as it was necessary, inasmuch as it relates to a dog-
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matical conception specifically Jewish. Formally explained accord-

ing to the Greek grammar, the words would signify “at the end of

these days.” But what days are to be understood by these? The

aetas of the writer? But the incarnation of Christ took place at the

beginning not at the end of the period. Or are we to understand the

days of the prophets? But these did not reach down to the time of

Christ; and p�lai too would then form no antithesis. With reason,

therefore, have Bleek and others explained âp> âsq�tou, etc. as

equivalent to the Hebrew ŊĽŐĽĎ ŽĽŸĞĂĄ. Conformably to the Old

Testament prophecy, the Israelites distinguished the period of the

world which then was as the ĎĘĎ ŊŇĚ{ from the period of glorifica-

tion which was to begin with the resurrection the ĂĄĎ ŊŇĚ{; the

advent and work of the Messiah was to form the transition from

the one to the other, and this was therefore wont to be viewed and

denoted partly as the end of this time, partly also as the beginning

of the future. That the Messianic or “last” time would again divide

itself into two periods — that of the life of Jesus in his humilia-

tion, and that of his coming again in glory — was as yet not at all

known to the Jews, and the Christians of the apostolic age had as

yet no intuition at least of the length of the intervening period, nay

could not have such an intuition, hence they included the whole

period from the birth of Christ on to his promised coming again in

the êsqatai �mèrai (Actes 2.17; 1 John 2.18). In opposition to it then,

p�lai denotes the whole antecedent period, the time of the promise

of the Messianic prophecy which preceded the time of the fulfilment.

In the time of the fulfilment has God spoken to us by his Son.

The idea expressed in uÉìc needs limitation on two sides. Firstly,

uÉìc is not simply synonymous with lìgoc (John ch. 1), it is nowhere

in the Holy Scriptures used to denote the only begotten qua eter-

nally pre-existent. And therefore, formally at least, the ecclesias-
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tical terminology goes beyond the biblical usage, when it transfers

the name Son to denote also the relation which that person holds

in the Trinity; this transference, however, is indeed perfectly jus-

tifiable, because he who with respect to his incarnation is called

uÉìc in Scripture, is the same who before his incarnation existed

from eternity with the Father. Indeed, the doctrine of Scripture

(John 1.14) is not that the eternal Logos was united to a son of Mary,

to a human nature in the concrete sense; but that the eternal hypo-

statical Logos became man, assumed human nature in the abstract

sense, concentrated itself by a free act of self-limitation prompted

by love, into an embryo human life a slumbering child-soul, as

such formed for itself unconsciously and yet with creative energy

a body in the womb of the Virgin, and hence he who in the Scrip-

ture is called uÉìc qua incarnate is one and the same subject with

that which with respect to its relation of oneness with the Father

is called å lìgoc or å monogen c. Nay, even qua incarnate he can

only therefore be called the Son of God because in him the eternal

monogen c became man. And hence, in the second place, we must

guard against explaining the idea involved in the uÉìc from the re-

lation of the incarnate as man to the Father, as if he were called

“Son” in the sense in which other pious men are called “children”

of God. For it is evident even from the antithesis to the prof¨tai,

chiefly, however, from the second and third verses, that uÉìc is the

designation of the man Jesus qua the incarnate eternal lìgoc.

This is apparent chiefly from the absence of the article. Exactly

rendered, we must translate the words thus — “God spake to us

by one who was Son,” who stood not in the relation of prophet but

in the relation of Son to him. If it were ân tÄ uÉÄ, then Christ

would be placed as this individual in opposition to the individuals

of the prophets; but as the article is wanting it is the species that
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is placed in opposition to the species (although of course Christ is

the single individual of his species.)

Ver. 2. The description of the person of the uÉìc begins in the

second verse, from which it evidently appears how God hath re-

vealed himself by Christ not polumerÀc kaÈ polutrìpwc but abso-

lutely and perfectly. Christ was more than a human instrument, he

was himself God.

The principal question in the interpretation of this verse is whether

the clause ín êjhken, etc., denotes an act which preceded that de-

scribed in the clause di> oÍ, or one which followed it. The meaning

of the second clause is clear; from it therefore we must set out in

our investigation.

OÉ aÊÀnec (as in 11.3) is used in the sense of the ŊĽŐŇĚ{ ŊŇĚ{
to denote the worlds, while in Greek it signifies only the times. By

the Son has God made the worlds; we find the same in John 1.1 ss.;

Col. 1.15-22. The eternal self-revelation of God in himself, through

the eternal utterance of his fulness in the eternal personal word

which God speaks to himself (John 1.1) and in the breath of the

eternal spirit, forms the ground and therewith the eternal (not tem-

poral) prius of the revelation of himself proceeding from the will of

the Triune in a sphere which is not eternal, but one of time and

space, which is not God but creature. And as the will which called

creation into being is the will of the one Triune God, the Son and

the Spirit were therefore partakers in the work; the world was made

by the Father through the Son.

Now, in what relation to this act does the act denoted by the

words ín êjhke klhrìnomon p�ntwn stand? Were we to regard it

as an act preceding the creation of the world, we might then be

tempted to explain it of the eternal generation of the Son himself.
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But how in this case can an all things be spoken of which the Son

receives as an inheritance? How can it be said : whom (the Son)

he made heir, how can the Son be presupposed as already exist-

ing, if it be his generation that is intimated in these words? The

only sense then that can be affixed to the words on this hypothesis

is something to the effect, that God already before the creation of

the world destined the Son, who was generated from all eternity,

to be its future possessor. But what practical aim could such an

idea have in the context, — not to say that a before and after can

have no place in eternity? We are, therefore, compelled to turn

to the other view, that of Tholuck, according to which êjhke, etc.

is to be understood of an act of God performed in time towards

the incarnate Son of God, namely, that crowning of the incarnate

one following upon his sufferings, which is afterwards more par-

ticularly described in 2.9, and of which the Apostle Paul speaks in

Phil. 2.9-11. The Son of God having, out of eternal compassionating

love, laid aside the glory which he possessed in eternity (John 17.5),

and having in his incarnation come under the category of time,

and here again having glorified his inner being under the form of

a human free will, and under the form of obedience manifested his

eternal love (Matthieu 26.39; Heb. 5.8; 10.7), forthwith received back

again that glory and honour (John 17.5), received the dominion over

heaven and earth from the Father’s hand as his crown and his just

reward, and received this as the incarnate, who still continues to be

man, not divesting himself of the nature which he once assumed

(Heb. 7.26, comp. with 9.12,24). And thus it is shown at length in

Heb. 2.5, that in him as their head and king mankind are exalted

above the angels.

We must here guard ourselves against a representation of this subject
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which sprang up in the scholastic period, and passed also into the period

of the Reformation, chiefly into the Lutheran theology — a representation

which unconsciously leads back to Nestorianism, and from which, if one

would escape its consequences without giving up itself, there is no other

outlet but Eutychianism. It is this — that the divine and the human

nature in Christ were two parts, or portions, or concreta, which were

united in the one person of Christ “as fire and iron are united so as to

make redhot iron”, and that the one part, the divine, always remained

in possession of the dìxa, while the other part, the human, was only

raised to a participation in the dìxa at the exaltation of Christ. When

Eutyches taught (Mansi, tom, VI, p. 744) : âk dÔo fÔsewn gegenn¨sjai

tän kÔrion �mÀn prä t¨c án¸sewc, met� dà t�n énwsin mÐan fÔsin (eÚnai), the

acute Leo justly observed at the conclusion of the ep. Flav. that the

first clause (Nestorian), was quite as wrong as the second (Monophysite.)

Tam impie duarum naturarum ante incarnationem unigemtus Filius Dei

dicitur, quam nefarie, postquam verbum caro factum est, natura in eo

singularis asseritur. The two natures, the Divine and the human, the

filius Dei and the filius Mariae, were not first separately existent, so that

their union constituted the entire Christ; but the Logos, retaining his

natura divina, his Divine nature, and laying aside the morf� jeoÜ assumed

in place of this the morf� doÔlou, i.e, he assumed the nature of men (an

assemblage of properties, not an existens), and thus both natures, the

Divine and the human, must now be predicated of him. As, if a king’s son,

in order to free his brother imprisoned in an enemy’s country, were to go

unknown into that country, and hire himself as servant to the prison-

keeper, he would be both a real king’s son and a real servant; the nature

of a king’s son belongs to him (only not the morf� but also the dìxa and

tim�) of such), for he would still be the son of a king; but the nature of

a servant also belongs to him, for he really performs a servant’s work

and endures a servant’s sufferings. But such a person could never have

arisen through the union of a king’s son with a servant. Never could
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it be said of him as is said of Christ in the formula of concord (epit.

ep. 8), the unio personalia is not a mere combinatio, quia potius hic

summa communio est, quam Deus cum assumpto homine vere habet, or

affirm. 6 : Quomodo homo, Mariae filius, Deus aut filius Dei vere appellari

posset, aut esset, si ipsius humanitas (this is evidently understood as

an existens concretum) cum filio Dei non esset personaliter unita. If we

regard the two natures as two subsistences or parts, constituting together

the one person, there remains then no way of escape from the extremest

Nestorianism except that to which Eutyches has recourse, namely, that

the one part participated in the properties of the other. Nestorianism is

therefore by no means the opposite of Eutychianism, but merely what it

presupposes. He who has no part in the former needs not the latter to

help him out. In “Philippism” lies the saving of our theology from such

error.

In this then lies the great difference between Christ and the

prophets. The prophets were heralds of the promised future inheri-

tance; Christ is the heir himself, the Lord and King in the Kingdom

of God. The inheritance, as it appeared to the prophets, was still

more or less limited to the people of Israel; at least the participation

of the Gentiles in it appeared as yet under the form of a reception of

the Gentiles into the community of Israel; the inheritance as it has

appeared in the fulfilment, is that kingdom of Christ which em-

braces the whole human race (Ephes. 2.19), nay heaven and earth

(Ephes. 1.20 ss.)

Upon this, then, follows that second clause by whom also, etc.,

simply by way of confirming and at the same also of explaining the

preceding. Christ was appointed heir of the universe, nay, this uni-

verse has received its being through him. How proper and natural

is it, that he through whom the universe was made, after having
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humbled himself and accomplished the gracious will of the Father,

should as his reward be also invested with the dominion over the

universe as with a permanent inheritance. — The principal idea

in klhronomÐa is not that of a possession which any one receives

through the death of another, but a possession which he on his

part can transfer as an inheritance to his posterity, consequently,

a permanent possession over which he has full authority. (The

passage 9.16 ss. would agree with this interpretation if we were

at liberty to translate diaj kh there by “testament”. There too it

would be the klhrìnomoc himself who had heired the inheritance,

not through the death of another, but who by his own death had

acquired the right to transfer the inheritance to others. Still when

we come to that passage we shall find that there is no reason for

departing from the usual biblical signification of the word diaj kh.)

Verse 3. The twofold idea which lies in the second verse is in

ver. 3 farther explained. These two things were said : that Christ

has been appointed in time (after the completion of the redemption-

work) to the theocratical inheritance of the Kingdom of God, and

that Christ is the eternal ground of the entire universe. The sec-

ond of these things is here repeated in the apposition which be-

longs to the subject of the third verse : ºn �paÔgasma t¨c dìxhc

kaÈ qarakt r t¨c Ípost�sewc aÎtoÜ, fèrwn te t� p�nta tÄ û mati

t¨c dun�mewc aÎtoÜ; the first in the verb âk�jisen etc., which con-

tains the predicate and the apposition belonging to the predicate-

idea poihs�menoc, etc., consequently, in the words kajarismän poi-

hs�menoc tÀn �martiÀn, âk�jisen ân dexi� t¨c megalwsÔnhc ân

ÍyhloØc. (For that poihs�menoc is in apposition not to the subject

íc but to the predicate-idea contained in the verb, appears not only

logically, from the idea itself, but also grammatically, from the want

of a kaÈ before kajarismìn.)
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With regard to the reading, we may consider it as fully made out

after Bleak’s searching investigation, that the words “di> áautoÜ”

before kajarismän and �mÀn after �martiÀn are to be cancelled.

We proceed now to the first member of the sentence — the sub-

ject with its appositions. Chiefly the expressions �paÔgasma t¨c

dìxhc and qarakt r t¨c Ípost�sewc require here a thorough in-

vestigation. Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Limborch, and oth-

ers have understood �paÔgasma of the passive light, i.e. reflection

or reflected image which a lucid or illuminated body throws on

a (smooth reflecting) surface. According to this, Christ would be

represented here as an image or reflection of the Father’s glory,

consequently, his hypostatical separate existence from the Father

is considered as presupposed, and emphasis laid on his qualitative

sameness with the Father. Others again, as Capellus, Gomarus,

Gerhard, Calov, Bleek, have understood �paÔgasma rather as de-

noting the active light or the rays which continually emanate from

a shining body. According to this, the son would be represented

rather as a perpetual life-act of the Father. But the first significa-

tion, as Bleek has shown, is, although etymologically defensible,

still against the grammatical usage; the second, on the contrary,

appears to me to be not justifiable on etymological grounds, or at

least to rest on imprecise expressions, and even the first, I would

hesitate to defend on etymological grounds. — >Apol�mpw, with

reference to any body, signifies to throw out a light from itself, �pa-

str�ptw to dart forth flashes of lightning from itself, �paug�zw to

throw out a lustre from itself (not to produce a reflection on an-

other body.) The nouns ending in ma, however, denote, not the act

as continuing, but the result of the act as finished. Thus k rugma

is not the act of announcing, but the announced message; in like

manner Philo calls his Logos an �pìspasma « �paÔgasma t¨c ma-
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karÐac fÔsewc (ed. Mang. tom I. p. 35), where �pìspasma must

denote the separated part, and �paÔgasma consequently, the sec-

ondary light radiated from the original light. In the same sense do

we take the expression here. It denotes, not the brightness received

from another body and thrown back as a reflection or a mirrored

image, nor the light continually proceeding from a shining body as

a light streaming out and losing itself in space, but it denotes a

light, or a bright ray which is radiated from another light in so far

as it is viewed as now become an independent light.

The expression ray-image (Germ. Strahlbild) best answers to

the original; as a ray-image, it is a living image composed of rays

not merely one received and reflected, but it is conceived of as in-

dependent and permanent, it is more than a mere ray, more than a

mere image; a son produced from the original light. We fully agree

therefore with Bleek when following Chrysostom and Theophylact,

he finds the best interpretation of �paÔgasma in the expression of

the Nicene creed fÀc âk fwtäc, but we differ from him when he

thinks that this interpretation is sufficiently rendered by the Ger-

man word “Strahl” — “ray”.

The original light from which the manifested ray-image has pro-

ceeded, is denoted by the word dìxa (scil. aÎtou, jeoÜ). Many

commentators, as Tholuck, wrongly interpret this of the Schek-

inah, that cloud of light under the Old Testament dispensation in

which God revealed His presence and glory in a manner percepti-

ble to the outward sense to Moses, then to the High Priest in the

holy of holies, and last of all to the shepherds, Luke 2.9. This would

be impossible if for no other reason than this, that, as the original

light was then a light perceptible to the sense, much more must

the �paÔgasma proceeding from it be a brightness apparent to the

bodily eye. But, moreover, according to this explanation, the Son,
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the absolute, adequate, personal revelation of the Father would be

degraded beneath the Old Testament imperfect, typical, form of

the Divine manifestation, seeing that he would be represented as

an �paÔgasma of the latter, which was not even itself an �paÔgasma

but was a mere reflection. Without doubt, therefore, those are right

who understand the expression dìxa in the supersensible meaning

in which it was used by John, and explain it of the eternal essen-

tial glory of the Father, that light inaccessible of which Paul speaks

in 1 Tim. 6.16, and which God himself is (1 John 1.5). God’s own

eternal unsearchable essence is light throughout, not a bÜjoc not

a dark original basis which must needs first develope itself into

brightness, but light clear to itself and self conscious, and com-

prehending in itself the fulness of all possible things, an original

monad — which bears in itself, and calls forth from itself the pos-

sibility and reality of all monads, — full of wisdom and love. This

is the original glory of the Father’s essence, and this original glory

was manifested to itself in eternity, and to the creature in time,

inasmuch as it allows to proceed from itself the Son, a living inde-

pendent ray-image, in whom all that glory finds itself again, and

reproduces itself in an absolute form, and in whose existence and

manifestation the love, as in his nature and qualities, the wisdom

of the Father represents itself.

This interpretation of the �paÔgasma t¨c dìxhc is confirmed by

the expression which follows in the second member — qarakt�r

t¨c Ípost�sewc. Substantially the same thing is denoted by Ípìst�sic

as by dìxa, only regarded from another point of view. Dìxa signi-

fies the essence of the Father with reference to his glory in which

he represents himself before the eyes of the suppliant creature;

Ípost�sic denotes this essence as essence and without regard to

its outward manifestation. Originally Ípost�sic signifies solidity,
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then reality, being, existence. It is well known, that the term in

its philosophical use acquired an ambiguity of meaning which led

to mistakes in the Arian controversy. The Alexandrines taking the

word in the sense of “subsistence” described to the Son a proper

Ípost�sic (an independent existence) along with the Father, which

gave great offence to the Western Christians, inasmuch as they

took the word in the older sense to mean “essence”, and therefore

of course could ascribe no other essence to the Son than to the

Father. In the passage before us Ípost�sic is evidently used in the

older sense. True, Calvin, Beza, Salmeron, Gerhard, Calov, Suicer,

and others found a difficulty in the Son’s being represented as a

mere reflection of the Father’s essence, seeing that he himself par-

ticipates in this essence, and were therefore induced to understand

Ípost�sic rather in the later sense, so that the person of the Son

was designated as an exact image of the person of the Father; this,

however, on the one hand, would involve the anachronism of trans-

ferring a later speculative theological terminology to the apostolical

times, to which the designation of the Father, Son, and Spirit as

three Ípost�sic was as yet so unknown that the author could not

possibly have used the word in the sense of “person” without being

unintelligible to his readers; on the other hand the whole difficulty

which has given rise to this false meaning rests on an unsound

interpretation of the word qarakt r.

Qarakt r does not any more than �paÔgasma denote a mere

reflection, a copy. Derived from qar�ssw it denotes not, as Wahl

and Bretschneider assert, “an instrument for engraving”, a style

or chisel, but the mark made by a stamp, the feature carved on

the stone, or the gem, or the seal-ring. It thus comes to signify

metaphorically, the features of a countenance, the features of char-

acter, — and, thirdly and finally, in a weakened signification, it is
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also used for a “characteristic mark”, a token by which anything is

known (like tÔpoc) (thus we speak of the character of a species of

plants.) But qarakt r never denotes the copy of one body left by

a seal or signet on another, it never signifies the image or the copy

of the features of a countenance; Lucien speaks rather of eÒkonec

tÀn �ntimìrfwn qarakt rwn (de Amor. p. 1061). The third of the

above significations is evidently not suitable here; the Son can in

no intelligible sense be called a distinguishing mark or sign of the

nature of God; not less unsuitable is the second, viz., stamp in

the sense of expression, characteristic quality, which, besides be-

ing a figurative and abstract signification, is inadmissible partly,

because the Son cannot possibly be merely a quality of the Father,

and partly because the parallelism with �paÔgasma requires a con-

crete term. We must therefore take qarakt r as meaning stamp in

the sense of a form cut out or engraven. As it belongs to the dìxa

to concentrate and reproduce itself in a form composed of rays, a

sun, so it is proper to the oÎsÐa or Ípìstasic to stamp itself out

(or according to the ancient mode of viewing it : to engrave) in a

manifest form or figure. This form or figure is not, however, to

be viewed as a copy (as if the Ípìstasic itself had already a form

which was now copied in a second form) but as an immediate and

substantial rendering visible and corporeal, of the Ípìstasic. The

idea is therefore substantially the same as that which is expressed

in the words �paÔgasma t¨c dìxhc

If it be asked, who is the íc to whom these appositions belong,

whether the Logos qua eternally pre-existent, or the Logos qua in-

carnate in time, it follows from what has been already remarked on

the relation of the third verse to the second, that in general they

belong more properly to the former. By means of the ºn is rep-

resented the permanent nature not the temporal acting of the Son.
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This, however, must not be so regarded, as if that eternal relation

of the Son to the Father had been altered by his coming into the

sphere of time. Even when he walked in lowliness on the earth, as

Zuingle has already remarked, he could speak of himself as “the

Son who is in heaven” (John 3.13).a Even when he had exchanged

the form of the world-governing world-embracing eternity, for the

form of life in the world, and under earthly historical relations, he

was in the kernel of his being still ever one with the Father, stall

the brightness of his glory and the stamp of his nature, only that

he now revealed this nature more in historically human relations,

so to speak, as practical love and holiness and wisdom. Thus also

the second apposition explains itself : fèrwn te t� p�nta tÄ û mati

t¨c dun�mewc aÎtoÜ. First of all, it is evident, that by û ma cannot

be meant, as the Socinians explain it, the preaching of the gospel,

but only the creative Omnipotent word which lies at the founda-

tion of the world’s existence; then, that fèrwn in like manner as

�paÔgasma and qarakt r is to be rendered not abstractly, but con-

cretely (sustinere, comp. Num. 11.4; Is. 9.6); finally that aÎtoÜ applies

aThis, of course, again is not so to be viewed, as if the Son of God had re-
mained in heaven as a part or portion of Christ, and taken part in the world-
governing omniscience and omnipotence, while the human nature as another
part upon earth was without omnipotence and omniscience. This would land us
in a more than Nestorian separation of the person of Christ into two persons.
But the eternal Son of God, entering into the category of time and the creature,
emptied himself, during the period of his humiliation, of the morf� jeoÜ, i.e.
the participation in the government of the world and the world-governing om-
nipotence, omniscience and omnipresence, and manifested his divine attributes
and powers in temporal human form, in the form of particular miracles. But his
oneness of being with the Father, although assuming another form, remained
unaltered.
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in a reflexive sense to the Son, and not to the Father.a The mean-

ing then is, that the Son sustains the universe by the omnipotent

word of his power. Here too, it is the eternal relation of the son qua

eternal to the universe that is spoken of, that relation, the ground

of which was given in the words of ver. 2 di^ oÝ kaÈ âpoÐhse toÌc

aÊÀnac. Only it must not be forgotten here also, that this eternal

relation of the Son to the universe was not in the least altered by

this, — that the Son becoming man was the sustainer of the world

in another sense, namely, the centre of the world’s history, and the

redeemer of humanity and reconciler of heaven and earth.

The subject of the sentence denoted by íc is therefore neither

the Logos qua eternal exclusive of his incarnation, much less is it

the incarnate as such; but the subject is Jesus Christ the incar-

nate, in so far as he is the eternal Son of God, who, as the Logos,

has an eternal being with the Father, and whose doings in time

could therefore form the centre-point and the angle of all that is

done in time.

This action in time of him who is the eternal ray-image and ex-

act stamp of the Divine nature, is now described in the predicate

of the sentence, in the words kajarismän poihs�menoc tÀn �mar-

tiÀn, ek�jisen ân dexi� t¨c megalwsÔnhc ân ÍyhloØc. The genitive

tÀn �martiÀn which we cannot well translate otherwise than “pu-

rification from sins” is explained by this, that in the Greek it can

also be said aÉ �martÐai kajarizontai. KatarÐzein corresponds to

aAs the older manuscripts have no spiritus, aÍtoÜ also might be written,
without thereby changing the reading as Calov thought “with godless temerity”.
But Bleek has shown, that in the hellenistic literature aÍtoÜ only stands where
in the first person âmautoÜ would stand, i.e. where an emphasis lies on the “self”;
on the other hand, that aÎtoÜ stands where in the first person âmoÜ would stand.
tÄ û mati t¨c dun�mewc aÍtou would have to be translated “with the word of
his own power”. There is no occasion for this emphasis here. And just as little
occasion is there for departing from the reflexive signification of aÎtoÜ, here the
only natural one.
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the Hebrew ŸĎĹ, and finds intelligible explanation in the signifi-

cance which belonged to the Levitical purification in the Old Tes-

tament cultus. Those, therefore, would greatly err, who should

understand kajarÐzein of moral improvement, and so interpret ka-

jarismän poieØn as if the author meant to represent Christ here

as a teacher of virtue, who sought by word and example the im-

provement of men. And even those might be said to be in error

who explain kajarismìc of the taking away of guilt by atonement,

but do this only on account of passages which occur further on

in the epistle, — as if the idea of the biblical kajarismìc were not

already sufficient to confirm this the only true explanation. The

entire law of purification, as it was given by God to Moses, rested

on the presupposition that man, as sinful and laden with guilt,

was not capable of entering into immediate contact with the holy

God. The mediation between man and God, who was present in the

holiest of all, and in the holiest of all separated from the people,

appeared in three things; 1, in the sacrifices; 2, in the priesthood;

and 3, in the Levitical laws of purification. The sacrifices were

(typical) acts, or means of atoning for guilt; the priests were the

instruments for accomplishing these acts, but were by no means

reckoned as more pure than the rest. Hence they had to bring

an offering for their own sin before they offered for the sins of the

people. The being Levitically clean, finally, was the state which

was reached positively, by sacrifices and ordinances, negatively, by

avoiding Levitical uncleanness, the state in which the people were

rendered qualified for entering into converse with God. (through

the priests) “without death” (comp. Deut. 5.26); the result, therefore,

of observances performed, and the presupposed condition of faith

and worship. The sacrifices were what purified; the purification

was the taking away of guilt. This is most clearly set forth in the

law respecting the great festival of atonement (Lev. ch. 16). There
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we find these three principal elements in the closest reciprocal re-

lation. Firstly, the sacrifice must be prepared (ver. 1-10), then

the high priest must offer for his own sins (ver. 11-14); finally, he

must “slay the sin-offering of the people” (ver. 15), and sprinkle the

mercy-seat and the whole sanctuary with its blood, and “purify it

from the uncleanness of the children of Israel” (ver. 19), and then,

lay the sins of the people symbolically on the head of a second

beast of sacrifice and drive it laden with the curse into the wilder-

ness (ver. 20-28.) For, — ver. 30 — “on that day your atonement is

made that ye may be cleansed; from all your sins before the Lord

are ye cleansed.” The purification in the biblical sense, consists

in the atonement, the gracious covering (ŸŤŃ ver. 30) of guilt. (In

like manner, were those who had become Levitically unclean, for

example the lepers Lev. ch. 14, cleansed by atoning sacrifices.) An

Israelitish or Jewish-Christian reader, therefore, would never as-

sociate with the expression kajarismän poieØn what is wont to be

called “moral improvement”, which, so long as it grows not on the

living soil of a heart reconciled to God, is empty self-delusion and

a mere outward avoiding of glaring faults; but the which Christ

has provided, could in the mind of the author and his readers be

understood only of that gracious atonement for the whole guilt of

the whole human race, which Christ, our Lord and Saviour, has

accomplished through his sinless sufferings and death, and from

which flows all power of reciprocal love, all love to, him our heav-

enly pattern, and all hatred towards sin on account of which he

had to die. It is easy to repeat these words of the scriptural author

with the mouth; but he alone can say yea and amen to them with

the heart, who with the eye of true self-knowledge has looked down

into the darkest depths of his natural, and by numberless actual

sins aggravated, corruption, and who despairing of all help in him-

self, stretches forth his hand to receive the offer of salvation from
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heaven.

For his faithful obedience unto death on the cross the incarnate

was crowned, inasmuch as, without his having to give up the form

of existence which he then had, — the human nature, therefore

as man and continuing to be man — he was exalted to a partic-

ipation in the divine government of the world. This participation

is expressed by the words sitting at the right hand of God. Never,

and nowhere, does the Holy Scripture apply this expression to de-

note that form of world-government which the Logos exercised as

eternally pre-existent; the sitting at the right hand of God rather

denotes everywhere, only that participation in the divine majesty,

dominion, and glory, to which the Messiah was exalted after his

work was finished, therefore in time, and which is consequently ex-

ercised by him as the glorified Son of Man under the category of

time. Already in Psalm 110.1, where the expression for the first time

occurs, it applies to the future, the second David, at a future time

to be exalted.

The expression finds its explanation in the old oriental prac-

tice, according to which the king’s son, who was himself clothed

with royal authority, had the liberty of sitting on the king’s throne,

at his right hand. This signification lies at the foundation of the

figure already in Psalm 110.1; that Jehovah is there represented as

contending in behalf of the Son, while the Son rests himself, has

nothing to do with the figure as such, and is not inherent in the

expression “to sit at the right hand of God” as such, (although of

course that feature in Psalm 110 also finds its counterpart in the

exalted Christ.)

That explanation which arose amid the tumult of confessional

controversy rests on an entire misapprehension of the figurative

expression, namely, that as God is everywhere, the right hand
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of God is also everywhere; to sit at the right hand of God means

therefore to be everywhere present. This interpretation is quite as

mistaken as if one were to understand by dexi� jeoÜ a particular

place where God sits on a throne (a mistake which Luther falsely

attributed to Œcolompadius.) In the expression ân dexi� t¨c me-

galwsÔnhc there lies solely the idea of participation in the divine

dominion, and majesty (megalwsÔnh majestas denotes here God

himself), without any local reference whatever.

On the contrary, the expression ân ÍyhloØc that is added, con-

tains a distinct determination of locality; whether we connect it

with the verb âk�jisen or (which is better, as, otherwise, would

have to stand before ân, Íy) with the noun megalwsÔnh. >En Íyh-

loØc is the Hebrew ŊĚŸŐĄ, equivalent to ŊĽŐŹĄ. But the “heaven”

never in the holy Scriptures denotes the absence of space or om-

nipresence (see on this my scientific crit. of the ev. history, 2

ed. p. 601 s.), — it always denotes either the firmament, or that

sphere of the created world in time and space where the union of

God with the personal creature is not disturbed by sin, where no

death reigns, where the glorification of the body does not need to

be looked forward to as something future. Into that sphere has the

first-fruits of risen and glorified humanity entered, as into a place,

with a visible glorified body to come again from thence in a visible

manner.

Thus is described the inheritance (v. 2) which the incarnate Son

has received, and the author, after these introductory words in

which he lays the foundation, now passes to the first principal in-

ference which follows from them; namely, that that Son, the organ

of the N. T. revelation, is superior to the angels, the organs of the

Old Testament revelation. The carrying out of this inference forms

the first part of the Epistle to the Hebrew :1.4 to 2.18.
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I. The Son and the Angels

(1.4 to 2.18)

We encounter here the first instance of a phenomenon peculiar to

the Epistle to the Hebrews, namely, that the announcement of a

new theme is closely interwoven with the end of the last period of

a foregoing part. The author passes forthwith from that which he

has brought to a conclusion, to a new idea flowing from it, with

which an entirely new perspective opens itself out. It fellows prima

facie and in general from the inheritance of the Son described in

ver. 3, that the Son must be higher than the angels. This then

opens up a new theme, which is, to show that it is and must be so,

and that this superiority of the Son to the angels will admit of being

demonstrated in particulars. But this theme at which the author

has arrived is a principal one, and one to which he has purposely

come. It possesses in his view not merely the importance of a col-

lateral idea, but of one with which, from regard to the practical aim

of his epistle, he has especially to concern himself.

It is only from a complete misapprehension of the phenomenon

to which we have referred, and which recurs in 2.5 ; 4.3-4,14, etc.,

that we can explain why Bleek should deny, in opposition to De

Wette, that a new section begins at ver. 4, and why Tholuck should
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understand ver. 4 as a “collateral idea”, which, however, the au-

thor would specially impress upon his readers. Even in relation

to ver. 3, ver. 4 is not a “collateral idea”, but rather a conclusion

to which the author has directed his course in ver. 1-3. But why

was it of so much importance to him to carry out the compari-

son of the Son with the angels? Tholuck is certainly right when

he says, that his object could not be to combat a party like that

at Colosse who occupied themselves with the worship of angels,

for the author, who usually draws his practical applications very

closely, and, in order to do so, breaks without hesitation the con-

nection of the theoretical reasoning, gives no admonition whatever

against the worship of angels. The only practical inference which

he draws is in 2.2 that the word spoken by the Son is still more

holy than the law which was given by angels. — Bleek is therefore

of opinion, that the belief of the Israelites in the co-operation of

the angels in the giving of the Sinaitic law, led the author to speak

of angels; but thus outwardly apprehended, this serves as little for

explanation as the strange remark that the thought of God’s throne

reminded the author of the angels who are around his throne.

The true motive of the author lies deeper. The entire Old Tes-

tament is related to the New as the angels are related to the Son;

this is his (first) principal idea, an idea of wondrous depth, which

throws a surprising light on the whole doctrine of angels. In the old

covenant, mankind, and as part thereof also Israel, is represented

as far separated from the holy God by sin, and the angels stand as

mediators between them. The mediation in the Old Testament is a

double one, a chain consisting of two members, of Moses, and the

angel of the Lord. There stands a man who, by his vocation, by his

position, by his commission, is raised above other men with whom

he stands on the same level as a sinner, and brought nearer to
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God, yet without being nearer to the divine nature or partaking in

it. Here stands the form of an angel, in which God reveals himself

to his people, brings himself nearer to the people’s capacity of ap-

prehension, becomes like to men yet without becoming man. God

and man certainly approach nearer to each other; a man is com-

missioned and qualified to hear the words of God; God appears

in a form in which men can see him, but there is as yet no real

union of God with man. But in the Son, God and man have become

personally one, they have not merely approached outwardly near

to each other. God has here not merely accommodated himself to

man’s capacity of apprehension in an angelophany, a theophany,

but he has personally revealed the fulness of his being in the man

Jesus, inasmuch as that �paÔgasma of his glory was man. And in

the person of this incarnate one, not merely a member of human-

ity has come near to God, but as he who was born of a virgin is

himself eternal God, in him as first-fruits of the new humanity has

mankind been exalted to the inheritance of all things.

It was necessary that the author should show how the two me-

diators of the Old Testament, the angel of the covenant and Moses,

find their higher unity in Christ. To show this of the angel of the

covenant is the problem of the first part, to show it of Moses) that

of the second part (comp. ch. 3 and 4 chiefly 3.3 : for this man was

thought worthy of more glory than Moses.)

The question may still be asked, however, why the author speaks

of the angels in the plural, why he does not place the individual an-

gel of the Lord side by side with, the individual Moses? The answer

is very simple; because the angel of the Lord was not a particular

individual from among the angels. He was not a person distinct

from God, not one of the number of created angels whom God used

only as an instrument; but the angel of the Lord (ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ) God
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himself as he appeared in the form of an angel.a (Comp. chiefly

Jud. 13. 21 with ver. 22.) The author speaks of angels, therefore,

because it was not a certain individual angel who was to be placed

by the side of Moses as the second member in the chain of media-

tion, but because, when God would manifest himself to Moses and

to the high priests, he borrowed the form and figure of his appear-

ance from the sphere of the angels, of those angels whom he also

usually employed when it was necessary under the old dispensa-

tion to make Divine revelations manifest to the eyes of men.

The comparison of the Son with the angels, divides itself again

into two sections, which are also outwardly separated from each

other by a practical part inserted between them. In the first of

these sections the author shows, that the Son is superior to the

angels already in virtue of his eternal existence as the Son of God

(1.4-14, upon which is engrafted in 2.1-4 the practical suggestion,

that the New Testament revelation is still holier than that of the

Old Testament); in the second he shows, that in the Son man also

has been exalted above the angels (2.5-18).

aThe theocratical ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ the Jehovah who was enthroned above the taber-
nacle and the ark of the covenant, is not to be confounded with the angel Michael
(Dan. 10.13), who, after the temple and ark of the covenant had ceased to exist,
and the nation of Israel was scattered among other nations, was chosen of God
to be the guardian angel of this people. This angel was certainly distinguished
from God and his Son (according to Rev. 12.7); was a creature, one of the created
angels.
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1. The Son is in himself

superior to the Angels

(1.4-14)

1.4 having become by so much better than the angels, as he

hath inherited a more excellent name than they.

In the words kreÐttwn genìmenoc tÀn �ggèlwn lies, as has been

already observed, the theme of the whole part, while in the words

ísú diafor¸teron, etc., the special theme of the first section is

expressed. The participle kreÐttwn genìmenoc stands in apposition

with the subject of ver. 3 íc, i.e. uÉìc. The subject of whom it is

affirmed that he is superior to the angels, is therefore not the Logos

as pre-existent but still the incarnate Son of God as the organ of the

New Testament revelation; this appears partly, from the context

and the train of thought, inasmuch as it was the business of the

author to demonstrate the pre-eminence of the new dispensation

over the old, partly, from the genìmenoc “become” (by no means =

ºn), partly, from the keklhronìmhken.

The argument for the superior dignity of the organ of the New

Testament revelation is derived from this — that God already un-

der the old dispensation assigned to the future Messiah whom he

there promised, a name which plainly enough declared, that this

promised future Messiah should be at the same time the eternal

Son of the same nature with the Father. In this light, and from this

point of view, then, are to be understood also the particular proofs

adduced from the Old Testament ver. 5-14, and so understood
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they present no difficulty. They can only then appear difficult and

obscure when it is supposed that the author meant them to prove,

that a dignity superior to the angels was ascribed in the Old Tes-

tament either to the Logos as such, or to the historical individual

Jesus as such. Nothing of this, however, is said even in the re-

motest degree. The author lays down the thesis that the Son in his

quality as organ of the New Testament revelation is exalted above

the angels, and in proof of this he appeals to the fact, that the Old

Testament ascribes to the Messiah this dignity, namely his being

the Son of God in a manner which is not affirmed of the angels.

As a middle member between that thesis and this proof, nothing

farther needs to be supplied than the presupposition that the uÉìc

1.1-3 is identical with the Messiah promised in the Old Testament.

But that the readers of the Epistle did presuppose this, that by

the uÉìc 1.1-3 in whom God has revealed himself “at the end of this

time” (consequently in the “Messianic time”; see above) they un-

derstood Jesus Christ, and again that they held Christ to be the

Messiah, will surely not require to be proven here.

KreÐttwn — the author uses the same expression, in itself quite

relative and indefinite, also in the analogous comparisons 7.19,22;

8.6; 9.23; 10.34, etc. The Son is superior to the angels, because (in

as far as) “he has obtained as an inheritance a more distinguished

name than they.” On the idea of the inheritance see the remarks

on ver. 2. The act of the klhronomeØn is one performed in time;

nothing is said of the Logos as eternally pre-existent. But neither

is it anything that took place in the time of Jesus that is spoken

of; the author does not refer to those events recorded in Matth. 3.17;

17.5, in which the voice of the Father from heaven to Jesus said :

This is my beloved Son. The author could not in consistency with

his plan refer to these events; for his object was to prove his par-
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ticular theses and doctrines from the records of the Old Testament

itself, for the sake of his readers, who were afraid of doing what

might involve a separation from the writings and the ordinances of

the old holy covenant of God with the people of Israel. Accordingly,

his object here is to show, that already in the Messianic prophecies

the Messiah was represented not as a mere man, but received a

name such as was given to no angel, a name which indicates an al-

together exclusive and essential relation of oneness with God. The

perfect keklhronìmhken points to the time of the Old Testament

prophecy.

VOsú diafor¸teron par> aÎtoÌc keklerìnomhken înoma. It is ev-

ident that înoma here, where the author treats (ver. 5 ss.) precisely

of the name uÉìc, is not (with Beza, Calov, and others) to be trans-

lated by “dignity”. — Par� case accusative instead of the genitive,

is no Hebraism, but a genuine Greek construction, formed to avoid

unsuitable applications of the genitive (such as would occur here.)

Diafor¸teron not more excellent, higher, but more distinguished,

more singular. Critics in their wisdom have indeed doubted the ac-

curacy of the fact here stated, affirming that the name “sons of

God” is given not merely to men — Ps. 89.27; 2 Sam. 7.14 — but also

precisely to angels — Job 1.6; 2.1; 38.6; Dan. 3.25.a Those make short-

est work of it, who deny to the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

a thorough acquaintance with the Bible; Bleek deals more mod-

estly, when he supposes that the author was not versed at least

in the Hebrew original, and explains his overlooking those pas-

sages by the circumstance, that the LXX, which he made use of

exclusively in his citations, and the knowledge and use of which

aThe passages Gen. 6.2, where it is the descendants of Seth that are spoken
of and alone can be spoken of (comp. my “Weltanschauung der Bibel und Natur-
wissenschaft” in the “Zukunft der Kirche”, 1847, p. 369 s.) and Ps. 29 and 89
where ŊĽŇĂ ĽŘĄ are spoken of, have no connection at all with this subject.
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he presupposes in his readers, who were acquainted with Aramaic,

but not with Hebrew — has in those passages �ggeloi jeoÜ in

place of ŊĽĎŇĂ ĽŘĄ. This would indeed ward off the moral charge

of carelessness and inconsiderateness from the author’s person,

but not that of falseness and groundlessness from his reasoning,

On a more thorough and impartial investigation, however, it will

appear here again, how much the foolishness of the Scriptures,

and of their writers enlightened by the holy spirit, is superior to

the pretended wisdom of the children of men. If, in these days, a

preacher were to say in a sermon, or in a book designed for edi-

fication, that Christ receives in the New Testament a name which

is applied exclusively to him, for to whom of all that are born of

woman has the Father said : This is my Son — would any one have

a right to object to such a preacher, that he must be unacquainted

with those passages of the New Testament in which Christians are

called sons of God, and besides that he must be ignorant of the

passage Heb. 2.10, where the author speaks of “many sons of God”?

Is it not then quite a different thing to apply a common name in the

plural to a class, from what it is to apply the same as an individual

name in the singular to an individual. Even where the New Testa-

ment speaks of uÉoØc jeoÜ instead of tèknoic jeoÜ as in that very

passage Heb. 2.10, even there this difference still obtains, as no one

assuredly will deny. And in like manner our author, in reference to

the Old Testament, would be quite right, even if there were no other

difference (which is not the case) than that between the plural as

applied to the class, and the singular as applied to the individual.

He himself, indeed, in ver. 5, makes the distinction between the

name of Christ and that of the angels to consist in this — that God

has said to no individual among the angels : “Thou art my Son;

I have begotten thee.” It makes already even an essential differ-

ence, whether the idea of son comes to its full manifestation in an
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individual, or in a class. — As, however, in the New Testament,

the difference between the predicates “Son of God” and “children

of God”, is not merely one of number, but as, in addition to this,

there is a qualitative difference in the kind of designation, so is it

also in the Old Testament. When JEHOVAH in Ps. 2.2,7, declares his

anointed to be his son whom he has begotten, this is something dif-

ferent from what is said, when the angels as a class are called sons

of the ELOHIM, who has created them. Nay, this difference is, in

respect of the expression, even greater and more marked than that

in the New Testament between uÉìc and tèknon. The angels are

called sons of God in so far as God is the Elohim, the all-governing

Creator of all things, and they have come forth from his creating

hand, and have lost by no fall this their primitive relation to God

as his childrena; the Messiah, on the other hand, is called the Son

of God, in so far as God is JEHOVAH the free, self-sufficient one,

proceeding from himself, and independent of all creatures.b In re-

ality then, the Son has received a diafor¸teron înoma par� toÌc

�ggèlouc and the form of ver. 5, for to whom, etc., shows plainly

enough, that the author was clearly conscious of that difference.

Bleek’s view is correct, however, so far, that the author would feel

less concern in omitting all express reference to the passages in

Job and Daniel, as the readers in their Septuagint could not be

misled by those passages.

1.5 For unto which of the angels said he at any time, Thou

art my Son, This day have I begotten thee? and again, I will be
aIn Job 2.2 Satan is not reckoned among the “children of God”; but distin-

guished from them. That he should come ŊŃŽĄ (locally) is something extraordi-
nary.

bSee this correct interpretation of the ĎĽĎĂ ŸŹĂ ĎĽĎĂ Drechsler : Einheit
und Aechtheit der Genesis p. 10, with which is to be compared my treatise
ueber das Alter des Jehovahnamens in Niedner’s Zeitschr. fur hist. Theol. 1849
p. 506.
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to him a Father, And he shall be to me a Son?

At ver. 5 then, begins the proof that the Old Testament already

assigns to the future Messiah a name, such as is never given to an

angel. We shall without prejudice explain these particular passages

in their original connection, from which it will appear, whether our

author has invested them with a meaning which they do not bear.

TÐni g�r eÚpè pote tÀn �ggèlwn — at eÚpe is to be supplied from

ver. 1 jeìc as the subject. Potè does not serve to strengthen the

tÐni (Kuinoel, Bretschneider, Wahl) but is independent, signifying

“at any time”, and thus forms a marked antithesis with p�lin. This

kaÈ p�lin is to be extended in the following way (Bleek and others)

: kaÈ tÐni tÀn �ggèlwn p�lin eÚpe; “to which of the angels has he at

any time said : Thou art my Son! and to which has he again said

: I will be to him a Father”.a This contains clearly the two ideas :

God has used such expressions to an angel not even a single time;

but to the Son not merely once but again and again.

The words cited are to be found in Ps. 2.7. Not much that is really

of importance depends on the usual question, whether this Psalm

contains a direct prophecy of the Messiah, or an indirect one, or

none at all. Let us enquire chiefly, who was its author, when it was

written, and what occasioned it. Assuredly, this sublime lyrical ef-

fusion had a historical occasion, which affords the explanation of

it in its subjective human aspect. For, let it be ever so prophetic,

it is still essentially not a ĂŹŐ, not a ĎĚĎĽ ŊĂŘ, it does not begin

with ĎĚĎĽ ŸŐĂ ĂŃ but is a psalm an hymn, an effusion of religions

poetry, which has beneath it a ĎĚĎĽ ŊĂŘ as the basis on which it

moves, and to which pointed reference is made in the 7th ĎĚĎĽ-ŮĚĞ.
We are therefore justified in seeking a humano-historical occasion

aIt would be much harsher to extend the phrase thus : kaÈ p�lin erwtÀ. tÐni
tÀn �ggèlwn eÚpe.
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for the psalm. It cannot then have been written before the time of

David, since the hill of Zion is spoken of as the royal seat; least

of all in the time of Solomon (as Bleek would have it), since, ac-

cording to 1 Kings ch. 5; 1 Chron. ch. 22, Solomon reigned in peace,

and in his time there is not the slightest trace of such a violent

insurrection of rebellious nations as is described Ps. 2.1 ss. After

the division of the kingdom, there was under Uzziah a subjuga-

tion of the neighbouring heathen nations, but only in a very partial

degree, and the revolt of these heathen had become something so

common, that it would scarcely have so powerfully moved the soul

of a poet, — besides, in this case, we should have expected to find

among the hoped-for blessings of the future some mention of the

re-union with the northern kingdom. There remains, therefore, no

other time in which the Psalm can well have been written, but that

of David. Against this ver. 6 has been adduced, as not properly ap-

plicable to the anointing of David, seeing that David was anointed

as a boy at Bethlehem. But supposing that ver. 6 applies to the

person of David (which would first require to be investigated), the

object of the words ĽŹČŮ-ŸĎ ŔĚĽŰ-Ň{ would certainly not be to give

a dry, outward, prosaic determination of locality — of the place of

the anointing. The poet would rather denote the whole wondrous

series of divine acts by which the shepherd was exalted from his

anointing by Samuel onwards, guarded amid the many dangers to

which his life was exposed, until at length he came to be acknowl-

edged by all the twelve tribes, and was brought to the summit of his

dominion in the residence which he took by conquest, and which

he founded — I say the poet would comprehend this whole series

of divine acts in a poetical unity, and as we would denote the same

thing by the one symbolical expression : God has exalted him to the

throne of Zion, so the poet denotes it by the symbolical expression

entirely similar : “God has anointed him to be King in Zion”.
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It is not said that Samuel anointed him, but that God anointed

him. This interpretation would be all the more unobjectionable,

that there is nothing to hinder our translating Ň{ by “over”, and

taking the words ŔĚĽŰ-Ň{ denote the term. ad quem : God has

anointed him (to be King) over Zion. Still, as already observed, we

can by no means regard it as decided that ver. 6 speaks of the

person of David. And thus every motive for placing the psalm in

another time than that of David falls to the ground.

Precisely in David’s life-time we find a state of things which

remarkably corresponds with that described in the psalm. We

read in 2 Sam. ch. 8 that Hadadezer the King of Zobah rebelled

against David, who subdued him, and that the Syrians of Damas-

cus hastened to his assistance with a mighty host, of which David

alone took 21 700 prisoners. Shortly before this, David had also

put down rebellions on the part of the Philistines, Moabites, Am-

monites, Edomites, and Amalekites, and so there was then a time

when almost the whole heathen world known to the Israelites had

risen up in hostility against Israel and Israel’s King (and conse-

quently, according to the views of the ancient heathen, against Is-

rael’s God — for it was believed that with the people their gods were

vanquished.) After David’s victory, Thoi, King of Hamath, sent to

him presents in token of homage, so that there is not wanting an

occasion also for what is said in vers. 10-12. — But in vers. 7 and

12 we find a statement which more than anything else confirms us

in the view that the second psalm was written at that time (cer-

tainly after the victory was completed), and, moreover, that no one

but David himself sung this hymn of thanksgiving and hope. The

poet rests his firm hope upon this — that God has said to him :

“thou art my son”. A word to this effect had been spoken to David

in the charge which he received from God by Nathan the prophet,
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shortly before the Syrian war. When he wished to build God a

temple, Nathan disclosed to him that he should not build God a

temple, but his posterity ({ŸĘ as a collective); yea, God will build it

an house, and establish its throne for ever; God will be its Father,

and it will be his Son. Now we know certainly (from 1 Kings 8.17 ss),

that Solomon applied that prophecy to himself in such a way that

lie undertook the building of the temple, and we must even say that

in this he did perfectly right; for if the “posterity of David” was to

build a temple for God, there was no reason why the first member

of that posterity should not immediately put his hand to the work.

Only, it must not be forgotten, that Solomon himself by no means

thought that the prophecy of Nathan as yet found its complete ful-

filment in his erection of the temple. He says this most distinctly

in 1 Kings 8.26-27. He considers it as a benefit still to be prayed for,

that those words of Nathan to David should be verified, for his tem-

ple is as yet not a house in which God may truly dwell. Not less

clearly was David conscious of this, that Nathan’s word would first

obtain its full accomplishment “in the distant future” (ŮĚĞŸŐŇ), “in

a man who is the Lord, Jehovah himself” (2 Sam. 7.19)a, or, as it is

explained in 1 Chron. 17.17, “in a man who is exalted up to Jeho-

vah”. On this promise so well understood, David builds the hope

which he expresses in Ps. 2. We know now the time, the occa-

sion, and the author of the second psalm. And it is only now that

we have the necessary preparation for enquiring into its contents.

One might feel tempted to refer the contents of the psalm (as Bleek

does) to the earthly historical king (to David according to our view,

to Solomon according to Bleek’s). Thus David would compose the

psalm sometime during the insurrection of the Syrians, — in ver.

1-3 he describes the raging of the heathen against Jehovah, and

aIf ĎĚĎĽ ĽŘČĂ were not in apposition to ŊČĂ-ŽŸĚŽ but vocative, the latter ex-
pression could have no possible meaning.
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against himself, the anointed of Jehovah, — then, in ver. 4, he

expresses the certain hope that God will laugh at his enemies and

utterly destroy them, and in ver. 6 he confirms this hope, by call-

ing to mind the covenant-faithfulness of God, who has helped him

hitherto, and has raised him to be King over Zion. But in ver. 7

there comes an obstacle by which this interpretation is entirely

overturned. David appeals in ver. 7 to this — that God has said to

him : “Thou art my son” — has said to him : he will give him the

ends of the earth for a possession. When had ever such a promise

been given to David? It is expressly said in 2 Sam. 7.12, that David

shall not build an house to the Lord, but shall sleep with his fa-

thers; not to him, but to his seed after him, will God establish the

kingdom for ever and be their Father. It is quite clear then, that

David in the second psalm speaks in the name of his seed after

him, that he adoringly looks forward to the fulfilment of that glo-

rious hope in the distant future, 2 Sam. 7.19 : it is clear that the

insurrection of the Syrians forms merely the occasion, but not the

object and import of the second psalm.

The second psalm presents to us not an historical but an ideal

picture. After the general insurrection of the southern and north-

ern nations bordering on Israel had been quelled, and David had

begun to reflect on this event, and to compare it with Nathan’s

prophecy, there opened up before him a grand prospect stretch-

ing into the future; what had befallen him appears as a type, as a

typical instance of a great ideal law which would again and again

repeat itself, until it found its perfect manifestation in the time of

the “seed after him”, his view of which seed had already in the

prayer 2 Sam. 7.19 concentrated itself into the concrete form of “a

man who is to be exalted up to Jehovah”. For, apart from the fun-

damental law of all poetical intuition, according to which what is
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general (as in the case before us “the posterity”) individualizes it-

self in the eye of the poet, it could not remain hid even from that

reflection which is divested of all poetry, that the fulness of the

prophecies given in 2 Sam. ch. 7 must find their final accomplish-

ment in a concrete descendant. If, in opposition to David, “who was

to sleep with his fathers”, the royal dominion was to be established

for ever in the house of David or the seed of David (2 Sam. 7.16), this

certainly could not be accomplished thus — that his descendants,

one after the other, for ever should also “sleep with their fathers”;

but the one part of the fulfilment must consist in this, that God

should show a fatherly forbearance towards the sins of the partic-

ular descendants (2 Sam. 7.14), the other part certainly in this, that

at length an individual would come, in whom the endlessness of

the dominion, and the absoluteness of the relation of son, should

find adequate manifestation. Now, we know, as has been already

observed, from 2 Sam. 7.19, and 1 Chron. 17.17 (the passage comes of

course from the royal annals which form the basis of both books)

that David really understood that prophecy in this and in no other

sense, and Ps. 2.7 compels us to refer the psalm to an individual

who was the seed kat> exoq n promised to David.

As the heathen had assembled against him to throw off his yoke,

so, transferring himself in spirit to future times, he sees how the

nations of the earth (the representation is here purposely general,

and nothing is said of the Syrians) would also rise up against the

future perfect King, and that out of hatred to the living holy God

who has anointed him. But, in like manner, he sees also already,

how the living God will deride the folly of the children of men. God

himself speaks in majestic calmness the simple word : “I have

anointed my King upon Zion”. (It is quite evident that this is not

spoken of David, but of that seed after him.) Now David hears that
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future King himself speak words of holy confidence; he hears him

say, that he will often confess and freely proclaim that the Lord

has declared him to be his son, that the Lord has anointed him.

(His real being he derives not by his carnal descent from David,

but by the word of the promise of Nathan to David — he is begot-

ten by the word of God. In the phrase “this day”, it is evident that

the royal singer sees in ideal vision his own time when he received

the promise, blended with the future time, that of the perfect seed,

and thus the “this day” forms a direct antithesis with the times

in which David was begetting, or had begotten corporeal descen-

dants.) — Further, David hears in verse 8 the seed reminding God

of his promises (2 Sam. ch. 7), in verse 9 he hears God answering in

accordance with these promises; and finally, in verse 10-12, David

concludes in his own name with an admonition to the kings of the

nations to be in subjection to that promised “son”; soon the time

shall come when he shall execute judgment on the heathen.

In the prophecy of Nathan, the prayer of David connected with

it, and the second psalm, there lies before us the germ of the

whole Messianic prophecy. In the second psalm, it appears still

in the form of lyrical elevation, and it is more than probable, that

the meaning of that first grand presentment remained a mystery

undisclosed to the majority of David’s contemporaries, and the

generations immediately following, just as, at a later period, the

prophecies of the divinity of the Messiah (Mic. 5.1, and Is. 9.6) were

locked up from the great mass of the Jewish people.) Still, the con-

sciousness of the importance of Nathan’s prophecy never vanished

(1 Kings 15.4; 2 Kings 7.19, etc.)

But when, after the separation of the kingdoms, outward and

inward decay increased more and more, and God by his prophets

(first of all by Amos and Hosea) gave intimation of the coming exile,
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he then also again put into the mouth of the prophets the promise,

that after the exile there should come a ČĚČ ĞŐŰ estate, brought

like the first David from the sheep-folds of Bethlehem, not from

kings’ palaces (Mic. ch. 4 ch. 5), a branch springing from the roots

of the hewn stock of the house of David (Is. ch. 9), an Immanuel

born of the lowly maid of the house of David (Is. ch. 7); — and of

the substantial identity of this branch with the “son”, Ps. 2 and

the “seed”, 2 Sam. ch. 7 on the one hand, and the Messiah on the

other, there can no reasonable doubt be entertained.

Our author — who, in connecting the passage 2 Sam. 7.14 with

the second psalm, makes it sufficiently evident that he had inter-

preted and understood the psalm in connection with the prophecy

of Nathan — simply calls to mind the fact, that in the very first

commencement of the Messianic prophecya there is ascribed to the

Messiah a relation of Sonship to God, such as is never applied,

even approximately, to any one of the angels. A relation of such

a kind, that the Messiah derives his real being not from David but

from God.

For this was, as we saw, the import of the words to-day I have

begotten thee. We shall therefore not have to inquire long in what

sense the author of our epistle understood the s meron. In no

other than the only natural sense. It denotes neither the eternal

present, nor the time of the incarnation of Jesus, nor that of his

resurrection, ascension, etc., but the time of that promise which

was given by Nathan, in opposition to the (later) time when David

begat Solomon (2 Sam. 12.24). It all hinges upon this — that the uÉoc

does not derive his real being from David.

aThe idea of the Messianic prophecy we understand here, of course, in the
narrower sense, as the prediction of a definite, royal, descendant of David. In
the wider sense, Gen. 3.15; and Deut. 18.16 are also Messianic prophecies.
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The second citation 2 Sam. 7.14 has received its explanation in

what has been said above.

1.6 And when he again bringeth in the firstborn into the

world he saith : And let all the angels of God worship him.

Ver. 6. The proofs of the assertion that the Son has received a

higher name than the angels are, in truth, closed with the two ci-

tations in ver. 5. In ver. 6 ss. there follow certain other arguments,

in which also the superiority of the Son over the angels appears,

although not precisely that which consists in the name. The sixth

verse is unquestionably one of the most difficult in the whole epis-

tle. With regard to the construction, p�lin seems, according to

the position of the words, to belong to eÊsag�gù; still, there is no

difficulty in deciding, and by the consent of the best interpreters

(Peschito, Erasm., Luth., Cal. Beza, Capellus, Grot, Limb., Ham-

mond, Bengel, Wolf, Carpz., Kuin., Bleek, and others), it has been

substantially determined, that according to the sense it can be-

long only to lègei, parallel to the p�lin (eÊpe) ver. 5; consequently,

that we have here an easily explicable hyperbaton. It cannot be

“a second bringing in of the first-born into the world” that is here

spoken of, as Olshausen rightly observes, seeing that nothing has

been said of a first. And thus, from the outset, we are spared the

fruitless trouble of deciding whether the “two bringings in” are to

be understood of the eternal generation and the incarnation, or of

the incarnation and the resurrection, or finally of the resurrection

and the second coming.

What, however, is meant generally by the eÊs�gein eÊc t�n oÊkoumè-

nhn can only be determined by looking more particularly at the ci-

tation itself and the meaning of it.

The words proskun sate aÎtÄ p�ntec �ggeloi jeoÜ are to be
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found verbatim in the LXX. cod. Vat. Deut. 32.43. The cod. Alex, has

p�ntec uÉoÈ jeoÜ and for this in a subsequent place �ggeloi where

the cod. Vat. has uÉoÈ; but the Vatican reading is here, as it almost

always is, the older and the more genuine, and is confirmed by the

citation before us.

It has indeed been maintained (Pattr., Kuinoel, etc.) that this ci-

tation cannot be taken from Deut. ch. 32, but is derived from Ps. 97.7,

where we find the words proskun sate aÎtÄ p�ntec oÉ �ggeloi je-

oÜ. But those who have adopted this view have been driven to it

by the circumstance, that in Deut. ch. 32 the words in question are

not to be found in the Masor. text of the Hebrew original. How

could the author, it was thought, appeal to a passage which was

a mere spurious addition by the Alexandrine translators? But as

it is evident, notwithstanding, that he follows, in respect of form,

the passage in the LXX. Deut. ch. 32, and deviates from Ps. 97, it was

found necessary to have recourse to the subsidiary hypotheses:

a, that the author has had both passages in his memory;

b, that he was conscious of the spuriousness of the passage in

Deut. ch. 32;

c, that he therefore intended to cite the other passage;

d, but, notwithstanding, intentionally or unintentionally borrowed

the form of the words from Deut. ch. 32.

The artificial nature of the operation here presupposed, almost

bordering upon the ludicrous, would of itself suffice for the refu-

tation of this view. In addition to this, however, it enables us to

escape from Scylla only to fall into Charybdis. For, if the words

in Deut. owe their existence to a spurious addition, the words in

Ps. 97 owe theirs to a manifestly false translation.
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The Hebrew original runs thus ŊĽĎŇĂ-ŇŃ ĚŇ-ĚĞŽŹĎ in the con-

text, it is not the angels that are spoken of, but the false gods of

the heathen, who will yet be constrained to bow before Jehovah.

Nor is anything said there of a “bringing in of the first-born into

the world”; the subject is simply and solely the sovereignty of Je-

hovah, before which the idols shall be destroyed. And, even in the

(spurious) superscription which the psalm bears in the LXX : TÄ

DauÈd, íte � g¨ aÎtoÜ kajÐstatai not a word is to be found either

about the oÊkoumènh or the bringing in of a son into it.

While it is thus impossible to find in the verse before us a ci-

tation from Ps. 97.7, all becomes right when we consider the cita-

tion as taken from Deut. 32.43. For, with respect, first of all, to the

absence of the words in the Masoretic text we must with all our

deference to this text as resting on ancient and strong tradition,

never forget that we have in the LXX., particularly in the Penta-

teuch, an equally ancient recension of the Hebrew text. That the

Seventy did not fabricate these words but found them in their orig-

inal, is also Bleek’s view. We have here, therefore, not a genuine

text opposed to a spurious addition, but a reading opposed to a

reading. And, moreover, in the 6th verse, according to the proper

sense of the words cited, all mainly depended upon this, that in ac-

cordance with the general religious consciousness and understood

phraseology, the angels should be represented as having merely

the position of Worshipping spectators, when the setting up of the

Messiah’s kingdom is spoken of. We will farther explain and justify

this assertion. The determination of the time here referred to ítan

dà, etc., one might be tempted to explain from the circumstance,

that when Moses sang that song, Israel who, in Hos. 11.1, is called

the first-born of God, was just about to enter as a people among

the nations of the earth. This explanation would at least be incom-
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parably better than that according to which it is the entrance of

the Logos from eternity into time that is mentioned. There is no

mention here of the kìsmoc but of the oÊkoumènh the sphere of the

earth as inhabited by the nations.

But as aÎtÄ must plainly be referred to the same person that

is called prwtìtokoc, while aÎtÄ again refers in the passage cited,

not to the then Mosaic nor to the post Mosaico-Messianic Israel,

nor to the ideal Israel, but to Jehovah who will help his people, it

follows, that the author also, in the word prwtìtokoc cannot have

had in his mind either the real or ideal Israel, or the Messiah as

such, and we shall therefore have to look out for another explana-

tion of the eÊs�gein.

We must first however ascertain more particularly the meaning

of the passage Deut. 32.43. Moses in vers. 15-18 rebukes the sins

of Israel at that period, those numerous manifestations of the ob-

duracy of their hearts which the people gave, in spite of the mighty

acts of God which they had witnessed. In vers. 19-35 he threatens

them with terrible punitive judgments in the future, should they

persist in these sins, in this obduracy. The punishment threat-

ened is concentrated in this, that if the people should continue

to be ungrateful for their redemption from the Egyptian bondage,

God would at length take back from them the freedom which he

had given them, and leave them to fall anew into a still more ter-

rible bondage among a heathen people. We know that this was

fulfilled, and how. We know how, from the time of Joshua to that

of David, God conducted the people to the pinnacle of prosperity;

how, from David to Zedekiah, he let them fall into all the depths

of hapless degeneracy; how, in spite of prosperity and adversity,

the people of Israel sank deeper and deeper into corruption, until,

at length, God caused to be fulfilled the threatening first uttered
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by Moses, and afterwards repeated by Amos, Hosea, Micah, etc.,

and let the people fall into bondage to the heathen nations, the

Babylonians, Persians, Macedonians, Syrians, Egyptians, and Ro-

mans. But Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, etc., were not the first who

predicted a re-deliverance from this affliction, for Moses had al-

ready foretold, Deut. 32.36-42, that God would have compassion on

those who were humbled and converted by those chastisements;

then should it be known that it is he alone who can help and save.

Moses prophesies, then, in vers. 36-42 of the same re-deliverance

which hat been more specially described by the later prophets, as

the deliverance through the Messiah, consequently, as the Messianic

salvation. Now here, in ver. 43, it is said (according to the reading

maintained in the LXX.) : the angels shall worship the Lord, i.e.

Jehovah the Saviour. This Jehovah, the Saviour, appears indeed

in the mouth of Moses to be quite identical with Jehovah gen-

erally, with God, but the Christian readers of the Epistle to the

Hebrews knew already and acknowledged, that the Jehovah who

should arise and come forth in the Messianic time for the salva-

tion of his people is God the Son, the Incarnate. Two things must

not be forgotten if we’would rightly apprehend the meaning and the

argument of the verse before us — first, that the author simply tes-

tifies to the Godhead of Christ, ver. 2-3, as a thing already known

to his readers through the apostolic preaching, and acknowledged

by them, without deeming it necessary to adduce proofs for this

doctrine; secondly, that for this very reason (as well as on account

of the whole train of thought, ver. 4, ss.) the aim of ver. 6 is not

to prove that the Messiah is the Son of God, but that the Messiah,

who is known to be identical with the Son of God, is, even in the Old

Testament dispensation, placed higher than the angels. For, it was

on this point that the readers needed to be instructed. They had

no doubts about the Messiahship of Jesus and the divinity of the
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Messiah, but this whole Messianic revelation was still in their eyes

but an appendix to the Mosaic revelation, given only on account of

Moses and Israel, only a blossoming branch of the religion of Is-

rael. They had yet to be brought to know, that the divinity of him

who was the organ of the New Testament revelation necessarily in-

volves his infinite elevation above the organs of the Old Testament,

that the old dispensation was ended on account of the new, and

that this new dispensation was on account of all mankind, not on

account of the old. This they had yet to be taught, and this is

precisely what is designed to be proved on these verses, the proof

being drawn from the divinity of Christ, already acknowledged by

the readers.

In ver. 5 the author has shown that the Messiah even when

he is prophesied of as David’s Son, is said to be the Son of God

in a sense in which it is said of no angel. In ver. 6 he shows,

that a place above the angels is assigned to the Messiah moreover,

when he is represented as Jehovah the Saviour himself. When the

Messianic salvation is described, the angels receive only the place

of worshipping spectators; organs of this salvation they are not.

The eÊs�gein tän prwtìtokon, etc., will now explain itself. The

writer evidently means to express the idea, that these words are

connected with a passage which speaks of the entrance of Jehovah

the Saviour into the world, hence, of the entrance of the Son into

the world. He says, designedly, not uÉìc, which would denote the

incarnate, but prwtìtokoc, which, like the monogen c of John, de-

notes the eternal Son of the Father, the prwtìtokoc p�shc ktÐsewc

(Col. 1.15). The ítan serves now, of course, to determine not the

time in which, but the time of which Moses spake in Deut. 32.43.

The idea with all its modifications would have to be expressed thus

: “But again he says of the time when he shall introduce the first
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born into the sphere of the earth”, etc. He calls it the sphere of the

earth, not the world, because the Redeemer appears in Deut. 32.42

specially as the finisher of the exile, as he who should offer to his

people a national restitution among the nations of the oÊkoumènh.

He has in reality also offered this to his people; his disciples after

him too did the same (Acts 3.20, kairoÈ �nayÔxewc breathing times

from the yoke); but as Israel remained obdurate, they lost the of-

fered deliverance, and remain deprived of it until they shall turn to

the Lord after the fulness of the Gentiles is come into the church

(Rom. 11.23, ss.)

In vers. 7-9 a third argument follows. A statement concerning

the angels is here opposed to one concerning the Son. The follow-

ing is what is implied generally in the opposition. The angels, the

mediators of the old covenant, stood in a very outward relation to

the salvation that was to be wrought out; they had not to work

out that salvation, but only to bear witness of it; they stood in the

closest relation to nature, and the appearances of nature, chiefly

those of a terrible kind. These appearances of nature had only a

preparatory and pedagogical aim; the Son, on the contrary, stands

in the closest relation to the inner moral life. God employed angels

to impress with fear a rude unsusceptible people by means of mir-

acles; the Son has founded a kingdom of righteousness consisting

of those who become partakers of his nature in free and joyous

love. — The author, accordingly, devotes himself more and more to

a comparison of the inner nature of the old and the new covenant.

1.7 And of the angels he saith : Who maketh his angels

winds, and his ministers a flame of fire :

The seventh verse presents again a peculiar difficulty. So much

indeed is evident, that the prìc is to be rendered not “to” but “re-

specting”, in “reference to”; for the words here cited, Ps. 104.4, do
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not in themselves form an address directed to the angels. It is

doubtful whether the Sept., which is here cited word for word, has

correctly rendered the sense of the original Hebrew. In the 104th

Psalm the greatness of God in nature is described. In ver. 2 it is

said : God makes use of the light as a garment, of the heaven as a

tent, ver. 3, of the clouds as a chariot, etc. In the words which im-

mediately follow ŽĚĞĚŸ ĚĽŃĂŇŐ ĎŹ{ the subject must be ŽĚĞĚŸ and

the predicate ĚĽŃĂŇŐ, he makes the winds his messengers, flames

of fire his servants, he employs the winds and the flames as his

servants, just as he makes use of the clouds as his chariot. — But

does the Greek translation give the same sense? This is impos-

sible, even grammatically, for then the words would have to run

thus : å poiÀn �ggèlouc aÎtoÜ t� pneÔmata, etc. But the article is

at �ggèlouc and not at pneÔmata. In spite of the rules of the lan-

guage Calvin, Beza, Bucer, Grotius, Limborch, Michaelis, Knapp,

and others have so rendered the Greek words as to make them

correspond with the Hebrew.a But then these words themselves

would not be suitable to our context. For, in the statement that

God employs the winds as his messengers, nothing is expressed

respecting the nature and rank of the angels, but only respecting

the use of the winds. But, as we have already observed, the rules

of the language render every doubt here superfluous. The Greek

words can be rendered in no other way than this : “who maketh his

angels winds and his ministers a flame of fire”.

Here, then, is another instance in which the writer appeals to a

statement in the Sept. which owes its existence to an incorrect and

inaccurate rendering. (So also Olshausen.) The attempt of Calvin,

Beza, and others, to make the Greek words correspond with the He-

aThe strange interpretation given by Bengel and Meyer — God makes his
angels out of wind, out of a fine but still material substance, while the Son is
immaterial and uncreated — needs no refutation.
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brew original in spite of the rules of grammar, is, as we have seen,

vain and inadmissible; but equally so is, on the other hand, the

attempt of Luther, Calov, Storr, Tholuck, and others, who would

interpret the Hebrew original, in spite of the context of the psalm,

according to the rendering of the Sept. Wherefore have recourse

to such arts? Would any one in the present day take it amiss if a

preacher were to give an excellent sermon on the verse, “The heart

of man is a perverse and fearful thing”?a And yet this verse will in

vain be sought in the original text; the Hebrew words have quite

another meaning. But though the idea is not to be found in that

particular place of the original text of the Bible, it is still not the

less biblical; and the same holds good of the idea in the citation

before us. Throughout the New Testament (for example Rom. 7.38;

1 Pet. 3.22), the angels, at least a class of them, are regarded as

dun�meic of God, i.e. as personal creatures furnished with pecu-

liar powers, through whom God works wonders in the kingdom of

nature, and whom he accordingly “makes to be storm-winds and

flames of fire”, in as far as he lets them, so to speak, incorporate

themselves with these elements and operations of nature. It is a

truth declared in the Holy Scriptures of great speculative impor-

tance, that the miracles of nature, for example the lightnings and

trumpet sounds on Sinai, are not wrought immediately and directly

by God the Governor of the world, but are called forth at his will by

exalted creatures specially qualified for this work. This position the

angels hold; they are there to work terrible wonders in the sphere

of nature before the eyes of a yet uncultivated people. The writer

found this idea expressed shortly and tersely in that passage of the

Sept., and he was quite as entitled to appeal to it in addressing his

readers who made use of the Sept. as we are, in presence of a con-

aThe above is a translation of Luther’s version of Jer. 17.9.
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gregation using Luther’s translation of the Bible, to appeal to that

expression about the perverseness and fearfulness of the heart of

man.

1.8 but of the Son he saith : Thy throne, O God, is for ever

and ever; and the sceptre of uprightness is the sceptre of thy

kingdom.

In the eighth verse prìc is, of course, to be taken in the same

sense as in ver. 7, not as marking an address but as signifying

“in reference to”. It can therefore not be inferred at least from the

preposition prìc, that the author regarded the passage in Ps. 45.7-8

as a direct address to the Son of God. The words are spoken in ref-

erence to the Son of God. In how far they are so will be ascertained

from a consideration of the passage in its original connection.

The 45th Psalm is a carmen epithalamium on the marriage of

a king with the daughter of a foreign king, as appears from verses

10-12, and, according to ver. 2, the song is presented to the king by

one of his subjects. There is not the slightest occasion for consid-

ering the psalm as a direct prophecy of Christ. And as the super-

scription plainly designates the psalm a song of songs, ŽČĽČĽ-ŸĽŹ,
it is in all probability one of an ancient origin, and not belonging to

the period after the exile, when already men had begun to discover

more in the psalms than such human relations. The superscrip-

tion ascribes the psalm to Korah, the contemporary of David and

of Solomon. But, apart even from this superscription, the psalm

suits no other king so well as Solomon. That hope which we found

expressed by David (2 Sam. ch. 7 and Ps. 2) of an everlasting con-

firmation of his throne, recurs here, ver. 7; the king who is the

subject of this song, is described as very rich; he has, according to

ver. 9, ivory palaces, as Solomon had, 2 Kings ch. 7; he has gold of

Ophir (ver. 10) as Solomon (1 Kings 9.28); the daughter of Tyre, i.e.
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— according to the analogy of daughter of Zion, — the city of Tyrea

congratulates him (ver. 13), and Solomon stood in close alliance

with Tyre (1 Kings ch. 7); the choice, too, of a foreign king’s daughter

not only occurred in the case of Solomon (comp. the song of songs)

— this might be the case also with later kings — but in Solomon

such a choice might as yet be justified, while, at a later period, a

song celebrating a marriage so contrary to the law would scarcely

have received a place among the collection of sacred songs. Already

was the voice of prophecy lifted in all its majesty against Jezebel;

and a powerful tribunate was formed in the cause of the theocracy

against Ainaziah (1 Kings 14.19, ss.) and later kings. — Some indeed

find in ver. 17 a feature which does not answer to Solomon. The

words “instead of thy fathers shall be thy sons” ((i.e. these shall

richly compensate for thy departed ancestors) are said not to be

applicable to Solomon, as he had only a single ancestor who bore

the crown. We might therefore be tempted to explain ver. 17, “thy

sons shall compensate the want of ancestors”; but it is not prob-

able that the poet should have referred to this want. Indeed there

is no need of having recourse to any such shifts. Solomon had in

reality no want of ancestors; and although only the last of these

had borne a crown, this involved, according to the ideas then en-

tertained, no defect of honour; nay, we find already from the book

of Ruth, which was written with a view to exalt the house of David,

how readily the real ancestors of David and Solomon were acknowl-

edged as such, although they lived in a humble station. The poet

could therefore with all propriety express the idea, that the glory

of the ancestors of Solomon would be equalled and even surpassed

by that of his posterity.

How now are the Hebrew words Ps. 45.7, s. to be translated?
aHitzig indeed understands the princess Jezebel as meant by the daughter of

Tyre; she, however, was from Sidon.
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From ver. 3 to ver. 10 Solomon is addressed throughout, from

ver. 11 onwards his bride is addressed. There is then in the out-

set no occasion for viewing the words, thy throne, O God, is for

ever and ever, as an interposed ejaculatory prayer to God. How

unsuitable would it have been, if the poet had placed the ever-

lasting throne of God in opposition to the throne of David as not

everlasting! Further, it is also evident, that we are not at liberty

with Gesenius and Olshausen to translate the words by “thy divine

throne”. Even if the words were ČĽĎŇĂ ĂŚŃ (according to the anal-

ogy of ĽŹČŃ-ŸĎ), that rendering would still be unnatural, and the

other, “the throne of thy God”, would be more proper. The words

ŊĽĎŇĂ ČĂŚŃ however, cannot signify, even grammatically consid-

ered, “thy divine throne” (this would require ŊĽĎŇĂ ĂŚŃ ČĂŚŃ,
but only “thy throne, O God”. An instance, indeed, seems to occur

in Lev. 26.42 (according to Gesenius’ explanation), where the genitive

is immediately joined to the noun with the suffix (ĄĚŮ{Ľ ĽŽĽŸĄ-ŽĂ
my covenant of Jacob); but there ĄĚŮ{Ľ evidently not the genitive

of quality, but the adverbial accusative of relation, and the relation

of a covenant made by God with Jacob is evidently a different one

from that of a throne of divine majesty belonging to a king; so that

that passage does not afford the least analogy for the one before

us. But granting that there were such an analogy in a grammatical

point of view, it is still contrary to the sense and spirit of the He-

brew language to use ŊĽĎŇĂ as a genitive of quality, and to flatten

and degrade the idea of God or of divinity in a heathenish style to

the idea of creature-majesty. Modern pantheism, indeed, speaks

of a divine locality, or of a “divine” opera; heathenish insipidities of

this kind were foreign to the purity of the Israelitish monotheism.

On the other hand, it was not foreign to the Israelitish mode

of conception and expression, to denote persons who stood as the
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agents and representatives of God by the word ŊĽĎŇĂ or ŊĽĎŇĂĎ
(plur.) — not, however, by ŊĽĎŇĂĎ sing. — compare Psalm 89.27;

73.15, etc. They were thus denoted, not because they were regarded

as creatures equal with God, but because, in their relation to those

who were subject to them, they were clothed with Divine authority.

This might, with perfect propriety, be said of the “seed of David” —

Solomon — especially at the time when reference is made to that

prophecy of Nathan, that the throne of David should be established

for ever and ever.

1.9 Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity;

therefore God, thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of glad-

ness above thy fellows.

The Psalmist after those words thus goes on : “A sceptre of righ-

teousness (eÎjÔthc = ŸĚŹĽŐ in the Sept. frequently) is the sceptre

of thy dominion; thou hast loved righteousness and hated iniquity.

Therefore has thy God, O God, anointed thee with oil of joy more

than thine associates”. By the “associates” cannot be meant those

holding office about the king’s court; for, that the king is exalted

in prosperity and glory above the officers of his court is true, and

has ever been true not merely of righteous, but of all kings, the

unrighteous as well, and could not therefore with any reason be

represented as a special blessing consequent on the righteousness

of Solomon. Least of all can the metìqoic be explained, with Ol-

shausen and others, of the angels; to these neither the Psalmist nor

our author can have referred in this word; we shall soon see that

the point of comparison between the Messiah and the angels lies in

quite another part of the citation. The associates are evidently his

associates in royal dignity — other kings; and the Psalmist says,

that on account of his righteousness Solomon has received more

joy, prosperity, and glory, than any other king of the earth. The
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anointing with oil of joy is not to be understood of the anointing to

the office of king or prophet, or even of the anointing with the Holy

Ghost in general, but the figurative expression is derived from the

well-known custom of anointing the head at festivals (Deut. 28.40;

Psalm 23.5; 92.11; Matth. 6.17), and “to be anointed with oil of joy”

is equivalent to being blessed with joy and prosperity. — That

ŊĽĎŇĂ in the eight verse is again vocative follows, not merely from

the analogy of the seventh verse, but is evident of itself, and serves

rather for the further confirmation of the correct rendering of ver. 7.

It is impossible that ŁĽĎŇĂ can be in apposition with ŊĽĎŇĂ; even

in a vocative address such a construction would be foreign to the

spirit of the Hebrew diction; besides, here in the nominative or sub-

ject such a redundance would be all the more intolerable, as the

emphasis which it involves is altogether without occasion or aim.

The LXX have therefore rightly understood ŊĽĎŇĂ as the vocative

and ŁĽĎŇĂ as the subject. That ŊĽĎŇĂ has no article is explained by

this, that it is not an address to God, the one, definite, well-known,

but an address to a man.

The repeated address ŊĽĎŇĂ applied to Solomon close beside the

designation of Jehovah as ŊĽĎŇĂ certainly highly significant. The

poet addresses him thus not out of flattery, but under the influence

of the theocratic feeling that the dominion of God over Israel finds

its manifestation in the dominion of the anointed of God over Israel.

This involves the idea that the theocratic king is the fulfiller of the

will of God in Israel.

How then does our author apply this passage? He does not

say that these words of the psalm are in the sense of their author

an adress to Christ, (comp. the remark on prìc), but that they

are spoken of Christ, are applicable to him. That exalted dignity

and rank was ascribed to Solomon because, and in so far as his
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sceptre was a sceptre of righteousness, because, and in so far as he

loved righteousness and made the will of God his will. The Psalmist

contemplates Solomon then as the ideal of a theocratic king, such

as was conceived in 2 Sam. ch. 7 and farther delineated in hope,

Psalm 2. In as far as Solomon in reality made the will of God his

will, in so far might he be accounted the seed promised to David,

in so far might the predicate ŊĽĎŇĂ be assigned to him. It is quite

possible and comprehensible, that in the first years of his reign

it was believed that the prophecy of Nathan, 2 Sam. ch. 7, and the

hope of David, Psalm 2, 2 Sam. 7, found their fulfilment in Solomon,

while the words of David were forgotten that the Lord spake “of the

distant future”. (It was thought, too, in the time of Constantine,

that the reign of the thousand years had commenced!) But it soon

appeared how mistaken this belief was, how far Solomon departed

from a faithful fulfilment of the will of God. Although, however, that

psalm — as a hymn on Solomon — was shown to have proceeded

from human error, it did not, therefore, and in the same degree,

cease to be prophetical, but it then first became a prophecy. It

became apparent that the ideals delineated in that psalm under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit would first be realized in the future.

The ideal of the righteous king who absolutely fulfils the will of God,

and to whom, therefore, the predicate ŊĽĎŇĂ truly belongs, and

whose dominion is to have an everlasting continuance, is only very

imperfectly fulfilled in Solomon, is first perfectly fulfilled in Christ.

Thus those words cited from the psalm are spoken respecting the

Son. In the sense of their human author they are neither a direct

nor an indirect prophecy of Christ, but the object of which they

treat, Solomon, was a real, a living prophecy of Christ, a type and

pre-figuration, and, in as far as those words represent Solomon

in his typico-ideal not in his human imperfect character, they are

certainly in the sense of the Holy Spirit a prophecy pointing to our
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Saviour.

Inquire we now finally, how far we have in that declaration of

the Psalmist a proof of the superiority of the Messiah over the an-

gels. Three things are declared of the ideal of a theocratic king —

consequently of the Messiah :

a, he is ŊĽĎŇĂ; his authority is the authority of God himself;

b, his dominion is endless;

c, both are true because he perfectly fulfils the will of God.

The perfect theocratical king — therefore Christ (which required no

proofs for the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews) — stands in

this threefold relation above the angels. He is the absolute revela-

tion of God and therefore himself God; the angels are only servants.

He is King of an imperishable kingdom; the angels execute only peri-

odical commands; he rules in a moral way as founder of a kingdom

of righteousness, and his whole dignity as Messiah is founded di-

rectly on his moral and spiritual relation to man; the angels are only

mediators of outward appearances of nature, by which a rude, un-

susceptible people are to be trained for higher things.

1.10 And, Thou, Lord, in the beginning didst lay the founda-

tion of the earth, and the heavens are the works of thy hands :

11 They shall perish; but thou continuest : And they all shall

wax old as doth a garment; 12 and as a mantle shalt thou roll

them up, as a garment, and they shall be changed; but thou art

the same, and thy years shall not fail.

As ver. 8 s. is connected with ver. 7 by the words präc tän uÉän,

so is ver. 10 still more closely connected with ver. 8 by a mere kaÈ,

and indeed we shall soon see, that the two members ver. 8-9 and

ver. 10-12 taken together, form the antithetical member to ver. 7.
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Here also we will first consider the passage quoted (Ps. 102.26-28)

in its original meaning and connexion. The words in themselves

have no difficulty; the Sept. has rightly rendered them, and the

author follows the Sept.; the meaning of the words too is clear. But

the question again recurs, how far these words, evidently spoken

of God, can afford any proof of the superiority of the Son over the

angels. The supposition that the author of the Epistle to the He-

brews by mistake, i.e. from complete ignorance of the context from

which he took the passage, considered those words as an address

directed to Christ, is too awkward to find any acceptance with us.

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews can scarcely be conceived

of as so senseless, that, without any occasion, he should use words

which apply to God as if they applied to the incarnate Son of God.

So coarse a mistake would certainly not have escaped detection;

for it is not to be forgotten that his readers were also in a certain

sense his opponents, and would scarcely have allowed themselves

to be drawn away from their deep-rooted prejudice in favour of the

old covenant and the Old Testament Israel, by bad and untenable

arguments. That supposition is all the more improbable when it

is considered, that the author has evidently quoted all these pas-

sages not from memory, but has carefully copied them from the

LXX, so that he could not possibly be ignorant of their original

context. In general, however, it is a very superficial and shallow

view that would lead us all at once to consider the use of Old Testa-

ment passages in the New Testament as parallel with the exegetico-

dogmatic method of argumentation pursued by the Rabbins. The

apostles and apostolical men have, indeed, exhibited in their epis-

tles such a freedom from the spirit of Jewish tradition, such an

originality and youthful vigour of new life, such a fineness and

depth of psychological and historical intuition, and the whole sys-

tem of Christianity in its freshness and originality stands in such
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contrast to the old insipid anti-Messianic Judaism, and appears

so thoroughly a new structure from the foundation resting on the

depths of Old Testament revelation, and not a mere enlargement

of the Pharisaico-Rabbinical pseudo-Judaism, that it were indeed

wonderful, if the same apostolical men had in their interpretation

of Old Testament passages held themselves dependent on the Jew-

ish exegesis and hermeneutical method. In reality, however, the

apostolical exegesis of the Old Testament stands in directest oppo-

sition to the Jewish-rabbinical, so that one can scarcely imagine a

more complete and diametrical difference. In the Rabbinical inter-

pretation it is always single words — studiously separated from the

context — from which inferences, arbitrary, of course, are drawn.

The Rabbins affirm, for example, that when a man lies three days

in the grave, his entrails are torn from his body and cast in the face

of the dead; for it is written in Mal. 2.3, ”I will also cast the filth of

your festivals in your face”. (Sepher joreh chattaim, num. 66.) Nay,

the later Rabbinism, as a direct result of this arbitrary procedure,

went the length of drawing inferences even from single letters. They

taught, for example, the transmigration of the soul, and that the

souls of men ever continue to live in men; thus the life of Cain

passed into Jethro, his spirit into Korah, his soul into the Egyp-

tians (Ex. 2.12 ss.), for it is written Gen. 4.24 ŔĽŮ ŊŮĽ, and Ľ, Ů, and Ŋ
are the first letters of Jethro, Korah and ĽŸŰŐ, (Jalkut rubeni, num.

9.) The genuine pharisaical principle which forms the basis of all

this, is, that the letter as such is what is most significant. The New

Testament writers, on the contrary — as we have seen in reference

to Heb 1.6-9, and as we shall see more and more as we proceed with

the epistle — drew all their arguments from the spirit of the pas-

sages considered in their connection. Nothing at all is inferred from

the mere letters of the passages quoted. In Ps. ch 104 there is not a

syllable about angels. When the author, notwithstanding, has ad-
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duced that passage as a proof that the Messiah is superior to the

angels, he has, as we have seen, necessarily reckoned on a rational

consideration of the passage on the part of his readers, and a re-

flective logical comparison of the passage with that in Ps. 104.4, and

the force of the argument proceeds only from such a judicious in-

terpretation and attentive examination of the ideas and references

objectively contained in both passages.

The procedure which he uniformly follows is not that of col-

lecting passages in which the words “Son” and “angel” occur, and

arbitrarily interpreting them — thus the Rabbins would have done

— but of adducing the weightiest passages in which the Messianic

salvation is prophesied of (substantially, although not at all under

the name “Messianic”), and from these developing the idea of this

salvation. Thus in vers. 7-12 the simple and fundamental idea

which he wants to show is, that while the angels are employed by

God as ministering in temporary appearances of nature, the Mes-

sianic salvation, on the contrary, is ever represented,

a, as the lifting up of the man, the theocratical king, immediately

to God;

b, as the immediate saving act of God himself, i.e. in one word;

c, as an immediate relation of God to men without the intervention

of mediation by angels.

He finds this idea of the Messianic salvation in those expressions of

the Psalms, but not dry outward statements respecting the person

of Christ.

In ver. 8-9 the important truth was stated, that the true theo-

cratical king, when his dignity is described, receives not the predi-

cate “angel”, but the predicate ŊĽĎŇĂ. He enters without the medi-
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ation of an angel, ĎĚĎĽ ŊĽĎŇĂ into immediate unity with God him-

self. Have we then in ver. 8-10 a description of the saving work

of a man who is one with God, we are therefore entitled to expect

that in ver. 10-12 a passage will be adduced as a counterpart, in

which the Messianic salvation is described as an immediate act of

God to man, without the interposition of angels. For this is the dif-

ference between the Mosaic economy of the law and the Messianic

economy of the gospel :

a, in the economy of the law the man, Moses, is God’s servant,

and enters as yet into no immediate contact with God him-

self, but only with a form of the divine manifestation in the

ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ in the Messianic economy, on the contrary, the

theocratic king is himself ŊĽĎŇĂ immediate relation of oneness

with God, while nothing is said of the mediation of angels;

b, in the Mosaic economy, God works upon men through angels;

in the Messianic, God works immediately and directly on men

without the need of angels. This latter idea, as has been al-

ready said, we must expect to find proved by a quotation in

vers. 10-12.

Let us look now at the psalm. It is a song of complaint ĽŘ{Ň ĎŇŤŽ
according to ver. 4 written during the exile; and it is evident from

ver. 14 (thou shalt arise and have mercy upon Zion), that the au-

thor bewails not the sorrows of an individual but the misfortune of

his people, although he represents this in an individualized lyrical

form as his own affliction. After having pourtrayed in vers. 2-12

his own wretched condition, i.e. the condition of the Israelite and

the Israelites, he appeals in ver. 13 to the immutability and eternity

of God. It is self-evident that it is not the eternity as a metaphys-

ical attribute of God, nor his unchangeableness as the immaterial
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Spirit that is spoken of, but the unchangeableness of Jehovah in

his acts, in his relation to Israel, in a word the divine covenant-

faithfulness. Upon this he grounds the inference ver. 14, that God

shall again have mercy upon Zion, then will the heathen and their

kings fear him (ver. 15), and men will speak of the saving work of

God to coming generations (ver. 19), that God, namely, has looked

down from heaven and heard the cry of the prisoners (vers. 2-21).

It is, then, the deliverance from the captivity that is here spoken

of, consequently the Messianic time. The prophets before the exile

had represented the Messiah as the deliverer from the exile. Not

till towards the end of the exile was it revealed to Daniel, that the

Messiah should come not immediately after the seventy years of

the exile foretold by Jeremiah in the strict sense, but after seventy

years of weeks; i.e. just that the state of being under the yoke of the

heathen, which is substantially a state of exile, would, even after

the local return to Canaan, stretch over a period of seventy years

of weeks. The 102d Psalm does not yet discover the difference be-

tween a state of exile in the stricter, and in the wider sense; the

Psalmist simply prays for the speedy arrival of the promised time

of the redemption and the salvation, that salvation which, when it

actually appeared, Luke 1.68, was denoted literally in the same way

in which it had been denoted in Ps. 102.20 as “as God’s looking down

upon his people.”

At the conclusion of the psalm the prayer is again concisely

expressed in the words, “Take me not away in the midst of my days

(ere I have witnessed the deliverance of the people), thy years are

to all generations.” Here too the prayer for deliverance is enforced

by the thought of God’s unchangeableness, which implies here,

besides the idea of the covenant-faithfulness of God, also that of

his greatness. Upon this follow the words : “Thou hast in the
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beginning (ŊĽŘŤŇ, kat> �rq�c) laid the foundations of the earth, the

heaven also is the work of thy hands. They shall perish, thou shalt

remain,” etc. The fundamental idea there then is, that the hope of

the promised Messianic deliverance rests upon God alone and not

on any kind of creature-help. Emphasis is expressly laid on the fact

that the heavens also and celestial beings are subject to time and

to change, and that upon them the hope of the Messianic salvation

cannot rest.

Thus do we find here, in reality, the precise idea expressed

which we were led to expect. ver. 8 s. : the Messianic salvation,

in so far as it appears as the act of a man, an anointed one, “the

seed of David,” is already according to the prophecies of the Old

Testament far superior to angel-revelations, is immediately divine,

eternal, everlasting. Vers. 10-12 : the Messianic salvation, in so

far as it appears as the act of God, is already according to the ex-

pectation of the Old Testament an immediate act of God alone, of

which no creature, no celestial creature even, is capable.

Thus the Son, as in vers. 8-9, so in like manner in vers. 10-12,

appears in a threefold opposition to the angels, ver. 7.

a The Messianic redemption is an act of the everlasting faithfulness

of God himself, not of a creature;

b It is everlasting, not mutable;

c It is founded on a moral relation of God to men, on the faithful-

ness of God, not on a relation to nature.

In conclusion then we see, that vers. 8-9 and vers. 10-12 are

the two members parallel to each other, which taken together form

the complete antithesis to ver. 7.
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1.13 But of which of the angels hath he said at any time

: Sit thou on my right hand, till I make thine enemies the

footstool of thy feet? 14 Are they not all ministering spirits,

sent forth to do service for the sake of them that shall inherit

salvation?

Ver. 13 forms the key-stone of the whole argument. Let us look

back for a moment on the course of the reasoning. The New Testa-

ment revelation of God in the Son was opposed to that of the Old

Testament as the absolute to the relative, ver. 4, and the absolute-

ness of the former derived :

• from the name Son which is assigned in the Old Testament to

the promised Messiah, but to none among the angels, ver. 5;

• from this, that where the (Messianic) saving work of God, i.e.

of the prwtìtokoc is prophesied of, merely the place of wor-

shipping spectators belongs to the angels, ver. 6;

• ver. 7-12, from the immediateness of the union of God with

men in the Messianic salvation, from its everlasting duration

and its spiritual nature, inasmuch as it rests on the recipro-

cal relation of human righteousness, vers. 8-9, and divine

faithfulness, vers. 10-12. — It had been shown in ver. 8-9,

as well as in ver. 10-12, that an immediate elevation of man

to God, and an immediate act of grace on the part of God to-

wards man, without the interposition of angels, were already

laid down in the Old Testament as the fundamental charac-

teristics of the Messianic salvation.

This immediateness is now in ver. 13 still farther confirmed by

a crowning passage from the Old Testament in which it is most

clearly expressed. The Messias, it is said, shall sit upon God’s
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throne, and take part in the divine dominion. Nowhere is this rep-

resented as belonging to an angel.

The quotation is from Ps. 110.1. Bleek cannot allow this psalm

to be taken as prophetical of the Messiah, because the hope of a

personal Messiah was foreign to the time of David. This objection

needs no refutation after what has been said at ver. 5. Tholuck

also (Hebraerbr. Beilage I. p. 10) has rightly directed attention

to 2 Sam. 23.1 ss. — that saying of David in which he expresses

so definite a hope of a definite posterity who should fulfil Nathan’s

prophecy, 2 Sam. ch. 7. That we have, in Ps. 110, also an expression of

that hope grounded on 2 Sam. ch. 7 should no longer be doubted. We

by no means need to appeal to the declaration of Christ, Matth. 22.42

ss.; even if we were able, without doing violence to a sound under-

standing, to agree with those who regard that declaration not as

Christ’s real opinion, but as intended by him half in jest merely

to lead the Pharisees into an inextricable difficulty — even if we

were at liberty to adopt such a view, the composition of the 110th

Psalm by David, and its Messianic signification, would still stand

fast of itself. The remarkable representation of a sacerdotal king

like to Melchisedek, which we find in this psalm, will not at all suit

a time subsequent to that of David. The later kings stood partly in

hostile relation to the priesthood, cultus, theocracy, and worship of

Jehovah, partly, even when they stood in a peaceful and friendly re-

lation to these as in the case of Hezekiah and Josiah, they showed

this precisely by not invading the rights and offices of the priests;

the attempt of the otherwise pious Uzziah to combine the priestly

functions with the kingly was punished by God himself with the

infliction of the disease of leprosy. In such a period, such a psalm,

with the representation which it gives of a priest-king, could not

have been composed. To unite the priestly with the kingly dignity
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was at that time as little to the praise of a king, as it is now to

the praise of the emperor Henry IV as an emperor, that he invested

bishops and popes. As this, on the contrary, was a commendation

under Charles the Great, and even under Henry III, so also was

that a ground of praise in the time of David, of David the protector

of the high priesthood against Saul, the man after God’s heart, in

opposition to whom the priests had no occasion for watching over

and defending their rights, because they had no reason to dread

any malicious invasion of these from the despotism of the king. We

must therefore seek for the date of the psalm in the time of David.

— With respect to its contents, modern critics have held the psalm

to be a hymn upon David sung by one of his subjects. The first

words correspond with this explanation : the Lord (God) said unto

my lord (the king.) But the words immediately following, in which

God is represented as having spoken, will not apply to David. It

is easy to comprehend how Solomon should receive the predicate

ŊĽĎŇĂ theocratic ruler, especially when he is contemplated as the

ideal seed of David, and fulfiller of the will of God. But it cannot

be comprehended how an Israelite should have spoken of David’s

sitting upon God’s throne; for the throne of God was, as we learn

from Ps. 11.4; 23.14, etc., in the heavena; a sitting upon God’s throne

was not applicable to David even by the boldest hyperbole, still less

would ver. 4 be suitable to David, in which Jehovah is represented

as having sworn to the king — the same who is spoken of in ver. 1

— that he shall be a priest and king at the same time, and that for

ever ŊŇĚ{Ň. When had ever such a thing been promised to David?

Bleek thinks there is no trace of the psalm’s referring to the future;

but do not ver. 1 (the Lord said) and ver. 4 (the Lord hath sworn
aThe mercy-lid over the ark of the covenant which shut out the accusing tes-

timony (the ten commandments) from the view of God, is indeed in Luther’s
translation, but no where in the original, designated at a seat or throne of God.
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and will not repent), refer plainly enough to a prophecy that had

been given and was still unfulfilled (ŊĞŘĽ ĂŇĚ fut.) It is possible,

indeed, that a prophecy referring to David’s own future destinies

might be meant; but it will be difficult to find any prophecy of such

an import in reference to David. Nowhere else must we look for

the ĎĚĎĽ ŊĂŘ mentioned in Ps. 110 than in that very prophecy of

Nathan, 2 Sam. ch. 7 with which we are now so familiar, and there

it is said, twice in succession, not of David, but in express con-

tradistinction to him, of his seed : ĚŽŃŇŐŐ-ŽĂ ĽŽĚŘĽŃĎĚ ver 12, and

ĚŽŃŇŐŐ ĂŚŃ-ŽĂ ŽŘŘĽĚŃĚ ,ŊŇĚ{-Č{, David shall indeed die, but his

seed shall reign for ever. There, too, we find the words ŊŇĚ{-Č{
of Ps. 110.4. And we have already seen at ver. 5 of our chapter,

that although Nathan had spoken of the seed collectively, David

might yet expect, and did expect, the fulfilment of this promise in

no other way than in a definite individual of his posterity. (With

this the objection of Bleek falls of itself to the ground-that the idea

of a personal Messiah was unknown in the time of David). What

remains of Ps. 110.4 finds its explanation also in 2 Sam. ch. 7. Nathan

had revealed to David that he was not appointed to build the Lord

an house; he was appointed merely to reign; but his seed after him

was to build an house to the Lord, and the Lord would build an

house for it. If now the seed of David was to do in a higher and

more excellent degree that which in a less degree the builders of

the tabernacle had done, this might properly be considered as a

uniting of priestly-ecclesiastical with civil functions, and might be

represented in the language of lyrical poetry as a government “af-

ter the order of Melchisedec.” But if the seed of David is to have

an house built for him by the Lord himself, and is to reign for ever

and ever, he is thereby exalted to God’s own throne; God has built

for him his house and his throne, he has built God’s house; the

dominion of both is thus endless and unlimited, and becomes ac-
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cordingly one and the same.

But while it is impossible that David can be the object of the

psalm, he can be, and is, its author. For, from what other individ-

ual of the time of David are we at liberty to expect such an unfolding

of the Messianic hope, than from that king who gave utterance to

the prayer with which we are already familiar in 2 Sam. 7.18-29 and

23.1 ss.?

This passage from the Psalms, then, is cited by our author. No

angel, but a man, is chosen to an immediate unity of dominion with

God, to absolute rule over all enemies, over the whole world. The

angels, on the contrary, as the author says in ver. 14, by way of

recapitulation, and looking back to ver. 7, are ministering spirits

leitourgik� pneÔmata they exist only on account of those who are

appointed to be “heirs of salvation”. It is not the angels that are

called into a relation of oneness with God, but man. In this antithe-

sis, the whole train of thought finds its conclusion.

A practical intermediate Part

(2.1-4)

In 2.1-4 the author immediately adds a practical application of the

foregoing. All the more carefully must we hold fast the New Testa-

ment doctrine. PerÐsswc is a familiar expression, especially with

the apostle Paul. Why the comparative is used here appears from

the train of thought, which is as follows (as is plain also from ver. 2

and 3.) Apparently, the authority of the Mosaic law is higher than

that of the gospel; for there God revealed himself by angels, here
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by a man. But it follows from what has been said, that the New

Testament revelation, far from having less authority on that ac-

count, possesses rather an authority by so much the greater, that

it was not given through the mediation of angels, but is immedi-

ate, consequently, that greater heed must be given, not to esteem

it lightly.

2.1 Therefore we ought to give the more earnest heed to

the things that were heard, lest haply we drift away from them.

M pote paraüûuÀmen, A., D. and other manuscripts read pa-

raruÀmen which, however, is not a different reading, nor an er-

ror in the writing (Tholuck), nor a poetical form, but, as Sturz (de

dial. Maced. et Alex.) already perceived, and Thiersch (de Pent.

vers. Alex. p. 85) has since further proven, nothing more than

an Alexandrian orthography. The form paraüûuÀmen cannot be the

conj. pres. act. paraüûuèw, as this verb nowhere occurs, but is

supplied by the grammarians for the explanation of certain forms.

We have here simply the conj. aor. sec. pass, of paraüûèw flow

by, — lest we unconsciously slide past (comp. Sept. Prov. 3.21).

Some supply t� �koujènta in which case it would signify — “that

we forget not the things we have heard,” but this given an almost

tautological idea. When others supply t�n swthrÐan in the sense

of “everlasting happiness,” something heterogeneous is thereby in-

troduced into the words. The best way certainly is to supply tÀn

�kousjèstwn; “that we may not even yet entirely fall away from

the doctrine we have heard.” For this was the specific danger that

threatened them. Whoever of those Jewish Christians should once

treat what specifically belonged to the New Testament as a sec-

ondary thing, to which he needed not to give such anxious heed

as to its connexion with the Mosaic ordinances and law, might

come unconsciously and imperceptibly to lose entirely his Chris-
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tian knowledge and love for the Gospel. (Similarly De Wette, Bleek,

Tholuck.)

2.2 For if the word spoken through angels proved sted-

fast, and every transgression and disobedience received a just

recompense of reward; 3 how shall we escape, if we neglect

so great a salvation? which having at the first been spoken

through the Lord, was confirmed unto us by them that heard;

Ver. 2-3. The idea already implied in the first verse, — that the

gospel because given to men by Jesus possesses all the higher and

holier claims, is now further unfolded as the ground of what is said

in ver. 1. EÊ introduces an argument e concessis; that the law is

bèbaioc (i.e. has a fully attested divine authority) was undisputed

on the part of the readers. This authority, however, rested sub-

stantially on the fact, that the law was promulgated by angels. The

question presents itself, whence arose this view of the co-operation

of angels in the giving of the law from Mount Sinai. Among the

more recent theologians the opinion is pretty prevalent, that this

was a belief entertained by the Jews in the time of Christ, a rab-

binical notion, of which Stephen (Acts 7.53), Paul (Galates 3.19), and

the author of this epistle availed themselves for their respective

objects. If it should be granted that it was nothing more than a

notion belonging to that time, it would not therefore follow that it

was superstitious; on the contrary, there lay beneath it a profound

truth. Moses did not make the law but received it; the voice which

spake the ten words, Ex. ch. 20, the finger which wrote them, could

not, however, be immediately ascribed to God; it was rightly con-

jectured that those appearances were brought about by the agency

of exalted creatures, and that forms of revelation so external do

not correspond with the eternal and invisible nature of God. And

that is precisely what our author means to urge, namely, that the
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revelation of God in the person of Jesus Christ is one which is

absolutely adequate; that, however, which consists in the mere ut-

terance of a law is not adequate. The whole reasoning, therefore,

would rest on a profound truth, even if that view respecting the

co-operation of angels on Mount Sinai were a mere rabbinical the-

ologumenon.

But it is not a mere theologumenon; it has a real foundation in

the statements of God’s word, of the old Testament. We will not,

indeed, and are not warranted to refer here to the ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ; for

although it is always of importance to bear in mind that God, in the

time of Moses, chose for the form in which he appeared that of the

angelic species, still, the angel of the Lord was no individual cre-

ated angel; least of all would this explain the use of the plural in the

passage before us — di> �ggèlwn. We would rather refer — in as far

as regards, in general, the origin of the doctrine of angels before the

exile — to the passage in Joel 3.11 (at the final judgment the Gen-

tiles shall assemble together; “there God lets his mighty ones come

down”) compared with 2 Kings 19.35 (“the angel of the Lord came

down and smote the camp of the Assyrians.”) With reference, how-

ever, to the special co-agency of angels on Sinai, we would appeal,

with Olshausen, to the two passages Deut. 33.2 s.; Psalm 68.18. In the

first passage, in the song of Moses, it is said : God shined forth from

Mount Paran, he came with ten thousand of holy ones. The form

ŽĚĄĄŸ is stat. constr. plur. of ĎĄĄŸ myrias; ŹČŮ-ŽĚĄĄŸ therefore,

means multitudes or hosts of holy ones. It is then said in ver. 3 :

Yea he loveth the tribes; all his holy ones are at thy hand; they sit

at thy feet; he receives thy words. Those who sit are evidently the

Israelites who sit at the foot of the mount, as it were at God’s feet;

the subject to receives can be no other than Moses. There is thus

an antithesis between the “they” and the “he”. But this antithesis
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cannot be that which results from placing emphasis on the ŊĎĚ,
for then ĂĚĎĚ have stood before ĂŹĽ. But, as this is not the case,

ŊĎĚ can only be used in opposition to the foregoing ŊĽŹČŮ, holy

ones are plainly distinguished from the Israelites as different per-

sons. It may also be supposed on other and independent grounds,

that the Israelites are not meant by these “holy ones.” In the first

place, the former are never by Moses either described as holy ones

or designated by that epithet; in the chapter immediately preced-

ing (chap. 32), he speaks much of their un-holiness and obduracy.

But in the second place, if by these holy ones the Israelites are to

be understood as meant, then must we give to ŁČĽĄ signification

“in thy protecting hand,” “in thy protection,” a signification which

this expression had not yet obtained in the time of Moses. Finally,

the idea as a whole — that God protects the Israelites, and bears

them, as it were, in his hands — would be altogether out of place

in this description of the giving of the law from Sinai. Four distinct

and independent reasons, then, compel us to render the words :

“all his holy ones stand at thy hand” (at this side, near thee), and

to explain this of the hosts of angels standing near to God. In the

same way must we explain the “multitudes of saints” spoken of in

ver. 2. The Alexandrian translator must also have perceived that

angels were spoken of here; he has, in true Alexandrian fashion,

put into the text the correct interpretation of ŹČŃ ŽĄĄŸ by substi-

tuting the words âk dexiÀn aÎtoÜ �ggeloi met> aÎtoÜ in place of a

translation of the to him obscure words ĚŐŇ ŽČ ŹĂ ver. 2.

The other passage to which we would refer, and which serves

to confirm our explanation of the foregoing, is Ps. 67.18. The 68th

Psalm belongs to the time of Solomon; not to an earlier period,

since in ver. 30 mention is made of the temple in Jerusalem; nor

to a later, as in ver. 28 the princes of Naphtali and Zebulon appear
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with presents before the King, which could not possibly have taken

place after the separation of the two kingdoms; chiefly is ver. 32

applicable to Solomon, where mention is made of the Egyptian and

Ethiopian ambassadors bringing gifts, and also ver. 17, where it is

said that God from this time forth for ever has made his dwelling

place “on the hill.” — In this psalm we read ver. 18 : “the chariots of

God are twenty thousand, many thousands; the Lord is with them

on Sinai in the holy place.” — The author of our epistle, therefore,

was fully justified by what he read in the Old Testament in calling

the law a word spoken by angels.

This word was bèbaioc (see above), and every par�basic (pos-

itive transgression), nay, even every parako  (negative omission)

received its just recompense. To designate the recompense, the

author, who evidently aims at elegance of style, uses the more se-

lect, more rare, and sonorous word misjapodosÐa — If this held

good already of the law, — how shall we escape (namely, the just

recompense) “if we neglect so great swthrÐa which is confirmed to

us by those who heard it as one which, at the first, was spoken by

the Lord?” A twofold antithesis to the law is here specified. First,

the law was a mere word (lìgoc) which, indeed, laid commands

upon men, but imparted no strength or inclination for their ful-

filment, the gospel, on the contrary, is a salvation, a redemption,

an act. (Some would, most unhappily, and without any occasion

given in the text, but rather destroying the beauty of the idea, ex-

plain swthrÐa by lìgoc t¨c swthrÐac with an arbitrary reference to

Acts 13.26.) Secondly, the salvation has been revealed and preached

to men, directly and from first hand, by the Lord himself, not from

second hand by the angels. This is implied in the words �rq�n la-

boÜsa, etc. (>Arq�n lamb�nein used by later Greek writers instead of

the classical �rqesjai.) The beginning cannot, of course, be under-
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stood here as forming an antithesis to the continuance; as if the two

acts �rq�n laboÜsa laleØsjai and âbebai¸jh were co-ordinated,

and the sentence to be resolved thus �rq�n êlabe laleØsjai kaÈ

âbebai¸jh which case the idea would be — that the salvation was

at first spoken by the Lord himself, but afterwards had been deliv-

ered to us as sure by those who heard it. Where then would be the

difference between the salvation and the law? The law, too, was at

first given by God, and then brought by angels to men. The author

of our epistle, however, lays no emphasis on the fact, that the sal-

vation was given from God Ípä toÜ jeoÜ, but that it was brought to

men from the very first by (di�) the Lord, consequently, not first by

intermediate persons. >Ebebai¸jh is therefore, of course, not co-

ordinate with �rq�n laboÜsa laleØsjai but laboÜsa depends on

âbebai¸jhn the salvation was revealed directly by the Lord is what

has been delivered to us by the �koÔsantec the ear (and eye) wit-

nesses as a certainty, and consequently, as a divine authentication

of the swthrÐa.

Some have found in vers. 1-3 a proof, that the epistle to the He-

brews could in no case have been written by the apostle Paul. (Eu-

thal, Luth., Calv., etc.) For Paul, far from excluding himself from

the number of eye-witnesses, rather lays all weight on the fact, that

he had seen the (risen) Lord himself, 1 Cor. ch. 15 ; Gal. ch. 1. This

argument is, however, without force; other grounds there may be

against the Pauline origin of the epistle, but in these verses there

is none. It is one thing to have once seen the risen Lord, it is an-

other thing to be an ear-witness of the salvation spoken by Christ,

i.e. of the entire revelation of God in Christ. (Comp. Acts 1.21)

The same Paul, who in writing to the Corinthians who doubted of

the resurrection, or to the Galatians who disputed his apostolic

mission, appeals to the former fact, must yet have acknowledged
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that he was not an eye-witness of the salvation in the latter sense.

Moreover, the first plur. in ver 1 is not communicative, but merely

insinuatory.

2.4 God also bearing witness with them, both by signs and

wonders, and by manifold powers, and by gifts of the Holy

Spirit, according to his own will.

Ver. 4. It is quite consistent with the practical aim which our

author never loses sight of, that he attaches only a subordinate

value to the confirmation of the Gospel by miracles. He says —

sunepimarturoÜntoc. MartureØn means to bear witness of a thing

which is still under question, doubtful, — âpimartureØn to testify

of a thing already established, — sunepimartureØn to give an addi-

tional testimony to a thing in itself certain, and confirmed by proofs

from other sources. This implies that the salvation in Christ does

not properly stand in need of confirmation by miracles, but bears

already in itself the testimony of its truth. And, indeed, it will

never happen, that a heart which is inwardly far from the truth

of the Gospel, which is wanting in repentance and self-knowledge,

the spiritual hunger and thirst, will be, so to speak, forced into

an acknowledgment of the truth of this Gospel by an appeal to the

miracles which accompany it. On the contrary, to such hearts the

miracles are rather proskìmmata, “that with seeing eyes they see

not, and with hearing ears they hear not.” Only the heart which

has first experienced in itself the miracle of regeneration, of cre-

ative renewal, is capable of the humility which believes, even where

it does not comprehend. For this very reason, however, the miracles

are not something non-essential; but, as in the time of Christ, so

still, they serve the end of being boundary stones between faith and

unbelief, signs of God for the believing spirit, intimating that he is a

living God, who stands above, not beneath his works, chiefly as the
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distributor of life and the Saviour, above that nature which is fallen

by sin, and is subject to death, (in which view the resurrection of

Christ, the first-fruits forms the centre point of all miracles), — and

signs of faith which, in miracles, learns and exercises humility. —

It is, moreover, worthy of observation, that this very passage which

ascribes to miracles the humble function implied in the word sune-

pimartureØn furnishes a principal proof of the historical reality of the

miracles, and, with this, of the supernatural character of Chris-

tianity in general. A man who wrote before the year 70, speaks

of miracles, even where he does not give them a high place, as of

well-known and undisputed facts!

Miracles may be regarded in a fourfold aspect, first, with re-

spect to their design as shmeØa (ŽĚĂ) miraculous testimonies in be-

half of any truth; secondly, with respect to their nature as tèrata

(ŽŤĚŐ), i.e, supernatural acts; thirdly, with respect to their origin

as dun�meic, because wrought by higher powers; and finally, in

their specifically Christian aspect as pneÔmatoc �gÐou merismoÐ as

exercised by those who, according to the will and wise distribution

of God, are endowed with the particular gifts of miracles (comp.

1 Cor. 12.11).
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2. In the Son Man is raised

above the Angels

(2.5-18)

In the first section it was shown, that already the Old Testament

points to a future absolute revelation of God to man, a revelation

through a Mediator, by whom man should enter into immediate

contact with God and God with man, and that this predicted reve-

lation of God is, even in the Old Testament, placed higher than that

which was given through the mediation of angels. It was therefore

the dignity of the Son as such, his person and office, that was first

spoken of.

In the second section, on which we now enter, the one idea al-

ready implicitly contained in the first section (1.8-9), namely, that

in the Son, man is immediately exalted to a union with God such

as belongs not to the angels, is taken up and independently car-

ried out. Here again, the 5th verse, which contains the new theme,

is connected by means of the conjunction g�r with the concluding

words of the foregoing section. The new idea — that the divine do-

minion over the future kingdom is ascribed not to the angels but

to the son of man, follows quite naturally upon the exhortation

in ver. 1-4 as a new proof, but at the same time comes into co-

ordination with the whole of the first section, 1.5-14; the first sec-

tion was the one foundation upon which the exhortation, 2.1-4, is

made to rest; 2.5, together with its further development in ver. 6-18,

forms the other foundation. — Thus the author, with great beauty

of style, bridges over the space between the concluding words of
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the first section and the announcement of the new theme, just as

we observed before in 1.4.

Before, however, proceeding to follow out exegetically this new

theme, it may not be without advantage to view somewhat more

closely the ground-idea of the new section in itself, and to make

ourselves familiar with it. That not merely the Son as the eternal

only begotten of the Father or the first-born (prwtìtokoc) of every

creature is higher than the angels, but that man also as such is

called (of course in Christ) to a much more immediate union with

God than belongs to angels, and that therefore man, as regards his

proper destination, is higher than the angels, — this is a statement

which at first sight will appear surprising, as we are generally wont

to regard the angels as superior beings. And, indeed, it is not with-

out reason that we do so. For, according to the statements of the

Holy Scripture, the angels are endowed with higher and less limited

gifts and powers, and although as creatures they cannot be con-

ceived of as unlimited by space, and consequently, as incorporeal,

still they have an unspeakably freer and less circumscribed rela-

tion to space and to matter than men have in their present state.

They clothe themselves with visible matter and put off this gar-

ment again; they transfer themselves to wheresoever they please,

they are not bound to a body of clay, and as they are without sex-

ual distinction (Matt. 22.30) there exists among them neither any

development of the individual from childhood through the various

steps of age, nor of the race, through successive generations. The

entire species has come from the creative hand of God complete

in all its individuals, complete as the diamond which sparkles with

perpetual and unchanging lustre. — How now, shall we reconcile it

with this, that our author should place above the angels poor weak

man, hemmed in by space and a gross body, developing himself
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upon the basis of animal sexuality? Just in the same way as we

can reconcile it with the weakness and meanness of the rose-bush,

that there is in it, notwithstanding, a more excellent life than in the

diamond. The enamel of the rose when it has reached its bloom is

something far superior to the glitter of the diamond. So also will

man, when he reaches the bloom of his glorified life, unspeakably

excel the angels in glory. Man’s superiority lies just in his capa-

bility of development. When the diamond is once disturbed by the

ray of a burning reflector it is irrecoverably gone; so are the angels,

once fallen, for ever lost, according to the doctrine of Scripture. The

rose can with difficulty be hurt, and even from its root it will still

send forth new life; so was man rendered capable even by sin (the

possibility of which, though not its actual entrance, was necessary

in consequence of his freedom) of entering into fall spiritual life-

fellowship with God, through the help of the Saviour entering into

him, nay, capable of receiving the person of the redeeming Son of

God as a member into his race. Hence also, it is the planet-system

that has been assigned to man as the habitation and the theatre of

that absolute revelation of God in Christ, — the planet-system, in

which the antithesis between the fixed-star-like, or angel-like in-

dependent sun and the animal-like dependent moon finds its gen-

uine human reconcilement in the planets, and most completely in

the earth — while the angels, as the “hosts of heaven,” have their

dwelling place in the fixed stars, where there is no opposition be-

tween illuminating and illuminated bodies, where planets do not

revolve round suns, but fixed stars around fixed stars.a

2.5 For not unto angels did he subject the world to come,

whereof we speak. 6 But one hath somewhere testified, saying,
aSee this view further developed and vindicated in my essay “Die Weltan-

schauung der Bibel und die Naturwissenschaft” in the journal “Die Zukunft der
Kirche,” principally in p. 31 ss. and p. 55 ss.
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What is man, that thou art mindful of him? Or the son of

man, that thou visitest him? 7 Thou madest him a little lower

than the angels; Thou crownedst him with glory and honor,

and didst set him over the works of thy hands:

In ver. 5 the ground-idea is first of all expressed in a negative

form. The oÊkoumènh � mèllousa the future terrestrial globe, i.e,

the future kingdom (comp. Isa. 66.22) ĂĄĎ ŊŇĚ{Ď is nowhere repre-

sented in the Old Testament as ruled over by angels. The positive

antithesis to this follows in vers. 6-7, in the form of a citation which

plainly enough implies the statement, that man rather is appointed

to the dominion over “all things.”

Ver. 6, 7. The citation is taken from Ps. 8.5-7; the passage is

quoted according to the Sept., with this exception, that the words

kaÈ katèsthsac aÎtän âpÈ t� êrga tÀn qeirÀn sou, which are not

found in the original Hebrew but are added in the LXX, are omitted

by our author. The manner in which he introduces the quota-

tion diemartÔrato dè poÔ tic lègwn appears at first sight strange,

but in nowise implies that the writer (as Koppe, Dindorch, Schulz

thought) did not know where the citation was to be found.a For we

find a similar indefiniteness also in 4.4, where the words cited (“God

rested on the seventh day”) are of such a kind that it was impos-

sible the author could be ignorant of where they originally stand.

That he knew this, too, in the case before us, is evident from the

exactness with which he cites according to the Sept.; while at the

same time he omits those words of the Sept. which do not belong

to the original. PoÔ tic is therefore a mere arbitrary mode of ex-

pression (which was peculiar also to Philo, comp. Bleek on this

passage); the author forbears to specify the place of the citation,

a Still less, of course, does it imply, that he meant to throw doubt on David’s
being the author of the psalm, and to represent its author as an unknown per-
son, — as Grotius thought.
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just because he takes it for granted that it was quite well known.

In the same way might a writer or speaker in our own time say —

“one has said : Here I stand I can do nothing else.” With respect to

the quotation itself it presents two difficulties :

a, the words par> �ggèlouc evidently appear to belong to those

words of the citation from which the author draws his inferences,

comp. ver. 5. His object is to prove from the passage in the psalms,

that man was indeed made lower than the angels, but only for a

time, not for ever; rather, that precisely to man, and not to the an-

gels, is the dominion over the oÊkoumènh � mèllousa ascribed. But

those very words par> �ggèlouc have no foundation in the original

Hebrew, the words there are ŊĽĎŇĂŐ Ĺ{Ő ĚĎŸŚĞŽĚ.
b, The words braqÔ ti evidently understood by the writer, ver. 9,

in the sense of time as meaning “a short time.” “We see Jesus who

was for a short time made lower than the angels crowned.” To take

braqÔ ti there in the sense of degree would yield no sense what-

ever. Consequently the author has also in ver. 7, in this citation,

understood braqÔ ti in the sense of time. But Ĺ{Ň in the Hebrew,

and braqÔ ti in the Sept., according to the opinion of its authors,

are to be understood in the sense of degree; this at least is the

most prevalent opinion among more recent critics (also that of Ol-

shausen.) The only thing then that remains for us is here again

to give the psalm itself our direct and unprejudiced consideration.

Whether or not the psalm was written by David is here a matter

of perfect indifference; reasons, however, will appear occasionally

and unsought for, to warrant our ascribing its authorship to him.

Let us consider, first of all, the psalm itself.

“Jehovah, our Lord, how mighty is thy name upon the whole
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earth, thou whose honour is praiseda above the heaven.” Here,

already, there is an evident antithesis between earth and heaven.

The God, whose majesty is praised above in all heavens, disdains

not to acquire for himself also on the poor small earth a glorious

mighty name by the acts of his covenant-faithfulness (as the Lord,

our Lord.) ver. 2, “Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings hast

thou established a power for thee, because of thine adversaries, to

subdue the enemy, the avenger.” It is not easy to say what the poet

had in his mind here. At first sight we might be tempted to imagine

a reference to some special case, in which a hostile warrior had, by

the weeping and lisping of a child, been moved to pity towards its

parents. But a definite case of this kind which the readers of the

psalm might have been able to call to mind without farther descrip-

tion, does not occur in all the Old Testament; nor is it the enemies

of a man but the enemies of God that are spoken of; and, besides,

the subsequent part of the psalm treats solely of the high position

which God hath assigned to man as such. We must, therefore, find

in ver. 2 a reference of a more universal kind. God has on account

of his enemies, for their subjugation, provided a power, and that

out of the mouth of weak sucklings! By the enemies of God we

must understand the whole power opposed to God on the earth,

the kingdom of darkness, the kingdom of the serpent; by the power

which God hath provided we are to understand the whole of those

preparations which God hath made or promised to make for over-

aĎŘŽ cannot be imperf. which in a relative clause would be altogether without
sense. If we derive it from ŔŽŘ then it must be be the 3 sing. praet. with Ď
fin. (comp. ver. 7 ĎŽŹ instead of ŽŹ) and apocopated Ŕ. In this case ŸŹĂ must
point back to ŁŐŹ. “Thy name, which has made thy glory above the heaven.”
This, however, is a very forced idea. The simplest way is to point the word thus
ĎŘŽ (as Pual of ŔŽ Jud. 5.11 ; 11.40, which corresponds well enough with the
âp rjh of the LXX.), or, if it be thought preferable, to point ĎŘŽ in the sense
habitare, from which ŽĚŘŽ “dwellings” is derived. But the latter root did not
belong to the Hebrew till after the captivity, while ĎŘŽ celebrare is a primitive
poetical expression.
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coming the darkness. What are the preparations of this kind with

which we are made acquainted in the Old Testament? Has God,

perhaps, promised that he will at one time send hosts of angels

who shall trample on the serpent’s head? No; when his object is

to chastise sinful men, he places a cherub with a flaming sword

before the closed gate of paradise; but when the future redemption

from the bondage of the serpent, from death, is spoken of, then

no mention is made of an angel, but the seed of the woman is to

bring the salvation, hence, though erroneously and hastily, she

fixes her hope on the boy that first comes from her womb, she has

now a man child, and thinks that with the seed of the woman she

has at the same time recovered the possession of the God whom

she had lost (left behind in paradise.) And from this time forth,

all hope of salvation was turned towards the birth of the heirs of

the theocratic blessing, and on the preservation and protection of

these first-born. The original promise of the seed of the woman

separates itself into many branches; when a son is born to Lamech

he calls him Noah, for he hopes that he will bring comfort to men

in their trouble and labour upon the earth which God has cursed

(Gen. 5.29); all the hope of Abraham is turned towards the birth of

Isaac and the preservation of his life, Isaac’s hope rests upon Ja-

cob; the whole prospect of future salvation always rests on such

weak beings; upon the child which slumbers in a basket among

the sedges of the Nile, rested the salvation of Israel; and, more-

over, David’s entire faith rested on the seed, which was to be the

Son of God, and was to reign for ever with God. (Comp. Hofmann,

Weissag. u. Erfullung. part I. p. 195.) This psalm then certainly

suits no author better than David. The same royal singer, who in

Psalm 2 and 110 admired the divine majesty of the seed promised

to him, is, in Psalm 8, lost in adoring wonder that God has selected

a lowly son of man as the instrument of his divine conquests.
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Sucklings, weak children, are the threads on which the hope of

Israel hangs. (How natural was it for the reflective reader already

here to carry out the antithesis; God has not told his people to

direct the eye of their hope to the appearances of angels, and to

hosts of angels.)

The 4th verse of the 8th Psalm contains nothing that might serve

to confirm what is said in ver. 3; that the poet considers the heaven

as the work of God, can be no reason or proof that God has chosen

children to be the instruments of his power. We are therefore not

entitled to give to ĽŃ the argumentative signification “for,” but must

render it as a syntactic particle by “when”, so that ver. 4 forms an

antecedent clause to ver. 5. “When I look upon thy heavens the

work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars which thou hast pre-

pared; what (I must then exclaim) is man that thou are mindful of

him, and the son of man that thou visitest him.” To translate the

words ŹĚŘĂ-ĎŐ “how excellent is man,” as Bohme and Kuinoel do,

is forbidden by the sense of ŹĚŘĂ which, as is well known, always

designates man on the side of his weakness and frailty. The whole

passage is evidently rather an exclamation of adoring wonder, that

God, this mighty ruler of all heavens, should let himself down to

poor weak man, the suckling, and should give him so high a rank.

The words ŹĚŘĂ-ĎŐ then, express the contrast between the weak-

ness of man and his high destination, — not, however, the result

of the latter. The antithesis vaguely and generally implied in ver. 2

— that He who is enthroned in the heavens disdains not the earth

as the scene of his majesty — is thus rendered more definite in

ver. 3-5.

But the promised glory is at first only promised; it lies still in the

future; that it may soon be realized is the hope which the Psalmist

expresses in the 6th verse of the Psalm : ŊĽĎ-ŇĂŐ Ĺ{Ő ĚĎŸŚĞŽĚ
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“thou hast made him to want a little of God.” signifies “to want,”

in Piel, “to cause to want,” so in Eccles. 4.8, “I cause my soul to

want good.” The rendering : “Thou hast made him a little less than

God” is therefore, to say the least, arbitrary; nor does it suit the

context, in which all emphasis is rather laid upon this, that man,

who is not “a little” but infinitely inferior to God, is, notwithstand-

ing, appointed to share with God in the dominion over the world.

We are therefore to understand ŔŐ not in the comparative, but (as

in Eccles. 4.8) in the privative sense, and Ĺ{Ő not as significant of

degree, but of time. For a little while must man be deprived of God

— not God qua Jehovah, for it is purposely not ČĽŐŐ, but God qua

Elohim, i.e. the contemplation and enjoyment of the visible near-

ness of God in his glory as the Creator; but the time comes when

he shall be crowned with glory and honour, and shall reign over

all the creatures of God (ver. 6- 9.) Thus does God make his name

glorious on the earth (ver. 10.)

The second difficulty in regard to braqÔ ti now disappears of

itself. We see that Ĺ{Ő is to be taken in the sense of time. But

the first difficulty, too — namely, that par> �ggèlouc is not found

in the original Hebrew, is now easily removed. If we suppose this

par> �ggèlouc to be also not in the Greek text, the force of the ar-

gument drawn from the citation remains still quite the same. The

psalm contains the idea, that God who rules over all heavens has

made the salvation to rest precisely on weak sons of men, and has

destined the sons of men to be the future lords of his kingdom. If also

the antithesis be not expressly stated, that it is not angels who are

the promised saviours and rulers, it is still clearly enough implied

in the train of thought which is pursued. The LXX have actually

put this antithesis into the text, although not in the clearest man-

ner; the writer of our epistle, who always cites from the LXX, could
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do the same with all the more safety that the whole argumentative

force of the passage depends not at all upon those words which owe

their existence to an inaccurate rendering of the original. Nay, he

might do this with all the more reason, seeing that the translation

par> �ggèlouc, although inaccurate, is yet by no means without oc-

casion. The LXX were induced to adopt it because the Hebrew does

not say : “Thou (Jehovah) hast caused him to want Thee for a short

time,” but “Thou (Jehovah) hast caused him to want Elohim.” They

thought that ŊĽĎŇ{ denote a subject different from Jehovah (or a

plurality of such.) And there is something true in this, if we are

not justified in at once understanding ŊĽĎŇĂ. Without doubt, how-

ever, ŊĽĎŇĂ denotes God in a different point of view from ĎĚĎĽ. He

is called Jehovah as the personal, living, free-willing, and hence,

chiefly, as the faithful covenant-God; Elohim, on the other hand,

as the adored, all-governing, Creator and Lord of the worlds, in his

creative majesty. The Psalmist, therefore, would not, and could

not, say : Jehovah, thou hast caused man to want Thee; since God

qua Jehovah has never withdrawn himself from men. But he might

truly say : Jehovah, thou hast made man to want the godhead —

the contemplation of and intercourse with the world-governing god-

head in its glory. The idea which the LXX have substituted for this

: “Thou hast made him lower than the angels,” evidently agrees

with it substantially; for this is substantially wherein the superior-

ity of the inhabitants of heaven consists, that as they serenely fulfil

the will of God, so they enjoy the undisturbed vision of God, and

intercourse with him. The gist of the argument, however, rests, as

we have said, not on par> �ggèlouc; on the contrary, there follows

in ver. 8 still another inference such as does not presuppose any

express mention of angels at all in vers. 6-7.

2.8 Thou didst put all things in subjection under his feet.
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For in that he subjected all things unto him, he left nothing

that is not subject to him. But now we see not yet all things

subjected to him.

Ver. 8. The words and meaning are clear. When the author

draws the inference from the fact of all things having been (in the

way of promise) made subject to man, that nothing can be excepted

— he, thereby, suggests to every thinking and attentive reader the

special application, that the angels also will then be subject to man.

Here this train of thought concludes.

2.9 But we behold him who hath been made a little lower

than the angels, even Jesus, because of the suffering of death

crowned with glory and honor, that by the grace of God he

should taste of death for every man.

With the words nÜn dè, which must be regarded as belonging

to ver. 9, an entirely new train of thought begins, the design of

which is to show, in how far man has been already invested with

the glory and elevation above the angels ascribed to him in Ps. 8,

and in how far he has still to expect this. At present, indeed, man

as such, i.e. humanity, has not yet attained to that elevation. Still,

in the person of Jesus, who (although the Son of God, and already

in himself higher than the angels, according to chap. 1 yet) by his

incarnation has been made lower than the angels like to us, a first-

fruits of humanity is raised above the angels. But he is raised only

to draw all the rest after him; for it was necessary that he should

suffer, just in order that as a captain he might make many sons

partakers of his glory.

How then was it possible, that such a commentator as Bleek

should so entirely mistake and misunderstand a train of thought

so clear throughout! He acknowledges (in p. 259) that “it seems as
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if the person whom we are to understand as meant by that man,

ver. 6 s., were first designated in ver. 9,” and yet denies that the

writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews has used the �njrwpoc in ver. 6

in the general collective sense! But, in truth, the opportunity was

too tempting of fastening upon our author, here again, a grossly

Rabbinical misunderstanding of a psalm. True, the writer says not

a single word of the Messiah in vers. 6-7, but places in opposition

to the species angels to whom the oÊkoumènh � mèllousa is not to

be made subject, the species sons of man to whom (according to

Ps. 8 and Heb. 2.10) it is to be made subject, and “it seems” as if the

relation of Jesus to this general prophecy were first spoken of in

ver. 9 — and yet, the author must have taken the eighth Psalm,

which is not Messianic, for a Messianic Psalm! True, the expres-

sion ŹĚŘĂ-ĎŐ cannot, as Bleek himself acknowledges, be under-

stood with Kuinoel as pointing to the glory, but only as pointing

to the weakness and frailty of man, and ŊČĂ-ŔĄ parallel with ŹĚŘĂ
denote the “son of man” in his impotency — and yet, the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews cannot possibly have had understand-

ing enough to find out this simple sense; but although “it seems”

that he first speaks of Christ in ver. 9, he must yet necessarily have

meant the Messiah by the pregnant term uÉäc �njr¸pou — how-

ever different this expression is from å uÉäc �njr¸pou. True, what

is said in ver. 8-10, as we shall afterwards see, is altogether incon-

sistent with this supposition which has nothing to rest upon, and

Bleek is there driven to an extremely forced interpretation of the

sense; but yet, the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews must bear

the charge of a Rabbinico-Messianic explanation of the Psalms,

which owes its existence solely to modern mistrust of the writers of

the Bible.

What ground, then, can there be for departing from the simple
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interpretation of the words as they stand? Indeed, had the author

said, “Not to the angels has he made the future kingdom subject but

to the Son; for one testifies,” etc. — then, Bleek might be right. But

the author has in chap. 2 entirely relinquished the comparison of

the angels with the Son as such, and purposely shows, from ver. 5

to ver. 18, that not merely the Son, as firstborn and Messiah, but

that in him humanity as such is exalted above the angels, and that

therefore it was necessary that the Son of God should become a

member of humanity (vers. 16-18.) — We remain therefore firm

and unshaken in the view, that, in vers. 6-8, not merely in the

sense of the Psalmist, but also in the sense of our author, it is man

or humanity that is spoken of and by no means the Messiah.

2.10 For it became him, for whom are all things, and through

whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make

the author of their salvation perfect through sufferings.

In vers. 9-10 there follows a new chain of thought consisting of

three links :

a, Man as a whole is at present not yet exalted above the angels;

b, The man Jesus is, however, already exalted;

c, and he is exalted as leader of the rest of humanity, for which he

has secured by his sufferings the possibility of a like exalta-

tion.

The first of these points needs no farther explanation either gram-

matically or otherwise. The second, on the contrary, already with

respect to the construction, requires a more particular considera-

tion. Three constructions are possible. The first and most natural

is to take >IhsoÜn as object, �lattwmènon adjectival attribute of >I-

hsoÜn and âstefanwmènon as predicate to the object. Man is not
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yet exalted; but we see Jesus who, indeed (although as first-born

already higher than the angels, yet through his incarnation) was

for a time made lower than the angels, already, on account of his

sufferings unto death, crowned with glory and honour. By the be-

ing crowned is meant, of course, nothing else than the having all

things subject to him; he who is crowned is thereby set up as ruler.

And the glory and honour with which Jesus has been crowned is

just that in virtue of which, since his ascension, he now, not merely

as the Son of God, but rather also as the exalted son of man, excels

the angels, and is the object of their adoration. In Philippiens 2.5-10

we have the best commentary on the passage before us. Before him

who once humbled himself to the death of the cross every knee now

bows, those who are in heaven and on earth, and he bears a name

which is above all names.

The adjectival attribute, however, �lattwmènon braqÔ ti, was

evidently necessary, because the author would make it plain that

he speaks here not of that glory and honour which Christ enjoyed

before his incarnation, as the first-born (chap. 1), but of the honour

which the incarnate, after having been humbled to the condition of

men, made subject to misery and death, has received as the reward

of his suffering unto death. Hence he designates Jesus expressly,

as him who like us was for a time made lower than the angels.

The words di� tä p�jhma (as Olshausen also rightly observes)

cannot with Beza and Jac. Capellus be made grammatically de-

pendent on �lattwmènon but only on âstefanwmènon. The ques-

tion, however, why âstefanwmènon does not stand as antithetical

to �lattwmènon before di� tä p�jhma finds its answer in the simple

remark, that the emphasis here does not rest on the antithesis be-

tween the humiliation and the exaltation, but on that between the

not yet exalted man and the already exalted Jesus. âstefanwmènon
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is therefore antithetical with oÖpw. . . Ípotetagmèna and must like

Ípotetagmèna be placed at the end.

Bleek, who construes the sentence in the same way, finds him-

self now in vers. 9-10 involved in an evident perplexity, owing to

his erroneous interpretation of vers. 6-7. He must admit that men-

tion is first made of the person of Jesus Christ in ver. 9, and yet,

according to his opinion, mention was already made in vers. 6-8

of å uÉoc toÜ �njr¸pou. There remains for him, then, no other

way of escaping from this difficulty, but that of explaining vers. 6-8

of the Messiah as promised, vers. 9, 10 of Jesus as the fulfiller

of that prophecy. The following is the meaning which he assigns

to the verses before us : According to the promise, all things are

to be made subject to the Messiah; all things are, however, not

yet made subject to the Messiah actually come, to Jesus, (he has

still enemies and unbelievers on the earth.) This seeming objec-

tion to the Messiahship of Jesus the author now seeks to remove

by saying, that Jesus, although not yet exalted over all, is still in

the meanwhile crowned. — Here, in the first place, the respected

theologian contradicts himself when he finds the historical person

Jesus mentioned in the sentence nÜn dè and not first in the sen-

tence tän de �latt. (see his own interpretation p. 260), and when

he finds an antithesis between the aÎtÄ in the sentence nÜn dè and

the foregoing aÎtÄ, which can only be found between the nÜn dà. . .

aÎtÄ and the tän dà >InsoÜn. In the second place, he completely

loses sight of the author’s train of thought, which has nothing to

do with the question whether or not upon earth, among men, all

have already subjected themselves to Christ, but is solely occupied

with the question, whether the �njrwpoc (whoever this may be) is

still lower than the angels or has already been exalted above the

angels. In the third place, he takes for granted that there is an
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antithesis between the Ípost�ssein aÎtÄ t� p�nta and the ste-

fanoÜn tän >IhsoÜn, of which there is not the slightest indication

in the words.a In the fourth place, we must expect to find as the

conclusion, the assurance that to Jesus who is already crowned,

all things shall at some future time be also actually made subject.

Instead of this, we find the conclusion, that in Jesus and through

him, many also of the rest of men shall attain to a participation

in that glory and honour; proving most clearly that the author in

vers. 6-8 had in view not the Messiah, but man as such.

Other commentators differ from our explanation even in the

construction. Some take tän dà �llatt. as object and >IhsoÜn

in apposition to it. “But we see him who was for a little made lower

than the angels, namely Jesus, crowned,” etc. Every one must see

how forced this is as a construction. But besides this, the meaning

which it yields would only be suitable, if by the �njrwpoc in vers.

6-8 might be understood the Messiah. But, even in this case, a

contradiction would arise, namely, with ver. 8, in which the aÎtÄ

also be understood of the Messiah. Thus something would be af-

firmed of the Messiah in ver. 9 which is denied of him in ver. 8. A

third construction (Tholuck and others) makes �latt. the object,

>IhsoÜn the predicate, and âstef. apposition to the predicate. “We

see man made for a little while lower than the angels in Jesus who

has been crowned.”b The whole passage would, according to this,

be an answer to the question where and in whose person are we

to find that humanity which is spoken of in vers. 6-8. But this

aThe idea which Bleek finds in this passage must have been expressed
in Greek thus : KaÈ tÄ màn >IhsoÜ oÖpw årÀmen t� p�nta Ípotettagmèna.
Blèpomen dà aÎtän âstefanwmènon goÜn dìxù kaÈ tim¬, kaÈ oÒdamen íti � ¢rxa-
to å jeäc taÜta kaÈ telei¸sei.

b Similarly Olshausen : “We acknowledge Jesus who is crowned with honour
and glory to be that one who was made a little lower than the angels.” This must
have been expressed thus : >InsoÜn tän di� kl. âstefanwmènon.
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interpretation is impossible even in a grammatical point of view;

the words in order to have this meaning must run thus : >IhsoÜn

tän di�, etc. In general, however, the Greek would not express

by a mere placing together of two accusatives such a formally de-

clared judgment, in which by the predicate is expressed not the

contents, but the compass of the idea contained in the subject, in

which an answer is given not to the question what? but to the

question who? We should rather have expected the following : tän

dà. . . �lattwmènon blèpomen íti >IhsoÜc âsti å di� etc. or tän dà. . .

�latt. blèpomen >IhsoÜn eÚnai. But also, with respect to the sense

thus obtained, the justest doubts may be entertained. The propo-

sition in ver. 8, that man bas not yet entered on the glory promised

to him, would thus in ver. 9 be not limited but reversed. For, if by

that man who was made for a little lower than the angels spoken

of from ver. 6 to ver. 8, we are, according to Tholuck’s explanation

of ver. 9, to understand none other than Jesus, and according to

ver. 9 Jesus is already exalted, then it cannot be said in ver. 8 that

man has not yet been exalted.

Thus the simple explanation given above is confirmed on all

sides. —

The author passes to the third link in the chain of thought in the

words : ípwc qwrÈc jeoÜ Ípàr pantäc geÔshtai jan�tou. There are

two points to be determined here, the one pertaining to the reading,

the other to the connexion of ípwc with what goes before. — The

reading wavers between q�riti jeoÜ and qwrÈc jeoÜ. Theodoret,

Theodoras of Mopsuestia, and the Nestorians read qwrÐc. And Mar-

ios Mercator, Theophylact, and Œcumenius put forth the charge

that this reading owed its existence entirely at first to the invention

of the Nestorians. Occasion was doubtless given for this charge,

by the manner in which the Nestorians availed themselves of this
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reading in their doctrinal controversies with the Catholics. They

understood qwrÈc jeoÜ as more exactly determining the subject

contained in geÔsetai and thus obtained the rather strange sense

: Jesus has tasted of death without his Godhead, i.e. the divine

part in him remained unaffected by his death. But, however conve-

nient this reading might be to those excellent critics, it by no means

owes its origin to the Nestorians. First, because the words qwrÈc

jeoÜ Ípàr pantìc explained without prejudice and without artifice,

can yield no sense favourable to the Nestorians; secondly, because

two hundred years before Nestorius, the reading qwrÈc jeoÜ was

known to the ancient Church Father Origines. And not merely

known! For he mentions the reading which stands opposed to it

as one to be found “in several manuscripts” (ên tisin �ntigr�foic).

In his time then, the majority of the manuscripts had the reading

qwrÈc. When, therefore, at a later period, Jerome says, vice versa,

of the reading absque Deo, that it occurs only in quibusdam exem-

plaribus, very little weight is to be attached to this, partly, because

the most eminent Latin Fathers, Ambrose, Fulgentius, Vigilius and

others, adopted the reading absque, partly, because it is not dif-

ficult to understand how the more flat and easy reading q�riti,

should have come gradually to be preferred to the more difficult,

and, on doctrinal grounds, suspected qwrÈc. This satisfactorily ex-

plains how it should happen, that on to the 6th century to which

our oldest MSS. extend, the ancient reading qwrÈc was almost en-

tirely suppressed; hence it has been preserved only in the single

cod. num. 53, in a scholium to cod. 67, in a cod. of the Peschito,

and in the Patristic citations before referred to.

The same course was pursued in regard to the reading qwrÈc

as has recently been pursued by Bleek; it was rejected on internal

grounds, and because it yielded no proper sense. But this very
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circumstance is a guarantee for its genuineness. The reading q�riti

is certainly clear as water, most easily understood, and — most

futile, nay unsuitable. Christ has, by the grace of God, tasted death

for all. That not merely the giving up to death together with its

results, but that even the tasting of death should be traced to the

grace of God, has something startling in it. Still, it might be said,

that q�riti jeoÜ refers only strictly to the words Ípàr pantìc. And

this is certainly worthy of being listened to. But still, the meaning

thus attained remains futile, inasmuch as there was no necessity or

occasion whatever to mention in this context, in which the subject

treated of is the exaltation of man above the angels, that Christ

was given up through the grace of God; at least qarÐti jeoÜ might

be thrown out of the text without producing any perceptible defect

in the train of thought. The reading, certainly, is easy, especially

in comparison with the other, from which even Bleek could extract

no suitable sense;a nay, it lay quite at the hand of every copier who

thought for a moment of how the offensive qwrÐc might be suitably

recast.

The reading qwrÈc jeoÜ is the more difficult, more significant,

more suitable. Certainly, if with Paulus in Heidelberg we explain

qwrÈc jeoÜ “forsaken of God,” an idea arises which is out of place

here. But is it not evident, that qwrÈc jeoÜ is rather to be taken

along with Ípàr pantìc? True, Bleek thinks that p�c denotes here

merely the human race, and that the author consequently cannot

have intended to say that Christ has tasted death for every being

in heaven and on earth with the single exception of God; but he

intends merely to say, that Christ has tasted death for men. But

if the author intended to make this latter statement, why then did

he not write Ípàr p�ntwn or Ípàr p�ntwn tÀn �njr¸pwn? Why did

aOlshausen also thinks that if the reading qwrÈc he adopted, nothing remains
but to render the words “in his state of being forsaken by God.”
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he rather choose the enumerative singular “for every one”? (It is

self-evident that pantìc is not neuter, and cannot be translated by

universe.) — We find the best commentary on this passage in ver. 8

and in 1 Cor. 15.27. In the latter passage we meet quite a similar

thought, quite a similar limitation to that which lies here in qwrÈc

jeoÜ. At the resurrection, writes the apostle Paul in that passage,

all things shall be put under the feet of Jesus, p�nta g�r Ípètaxen

Ípä toÌc pìdac aÎtoÜ (a reference to Ps. 8, just as in the 8th verse

of our epistle.) VOtan dà eÒpù, he continues, íti p�nta Ípotètaktai,

d¨lon íti âktäc toÜ Ípot�xantoc aÎtÄ t� p�nta. There was occa-

sion for the same restriction in our passage. In ver. 8 the writer had

laid emphasis on that very p�nta in Ps. 8, and thence proven, that

absolutely all things, the angels as well, should be made subject to

man. In a way quite analogous to this, he will now in ver. 9 show,

that Christ by his death has reconciled absolutely all things, heaven

and earth. The same is said in Eph. 1.10, — i.e. that side by side

with this capital and central feet in the human sphere, no other

analogous acts of God in the sphere of the angels can be placed;

that, rather, all creatures, the angels likewise, participated in the

blessed fruits of the death of Jesus. And this he expresses first,

by again saying Ípàr pantìc, and then, inasmuch as he limits this

pantìc merely in reference to God, shows, that the pantìc refers to

everything except God, consequently also to the angels. Christ has

tasted death for every one, God himself alone excepted.

It is quite evident, then, that the preposition Ípèr in this context

does not denote the vicarious satisfaction; for Christ has made this

only for sinners, for men and not for angels. Ípèr is here therefore

to be rendered not “in the place of, instead of,” but ”for, in be-

half of.” The angels also, although they need no atonement, have

yet likewise enjoyed in their way the blessed fruits of the death of
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Jesus. If, in general, their happiness consists in the adoring con-

templation of the majesty and love of God, then the contemplation

of this most wonderful act of self-sacrificing love must form the

consummation of their bliss (comp. 1 Pet. 1.12). And if there is joy

among the angels over every sinner that repents, then the death of

Jesus, by which the way to repentance and conversion has been

opened up for all sinners, must have been the fountain of a sea of

joy to the angels.

The second question to which we now pass is how the particle

ípwc is to be explained and construed. First of all, it is most nat-

ural to take ípwc as dependent on ástefanwmènon but this seems

to give an idea which has no proper meaning. The crowning and

exaltation of Christ took place in order that he might suffer death

for all. How is this possible, seeing that his death preceded his

exaltation? The critics have therefore blindly sought in their own

way to escape the difficulty. Some have assigned to ípwc a new

signification; Erasmus, Kuinoel, and others, the signification of

¹ste, Schleusner that of postquam, which, in a grammatical point

of view, is absurd. Others have had recourse to artificial construc-

tions. Bengel and Bohme, in a truly reckless manner, are for mak-

ing ípwc dependent on �latt. ! Grotius, Carpzov, Storr, and Bleek,

on a short clause to be supplied from the noun p�jhma: í êpathen.

But all these artifices are unnecessary. VOpwc depends actually on

âstefanwmènon can depend on nothing else, and needs to depend

on nothing else; for a meaning perfectly good results when only

(with Wetstein) the proper emphasis is given to the qwrÈc jeoÜ Ípàr

pantìc. Christ was exalted that he may have suffered death for all

with the single exception of God. This is certainly not spoken with

logical precision; thus spoken it would be : that the death which

he has tasted, might be for the benefit of all. This brevity, how-
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ever, this condensation of two small clauses into one, is extremely

natural. So, for example, might a teacher say to a youth who was

going out for the first time into the world : “See that you remember

my words and admonitions also when you are away, that I may not

have taken pains with you in vain,” i.e. that the pains which I have

taken with you may not be in vain. (Olshausen also substantially

makes ípwc dependent on âstefanwmènon : “that he might be one

who had tasted death for all.”)

Jesus, then, must be exalted, in order that his death may be

for the benefit of all, of men and angels. So long as he was only

the crucified man Jesus, so long his death was indeed an objective

vicarious death of atonement for guilt not his own, but it yielded

no real fruit either to men or angels. Not till the incarnate one was

exalted and glorified, and crowned King in heaven, did it become

possible for him to send the Holy Spirit, and thus to effect the

appropriation on the part of man of the salvation which had been

objectively wrought out, and therewith to bring joy to the angels

over the conversion of men.

In ver. 10 we have the third link in the chain of thought to which

the clause ípwc, etc., has formed the transition, nay, which was

already implicitly contained in that clause. This part can therefore

be connected with the clause beginning with ípwc by means of an

explicative g�r, “namely.” Had this transition-clause been want-

ing, then we must have expected dè instead of g�r. (Man has not

yet attained to the dominion; Jesus, however, is already crowned;

but, through him, the rest of mankind also are to be led to glory.)

The author, however, is not so fond of sharply distinguishing his

thoughts from each other, as rather of making rhetorical transi-

tions from the one to the other.

With respect, now, to the construction of the tenth verse, it is
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self-evident,

• that êprepe g�r aÎtÄ is the governing clause;

• that the relative clause di> ín depends on aÎtÄ;

• that the subject to êprepe is formed through the infinitive te-

leiÀsai;

• that tän �rqhgän depends on teleiÀsai as its object.

The only doubtful point is, whether the accusative �gagìnta with

what belongs to it, is accusative of the subject to teleiÀsai (conse-

quently, together with teleiÀsai forms an acc. c. inf.), or, whether

�gagìnta is in apposition to the accusative of the object �rqhgän.

In the latter case, the word in apposition would be placed before its

principal word, in order that the latter may receive all the greater

emphasis (just as in ver. 9, the attribute �lattwmènon was placed

first, and >IhsoÜn followed for the sake of the emphasis.)

That the aÎtäc dÊ ín, as subject of the verb teleiÀsai is differ-

ent from the �rqhgìc as the object of this teleiÀsai, as also, that

the �rqhgìc is Christ, is self-evident ; the aÎtäc dÊ ín is, therefore,

God the Father. If now, following the former construction, we ren-

der the words thus (with Olshausen) : “it became him for whom

and through whom are all things, in bringing many to glory to

make the leader of their salvation perfect through suffering,” then

God the Father is here the one to whom the action expressed by

the �gein belongs, and this whole clause polloÌc uÉoÌc eÊc dìxan

�gagìnta receives the place of a mere accessary limitation, to some

extent a conditional limitation. If God (thus we might explain the

idea), if God would bring many sons to glory, then must he make

him whom he has chosen as their captain, perfect through suffer-

ing. The emphasis rests here on the words di� pajhm�twn. That
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the suffering was necessary is the kernel of the thought, all the

rest serves only for preparation. — If again, following the other

construction, we render the passage thus : “For it became him for

whom and through whom are all things to make the captain of their

salvation perfect through suffering, as one who should bring many

sons to glory,” then, the emphasis here rests evidently on polloÌc

uÉoÌc �gagìnta and �rqhgìn. It is, however, precisely one of the

peculiarities of our author’s style to place such principal clauses

as it were in the periphery of his sentences, and this of itself would

suffice to give the preference to this second construction. In ad-

dition to this, there is the beautiful parallelism resulting from this

construction between the >IhsoÜn placed after, and the �rqhgìn in

like manner, placed after. Moreover, the two ideas are thus placed

antithetically to each other : at present, Jesus alone is exalted;

but he is exalted as a leader of others. The train of thought, then,

absolutely requires that the emphasis in ver. 10 should rest upon

this — that through Jesus the rest of mankind also attain to glory,

consequently, on the end and result of the suffering of Jesus —

but not on the means, the suffering itself. And how strong the em-

phasis which the author lays upon that result he shows by giving

a twofold expression to the idea that through Jesus many attain to

glory, first, in the words polloÌc uÉoÌc �gagìnta and then, in the

word �rqhgìc. We are not, therefore, at liberty to sink the clause

polloÌc uÉoÌc �gagìnta into a mere accessary limitation, which,

according to the former construction, would be unavoidable, but

must necessarily give the preference to the second construction.

ver. 10 is connected with ver. 9 as an explanation of it; there, as

we saw, all the stress lay on Ípàr pantìc; in ver. 10, too, it must

therefore be shown how others also attain to glory through Jesus.

And the same idea is followed ont also in ver. 11. It is shown in

ver. 11 how the glory of Christ is participated in by man, but not
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why it was necessary that Christ should suffer in order to procure

this glory.

We render the passage accordingly : ”It became him for whom

and through whom all things subsist, to make perfect, through suf-

fering the captain of their salvation, as one who should bring many

sons unto glory.” The idea that Christ could not be a first fruits

of others without suffering, finds its explanation in the passages

John 16.7 ; 14.2-3. Prèpein as also æfeÐlein ver. 17, seems to denote

not a fatalistic necessity, but a necessity lying in the nature of the

thing, and therefore in God’s own wise, world-governing will. That

the Father is here designated by dÊ oÝ t� p�nta which is usually a

term of designation for the Son (Rom. 11.36 ; 1 Cor. 8.6 ; âx oÝ is gen-

erally said of the Father) is explained partly, by the paronomasia

with di> ín partly by this, — that the Father is here regarded not as

the creator, but as the governor of the world, through, and under,

whose guidance the work of salvation is accomplished.

2.11 For both he that sanctifieth and they that are sanc-

tified are all of one: for which cause he is not ashamed to

call them brethren, 12 saying: I will declare thy name unto

my brethren, in the midst of the congregation will I sing thy

praise. 13 And again, I will put my trust in him. And again,

Behold, I and the children whom God hath given me.

In vers. 11-13, there follows a further train of thought which,

however, does not stand along with the rest of the members in

vers. 5-8, vers. 9-10, vers. 14-18, as co-ordinate with them, but

as subordinate to the member in vers. 9-10 containing, namely, a

mere explanation of the idea in ver. 10 (that through the one Son,

others also should become sons.) It is shown in vers. 11-13, that

already in the Old Testament it is said, the Messiah shall receive

his subjects into his own relation of sonship with God. First of all,
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in ver. 11, the proposition is thetically laid down that the �gi�zwn

and the �giazìmenoi stand in the relation of brethren coming from

one head of a family. With respect now, firstly, to the meaning

of the expression �gi�zein it denotes here not sanctification in the

special sense, as an effect of faith in the atonement, and as such

different from justification; but, just as little does it denote justifi-

cation as such, as was thought by many of the old Protestant com-

mentators. The expression �gi�zein denotes here, rather, the total

change in their relation to God which takes place in the members

of the new covenant, in opposition to the relation of the natural

man to God. This wide signification is explained by the sense and

usage of the word �gioc. VAgioc is, in the first place, used in a

dogmatico-metaphysical sense of God. God is holy, because he is

in himself the perfect one, and the fountain of all good, — also of

all that is morally good as corresponding to his own nature. God is

further holy, in relation to personal creatures, i.e., he is righteous;

here �gioc denotes the consistency of the divine dealings towards

us with his nature. In the second place, however, �gioc is used

in a historical sense of the creature, and forms in this sense the

antithesis to all that which by sin has become estranged from God,

separated from God, and morally bad or essentially profane. Those

things are holy, which are withdrawn from the profane natural life,

and devoted to the service of God. Those persons are holy, who

are withdrawn from the sinfully-natural life, and are placed in a

relation of grace and redemption to God. Hence in the Old Testa-

ment the Israelites, and in all the apostolical epistles the Chris-

tians, are called oÉ �gioi, although they are by no means already

sinless. Only, in the third place, does �gioc come to denote (and

in this case ísioc is rather used) the state of a personal creature

who is absolutely free from sin, or who has become free (1 Pet 1.16).

— The �gi�zein in the passage under consideration is an instance
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of the second of these usages, and denotes the total act by which

Christ withdraws his own people from the natural life of death, and

places them in the sphere of a new life which rests upon his atoning

death, has its source in his resurrection, consists in the appropria-

tion of salvation through repentance, faith, and renewal of life, and

will at one time be perfected in sinlessness and glorification. —

The other and stricter signification of �gi�zein, in which it denotes

the special renewal of life proceeding from faith (John 17.17; comp.

Heb. 12.14) belongs to the third usage of �gioc

Who, now, is the eÙc, the common parent, in relation to whom

the �gi�zwn, Christ, and the �giazìmanoi, the subjects of the Mes-

siah’s kingdom, are called brethren, — who is he whose sons Chris-

tians become through the sanctifier? Hunnius and Carpzov thought

it was Adam; Bengel, Schmid, and Michaelis that it was Abraham.

All these (as also Olshausen) found, accordingly, in ver. 11 the

idea expressed that the Son of God, as incarnate, has entered into

a relation of brother to men. Then is ver. 11 an answer to the

question, — by what meant has Christ made many to be sons ?

ver. 10 : Christ, as leader, draws many sons after him, ver. 11 :

for he has become man, and therefore comes from the same com-

mon ancestor with those who are sanctified. — This interpretation

is, meanwhile, decidedly wrong. Not until ver. 14 does the author

pass on to show, that Christ, in order to raise us to a participation

in his sonship with God, must needs take part in our sonship with

Adam. The citations also in ver. 12 prove, as we shall see, not that

it was necessary for the Messiah to become man, but simply that

the Messiah should stand in the spiritual relation of a brother to

the subjects of his kingdom, that he should lift them up to his re-

lation of oneness with God. Finally, the designation of Christ here

as the sanctifier, and the sons as the sanctified, also shows, that it
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is not the physical relationship which we, the sons of Adam, have

from our birth onwards with Christ as the son of Mary, of David,

of Abraham, of Adam, that is here spoken of, but the spiritual rela-

tionship into which we enter with him through our being sanctified.

In ver. 11, then, we are not told by what means Christ raises us

to sonship with God (namely : that for this end it was necessary

that he should become a son of man), but, rather, in this verse it is

repeated by way of explanation that Christ makes us his brethren,

and as the sanctified raises us to sonship with God. Thus, with

the ancient Greek commentators and Tholuck, we must explain

the eÙca of God, the spiritual father as of Christ so also of those who

are descended from Christ. But it is, certainly, to this descent from

Christ, not to the “common origin from God” (Bleek) that the idea

expressed in the êx ánìc is to be referred, as appears of itself from

what has been just said.

It still remains to be observed on these words, viewed grammat-

ically, that p�ntec along with te�kaÈ— forms a pleonasm.

For which cause, etc. Because the Messiah is destined to enter

into the relation of a brother with the members of his kingdom, not

merely into that of a ruler over them — i.e. to exalt them to a par-

ticipation in the sonship — therefore, he is not ashamed already in

the Old Testament to call his subjects brethren, i.e. therefore does

an analogous relation appear also in the anointed one of the Old

Testament. — It is in this elegant rhetorical manner that our au-

thor connects his proofs from the Old Testament vers. 12-13 with

the thesis ver. 11. From what is said in ver. 11 it becomes intelligi-

ble how, already in the Old Testament, such passages as Ps. 22.23

could occur. There lies therefore, of course, in these Old Testament
aCalvin is for taking ánìc as the neuter and supplying gènouc. This is, gram-

matically, not possible.
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passages at the same time, vice versa, a testimony to the truth of

what is said in ver. 11. This is plainly the aim of the author, to

prove by these citations that even in statements of the Old Testa-

ment this relation of brother to the members of his kingdom, this

calling to exalt them to the place of children, is attributed to the

expected Messiah.

The great majority of commentators have not rightly apprehended

the bearing of the 11th verse, and, hence, have not known what

rightly to make of the citations, vers. 12-13. We say nothing of

the insipid view of those who, as soon as they come upon an Old

Testament citation, ignorantly presuppose that the author’s design

was to prove that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, and who then

imagine they have done something wonderful when they show that

the passage cited contains “no direct prophecy pointing to Christ.”

It is nowhere the aim of the author throughout the entire epistle to

prove that Jesus is the Messiah; this he presupposes, 1.1-3, as an

acknowledged fact on the part of his readers. — Those again may

be said relatively to have best apprehended these citations, who

think their design is to prove, that even, according to the state-

ments of the Old Testament, it was necessary that the Messiah

should become man. We know, indeed, that according to the plain

words of the author in ver. 11 this also cannot be right. Not that

the Messiah, the Son of God, must of necessity become man, not

that the incarnation was the means of exalting the rest of men to

the place of children, is what would here be proven from the Old

Testament, — this means is first spoken of at ver. 14, — but that,

even in the Old Testament, it was reckoned as a part of the call-

ing of the Messiah, i.e the Anointed, the theocratical king, that he

should not merely rule over his subjects from above, but in broth-

erly ministerial love lift them up to the same close filial fellowship
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with God in which he himself stood as the anointed of God.

On the erroneous supposition that ver. 2 is intended to prove

the necessity of the incarnation, of the Messiah’s becoming a child

of Adam, the three citations have been interpreted in the following

manner. In Ps. 22.23 David the king is not ashamed to remember

that his subjects are at the same time his brethren, by virtue of

their physical descent from Adam or Abraham. Now, as the first

David was a type of the second David, there must also exist in the

case of the latter a basis of physical brotherhood with men. (So also

Olshausen.) But, in the first place, David wrote that psalm not as

the king, but as a fugitive from Saul (see infra); and secondly, from

the fact that David mentions a physical relation as subsisting be-

tween him and his subjects, it cannot be inferred that this relation

belonged essentially to his character as anointed of the Lord, and

must therefore repeat itself in the second David. With equal justice

might it be said, that because David in the 51st Psalm laments that

he was conceived in sin, the second David must needs also have

been conceived in sin. — The second passage is supposed to be

taken from Is. 8.17. Isaiah in his character as a prophet says, that

he puts his trust in God, and therefore retains the consciousness

that although he is a messenger of God to the people of Israel, he

is still at the same time a member of this people, and has to ex-

ercise faith in his own prophecy. Consequently, Christ also, the

absolute prophet, must be a member of humanity to which he was

sent. But it is the manner of all prophets to speak at the same

time as men, and one might perceive in this a trace of their relative

and imperfect character, and be led to an inference precisely the

reverse, namely, that the absolute prophet must needs have been

a prophet in the pure sense of the word, and not at the same time

one of those to whom he was sent. If, therefore, these citations
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are to be understood in this sense, the force of argument which

they contain appears feeble indeed. (On the third citation which,

indeed, has been the best understood, see below.)

We now come to look at these citations from a quite different

point of view. If our explanation of ver. 11 is right, then the author

intends to prove by the citations in ver. 12 s., not that the Messiah

must needs have taken part in our relation of sonship to Adam, but

that it belongs to the calling of the Messiah to raise the subjects of

his kingdom to his own Messianic relation of sonship to God, to that

close union and fellowship of grace with God in which he stands as

the anointed of God. Let as now see whether the citations in reality

prove this.

The first is the passage in Psalm 22.23. It is well known that this

psalm was ascribed by tradition to David, and was regarded as

typical by the early Christian Church. From the place which it oc-

cupies in the first book of the Psalms of David it appears, according

to Delitzsch’s excellent investigations (Symbolae ad Psalmos illus-

trandos), that this psalm was included in the collection appointed

by David himself (comp. 2 Chron. 23.18 with Psalm 72.28.) The situ-

ation, too, which is described in Ps. 22, under the figure of a circle

composed of destructive wild beasts and wicked men, applies more

fitly to no one than to David when Saul persecuted him, hunted

him from cave to cave, and from one hiding place to another, and

surrounded on every side the mountain which he frequented. It

is, however, not a mere individual trust in God which David ex-

presses in the psalm; he was through Samuel anointed of God to

be king, he had the promise of the throne, and on his faith in this

promise did that confidence rest. When, now, the apostles find in

those sufferings of David and his deliverance out of them, a type of

the sufferings and the resurrection of the second David, this is not
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mere caprice on their part, but a thing for which they have ample

warrant. The conflict of Jesus with his enemies was, throughout,

and in the closest manner, parallel to David’s conflict with Saul.

There, as here, we see, on the one hand, the man after God’s heart,

the anointed of God, who knows that he, although chosen to attain

to glory and to establish his kingdom, will, despised, and alone,

receive the exaltation from the hand of God; there, as here, stands,

on the other hand, the possessor of worldly power, who fears with

groundless suspicion lest the anointed of God should seek to cast

him down from his power with the weapons of rebellion. But to

this was to be added, that this relation was first developed in Je-

sus in that absolute purity and perfection which it as yet wanted in

David. David, although he shrunk from laying his hand on Saul,

had yet gathered around him a band of fighting men, Jesus had

only humble fishermen and publicans. Thus the conflict which is

pourtrayed in Psalm 22 had reached only a typical, inadequate de-

velopment in David; what David sings in that psalm first found its

foil truth in the second David. And when, moreover, our Lord him-

self in his anguish on the cross actually acknowledged the opening

words of the 22d Psalm as containing the most perfect expression

of his situation, how can critics, shutting their eyes against the

light of day, still deny that the psalm expresses a relation which in

itself was a prophecy in act pointing to Christ?

The suffering Messiah of the Old Testament, then, in that psalm

expresses the resolution in the midst of his affliction that if God

should save and exalt him — in other words place him on the

promised throne and make him king — he will declare to his brethren

the faithfulness of the Lord, and will also raise them up to such a

knowledge of God, and such an assurance of their gracious rela-

tion to him, as that they too should praise the Lord with him. He
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calls his future subjects brethren, not from regard to their being

descended from Abraham in common with him, which would be

two jejune a meaning, but it is the feeling of royal love that teaches

him to regard his future subjects as brethren, and plants so deep

in his heart the care for their salvation, for their growth in the

knowledge of God. Herein, evidently, lies the significance of the

declaration that David regards his future royal vocation as a min-

isterial one, that he counts it as belonging to his future duties as

king, not merely to rule over his subjects outwardly as a caliph,

but as one truly anointed of God to lead them into that relation

of nearness to God in which he himself stands, and on account of

which he, the man after God’s heart, has been anointed to be the

Messiah of Israel. If, now, the first, the imperfect David, held it

as an essential part of his Messianic calling to love his subjects as

brethren in God, to care for the salvation of their souls, and to lift

them up to his own relation of sonship to God — how could the

second, the perfect, David be inferior to him in this? No! the infer-

ence was certainly altogether logical and warranted : — if, already,

the anointed of the Old Testament was not ashamed to regard his

subjects in such a sense as brethren, so much the more will it be

the part of the New Testament Messiah, to raise the subjects of the

Messianic kingdom of the New Testament Israel to that relation of

sonship with God in which he stands, and to make them sons.

The second citation is generally supposed to be taken from Isa-

iah 8.17; the third is the passage in Isaiah 8.18, consequently, the

immediate continuation of ver. 17. If, however, the second citation

was really from Isaiah 8.17, it must with reason appear strange, that

our author should by a kaÈ p�lin separate from each other these

two verses which, although containing two different elements of

thought, would still have formed but one citation (just as in 1.8-9.)
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This kaÈ p�lin compels us to look for the second citation in an-

other place than immediately before the third. Indeed the words

ĚŇ-ĽŽĽĚŮ (LXX kaÈ pepoij°c êsomai âp> aÎtÄ) are to be found not

merely in Isaiah 8.17 but also in 2 Sam. 22.3, and, already the older

commentators, and among more recent theologians, Tischendorf,

have recently traced our citation to its original source.

And, indeed, it is only in the connection to be found in 2 Sam. 22.3

that the words cited involve the proof which, according to the con-

text, we must expect to find in them. — Isaiah, after having, in 7.1-

8, chap. 8, communicated divine revelations concerning the nearer

(chap. 8) and more remote (chap. 7) destinies of Judah, begins a

hortatory address on the 9th verse of the 8th chapter, a sermon

as it were on the text given in 7.1-8, ch. 8. “Rage ye people, and

be broken in pieces!” he exclaims; he sees in the spirit one king-

dom falling down upon another and one after another destroyed;

he fears not this, however, Jehovah alone is to be feared, Jehovah

alone is to be trusted in. His people dreads other powers and trusts

in other helpers; but Isaiah “trusts in the Lord.” The first person

sing. (on which our author by means of an âg¸ lays emphasis)

stands there merely in opposition to the contemporaries of Isaiah,

who had set their trust on something earthly. How, now, from the

fact that Isaiah was more believing than his fellow-countrymen,

can the inference be drawn that the Messiah shall exalt his sub-

jects to the relation of brotherhood with himself, and of sonship

with God ?!

In 2 Sam. 22, on the contrary, we have a song which David sang

when God had preserved him from Saul. Ver. 1 There David declares

that Jehovah had been his shield and had covered him. (How nat-

urally, according to the ordinary association of ideas, must our

author have been led from the prayer of petition in Ps. 22 to the
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corresponding prayer of thanksgiving in 2 Sam. 22 !) When, now,

David says in this connexion : “I trust (also further) in him,” the

âg¸ here has its antithesis, not in the unbelievers, but in Jehovah;

the anointed of God in these words enters into a close union with

God; he expresses the feeling of the purest sonship to God; it is

God who has anointed him, in whom he has trusted in the extrem-

ity of need, who as a faithful father has extricated him, in whom he

will henceforth also rest all his hope. — The subject of Ps. 22 was

David’s relation to his subjects, that of 2 Sam. 22 is David’s relation

to God. We thus see how these two citations are connected to-

gether, supplement each other, and only when taken together form

the entire proof, just as in the first chapter vers. 8-9 and vers. 10-

13 formed the two connected members of one argument. Let it

be remembered, that in 1.8-9 it was shown that the Messianic sal-

vation must needs come through a human ruler and not through

an angel, and in vers. 10-13 that the Messianic salvation was to

be brought about and accomplished immediately by God and not

through angels. Here also, in like manner, we find two propositions

similarly related to each other :

a, the anointed of God must raise his subjects to his own position

of faith and grace, must educate them so that they shall stand

in the same relation to God as he does ;

b, the anointed of God stands in the relation of closest unity with

God. Or, more shortly and precisely : the Messiah makes his

subjects to be his brethren (his fellows in as far as respects

the relation to God); he himself, however, is the child of God.

The Ergo is easily supplied : he makes his subjects to be children

of God, uÉoÐ. — Here, again, it is not words but ideas on which the

force of the reasoning rests. —
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As in 1.6, in addition to the passages cited to prove that the Son

has received a more excellent name than the angels, other passages

are at the same time brought forward which say nothing more of

this name, but in which the description of the Messianic salva-

tion is continued, so, here also, in the course of the 13th verse,

to the two citations in which it is shown that the Messiah raises

his subjects to the place of brethren and partners with him in his

sonship,a a third is added in which nothing further is said specially

on this point, but in which a new independent proof is adduced of

the principal proposition in ver. 10, that the Messiah makes his

people to be children. — The third citation is taken from Is. 8.18.

Just as it was natural for the author to pass from the 22d Psalm to

the corresponding prayer of thanksgiving in 2 Sam. 22, so naturally

must the passage 2 Sam. 22.3 have brought to his mind the paral-

lel passage in Is. 8.17, and thus led him to Is. 8.18. We must again

carefully consider this passage in its connexion, in order rightly to

understand it. Ahaz, immediately after his accession to the throne,

being threatened by Ephraim and Syria, despises the offered help

of the Lord (7.11 s.), and relies on the help of the Assyrians. The re-

buke is addressed to him ver. 13 ss. : O house of David, why dost

thou offend God ? Behold, O maid (O woman), thou shalt have yet

to conceive (the well-known symbol of an affliction which is neces-

sary in order to a salvation), and shalt come through suffering to

bear a son whom thou shalt call “God with us” (the promised sec-

ond David.) God, then, will bring the self-trusting house of David

by means of afflictions to this — that it will feel as a woman, as a

maid; then first is it capable of bearing the promised one, when in

aNothing of course is said here of the eternal Sonship of Jesus Christ. To a
participation in that eternal Sonship none of the sanctified are exalted; they are
however exalted to a participation in that Sonship spoken of in ver. 10, i.e the
Sonship commonly so called.
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humility it places itself in a receptive relation to God.a For, before

the time arrives when the promised one can as a grown up man

bring the Messianic salvation, Judea shall be laid waste (ver. 15

comp. ver. 22.) An unprecedented calamity shall first befall both

kingdoms, Ephraim and Judah (ver. 17), before the promised pe-

riod of glory, and that from the same Assyrian power on which the

foolish Ahaz relied for help (vers. 18 and 20). — After this reve-

lation had been made to Ahaz, Isaiah receives the command from

God to write upon a roll the symbolical name “haste to the spoil,

speed to the prey.” He does this taking two men as witnesses. After

this, he begets a child, when the child is born it is a boy, and he re-

ceives the command to give to this boy the name “haste to the spoil,

speed to the prey;” the boy was to be a living witness and pledge,

that the prophecy given to Isaiah nine months before would in its

first part (that Samaria and Damascus should be laid waste by the

Assyrians) be soon fulfilled (ver. 4); with like certainty, also, would

the other part be fulfilled, that Judah should be oppressed by the

Euphratean power (which must here still be regarded as the ’“As-

syrian,” as it was first under Hezekiah revealed to the prophet that

Babylon should take the place of Assyria.) That the prophet, imme-

diately after having written on the roll, goes in to the prophetess,

leaves us to conclude that he did this according to divine direction.

Thus we have here a series of signs, of which one always points to

the other. His writing on the roll is a sign that a boy should be born

to him, to whom he is to assign that name written on the roll. That

the boy is in reality born, and receives that name, is a sign that

Samaria and Damascus are to be laid waste by the Assyrians; the

overthrow of Samaria is a sign that the after part of the threatening

also, 7.17, that concerning Judah, shall be fulfilled, and with this

aWe see then the house of David, purified by affliction, matured in the person
of the Virgin Mary to a purely womanly receptivity for the promised salvation.
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the coming of the promised Son of David rendered possible.

The “haste to the spoil, speed to the prey” was, however, not the

first son of Isaiah who bore a symbolical prophetical name. In 7.3

it is purposely mentioned that already an older boy existed with

such a name, the “Shearjaschub.” The younger son was a living

prophecy of the judgments which were to come upon Juda, the

elder, a living prophecy of the future salvation, of the conversion in

which these judgments were to issue (comp. Is. 10.21).

But it is not merely on the existence of these sons who were

prophetic in their names that Isaiah, in his address 8.18, rests that

trust which bears him up amid all the agitations of the people, for

he goes on to say, “Behold I and the children whom thou hast given

me.” In like manner as his trust rests upon his sons does it rest

also upon himself. His sons give him faith and hope by the names

which they bear; in himself, also, it must be the name which he has

received from his parents, and which appears to him — in connec-

tion with the names of his sons — to be significant and consolatory.

He is called “Jehovah’s salvation,” and, as David in his character as

the anointed king was a type of the New Testament king, so is Isa-

iah, as the anointed prophet and servant of God, a type of the New

Testament Messiah, the Saviour; Isaiah is the Saviour of the Old

Testament as David was the Messiah of the Old Testament. That

not he alone, however, but that he, together with his sons, forms the

type of Christ — this is important to our author. The sons of Isaiah

were certainly not merely living pledges that the “salvation of Je-

hovah” would at one time come after “calamity” and “conversion;”

but the future salvation was also typified in this father together

with his sons. Certainly, however, there must be added to this

the other element, — that the children of Isaiah in their character

as pledges (personal living prophecies) were with him received into
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the prophetical calling of their father, into the dignity of the prophet-

ical office; in other words, that they were not merely children of

a prophet (of a man who was besides a prophet), but prophetical

children, or that their relation to their father as children was itself

a prophetical relation. And the Isaiah of the New Testament, the

Saviour, the Joshua (ĎĽ{ŹĽ and {ĚŹĚĎĽ synonymous), must not be

inferior to him in this : was the one not merely a prophet in word,

neither must the other be so; did the one beget children which like

their father were prophets, then must the other also beget children

who, like him, stand in a Messianic union of grace with God.

Thus the three citations do in reality prove exactly what they

ought to prove. It belongs to the calling of the Messiah to raise

others to a participation in his sonship.

2.14 Since then the children are sharers in flesh and blood,

he also himself in like manner partook of the same; that through

death he might bring to nought him that had the power of

death, that is, the devil; 15 and might deliver all them who

through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage.

16 For verily not to angels doth he give help, but he giveth help

to the seed of Abraham. 17 Wherefore it behooved him in all

things to be made like unto his brethren, that he might be-

come a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining

to God, to make propitiation for the sins of the people. 18 For

in that he himself hath suffered being tempted, he is able to

succor them that are tempted.

Ver. 14-18. Our author now passes to a new application of the

idea, closely connected, however, with the third of the citations

which we have just been considering. He had :

a, laid down in ver. 5 the thesis, that the place of ruler in the future
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kingdom of God is assigned not to the angels (but to man);

b, shown in vers. 6-8, that even in the Old Testament this place is

promised to the family of man;

c, observed in vers. 9-10, that as yet indeed Jesus alone had been

exalted to the glory, but it is only as the first-fruits and as

leader to bring many sons after him;

d, and here, by way of appendix, he had in ver. 11-13 called to

mind how, already, the Old Testament considers it as a part

of the Messiah’s office, to lift up the members of his kingdom

to the same relation of grace and unity in which he stands to

God.

Now, however, in ver. 14 he begins to show, that as means to this

end — the exaltation of man to the rank of sons of God and this

glory — it was necessary that the Son of God should come down to

be a son of man, a son of Adam. As in ver. 9, 10 he affirmed, that

the (already present, as it were already perfected) Messiah must

needs suffer in order to make others to be sons, so in vers. 14-18

he shows that it was necessary the Son of God should become man

in order to become the Messiah.

The proof of this which he adduces connects itself so naturally

with the third of the preceding citations, that ver. 14 just presents

the same idea as is contained in that citation, only in another point

of view. In ver. 13 the principal thing was to show, that to the of-

fice of the Old Testament ĎĽ{ŹĽ belonged not merely the uttering of

words but also the begetting of children; in ver. 14 he lays stress on

this — that those children must also be actually born, in order to

be living prophecies; in ver. 13 he shows, that the children of Isa-

iah had part in the prophetical spiritual calling of their father, in
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ver. 14, that that participation was rendered possible by the actual

birth of those children. And that this new application of the pas-

sage is warranted, appears already from the interpretation we have

given of it above. The mere uttering or writing down of the words

“Schearjashub, Mahershalal-hashbaz” was as yet no sign, no tes-

timony, no prophetical ratification of the deliverance; the gracious

sign imparted to the prophet, and through him to the people, was

only then given when God actually sent these children to him, when

they actually came into the world, when they partook of flesh and

blood (Tor these words contain the antithesis to the mere giving

of the names). It must not, however, be thought that our author

avails himself of this view of the case as containing properly a proof,

that it was necessary the Son of God should be born as man. He

could not mean this, for that case contains no such proof. For, it is

not with the children of Isaiah, but with the father Isaiah himself,

that Jesus is represented as parallel. He had, however, no such

argument in his mind. Even the âpeÐ does not express properly

a causal relation, but serves only to introduce that parallel which

the author himself by adding the word paraplhsÐwc “in a similar

way” — has denoted as one which does not hold fully and in every

point of view. Indeed, he makes use of the citation in ver. 13 not as

a proof of the idea contained in vers. 14-18 (he never applies one

and the same citation to prove two different trains of thought), but

merely by way of transition. According to that passage, it was nec-

essary that the children should be actually born, and we perceive

a relation in some measure analogous to this in Jesus; he also has

assumed flesh and blood, he, in order to make us partakers in his

sonship to God, has first taken part in our sonship to Adam. This

new thesis is laid down, and it is not proven from Is. 8.18, but that

citation only served as a transition to it introduced in the elegant

manner peculiar to the author. The proof follows in the sentence
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beginning with Øna and then in ver. 16. S�rx kaÈ aÙma — designates

the human nature in opposition to the incorporeal uncreated God

(comp. Matt. 16.17 ; Gal. 1.16) not the body in opposition to the soul,

nor the mortal body in opposition to the glorified (Grotius, Tholuck)

— an antithesis which could not be urged in this context.

That through death, etc. The author now proceeds to specify the

internal ground upon which the thesis rests. That which stands in

the way of our becoming sons of God, and which must first be re-

moved, is death, or — as the author here more specially describes

it — the being subject to the kingdom of darkness and the prince of

this kingdom, who has the power of death. This bondage of death

could be removed only by our guilt being atoned for through the

sacrificial death of Christ. In order to this, however, it was neces-

sary that he should become a member of that humanity which took

its rise from the first Adam.

So much in reference to the train of thought in general. To come

to particulars, katargeØn is an expression frequently used by Paul,

but occurring in the New Testament only in Luke 13.7, and in our

passage (but also in profane writers.) It is equivalent to �ergän

poieØn to render ineffective, to deprive of efficacy. The author cer-

tainly might have expressed his meaning thus : Ñna di� toÜ jan�ton

tän j�naton katarg sù. But he has, with good reason, avoided

doing so. For Jesus by his death has not freed us from death, ab-

solutely, and in every respect; the death of the body still remains,

but its sting has been taken away; it is no longer a judgment before

which conscience trembles and which keeps men in incessant fear;

to the Christian the death of the body is rather only a deliverance

from the “body of this death” (Rom. 7.24), a final putting off of the

last remnant of the old Adam with which we have still to contend,

in other words, the completion of sanctification, for, as the Heidel-
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bergh catechism so admirably expresses it in the 42d question :

“Our death is not a payment for our sin, but only a dying to sin,

and an entrance on life eternal.” Therefore the author speaks not

of a taking away of death absolutely, but only of a cessation of the

power of death. In the words kr�toc toÜ jan�tou the genitive is

not the gen. objecti (“power, to kill”), for kr�toc never denotes a

mere facultas; it is the gen. subjecti. It is the power which death

exercises over us, the violence which it offers to us. The best expla-

nation of this is to be found in ver. 15, the consideration of which

we shall here anticipate. Christ has delivered those who through

fear of death were, i.e. showed themselves, to be all their life time

subject to bondage. The man who, however well he might ward off

repentance and the knowledge of sin, and by this pretended self-

righteousness keep his conscience at rest, yet, when the thought

of death comes home to him, cannot divest his mind of anxiety,

testifies by this very anxiety — these irrepressible stirrings of con-

science in the prospect of death — that he is guilty, and that as yet

he can lay no claim to freedom from the power of death.

But the author is not satisfied with saying merely that Christ

has rendered ineffectual the power of death; he goes a step farther

back and says : Christ has rendered ineffective him who had this

power of death over us — the devil — who held this power as an

instrument in his own hands, and made use of it as a means to

vanquish us. The time is now happily gone by when it was cus-

tomary to explain away the Satan of whom we read in the Bible,

by changing him into an “evil principle.” An “evil principle” implies

in itself nothing less than an absurdity. The very essence of evil

consists in the absence of principle, in a contradiction to princi-

ple. If the idea of an “evil principle” were conceivable, then might

it also be conceived that God was evil! But evil is only conceivable
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as a perverted selfish quality of the will of the personal creature,

to be accounted for by the formal freedom of this creature; evil as

such has no existence (nullam habet substantiam), but we give the

name of evil to the quality of that creature-will which, in opposition

to God’s will, and to man’s own inner nature, refuses to stand in

a receptive relation towards God, and will be its own independent

lord, its own God. (Hence, also, evil is not a mere negation of good,

but its direct, positive opposite.) Now, we learn from the Scriptures

that this evil quality of the will is to be found not merely in the

human race, but also in the sphere of that other class of personal

creatures, the angels, only with this difference, that because, in

the angels, sin cannot be divided into sins of pride, and sins of

the flesh, which strive against each other, and because it cannot

be driven out of the centre of the soul into a circumference, the

s�rx — the fallen angels are sunk irrecoverably into corruption.

The sinful man is in his corruption half beast and half devil, the

fallen angel is all devil. Farther, it is evident, that as the sinful

man devotes his spiritual and corporeal powers and capacities to

the service of sin, so the fallen angels, subject to the permission of

God, spend the energies with which as creatures they are endowed,

and employ their greater freedom from the restraints of body and

space, in the service of sin.

Experience fully corresponds to what we learn on this subject

from revelation. It is manifest in the history of the kingdom of

God, that that kingdom has to contend not merely with individual

weakness, or with the wickedness of individual men, but with great

anti-Christian powers (Eph. 6.12), to which the men who are en-

gaged in their service are for the most part related merely as blind

instruments. The workman, who lets himself be persuaded to join

in a rebellion through the false representations of insurrectionary
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communists, commits knowingly only the sin of covetousness and

of disobedience to the law; the citizen, who allows himself to be

drawn by the prevailing spirit of the time into unlawful transac-

tions, commits only the unconscious sin of folly; neither the one

nor the other has discovered the great plot against the kingdom of

God which they are helping to advance, nay, they are often sur-

prised when they see the fruits which ripen on the field that has

been wrought by them. The blinded man often aims at the very

opposite of that which the prince of darkness, whose instrument

he is, strives and manages to accomplish by him; in the hands of

that prince of this world, parties professedly opposed to him of-

ten unwillingly help forward the same cause, and bring about the

same victory. In short, there is actually a providence of evil, only

relative, it is true, and in the end always subject to the absolute

providence of God, which, however, stretches far beyond the con-

scious aims of its human instruments. Now, the man who has not

attained to freedom in Christ, or has fallen back from this freedom

into the bondage of sin and death, is not merely a slave of his indi-

vidual sins and sinful infirmities, but becomes, at the same time, a

slave and tool of the prince of darkness; he has a price at which he

is saleable, and for which the wicked one gets possession of him.

He becomes a slave of that power which is at once a seducing, a

conscience-accusing, and a corrupting power (corrupting the body

as well as the soul, destroying all happiness, recompensing with

poison and death.) It is the prince of darkness who holds in his

hands the power which death exercises over us; who employs the

power of spiritual death, of sin, to make man his tool; who employs

the power of bodily death to spread death and murder and destruc-

tion; who employs the power of guilt to accuse us before God, and,

above all, before ourselves, to rob us of rest, to quench in us the

hope of the possibility of grace; who insultingly rejoices to see us
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condemned before the judgment seat of God. He has, indeed, (as

Anselm of Canterbury has already shown in opposition to a false

theory of his time) no legitimate claim as the seducer to the pos-

session of the seduced; but he exercises a real objective power over

those who, through their own sin, have surrendered themselves to

his power. From him must the Messiah redeem men, — and he

showed that he acknowledged the debt in the manner in which he

removed it. Men seek to redeem themselves, either by not at all ac-

knowledging the guilt and the necessity of a real atonement for the

sin, but by trifling away and disowning this last remnant of truth

in the sinner — the deposition of an evil conscience — and thus

putting a self-invented idol in the place of the holy God; or, they

seek to do this by acknowledging the necessity of an atonement,

but setting themselves at the same time to effect this atonement by

external works which they regard as meritorious, but which have

no foundation to rest on. Christ, by giving himself up to death, has

acknowledged the guilt and truly atoned for it; he has, in one act,

atoned for the sinner and judged the sin.

The 15th verse has already been explained above. Something

only remains to be said on the words toÔtouc, ísoi. ToÔtouc does

not point backward (as if it were intended to express an antithe-

sis to di�boloc : Christ has taken the power from the devil, but

these — scil. men — he has set free); it evidently points forward

to ísoi, and is almost equivalent to “those who.” VOsoi, however,

is of course not to be taken in a restrictive sense, as if it were de-

nied that all needed this deliverance, but in a comprehensive sense

: “but those who were always subject,” = “as many as” quotquot.

VOsoi is similarly used in Acts 13.48. The meaning of that passage

is : of the Jews (who also were ordained of God to the salvation in

Christ) only a small number believed; but of the Gentiles, as many
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as were ordained to salvation believed, i.e. a great number.

Ver. 16. To the internal proof derived from the nature of thing,

the author now — in accordance with his former procedure — adds

a proof taken from the Old Testament. But it was not necessary

here that he should cite a particular passage, it was enough to

allude to a generally known fact of the Old Testament God has

assisted not the angels but the seed of Abraham.a By means of an

explicative g�r, this idea is added as a further explanation of the

clause beginning with Ñna, etc. The force of the proof lies precisely

in the generality of the idea. On the part of the human race there is

the need of redemption, but also the capability of being redeemed;

the good angels need no Saviour, the fallen are incapable of being

saved (because they are not merely slaves of sin, but wicked rulers

in the kingdom of death.) But the author, in giving expression to

the antithesis evidently implied in oÎk �ggèlouc, shows, that his

object in the 16th verse is not merely to prove positively that the

Messiah must of necessity become man, but, returning to the point

from which he set out in ver. 5, that not the angels but man has

been chosen to be exalted through the Messiah to that glory and

honour described in vers. 8 and 10, and from this the inference is

then indirectly drawn (in ver. 17) that the Son of God must become

man — not angel.

Seed of Abraham denotes in itself not man, but the theocratic

Israel. He, however, who entered into the species, entered at the

same time into the genus to which this species belonged. The ex-

pression here is to be understood in a different sense from that in

aThe Church Fathers and the theologians of the 16th end 17th centuries
supplied a fÔsin to the genitive, and rendered thus : “he has not assumed the
nature of angels, but that of the seed of Abraham.” Castellio was the first to
oppose this monstrous interpretation; after him the Socinians and Arminians.
Since 1660 the right interpretation has been the general one.
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which Paul uses it in Gal. ch. 3. Paul in that passage means by the

seed of Abraham not the bodily posterity of Abraham into which

Christ entered by his incarnation, but the spiritual Israel which is

born of Christ and of which he is the leader.

Vers. 17, 18. In the 17th verse the author first states the

amount of what is contained in the argument given in ver. 16. His

object was to prove that the New Testament Messiah must needs

take part in the human nature; he has appealed in proof of this to

the well known Old Testament fact, that God entered into a gra-

cious and covenant relation not with the angels but with the seed

of Abraham, consequently that the seed of Abraham stands in need

of salvation and is capable of receiving it; be now repeats the quod

erat demonstrandum : therefore he (the subject is to be brought

down from vers. 14, 15) must be made in all things like to those

who (ver. 11-13) are ordained to be exalted through him to be his

brethren. The vis conclusionis depends on the idea which has al-

ready been expressed, ver. 14, in the sentence beginning with Ñna.

The author, however, does not merely close the series of arguments

begun in vers. 14-16, but at the same time makes a transition to

a new idea. He repeats the idea already expressed in the words Ñna

di� toÜ jan�tou, etc., ver. 15, but repeats it so as to open up an

entirely new perspective. The idea in ver. 14 s. was this : Christ

must become man in order by his death to free us from the power of

death and the bondage of Satan — in other words to make atone-

ment for us. Now, however, this idea appears in the new form :

Christ must become man, because only thus could he execute the

office of a High Priest. In showing that man is exalted through

the Son to the place of sons, and thus made superior to the an-

gels, the author is led to show the necessity of the incarnation and

the atoning sufferings of Christ, i.e. his office as the Redeemer,
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the high priestly atoner. In this office, the type of Christ is not the

ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ but the �rqiereÔc, and thus the author shows in ver. 17

that the New Testament Messiah is exalted above the ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ
and the angels in general, conclusively and principally on this ac-

count, that he unites to the office of a messenger of God to men that

of a priestly representative of men before God, to the office of a ŁĂŇŐ
(apìstoloc 3.1) that of an �rqiereÔc.

This idea is most clearly expressed in the additional clause t�

präc tän jeìn. Hitherto, the Messiah of the New Testament was

regarded from that point of view in which like the Old Testament

ĎĚĎĽ ŁĂŇŐ he was a messenger of God to men; but this does not

comprehend his whole Messianic office. He is not merely a more

perfect messenger of God to men than the Old Testament mes-

senger of the covenant; but he is this, precisely because he is not

merely the perfect apostle, but at the same time also the perfect

high-priestly representative of men in their relation to God t� präc

tän jeìn. This simple explanation is confirmed by the analogous

conjunction of the apostle and high priest, in the first verse of the

next chapter.

>Ele mwn is not to be understood as an independent predicate

along with �rqiereÔc as a second predicate, but like pistìc be-

longs as an adjective to �rqiereÔc (Otherwise pistìc must have

been placed after �rqiereÔc). Further, these two epithets do not ex-

press a differentia specifics, by which Christ, as the compassionate

and faithful high priest, is to be distinguished from the Old Testa-

ment high priests as unmerciful and unfaithful, — the author does

not, and indeed cannot, enter here on this comparison which he af-

terwards draws, and in which he shows that Christ was superior to

Aaron, — but those adjectives are rather to be understood as sim-

ple epitheta necessaria. The idea is this : every high priest must,
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on his part, feel compassion toward those who are represented by

him, and on their part again, must enjoy their confidence; now, as

the New Testament Messiah must unite with the office of a mes-

senger that of a high priest, he must also be merciful and faithful,

and as this would not be possible if the high priest were not in all

things like to his brethren, so must he become like to them in all

things. Or more concisely expressed : “He must become like to his

brethren in all things — wherefore he was a merciful and faithful

high priest for them, in their relation to God.”

And he must be a high priest “in order to make atonement ”for

the sins of the people.” <Il�skesjai comes from Ñlaoc. The idea

expressed in Ñlaoc we will explain by the following observations.

God is love; out of love he created the world and its crown, the

personal creature. In this act, his love is one with his holiness. In

creating man such as he is, in forming him so as that in his inmost

nature he is led to love God, and, through the love of God and ho-

liness, to become happy, and only thus to be capable of happiness

and harmony within himself — in this, God showed as much his

love as his holiness. This might be called the legislative grace of

God (ŮČŰ and ŔĞ). But after man had fallen, God did not cease

to love him; he loves him still with saving grace, Rom. 3.24. The

first act and manifestation of this saving grace consists, however,

in this — that God maintains unimpaired also in the fallen man

that fundamental law of man’s nature, according to which he can-

not be happy without holiness, — does not take conscience from

him, in other words, takes happiness from him, displays himself

as not propitious towards him, and turns against him his wrath,

Rom. 1.18. This is the conservative, or, which is the same thing, the

chastising grace of God. The second act of that saving grace con-

sists in the sending of his Son and then his Spirit, — in the saving
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grace properly so called (êleoc, ŊĞŸ ,ŊĞŘŽ, Luke 1.72), and more

especially, the justifying and sanctifying (juridical and medicinal)

grace. When man does not resist this grace, then it becomes again

possible for God to let man taste his friendship, enjoy his blessed

presence, and to conduct himself again as propitious towards him.

VIlaoc then denotes not the internal disposition of God towards

man, but the actual, positive expression and radiation of that feel-

ing which first becomes again possible towards the redeemed; and

Élaskesjai means to make it again possible for God to be Ñlaoc, i.e.

to make a real atonement for real guilt.

In ver. 18 an explanation is given of why the being compassion-

ate, and faithful and, with this, the being made like to his brethren,

necessarily belongs to the office of the high priest.

First of all, however, it must be settled how this verse is to be

construed. Erasmus, Bengel, Storr, Kuinoel, Bohme, and Tholuck

take ân Å a simple argumentative particle “because.” It is true that

it is not a relative limited temptation that is hen spoken of — it is

not “in as far as he was tempted, in so far is he able to save,” —

as if Christ was tempted only up to a certain point, and was able

to succour only up to a certain point. It is true also, that it is not

the aorist that is here used êpajen. But precisely because it is not

the aorist, we think that every obstacle in the way of taking ân Å

in its proper signification is removed. It is no historical or special

statement that is here made, but one of a general kind. It is not :

“Christ was tempted in certain points but in others not, and in so

far as he was tempted he has been able to succour;” but it is, “in

so far as he has been tempted he can help,” or, to separate the two

ideas which are here conjoined : A high priest can help in so far as

he has been tempted, and so also can Christ, — he therefore must

be tempted in all things, in order to be able to help in all things.
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But of those critics who rightly and literally translate ân Å, some

have still had recourse to artificial constructions. Casaubon and

others have referred ân Å not to peirasjeÐc but to pèponje : “in

that which he has suffered, and suffered as one who was tempted,

he is able to help those who are tempted.” Here the peirasjeÐc be-

comes an accessary idea, while it evidently stands parallel with

peirazomènoic as a principal idea. Bleek takes the words ân Å

pèponjen as a relative clause dependent on peirasjeÐc; “as one who

was tempted, namely, in the things in which he had to suffer, he

is able to help those who are tempted;” but it is difficult to see ei-

ther what necessity there was for this accessary idea in the relative

clause, or why the relative clause should have been placed first, or

what is to be made of the aÎtìc. The idea which Bleek thus obtains

would in Greek be expressed thus : peirasjeÈc g�r án Å pèponjen,

dÔnatai, etc.

The only natural construction is that which refers ân Å directly

to peirasjeÈc which is placed after precisely for the sake of empha-

sis. Quibus in rebus tentatus ipse (est et) passus est, iis tentatus

potest adjurare. The peirazomènoic stands opposite to the peira-

sjeÐc and the bohj¨nai to the pèponjen. With grammatical exact-

ness the sentence would be expressed thus : “In all things Jesus

could help those, who were tempted (in those things), in which

being tempted, he has suffered;” so that ân Å belongs to peira-

sjeÐc and ân toÔtú to be supplied belongs to dÔnatai. Logically

ân Å refers also of course to pèponje, and ân toÜtú also to peira-

zomènoic, so that the parallelism becomes perfect. For as Christ

was tempted precisely through suffering, and suffered in the being

tempted, so it is evident that he “has suffered” in the same respects

in which he was “tempted.” And again, he who succours one who

is tempted, just helps him to overcome the temptation; the help-
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ing, therefore, refers just to those things in which the state of being

tempted manifests itself.

In this 18th verse we have the deepest internal ground on which

the doctrine of the vicarious satisfaction of Christ is based. How

true and scriptural soever the dogma is, it cannot be denied that

in the ecclesiastico-scholastic development of it, the depths of the

Scripture doctrine were far from being thoroughly penetrated. The

view taken by the scholastics of the middle ages and those of the

evangelical school, was, for the most part, merely the juridical.

They thought of the multitude of single human individuals together

with the individual Jesus, standing as it were upon one level before

the Judge. Those individuals have each a debt which they cannot

pay; that individual Jesus pays the debt for all the others. The in-

adequacy of this representation lies not in the idea of the objective

substitution as such, but in this, — that no inquiry is made into

the ground of the possibility of this substitution, that the substitute

is viewed merely as an individual beside individuals, consequently

as absolutely another and different person from them, as this par-

ticular individual. Our author teaches us to look deeper than this,

when in vers. 10-18 he closely connects the necessity of the in-

carnation with that of the substitutionary high-priestly sufferings;

he teaches us to regard man not as a mass of individuals, but as

one organism, as a tree, so to speak, which has grown out of one

root, out of Adam. In the man Jesus, the pure and ripe fruit of

humanity, so to speak, has stood before God — a fruit, however,

which has not developed itself out of the race of Adam, but was

given to this race, engrafted upon the diseased tree — and thus

in Jesus the organism of man has done all that was required to be

done. But though this fruit did not develope itself out of the dis-

eased life of the diseased tree, it was yet necessary that it should
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grow upon this tree; by the incarnation of Christ a sound branch

was engrafted on the tree, which, as a branch of the tree bore blos-

som and fruit, so that blossom and fruit, although not products of

the life-power of this tree, still in reality belong to it. But, to speak

without metaphor, the proto-adamitic humanity could not beget a

sinless man, but it could receive the Son of God becoming man and

sinless man, so that he at a real member of this race, partaking in

its nature and in the consequences of death, could bear the fruit,

nay could be himself the fruit, which the race ought to have borne.

Accordingly it is manifest that what is here spoken of is not merely

a satisfactio vicaria passiva, but chiefly a satisfactio vicaria activa,

which again forms the basis of the satisfactio passiva.
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II. The Son and Moses

(ch. 3 - 4)

From what is said in 2.17-18, the author might have proceeded

forthwith to the comparison of the New Testament Messiah as the

perfect High Priest, with the imperfect High Priest of the old covenant.

But after a brief recapitulation in 3.1 of what is proved in the pre-

ceding, namely, that Christ unites the office of a high priest with

that of a perfect messenger of God to men, he suddenly breaks off

in ver. 2 into a comparison of Christ with Moses. This is not the

result of caprice, but of an intrinsic necessity.

First, the place held by the organs of the Old Testament covenant

themselves, rendered it necessary that he should pass first of all to

Moses. The instruments employed in the institution of the law were

not the ŁĂŇŐ and Aaron, but the ŁĂŇŐ and Moses. Not till the

third line of succession did the permanent office of the high priest

appear. Then secondly, the intrinsic suitableness of the above ar-

rangement of the principal parts, depends on the carrying out of

the second part itself. The manner in which this second part is car-

ried out is exactly parallel with the arrangement of the first part,

so that the author also at the end of the second part, (4.10), recurs

again to the idea of the high priest. And thus, after having been
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conducted from the two terminal points to this idea as the central

idea of the Messianic office, he can then proceed — in a third part

— to develope this acknowledged central idea (chap. 5).

The angel of the covenant appeared in the name of God before

the people of Israel, Moses in the name of Israel before God, the

high priest stood in the name of God (with the name Jehovah on the

front of his mitre) before Israel, and in the name of Israel (with the

names of the twelve tribes on the breast-plate) before God (Ex. 38.9-

29,36-38).

Now the New Testament Messiah is, according to 1.2, superior

to the angels,

a) because in himself as the Son he is higher than the angels ;

b) because in him also, the whole human race is exalted above

the angels to dominion in the oÊkoumènh mèllousa and this

because the Messiah is not merely ŁĂŇŐ but at the same time

�rqiereÔc not merely the messenger of God to man, but, at the

same time, the atoning priestly representative of man before

God.

With this, now, the second part runs quite parallel. The funda-

mental thesis 3.3 : for this man was counted worthy of more glory

than Moses, is, even in respect of form, evidently analogous to the

fundamental thesis of the first part, 1.4 : being made so much better

than the angels. The New Testament Messiah is superior to Moses,

because,

a) as a Son in the house (3.6) he is superior to the mere servant of

the house (comp. with 3.5, jer�pwn, 1.14, leitourgik�) ;
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b) because the work of conducting Israel to its rest, which Moses

had not completed, was first completed by him (4.1, ss.) This

work Christ has accomplished, in virtue of his not having been

merely a Moses, a leader and lawgiver, but at the same time

an atoning representative, a high priest (4.14, ss).

But so exact is the parallelism between these two parts even in

minute details, that as the two sections of the first part, so also

those of the second, are separated from each other by an interme-

diate passage of a hortatory kind :

THE SON AND THE ANGELS THE SON AND MOSES

a) The Son of God is, in himself,

superior to the ministering spir-

its of God, 1.5-14.

a) The Son of the house of Israel

is in himself, superior to the ser-

vant of this house, 3.1-6

Hortatory passage, 2.1-5 Hortatory passage, 3.7-19

b) In him man is raised

above the angels, 2.6-16.

For : he was at the same time

high priest.

b) In him Israel is con-

ducted to its rest, 4.1-13.

Therefore he was at the same

time high priest, 4.14-16.

1. The New Testament Messiah is in

himself, as Son, superior to Moses

(3.1-6)

3.1 Wherefore, holy brethren, partakers of a heavenly calling,

consider the Apostle and High Priest of our confession, even
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Jesus; 2 who was faithful to him that appointed him, as also

was Moses in all his house. 3 For he hath been counted worthy

of more glory than Moses, by so much as he that built the

house hath more honor than the house.

Vers. 1, 2, form the transition. This transition takes the form

of an exhortation. This exhortation, however, is not, as some have

thought, connected by means of the pistìc, 3.2, with the idea ex-

pressed in the pistìc, 2.17; for in chap. 2.17 pistìc denotes one who

is the object of another’s confidence, the “trustworthy,” while in 3.2

it denotes active “faithfulness;” the link of connection is rather in

the words �pìstoloc and �rqiereÔc in which the substance of the

train of thought in chap. 1-2. is recapitulated, in order from this

point to proceed further. KatanoeØn does not mean to lay anything

to heart, but to submit anything to the nìhsic to consider, to weigh.

The more proximate object of this verb is >IhsoÜn, which, however,

is already provided with the attribute tän �pìstolon kaÈ �rqierèa

t¨c åmologÐac �mÀn. Its more remote object are the words pistän

înta etc. “Consider the (this) messenger of God and high priest of

our profession Jesus, (as him) who is faithful in his house to him

who appointed him, as Moses was faithful.” The attribute messen-

ger and high priest, etc., thus serves to recapitulate the attributes

which the readers already knew to belong to Jesus; the apposi-

tional clause who was faithful, etc., serves to introduce a new at-

tribute which is now predicated of Jesus, and which is henceforth

to be the object of their attentive consideration. The imperative

katano sate does not, however, in this context involve an indepen-

dent practical exhortation which flows from the theoretical passage

chap. 2, but a mere charge to the readers now immediately to ac-

company the author to a new idea.

But this charge, at the same time, certainly implies the moral
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duty of laying permanently to heart what is further to be said. This

is evident from the manner in which it is introduced, holy brethren,

partakers of the heavenly calling. On the idea expressed by �gioc

see 2.11. The mention of the heavenly calling entirely corresponds,

in the place it occupies here, with the mention of the so great salva-

tion in 2.3. The motive to the earnest consideration and heed which

is enjoined, lies in the excellent and heavenly character of the ob-

ject which is to be considered. By the kl¨sic is meant the calling

explained in 2.6-8 to the dominion in the oÊkoumènh mèllousa It

is idle to inquire, whether this calling is designated heavenly be-

cause it proceeds from heaven, or because it calls and conducts

to heaven. The two things are inseparable. A calling which comes

forth from heaven to man, has, eo ipso, for its object and import

the relation of man to heaven. Moreover, what is spoken of here

specially is that call which has come to men through the eternal

Son himself, the incarnate one, who has come from heaven, and

which invites men to become children, fellow heirs with him of the

heavenly inheritance. He who is a partaker of this calling, that is,

in whose ears soever this call has been sounded, is thereby laid

under obligation attentively to consider and give heed to all the

elements of this calling.

Let us now consider more particularly the attribute tän �pìstolon

kaÈ �rqierèa t¨c åmologÐac �mÀn. Jesus is called �pìstoloc from

the analogous relation in which he stands to the ĎĚĽĎ ŁĂŇŐ as

messenger of God to men, �rqiereÔc, from the analogy between him

and the ŇĚČĆĎ ŔĎŃ as representative of men before God. This sig-

nification of �pìstoloc, following so simply from chap. 1-2, would

certainly not have been missed, although the author had written

�ggeloc instead. It is, however, easy to see why he was not at lib-

erty to use �ggeloc. In the Old Testament ŁĂŇŐ there lies a dou-
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ble signification, — first, the etymological appellative, according to

which it means messenger, and according to which, whosoever held

the place and office of a messenger of God to men might be called

ŁĂŇŐ and, secondly, the usual Gentile signification according to

which it means angel, and denotes only a certain kind or class of

beings (viz. the angels). Now it is true, that these two significations

belong also to the Greek word �ggeloc (comp. 1 Tim. 3.16, where

�ggeloc, messenger, is used of the disciples). But after the author

had in chap. 1-2 used throughout the word �ggeloc in its Gen-

tile sense, to denote the species angel in opposition to the human

species, he could not well, without causing confusion, apply the

same word to denote the mere vocation of a messenger of God. Af-

ter having in chap. 1-2 so strongly urged, that Jesus has perfectly

and absolutely fulfilled the calling of a messenger of God, just in

virtue of his not belonging to the species �ggeloi, it was necessary

that here, when he again ascribes to Jesus that calling, the office

of a messenger of God, he should choose a word which expresses

only the appellative, and not at the same time also the Gentile

sense of ŁĂŇŐ word which might without ambiguity be rendered

only by “messenger,” and not at the same time by “angel.” For this,

no better, and generally speaking no other word offered itself than

�pìstoloc, formed from the verb �postèllein, which is so often

employed by John (3.34,36 ; 6.29 ; 10.36 ; 20.21), and elsewhere also

in the New Testament (for example Gal. 4.4), as the technical term

for the sending of the Son into the world.

All the difficulties which critics have hitherto found in the ex-

pression �pìstoloc, from their not observing the relation of chap. 1-

2 to chap. 3-4, thus fall of themselves to the ground, and we are

also saved the trouble of considering one by one, and refuting the

many unsuitable explanations of �pìstoloc that have been given.
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Some have expressed their surprise that Jesus should be placed on

the same level with his Apostles — but it is the sending of Christ by

the Father that is here spoken of, not the sending of the twelve by

Christ, and consequently, not the special signification of the word

�pìstoloc as the official name of the twelve. Others thought that

the author should rather have said prof thc or di�konoc, but the

analogy of the office of Jesus to that of the ĎĚĽĎ ŁĂŇŐ could be

expressed neither by prof thc nor di�konoc. A third class sought

to explain the idea expressed in �pìstoloc by that of the åmologÐa

or (as Olshausen) by that of the kl¨sic; a fourth, to which Bleek

belongs, thought that Jesus is called �pìstoloc on account of his

analogous relation to Moses, etc., etc. Even the signification “high

priest” was contended for by some, because, in a passage of the

Talmud, the high priest is on a single occasion called ŔĽČ ŽĽĄ ĞĽŇŹ!

The genitive t¨c åmologÐac has for its object, simply to distin-

guish Jesus as the New Testament messenger of God and high

priest, from the Old Testament ĎĚĽĎ ŁĂŇŐ and ŔĎŃĎ the �p. and

�rq. of our confession. This does not require that with Thorn.

Aquinas, Luther, Calov., Storr, etc., we should grammatically re-

solve the genitive into the clause ín åmolgoÜmen. The same sense

is obtained without this procedure, if we take the genitive simply

as expressing the idea of “belonging to.” The messenger of God

belonging to our confession is thereby also the object of our confes-

sion. — The rendering of åmologÐa by “covenant,” which some have

proposed, is contrary to the grammatical usage.

Let us proceed now to the appositional sentence ver. 2, in which

is specified the new quality and office to which the attentive con-

sideration of the readers is to be directed, pistän înta, etc. PoieØn

here, as in Acts 2.36, Mar. 3.14, is used to express not the calling

into existence, but the appointing to an office, here the office of
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Messiah, which is represented under the figure of the establish-

ment and government of a household. In this his office Jesus was

faithful to him who had called him to this office.

The words ân ílú tÄ oÒkú aÎtoÜ are referred by Chrysostom,

Theoph., Bohme, Kuinoel, and De Wette to the words ±c kaÈ Mwôs¨c

so that no comma is placed after Mwôs¨c, and the sense is as

follows : “Jesus was faithful to him who appointed him, as also

Moses was faithful in all his house.” The genitive aÎtoÜ can, in this

case, be referred either to Moses, or to Jesus, or (as the majority

are of opinion) to God. But this construction appears unnatural,

especially when we compare it with vers. 5-6, where the idea is

more fully brought out, that as Moses in his (Moses’) house was

faithful as a servant, so, in like manner, was Jesus faithful in his

(Jesus’) house as a son. We, therefore, with Calvin, Seb. Schmidt,

Paulus, Bleek, and others, place a comma after Mwôs¨c, and re-

fer the words ân ílú etc. to pistän înta. “Who is faithful in his

house to him who appointed him, in like manner as Moses was.”

Logically, the sentence would of course have to be extended thus

: >IhsoÜc pistìc âstin tÄ poi santi aÎtìn ân ílú tÄ oÒkú aÎtoÜ,

±c kaÈ Mwôs¨c pistäc ©n ân ílú tÄ oÒkú aÎtoÜ.— The genitive

aÎtoÜ is already, on account of the parallel accusative aÎtìn not to

be referred to God, but to be taken in the reflexive sense. Christ

was faithful in his (Christ’s) house, as Moses in his (Moses’ house.)

Only, the difference between the two houses is not yet urged here.

All that is meant to be said is, that each was faithful in the sphere

of office assigned to him. Hence also the genitive is not a gen.

possess., according to which, the house of Christ would be repre-

sented as Christ’s property and the house of Moses as the property

of Moses — this would, indeed, be in contradiction to ver. 5, where

it is plainly said that Moses was not lord but only servant in his
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house — but the genitive aÎtoÜ is (just as in the words ân ílú tÄ

oÒkú aÎtoÜ ver. 5) merely a genitive of appertainment or locality.

“His house” signifies “the house to which he belonged, in which he

was placed.”

What house, or what two houses, are here meant will more par-

ticularly appear in ver. 5 s. In the meantime, the simple answer

will suffice with reference both to Moses and Christ, that the au-

thor had in his mind the ŇĂŸŹĽ-ŽĽĄ.

Ver. 3. As the author in 1.4 introduced the principal theme of

the first part in the form of an appendix, an apposition, so here, he

introduces the principal theme of the second part in like manner,

in the form of an appendix, namely, an explanation. G�r is not ar-

gumentative; for the statement that Christ excelled Moses in glory,

contains no argument for the statement that he was like him in

faithfulness. G�r is explicative; it is not, however, the idea in ver. 2

that is explained, but a new motive is adduced for the exhortation

in ver. 1. So much the more must the relation of Jesus to Moses

be considered and laid to heart, as Jesus excelled Moses in honour

(whom he resembled in faithfulness ver. 2.)

>HxÐwtai. The subject here is, no more than in chap. 1, the

Son of God qua pre-existent logos, but here, as there, the Son of

God manifest, incarnate. The author does not set out from the

eternity of Christ, and come down to his incarnation, but sets out

from his historical appearance upon earth, and ascends from this

to his eternal being with the Father (ver. 4.) Here, first of all, it is

predicated of the human historical person of the New Testament

Messiah, Jesus, that he has been counted worthy by the Father of

higher honour than Moses. Wherein this higher honour consisted,

it was not necessary for the author to bring to the remembrance of

his readers. This had already been done implicitly in 2.9-10. Moses
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has not risen again, Moses has not ascended to heaven, Moses

has not been crowned as leader, and first-fruits in the kingdom

of exalted and glorified humanity; Moses, in the transfiguration of

Christ, rather took a subordinate place next to Christ. All this

was so familiar and so clear, that the author could feel satisfied in

laying down the proposition, that Christ has been counted worthy

of higher honour than Moses, as one which would be unquestioned

by all bis readers. (And what an argument have we in this silence

for the historic truth of the evangelical history!) — But upon what

this elevation to higher honour was founded, the author proceeds

to mention in the words kaj> íson pleÐona tim�n êqei toÜ oÒkou

å kataskeu�sac aÎtìn. It is founded on this, that Christ was the

incarnate eternal Son, he by whom are all things, by whom also

the house of Israel, the theocracy, was established. The train of

thought thus runs exactly parallel with that of chap. 1. The train

of thought in the 4th verse of that chapter we found to be this :

Jesus the incarnate, was (after his sufferings) made higher than

the angels, because he is the incarnate eternal Son.

The kaj> íson is to be explained precisely in the same way as

the similar, ân Å 2.18. The author does not mean to say that Christ

is superior to Moses only in a certain respect, or only in a certain

degree; he does not mean to deny that Christ is absolutely superior

to Moses; in short, he does not intend to limit the thesis, Christ

has more honour; but he draws out the three logical propositions

of which the proof of this thesis consists — the universal or major

proposition : “the founder of a household has more honour than

the household founded by him” — the particular or minor : “Christ

was founder of the household to which Moses belonged as a part

or member” — and lastly, the conclusion : “therefore Christ has

more honour than Moses.” Or to express this in one sentence :
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“Christ has so much the more honour than Moses, by how much

the founder of a household has more honour than the household

founded by him.” The kaj> íson thus serves merely to compare a

particular case with a general principle.

We have, in this explanation — following the Peschito, Chrys.,

Theodoret, Calvin, Beza, Erasmus, Capellus, Bengel, Bleek, Ol-

shausen, etc. — understood the genitive toÜ oÒkou the genitivus

comparativus, and referred it to pleÐona. The conclusion thus ar-

rived at may, however, appear unwarranted, as the intermediate

idea, namely, that Moses was a part of the house itself, seems to

be not so easily supplied. Many, indeed, (with the Vulg., comp.

Luther, Michaelis, Heumann, Sender, Erneste, Paulus) have ap-

pealed to ver. 5, where Moses is spoken of not as part of the house,

but as jer�pwn in the house, and have therefore construed toÜ

oÒkou as dependent on the verb êqei, and rendered thus : “by how

much more honour from the house the founder of it has,” where

we must supply : “than the servant in it.” But this supplement

is exceedingly harsh, and all the more so, as the idea that Moses

took the place of a servant has not yet come before us. Besides,

it is not even true to say, that Jesus bore so much honour in, or

from the house of Israel; for, from the house of Israel in which he

was placed, he bore nothing but shame and contempt; he had his

honour not (�pä) toÜ oÒkou but �pä toÜ patrìc. But, finally, the

text gives not the slightest occasion for this forced construction.

Let it be observed that the author does not speak of the oÊkodomeØn

but of the kataskeu�zein of a house. The kataskeu�zein the found-

ing and equipment of a house, comprehends not merely the set-

ting up of the stones and beams, but also the entire regulation

of the household; the oÊkodomeØn is an act of the builder, and the

oÚkoc oÊkodomoÔmenoc is the aedificium; on the other hand, the ka-
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taskeu�zein is an act of the young husband or householder, who

not only builds or causes to be built an aedificium, but sets up

a familia in it, and the oÚkoc kataskeuazìmenoc is the household;

hence oÚkoc here may be translated “household.” But that Moses

belonged to the household of God was no far fetched idea, an idea to

which the subsequent designation of Moses as a jer�pwn is nowise

contradictory, but which rather confirms and explains it.

3.4 For every house is builded by some one; but he that

built all things is God. 5 And Moses indeed was faithful in all

his house as a servant, for a testimony of those things which

were afterward to be spoken; 6 but Christ as a son, over his

house; whose house are we, if we hold fast our boldness and

the glorying of our hope firm unto the end.

Ver. 4. The further explanation which is added in ver. 4 by a

g�r is somewhat strange. It is impossible that the design of this

can be, to bring before the readers the two trivial ideas, that every

house is built by some one, and that God is the creator of all things.

Wherefore such undisputed truisms in this connexion ? The con-

tents of ver. 4 must evidently rather be fitted in to the reasoning,

and must form a necessary organic member of the argument. One

would expect a priori to find in ver. 4 the minor proposition, that

Christ was in reality the founder. And, indeed, all the more ancient

theologians explained the verse in this sense. In support of it, the

absence of the article at jeìc has been urged, and jeìc taken as

a predicate. The proposition contained in the words å dà t� p�nta

kataskeu�sac jeìc (scil. âstin) would accordingly not be declara-

tory, but descriptive, not an answer to the question : who he is

who has founded all things, but an answer to the question, what

he is who has founded all things. It would be said that Christ who

has founded all things is God, that divinity belongs to him.
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But there are weighty objections against this interpretation. What

is desiderated as the explanation of ver. 3, is not the statement that

Christ as the founder of all things is God, or an answer to the ques-

tion whether he is God or a mere man, but that Christ is related to

the house of Israel as its founder. Moreover, the substitution of all

things in this verse for the house of Israel, ver. 3, would be a dou-

bly perplexing interruption to the train of thought. But above all,

the words å dà p�nta kataskeu�sac viewed as the subject, would,

in this context, be an exceedingly indefinite designation of the per-

son of Jesus, as thus, between ver. 3 and ver. 4, those necessary

middle terms would be entirely wanting. And, moreover, it would

be impossible to perceive in this case what could be intended by

the preceding statement, every house is founded by some man;

this would only have meaning on the supposition that the author’s

intention was to represent both Moses and Christ as founders of

houses, and, accordingly, to represent only the houses themselves

as differing in honour. This he certainly might have done (for Moses

might quite properly be considered as the founder of the Old Tes-

tament economy); this, however, he has not done, but rather has

farther carried out in ver. 5-6, the opposition introduced at ver. 4

between Christ as the son of the house, and Moses as the servant.

If, then, we would not bring total confusion into the author’s train

of thought, we must depart from that interpretation, and deter-

mine with Olshausen, etc., to understand jeìc as the subject (the

article, it is well known, is often wanting at jeìc), and å p�nta ka-

taskeu�sac as the predicate. “He, who has founded all things, is

God.”

The old difficulty, however, here recurs, — what these appar-

ently trivial statements have to do in this context. Meanwhile, their

purport and significance becomes clear, whenever we understand
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ver. 4 not as an explanation of ver. 3 alone, but of vers. 2, 3 taken

together. In ver. 2, the faithfulness of Christ towards him who had

appointed him was spoken of, and then in ver. 3, Christ was called

the kataskeÔsac tän oÒkon. This might appear to involve a contra-

diction. It might be asked : how can Christ have been a faithful

curator if he filled the place of a master and founder ? Now the

author shows in ver. 4, that the one does not exclude the other,

that it is true every house has a founder, but that above all such

founders God ever stands, consequently that Christ, although ka-

taskeu�sac, was yet in a situation in which he might exercise faith-

fulness towards one still superior to him.a

In ver. 5-6 there follows a second proof of the thesis laid down

in ver. 3, namely, that Jesus is superior to Moses. It was said quite

generally in ver. 2, that Christ was faithful in his house (i.e the

house entrusted to him), as also Moses was faithful in his house

(i.e the house entrusted to him.) Nothing was determined in ver.

2 as to whether the house entrusted to Christ is identical with

the house entrusted to Moses. There was not a single word to

indicate that two different houses were meant, so that it was still

in ver. 2 left open to the reader to understand one house as meant,

which had been entrusted for administration first to Moses, and

subsequently, to Christ. The sole difference which as yet, namely

at ver. 3, has been spoken of is, that Christ in the house entrusted

to him filled the place of the kataseu�sac but Moses that of a part

of the familia. And herein lay the first proof of the greater honour

of Jesus. — A second proof of this is now adduced, namely, a

aSimilarly, but less exactly, Bleek : God is indeed the proper kataskeu�sac,
the primus autor, but still the place of a kataskeu�sac belongs also to Christ
This is inaccurate. What is meant to be said in ver. 4, is not that a kind of
kataskeu�zein might be predicated of Christ although his Father was the kata-
skeu�sac but that the being faithful might be predicated of Christ although he
was the kataskeu�sac.
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second point of comparison or difference, so stated, however, that

the first is again repeated along with it. Now also in ver. 5-6, the

two houses themselves are distinctly represented as two different

houses; in the one house, Moses serves for a testimony of the future

revelations of God (so that this house itself exists eÊc martÔrion), the

other house, the house of Christ are we; the other oÒkoc is a living

house, built of living stones. Thus there is a twofold difference

which appears in ver. 5-6; to the difference in the place occupied

by the two curators is added the difference in the dignity of the

houses themselves. Moses is jer�pwn in the house committed to

his care, and this house is of a typical nature; Christ is uÉìc in

the house committed to his care, and this house is a living house

composed of living stones. (Olshausen gives the train of thought in

like manner thus; “Moses is a servant in the tabernacle, but Christ

is lord over the new temple.”)

This second proof, taken from the essential nature of the Old

and the New Testament economy, bears the same relation to the

first proof which was drawn from the abstract dignity of the per-

sons, as (in 1.7-12) the proof drawn from the essential nature of

angelic revelations bears to that drawn from the name angel and

Son (ver. 5-6.) Here, however, in this passage, as has been already

observed, the first proof is at the same time recapitulated. The

designation of Moses as a servant, explains in what respect Moses

belonged to the house (according to ver. 3) and formed a part of it

(of the familia); in the designation of Christ as a son, a son of the

house, are comprehended the two statements in ver. 3 and ver. 4,

namely, that Christ in relation to the house filled the superior place

of the founder, but that nevertheless in relation to God, he occupied

the subordinate place of a faithful fulfiller of the divine commands.

Both these are involved in the idea of the son of the house, — the
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superiority over the familia, and the inferiority to the Father as the

supreme lord of the house.

Many commentators, however, have been of opinion, that a third

antithesis between Christ and Moses is indicated in these two verses,

namely, between aÎtoÜ, ver. 5, and aÎtoÜ, ver. 6. Either the sec-

ond of these words was read aÍtoÜ, in which case aÎtoÜ, ver. 5,

as the direct antithesis of aÍtoÜ, ver. 6, would have to be rendered

by ejus and referred to God, and could not be taken in a reflexive

sense — or else (so Bleek), while the reading aÎtoÜ was retained

in both places, in the former it was rendered by ejus, in the latter

by suus. The meaning was held to be, that Moses was a servant in

the house of God as a house not his own, but Christ a son in his

own house. — First of all, it is evident that in reality no new idea

results from this; for if Moses was a servant and Christ the son,

it is implied in this that the house in which Moses exercised his

office was not in the same sense his house, as the house of Christ

was Christ’s house. The only question is, whether the author when

he wrote autou, autou meant, by means of these two genitives, to

express and give emphasis to this idea which was already apparent

without them. We think this question must be answered decidedly

in the negative. Had the author meant this, he must at least have

used the emphatic áautoÜ at ver. 6, and not have left the choice of

the spiritus asper or lenis to chance, or the caprice of the reader.

But even a mere áautoÜ at ver. 6 would not be sufficient for this. At

ver. 5 the idea of not his own would necessarily have to be expressed

positively and explicitly, not merely implicitly by an aÎtoÜ (in itself,

moreover, ambiguous, and capable of being understood reflexively);

it must have been said distinctly that Moses was servant in a house

not his own. Of all this, the author has said nothing and indicated

nothing. But finally, in addition to this, that interpretation would
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involve us in a positive difficulty. If the author means to say, that

Moses acted in God’s house as a house not his own, but Christ in

God’s house as his own paternal house, this would imply that the

house in which Moses acted is presupposed as identical with that

in which Christ acted. This, however, would do away with that sec-

ond point of difference on which the author purposely lays special

emphasis in ver. 5-6. His design, evidently, is to distinguish the

house of Christ “which we are,” as one different from that in which

Moses served, eÊc martÔrion tÀn lalhjhsìmenwn.

All these considerations lead us to the conclusion, that no such

opposition is intended between aÎtoÜ, ver. 5, and aÎtoÜ, ver. 6, as

would represent the house of Moses as one not belonging to him,

ver. 5, and the house of Christ, ver. 6, as his own property. We

understand aÎtoÜ in both places reflexively and precisely in the

same sense as at ver. 3, the genitive being neither with respect to

Moses or Christ a gen. possessoris, but only a genitive of relation

in both cases. Moses was faithful as a servant in his house, i.e. in

the house the care of which was enjoined upon him, Christ as a son

in his house, i.e. in the house the care of which was enjoined upon

him. The difference in the place occupied by both is first expressed

in the words jer�pwn and uÉìc.

This entirely new idea in ver. 5, 6 is introduced by kaÐ � mèn,

and is thus connected with what is said in ver. 2, so as to appear

to be a limitation of what is there said. In ver. 2 it was said that

both Christ and Moses, each in the house committed to his man-

agement, were faithful. In ver. 5-6 it is shown what differences

obtained in respect to this.

The words jer�pwn and uÉìc in which the first difference (al-

ready specified in ver. 3) is repeated, need no further explanation

than they have already received. On the other hand, we must con-
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sider more particularly those words in which the new, the second

difference, that which obtains between the houses, is represented

— namely, the words eÊc martÔrion tÀn lalhjhsìmenwn and oÝ

oÙkìc âsmen �meØc. Lalhjhsìmena does not, as some expositors

have unaccountably explained it, denote those revelations which

Moses was still further to receive. This explanation could only have

any meaning, if in the context, mention were made of a certain pe-

riod in the life of Moses from which the “still further” was to be

reckoned. The word rather denotes those revelations (on this wide

sense of laleØn comp. what is said on 1.1) which God purposed to

give after the time of Moses; in particular, the revelation in Christ

is meant. The whole office and service of Moses was comprised in

laying down a testimony, which pointed to the necessity of a fu-

ture, more perfect, revelation of God. — To what extent was this

testimony given ? The author himself replies to this in the sub-

sequent chapters of the epistle. At present, we may be allowed to

make only the following observations. Through Moses God gave

his law, first the ten commandments, and then the laws respecting

the tabernacle and sacrifices. The ten commandments, even in the

Pentateuch itself, bore the name of the testimony (ŽĚČ{), they were

to be deposited in the ark of the covenant, in the presence of God,

as a testimony bearing witness before God against the sins of the

people. But that the holy and righteous anger of God might not be

provoked by the sight of the testimony to visit the people with just

punishment, that testimony must be covered (ŸŤŃ) before the eye

of God; and for this the golden mercy-lid (ŽŸŤŃ) alone was not suf-

ficient, but God’s eye must ever rest on the blood of the propitiatory

sacrifices, sprinkled with which the mercy-lid could then only truly

“cover” the sins of Israel. But the necessity of always from time

to time offering these propitiatory sacrifices anew, testified most

clearly that those animal sacrifices could not take away guilt, and
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that a future more perfect priest and sacrifice was necessary. Thus

was the service of Moses, and at the same time also, the house itself

in which Moses ministered — the tabernacle — a testimony of the

things that were afterwards to be spoken. In a grammatical point of

view, indeed, the words eÊc martÔrion belong, of course, not to oÒkú

but to jer�pwn. But logically, they are placed so as to form the

antithesis to the words oÝ oÚkoc âsmen �meØc. If Moses as lawgiver

and builder of the tabernacle served for a testimony, this implies

that the entire tabernacle itself existed for a testimony. It was not

yet the true perfect house in which God could truly dwell with men,

but was a dead, a symbolical, house in which was represented the

relative approximation between God and the people of Israel which

was preliminarily possible, and in which was testified the necessity

of a more perfect revelation and atonement.

Christ’s house on the contrary are we. (Comp. Eph. 2.19-22 ;

1 Pet. 2.5.) — The reading çc oÚkoc is not warranted critically, but

would yield the same sense. The absence of the article at oÚkoc is

analogous to the passages Luke 10.29 ; Heb. 11.10 ; LXX. Ps. 144.15, and

is explained by the unconscious style of expression peculiar to the

native Hebrew, who would think the noun sufficiently determined

by the accompanying genitive. It is quite as unnecessary, there-

fore, as incorrect and contrary to the sense, to render the words

: “a house of him are we,” as if the author meant to ascribe more

than one house to Christ, one identical with that of Moses (!) and

another besides. No, the one and the only house of Christ is the

true, New Testament Israel, and this is meant to be expressly dis-

tinguished from that house in which Moses served for a testimony

etc.

The threefold difference between Christ and Moses, ver. 5, 6, en-

tirely corresponds in the arrangement of the epistle, to the threefold
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difference between Christ and the angels, 1.7-12.

The limitation expressed in the words â�n per t�n paüûhsÐan

etc., forms the transition to the exhortation in ver. 7-19 (which,

again, in the place it occupies, corresponds to that exhortation,

in 2.1-4,. which stands between the two sections of the first part,

inasmuch as it comes in between the two sections of the second

part). This limitation is not necessary to the completion of what

is said in ver. 5. The house of Christ is in itself, objectively, and

in its very nature — not conditionally upon our continuing faith-

ful — different from the house of Moses, as a living house; it has

this superiority unconditioned. But whether the author can ex-

press this in itself unconditional superiority under the subjective

form : “whose house are we” — whether he must not rather say :

“whose house are Christians (to which class, however, you do not

belong” — this depends on whether the readers of the epistle con-

tinue in the confidence and in the rejoicing of the hope. — PaüûhsÐa

is nothing else than the pÐstic itself in its most direct and most

practical expression, manifesting itself as the inward power of the

peace which dwells in the heart, in circumstances of outward diffi-

culty. While, therefore, �don  denotes rather that felt gladness and

joy the experience of which is awakened within a man by means

of favourable circumstances from without, paüûhsia is precisely the

reverse, and denotes that joyful boldness which flows from within

and is victorious over unfavourable circumstances; it is joyfulness

felt in situations in which others would despair; hence it is the im-

mediate fruit of the objective peace obtained with God through the

atonement. But why does the author so emphatically require the

maintenance of this paüûhsia ? If we compare the admonitions in

2.1- 4, 3.7-19, 6.1ss., etc., we find in them all, earnest warnings not so

much against direct apostasy, as against the neglect of the doctrine
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that the institutions of the old covenant have found their fulfilment

in the new covenant and by it are made superfluous. The readers

do not appear to have been already suffering persecution, but as

likely soon to encounter dangers and persecutions. Now, in the

introduction (1.1) we have found it to be probable, that the Epistle

to the Hebrews is not an epistle properly so called, and was not ad-

dressed to a church, but is a treatise intended for a circle of Jews

who were about to pass over to Christianity, perhaps, according

to chap, vi., in part already baptised, but who were still catechu-

mens, and were now, through fear of being excommunicated from

the temple, and the temple worship, in danger of being estranged

and turned aside from their resolution to become Christians, be-

cause, namely, they had not yet accustomed themselves to regard

the Old Testament institutions as things that might be dispensed

with, and had not yet been able to convince themselves that they

were superfluous. Hence the author everywhere shows, how all

that is peculiar to the Old Testament is inferior in excellence and

in internal significance to the New Testament revelation in Christ,

and is related to it merely as the imperfect, the typical, is related

to the perfect fulfilment. The same circumstance also accounts

for the regular alternation of purely doctrinal and purely hortatory

passages, such as we find in none of the epistles properly so called.

Perhaps also, it would not be too bold in us to explain the words

mèqri tèlouc — which some have most unsuitably referred to the

end of tile world, and others, better, to the death of the individual

— as referring rather to the end of the crisis of decision in which the

readers were placed at that time. For, if he only were truly a stone

in the house of God who had held fast his confidence until death,

then none of the living would be at liberty to regard themselves

as such. It occurs to me therefore, that the author intends rather

to say, that the readers would only then have a right to consider
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themselves as belonging to the house of Christ when they had kept

the paüûhsÐa to the conclusion, i.e. until the final resolution were

taken to go over to Christianity.

The second thing in which they are to continue stedfast is the

kaÔqhma t¨c âlpÐdoc. The Jews also had a kaÔqhma; they boasted

of their descent from Abraham (John ch. 8), of their temple and

priesthood, of their being the chosen people of God, all palpable

and manifest advantages. The poor Christians had nothing of the

kind in which they could glory. Regarded by the Gentiles as a

Jewish sect, by the Jews as apostates from the people of Israel,

forming no state, no people, without rulers, without a head except

one who was crucified, the refuse and off-scouring of the people,

they had nothing of which to boast but the glory which they hoped

to receive. Since that period the same has been substantially true

of Christians. Hence, it is their duty now, as it was then, to hold

fast the hope in which they glory.

Intermediate Passage of a hortatory kind

(3.7-19)

3.7 Wherefore, even as the Holy Spirit saith, today if ye shall

hear his voice, 8 harden not your hearts, as in the provocation,

like as in the day of the trial in the wilderness, 9 where your

fathers tried me by proving me, and saw my works forty years.

10 Wherefore I was displeased with this generation, and said,

they do always err in their heart: but they did not know my

ways; 11 as I sware in my wrath, they shall not enter into my

rest.
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In vers. 7-19 follows the exhortation itself, for which we are pre-

pared by what is said at the end of ver. 6. The particle diì closely

connects it with ver. 6. Because salvation and sonship are to be

obtained only under the condition mentioned in ver. 6, therefore

must they not be obstinate and disobedient, as the Scripture says,

or the Holy Ghost, through whose impulse it was that the holy men

of God spake. The passage in Ps. 95.7-11 is here cited according to

the Sept. The Sept. has given substantially the right rendering.

In it the two names of places ĎĄĽŸŐ and ĎŸŐ rendered by the ap-

pellatives parapikrasmìc and peirasmìc not improperly, but rather

with happy tact, as, indeed, these names were not properly nomina

propria which belonged to those places before the time of Moses,

but appellative designations of otherwise unknown localities, and

designations which owed their origin and occasion to the actual

occurrence of a temptation and provocation (comp. Ex. 15.23 ; 17.7).

The words ĎŘŹ ŊĽ{ĄŸĂ are referred by the Massorites (doubtless

with reason) to the 10th verse, ĹĚŮĂ by the LXX (not so well, al-

though of course without any substantial alteration of the sense)

to ĚĂŸ verse 9. — The meaning of the passage here cited is evident,

and needs no further explanation than is furnished in Ex. ch. 15, 17.

The citation, as has been already observed, is connected gram-

matically with the end of the 6th verse by means of diì, but is

nevertheless so selected as in its entire contents to form an infer-

ence from the whole train of thought ver. 3-6. Not merely from the

statement that without holding fast the confidence and hope no

sonship and participation in the Messianic salvation is possible,

but also from this, that Christ is superior to Moses, it follows, that

if obduracy towards the servant was already so severely punished,

all the more earnestly should men beware of obduracy towards the

Son.
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The s meron â�n in like manner as the ŊĂ ŊĚĽĎ original text,

has the general meaning which our author ascribes to it (chiefly

in ver. 13 in the words kaj> ák�sthn �mèran, �rqic oÝ tä s meron

kaleØtai). Even the Psalmist evidently does not indicate any par-

ticular day in the calendar on which the people should not be ob-

durate; still he might presuppose that on the same day on which

he composed the psalm they would hear it; with him also — more

manifestly even than in the Greek translation — the ŊĂ ŊĚĽĎ has

the more general sense : “the day, when” = “what day;” ŊĂ ŊĚĽĎ =
ŊĚĽĄ Gen. 2.17 ; 3.5. The sense is, that if any one receives an admo-

nition from God he should comply with it without delay, and not

put off the required obedience till the morrow.

3.12 Take heed, brethren, lest haply there shall be in any

one of you an evil heart of unbelief, in falling away from the

living God.

Ver. 12. It is somewhat inconsistent with the spirit of the Greek

diction, that blèpete here is not connected with ver. 11 by an oÞn

or dè, and the more surprising in our author, as he generally stud-

ies elegance of style. The difficulty is not helped by supposing,

with Tholuck, that the words of the citation from s meron ver. 7,

on to kat�pausin mou ver. 11, are dependent on the words kaj¸c

lègei tä pneÜma tä �gion, and thus making the protasis to which

an apodosis is to be supplied : m� sklhrÔnete. (”Therefore, as

the Holy Ghost saith, be not obdurate,” etc. — so be not obdu-

rate.) For a new period begins again blèpete without any connect-

ing particle, and, moreover, the supplement which is proposed is

very forced and tautological. Much more preferable is the expla-

nation proposed by Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Wetstein,

Carpzov, Ernesti, and others, to which Bleek also inclines. These

join the whole citation also with kaj¸c so as to form one member
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which they regard as the protasis, and do not supply an apodosis,

but consider this as given in ver. 12, “Therefore, as the Holy Ghost

saith, be not obdurate, etc. — so take heed.” Meanwhile, it may

reasonably be asked, whether so long a citation attached to the pro-

tasis, which cannot be read in one breath, not to speak of a raised

breath (as the nature of the protasis requires) — whether such be

not a greater offence against good style than the want of an oÞn or

dè in a newly begun sentence. The latter may rather be explained

satisfactorily enough by supposing, that the author here purposely

leaves the smoothly flowing train of thought, and with intentional

liveliness and directness interrupting himself, as it were, breaks in

on the flow of the address by exclaiming : “Take heed, brethren,”

etc.a I hold it, therefore, more natural, with Schlichting, Capellus,

Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Klee, etc., to understand the citation as depen-

dent, not on legei but on diì and to explain the words kajÀc . . .

�gion, not as a protasis, but as a parenthesis — “therefore (as the

Holy Ghost saith), harden not your hearts,” etc. — and then to

begin a new period with ver. 12.

Blèpein in the sense of prospicere, occurs also in Mark 8.15 ;

13.9. Of what are they to take heed? Of this, that none amongst

them have an evil heart of unbelief. The genitive �pistÐac serves

to determine the manner in which, and in how far, the heart is

evil; the words ân tÄ �post¨nai express the manner in which this

unbelief manifests itself. In departing, namely, from the way of

conversion to Christ once entered upon.

3.13 But exhort one another day by day, so long as it is

called today; lest any one of you be hardened by the deceitful-

ness of sin.
aIn ver. 15, where the absence of a dè cannot be explained in this way, Bleek

nevertheless admits that a new period begins.
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In ver. 13 a positive admonition is added by way of warning, the

admonition, namely, that they should daily exercise the par�klhsic.

This word denotes both the practical application of the law in ad-

monitory discipline, and that of the gospel in quickening, refresh-

ing comfort. The author, especially at this part of his exhortation,

avails himself of the word s meron in the passage from the Psalms

(the sense of which is given above on ver. 7.) He directs attention

to the importance of the daily, ceaseless, practical application of

the Christian doctrine to the heart and mind. And what avails all

speaking and studying, where this powerful, living purification of

the heart through the law and gospel of God is neglected ?

VIna m� sklhrunj¬ etc. The idea expressed by sklhrÔnein is to

be explained from the figure involved in the word. The figure is

derived from a circumstance in physical nature, namely, from the

gradual stiffening of bodies originally soft. Still more beautiful and

striking is the figure involved in the corresponding German expres-

sion verstocken; it is taken from a circumstance connected with

organic life, namely, from the growth of trees, hi which the pliant

branch becomes by degrees an unbending bough or stem, a stock.

The stiffened body no longer takes on any impression, the bough

now grown into wood can no longer be drawn and bent at pleasure.

Just as the living plant grows until it reaches some fixed limit of

development, so does the soul of man, by its ceaseless develop-

ment of life, form itself into that fixed state to which it is destined.

In itself, and in general, there is nothing bad in this progressive

development of the soul; in the season of youth and education a

certain germ will and must shoot forth in the soul, the personal

diameter and destined life-vocation of the individual will and must

form themselves; in his twentieth year the man should already be

something, should be not merely a single individual, but one who
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has become of such or such a nature or disposition. Nay, the last

and highest step which the Christian takes from the stage of formal

freedom to that freedom of the children of God, in which holiness

has become altogether another nature to him, can be explained

from that general fundamental law of the progressive growth of the

soul. But this growth and development can take place also tn ref-

erence to what is evil, and it is this to which the word sklhrÔnein

— as a vox mala non ambigua — is specially applied in the Holy

Scripture. Such a process, by which the soul becomes firm and

unbending, can take place, firstly, in the sphere of the will, as a

wilful obdurateness against particular commandments of God, as

in Pharaoh (Ex. ch. 3 ss), then, in the sphere of the entire disposi-

tion and moral character, as an abandonment to sins and vices, in

which case the man has no longer in himself any strength to effect

a change in himself, but there remains for him only that salvation

which is offered through the quickening and electrically kindling

influence of grace and redemption; or finally, a hardening of the

heart may exist also in reference to this offered salvation itself, the

obduracy of positive unbelief; this is its absolute form, in which the

last power of the soul to substantiate itself is exhausted, the last

possible step in the kingdom of freedom is taken, and this is prop-

erly the most limited idea expressed by sklhrÔnein as it appears in

the New Testament.

It is, moreover, a fine proof of divine wisdom that this figure

of hardening is applied only in malem partem, and that nothing

is ever said in Scripture of a sklhrÔnesjai in what is good. For

although that development of the soul, as we have seen, takes place

also in the sphere of the good, it could yet be but very inadequately

expressed by the figure of a hardening, as the good even when as

perfect holiness it implies the impossibility of sinning, consequently
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the highest degree of internal fixedness, still preserves throughout

the character of the free, loving will, and therefore of the highest

internal moveableness and movement.

This state of obdurateness is not always reached by one leap,

and through intentional wickedness, but quite as often, nay of-

tener, through �p�th, i.e. through being deceived and self-deception.

Thus the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews, by their foolish,

one-sided attachment to the Old Testament forms of the theocracy

— by overvaluing what was relative, and regarding it as absolute

— were in great danger of making complete shipwreck of faith, and

sinking into this miserable state of obduracy. The remark may here

be made, that in our own day an analogous overvaluing of things

in themselves important, but still only relatively so, as, for exam-

ple, of differences in confessions, or, it may be, of the extraordinary

gifts of the apostolic time, is possible, and may possibly lead to the

same issue.

This �p�th however, is never such as that, under it, the man

is guiltless and purely passive, purely one who is deceived. On

the contrary, our author speaks with good reason of an ap�th t¨c

�martÐac consequently of a being deceived, which implies guilt on

the part of him who is deceived, a self-deception. The convictions

of men are, in general, only apparently determined by arguments

which address the reason alone; in reality, they are always sub-

stantially determined through the will. Man’s power of perception

does not resemble a mirror which must take up all the rays that

fall on it; it rather resembles the living eye, which can open and

shut itself, turn itself hither and thither; which also, on account of

its being a relative light, can let itself be blinded and dazzled, and

rendered incapable of receiving the light of the sun, the absolute

truth. In ver. 14 the author recurs to the idea contained in the
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6th verse, in order from it to pass in ver. 15 to a new element in

the practical application of the passage from the Psalms, cited in

vers. 7-11, namely, to the application of the word parapikrasmìc

(in vers. 12, 13 he had chiefly availed himself of the word s meron).

3.14 For we are become partakers of Christ, if we hold fast

the beginning of our confidence firm unto the end;

In ver. 14 there is a repetition of the idea, that because the sal-

vation in Christ is so great, it is of so much the more importance to

keep hold of it; or more exactly, mention is made here, as in ver. 6,

of the greatness of the salvation; and as in ver. 6, the condition is

here stated under which alone we can be partakers of it. We are

mètoqoi QristoÜ — the meaning of this expression is explained by

what was said on 2.10-13 — but we are so only if we holdfast the

beginning of the confidence firm unto the end. The word Ípìstasic

signifies (comp. 1.3) base, bottom, foundation, then substance;

lastly, also (principally in the usus linguae of the LXX.), fiducia

(the act of resting one’s self on or confiding one’s self to anything.)

This signification, also, best suits the passage 11.1; faith is there

described as a confident trusting in unseen future things which we

cannot yet grasp, but for which we must hope. So also here, it de-

notes the confidence of faith. The readers have already a beginning

of this. If, as is commonly supposed, the Epistle to the Hebrews

were an epistle addressed to a circle of churches in Palestine, it

would be impossible to explain how the author should have been

able to say of his readers collectively, that they had a beginning

of faith. For in the churches in Palestine, where indeed were the

congregations of longest standing, there must have been a number

of persons who had reached the maturity of the Christian life —

individuals who had belonged to the personal circle of Jesus’ disci-

ples, and in reference to whom it would, to say the least, have been
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harsh to put it down as questionable whether they would continue

in the faith stedfast to the end. For the â�n does not, as per, ex-

press a simple objective condition, but places before us a decision

according as either of the two events shall happen, and thus puts

both events seriously in question. On the other hand, this style

of address finds a perfect explanation, if, as we have supposed,

the Epistle to the Hebrews was directed to a certain circle of cate-

chumens and neophytes, in regard to whom it was really a matter

of serious question whether they would eventually join themselves

to the Christian Church, or would let themselves be estranged,

through fear of being excommunicated from the temple worship.

3.15 While it is said, today if ye shall hear his voice, harden

not your hearts, as in the provocation. 16 For who, when they

heard, did provoke? nay, did not all they that came out of

Egypt by Moses? 17 And with whom was he displeased forty

years? was it not with them that sinned, whose bodies fell in

the wilderness? 18 And to whom sware he that they should not

enter into his rest, but to them that were disobedient? 19 And

we see that they were not able to enter in because of unbelief.

Ver. 15. The chief difficulty is in the construction. On what verb

ân depend, in the words ân tÄ lègesjai? Chrysostom, Grotius,

Rosenmuller, and others, have taken vers. 16-19 as a parenthe-

sis, and connected ân tÄ lègesjai with the words fobhjÀmen oÞn,

4.1. But in this case we should expect to find a particle, a dè or

some such, at ân tÄ lègesjai, although no great weight can be

laid upon this, as at ver. 12, also, the transition particle is want-

ing. A stronger objection is, that according to that interpretation, a

particle (namely, the oÞn at 4.1 would be too much. (For it cannot

be explained as a resumptive oÞn, as it could only be so in the case

of the words ân tÄ lègesjai being again taken up at 4.1, thus : ân
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tÄ lègesjai oÞn toÜto fobhjÀmen. But the strongest objection of

all to this mode of construction is, that it would entirely destroy

the train of thought, seeing that in 4.1 the author, as we shall soon

find, passes from the intermediate hortatory part to an entirely new

didactic section, so that 4.1 cannot be joined into one period with

3.16. Others, as Flacius, Capellus, Carpzov, Kuinoel, have been

of opinion, that only the half of the words cited in ver. 15 are de-

pendent on lègesjai and that the other half, from m� sklhrÔnete

onwards — which clearly forms a part of the citation — is the prin-

cipal clause on which the ân must be made to depend! (When it

is said : “Today if ye will hear his voice :” then harden not your

hearts.) — Semler, Morns, Storr, de Wette, Bleek, Olshausen, etc.,

supply lègw before ver. 16. (Seeing that it is said : “Today, etc.,”

I ask, who then has hardened himself?) This rendering, also, and

the connection of thought which results from it, no one will affirm

to be natural, besides that in this case, if the author in ver. 15 s.,

passes to a new turn of thought, the dè at ver. 15 could not be dis-

pensed with. Bengel, Michaelis, Zacharia, and others, explained

ver. 14 as a parenthesis, and construed ân tÄ lègesjai with para-

kleØte as if the author meant to prescribe the forms of words with

which they were to admonish one another daily : “today, harden

not,” etc. Not much better is the connection with kat�skwmen pro-

posed by Luther, Calvin, Beza, and Tholuck; they will hold fast

the faith most effectually by repeating to themselves at times the

words in Ps. 95.7. — It is certainly preferable to all these artificial

constructions, to suppose a simple anacolauthon; as if the author

had begun a new period at ver. 15, but had not finished it, having

allowed himself to be interrupted by the question tÐnec g�r etc.,

and thus led to another idea. But here, likewise, we stumble at the

want of the dè which cannot, in the case before us, as at ver. 12,

be explained by the emphasis of the address.
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It appears to me the most natural way to take ân tÄ lègesjai

as dependent on the whole of the 14th verse, i.e. as grammatically

dependent on mètoqoi gegìnamen and to render “as it is said.” We

are partakers of Christ if we keep the faith, inasmuch as it it said,

etc. ver. 15, therefore does not (as according to the interpretation of

Luther, Calvin, etc.) lay down the manner in which we must act in

order to keep the faith, but simply a reason or proof that we must

keep the faith, in order to be partakers of Christ.

This proof is now developed in ver. 16-18, and then in ver. 19

the same thesis as we have in ver. 14, only in a negative form

(that the Israelites on account of their unbelief came not into the

rest), is repeated as a quod erat demonstrandum. The carrying

out of the proof connects itself with the word parapikrasmìc on

to which the author had quoted the passage from the Psalms at

ver. 15. Still, only the first link in the chain of proof is connected

with this word. It forms only the point from which the writer sets

out. Afterwards he deals in like manner with the other ideas and

words of the passage in the Psalms, chiefly specifying the forty

years’ murmuring (prosoqjÐzw from prosoqjèw from æqjèw, in-

dignari, this again from îqjh, a cliff, a place of breakers, hence

æqjeØn to surge against, to be vehement against any one), and the

words eÊ eÊseleÔsontai eÊc t�n kat�pausÐn mou etc.

The following are the successive steps in the proof. At Marah

(Ex. 15.23), and at Massah and Meribah (Ex. 17.7), certain sins were

committed; the people had murmured on account of the want of

water; it was not, however, these sins, but sins committed at a

later period at Kadesh (Num. ch. 14) that brought upon the people

the punishment of the forty years’ wandering in the wilderness,

which the Psalmist poetically connects with those sins at Marah

and Meribah; nor was it at these places, but at Kadesh, where it is
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expressly recorded that the entire people, with the sole exceptions

of Joshua and Caleb, murmured and sinned. Therefore our author

finds himself necessitated to form a bridge, so to speak, from those

particular sins mentioned in the passage in the Psalms, to the gen-

eral sin of unbelief. He asks therefore first : “Whoa were they who

did provoke God? (Was it those only who had sinned at Meribah?)

Did not all do this who came out of Egypt by Moses?” Thus he

remembers that that special act of sin taken by itself, does not find

its fit and proper designation in the word provocation, but the dis-

position as a whole, which all Israel everywhere manifested. Hence,

secondly, it is evident, that the Psalmist was justified in connect-

ing the punishment of the forty years’ wandering with the sin of the

“provocation.” “But with whom was he angry forty years ?b Was it

not with them that had sinned?” From this it was to be inferred

that all must have sinned. Finally, in the third place, he must no-

tice the chief and fundamental sin, that disobedience which refuses

to be led in the gracious ways pointed out by God, that disobedi-

ence which is therefore substantially one and the same thing with

unbelief; for in Kadesh nothing was said of a disobedience against

the law, but of the disobedience which — as was well known to all

the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews — had its source in the

unbelief described in Num. ch. 14, which led the people to think that,

in spite of God’s help, it would not be possible for them to conquer

the land. Thus the author, in ver. 18, adds the third member of the
aIt is evident, even from the train of thought, that the true reading is tÐnec, tÐsi

and not (with Œcum., Theoph., Vulg., Luther, Calvin/Grotius, etc.) tÐnec tisÐ (”
only some” ) Comp. Bleek on this passage, p. 471. ss.) The author could infer
only from the universality of sin in the time of Moses that the Israelites entered
not into their rest, and therefore that the premise still awaited its fulfilment; he
could not have inferred this from the fact, that “only some” had sinned at that
time and had been punished.

bHere he shows, by the way, that he was well acquainted with the original text
of the passage. He here connects ĎŘŚ Ź ŊĽ{ĄŸĂ with ĹĚŮĂ just at it is done in
the original.
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proof, and returns again in ver. 19 to the thesis which was to be

proved.

In speaking, however, of the entrance into God’s rest, the author

has introduced to his readers a new element of which he further

avails himself as the theme of the following didactic section. It was

to be ascribed — he shows in chap. 4 — not merely to the subjective

unbelief of the Israelites, but also to the objective imperfection of

the Old Testament revelation, that Israel could not enter into the

true rest. He then shows, how the highest fulfilment of the promise

of rest still lies in the future, and is offered through Christ, and that

we have therefore now to be doubly on our guard against unbelief,

as this is now doubly inexcusable.

2. In the Son Israel has entered

into its true rest

(ch. 4)

This section belongs to those of which, as Tholuck justly remarks,

“few commentators have succeeded in clearly tracing out the con-

nexion of the ideas.” The fault of this, however, belongs not to the

passage, but to the commentators, who have brought too much

their own ideas with them, and have not had the self-denial simply

to surrender themselves to the words of the writer.

For example, it has been taken for granted at the very outset

vers. 1-3, that the author here proceeds to warn against the sub-

jective sin of unbelief. It is all one whether the words can bear
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this sense or not, — this must be their meaning! nor does it alter

the case, although what follows in ver. 4 ss. should in no way be

suitable to such a sense.

4.1 Let us fear therefore, lest haply, a promise being left

of entering into his rest, any one of you should seem to have

come short of it.

Ver. 1. In the sentence m pote,etc., it is self evident that tic is the

subject, dok¬ the predicate, Ísterhkènai the object to dok¬, as also

that the words eÊseljeØn eÊc t�n kat�pausin aÎtoÜ are dependent

on âpaggelÐac. Further, it appears pretty clear on a comparison

of 2.11 with 2.18, that aÎtoÜ here is not to be understood in the

reflexive sense, but as pointing back to God, who was the subject

at 2.17-18. The only thing about which there can be any question

is, upon what the genitive kataleipomènhc âpaggelÐac depends.

The great majority of commentators understand this genitive,

without more ado, either (so Cramer and Ernesti), as a genitive of

relation dependent on the verb Íterhkènai (“that no one among you

appear to remain behind the promise which is still left,” i.e. appear

as one who neglects the promise which is still left, i.e. the fulfilment

of it) — a construction which is impossible owing to the position

of the words, and the absence of the article at âpaggelÐac — or,

they take the words kataleipomènhc âpaggelÐac as a gen. abs., but

still regard this genitive abs. as dependent on Ísterhkènai while

Ísterhkènai is considered as the principal idea, and dok¬ which

is taken in the sense of videri, as a pleonastic accessory idea (so

Bleek, Olshausen, and the greater number.) The sense then is

: “Let us take heed, that no one amongst you show himself as

one who comes too late, seeing that a promise is still with us,” i.e.

that no one amongst you appear, in reference to the promise still
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existing (still to be fulfilled), as one who comes too late.a In support

of the purely pleonastic use of dokeØn which is here supposed, the

only authority that can be adduced is a passage of the bombastic

Josephus (art. II. 6-10.) The signification putare, opinari, which

dokeØn usually has (for example 10.29 ; Acts 27.13), we are assured

will not suit the context here; as the author evidently intends to

warn his readers not against the thought of being too late, but

against the actual coming short itself.

Meanwhile, this is not so clear and manifest as for example

Bleek himself thinks. First of all, apart from the purely pleonastic

use of dok¬ in that interpretation, the use of the verb ÍstereØn al-

ready strikes us as strange. If it is the aim of the author to warn

against trifling away the fulfilment of the promise still left i.e. the

subjective participation in this fulfilment, why does he select a word

for this purpose which in nowise contains the idea of a subjective

trifling away, but of a purely objective being too late ? Whether

the readers lived before or after the fulfilment of the still remain-

ing promise was not a matter depending upon their choice; how

then could the author admonish them to take heed, lest they came

some time after this promise, which was still left, was also ful-

filled? Did this fulfilment then take place in one definite moment of

time? — We must therefore take the verb ÍstereØn in a very weak-

ened signification, somewhat in the signification of “neglect,” and

in addition to this suppose a double figure in âpaggelÐac; in the

first place, “promise” must stand for “fulfilment of the promise,”

and, secondly, the words “subjective interest in the fulfiment of the

aStill more unsuitably, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Gerhard, de Wetto explain
katal. âpagg. by contemta promissionem = promissionem contemnens. Kata-
leÐpein might indeed have this meaning (Acts 6.2), but in this case, the article
could not be omitted before âpaggelÐac. The only natural way of expressing this
idea in Greek would be this : m potè tic âx ÍmÀn kataleÐpwn t�n âpaggelÐan
kl. dok¬ Ísterhkènai.
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promise” must be supplied at ÍstereØn. Take heed — this would be

the idea — seeing that the fulfilment of a promise still remains, lest

any of you should lose by delay his interest in this fulfilment, (or

should neglect the right time at which to obtain an interest in it.)

But a second inconvenience now presents itself, namely, the

perfect Ísterhkènai. <UstereØn already means “to come too late;”

and why should the perfect be used in a passage where warning is

given against future coming to late?

For all these reasons, we agree with the interpretation given

by Schottgen, Baumgarten, Schulz, Wahl, and Bretschneider, ac-

cording to which dok¬ receives its proper and natural signification,

which beside the inf. perf. is the only suitable one (as in Acts 27.13),

while the principal idea is in dok¬ and the gen. abs. is regarded

as dependent on dok¬ “Let us take heed, therefore, lest while there

is still a promise to be fulfilled, any one of you should nevertheless

imagine that he has come too late” (namely : that he lives in a time

when all promises are long since fulfilled, and that no further salva-

tion is to be expected, or has any claim on our earnest endeavours

to attain it.) The author says purposely not m� dokÀmen oÞn, but

fobhjÀmen oÞn m potè tic dok¬ ; he will represent this error not

merely as a theoretical one, but (2.12) as one that was practically

dangerous. This idea harmonizes exactly with the context. The au-

thor here, as indeed everywhere throughout the epistle, designs to

impress upon his readers the consciousness that the new covenant

is no worse than the old, that Christianity is not something super-

fluous, something with which, at any rate, they might dispense

if only they have their beloved Judaism, but that the latter rather

has been made dispensable by Christianity. He, therefore, in ver. 1,

and in the beginning of ver. 2, places Christianity on a level with

Judaism, — we too wait for a promise to be fulfilled — then in the
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second half of ver. 2, he begins to show how Christianity is even far

superior to Judaism.

4.2 For indeed we have had good tidings preached unto us,

even as also they: but the word of hearing did not profit them,

because it was not united by faith with them that heard.

Ver. 2. The first words are clear. We too, as well as those who

lived in the time of Moses, have received a blessed message, a

promise that we shall be introduced into a promised land of rest.

Nay, we have received this in a higher and better sense than they.

The word which has been given to us is infinitely better than the

word which the Israelites received by Moses. In the first place; the

word spoken by Moses could not bring the hearers to the faith; it

remained something external to them, it proffered a promise in-

deed, and annexed a condition to it, but it imparted no strength

to fulfil this condition (ver. 2-5 comp. ver. 12-13); and secondly,

the promise contained in that word even in respect of its import,

was not the true and right promise, for it was an earthly rest that

was there proffered, whereas it is a spiritual and eternal rest that

is now promised to us (ver. 6 -10.)

Let us look, now, at the first of these two arguments which be-

gins with the words ver. 2. �ll>. oÎk ²fèlhsen, and is afterwards

repeated more fully in ver. 12-13. It is not to be wondered at, that

a false interpretation of ver. 1 should have led the majority of com-

mentators into an entire, misunderstanding also of ver. 2. They

conceive that here (as in 2.16-19) it is still the subjective unbelief of

the Jews that is adduced as the reason of their not having attained

to the rest, whereas, in the passage before us, it is rather the objec-

tive imperfection of the Old Testament revelation that is given as the

ground of the imperfect fulfilment of the promises. Only thus, too,

can the connecting particle �ll� be accounted for. In the words kaÈ
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g�r âsmen, etc., the new covenant is only placed on a level with the

old, and in the purely objective point of view, that in the one, as in

the other, a gracious message is given. The statement now made,

that the word of God in the old covenant did not profit or was inef-

ficacious, stands in an antithetical relation to that which precedes

it. (Had the writer meant to say, that the Israelites under the old

covenant were unbelieving, as also many under the new covenant

are inclined to unbelief, he would have used only the connecting

particle dè, or better still kaÈ � mèn.)

But the view which we have given of the train of thought finds

its justification chiefly in the words themselves. The reading of

these words, however, wavers, and that in three points. Firstly, in

one portion of the codd. the attic form sugkekramen. . . is found,

in the other the later form sugkekerasmen. . . ; that the latter is

the true reading, while the form owes its origin to a correction, is

self-evident. Secondly, a single cursive manuscript (Griesbach Nro.

71) has �koÔsjeØsi, instead of �koÔsasi; and more recent critics,

on the authority of the Vulg., have conjectured a reading �koÔsmasi

(dat. plur. of �kousma); here again it is self-evident that the reading

�koÔsasi confirmed by all sources, considered merely as the more

difficult, is the genuine reading; and we shall soon see that �kou-

sjeØsi as also the rendering of the Vulgate, ex illis quae audierant,

owes its origin to the embarrassment arising from not being able to

extract any suitable sense from the other. The difficulty is greater

in the third point. The Peschito and the Vulgate (sermo auditus

non ad-admixtus fidei ex eis quae audierant) point to the read-

ing sugkekrasmènoc which is found also in Chrysostom, and has

been retained in several cursive MSS. On the other hand, the codd.

A B C D E, the versio Copt., Aeth, Armen, Philoxen, Slav., have

the accusative plural sugkekerasmènouc (resp. sugkekramènouc.
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Almost all the more recent commentators (with the exception of

Olshausen and Tholuck) consider the latter as decidedly the true

reading, on account of these weighty external proofs. But the point

is not, therefore, to be regarded as summarily settled. The fact of

the nom. sing, occurring only in the cursive MSS., while the un-

cial MSS. have the acc. plur., by no means proves that the nom.

sing, is not the ancient reading. Let us take into view the author-

ity of the primitive Peschito, certainly the most ancient source of

the New Testament text which we possess, the circumstance that

Jerome, who, with the utmost care, compared good manuscripts

which already in his time were old, gave the preference to the nom.

sing.; finally, that Chrysostom read the nom., and we shall have

no difficulty in coming to the conclusion, that the nom. sing, is a

reading of primitive antiquity, beside which, however, there stood

already in the first centuries another reading, and which was soon

almost entirely supplanted by this other reading.

We have now only to ask which of the two readings is, upon

internal grounds, the more suitable; and if we find, moreover, that

this internally more suitable reading might, as the more difficult

one, be easily misunderstood, we will then have an explanation of

the early origin and the subsequent general acceptation of the false

reading. The acc. plur. yields the more flat and less suitable sense;

the nom. sing, yields a finer sense, which, however, might easily

escape recognition on a superficial reading.

If we adopt the reading sugkekerasmènouc, the passage must

then be rendered thus : “The word heard (comp. 1 Thess. 2.13) did

not profit those persons, because they did not unite themselves in

the faith with those who obeyed,” — viz., with Joshua and Caleb.

According to this, it would still be the subjective unbelief of the

contemporaries of Moses that is here blamed — a view inconsis-
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tent with the context. (So Œcum., Photius, Hammond, Cramer,

Matthai.) But as before, at 2.16-19, no distinction whatever was

made between those who believed not, and Joshua and Caleb who

believed, and, in general, no reference at all was made to these two

men, — such an explanation of the passage as that just mentioned

would be unintelligible and arbitrary. Besides, it is inadmissible to

take �koèin in the particip. �koÔsasin in the pregnant signification

of “obey,” which it never has in the Epistle to the Hebrews; and this

is doubly inadmissible here, where it stands so close beside �ko .

Others have proposed, moreover, to connect the dat. �koÔsasin

as the dative of possession in the sense of a genitive with pÐstei

(through the faith belonging to the hearers, or becoming them),

which is a grammatical monstrosity. Even Bleek can find no other

way of escape than to conjecture �koÔsmasi, and in this he at least

shows from what view the reading �kousjeØsin has originated.

The reading sugkekerasmènoc offers an exceedingly fine and

suitable sense, but one indeed which might easily be overlooked.

The author, in chap. 4, no longer speaks of the subjective unbelief

of Moses’ contemporaries, but of the objective imperfection of the

Old Testament institutions. The word which was given by Moses

to the Israelites — consisting, a, of the promise that they should

come into the earthly rest, and, b, of the law as the annexed con-

dition — could not be united to the hearers by faith. (So also Ol-

shausen.) This idea finds its clearest explanation in its opposite

ver. 12, where, according to the context, the New Testament word

of God is spoken of, and where it is described as penetrating into

the innermost marrow and joints of the man. The law remained as a

cold command external to the man, the will of God and the will of

man were not united; therefore the Mosaic word of God could not

profit. The law, with its “thou shalt,” could never bring about that
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surrender of the heart, that disposition and attitude of loving recep-

tivity, which can be awakened only by the love of Him “who hath

first loved us,” and which is called “faith,” and leads to a fellowship

of being and of life with God.

How easily now might this idea have been overlooked, as it lies

not on the surface of the words! How easily may it have happened

to interpreters and transcribers, in the very earliest period, as it

has to the majority of commentators till the present day, to fall

into the error of supposing that the writer still continues, in 4.1-

2, to speak of the subjective unbelief of Moses contemporaries! It

will not be disputed that the early origin, and the subsequent wide

extension of the false reading sugkekerasmènouc may in this way

be fully accounted for. — The antithesis, therefore, to faith, ver. 2,

is not unbelief, but works, and this antithesis is, in fact, expressed

in ver. 3.

4.3 For we who have believed do enter into that rest; even

as he hath said, as I sware in my wrath, they shall not en-

ter into my rest: although the works were finished from the

foundation of the world.

Ver. 3. “For we enter into the rest as believers? It is quite evident

that those are wrong who paraphrase the words thus : “If we do not

merely hear, but also believe”. The pisteÔein has its antithesis in

the êrgoic. It is not a condition equally belonging to the old and

the new covenant that is here described, but the difference of the

condition of the New Testament covenant from that of the Old Tes-

tament. In the words, as he said, the author proceeds to show in

how far even the Old Testament itself points to the insufficiency of

the law and its works. For this end he again cites a verse from the

95th Psalm, which he had already cited in chap. 3 (although with a

different object), namely, the words : “As I have sworn in my wrath
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: they shall not enter into my rest.” These words, however, in them-

selves contain no proof of the statement, that through faith alone

we can enter into the rest of God, but they derive their argumen-

tative force from the clause which is added : “Although the works

were performed from the creation of the world.” It is self-evident

that the works here are antithetically opposed to faith. It is sur-

prising how all critics should have supposed that the works of God

are here meant, and especially his works of creation. Genhjèntwn

is understood in the pregnant sense of a part pass., and gÐnesjai

moreover, in the sense of teleØsjai and the words are thus ren-

dered : “Although the works (of God) were already completed from

the moment of the (finished) creation of the world” — i.e., in other

words : “Although the creation of the world was already finished

from the moment at which it was finished!!” A strange idea! And

when was it that the concluding moment of an action came to be

denoted by �pì? Had this been the meaning of the author, he must

have expressed himself thus : kaÐtoi tÀn êrgwn t¨c katabol¨c

kìsmou ¢dh tetelesmènwn. Works which are done �pì katabol¨c

kìsmou can be no other than such as are done since the creation

of the world, from the creation of the world onwards.

And, if the above interpretation is ungrammatical, it is no less

irreconcileable with the context and the train of thought. The

meaning which it yields would be this : Although God already

rested, men did not yet rest. But the “although” is about as suit-

able in this place as it would be in the sentence : Although Quintus

is already very old, Cestius is still young. From the fact that God

has already completed the creation of the world, to infer directly,

and without any intermediate proposition, a warrant for expecting

that the Israelites shall be introduced into the rest of God, is about

as valid a sequence as, from the fact that Quintus is old, to infer
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the expectation that Cestius also shall be old. The commentators,

too, have not been insensible to this impropriety, and have sought

to lessen it in various ways. Many of the older interpreters gave

to kaÐtoi for a change the signification et quidem — of this noth-

ing further need be said. Others of more recent date, following

Calvin, have sought to remove the difficulty by ingenious supple-

ments. Tholuck, for example, supplements the idea in the following

terms : The Israelites were not permitted to enter into the rest; and

yet God rested in heaven after the work of creation was finished,

so that an objective resting-place already existed. But what reader

could find all this in the words kaÐtoi, etc.? Bleek has shown most

ingenuity in filling up the idea, and if we have rightly understood

him, it is in the following way : God rested from the creation; but

God’s rest is reciprocal in its nature; then only does God really rest,

when he has completed the work of his manifestation to the crea-

tures. And, accordingly, it is remarkable that for God the Sabbath

has already begun; and there are, nevertheless, creatures who do

not keep the Sabbath with him, nay, who cannot keep it with him.

But however true this train of thought may be in itself, we read

nothing of it in the text; and no one who reads this chapter, with-

out beginning at the middle, and coming backward, could possibly

have in his mind, in reading ver. 3, these intermediate ideas about

the Sabbath (which are to be found in ver. 9 s, and in a similar

form to that in which Bleek has given them.) But, in addition to

this, no indication is given, even in what follows, of the antithe-

sis implied in the words, that God rests indeed from the creation,

but that he has not yet finished the work of the manifestation of

himself to his creatures. We must therefore reject this explanation

also, on account of the context, even although the interpretation on

which it rests had been less untenable in a grammatical point of

view. The true and most simple explanation is to be drawn from
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ver. 2. The author had there affirmed of the word spoken by Moses,

that it was not mixed or amalgamated with the hearers by faith,

that it remained external and strange to them, and therefore that

it could profit them nothing. He had, in opposition to this, laid it

down in ver. 3, that we, the members of the New Testament Israel,

enter into that rest into which the Old Testament Israel entered

not, and that we enter by faith. What more natural, now, than

that the reader should think of the well-known opposition of faith

and works, which indeed had already been implicitly indicated in

ver. 2? It was almost an example of the rule of three : the New

Testament word of Christ is related to faith as the word of Moses,

the law, is to the works.

Only we must guard against limiting the idea expressed in êrga

to good works. Of such works, indeed, none were performed from

the creation of the world. Nay, this is rather what the apostle in-

tends to bring out — that as ”the works” were done from the be-

ginning, and yet notwithstanding Israel did not enter into the rest,

these works were none of them good, but evil, and at least imper-

fect, works tainted with sin.

In like manner, we must guard against another improper re-

striction of êrga to the works of the law, fulfilments of the Mosaic

commands. These were, of course, not performed from the cre-

ation of the world, but only after the giving of the law from Sinai.

No; the author speaks quite generally of the works of men, of the

work of the human race, of all activily, all endeavours better or

worse. The idea is, in general terms, as follows : All that can be

comprehended under the term works, has been performed from the

time of the creation of the world onwards, but has never been suf-

ficient to bring man to the kat�pausic, to a state of satisfied rest.

The inference from this is, that an entirely new way of salvation,
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not that of human doings and human endeavours, but that of faith

in the salvation which God hath provided, is necessary in order to

attain to the rest.

4.4 For he hath said somewhere of the seventh day on this

wise, and God rested on the seventh day from all his works;

5 and in this place again, they shall not enter into my rest.

Ver. 4, 5. — This idea is in these verses more fully explained.

The author shows here, that by êrga he meant not the works of

God, but the works of men in opposition to those of God. “God,

indeed, rested already on the seventh of the days occupied in the

creation of the world : and still he says of men, they are not yet

capable of entering into his rest.” God’s works, then, were finished

— internally perfect, and therefore externally complete — but the

works of men were internally imperfect, and hence, externally there

was no mention of a resting of men; the work and labour still con-

tinued, and could not cease until the result was arrived at; the

result, however, remained ever unattained.

The first part of this idea is introduced by the words : eÒrhke

g�r pou perÈ t¨c ábdìmhc. On pou compare our remark on 2.6. The

author here refers beforehand to the ábdìmh because he intends

afterwards to graft a further idea on this preliminary mention of it,

which he does in ver. 9 s.

4.6 Seeing therefore it remaineth that some should en-

ter thereinto, and they to whom the good tidings were before

preached failed to enter in because of disobedience, 7 he again

defineth a certain day, today, saying in David so long a time

afterward (even as hath been said before), today if ye shall hear

his voice, harden not your hearts. 8 For if Joshua had given

them rest, he would not have spoken afterward of another day.
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In ver. 6-8 the author passes to a new sentiment, a new point

of comparison between the work of Christ and the work of Moses.

The opposition between the work of both is twofold, just as was

that in 3.2-6 between the persons. The first imperfection in the

work of Moses consisted in this (4.2-5) — that his work imparted

no power for the fulfilment of it, did not unite itself to the hear-

ers through faith, and therefore could not conduct to the promised

rest; the second consists in this — that the rest itself into which the

Israelites could be introduced by Moses and were actually intro-

duced by Joshua, was only an earthly, a typical rest, while Christ

conducts to a real a substantial rest, which in its nature corre-

sponds to the Sabbath rest of God. But, as in chap. 3 the first

point of difference was repeated in the developement of the sec-

ond (Moses was a servant in the typical house, Christ a son in the

living house), so here also, when the author shows the opposition

between the Old and New Testament rest, he repeats at the same

time the first point of difference, that, namely, between the not be-

ing able to enter into the rest, and the being able to enter into it,

nay, he finds in the second the full confirmation of the first.

Ver. 6-7, form a somewhat complicated period. The protasis

consists of two parts, which depend on the verbs �poleÐpetai and

oÎk eÊs¨ljon the apodosis consists of the statement, that God,

in the old covenant, indicates by the Psalmist a future rest. The

connecting link between the two is the particle âpeÐ, since.

The words, it remains that some enter into it, are evidently only a

repetition of what is said in ver. 1 (a promise being left of entering

into his rest), and express, therefore, the fundamental thesis, that

the promise of a rest was not fully or really fulfilled in the entrance

of Joshua into Canaan. The second member : those to whom it

was first preached entered not in because of unbelief form, again,
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only the negative reverse side of the first member, and who are the

persons meant by those to whom it was first preached is explained

in ver. 2, where it is said of the Christians in opposition to the

Old Testament Israel : for to us hath the gospel been preached as

well as to them. The tÐnec, therefore, whose entrance into the rest

is still impending, are the Christians, while those to whom it was

first preached are the Jews, and those, especially, to whom in the

time of Moses the gracious call to enter into the land of rest was

addressed. The words through unbelief serve to remind us at once

of the subjective fault of the Jews mentioned in 3.16-19, and of the

objective impotency of the law mentioned in 4.2-5.

The principal question here, however, is, in what logical relation

do the protasis and the apodosis stand to each other. The view

generally taken of this relation is, that the apodosis contains the

final conclusion at which the author aims, and which he wishes

to prove, while the protasis contains the proof. The entire passage

is viewed as containing an answer to the question, why God must

needs have defined and mentioned a second day of rest. The neces-

sitating cause of this was, that the Israelites were disobedient the

first time. — To this interpretation the words since they to whom it

was first preached entered not in because of unbelief are certainly

agreeable, but not the words : seeing it remains that some enter

into it. That at present (in the author’s time) a farther entering into

the rest is about to be accomplished, cannot be the reason why

God has, in the time of David, defined a more distant day of rest.

(The most that can be said is, that �poleÐpetai might be related to

årÐzein as a kind of end or aim.)

We think, however, that the protasis contains the answer to the

question, why it was possible for God to determine a second day of

rest. We may give the sense periphrastically for the sake of clear-
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ness thus : only for this reason could God define a second day of

rest long after the time of Moses, because, namely, as was said

above in ver. 1, 2, the original promise still waits for its fulfilment,

and the Israelites at that time did not in general enter into the rest.

The thing therefore to be proven lies in the protasis, the proof in

the apodosis (as if, for example, I wished to prove that one is a

spendthrift and said to him : “because you are a spendthrift your

father has not entrusted you with any money = if you were not a

spendthrift he would not have withdrawn his credit from you). It is

only formally and apparently, that the protasis contains any rea-

son for the apodosis; the sinew of the proof lies in the conclusion

drawn backward from the apodosis to the protasis. Had the author

written logically he would have said : “Only if the case so stands as

was said in ver. 1, 2, can we comprehend how God could again de-

fine a day of rest; but, as he has actually done this, the case must

stand so; there must still be a rest to be entered into, and Israel at

that time must not have entered the rest.” (Quite a similar form of

logical inversion occurs in 5.1, see infra.)

This absolute non-entrance of the Israelites (oÎk eÊs¨ljon) now

prepares the way for the second point of difference between the

work of Christ and that of Moses. All that was said in chap. 3 was,

that the single generation consisting of Moses’ contemporaries did

not come into the rest, but died in the wilderness. There was still

room in that chapter for the supposition, that the following gener-

ation did enter into the rest. But, already in 4.1, the author has

tacitly presupposed, that even after the time of Joshua, even now,

the fulfilment of that promise of rest is yet at least in part to be

accomplished, and in the 6th verse he speaks quite uncondition-

ally of an oÎk eÊseljeØn on the part of those to whom it was first

preached, while in ver. 8, which is explanatory, he directly denies
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disertis verbis that Joshua brought the Israelites to the rest — de-

nies that the rest into which Joshua brought the people was the

true rest. Thus, in ver. 6, the Old Testament rest is opposed to that

of the New Testament as the merely typical to the substantial (just

as in 3. 5, the house in which Moses served for a testimony of future

revelations, is opposed to the house of Christ, whose living stones

we are.)

Now this proposition thus modified and thus expanded, that

the Old Testament rest was in general not the true rest, is in ver. 7

proven from the Old Testament. Only thus can it be explained,

that God could point to a second future day of rest. And this God

has done in the 7th verse of the 95th Psalm (cited in chap. 3 for a

different purpose).

Three questions present themselves here. First, how the apo-

dosis, ver. 7, is to be construed; secondly, whether the 95th Psalm

is one of David’s, and thirdly, whether the passage proves what the

author intends it should prove. With regard to the first of these

questions, the words ân Dauñd. . . proeÐrhtai are a parenthetical in-

sertion, with which the author interrupts himself after he had be-

gun the citation itself, and which, grammatically, stands in the

relation of apposition to the subject involved in årÐzei. The words

met� tosoÜton qrìnon determine the time of the lègwn, and inti-

mate that God spake thus so long after the time of Joshua, namely,

by the mouth, and therefore in the time, of David; and the words

kaj°c proeÐrhtai likewise connect grammatically with lègwn, and

indicate to the reader that the words here cited had already been

cited above in 3.7,15.a

aOthers take the first s meron as the object of lègwn inasmuch as in David
he calls it (the day) a today.” Others, as Calvin, Beza, Grothis, Bleek, take
s meron as apposition to �mèran tin� “he defines again a day, a today.” This
entire treatment of s meron is modern.
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As regards the third question, it must be acknowledged that the

argumentative force of the passage is very apparent. The Psalmist

refers back to the time when Israel was called to enter into its rest,

and when Israel neglected this call by its disobedience; then he

exhorts the Israelites, on what day they should hear the voice of

God again, to give a different response to it from what they did then,

and to obey it without delay (according to the Greek translation

: if ye again hear his voice today, obey it today.) The Psalmist

therefore presupposes the possibility of Israel’s being again placed

in an analogous situation to what it was then, and admonishes it

not to forfeit again the entrance into the offered glory.

And this, too, involves the answer to the second question. Whether

David was the author of the psalm or not, is a question on which

no important result depends; the 95th psalm is not like the 2d

and 110th, grafted on a special promise made to David, but con-

tains only the general expectation of future gracious calls from God,

which, if Israel had already been conducted by Joshua into its ab-

solute rest and satisfaction, would no longer have been possible.

All that needs to be insisted on is, that the passage in the psalm

was written “so long afterwards” (namely after Moses and Joshua);

its force of proof lay, not in its antiquity, but rather in the lateness,

of the time when it was written. In the Old Testament the psalm

has no superscription, the Sept. which was in the hands of the

readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews ascribed it to David, and this

comparatively late period was sufficient for the argument which the

author would draw from it, and therefore he could without hesita-

tion adopt the statement of the Sept. Critical investigations into

the genuineness or spuriousness of the superscription which the

psalm bears in the Sept., would certainly have been just as little in

place here, as, in the address of Stephen, Acts 7.14, an investigation
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into the accuracy of the number 75. It must not, however, be over-

looked that our author, inasmuch as he says merely “in David” (=

in the book of David, the Psalms) and not by the mouth of David,

shows plainly enough his intention, that no weight at all should

here be made to rest on the person of David. In ver. 8 we have

an extension of the proof contained in ver. 7, and, with this, an

explanation of ver. 7, in the clear and simple statement, that such

a reference to a future call of God and word of God would not have

been possible, if >IhsoÜc (i.e. in this context of course Joshua) had

already truly led the Israelites into the rest. This, however, involves

the inference, that Joshua did not truly lead the Israelites into the

rest; the earthly possession of the land which was not even com-

pletely conquered under Joshua, which under the Judges was op-

pressed by heathen kings, which had in Saul a bad king, in David

one who had little rest from war, in Solomon one who fell from wis-

dom into folly, and which, after the death of Solomon, sunk down

from its high eminence of typical glory — that earthly possession

of the land such as was brought about by Joshua, was not yet the

true rest of God. Thus has the writer returned to the thesis con-

tained in ver. 6 : The Old Testament had no true rest, and therewith

to the thesis in ver. 1, 2 : We have still to expect the entrance into a

rest, and that the true rest.

4.9 There remaineth therefore a sabbath rest for the people

of God.

This last inference is now drawn in ver. 9. The author, how-

ever, does not here say merely that there is still a kat�pausic a

state of rest to be looked for, but he denotes this kat�pausic by

the higher name sabbatismìc (a word which occurs besides only in

Plutarch de superstit. 3), as the celebration of a Sabbath. And thus

he carries out here an idea which he had indicated in ver. 4; he
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carries it out here, after having in ver. 6-8 shown, that the rest into

which Joshua led the Israelites was no true rest. Now, he shows,

on the other hand, that the rest into which the people of God were

to be led at a future time, and therefore by Christ, is true, because

it bears the character of a Sabbatical rest, and thus truly corre-

sponds to the rest of God, after the work of creation was finished.

Here, therefore, after having suitably prepared the way, the author

first brings out the idea which the commentators have thrust into

ver. 3, where it could have suggested itself to the mind of no reader.

God rested on the seventh day of the creation, because he had

finished his work not merely outwardly, but because his work was,

internally and qualitatively, a finished and perfect work (ver. 4.)

But men could not in Moses’, nay, even in Joshua’s time, attain

to any rest from their activity, labour, pains, and exertion (ver. 3),

because their work and activity were internally imperfect, stained

with sin. The true rest lies in the future; this must be the rest

analogous to the rest of God, a holy, a Sabbath rest; it must consist

in this, that man is able to rest from his works, in like manner and

in the same way, as God did from his, in other words, that man

has finished his work internally, and can appear before God with

the result of his work undented by sin.

4.10 For he that is entered into his rest hath himself also

rested from his works, as God did from his.

Ver. 10. And this work man has accomplished in the person of

his Saviour and substitute, Jesus Christ. This verse is generally

understood as containing a general statement (“he who, quisquis,

enters into his rest, rests from his works”), and it is supposed that

the aorist katèpausen is used here, by way of change, instead of the

present, or (Bleek), that the aorist is occasioned by the aorist to be

supplied at ¹sper. But with all this artifice, nothing more is gained
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than a statement in great measure tautological. When we translate

the words with grammatical exactness as they stand (“for he who

has entered into his rest, himself rested in like manner from his

works, as God from his”) they yield the finest and the most striking

parallel to the corresponding member in the first principal part of

our epistle at 2.9. In the second section of the first principal part

the three members of the argument were the following :

• Man is destined to the dominion over the universe.

• But Man is not yet so highly exalted.

• But Jesus is already exalted.

Quite analogous to this (with a difference only in the formal logi-

cal connection of the three members) is, what we find in this, the

second section of the second principal part :

• Man has received the call to enter into his rest.

• He has not yet been led into this rest by Joshua; there is still

a rest to be expected.

• And that a Sabbatical rest, for : Jesus, who is entered into his

rest, rests in a Sabbatical manner as God does.

The statement in ver. 10 is therefore not general, but special; by

the words å g�r eÊselj¸n the author meant Jesus, and every un-

prejudiced reader must also, on account of the aorist katèpausen

understand the verse in the same way. The author does not ex-

pressly add the name >IhsoÜc because in ver. 8 this name was

used to designate Joshua. In evident opposition to the Joshua

who could not bring the people to the rest, the author speaks in
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ver. 10 of “that one who hath entered into his rest.” (AÎtoÜ refers

to jeoÔ, according to the analogy of 3.11,18.)

Jesus has internally finished his works, nay, the works of all

mankind, and therefore has brought them to an external comple-

tion. With the Sabbath of the resurrection, on which, after his

work and humiliation was ended, he entered into his state of exal-

tation and glory, on which he left the state in which the soul was

separated from the body, the Sheol, and entered into the life of glo-

rified body; with this Sabbath began the second Sabbath of God,

the Sabbath of God the Son, as with the future setting up of a new

heavens and a new earth, the Sabbath of God the Holy Ghost will

begin. When, therefore, in accordance with the eternally binding

command which requires that after every six days of activity in our

earthly calling, one day of rest should be devoted to the sacred

Sabbath activities of our heavenly calling, Christians everywhere

reckon the seven days not from the creation-Sabbath of God the

Father, but from the creation-Sabbath of God the Son — this mode

of reckoning finds its Ratification in the passage before us.

4.11 Let us therefore give diligence to enter into that rest,

that no man fall after the same example of disobedience.

Ver. 11. Man has not yet entered into the rest, but Jesus has

entered into the true Sabbath rest; what, remains, then, but that

we also should seek by him to enter into this sabbatismìc. This

exhortation follows in ver. 11 : Let us strive, therefore, to enter into

that rest, with the accompanying warning not to let it be with us

as with those contemporaries of Moses, who, because they lis-

tened not through unbelief and disobedience to the gracious call

which was then addressed to them, were afterwards held up by

the Psalmist as an example of warning to us. Let us beware, there-

fore, says the author, lest we neglect the second more excellent and
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more powerful call of grace, and lest we also should, in our turn,

become a sad example of warning to others. >Upìdeigma, a later

Greek word instead of the attic par�deigma. ân ÍpodeÐgmati “as an

example,” a proleptic use of the ân, “that we do not turn out to be

an example.”

4.12 For the word of God is living, and active, and sharper

than any two-edged sword, and piercing even to the dividing of

soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and quick to discern

the thoughts and intents of the heart.

Ver. 12. The warning, however, is rendered still more pointed

and impressive by the statement, that the excuse which (according

to ver. 2) the contemporaries of Moses had, no longer remains for

us. The ground of unbelief in their case lay, not merely in the per-

verse will of the men, but in part, also, in the objective impotency

of the word brought by Moses, the law, which could awaken no

confidence of faith, no joy, no love, and which could not open the

heart. This extenuating circumstance, however, does not hold in

our case; in our case, there is nothing weak or deficient in the word

of God; for the word of God is quick, powerful, penetrating into the

soul; if we fall into unbelief, the blame rests with ourselves alone.

By the word of God is therefore clearly to be understood, as the

context shows, the word of the New Testament revelation. Only,

it is not to be supposed that in the genitive toÜ jeoÜ is expressed

the antithesis to the lìgoc t¨c �ko¨c of ver. 2. The genitive toÜ

jeoÜ forms rather merely the antithesis to the first person plural

spoud�swmen “Let us strive to enter into that rest, for nothing any

longer fails on the part of God — the word of God is powerful.” Only

from the context is it to be inferred as a thing self-evident, that the

author speaks here of the word of God which we have heard, and

not of the law of Moses.
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And thus ver. 12 certainly forms a supplementary antithesis to

ver. 2 in respect of the matter (though not in a formally logical

connection.) This deep and fine connection has, however, by all

commentators hitherto been overlooked. A portion of these com-

mentators (many of the Fathers, Clericus, Bertholdt) have under-

stood å lìgoc in the sense in which it is used by John of the Son of

God as pre-existent, and find in ver. 12 a reason why we ought to

fear — because Christ, who as the pre-existent lìgoc punished the

Israelites, is so severe; an explanation which is not consistent with

the usus linguae of the Epistle to the Hebrews (comp. 1.6, where

Christ as pre-existent is denoted rather by prwtìtokoc.) Another

section of the critics (almost all from the Reformation downwards,)

understood by the lìgoc the Word of God in respect of its mina-

tory declarations,a and find in the verse this sentiment : We must

therefore beware of becoming an example, because the threatening

predictions of God were so surely and powerfully fulfilled. But, ac-

cording to this, we should rather expect to find in ver. 12 the words

: “for the word of God is killing and wounding as a sword.” Instead

of this, we read of the quickness and penetrating sharpness of the

word, a sharpness penetrating into the innermost joints and mar-

row, into the soul and spirit. These predicates form evidently an

antithesis to the words of ver. 2 m� sugkekerasmenìc t¬ pÐstei toØc

�koÔsasi.

The predicates, now, according to our interpretation, explain

themselves without great difficulty. The word of God (with which

we have to do in the New Testament), the word of the revelation of

the gospel in Christ, is living, chiefly in opposition to the stiff, dead

law, comp. Gal. 3.21. The law is a dead fixing of the commands

of God upon us, — as it stands, so it is. The gospel is nothing

aOnly Grotius says : Coirrenit hoc omni verbo Dei, sed praecipue evangelio,
still without explaining more particularly the connection with ver. 11.
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but an embodying of living love itself in living words, words which

immediately take captive the heart The law kills because it is itself

a dead letter, because it makes demands which it does not give

strength to perform, the gospel is itself a living breath of love, and

therefore it makes alive, therefore it works out what it aims at, it is

ânerg c.

The nature of its efficacy is now more particularly described

as an innermost penetration of the innermost man, as a genuine

sugker�nnumi (comp. ver. 2.) It is sharper than every two-edged

sword (dÐstomoc that which has two mouths, then that which has

two fore-sides and no back, thus used of a sword : two-edged

comp. Rev. 1.16 ; 2.12, LXX., Is. 11.4, etc.) Not the deadly efficacy

but the penetrating sharpness, is that which is meant to be set

forth. This appears somewhat more clearly in the following mem-

ber diðknoÔmenoc, etc. “It (the word of God) penetrates even to the

dividing asunder of soul and spirit, of the joints and the marrow.”

The first question that presents itself here is, whether this language

is to be understood as figurative or not; i.e. whether in what is here

predicated of the lìgoc t. j., we are to understand the language

as properly a continuation of the figure of the sword (so that logi-

cally it would have to be extended thus : it penetrates as a sword

which penetrate to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, of joints

and marrow), or whether we are to understand a real and literal

efficacy of the word of God as such to be set forth in the words :

the word of God pierces into soul and spirit, into marrow and bone

(in which case only the latter expression would have to be taken as

metonymical, or better still as a proverbial expression). Now, prima

facie, it seems to be decisive against the latter and in favour of the

former interpretation, that according to the latter, the author would

be guilty of the inelegance of passing from a statement which is
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proper and definite, viz. that the word of God penetrates soul and

spirit, to one which is vague and proverbial — that it penetrates

marrow and bone. But the former interpretation also is attended

with a difficulty by no means inconsiderable. Namely : can the

figure of a sharp sword be, generally speaking, represented in the

words : the sword penetrates even to the dividing asunder of soul

and spirit? Swords have to do surely with bodies, not with souls

and spirits! The most that can be said for this sense is, that the

expression ”separation of soul and spirit”? may be understood as

something equivalent to the separation of the body from the soul,

and therefore as a mere designation of bodily death. In this case,

we must either suppose that the expression is to be extended thus

: “to the separation of the soul and the spirit from the body” (which,

however, would destroy the parallelism with the following member

�rmÀn tr kaÈ s¸matoc while it cannot be perceived why the author

should have named the spirit together with the soul, and why he

did not rather simply say : yuq¨c te kaÈ s¸matoc.) Or, we must,

with Olshausen, have recourse to the conjecture that the author,

under the idea of bodily death, had in his mind the consummation

of a trichotomy, the separation of the soul from the spirit as well

as from the body.

This leads us, however, to a second question, the determination

of which is indispensable, ere we are at liberty to return to the

first. The question is this : must we understand as connected by

te kaÐ two things closely united with each other by nature, or two

things which have grown up together, between which the sword (or

the word of God as a sword) penetrates, and which it is to separate

from each other? So that the soul should be viewed as having grown

upon the spirit, the �rmìc on the muelìc, somewhat in the same

way as the bark on the wood, and the sword cuts through between
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them somewhat in the same way as a knife separates the bark

from the wood. Or, are we to understand te kaÐ as connecting two

things lying deep, of which, however, the second lies still deeper

than the first, so that the sword (or the divine word as a sword) first

of all, generally speaking, penetrates to them, and then, moreover,

penetrates through the first to the second ? Thus the spirit would

be viewed as being in somewhat the same relation to the soul, as

the innermost kernel of a fruit is to the core, and the sword as

a knife which cuts into the core, nay, into the innermost kernel

itself. The word merismìc is not at all decisive in favour of the first

interpretation; what is spoken of is a separation as well of the soul

as of the spirit, as well of the joints as of the marrow, but not a

separation of the soul from the spirit, of the joints from the marrow.

This very te kaÐ is rather in favour of the second interpretation.

But a certain solution of the question must be obtained, first

of all, from a closer consideration of the two pairs of things them-

selves. Could the author have had before his mind a separation

of the soul from the spirit in general? In support of this, reference

is made to the biblical trichotomy of body, soul, and spirit which

meets us in 1 Thess. 5.23. There is undoubtedly a trichotomy in

that passage; but whether by this is to be understood any such

mechanical construction of man out of three parts or substances;

whether it involves the possibility that the soul and the spirit can

be cut asunder from each other, so that each may stand by itself,

is indeed very much to be questioned. The Holy Scripture cer-

tainly distinguishes the soul from the body, and the spirit from the

body, and the soul from the spirit. But nowhere does it represent

the body as outwardly separable from the soul. The present body

is a sÀma yuqikìn (1 Cor. 15.44), and the yuqikän eÚnai belongs to

its essence. Separated from the soul, it is no longer “body,” but
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“corpse” every atom in it is qualitatively different as soon as the

soul is severed from it; the body is throughout a quickened, ani-

mated, living, active material; the corpse is but a material subject

to chemical laws. Now, as a “body” separated from the soul is a

nonentity, much less can we conceive of a soul separated from the

spirit. The same yuq  which, by its separation from the body, has

changed it into a corpse, is called as such also pneÜma (Luke 24.37),

a sure proof that soul and spirit are still more identical than soul

and body. But how are we to explain the circumstance, that in

1 Thess. 5.23, and Heb. 4.12, soul and spirit are distinguished from

each other? Soul is the designation of that life-centre of individual-

ity given by nature, proceeding from natural generation, and bring-

ing with it from nature (as being a thing not free, but subject to

the influence of nature) certain definite qualities and dispositions.

The irrational animal has also this physical centra of life. But that

of man is, according to his nature, immortal; the chief endowment

which he has brought along with him is that of self-consciousness

in the higher sense, and with this, the consciousness of God; thus

his nature possesses the internal necessity of developing itself on

the basis of individuality given by nature, to a self-determining per-

sonality, to fill itself with an endless existence. And thus the same

centre of life, viewed as self-conscious, bears the name of pneÜma.

The pneÜma is yuq  in respect of its fundamental quality derived

from nature, the yuq  is pneÜma in respect of its personal develop-

ment. This then affords also a complete explanation of the passage

in 1 Thess. 5.23. The whole man, — spirit, soul, and body, is to be

preserved blameless. The keeping blameless of the soul can cer-

tainly be distinguished from that of the spirit, without its being

necessary to infer from this, that the soul is a second substance

separable from the spirit. The body is kept blameless, when it is

shielded from disease and preserved from vicious defilement, the
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soul, when it is preserved from insanity (distraction of the soul,

frenzy), and pollution through unregulated instincts and passions,

the spirit, when it is protected against error and sin.

We cannot, therefore, speak of a separation of the soul from the

spirit (and with this the possibility falls to the ground of compre-

hending the merismäc, etc., under the figure of the sword.) On the

other hand, an excellent sense is evolved when we regard the soul

as something lying deep within man, the spirit as lying still deeper,

and the word of God as penetrating into the soul, and thence still

deeper, even into the spirit. For, the first and more superficial ef-

fect of the gospel is, that it in many ways stirs and moves the

mind, — the complex assemblage of feelings derived from nature,

— it involuntarily seizes the mind, binds and disturbs it. This

stirring and arresting effect on the yuq  it exercises in wider cir-

cles also among the unawakened, it exercises this effect in national

churches upon the nation, sinks itself into the heart as a still slum-

bering seed-corn, keeps hold of the man although he may not yet,

by any free act of his own, have decided in favour of the gospel

and its reception, and works on in the sphere of the soul, produces

a strange and unaccountable uneasiness, and again gives comfort

like a soft balm; in all this, it is only the yuq  which has experi-

enced its power. Soon, however, it penetrates still deeper, works

no longer merely in the sphere of the involuntary activities of the

soul, where no conscious resistance is made to it, but penetrates

into the watchfully conscious life of the thoughts, passes from the

ânjum seic to the ênnoiai obtains for itself a place in the sphere of

the conscious will and voluntary thought, and carries on its plea

with the old Adam in the clear light of day, until the man is driven

to a final decision for or against the gospel.

The second member �rmÀn te kaÈ muelÀn serves most fully to
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establish the interpretation we have given. With as little reason

can it be said that the �rmoÐ have grown upon the mueloi as the

soul upon the spirit. Muelìc is the marrow, mueloÐ are the pieces

of marrow in the cavities of the bones. <Armìc literally joint, can

be taken either in the signification of limb or of joint. The marrow

grows neither together with the limbs nor the joints, but forms the

inmost kernel of the limbs, and if we adopt the signification limb,

we have, here again, two things named which are concentrically

related to each other. It is not meant, therefore, that the marrow

and the limb are severed from each other, but something is spoken

of which cuts not merely into the members, but through the bones

into the innermost marrow. Or, if we prefer the signification joint,

something is spoken of, which not merely pierces as a common

sword into the place of the cartilaginous joint, and in this way

separates, for example, the under from the upper part of the arm

at the elbow, but which penetrates also through and through to

the marrow tubes.

But what is this something which has this penetrating power ?

The separation of soul and spirit must, as we have seen, be taken

in the proper sense, and referred to the word of God, not, in a figu-

rative sense, to the sword. Can, then, this separation of joints and

marrow, which is grammatically included with the foregoing in a

single merismìc, be referred to anything else than to the word of

God? And yet can it with any propriety be said of the word of God,

that it cuts into the joints, nay even into the marrow? This brings

us back to the first question which, as it will be remembered, was

left undetermined. — I do not think we are warranted in charg-

ing the author with an inelegant recurrence from the thing to the

figure; but the words in question seem capable of the easiest expla-

nation, by supposing a rhetorical intermixture of two ideas which
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are logically to be separated, such as we have already observed in

2.18 ; 3.3. With logical precision, the idea would be expressed thus

: “The word of God is still sharper than a sword; for a sword cuts

generally only into the soft flesh (soft, offering less resistance), but

the word of God cuts not only into the (passive) soul, but even into

the (free and conscious) spirit; it therefore resembles a sword which

penetrates not merely into the members, but (through the bones)

into the marrow.” This chain of ideas the author puts into a more

concise form thus : “The word of God is sharper than every two-

edged sword, inasmuch as it penetrates to the dividing asunder

as well of spirit as of soul” thus resembling a sword which pierces

even to the separation of the parts), “as well of the marrow as of

the joints.”

Kritikäc ânjum sewn kaÈ ânnoiÀn kardÐac — in these words lies

the explanation of what was meant by the cutting asunder of soul

and spirit. >Enjum seic are the natural desires and passions (not

the evil only) which involuntarily and undisturbed find play in the

natural man. The word of the gospel falls into these like a leaven-

ing, a lìgoc kritikìc, i.e not as a krit�c, a judge, but as having a

critical or separating effect upon them. It causes a movement, a fer-

mentation, an unavoidable disquiet among the more unconscious

and slumbering impulses and passions; the man feels himself no

longer happy, no longer innocent in the indulgence of inclinations

to which he yielded before with undisturbed pleasure; he feels him-

self no longer satisfied with enjoyments and delights, which before

were the ideal after which he strove. The word of God, however,

exercises this sifting, rebuking, awakening, and comforting power,

not merely on the ânjum seic but also on the ênnoiai (1 Pet. 1.12),

the opinions, the maxims and principles which have been formed

on the basis of the natural man, as the result of the conscious and
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free exercise of the mind. This power it has, because, as the word

of that grace in the highest manifestation of which the holiness of

God remained altogether unscathed, it both forgives and judges the

same sin in the heart of man, at one and the same time, and by one

and the same act. On the cross of Christ the guilt has been atoned

for, and the sin which brought Christ to the cross at the same time

condemned, and held up as an object of abhorrence to all who love

the propitiator. Thus has this word of wonder, the wonder of all

words, the power to comfort without seducing into levity, to shake

without plunging into despair. It draws while it rebukes, it sifts

while it draws; the man cannot set himself free from it who has

once heard it; its gentleness will not allow him to cast it from him,

and as he holds it fast he escapes not also from its sifting sever-

ity. It has in one word — a barb. The law of Moses rebukes the

deed done; the word of the gospel works upon the source whence

actions proceed, the mind, the heart; it judges before the deed is

done not after; it is living; its judging consists in making better,

in sanctifying the inner man of the heart, and thus extending its

efficacy to the outward life.

4.13 And there is no creature that is not manifest in his

sight: but all things are naked and laid open before the eyes of

him with whom we have to do.

Ver. 13. In these words, in which a power of vision is ascribed

to the word of God (“nothing is hid from its eyes”), we have an

instance of that familiar tropical application of this faculty, which

is wont to be made to any illuminating body, and are by no means

under the necessity of recurring to that unsuitable interpretation

which explains the word of God of a person. We can say with perfect

propriety : “the sun looks on us, before the sun everything lies

open, nothing is hid from it; the stars look into the night” — we
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can say this without representing the sun and the stars as personal

beings. So here : all things lie open before the word of the gospel,

simply because this word throws its light upon and illuminates all

things, even the most secret motions of the heart.

TraqhlÐzw to bend the neck, is said, according to the view of the

later critics (since Perizonius), to have received the signification “to

put in the pillory” (because those who were put in the pillory had

their neck bent downwards), and from this came the signification :

to lay open. There is no necessity, however, for such an explana-

tion. The explanation given by old Greek scholiasts is the true one

: traqhlÐzw, to bend any one’s neck backwards, and thereby to lay

bare the throat, hence in general : to lay bare.

AÎtoÜ refers, of course, back to lìgoc, not to jeoÜ, by which the

thought would be entirely destroyed. With as little reason can it be

regarded as pointing forwards to präc ín (in the sense of âkeÐnou

so that we should have to translate the words thus : “all things

are open to the eyes of that with which we have to do,” and as

if this were to be distinguished from the lìgoc toÜ jeoÜ ver. 12,

as something different. It is self-evident that both genitives aÎtoÜ

point backwards to å lìgoc toÜ jeoÜ.

The relative clause präc çn �mØn å lìgoc is therefore depen-

dent on an aÎtoÜ already sufficiently definite in itself, and does not

serve the purpose of giving a definiteness to aÎtoÜ but contains a

new and additional idea. That lìgoc does not here again denote

the word of God, but has a different signification from what it has

in ver. 12, is likewise evident. Luther, Schulz, Vater, and others

take it in the signification “speech, address,” and prìc in the sig-

nification “in reference to,” and the whole clause is analogous to

the words in 5.11 perÈ ou (polÌc) �mØn å lìgoc. They rendered it,

accordingly, thus : “before the eyes of the word of which we speak”.
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But this additional clause would be altogether insipid, superfluous,

and useless. Others therefore sought to find a weightier meaning

in the words. Following the Peschito Chrys., Theophyl., Theodoret,

Schmid, Michaelis assigned to the word lìgoc the signification,

“reckoning,” which it has in the phrase lìgon �podidìnai (for ex-

ample 13.17), and rendered : “of which we have to give account.”

This sense is not even suitable to the right explanation of å lìgoc

t. j. nor is it consistent with the right explanation of ver. 12,

in which, as we have seen, it is not the judicial threatenings of

God’s word that are spoken of. Moreover, this sense will not ad-

mit of being justified on grammatical grounds, as lìgoc âstÐ alone

cannot stand for lìgoc apodotèoc âstÐ. With much more reason,

Calvin, Kuinoel, and De Wette take lìgoc in the general significa-

tion, res, negotium, and render : “with which we have to do.” This

explanation is doubly recommended if we were justified in finding

in ver. 12 a material antithesis to ver. 2, the antithesis, namely,

between the lìgoc t¨c �ko¨c which was spoken to the contempo-

raries of Moses and could not profit them, and the lìgoc toÜ jeoÜ

ver. 12, which is living and powerful, and by which, according to

the context, is to be understood the New Testament word of God in

Christ. We have just observed in ver. 12, that this antithesis is in

no way expressed in the words lìgoc toÜ jeoÜ (inasmuch as the

genitive jeoÜ must be referred to a totally different antithesis); we

see now, however, that the author has by no means left that an-

tithesis without marked and definite expression. With intentional

emphasis, he places quite at the end (and this very position gives

it a peculiar force) the relative clause präc ín �mØn å lìgoc, “with

which we have to do,” in which the emphasis must be laid on the

�mØn. (In the German translation the aÎtoÜ must be rendered not

by “desjenigen” by only by the possess. pron. On this, however,

no relative can, according to the rules of the German language, be
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dependent, so that this relative clause, even in order rightly to ex-

press the emphasis which rests upon it, must be connected with

the subject of the clause in ver. 12.)

4.14 Having then a great high priest, who hath passed

through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast

our confession. 15 For we have not a high priest that cannot

be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but one that

hath been in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin.

16 Let us therefore draw near with boldness unto the throne of

grace, that we may receive mercy, and may find grace to help

us in time of need.

Ver. 14-16. In the last verses the striking comparison between

the dead, outward, legal word of Moses, which could not take away

the disobedience of the Israelites, nor lead them to the true rest,

and the living penetrating word of the new covenant was brought to

a close. From this now flows as a direct consequence, that we have

therefore (oÞn) in Christ not merely a second Moses, that we have

in him more than a lawgiver, that we have in him who has gone

for us and before us into the eternal Sabbath rest of the heavenly

sanctuary, a High Priest.

This conclusion of the second section of the second part is, as

we have already observed, on 2.17 completely parallel with the con-

clusion of the second section of the first part. In the first part it

was shown that the son is superior to the angels:

a, in his person, because in him the eternal prwtìtokoc became

man;

b, in his work, because in him as the first-fruits man is raised to

the dominion over the universe, and over all heavens;
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c, this is effected because Christ as the messenger of God (�pìstoloc)

in things pertaining to men, united with this the office of high

priestly representative of men (�rqiereÔc) in things pertaining

to God.

In the second part, it has now been shown that the Son is superior

to Moses:

a, in his person, as the Son in the perfect house to the servant in

the typical house;

b, in his work, because he first opened up the way for man to the

true Sabbatical rest into which he himself entered before; and

from this it follows,

c, that he joined to the office of a second Moses — a divinely com-

missioned leader out of captivity — the office of a high priest.

The author having thus been led from these two different starting-

points to the idea of the �rqiereÔc now proceeds to place upon the

two first parts which may be viewed as the pillars of the arch, the

third part which forms the key-stone, chap. 6, 7.

It will appear from what has been said that the particle oÞn,

ver. 14, is to be taken in its usual signification, as marking an in-

ference to be drawn from the foregoing, and as closely connecting

ver. 14-16 with ver. 10-13. Those err furthest from the right un-

derstanding of the passage, who think (as Tholuck and Bleek) that

the author left his proper theme at 3.1, lost himself, so to speak, in

a digression which had no proper connexion with the subject, and

that he now takes a sudden leap back to the path he had left, so

that oÞn here is to be taken in a resumptive signification, and as

referring to the end of chap. 2. (“Seeing then that we have, as has
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before been said, an high priest,” etc.) With more reason it was

already perceived by Calvin, that the author has compared Christ

first with the angels, then (according to his plan) with Moses, and

that he now intends to pass to a third point; only he failed to per-

ceive that the idea with which the 14th verse begins, really follows

as an inference from ver. 10-13, and thought therefore that oÞn

must be taken in the signification atqui; “now further,” which the

word never has, and of which, as has been already said, there is

no need.

Now it is not, of course, to be thought that all the epithets which

are assigned to Christ in ver. 14-16, are enumerated with the view

of exhibiting the dissimilarity between Christ and the Old Testa-

ment high priests, and the inferiority of the latter; for a comparison

of this kind between Christ and the Old Testament high priest first

begins at the third principal part, which immediately follows, and

is there (5.1, ss.) expressly introduced by the general enumeration

of the necessary requisites for the high priesthood (for every high

priest, etc.). Here, on the other hand, we have simply the infer-

ence drawn from ver. 10-13, that to Christ belongs in general the

high priestly calling (together with that of a second Moses.) All the

epithets that are here assigned to him have rather the object, there-

fore, of showing the similarity between Christ and a high priest, or

in other words, to vindicate the subsumption of Jesus under the

idea of high priest. ver. 14-16 do not at all belong to the third part,

but quite as much to the second as 2.17-18 to the first part; and

Hugo von St Cher showed a much truer and deeper insight into

the meaning and aim of the passage than the majority of later crit-

ics, when he commenced a new chapter with the words p�c g�r

�rqiereÔc.

>Arqierèa mègan; �rqiereÔc signifies by itself “high priest;” mègac
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does not therefore serve to complete the idea, of high priest (as is

the case when it stands along with a mere ÉereÔc when å ÉereÌc

å mègac = ŇĚČĆĎ ŔĎĚŃĎ is to be rendered by “the high priest,” as

for example 10.21), but mègac has here the independent force of an

attribute. It follows, however, from what has before been said, that

Christ is not here by the adjective mègac as by a diff. specif., placed

in opposition to the Old Testament high priest, as the great high

priest to the small, but that mègac here simply takes the place of an

epitheton naturale (just as in 13.20, in the words tän poimèna tÀn

prob�twn tän mègan. In like manner, the words dielhlujìta toÌc

oÎranoÔc, which point back immediately to ver. 11 (comp. however

also 7.26 ; 9.11), serve simply to indicate an act of Christ wherein

he appears analogous to the high priest; which also justifies the

author in calling him an �rqiereÔc. These words dielhlujìta etc.,

contain therefore a supplementary explanation of the vis conclu-

sionis indicated by oÞn. Because Christ has gone before as the

first-fruits of humanity through the heavens into the eternal sub-

stantial rest, there to prepare a habitation for us, therefore, and in

so far, was his act analogous not to what was done by Moses, but

rather to the business of those high priests who in like manner en-

tered into the earthly holy of holies. (That the entrance was again

also different from that of the Old Testament high priests is indeed

implied in these words, although it is not here urged. It is rather

the difference between Christ and Moses that is here urged; all that

is here urged is, that Christ in virtue of his being at the same time

also a high priest, is superior to Moses.)

On the oÎranoÐ comp. our remarks on 1.3. The oÎranoÐ in the

plural, through which Jesus has passed to the right hand of God,

are here the different spheres of the creature, the atmospheric, the

planetary heavens, the heavens of the fixed stars and the angels.
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He is gone into the dwelling-place in space of the absolute, finished,

absolutely undisturbed revelation of the Father.

Jesus the Son of God, a brief repetition of the idea unfolded in

chap 2, that in the person of the incarnate prwtìtokoc who as

incarnate is called the Son of God, man is exalted to the right hand

of God.

Because, therefore, we have in the person of this Jesus an high

priest, and not a mere Moses redivivus, because he is, in virtue

of this, so much superior to Moses, we must “hold fast the New

Testament confession, and are not at liberty to give this an inferior

and subordinate place to that of the Old Testament. KrateØn, not

“seize,” but “holdfast,” the opposite of paraüûeØn, 2.1, parapÐptein

6.6.

In ver. 15 there follows not an argument or motive for the ex-

hortation kratÀmen ; for this has already its motive in the words

having an high priest; besides, the circumstance that Christ sym-

pathises with our weakness, and was tempted like us, contains no

motive for that exhortation; for this being tempted is not a peculiar

characteristic of the New Testament high priest, not a prerogative

of the new covenant, but a quality which belongs to him in com-

mon with the Old Testament high priests. In ver. 15 we have rather

an explanation of the clause, We have an high priest. The author

shows that Christ was not wanting in the chief requisite necessary

to an high priest in general. (In ver. 15, therefore, there is no such

thing as a comparison between Christ and Aaron. The Old Testa-

ment high priests were in like manner able to sympathise. Comp.

6.1. “Every high priest enters into office as one taken from among

men, for the benefit of men in their relation to God.”)

But to what extent Christ was able to sympathise with our infir-
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mities, and what is to be understood by these infirmities, appears

most clearly from the words which follow : Having been tempted

in all things like as we are, without sin. (At åmoiìthta the �mÀn

which of course is to be understood, is omitted, as in Ephes. 3.18.)

We must here, first of all, endeavour to obtain a clear idea of what

is meant by being tempted. Being tempted is, on the one hand,

something different from being seduced; on the other hand, how-

ever, it is something different from mere physical suffering. He who

is seduced stands not in a purely passive relation, but with his

own will acquiesces in the will of the seducer; he who is tempted

is as such, purely passive. This, however, is no merely physical

passivity; headache as such is no peirasmìc. In order rightly and

fully to apprehend the idea involved in peirasmìc, we must keep in

view the opposition between nature and spirit, between involuntary

physical life and freely conscious life, natural dispositions and cul-

ture, original temperament and passions and personal character,

a given situation and the manner of conduct. Christ as true man

had a truly human physical life, experienced the affections of joy

and sorrow, of pleasure and aversion, of hope and fear and anxiety,

just as we do. He was capable of enjoying the innocent and tranquil

pleasures of life, and he felt a truly human shrinking from suffer-

ing and death; in short, he was in the sphere of the involuntary life

of the soul passively susceptible as we are. But there is a moral

obligation lying upon every man, not to let himself be mastered by

bis natural affections which in themselves are altogether sinless,

but rather to acquire the mastery over them. This will be most evi-

dent in reference to temperaments. That one man is naturally of a

sanguine temperament is no sin; but if he should allow himself to

be hurried into rage by his temperament, instead of laying a check

upon it, this is sin. To be of a phlegmatic temperament is no sin;

but to fall into habits of sloth, by giving place to this temperament,
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is sin. Thus every temperament involves peculiar temptations. The

case is similar with reference to the affections. That I feel joy in an

innocent and quiet life is no sin; but were I placed in a position

in which such happiness of life could be acquired or maintained

only by the neglect of a duty, then it is my duty to suppress that

feeling which is sinless in itself, — that innocent sensation, — and

to sacrifice my pleasure to duty. And in as far as I shall still be

susceptible of that natural affection of pleasure which I have sacri-

ficed, in so far will it be to me in my peculiar position a temptation.

That a poor man loves his children, and cannot bear that they

should perish of hunger, is in itself a natural sinless affection; but

let him be so placed as that without danger of discovery he could

steal a piece of money, then that natural affection becomes to him

a temptation.

Now, it is quite clear that a man may, in this way, find himself

in the situation of being tempted, without its being necessary to

suppose that there is therefore in him any evil inclination. The poor

man may be a truly honest Christian man; the objective temptation

is there; the thought is present to his mind in all the force of the

natural affection : “If I were at liberty to take this gold, how I might

appease the hunger of my children;” but at the same time he has an

immediate and lively consciousness of his duty, and not a breath

of desire moves within him to take the gold; he knows that he dare

not do this; it is a settled thing with him that he is no thief. —

So was it in reference to Christ’s temptation; he was tempted “in

every respect,” in joy and sorrow, in fear and hope, in the most

various situations, but without sin; the being tempted was to him

purely passive, purely objective; throughout the whole period of his

life he renounced the pleasures of life for which he had a natural

susceptibility, because he could retain these only by compliance
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with the carnal hopes of the Messiah entertained by the multitude,

and he maintained this course of conduct in spite of the prospect

which became ever more and more sure, that his faithfulness and

persecution would lead him to suffering and death, of which he felt

a natural fear. That susceptibility of pleasure and this fear, were

what tempted him — not sinful inclinations but pure, innocent,

natural affections, belonging essentially to human nature.a

It is evident, that a distinction is to be drawn between this being

tempted without sin and that temptation in whith the sinful, fallen

man “is drawn away of his own lust and enticed” (i.e. the subjec-

tive operation of a sinful desire, in an objective situation which de-

mands the suppression of a natural affection in itself good.) That

this species of temptation found any place in the sinless one, is

denied in the words : without sin. Christ, as Olshausen well ob-

serves, possessed in his estate of humiliation not indeed the non

posse peccare, but certainly like Adam the posse non peccare.

Ver. 16 brings the second section of the second part, and, there-

with, this part itself to a full and formal conclusion. We have here,

however, not merely the old admonition of merely general import

: not to lose the benefits of the new covenant from a false attach-

ment to the forms of the old covenant; the admonition is given

here in a special form, namely, to hold fast the grace of God, and

to come with joyfulness to the throne of grace. In speaking of this

throne of grace, the author had certainly not in his mind the ŽŸŤŃ
(which indeed is called “mercy-seat” only in Luther’s translation,

but not in the original, nor in the Sept., and which was in real-

ity a simple “cover” or “lid”); the author in an exhortation to hold

fast the specifically Christian element in the atonement of Christ,

aHence the error of the Irvinites in thinking that it is impossible to hold the
real temptation of Christ without the supposition of an inward evil inclination.
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would assuredly not have expressed himself in a form peculiar to

the Jewish cultus. The throne of grace is simply the throne of God,

but of God as a reconciled father in Christ : They are to draw near

to God not as a judge but as a gracious father for Christ’s sake.

VIna l�bwmen êleon kaÈ q�rin eÕrwmen eÊc eÖkairon bo jeian that

we may receive mercy and find grace to a seasonable help (as sea-

sonable help.) EÖkairoc, opportunus, not “in time of need,” but

simply the opposite of an �kairoc bo jeia a help which comes too

late. EÊc cannot, grammatically considered, introduce the time

of the receiving and finding, but only the end and result thereof.

(“That we may receive mercy, etc. to a seasonable help” = that the

mercy which we receive may take the form of a help coming still at

the right time; i.e. to give the sense in other words : that we, so

long as it is yet time, and we have something still to help us, may

receive mercy and find grace.)

This concluding exhortation to have recourse to grace, forms

also at the same time the transition to the following part. “Let us

come to the throne of grace,” the author has just said. Forthwith

he himself follows his own admonition, and goes with his readers

before the throne of grace, and begins the consideration of the high

priestly calling of Christ.
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III. Christ and the High Priest

ch. 5 to 7)

Hugo von St Cher has, here again, shown a happy tact in making

a new chapter begin with the words p�c g�r �rqiereÔc. On the first

superficial view, one might be tempted to connect 5.1-10 with 4.14-

16, because in both passages we find a comparison between Christ

and the Old Testament high priest (a comparison, too, which has

respect to the points of similarity.) But, to say nothing of the for-

mal conclusion in 4.16, a closer view of the contents will show us

that a new part begins with v. 1, which (as before at 2.17 s.) was

merely intimated, and for which the way was prepared in 4.14 ss.

In 4.14 the writer had already come to speak of the highest and

last point in the high-priestly work of Christ; the comparison with

Moses and Joshua had led him to the high-priestly entrance of

Christ into the Sabbatical rest of the heavenly sanctuary. In 5.1,

on the contrary, he begins again, so to speak, at the lowest point

and goes upwards, specifying one by one the requisites for the of-

fice of High Priest, and proving whether these requisites are found

in Christ. (Every high priest must, in the first place, be taken from

among men ver. 1-3, secondly, however, must be called of God to

his office ver. 4. Christ was truly called of God ver. 5-6, but at the
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same time he was true man, ver. 7-9.) These points of similarity,

however, lead him of themselves to the points of difference between

Christ and Aaron, to the Melchisedec-nature of the priesthood of

Christ, which new theme he intimates in ver. 10, and, after a some-

what lengthy digression of a hortatory character, treats it in detail

in chap. 7. In chap. 7 he then takes up the threads of argument

laid down in chap. 2 and chap. 4, and is at length led back to the

idea, which was already only briefly intimated in 4.14 (the entrance

of Christ into the heavenly the true holy of holies) as the highest

point at which he aims. The entire part, therefore, 5.1 to 7.28, forms

the exposition of the theme that was merely intimated in 2.17, and

4.14. And thus we are convinced that 4.14-16 forms in reality the

conclusion of the second principal part, in like manner as 2.17-18

that of the first part, and that the true and proper commencement

of the third part is to be placed at 5.1.

We infer also from what has just been said, that the third part is,

as a whole, parallel in its arrangement with the two first parts. It,

too, falls into two sections, (1, 5.1-10, similarity between Christ and

Aaron; 2, dissimilarity between Christ and Aaron, similarity with

Melchisedec), and here also, these two sections are markedly sep-

arated from each other by an admonitory piece inserted between

them (5.11-6.20.) That this hortatory piece in the third part is longer

and fuller than in the two first parts can create no surprise. Al-

ready was that of the second part (extending from the 7th to the

19th verse of chap. 3) longer than that of the first part (2.1-4); in

this third part it extends to twenty-four verses, and thus shows

itself even outwardly as the last part of an admonition, which from

its commencement onwards, gradually becomes more urgent and

more full. But in its internal character also, as we shall see, it

stands in very close connexion with the chapter which follows. And
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a longer resting-place was necessary before this seventh chapter,

not merely on account of the greater difficulty of its contents, but

chiefly also because chap. 7 does not connect immediately with

5.10, but at once points back to the train of thought in chap. 1-

2, 3-4, and weaves into an ingenious web all the threads formerly

laid down. Chap. 7 is not merely the second section of the third

part, but forms at once the key-stone of the first and second parts,

and the basis of the fourth part (the argument that the sanctuary

into which Christ entered is the true sanctuary, of which the Old

Testament temple and worship were only a type.) Nay, the seventh

chapter may thus be said to form properly the kernel and central

point of the whole epistle.

1. Christ and Aaron

(5.1-10)

5.1 For every high priest, being taken from among men, is

appointed for men in things pertaining to God, that he may

offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins: 2 who can bear gently

with the ignorant and erring, for that he himself also is com-

passed with infirmity; 3 and by reason thereof is bound, as for

the people, so also for himself, to offer for sins.

Ver. 1. G�r is not argumentative, but explicative, and intro-

duces the exposition of the theme intimated in 4.14-16, to the closer

consideration and laying to heart of which a charge was implicitly

given in ver. 16. — Other interpreters have understood g�r as ar-

gumentative, and entirely misapprehending the clear structure of
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thought in these ten verses, have taken ver. 1 as helping to prove

what is said in 4.15. “Christ must have sympathy with our infirmi-

ties, for even human high priests have sympathy with sins.” Thus

the high priests taken from among men would here be opposed to

Christ as one not taken from among men, and an inference drawn

a minori ad majus. But if this interpretation is to be received, we

miss here, first of all, a kaÐ or kaÐper before the words êx anjr¸pwn

lambanìmenoc ; then the words Ípàr �njr¸pwn kajÐstatai and t�

präc tän jeìn would be quite superfluous; thirdly, we should ex-

pect lhyjeÐc, and finally, the words êx anjr¸pwn lambanìmenoc

would not even form a clear antithesis to Christ, who also was to

be included among those born of woman. Nay, even the vis con-

clusionis m that argum. a minori would be very doubtful; from the

fact that sinful men are indulgent towards the �gno mata of oth-

ers, it cannot be all at once inferred that the sinless one must have

been much more indulgent.

We therefore understand the proposition in ver. 1 not as a spe-

cial, but as a general one. Nothing is intended to be said of the hu-

man high priests in opposition to Christ, but the intention rather

is to enumerate the requisites which every high priest must have.

That these requisites were found in Christ, and in how far they be-

longed to him, is then shown in ver. 5-10. Thus then ver. 1-4 form

a sort of major proposition, ver. 5-10 a minor proposition (which

implicitly contains the self-evident conclusion.)

Of course, the words êx anjr¸pwn lambanìmenoc cannot be the

attribute belonging to the subject of the sentence, but must be

viewed as in apposition to the predicate. The right rendering is not

: “Every high priest taken from among men is ordained for men,”

but “Every high priest is as one taken from among men, ordained

for men in their relation to God.” And it is further to be observed,
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that the words taken from among men express the principal idea,

while the proof of the necessity of this is given in the words is or-

dained for men. The form in which this proof is given is, that the

being taken from among men expresses the ground of the possibility

o the being ordained for men. Expressed in a logical form, it would

stand thus : Every high priest can appear before God for men, only

in virtue of his being taken from among men.

It is men whom the high priest is to represent, and that “in

their relation to God,” t� präc tän jeìn (comp. 2.17, where the

same idea was briefly hinted which is here ex professo carried out;)

therefore must every high priest himself be taken out of men, out

of the number of men; this is the first requisite of every high priest.

This requisite is now further explained. He is ordained or appointed

for men as their representative before God, not as Moses, to receive

the law in their stead, but to offer sacrifices for them. DÀra is

not the more general, and jusÐai the more special term, for Ípàr

�martiÀn refers to prosfèrù and therefore also to both dÀra and

jusÐai. These two terms are (just like tèrata and shmeØa) only two

designations of one and the same thing, regarded from different

points of view. Sacrifices are called dÀra because the person for

whom the atonement is to be made gives them to the priest for

God; they are called jusÐai because they must be slain in order to

have an atoning efficacy. The person whose guilt is to be atoned

for must take the victim from his own property, that it may appear

as a representative of himself; and then the victim must suffer the

death which its owner had deserved.

In vers. 2-3 this first requisite of the high priest is still further

illustrated. Every high priest is set up as one taken from among

men, that he may offer sacrifices at one who can rightly judge re-

specting the sinners who bring them. The mechanical offering of
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the sacrifices is not enough; a psychologically just estimate of the

particular case of him for whom the atonement is to be made, must

precede the offering.

Now, this is a point which, so far as I know, no commentator has

rightly understood. To look at the passage, first of all, grammati-

cally, the word metriopajeØn is a term invented by the Peripatetics,

which afterwards passed into the general language. The best ex-

planation of the term is given by Diog. Laert. v. 31, when he

represents Aristotle as saying that the wise man is not �paj�c but

metriopaj c. The term involves an antithesis at once to the want

and the excess of the passions; it denotes the application of Aris-

totle’s cardinal virtue mesìthc to the sphere of the p�jh. Hence,

it may quite agreeably to the context signify: “firm” in relation to

suffering, “mild” in relation to the offender, “indulgent” in refer-

ence to the erring. (So in Appian, Josephus, especially in Philo and

Clem. Alex.) Many commentators would therefore, without more

ado, understand the term here also as signifying “to be indulgent,”

but, as we shall soon see, improperly so. The term �gnìhma does

not denote sin in general, but a particular class of sins. It is well

known, that by no means all trespasses and crimes were, under

the old covenant, atoned for by sacrifice, but wilfully wicked trans-

gressions of the law (parab�seic) were required to be punished,

and could be expiated and atoned for only by the endurance of the

penalty. Those sins alone which had been committed ĎĆĆŹĄ, i.e

without the purpose to do evil, in which the man had been hurried

into evil by his nature, by the ebullition of passion, could be atoned

for without punishment, by sacrifices or sin-offerings (according to

the degree of the trespass.) Now, �gnooÜntec kaÈ plan¸menoi in

our passage corresponds precisely to the idea of the ĎĆĆŹĄ. (Some

wrongly explain �gnìhma of “sins of error.” Such sins are not meant
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as proceed from habitual errors, but such as in the moment of their

being committed were not accompanied with a clear consciousness

of their culpability.)

We have now the explanation of the idea as a whole. A priest was

not at liberty all at once to receive and slay a sacrifice which one

brought to him; but he must first make inquiry into the act that

had been committed, and must examine whether it belonged to the

category of the ĎĆĆŹĄ which sacrifices were appropriated. This, of

course, he could do only by knowing from his own experience the

passions of human nature; i.e., âpeÈ kaÈ aÎtäc perÐkeitai �sjèneian.

(PerikeØsjai ti, to be clothed with anything, to be burdened with.)a

The third verse contains a farther explanation. In order to demon-

strate how necessary it is that a high priest should partake in

the infirmity of the men whom he represents, the circumstance

is added, that according to the ordinances of the Mosaic law, the

high priest was required to offer sacrifice for his own sins. It is

this idea chiefly that has given occasion to the false interpretation

of ver. 1. Such a thing, it has been thought, could be said only of

“human high priests.” But this is altogether unnecessary, for the

author in ver. 1-4 speaks just as little of human high priests in

opposition to Christ, as of Christ specially. He simply lays down

the two requisites which belong to the idea of high priest, as histor-

ically represented in the law, and ver. 3 contains a proof of the first

requisite taken from the law. Let us leave it to the author himself

to inquire in ver. 5 ss. how far these requisites were predicable of
aThe idle question why the author does not use sumpajeØn instead of metrio-

pajeØn as well as the false solution of this question connected with the false
interpretation of ver. 1, namely, that a pure sympathy can be ascribed only to
Christ, but a weak “indulgence” to “human high priests” — both fall of them-
selves to the ground. Sumpaj¨sai could not be used; we might say sumpaj¨sai
taØc �sjeneÐaic but not sumpaj¨sai toØc �gnooÜsi; the latter would mean : to
partake in the feelings of sinners — therefore, for example, in those of an evil
conscience.
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Christ. He will himself know the proper time and place, ver. 8 (and

later, 7.27), for showing in what respects Christ was unlike those

Old Testament high priests.

5.4 And no man taketh the honor unto himself, but when

he is called of God, even as was Aaron. 5 So Christ also glorified

not himself to be made a high priest, but he that spake unto

him, thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee: 6 as he

saith also in another place , thou art a priest for ever after the

order of Melchizedek.

In ver. 4 we have the second requisite qualification of every high

priest. He must be taken from among men; he must not be or-

dained by men, nor usurp the office himself, but must be one called

of God (at �ll� kaloÔmenoc Ípä toÜ jeoÜ is to be supplied simply

lamb�nei t�n tim n “as one called of God he receives this honour”),

as was the case also with Aaron (and therefore with his posterity

who were called with him.)a

At vers. 5, 6, the inquiry begins whether, and in how far, these

two requisites belonged to Christ. The words in themselves are

clear. At �ll> å lal sac is, of course, to be supplied âdìxasan

aÎtìn The sentiment, however, is variously interpreted. Some, as

Grotius, Limborch, Tholuck, etc., understand the cited passage

Ps. 2.7, as if the author intended to adduce it as a proof that Jesus

was called of God to be an high priest. The words �ll> å lal sac

would accordingly have to be logically resolved thus : “But God,

inasmuch as he has spoken to him.” Others, however, object to

this, that in the passage of the psalms neither is the person of Je-

sus addressed, nor is anything said of the high priestly dignity.

aTholuck begins a new section with ver. 4. But ver. 7-10 refers to ver. 1-3
precisely in the same way as ver. 5-6 to ver. 4. Ver. 5-10 forms the logical minor
proposition to ver. 1- 4.
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Now, that in the psalm Jesus is not personally addressed, would of

itself have little weight; the verse that is cited contains an address

to that Son of David who came soon to be identified with the Mes-

siah; and that Jesus is the Messiah was, as we have before seen,

a thing undoubted by the readers. If then it was said in the Old

Testament that the Messiah must be an high priest, this was eo

ipso true also of Jesus, because he was the Messiah. But another

question is, whether in Ps. 2.7 there is any mention of a high priestly

dignity as belonging to the Messiah ? In the most ingenious way

has it been attempted to introduce this into the words, while the

expression, This day I have begotten thee, refers, as we have seen

at 1.5, to the prophecy of Nathan, 2 Sam. ch. 7, which is regarded

by the Psalmist as, so to speak, a generation of the future seed.

Grotius, Limborch, Tholuck, etc. would accordingly understand

this statement, arbitrarily as I think, of the future installation of

the second David into his kingdom; and with this again the res-

urrection of Christ is said to be denoted, and this again is said to

involve a calling to the office of high priest. It is therefore not to

be wondered at that others, as Carpzov, Bengel, Bleak, etc., have

renounced that interpretation of �ll> å lal sac as a whole, and

following Theophylact and Erasmus, have taken these words, to-

gether with the citation from Ps. 2.7, as a mere circumlocution for å

pat r. Jesus did not make himself an high priest, but he who has

called him his Son. The same who, in another place (Ps. 2.7), called

him his Son, has called him also priest (Ps. 110.4). But convenient

as this escape from the difficulty is, it can still hardly be justified.

The author must in that case have said at ver. 6 : lègei g�r ân

átèrú, or at least (with the omission of the kaÈ) : kaj°c ân átèrú

lègei. But as it stands, the passage cited in ver. 6 from Ps. 110 is

clearly added as a second proof to the passage from Ps. 2, the first

proof of the divine calling of the Messiah (consequently of Jesus) to
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the honour of the priesthood.

And, in reality, the second psalm will be seen to involve such

a proof, whenever we look at it in its historical connexion. The

Messiah was called, 2 Sam. 7, to build an house for the Lord more

perfect than the tabernacle built under the direction of Moses and

Aaron; through him, nay in his person, God was really and per-

fectly to dwell with men; through him, mankind was to be exalted

to the honour of being children of God; he himself was to be raised

to the honour of being a son of God. To this Ps. 2 refers. Thus

was given to him indeed the calling to be more than a mere ruler;

by a truly priestly mediation he was to transact the affairs of men

in their relation to God.

This is expressed undoubtedly more plainly and distinctly in

the passage Ps. 110.4 which is cited in ver. 6. The emphasis in

this passage rests on the words thou art a priest, not on the words

according to the order (Hebr.ĎŸĄČ) of Melchisedec. Some wrongly

suppose that the author, here already, designs to pass to the dis-

similarity between Christ and Aaron, the Melchisedec-nature of the

priesthood of Christ. How can such an assertion be made in the

face of the fact, that the author first in ver. 10. formally lays down

the comparison between Christ and Melchisedec as a new theme (of

whom we have much to say), to the detailed treatment of which he

does not proceed, until he has prepared the way by an admonition

of considerable length v. 11, 6.20? In our passage, those conclud-

ing words of the 4th verse of the psalm are cited, simply in passing,

along with the rest of the verse, partly, for the better understand-

ing of the verse in general, partly, because the author has it in his

mind afterwards (ver. 10) to bring into the fore-ground this new el-

ement involved in the name Melchisedec, partly, in fine, because,

in general, Melchisedec offered a suitable example for the element
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of which he treats here in the 6th verse — the union of the priestly

with the kingly dignity of the Messiah. Here then, as already ob-

served, all the emphasis lies on ÉereÔc. That to the promised seed

of David (to that form which was then, so to speak, obscure and

wavering, but which afterwards consolidated itself into the definite

form of the Messiah) it was said : “Thou art a priest” — in this

lay the most sufficient proof of the statement that he who was the

Messiah was therewith, eo ipso, also called of (rod to the honour of

the priesthood. We have already seen (on 1.13) that Ps. 110 refers

to that same prediction of Nathan 2 Sam. 7. And that the Psalmist

could not but see in that promise of Nathan the promise of a priest-

king, has appeared from our remarks on the 5th verse. A king who

was called to build God a temple, was called to something more

than the kingly office, — to something more than the government

of men in their human and civil relations; he was called to a di-

rect interest in the sacred relation of men to God. Now in Ps. 110.1

it was expressly said, that that seed shall sit with God upon his

throne, take part in the dominion of God, be the most immediate

fulfiller of the will of God among the Israelites, and thereby serve

the Lord in a priestly character, not, however, in that of the Aa-

ronitical priesthood. What better form could present itself to the

Psalmist as combining all these features, than the form of that

Melchisedec who had been at once king and priest on the same

hill of Zion, and in whose name even was expressed all that was

expected of the future second David? (comp. Ps. 45.6, and our re-

marks on 1.9 ss.) Thus came the Psalmist to the designation of the

Messiah as a priest.

Therefore : Jesus, who is the Messiah, is in the first place similar

to Aaron in this, that like him he is called of God to the high priest-

hood, called in the prophecy of Nathan itself, and in the two psalms
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which refer to that prophecy, which represent the future Messiah

as mediator of men with God, and the second of which even names

him “priest.” In ver. 7-9 the author now proceeds to prove that the

first requisite also — taken from among men — belonged to Christ.

The farther treatment of this requisite carries him naturally to the

point in which Jesus is superior to Aaron, to the theme of the sec-

ond section (hence he has given this requisite which stands first in

the major proposition the last place in the minor.)

5.7 Who in the days of his flesh, having offered up prayers

and supplications with strong crying and tears unto him that

was able to save him from death, and having been heard for

his godly fear, 8 though he was a Son, yet learned obedience by

the things which he suffered; 9 and having been made perfect,

he became unto all them that obey him the author of eter-

nal salvation; 10 named of God a high priest after the order of

Melchizedek.

By means of íc this sentiment is loosely connected with ver. 5-

6. Grammatically, íc refers back, of course, to å Qristìc or (präc)

aÎtìn, ver. 5. The whole period 7-9 can be construed in two ways.

We may either :

A, take the participles prosenègkac and eÊsakousjeic as apposi-

tions to the first principal verb êmajen alone (consequently to

the first part of the predicate): (1) . . . prosenègkac kaÈ . . .

eÊsakousjeÈc . . . êmajen (2) kaÈ teleiwjeÈc âgèneto aÒtioc.

B, those two participles may be taken as appositions to the subject

íc (in which case the two verbs êmajen and âgèneto are logi-

cally to be referred to the two ideas expressed by prosenègkac

and eÊsakousjeÊc) : íc, prosenègkac kaÈ eÊsakousjeÈc (1) êma-

jen (2) kaÈ âgèneto aÒtioc.
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In order to be able to decide which of these two constructions

deserves the preference — for, grammatically, both are equally pos-

sible — we must look more closely at the meaning of the several

parts of the period, and we begin with the first part of the predicate,

i.e. the words kaÐper ºn uÉoc êmajen �f> Án êpaje t�n Ípako n.

“Who. . . although he was a son, learned obedience in that which he

suffered.” The concession in kaÐper refers not to êmaje as if what is

strange consists in this, that a son can learn;a but it evidently refers

especially to Ípako . Although a son he must learn to obey. Of

course, however, Ípako  cannot be used here in its general sense,

as denoting obedience to the commands of God in general, but finds

its natural limitation in the words �f> Án êpaje beside which is the

verb êpaje. What is spoken of is obedience to the special decree

of the Father who laid upon the son the necessity of suffering; or,

otherwise expressed, a special manifestation of general obedience

to the Father consisting in this — that Christ swerved not from that

general obedience even when it entailed upon him inevitable suf-

fering. And thus the êmaje explains itself. By this cannot of course

be meant a gradual transition from disobedience to obedience, but

only a development of the virtue of obedience itself, the progress of

which runs parallel to the difficulty of the situation in which Jesus

was placed; consequently, the transition from easy obedience to

more difficult, and thereby, more perfect obedience. In proportion

as the choice for Jesus either to become unfaithful to the will of

hia Father, or firmly to encounter unavoidable suffering, became

more definite and critical, did he decide with ever increasing firm-

ness and clearness of consciousness on the side of suffering, and

against that of disobedience. Thus was every successive step ren-

aThis would be admissible only if uÉäc were used by our author in the sense
of the Nicene creed to denote the Logos qua pre-existent, which, however, as we
have seen in 4.1, is not the case. <Uiìc in the Epistle to the Hebrews always
denotes the son of God qua incarnate.
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dered more easy by that which preceded it. When, at his entrance

on his public labour, there was objectively set before him in the

temptation (Matth. iv.) the possibility of his yielding to the carnal

expectations of the Jews with reference,to the Messiah, the choice

which he then made was, outwardly indeed, (as no definite suffer-

ing threatened him as yet) easier, but, inwardly, more difficult than

that which he made at the temptation in Gethsemane, when indeed

his impending suffering appeared to him in its most definite and

threatening form, but when he had already made such progress in

the way of obedience, that he must have cast aside and negatived

his whole past history had he now chosen the path of disobedience.

With every step which he took in the way of obedience this became

more and more a part of his nature, the law of his being. This is

what the author will express by the words, he learned obedience.

The next question now is, on what word the determination of

time ân taØc �mèraic t¨c sarkäc aÎtoÜ depends, whether on prosnègkac

or on êmaje whether therefore we are to place a comma after íc or

after sarkäc aÎtoÜ. If ân �mèraic, etc. is referred to êmaje, then

ân �mèraic as the chronological determination of the first principal

verb êmaje corresponds to teleiwjeÐc as the chronological deter-

mination of the second principal verb âgèneto. We should then

have to adopt the construction above denoted by A, íc (1) ân taØc

�mèraic, etc. prosenègkac kaÈ eÊsakousjeÐc, êmajen, (2), kaÈ teleiw-

jeÈc âgèneto aÒtioc. For if, ân taØc �mèraic, etc. belongs to êmaje,

then prosenègkac kaÈ eÊsakousjeÐc cannot of course be in apposi-

tion to íc, but only to the predicate contained in êmaje. If, on the

other hand, ân �mèraic etc. be referred to prosenègkac, in this case

both the constructions A and B are possible. But against this ref-

erence of ân �mèraic is, in general, the circumstance, that the words

prosenègkac de seic kaÈ ÉkethrÐac, etc. evidently point to the strug-
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gle which Christ underwent in Gethsemane, for the chronological

determination of which, however, the words prosenègkac de seic

kaÈ ÉkethrÐac, etc. would be too vague and indefinite.

S�rx, different from sÀma, denotes the creature in contradis-

tinction to the immaterial, invisible God, — then in its opposition

to God, — finally corporealness, as lying under the effects of sin,

subject to death. In the future kingdom of glory there will be, ac-

cording to 1 Cor. 15, s¸mata but no longer s¸mata sarkik�.a The

�mèrai t¨c sarkäc aÎtoÜ are, therefore, the days of the life of Christ

even to his death. They form indeed the most suitable antithesis

to teleiwjeÐc and quite as suitable a chronological determination

of émaje Ípako n but on the other hand, not so suitable a chrono-

logical determination of the particular event denoted by the words

prosenègkac de seic, etc. For this reason, even if there were no

other, the reference to êmajen recommends itself as the preferable,

and with it, that construction of the whole period which we have

denoted above by A.

This is confirmed, however, when we turn to consider the two

participles prosenègkac and eÊsakousjeÐc with that which is de-

pendent on them.

That in the first of these participles there is a reference to the

suffering of Jesus in Gethesmane, is unmistakeable. (So Theo-

doret, Calvin, Bengel, Carpzov, Paulus, Tholuck, Bleek, and the

most of commentators.) On kraug  comp. Luke 22.44, although

kraug  is a rhetoricohyperbolical expression descriptive of the in-

ward intensity of that struggle. It is doubtful, however, whether

a It has been justly doubted, on the other hand, whether the expression “res-
urrection of the flesh” in the Symb, apost of Luther, etc., is one that altogether
corresponds to Scripture phraseology. And in the oldest recensions of the Symb,
apost it is not an �n�stasic t¨c sarkìc but p�shc sarkìc that is spoken of
(ŸŹĄ-ŇŃ, all men, rigtheous and ungodly.)
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j�natoc here denotes death in the wider sense, — the danger of

death — or death as having already actually taken place; whether

therefore the sense is, Jesus prayed to him who could save from

death, preserve from death, or : Jesus prayed to him who could

save from death i.e. raise him up. (Estius, Baumgarten, Schulz,

suppose the latter; Michaelis and Bleek take both; the most of

commentators the former alone.) In as far as that prayer of Je-

sus contains simply the request that he may be saved from the

threatened cup of suffering, but has no special reference whatever

to a future resurrection, in so far does the first interpretation rec-

ommend itself prima facie.

This is confirmed again by the following words : kaÈ eÊsakousjeÈc

�pä t¨c eÎlabeÐac Critics are, indeed, here also, not agreed as to

the way in which these words are to be explained. Chrys., Phot.,

Œcum., Theophylact, Vulgata, Luther, Calov, Olshausen, Bleek,

and some others, understand eÎl�beia in the sense of fear of God,

piety, �pì in the sense of pro, propter = di� c. acc, and make

the sense to be — that Jesus was heard on account of his piety.

(In this case, s¸zein âk jan�tou must be referred to the resurrec-

tion of Christ; for his prayer to be preserved from death, as every

one knows, could not be heard.) But the meaning here given to

�pì is unnatural, and the sentiment itself much more unnatural.

In this place, where the design of the author is to show, that the

first requisite of every high priest — that namely of being taken

from among men, and clothed with infirmity — was not wanting in

Christ, there was assuredly no occasion for mentioning the spe-

cial piety of Christ. More correctly the Peschito, Itala, Ambrosius,

Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Gerhard, Capellus, Limborch, Carpzov, Ben-

gel, Morns, Storr, Kuinoel, Paulus, De Wette, Tholuck, and a whole

host of critics besides, render âul�beia by fear, anxiety, which signi-
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fication has been vindicated on philological grounds by Casaubon,

Wetstein, and Krebs. EÊsakousjeÈc is now, of course, to be taken

in a pregnant sense, which pregnancy (this Bleek has entirely over-

looked) is here fully explained by the foregoing words : prosenègkac

de seic präc tän dun�menon s¸zein. Christ was, in reference to his

prayer to be preserved, heard, and thus saved �pä t¨c eÎlabeÐac.

But then there is in these very words �pä t¨c eÎlabeÐac a limitation

of eÊsakousjeÐc. He prayed to be preserved from the death which

threatened him, and was heard and saved from the fear of death.a

At all events, it would be altogether unnatural to explain eÊsakoèsjai

�pä t¨c eÎlabeiac of the resurrection (“to save from all anxiety and

trouble.”) For this would certainly be a very indistinct way of de-

noting a thing for which many distinct expressions were at hand.

If, however, eÊsakoèsjai �pä t¨c eÎlabeiac is still explained of

the resurrection from the dead, then must also the words s¸zein

âk toÜ jan�tou be, of course, explained of the same. In this case,

things that were done in the day of his flesh would be spoken of not

in both participles, but only in the first (prosenègkac, etc.) Then

must the chronological determination in the days be referred to

prosenègkac alone and thus we should come to the construction

B.

Who,

After he,

a, cried in the days of his flesh to him who could raise him up from

death,

b, and was then freed (by the resurrection) from all distress,

aPerhaps it would be still more simple not to take eÊsakousjeÐc in a pregnant
sense, but to give �pì the signification on the side of, “in reference to.” He was
heard in so far as regards the fear of death.
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1, learned obedience by his suffering, and :

2, after he was perfected, is able to save others.

But against this interpretation there are all possible reasons; first,

the unsuitableness indicated above of the second chronological de-

termination in the days, etc., to this single event; secondly, the

circumstance that Jesus did not pray in Gethsemane with refer-

ence to his restoration from death; thirdly, that the words eÊsak.

�pä t¨c eÎlabeÐac cannot be understood as denoting with any dis-

tinctness the resurrection.

If, on the other hand, we abide by the explanation given above,

and understand eÊsakousjeÈc etc., of the strengthening of Jesus

by the angel, there results a far finer and more suitable sentiment.

Jesus prayed to be preserved from death. This was not sin, but

infirmity. His prayer was not unheard; it was so heard, however,

as that Jesus was divested of the fear of death.a What a significant

example of learning obedience !

According to this interpretation, things are spoken of in both

participles which were done “in the days of Christ’s flesh.” We can

now refer in the days to that to which alone it is suitable, and to

which it is more suitable than to prosenègkacn, namely to êmajen.

Accordingly, we render the passage thus :

Who,

1, In the days of his flesh,

a, when he prayed for the warding off of death,

aThis would do away with the objection of Bleek (ii. p. 78) : “that Christ was
freed from hi solicitude, stands in no intelligible connexion with the principal
clause, that he learned obedience by suffering.”
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b, and was heard in as far as respects the fear of death,

learned obedience in that which he suffered, and :

2, after he was perfected,

became the author of eternal salvation, etc.

What a beautiful harmony and symmetry does the sentiment thus

receive!

On ver. 9 only a little remains to be observed. TeleiwjeÐc finds

its explanation in its corresponding antithesis : in the days of his

flesh. In the days of his flesh he was a member and partaker of

humanity still lying under the effects of sin and not yet arrived at

its destination, and he himself had therefore not yet come to the

destined end of his actions and history. This was first attained

when, raised from the dead, he entered in a glorified body into the

heavenly sanctuary, as the first-fruits of exalted humanity (2.9).

Thither he draws after him all who allow themselves to be drawn

by him, and who reproduce in themselves his priestly obedience in

a priestly form, as the obedience of faith (Acts 6.7 ; Rom. 1.5). But as

Christ himself was not saved from bodily death, but from the fear

of death, so also is the salvation which he gives to his followers

not a preservation from bodily death, but an eternal salvation, a

deliverance from the fear of death and the power of him who has

the power of death (2.14), from eternal death.

Ver. 10. Some hold with great incorrectness that ver. 10 con-

tains an explanation of ver. 9, and is designed to show how, and in

what way, Christ is the author of salvation, namely, by his priestly

intercession with the Father. Not a word is here said of the priestly

intercessio in opposition to the priestly satisfactio. Nor does the

comparison with Melchisedec point to this, as Melchisedec never

interceded for any one. The truth is, that the first section of our
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third part has at ver. 9 fully reached its conclusion, and at ver. 10,

just as at 1.4, 3.2, the intimation of a new theme is grammatically

(but not logically) connected with what precedes. Logically, ver. 10

points back only to ver. 6, inasmuch as a word which formed part

of a passage there cited, but the import of which has not yet been

developed, is now placed in the foreground as the title of a new

section. That the author intends in ver. 10 not to give an explana-

tion of ver. 9, but to intimate a new theme, appears plainly, indeed,

from the relative clause ver. 11.

Intermediate Part of a hortatory kind

(5.11 to 6.20)

5.11 Of whom we have many things to say, and hard of inter-

pretation, seeing ye are become dull of hearing. 12 For when by

reason of the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have need again

that some one teach you the rudiments of the first principles

of the oracles of God; and are become such as have need of

milk, and not of solid food.

Ver. 11 connects grammatically as a relative clause with ver. 10.

PerÈ oÝ polÌc �mØn (scil. âstin) å lìgoc, the use of the article in this

manner is familiar. But why is this comparison of the priesthood

of Melchisedec with that of Christ, hard to be understood? The

first reason lies evidently in the subject itself. The thesis of the

similarity of Christ with Melchisedec is, as we have already seen,

not merely a third principal clause beside the two foregoing, but

is an inference from these two. From the fact that the Messiah
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must, on the one hand, be more than an angel, on the other hand,

more than Moses — from the fact that his priesthood is grafted, in

like manner, on his immediate oneness with the Father, as on his

humanity, it follows of itself that he is not merely equal to Aaron,

but that he is more than Aaron; that as the perfect high priest he

is partaker of the divine nature. Thus the author rises in 7.1-2,

directly to the doctrine of the divinity of Christ.a

A second reason, however, why that lìgoc was duserm neutoc

difficult to be made intelligible, is given in the clause which follows,

and was of a subjective nature. The difficulty lay not certainly in

the fitness of the writer to set it forth, but in the capacity of the

readers to understand it. NwjroÈ gegìnate taØc �koaØc they had

become obtuse and dull of hearing. Those are wrong who take

gegìnate in a weakened sense = estè. From the words of ver. 12;

p�lin qreÐan êqete and gegìnate qreÐan êqontec as well as from

the admonition in 10.32 : anamimn kesje t�c protèrac �mèrac it is

evidently to be inferred, that the readers had exposed themselves

to the charge not merely of a want of progress in the development

of their knowledge, but were even on the point of making a melan-

choly retrogression.

What was the nature of the retrogression we are told in ver. 12.

“According to the time ye ought already to be teachers, but now

ye must be taken again under instruction.” The majority of com-

mentators have passed very cursorily over these important words;

only Mynster (Stud. u. Krit. 1829 p. 338) has deduced from them

the right negative inference that the Epistle to the Hebrews cannot

aThe Epistle to the Hebrews thus affords, at the same time, an important tes-
timony in a critical point of view, for the original and intimate organic connex-
ion of the so-called “Johanneic” doctrine of Christ’s person, with the “Pauline”
doctrinal system of Christ’s work, and of the influence of both on the Jewish
Christians.
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possibly have been addressed to the church in Jerusalem. How

is it possible that the author could have written in such terms to

that mother-church of Christianity, containing several thousand

souls, among whom were many who had grown old in Christian-

ity, and certainly individuals still who had known the Lord himself

who since the period referred to in Acts ch. 7 had undergone a

multitude of persecutions ? How could he then have written to a

huge church which must necessarily have had in it many teach-

ers, to whom the words ye have need that we teach you — and

again many Neophytes, to whom the words ye ought according to

the time to be teachers — would be altogether unsuitable? We agree,

therefore, with Mynster when he finds that the Epistle to the He-

brews cannot have been written to the church in Jerusalem, and

are of opinion that the suggestion of Bleek that James was then

no longer alive weighs nothing against this, while the supposition

“that the author had not before his mind at the time the whole

circumstances of the church to which he wrote,” weighs less than

nothing. Mynster should only have gone a step farther and per-

ceived, that our epistle can have been designed in general for no

church whatever, consequently for no church in the neighbour-

hood of Jerusalem. For every church, from the very nature of the

case, consists of earlier and later converts; our epistle, on the con-

trary, is addressed to quite a definite circle of readers who had

passed over to Christianity together at the same time, and because

they had let themselves go astray from the faith had been taken

anew under instruction — for that the words ye have need again

that some one teach you are not mere words, but indicate a fact,

should not certainly be doubted. The author does not mean to say

: ye had almost need that one instruct you again; but upbraids his

readers with this as a thing of which they ought to be ashamed,

that those who, considering the time, might already be teachers,
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yet need to receive instruction from others. That, then, which we

have already, at an earlier stage, seen to be probable finds here its

fullest confirmation : the Epistle to the Hebrews was written for a

definite circle of catechumens, who, upon their conversion, having

been perplexed by a threatened excommunication from the commu-

nion of the Jewish theocracy, had been subjected anew to a careful

instruction. The author had received information of this, and had

doubtless been specially requested by the teacher of that people

to prepare a writing that might serve as a basis for this difficult

instruction.

This defect of knowledge related to the stoiqeØa t¨c �rq¨c tÀn

logÐwn toÜ jeoÜ. Lìgion means a “saying,” then an “oracular say-

ing,” then in biblical and Christian usage “revelation” (Acts 7.38),

hence at a later period lìgia is used to denote the theopneustic

writings generally (Iren. i. 8; Clem. Al. Strom, vii. 18 p. 900, 8.;

Orig. comm. ad Matth. 5.19; Joh. Presb. in Euseb. iii. 39). Here, it

has the quite general signification “revelation of God” = the doctrine

revealed by God; the same as, in 4.12 ; 6.1, is termed å lìgoc toÜ

jeoÜ, toÜ QristoÜ. According to the context, it is of course the New

Testament revelation that is meant (as at 4.12), not the Old Testa-

ment as Schulz will have it. T� stoiqei� t¨c �rq c is a cumulative

expression similar to the Pindaric ski�c înar or as at Eph. 1.19, �

ânergeÐa toÜ kr�touc t¨c Êsquìc. StoiqeØa means by itself “begin-

nings,” “elements.” The idea of beginning is, however, intensified.

“Beginnings of the beginning,” = the very first beginnings.

Tin� is acc. of the subject “that some one teach you” = that one

should teach you. (Luther, Bleek, Olshausen, etc.) The Peschito,

Vulg., De Wette, etc., accentuate TÐna, “that one teach you which

be the first elements.” But this is unsuitable. In the first place, an

accusative of the subject would thus be wanting to did�skein and,
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secondly, the readers were not ignorant of what doctrinal articles

belonged to the stoiqeØa, but did not rightly understand the import

of these stoiqeØa.

The author repeats the same idea by means of a figure in the

words : and are become such as have need of milk and not of strong

meat

5.13 For every one that partaketh of milk is without expe-

rience of the word of righteousness; for he is a babe. 14 But

solid food is for fullgrown men, even those who by reason of

use have their senses exercised to discern good and evil.

Ver. 13,14 contain an explanation from which it already begins

to appear what doctrines the writer understood by the milk. P�c

g�r å metèqwn g�laktoc, whosoever still partakes of milk, still par-

ticeps lactis est, still receives and needs milk for his nourishment.

Of every such one it is said that he is uninformed, and has no

share in the lìgoc dikaiosÔnhc Calvin, Grotius, Morns, Schulz, Ol-

shausen, Kuinoel, De Wette, etc., take the genitive dikaiosÔnhc as

the genitive of quality, and dikaiosÔnhc = teleiìthc so that lìgoc

dikaiosÔnhc would be equivalent to “the perfect doctrine,” the com-

pleted, higher knowledge (or according to Zecharia, Dindorf, and

others, “the proper, true instruction.”) But apart from the intol-

erable tautological circle which would thus be introduced into the

train of thought between ver. 13 and ver. 12, apart, farther, from

the insipid triviality of the 13th verse, as thus explained, the au-

thor would assuredly have used and applied other and less far-

fetched expressions for the “perfect doctrine” than the strange ex-
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pression lìgoc dikaiosÔnhc.a The majority of commentators have

therefore rightly understood dikaiosÔnhc as the genitive of the ob-

ject, “the word of righteousness,” in which, however, dikaiosÔnh

is not (with Theophylact, Chrysostom, Œcumenius, a Lapide, Pri-

masius, Bretschneider, etc.) to be explained of the perfect moral-

ity, and consequently lìgoc dikaiosÔnhc of the moral law, but, as

in the whole New Testament, of the righteousness before God in

Christ; and lìgoc dikaiosÔnhc is the doctrine of justification (Beza,

J. Capellus, Rambach, Bengel, Storr, Klee, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.),

which, as is well known, is also not strange to the Epistle to the

Hebrews (comp. 11.7 ; 13.9).

This explanation, however, is accompanied with a difficulty in

respect to the logical connection with ver. 12. We should rather

expect as an explanation of ver. 12 the words in an inverted form

: P�c g�r å �peiroc lìgou dikaiosÔnhc g�laktoc metèqei. This

would explain in how far the persons addressed are as yet babes.

The train of thought would be this : “You still need milk; strong

meat does not agree with you. For whosoever (like you) has not

yet apprehended even the fundamental doctrine of righteousness

in Christ (whosoever still makes his salvation to rest on the ser-

vices and sacrifices of the temple), needs as yet milk, being yet a

babe, and standing still at the first elements of Christian knowl-

edge.” This is what we should naturally expect the author to say.

Instead of this, however, he says : “Every one who still needs milk,

has as yet no part in the doctrine of justification.” Bleek thinks that

ver. 13 contains an explanatory repetition of the words not of strong

meat; “you could not yet bear strong meat, for whoever still nour-

aThe Hebrew ŮŽŰ-ĽĞĄĘ (jusÐai dikaisosÔhc) Deut. 23.19, etc. would not even
form an analogy. For ŮŽŰ-ĽĞĄĘ are in reality such sacrifices as correspond to the
statutes, to which therefore the property of ŮČŽ i.e. of perfect legality, can be
ascribed, while, on the contrary, in our passage dikaiosÔnh most be taken in the
altogether heterogeneous of “perfect development,” which it never has.
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ishes himself with milk cannot yet understand the doctrine of jus-

tification.” According to this, the author must have meant by the

strong meat the doctrine of justification. But this is plainly against

the context. By the strong meat, of which the readers were not yet

capable, is rather to be understood that lìgoc duserm nentoc con-

cerning the similarity between the priesthood of Melchisedec and

Christ, the deep insight into the Old Testament type, the doctrine

of the divinity of Christ. On the other hand the doctrine of justi-

fication, the doctrine of repentance and dead works, of faith, and

of baptism, are rather reckoned as belonging to the elements, 6.1;

the doctrine of justification is itself the milk which must first be

taken into the heart and the understanding, in order that a foun-

dation may be laid on which the more difficult theologoumena can

be built. Bleek’s explanation is therefore not fitted to remove the

difficulty.

This difficulty is rather to be removed simply by regarding the

proposition in ver. 13 not as descriptive or declaratory, not as de-

termining the import, but the extent or comprehension of the idea

expressed by metèqwn g�laktoc. It is not an answer to the ques-

tion : “What are the characteristics of him who still nourishes him-

self with milk?” but an answer to the question : “Who nourishes

himself with milk?” The words contain a conclusion backwards

from the consequence to the presupposed condition. Whosoever

still needs milk, of him it is presupposed that he must not yet have

rightly apprehended the doctrine of justification: = whosoever has

not yet apprehended this doctrine is still at the stage at which he

needs milk. We found similarly inverted conclusions at 2.11; 4.6.

This interpretation also affords a most satisfactory explanation of

the words, for he is still a babe. Not without a stroke of irony does

the author explain in these words, in how far it must be presup-
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posed of a spiritual suckling that he will be unskilled in the word of

righteousness.

The 14th verse also now runs perfectly parallel with the 13th.

He who still needs milk will doubtless not yet have comprehended

the doctrine of justification; but that strong and more difficult meat

(of the higher typology) is adapted not to such, but only to mature

Christians who have come of age, and who are exercised in dis-

tinguisching between the true and the false way. Tèleioc, as the

opposite of n pioc is a term familiar to the Apostle Paul (1 Cor. 3.1 ;

13.11 ; Rom. 2.20 ; Eph. 4.14). TeleÐwn finds here its special explana-

tion in the words which stand in opposition to it, tÀn di� t�n éxin

aÊsjht ria gegumnasmèna âqìntwn, etc. VExic is a term proceeding

from the Aristotelian school-phraseology, denoting the given nat-

ural condition or habitus, in opposition to the di�jesic (pr�xic),

the sphere of self-determination. In general use, it denotes fre-

quently the condition as respects age — hence age = �likÐa; and

so in our passage the spiritual age, the degree of inward maturity.

AÊsjht ria are the organs of feeling, the nerves of feeling. Gu-

mn�zein in the well-known sense of “exercise,” occurs also in 12.11,

further in 1 Tim. 4.7 ; 2 Pet. 2.14. The distinguishing between the

kalän and kakìn does not, as some strangely suppose, belong to

the strong meat; but the habit already acquired of distinguishing

the true from the false, is rather the immediate fruit of the right

understanding of the lìgoc dikaiosÔnhc and forms, together with

the latter, the indispensable condition which must be fulfilled ere

strong meat can be once thought of. He who has taken the milk of

the Gospel, i.e., the fundamental doctrine of justification so in Buc-

cum et sanguinem, that he can spontaneously, and by immediate

feeling, consequently without requiring any previous long reflec-

tion or reasoning, distinguish the right from the wrong, the way
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in which the Christian has to walk from the Jewish by-paths, the

evangelic truth from the Pharisaic righteousness of the law, so that

he could, as it were, find out the right path though asleep — he

who has so thoroughly seized and digested these elements, that he

no longer needs to be instructed in them (the milk), consequently

is no longer n pioc, but tèleioc — may now have strong meat of-

fered to him — the difficult doctrines of the higher typology of the

old covenant, and of the eternal Melchisedec-nature of the New

Testament high priest.

6.1 Wherefore leaving the doctrine of the first principles

of Christ, let us press on unto perfection; not laying again a

foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward

God, 2 of the teaching of baptisms, and of laying on of hands,

and of resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judgment. 3 And

this will we do, if God permit.

In 6.1, therefore, the author admonishes his readers to strive af-

ter that perfection, and to exert themselves in order finally to pass

beyond the elements. >Afèntec tän �rq¨c toÜ QristoÜ lìgon —

this, of course, signifies (as appears already from v. 12) not “the

doctrine of the beginning of Christ,” but “the beginning or elemen-

tary doctrine of Christ.” T¨c �rq¨c is an adjectival genitive, and to

be closely connected with lìgoc, so that toÜ QristoÜ is dependent

not on �rq¨c but on lìgon. The great majority of interpreters do

not take fer¸meja as the insinuative first person plural, and the

whole passage as hortatory, but understand the first person plural

as communicative, and the whole as an intimation on the part of

the author that he now intends to pass to the consideration of the

strong meat. But that which, first of all, is opposed to the com-

mon interpretation, is the particle diì. How, from the feet that the

readers, according to 5.12-14, could as yet bear no strong meat, but
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needed the milk of the elements, could the author with any ap-

pearance of reason draw the inference : “Therefore, let us lay aside

these elements, and proceed to the more difficult doctrines?” Sec-

ondly, that interpretation leads itself ad absurdum, for, according

to it, teleiìthc must be taken in a completely different sense from

tèleioc. In 5.14 tèleioc denoted the subjective state of those who

are already exercised in the word of righteousness, and in the dis-

cerning between good and evil, in order to be able to understand

what is more difficult; in 6.1 teleiìthc is suddenly made to denote

the objective difficult doctrinal statements respecting the similarity

between the priesthood of Melchisedec and Christ! Hence Chrysos-

tom, Theodoret, Photius, Gennadius, Theophylact, Faber, Stapul.,

Calvin, Schulz, Bohme, and Bleek, have with reason understood

the first person plural as insinuatory, and the whole as an admo-

nition to the readers; they are to strive to get at length beyond the

elements (in the partic. �fèntec there lies then, at all events, a pro-

lepsis : strive after the teleiìthc, so that you may then be able to

lay aside the �rq¨c lìgoc and to arrive at that teleiìthc described

in 5.14.

If, however, this explanation is right, then by consequence must

the words m� kataballìmenoi, etc., be understood differently from

what they have been by all commentators hitherto (Calvin, Bleek,

Ac, not excepted.) All take katab�llesjai in the sense “to lay a

foundation,” a sense in which this verb also actually occurs. (Dion.

Halic. iii. 69, TarkÔnioc toÔc te jemelÐouc kateb�leto; see other

passages in Bleek ii. p. 149.) Now this sense would certainly

suit well that false interpretation of the preceding words (“I design,

laying aside the fundamental elements, to hasten to what is more

difficult, and not again to lay the foundation of repentance,” etc.)

But, on the other hand, this sense of katab�llesjai does not suit
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the true and only possible explanation of fer¸meja. If the readers

were still deficient in the elements, in the apprehension of the doc-

trine of justification, the true means of attaining to the teleiìthc

did not assuredly consist in their neglecting to gain anew the foun-

dation which they had lost, but, on the contrary, in their using the

most strenuous endeavours to secure again that foundation of all

knowledge which they had lost. We are therefore reduced to the

necessity of taking katab�llesjai in another sense, in the signi-

fication which is the original one and the most common, namely,

“to throw down, demolish, destroy,” which the word has in all the

Greek classical writers, and which it cannot surprise us to find

in our author, who writes elegant Greek. “Strive after perfection,

while you do not again demolish the foundation of repentance and

faith, and the doctrine of baptism, the laying on of hands, the res-

urrection, and the judgment.” The genitives metanoÐac pÐstewc are

also suitable to this explanation. The author does not speak of

a foundation of the doctrine of repentance and faith — didaq  is

first introduced in connexion with the third member — but of the

foundation of repentance and faith themselves. The apostle would

assuredly not have dissuaded from laying again the foundation,

in the case of its having been destroyed! According to the right

explanation, he rather advises them not to destroy whatever of it

may still remain. P�lin means, of course, not iterum “a second

time,” but is used here in the privative or contradictory sense, as

at Gal. 4.9; Acts 18.21. That the article is wanting at jemèlion can-

not cause surprise; it is in like manner wanting in 5.13 at lìgou

dikaiosÔnhc; 6.5 at jeoÜ û¨ma etc. The word is sufficiently deter-

mined by its genitives. Now, the foundation which the readers are

to preserve from destruction, in order to attain to perfection, con-

sists of three parts. The first is the met�noia, the subjective turning

of the noÜc, the mind, the conversion from selfishness to the love of
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Christ, from self-righteousness to the consciousness of guilt, from

contempt of the will of God to the accusation of self. And this

met�noia is here called a met�noia because that state of the nat-

ural man had, in the persons addressed, taken the special form

of a Jewish pharisaism which led them to believe that, as regards

their relation to God, they might rest satisfied with certain works

which were severed from the root of a heart right towards God,

and were therefore “dead.” (It is, moreover, not to be forgotten,

that not merely the Jew, but every one has the tendency to stamp

certain actions outwardly praiseworthy as meritorious works, and

with this dead coin to discharge the demands of his conscience,

and to still the accuser in his breast.) The positive and supple-

mentary part to this met�noia is the pÐstic âpÈ jèon. That faith is

here denoted not in the historico-dogmatic form of faith in Christ,

the Messiah, but in the philosophico-religious form of faith in God,

is not undesigned, but belongs to the fineness and delicacy of the

thought. That the author means the Christian faith, was already

self-evident, and needed not to be expressed by circumstantial de-

scription; on the other hand, this he would and must say, that the

Christian, as by the met�noia he renounces dead works, so by the

pÐstic he enters into a living relation to the living God.

The third member is the didaq¤, i.e not here, of course, the act of

instruction, but the object gained by instruction, the knowledge of

doctrine thereby acquired. On didaq¨c are dependent the four gen-

itives baptismÀn, âpijèsewc te qeirÀn, �nast�se¸c te nekrÀn kaÈ

krÐmatoc. It is evident of itself, that the three last of these genitives

cannot be directly dependent on jemèlion for as the resurrection

and the judgment are things to be looked for in the future, the

readers cannot be admonished to retain these things themselves

but only the doctrine respecting them. (Those interpreters who un-
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derstand fer¸meja ver. 1, as an intimation of the author’s design,

and who render katab�llesjai by “lay,” as they would supply di-

daq¨c at pÐstewc, âpijèsewc, �nast�sewc and krÐmatoc must then

as a matter of consequence supply a second didaq¨c at baptismÀn

didaq¨c which would be nonsense. To make didaq¨c dependent on

baptismÀn — “the doctrine of baptisms” in opposition to mere lus-

trations — as is done by Bengel, Winer, and Michaelis, yields no

meaning whatever, as it is not the doctrine which forms the distin-

guishing feature between the sacrament of baptism and the mere

lustrations, but the forgiveness of sins and regeneration. (With

as little reason can we with Œcumenius, Luther, Hyperius, Ger-

hard, take didaq¨c as an independent co-ordinate genitive beside

baptismÀn for what then would be the meaning of �nast�sewc and

krÐmatoc? The right construction has been given by Calvin, Beza,

Schlichting, Storr, Böhme, Paulus, and Bleek. They supply didaq¨c

at âpijèsewc, �nast�sewc, and krÐmatoc respectively.

The writer therefore specifies four principal objects of the didaq ,

baptism and laying on of hands which belong to the beginning of

the Christian life, and with which are connected the forgiveness

of sins and bestowal of gifts of the Holy Spirit, and the resurrec-

tion together with the judgment, in which the life of the Christian

Church finds its consummation, and which form the object of the

Christian hope.

Ver. 3. Those who understand fer¸meja, ver. 1, as an intima-

tion of the author’s intended plan of teaching, must, as a matter of

consequence, understand poi somen ver. 4, also in the same way,

and refer the toÜto to the intimated transition to more difficult sub-

jects, so that the author would here say, he designs, “if God will,”

now in fact to pass to what is more difficult. But it will be difficult

to see how what he says in ver. 4-6, namely, that whosoever has
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fallen away from the faith cannot be again renewed, is subservient

to this design either as argument or illustration. We who have un-

derstood fer¸meja, ver. 1, as insinuative, i.e., as an exhortation,

understand, of course, poi somen also in the same way, and refer

toÜto to the whole of what precedes, as well to the “striving after

perfection” as to the not destroying the foundation of the met�noia,

pÐstic and didaq . We thus obtain a sentiment with which ver. 4

connects in the closest and finest manner. The author seriously

considers it as still a problematical thing whether the conversion

to faith and the attainment of perfection be as yet possible for his

readers. For, he says, he who has once fallen from the state of

grace, can no more be renewed. Still, he adds ver. 9, the hope that

with his readers it has not yet come to an entire falling away. He

therefore sets before them in ver. 4-8 the greatness of the danger,

but gives them encouragement again in ver. 9 ss. Both taken to-

gether — the danger as well as the still existing possibility (but only

the possibility) of returning — form the exegesis of the â�nper. The

thing rests upon the edge, but it is still upon the edge.

6.4 For as touching those who were once enlightened and

tasted of the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the

Holy Spirit, 5 and tasted the good word of God, and the pow-

ers of the age to come, 6 and then fell away, it is impossible

to renew them again unto repentance; seeing they crucify to

themselves the Son of God afresh, and put him to an open

shame.

Vers. 4-6. The impossibility of being renewed is declared of

those who, a, were enlightened, who had tasted the heavenly gift,

had become partaken of the Holy Ghost, and had tasted the gospel

together with the powers of the future world, and then, b, have

again fallen away. The first four particulars describe the various
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steps from the beginning of conversion, on to the perfect state of

faith and grace. The beginning is described in the words �pax fw-

jisjèntec the general designation for the knowledge of the truth.

Conversion begins with this, that the man who too blind as regards

himself, blind in respect to bis relation to God, his obligations to

God, his undone state, his need of salvation, and therefore all the

more blind in respect to the offered salvation which he knew not

and wished not to know, is now enlightened as to his own con-

dition and the truth of the salvation in Christ; that he begins to

perceive and to feel, that there is something more than deception

and superstition in what is declared to him of the Nazarene. Has

this knowledge been once gained; then it must be progressive —

or the man must be lost; for this light arises upon any one only

once. — The second step is, that the man taking hold of the sal-

vation, now has the actual experience in and for himself, that in

Christ a heavenly gift — grace, forgiveness, and strength — is of-

fered to him. — If he accepts these gifts in humility and faith, he

receives, thirdly, the gift of the Holy Ghost; his Saviour begins by

bis spirit to be a living principle within him; and this has as its

consequence a two fold fruit. He learns and experiences in himself

the kalän jeoÜ û¨ma (= ĄĚĹ-ŸĄČ Josh. 21.43 ; 23.14 ; Jer. 29.10, etc.)

— God’s word of promise, i.e. of course the fulfilment of this word,

consequently the whole riches of the inheritance of grace promised

to the Messianic Israel — peace, joy, inclination to what is good, a

new heart, etc.; and then, as a second fruit, he experiences in him-

self the powers of the world to come. To these powers belong not

merely those extraordinary miraculous gifts of the apostolic age

(which may certainly be viewed also as anticipations of the final

victory of the spirit over the flesh), but all those gifts of sanctifica-

tion and glorification which, even here below, give to the Christian

the victory over the old Adam, and death. — This passage repels
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the slander of the young Hegelians and their associates who hold,

that the Christianity of the Bible is a religion of the future world

and not of the present. No ! because it is a religion of the future

state, it has power to elevate the present and to free it from the

evils of sin which is the ruin of mankind. But the young Hegelians

and their associates, because they have no future world, cannot do

otherwise than corrupt and destroy the present.

Now, of him who has already passed over those stages in the

Christian course and then falls away, it is here said that “it is im-

possible again to renew him,” i.e. the state of grace out of which he

has fallen (the met�noia conversion)a cannot be again restored in

him; he is and remains lost. We must not shrink from these words

or attempt to explain them away. The author assuredly does not

mean (as some of the more ancient commentators thought) that

such a one is not to be again baptized, although he may notwith-

standing be saved; just as little does he mean that only men cannot

save him, but God notwithstanding may. He lays it down quite ab-

solutely, “it is impossible to renew him again to conversion.”

This is one of those passages which speak of the so-called sin

against the Holy Ghost, or more correctly of a fall that leads into

irrecoverable perdition. It is well known, that on this subject there

was a difference between the predestinarian Calvinists and the

Lutherans, a difference extending even to the exegesis itself. The

Calvinists founded their view on the passage in Matt. 12.31, s., in

which Christ warns the unbelieving Jews against committing the

sin against the Holy Ghost which can never be forgiven; further, on

the passage 1 John 2.19, where John says of certain individuals who

had fallen away from Christianity to Gnosticism : “They are gone

out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us they

aOthers foolishly think that the state of Adam before the fell is here meant.
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would have continued with us.” Both passages were used by the

Calvinists as a proof of the theorem that, a, one who is really born

again cannot fall away, b, consequently he who falls away cannot

have been really born again — a theorem which, we may observe,

is not necessarily a consequence of the absolute doctrine of predes-

tination, but is also conceivable independent of it. But how now is

this to be reconciled with our passage Heb. 6.4-6 ? with this pas-

sage in which we are taught, that there may be a falling away from

a state of faith in the fullest and most proper sense of the term.

Calvin laid emphasis on the word geus�menoi; individuals are here

spoken of who had but tasted a little of the gifts of grace, and had

received only “some sparks of light.” But whoever is not blinded

by dogmatical prejudices must perceive, that the aim of our author

is evidently and assuredly not to say : the less one has tasted of

the gifts of grace the more easily may he be irrecoverably lost, but

precisely the reverse : the more one has already penetrated into the

sanctuary of the state of grace, by so much the more irrecoverably

is he lost in case he should fall away.

Our passage, therefore, unmistakeably declares the possibility

that a regenerate person may fall away. But does it not herein con-

tradict what is said in 1 John 2.19. Not in the least ! If in our own

day a Christian preacher should write or say of people who had

been corrupt members of the Church, and had become the prey

of Ronge and other lying apostles : “They have fallen away from

us because they never belonged to us,” etc., who would infer from

this, that that pastor virtually denies the possibility that those who

are really regenerated may also fall away? So it is with John. Of

him who could become the prey of such manifest babblers and ly-

ing prophets as the Gnostics were, it must be inferred, that he had

not penetrated far into the substance of Christianity. From this,
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however, it does not at all follow, that one also who has really at-

tained to a state of grace in the fullest and most proper sense, may

not, by becoming indolent in the struggle with the old Adam, and

allowing a bosom sin to get the mastery over him, suffer shipwreck

of faith.

In opposition to Calvin, then, we must lay down the following

as the doctrine of the Holy Scripture on the sin against the Holy

Ghost.

There are three different ways specified in Scripture in which a

man may be eternally lost.

• The sin against the Holy Ghost properly so-called, Matth. 12.31,

s. when a man obstinately resists the call of grace, and re-

pels all the first motions of the Holy Spirit in his heart and

conscience;

• when one embraces Christianity outwardly and superficially

without being truly born again, and then becomes a prey to

the seducing talk of some vagabond babbler 1 John 2.19;

• when one has been truly born again, but gives place to the

evil principle in his heart, and being worsted in the strug-

gle, suffers himself to be taken captive by some more refined

temptation of Satan, some more refined lie (as here by a seem-

ingly pious attachment to the institutions of the old covenant.)

Heb. 6.4-6.

Why such a one is irrecoverably lost, we learn from the words

in apposition to those we have considered : �nastauroÜntac, etc.

Such a one commits, in a more aggravated degree, the sin which

the unbelieving Jews committed against Christ. The Israelites cru-

cified in their madness a pseudo-Messiah, or at the worst a prophet.
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But he who has known and experienced Jesus as his Saviour and

Redeemer, and yet after all falls away from Christianity, actually

declares him whom he has known as the Son of God to be a pseudo-

Messiah, and contemns him.

If now by dun�meic are meant the gifts communicated by the lay-

ing on of hands, then (as the laying on of hands took place after

baptism,) the readers must have been baptized, and only taken

again under instruction afterwards. Still dun�meic may mean also

the powers of sanctification in the wider sense. The former is how-

ever the more probable.

6.7 For the land which hath drunk the rain that cometh oft

upon it, and bringeth forth herbs meet for them for whose sake

it is also tilled, receiveth blessing from God: 8 but if it beareth

thorns and thistles, it is rejected and nigh unto a curse; whose

end is to be burned.

Ver. 7, 8. The apostle here remembers Christ’s parable of the

different kinds of ground. In this parable, however, we find the

best refutation of the Calvinistic exegesis of vers. 4-6. The fruitful

as well as the unfruitful soil received the same rain and blessing;

it is the fault of the soil if the seed is choked by thorns or evil lusts.

The cause of the falling away lies not in the want of an abstract

donum perseverantiae withheld by God, but in a shortcoming in

the struggle with the old man. In the words kat�rac âggÔc the

author cannot intend to say that the curse is still uncertain (this

is forbidden by the words that follow), they simply mean “it goes

towards the curse,” “the curse is impending over it.” (Comp. 8.13.)

— >EÊc kaÜsin for the nominative kaÜsic is a Hebraism = Ÿ{ĄŇ with

the Ň substantiae, comp. LXX. Is. 40.16 ; 44.15. The meaning of

the author is, of course, not that the thorns and thistles merely,

but that the whole land itself shall be burned up with fire and
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brimstone (comp. Deut. 29.22.) This is, then, a type of the eternal

destruction of the individual who was compared with an unfruitful

field.

6.9 But, beloved, we are persuaded better things of you,

and things that accompany salvation, though we thus speak:

10 for God is not unrighteous to forget your work and the love

which ye showed toward his name, in that ye ministered unto

the saints, and still do minister. 11 And we desire that each

one of you may show the same diligence unto the fulness of

hope even to the end: 12 that ye be not sluggish, but imitators

of them who through faith and patience inherit the promises.

Vers. 9-12. The author now turns to the other side of the sub-

ject, to the comforting hope that in the case of his readers it has

not yet come to a falling way. “If we thus speak to you (in this style

of earnest warning) we are yet persuaded of better things concern-

ing you, of things that pertain to salvation.” (>Eqìmena swthrÐac a

classical amplification of the adjectival idea = haud insalutaria. ^E-

qesjaÐ tinoc pertinere ad aliquid, to be connected with any thing,

to have part in any thing. The expression is purposely left indef-

inite, and it is wrong to attempt to find in it one or another pre-

cise sense. >Eqìmena swthrÐac forms only the general antithesis

to kat�rac âggÔc. The change here from severity to gentleness re-

minds us of the pauline passages Gal. 4.12,19 ; 2 Cor. 10.11.

Ver. 10. The more that the new life has already shown itself

to be efficacious in a Christian, the more that the fruits of holiness

have already been visible in him, so much the more safely may it be

concluded that his has been a true central, fundamental, and deep

conversion. The more that his Christianity consisted only of theory

and head orthodoxy, so much the more reason is there to fear that

the whole man has not been converted, so much the greater danger
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is there of a seeming conversion and a subsequent felling away.

What the man has gained by mere dialectics may again be entirely

lost by mere dialectics, amid the temptations of the flesh and the

trials of suffering. The only sure mark of conversion is the presence

of sanctification; the only sure mark of continuance in the state of

grace is progress in sanctification.

Upon this truth the sentiment of ver. 10 is founded. Because

the readers have already evinced, and do still evince, the visible

fruits of faith in works of love and of service, the author cherishes

the persuasion that God will not let them fall, will not withdraw his

Spirit and the help of his grace from them. It is striking, however,

that he here appeals to the justice of God. The Roman Catholic

theologians have made use of this passage by way of confirming

their theory of the meritum condign. The natural man can indeed

perform no good and meritorious works; but the converted man

can, by the assistance of the Holy Spirit, perform works perfectly

good and therefore meritorious, which God rewards by the com-

munication of new gifts of grace. The evangelical theologians have

justly opposed to this theory the truth, that the best works of the

regenerate are still stained with sin and imperfect, and, in fact,

that nothing is said in our passage of rewarding particular work.

But the evangelical theologians have, in general, been able to find

no other way of explaining this passage than by supposing, that

the good works of the regenerate, although imperfect, yet received

a reward of grace from God. This, however, is a contradictio in ad-

jecto; what God gives out of grace in spite of our imperfection wants

precisely for that reason the quality of a reward. — The truth is,

there is another righteousness besides that which recompenses or

rewards. The righteousness of God spoken of in our passage is that

which leads, guides, and governs, every man according to the par-
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ticular stage of development which he occupies. It is here affirmed

of God that he does not give up to perdition a man who can still in

any way be saved, in whom the new life is not yet entirely extinct,

and who has not yet entirely fallen away; but that he seeks to draw

every one as long as they will allow themselves to be drawn. This

is not a judicial or recompensing righteousness towards man (for

man has no right to demand the assisting grace of God as a thing

deserved), but it is the righteousness of the Father towards the Son

who has bought men with his blood, and to whom we poor sinners

still belong until we have fallen away from him. Not towards us but

toward Christ would the Father be �dikoc, were he to withdraw his

gracious assistance from a man ere he has ceased to belong to the

peculium of Christ.

Ver. 11. The writer now expresses his earnest wish that his

readers may advance in the Christian life with renewed zeal; that

“each one of them may now manifest, even to perfection, the same

zeal in striving after the full assurance of hope,” as they had hith-

erto shown in the �g�ph. The full assurance of hope is opposed to

the wavering and uncertainty which they had hitherto shown, as to

whether they might rely entirely and undividedly on the salvation

and promise of Christ, or whether they required, together with this,

the temple service, and Levitical priesthood.

Ver. 12. The result of that zeal which the readers are to show

is, that they may be no longer nwjroÐ (as they have been hitherto

chap. v. 12), but may be equal to other Christians, not only in the

�g�ph diakonÐa but also in the pÐstic and makrojumÐa however, by

no means denotes merely passive patience, the passive endurance

of suffering, but as at Rom. 2.7 even Ípomon  serves to denote active

constancy, this is still more denoted here by makrojumÐa.

6.13 For when God made promise to Abraham, since he
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could swear by none greater, he sware by himself, 14 saying,

Surely blessing I will bless thee, and multiplying I will multiply

thee. 15 And thus, having patiently endured, he obtained the

promise.

Vers.13 — 15. Here commences a somewhat more difficult train

of thought which, by means of the particle g�r, is connected with

the foregoing as an explanation. The question presents itself : What

is said in vers. 13-15, and what is intended to be proven by it or

to be inferred from it as an explanation of ver. 12? What is said,

and said in words grammatically quite clear, is : God has sworn to

Abraham (comp. Gen. 22.16 ss. with 17.1 ss.) that he will bless him

and multiply him. And from this it is inferred in ver. 15, that that

ancestor of the covenant-people was thus also made a partaker

of the promise through makrojumÐa. This idea of the makrojumeØn

is evidently the connecting link between ver. 12 and vers. 13 —

15. On the other hand, the words God hath sworn by himself,

ver. 13, are at first only cited as an accessary circumstance which

is afterwards brought into prominence in ver. 16, and made use

of as a new and independent idea. (The words kat� t`jn t�xin

Melqisedèk 5.6, are found to be cited quite in a similar way, and

then, afterwards in chap. 7, made to form properly a new theme.

Similarly also the citation 3.7-12 compared with ver. 15 ss. and

4.3,7.)

The principal question then in the explanation of the three verses

under consideration is, how far does the fact that God has sworn

to Abraham that he will bless him and multiply him involve the

inference, that Abraham attained to the (fulfilment of the) promise

by makrojumÐa? Bleek is certainly wrong when, in spite of the kaÈ

oÖtw, he will still not allow ver. 5 to be an inference from vers. 13-

14, but finds in it a statement to the effect that Abraham deserved
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that promise of the blessing and multiplying, by his constancy (in

the faith) evinced at another time, namely, in the offering up of his

son Isaac according to the command of God. The writer, indeed,

does not in a single word point to the strength of faith shown in

complying with the command to offer up Isaac; but from the cir-

cumstance that God swore to Abraham to bless him and to mul-

tiply him, he infers that Abraham obtained the promise (namely

the-fulfilment of it) through the constancy of his faith. Now, who-

ever ascribes to our author a rabbinical method of exegesis which

cleaves to words and to the letter must, here again, find himself

greatly embarrassed; for here, as always, the vis argumentations

lies not in the letter, but in the thought. There are two particulars

on which the force of the proof rests. First, God promised to Abra-

ham with an oath; this already implied that the fulfilment of the

promise was to be looked for at some future time, for there can be

no need of confirming with an oath the promise of a gift which is

forthwith and immediately bestowed; an oath is then only neces-

sary, when the fulfilment is so remote as to make it possible that

doubts might spring up in the mind of the receiver of the promise

from the long delay. Secondly, the subject-matter of the promise,

the promised object itself, was such as from the nature of the case

could only be realised after the death of Abraham. He was to be

blessed, and that by an immense multiplication of his seed; this

could, from the nature of the case, be fulfilled only many genera-

tions after Abraham. Thus Abraham throughout his whole life saw

nothing of the fulfilment of the promise which had been made to

him (comp. 11.39); he was directed to continue until death in the

constancy of the hope of that which he saw not. So also are the

readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews admonished not to rely on

the earthly, visible, Jewish theocracy and its institutions, but with

the constancy of Abraham’s faith to build their hope of salvation on
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the crucified Jesus who has gone into the heavens, whose followers

still form a scattered flock, and who have nothing on earth but the

hope of what is promised for the future.

6.16 For men swear by the greater: and in every dispute

of theirs the oath is final for confirmation. 17 Wherein God,

being minded to show more abundantly unto the heirs of the

promise the immutability of his counsel, interposed with an

oath; 18 that by two immutable things, in which it is impossible

for God to lie, we may have a strong encouragement, who have

fled for refuge to lay hold of the hope set before us: 19 which

we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and stedfast

and entering into that which is within the veil; 20 whither as a

forerunner Jesus entered for us, having become a high priest

for ever after the order of Melchizedek.

Vers. 16-19. The author now brings into prominence the ac-

cessary idea indicated in ver. 13 : that God can swear by none

greater than he is himself, and makes use of it for a new turn of

the thought, namely, for the inference that, just because God is

in himself unchangeable, a promise which he has not only given,

but has, moreover, sworn by himself in confirmation of it, is ab-

solutely sure and settled. In this certainty of the promises of God

there lies a second motive for the readers to continue stedfast in the

hope of the glory promised to the Messianic Israel (already in Abra-

ham’s time.) And from this the author, having inwardly prepared

his readers and opened their hearts, dexterously retraces his steps

to his theme respecting the similarity between the New Testament

Messianic priesthood and that of Melchisedec.

Ver. 16. “Men swear by one who is greater (than themselves),

and the oath is for certainty beyond all strife” (for indisputable cer-

tainty.) This idea is in itself plain. Men swear by a being who
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is greater than they, who possesses omniscience enabling him to

know the perjured person, and power and justice to punish him.

The oath consists in this, that the person who swears calls the

higher being to witness at once the promise and its fulfilment or

non-fulfilment, and to be the eventual avenger of the latter. (Hence

with the purified Christian every word is a tacit oath, inasmuch as

it is spoken in the consciousness of the testimony of the all-present

and all-knowing God. And hence Christ forbids swearing by inani-

mate things (Matth. 5.34), and puts that state of mind in which every

yea is a yea — i.e. in which every word, whether God be expressly

called to witness or not, is spoken in the consciousness that God

is witness — in the place of that swearing which was alike super-

stitious and false. Christ therefore does not forbid the oath, but he

wills that the Christian should speak only oaths, and that in this

way the difference between swearing and not swearing should find

an end.)

Now in God, the possibility of wavering, or the want of veracity,

and thus the necessity of a higher guarantee, falls absolutely to

the ground. He is true, not on account of another or from fear of

any other, but by his own nature. Therefore he can swear only by

himself, he can produce only himself and his own nature as the

witness and guarantee of his veracity. It is true that for this very

reason God’s swearing by himself is an anthropopathism, or more

correctly a condescension to human infirmity. On his own account

he needs not to swear; on his own account the form of swearing,

the form of a promiser and a witness, might be dispensed with. But

so long as to man the knowledge of the unchangeableness of God

was still hidden or imperfect, God condescended to swear. With

wonderful wisdom he stooped to the human presupposition of the

possibility of change in God, therefore he sware; but inasmuch as
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he sware by himself, he in the same act lifted man upwards to

the knowledge that he has that in his own nature which hinders

him from change. This idea, which was already briefly indicated in

ver. 13, is further developed in ver. 17.

>En Å literally “in which circumstances,” = in these circum-

stances, quae cum ita sint. Hence it may be rendered by “therefore”

(Theophylact, Erasmus, Schlichting, Grotius, Kuinoel, Olshausen,

De Wette, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.) >En Å does not, however, belong

to boulìmenoc; Rambach and others have explained thus : as now

by this (by conforming to the practice among men of swearing) God

would show, etc.; the swearing of God is evidently, however, not

placed parallel with the swearing of men, but in opposition to it, as

already appears from the words �njrwpoc màn g�r. >En Å belongs

rather to âmesÐteusen.

“Therefore (because men swear by one superior to themselves)

God, when he would show to the heirs of the promise the im-

mutability of his will in a superabundantly sure way, placed himself

in the middle” (between himself qua the promiser, and men.) —

MesiteÔw, se interponere, to place one’s self as mediator between

two parties. Then specially in promises in the form of an oath, to

place one’s self as warranter, as fidejussor or security between the

promiser and the receiver of the promise, in order to undertake the

security for the fulfilment of the promise. God does this when a

man swears by him; he then lets himself be called by both men as

a witness and guarantee. When, however, God swears by himself,

he then as it were comes in between himself and men. In other

words, he is his own witness.

Ver. 18. “Therefore we have firm consolation by two indestruc-

tible things, in both of which it is impossible for God to lie — we

who flee for refuge to lay hold on the hope at the future goal.” As
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God is in himself unchangeable and true, and needs not to swear,

so his promise is in itself alone already sure and indestructible. But

when, moreover, he appears not merely as promiser, but (inasmuch

as he swears) also as mesiteÔwn as his own witness and security,

then must the fulfilment be doubly sure, or, more precisely, a dou-

ble testimony is given to the divine immutability.

In the words which stand in apposition to the subject oÉ ka-

tafugìntec, etc., the author repeats the condition upon which a

subjective interest is obtained in the promise which is in itself and

objectively sure. Nothing is wanting on God’s part; but we on our

part, forsaking all false consolation, must flee to lay hold on the

âlpÈc prokeimènh. (On the partic. aor. comp. 4.3. — Others less

naturally understand katafugìntec as an absolute idea, and make

krat¨sai dependent on par�klhsic, and give this latter the signifi-

cation “admonition, injunction.”) The hope involves here both the

object of the hope (comp. the adjective prokeimènh) and the act of it

(comp. krat¨sai). Katafugìntec is well explained by Calvin thus

: Hoc verbo significat, non aliter Deo vere nos fidere, quam dam

praesidiis omnibus aliis destituti ad solidam ejus promissionem

confugimus. The readers were to flee from all false Judaistic props

of hope in the concern of their salvation, and to direct their eye

alone to the invisible goal of future glory promised in Christ.

Ver. 19. This firm hope resting solely upon Christ is “a sure and

firm anchor of the soul, and such as enters into the inner place

behind the vail.” Two figures are here, not so much mixed as, in

a very elegant manner, combined. The author might compare the

world to a sea, the soul to a ship, the future still concealed glory

to the covered bottom of the sea, the remote firm land stretching

beneath the water and covered by the water. Or he might com-

pare the present life upon earth to the forecourt, and the future
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blessedness to the heavenly sanctuary, which is still, as it were,

concealed from us by a vail. He has, however, combined the two

figures. The soul, like a shipwrecked mariner, clings to an anchor,

and sees not where the cable of the anchor runs to, where it is

made fast; it knows, however, that it is firmly fixed behind the vail

which conceals from it the future glory, and that if it only keeps

fast hold of the anchor, it will, in due time, be drawn in with the

anchor by a rescuing hand into the holiest of all. Thus there is in

the hope itself that which the fulfilment certainly brings about.

Ver. 20. The holy of holies is now more particularly described

as that “into which Christ is entered as our Forerunner.” In these

words the author touches on the second section of the first part

(2.16, comp. with ver. 17), and at the same time on the second sec-

tion of the second part (4.10,14) In both passages, but with more

distinctness in the second, the inference was drawn from this go-

ing before of Christ as the first fruits and preparer of the way to

heaven, that his office is a high-priestly office. Thus the sentiment

of ver. 20 leads the author naturally and without constraint back

to the theme begun at 5.1-10, namely, the comparison of Christ with

the high priest, and now, after having prepared the hearts of the

readers for what he is about to say, he proceeds exactly from the

place where he broke off at 5.10; he repeats the new theme already

intimated there : Christ is a priest after the order of Mechisedec,

and this similarity between his priesthood and that of Melchisedec

culminates in the eternity of it.
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2. The Messiah, as a High Priest

after the order of Melchisedec,

is a superior High Priest to Aaron

(ch. 7)

The train of thought in this chapter is most clearly arranged. First,

it is shown in ver. 1-10 that Melchisedec’s priesthood was of a

higher order than the Levitical; then, in ver.11-19, the inference

is drawn from this, that the Levitical priesthood, and, in like man-

ner also, the Mosaical law upon which it was grafted was imperfect,

and finally in vers. 20-28, that the Messiah, because according to

Ps. 110 he must be a high priest after the order of Melchisedec,

was greatly superior to the Levitical priesthood as well as to the

Mosaical law.

The first of these three parts divides itself again into two lines of

thought; in vers. 1-3 it is shown that the priesthood of Melchisedec

is an eternal priesthood, in ver. 4-10 that Melchisedec took tithes

from Levi.

7.1 For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of God Most

High, who met Abraham returning from the slaughter of the

kings and blessed him, 2 to whom also Abraham divided a tenth

part of all (being first, by interpretation, King of righteousness,

and then also King of Salem, which is King of peace; 3 with-

out father, without mother, without genealogy, having neither

beginning of days nor end of life, but made like unto the Son

of God), abideth a priest continually.
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Vers.1-3. OÍtoc points back to 6.20. This Melchisedec, namely,

he who is spoken of in Ps. 110. The principal nerve of the pas-

sage lies, of course, in the principal verb mènei eÊc tä dihnekèc (not

as Storr would have it in the words ármhneuìmenoc basileÌc di-

kaiosÔnhc). It was already intimated in 6.20, that Christ is like

Melchisedec an eternal high priest. And, now in vers. 1-3, it is ex-

plained in how far Melchisedec’s priesthood was eternal, and in like

manner it is then shown in vers. 20-28 in how far Christ’s priest-

hood was eternal. It can therefore not be doubted that the words

mènei eÊc tä dihnekèc contain the principal idea of the sentence. All

the other parts from vers. 1-3 are only accessary members of an

explanatory kind.

The question, however, still remains in what relation does this

principal idea stand to the thesis 6.20. Are we to take the g�r in

an argumentative sense, and is it the intention of the author to

prove in vers. 1-3 that Christ was a high priest after the order of

Melchisedec ? And does the proof consist in this, that Melchisedec

was an eternal priest, and that, in like manner, an eternal priest-

hood belongs also to Christ, so that in virtue of this tertium com-

parationis — eternity — Christ can be called a high priest after

the order of Melchisedec ? This cannot possibly have been the

author’s intention. He most in this case have left out the words

eÊc tän aÊÀna in the thesis 6.20, and; instead of this, must have

introduced immediately after ver. 3 what he says from vers. 20-

28. (The train of thought must then have been : Christ is a high

priest after the manner of Melchisedec; for, Melchisedec’s priest-

hood was eternal, Christ’s priesthood was also eternal, ergo.) —

In reality, however, the author was under no necessity whatever of

proving that Christ’s priesthood was and must be after the order of

Melchisedec. This had already been settled at 5.1-10, and settled on
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the ground that the prophetical psalm, Ps. 110, contains the call-

ing of the Messiah to the priestly dignity; and that the Psalmist had

therefore before-hand ascribed to the Messiah the priestly in con-

junction with the kingly honour. No, it is not the aim of the author

to prove in 7.1-3 that the priesthood of Christ is of the same order

as that of Melchisedec, but, from the thesis already established,

6.20, to draw inferences, the inference, namely, that the priesthood

of the Messiah is superior to the Levitical priesthood.

We must therefore take g�r in an explicative signification in the

sense of namely. The weighty import of the thesis, 6.20, is now

to be evolved, the author will, so to speak, unfold to the reader

the fulness of meaning that lies in the simple expression after the

order of Melchisedec, and show him with what important results it

is fraught.

A series of clauses in apposition follows the subject of the sen-

tence, which, however, do not all belong to the subject, but in part

to the predicate. Those which belong to the predicate begin with

first being by interpretation; that they begin here and nowhere else

is evident from this, that the first two attributes are here repeated

by way of being explained.

Melchisedec,. . . first being by interpretation king of righteous-

ness, king of Salem,. . . then king of Salem, i.e., king of peace,

priest of God, etc.

We have therefore to render the sentence thus : “This Melchisedec,

king of Salem, priest of the most high God, who met Abraham,

etc., and blessed him, abideth for ever as one whose name signifies

king of righteousness, etc.” The first group of appositional clauses

serves to denote and to describe the subject; the second serves to

show, what ground there is for ascribing to this subject the predi-
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cate abideth for ever.

Let us consider the first group. Melchisedec, the well-known

king of the Amorites, Gen. ch. 14. The conjecture of Jerome,

Luther, etc., that Melchisedec was no other than Shem the son of

Noah, is now with reason universally rejected. Equally untenable

is the view of Molinaüs, Hottinger, etc., that Melchisedec was no

man, but a temporary incarnation of the Son of God. Melchisedec

was doubtless, according to the Scriptures of the Old and New Tes-

tament, none other than an Amoritic prince of a tribe among whom

(just as in the house of Laban) the ancient primitive monotheism

was still preserved, and who, according to the old patriarchal fash-

ion, still offered sacrifices as the priest of his tribe to the invisible

God in heaven — The words who met etc. as also the words to

whom he gave a tenth, etc. serve here, first of all, to recall to the

minds of his readers the few incidents that have been preserved

from the life of this man, and to give them a more distinct pre-

sentation of the form of Melchisedec, although these incidents are

afterwards, vers. 4 and 6, again taken up and made use of for

farther inferences (just as at 6.13 the words âpeÈ etc.)

Pass we now to the second group of clauses in apposition. Melchi-

sedec remains a priest for ever, he whose name being interpreted

is King of righteousness, whose title signifies King of peace. The

author was fully entitled to lay stress on these names, as they were

not merely arbitrary, but were really expressive of the nature and

character of that man. If our anthor had drawn similar inferences

from the name of the later king Adonizedec of Salem (Josh. ch. 10),

this might justly have been characterized as a rabbinical proceed-

ing; but every reader of sound sense will feel how impossible such

a proceeding would be to the author of the epistle to the Hebrews,

how harshly it would contrast with the usually profound character
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of his reasonings. In Melchisedec the nomen et omen truly met

and harmonised. The tribe of people which had built Salem must

have been really a peaceable tribe, otherwise they would not have

given to the city the name “Peace,” “city of Peace,” and, in fact, the

king of this city had not involved himself and his people in that

war which, considering the times, was a pretty extensive war. This

king himself showed really a sense of justice in sympathising with

the righteous cause of Abraham, and he showed more than this,

in coming to meet Abraham in a friendly spirit with presents of re-

freshment. Abraham, the champion of faith, offers to him gifts of

homage; nay, in giving him the tenth, he thereby places himself

under his sovereignty, he takes refuge beneath the sceptre of this

king who served the living God, in order that under his protection

he may henceforth live unmolested by hostile bands of heathen.

The names pris ŮČŰ ĽŃŇŐ and ŊŇŹ ŁŇŐ therefore, really express

only in a concise way the feature of character and form. which dis-

tinguished that priest king. And when David (Ps. 110) in the spirit

of prophecy sees and expects of the seed promised to him, that,

like Melchisedec, he will unite the priestly with the kingly dignity,

he surely does not predict in these words a merely outward and

mechanical conjunction of the two dignities, but he has before him

the figure of a man in whom, as in Melchisedec, the kingly power

would be consecrated and penetrated with the sanctifying virtue of

the priestly dignity and work, the form, therefore, of a king who

would truly govern in peace (comp. 2 Sam. 7.11) and righteousness

(comp. Ps. 45.8).

From this alone, however, it does not follow that Melchisedec’s

priesthood is eternal. In order to prove this other attributes are

still necessary. Melchisedec is without father, without mother, with-

out descent. What does the author mean by this ? Schulz and
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Bohme have imputed such absurdity to him as to suppose, that

he really meant to say that Melchisedec came into the world with-

out parents, and with some this strange idea even yet finds accep-

tance. But is it seriously believed that the author meant to ascribe

to Melchisedec a really eternal priesthood? Christ then was not the

only eternal priest! Such an interpretation as this which cleaves to

the letter, carries only in itself that rabbinical narrowness which

those who employ it think they find in the Holy Scriptures.

Our author reasons in quite the reverse way. He turns entirely

away from all investigation respecting the other unknown events

in Melchisedec’s life, and views him only in so far as David in the

110th psalm has made use of him, and could make use of him as a

type of the Messiah. The individual Melchisedec who met Abraham

had indeed a father and a mother, possibly a brave father and a

gentle mother — for all we know. But just because we do not know

this, and because David also could know nothing of it when he

used the words, “Thou art a priest after the order of Melchisedec,”

he cannot have intended to say : the Messiah will have a brave

or not brave father, a gentle or ungentle mother, etc., — in other

words, he could not mean to set forth the individual with his other

characteristics as a figure of the future Messiah, but must have

referred to the figure of Melchisedec only in so far at it stands out

from obscurity in Gen. ch. 15, when he said of the promised seed

that he shall be a priest after the manner of Melchisedec.

But this and this alone is justly important to our author. The

Levitical priest had to legitimize himself as a priest by his descent

from Levi and Aaron; Melchisedec’s priesthood had certainly noth-

ing to do with his race and his descent, as nothing at all has been

recorded of his descent. Melchisedec stands altogether outside of

the great theocratical lineage, which runs from Abraham upwards
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to Adam and downwards to Levi and Aaron, etc. He comes forth

from the darkness, like a streak of light, only to disappear imme-

diately in the darkness again. And yet — although he cannot have

been a priest by theocratical descent — the Holy Scripture adduces

him, Moses himself adduces him as a “priest of God on high,” and

acknowledges him as such. If now the Messiah is to be a priest

after the order of Melchisedec, then to him also is ascribed not

the Levitical hereditary priesthood but an independent priesthood

having its root in hit own person.

That the words �p�twr, �m twr mean here really nothing more

than parentibus ignotis appears partly, from the analogy of pro-

fane writers (for example, Horace serm. 1, 6, 10 : Multos saepe

viros nullis majoribus ortos. Liv. iv. 3 : Servium Tullium, captiva

Corniculana natum, patre nullo, matre serva, Cic. de oratore II.

64 : Quid hoc clamoris? quibus nee pater nee mater, tanta confi-

dentia estis?) — partly from the explanatory �genealìghtoc which,

as is well known, signifies not “without generation” but “without

pedigree.”

Now this also points already indirectly at the eternal nature of

the priesthood of Melchisedec; the full proof, however, is first given

in the words having neither beginning of days nor end of life, but

�fomoiwmènoc tÄ uÉÄ How this is to be explained appears from

what has just been said. The individual Melchisedec had, in truth,

a beginning and an end of life; but of this nothing is recorded in

the Pentateuch, and therefore David could not refer to it in the

110th psalm. It is of importance to the author that nothing is

recorded of Melchisedec’s birth and death. As he has explained

without father and without mother by the term without genealogy,

so now he explains having neither beginning of days nor end of

life by �fomoiwmènoc etc. Calvin has already observed with rea-
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son that the author does not say åmoØoc. Melchisedec was not like

to Christ, but was represented in a manner like to Christ. But

that nothing is recorded in the Pentateuch of the beginning and

end of Melchisedec’s life, and that, notwithstanding, Melchisedec

is acknowledged as a priest of God, and that this his priesthood —

without predecessors and successors — was set forth by David as a

type of the future Messianic priesthood — this, again, has properly

for our author a positive significance. This is to be explained by

the antithesis to the Levitical priesthood; for all these characteristic

features of the priesthood of Melchisedec are adduced as bearing

on the comparison with the Levitical priesthood, and in proof of the

inferiority of the latter. The Levitical priest or highpriest became a

priest by his birth, and left the priesthood at his death to his son;

his office was, from the nature of him who held it, not a continuing

one, but one that moved onwards from member to member, and

this succession was expressly prescribed and regulated in the law.

When therefore the Psalmist will describe the priestly glory of the

promised seed, and seeks to concentrate this in a corresponding

type, he selects not that of a ritual Levitical high priest — one of

those high priests who, from generation to generation, ceased from

their office and gave place to each other — but that of Melchisedec

who, a, was a priest not by formal, legal investment, but because

his internal character, his qualities of righteousness and peace im-

pelled him to bring sacrifices to God, and to consecrat the power of

the king by the internal qualities of the priest; who, b, was a priest

not by descent but in himself; and who therefore, c, was not a

link in a chain of predecessors and successors, but is represented

as alone in his order, and thus far as one who continues a priest

(yields up his priesthood to no one).

It is therefore truly no play upon words or artifice of ingenuity,
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but the divine wisdom and illumination of the Holy Spirit, by which

our author obtains the inferences which he builds on those partic-

ulars in the form under which Melchisedec is represented to us.

The vindication of his procedure lies in this, that Melchisedec does

not appear as in himself (Gen. ch.14) a type of Christ, but is first

stamped as a type of Christ by David in Ps. 110, who in this could

not certainly refer to all that Melchisedec was, but only to the little

that was recorded of him in Gen. ch. 14. — Seeing then that David

when he would describe in its highest form the glory of the seed

promised to him, selects not the form of a Levitical high priest, but

that of Melchisedec as represented in Gen. ch. 14, our author must

needs inquire, wherefore and on what grounds this of Melchisedec

appeared to the Psalmist the most glorious form, more so than

that of a Levitical high priest. These reasons were not difficult to

discover. The Levitical high priest was such by investment; alto-

gether apart from his personal character, but the Messiah was to

be a high priest (comp. 1.9, 2.17, 4.15) from his own internal charac-

ter, through his personal holiness, compassion, righteousness, and

truth, just as Melchisedec was a high priest through his own inde-

pendent free act and piety. The Levitical high priest held his office

in virtue of his descent from Levi and Aaron; the Messiah was to

descend not from Aaron but from David; like Melchisedec he was to

stand outside of the hereditary Levitical succession of priests. The

Levitical high priest must give place to a successor; the Messiah

was to be a priest-king without end (2 Sam. ch. 7 ; Ps. 110.4); to this

corresponds in Melchisedec the circumstance, that we are nowhere

told of his successor in the priestly office. In the manner then in

which the account respecting Melchisedec is given Gen. ch. 14, lies

the reason why he must have appeared to the Psalmist as more ex-

alted than the Levitical high priest. None of those limitations which

were essential to the latter are ascribed to the former. It is precisely
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in the mysterious way in which the Pentateuch represents him as

emerging from the darkness, and standing above the theocratical

race, that we are to seek the ground of that impression of more

exalted majesty which induced the Psalmist to set him forth as a

type or example of the priest-kingly glory belonging to the future

Messiah. It will, accordingly, be evident that those expositors are

entirely mistaken who maintain, that the words remaineth a priest

for ever intimate merely that the priestly office of Melchisedec was

everlasting. The office was also in the case of the Levitical high

priests abiding and lasting. No! the person of Melchisedec — not

precisely his person in its individual reality but in the outline of it

which was presented to the Psalmist — wore the aspect of a priest

whose priesthood had its root in himself, and who resigned his of-

fice to no successor. The substance of ver. 1-3 is therefore this :

Already the Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament ascribe to the

Messiah a priesthood which, in virtue of its internal and external

independence and freedom from limitations, is far superior to the

Levitical priesthood.

7.4 Now consider how great this man was, unto whom Abra-

ham, the patriarch, gave a tenth out of the chief spoils. 5 And

they indeed of the sons of Levi that receive the priests office

have commandment to take tithes of the people according to

the law, that is, of their brethren, though these have come

out of the loins of Abraham: 6 but he whose genealogy is not

counted from them hath taken tithes of Abraham, and hath

blessed him that hath the promises. 7.7 But without any dis-

pute the less is blessed of the better. 8 And here men that die

receive tithes; but there one, of whom it is witnessed that he

liveth. 9 And, so to say, through Abraham even Levi, who re-

ceiveth tithes, hath paid tithes; 10 for he was yet in the loins
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of his father, when Melchizedek met him.

Ver. 4-10. A second proof now follows of the superiority of the

priesthood of Melchisedec to the Levitical priesthood. This second

proof is drawn from the incidents in the history of Melchisedec

already mentioned casually in ver. 1, s., who met Abraham, etc.

The whole argument in ver. 4-10 moves in the form of a sorites.

This sorites consists of two principal parts. In ver. 4-7, from the

circumstance that Abraham gave to Melchisedec the tenth and re-

ceived his blessing it is inferred, that Melchisedec was superior to

Abraham. In ver. 9-10 from the fact that Levi was then yet in the

loins of Abraham it is inferred, that Levi also was subordinate to

Abraham.

The first part of the sorites will in a scholastico-logical form

stand thus :

Major: The receiver of tithe and bestower of the blessing is superior

to the giver of tithe and receiver of the blessing.

Minor: But Abraham gave tithe to Melchisedec and received the

blessing from him.

Conclusion: Therefore Melchisedec is superior to Abraham.

The author does not, however, merely omit the conclusion accord-

ing to the form of the sorites, and forthwith proceed to the second

principal part, but he makes the omission of the conclusions still

more easy by the simple process of placing the major after the mi-

nor proposition.

Ver. 4 is the first half of the minor : Melchisedec received from

Abraham the tenth. In ver. 5 a subsidiary remark follows, to the

effect that Melchisedec received the tenth from Abraham in a much
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more striking and distinguished manner than the Levites now re-

ceive it from the Jews. In ver. 6 the first half of the minor, enlarged

by the antithetical reference to ver. 5, is repeated, and the second

half of the minor: that Melchisedec blessed Abraham, is added.

In ver. 7 the major proposition (already involving the conclusion)

now follows the minor; formally, however, it is adduced only in

reference to the blessing. (The same thing was already self-evident

in reference to the levying of the tithe chiefly from ver. 5.)

After it has been shown that Melchisedec is superior to Abra-

ham, the receiver of the promise, and the progenitor of all the

Levitical and non-Levitical Jews, the author, now glancing back

to ver. 1-3, makes the transition in ver. 8 to the second principal

part of the sorites, ver. 9-10, ver. 9 containing the thesis, ver. 10

the proof.

Ver. 4. The particle dè serves simply to denote the transition to

another subject. “But now observe further.” P likoc how great,

how highly exalted, namely, in comparison with the Levitical high

priests. The Å does not serve first to determine who is meant by

oÝtoc; but oÝtoc refers backwards to the Melchisedec named in

ver. 1-3, and is confirmatory, cui = quum ei. The apposition å

patri�rqhc is, on account of the emphasis, placed at the end of the

period. He who, as the progenitor of all Israel, also of the Levites,

is superior to Israel and to the Levites, nevertheless paid the tenth

to Melchisedec, and thus placed himself in a subordinate position

to him. This finishes the first part of the minor proposition (placed

before the major in ver. 7.)

Before, however, the author adds the other part in ver. 6, he

must first meet an objection. The objector might say, Why is so

much stress laid on the circumstance that Melchisedec took tithes?
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Did not the Levitical priests also take tithes? The author most

needs show, therefore, what an important difference there is be-

tween the two cases. He does this in a subsidiary remark at ver. 5.

He first of all introduces the objection itself in the form of a restric-

tion, “and indeed the Levites also take tithes;” he, however, at the

same time, joins to this restriction or concession all the particulars

in which the inferiority of the Levites in this respect shows itself,

so that he can then forthwith set forth, in opposition to this, the

higher form of tithe-taking in the case of Melchisedec, and with this

can, at the same time, repeat in a more enlarged and more definite

form, in the 6th verse, the idea of the minor proposition of ver. 4.

We must first of all consider more closely the subject: oÉ màn

âk tÀn LeuÈ t�n ÉerateÐan lamb�nontec. That oÉ lamb�nontec is re-

ally the subject, and that the words âk tÀn uÉÀn LeuÈ depend on

lamb�nontec, is evident of itself. If âk tÀn uÉÀn LeuÈ by itself were

taken as the subject, and t�n ÉerateÐan lalb�nontec as a more

special determination of the idea in the predicate, we should then

obtain the unsuitable sense that the Levites then take tithes when

they receive or enter upon the priesthood. This, however, would not

be agreeable to historical fact. With as little reason can we, with

Bleek and others, render thus : those among the Levites who re-

ceive the priesthood (in opposition to those who were Levites merely

without being priests) — for, according to the Mosaic law, all Levites

received tithe (Lev. 27.30). The emphasis rather lies on lamb�nontec

and the Levites are placed in a twofold antithesis to Melchisedec;

first, as those who were descended from Levi; secondly, as those

who received the priesthood (in virtue of this their descent.) “Those

who, being of the sons of Levi, received the priesthood,” stand in

opposition to Melchisedec, who, according to ver. 1-3, was without

genealogy, and had neither predecessor nor successor; but whose
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priesthood flowed independently, as it were, from his own person.

(So substantially also Reland, Fierce, Wolf.)

The word lamb�nontec, then, already indicates one point of in-

feriority in the Levitical receiving of tithes. A further point of infe-

riority is given in the words ântol�n êqousi. The Levites received

by a command the right to lift tithes, and the rest of the Israelites

give tithes because they must do so. Abraham, on the contrary,

gave tithe to Melchisedec voluntarily. There there was a third party

(namely, God) who is superior to the Levites, as well as to the rest of

the tribes, to whom the tithe properly belonged, and who assigned

it to the Levites. Here it was the personal dignity and majesty of

Melchisedec that moved Abraham to give tithes. The same antithe-

sis is repeated in the words ântol�n êqousi.

But the author does not overlook the circumstance, also, that

the right of the Levites to exact tithes extends only to the toÔtesti

toÌc �delfoÌc aÎtÀn while Melchisedec’s superiority stretches be-

yond his tribe, even to Abraham, who was quite a stranger to him.

In like manner, also, that the descent from Abraham as, on the one

hand (in the case of the Levites) it confers the right to take tithes,

so, on the other hand (in the case of those who are not Levites),

it does not protect from the burden of paying tithes. This latter

lies in the words, though they came out of the loins of Abraham.

Is Melchisedec, then, superior to the progenitor of the race whose

members divide themselves into tithe-receivers and tithe-payers, it

is therefore evident that the right of these latter (the Levites) to take

tithes is of a far inferior nature to the right of Melchisedec. Or, in

other words : that Melchisedec stood higher above Abraham, than

among his descendants the Levites stand above those who are not

Levites. The relation might be mathematically represented thus :

Melchisedec >> Abraham > Levites > not Levites. Then, in ad-
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dition to this, comes the other difference indicated in the words

ântol n and kat� nìmon between the right of the Levites to take

tithes as a dependent right, and conferred by the lawgiver, and

that of Melchisedec as independent and flowing from his personal

dignify.

In ver. 6 the other side of the comparison between Melchisedec

and the Levitical priests is presented, and special emphasis laid on

this feature of it that Melchisedec received tithes from one who, in

respect of descent, was not connected with him. In this the first

part of the minor proposition is repeated, but in a more full and

definite form. To this is added here the second part of the mi-

nor proposition, viz., that Abraham, although he had received from

God the theocratical promise, was yet blessed of Melchisedec. The

designation tän êqonta t�c âpaggelÐac corresponds in its logical

position to the designation å patri�rqhc, ver. 4. At both a kaÐper

might be supplied instead of the article.

In ver. 7 the major proposition, now follows the minor, and here

we do not indeed find both parts of the minor referred with scholas-

tic accuracy to corresponding general propositions, but only the

second part of it, which was adduced immediately before. “Without

all contradiction the less is blessed of the higher,” = he who blesses

is always superior to him who is blessed. The parallel member :

The tithe-receiver is always superior to the tithe-giver was so self-

evident (especially after what was said from ver 5 onwards), that

the author might safely omit it.

Equally unnecessary was the formal statement of the conclu-

sion : Ergo Melchisedec is superior to Abraham; and so much the

more, as he had placed the major proposition, which involved this

conclusion, behind the minor.
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He therefore, in ver. 8, forthwith makes the transition to the sec-

ond principal part of the sorites, to the argument, namely (for which

also he had already prepared the way in ver. 5), that if Abraham is

inferior to Melchisedec, so much the more inferior to him is Levi.

He, however, makes this transition precisely in Buch a way as to

introduce an accessory remark which connects substantially with

the accessory remarks of the 5th verse.

The idea, namely, that here (under the Levitical law) it is dying

men who receive tithes, but there, he of whom it is testified that he

liveth — this idea forms no link in the syllogistic chain, does not

follow from ver. 7, and proves nothing for ver. 8, but is in reality

an accessory idea, serving only to lead the attention of the reader

away from Abraham to the Levites. In respect of its import, this

verse merely points back in a brief way to ver. 3, and only in this

view is it, in general, intelligible. If ver. 3 had not gone before, ver. 8

might then really be so understood as if the author there meant

to ascribe an endless life to the individual Melchisedec (for, with

Justinian, Capellus, and others, to consider Christ as the subject

of z¬, is mere nonsense.) But, after what was said in ver. 3 (as

in the main Bleek also has rightly perceived) marturoÔmenoc íti

z¬ can be nothing else than a concise representation of the idea

: m te �rq�n �merÀn m te zw¨c tèloc êqwn and is therefore to

be explained thus : “Of whom only his life is recorded, not his

death” (Bleek); or, in other words : it is again not the individual

Melchisedec who has die testimony that he liveth, but it is again

the typical figure of Melchisedec, as it appeared to the eye of the

Psalmist in the framework of Gen. 14.8, therefore, contains nothing

new, but merely reminds the reader of the inferiority of the Levitical

priesthood, already shown at ver. 3, and this with the view, as has

been already observed, merely of turning in this way the attention
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of the reader from Abraham to the tribe of Levi.

Ver. 9, 10. In these verses we have now the second principal

part of the storites itself. In ver. 9 a thesis is laid down, a minor

proposition to which the major proposition of the foregoing syllo-

gism implicitly contained in ver. 7 (the tithe-receiver is superior to

the tithe-giver) stands directly related; namely, the minor propo-

sition : Levi also in a certain sense paid tithes to Melchisedec; so

that here, neither the major proposition nor the conclusion needed

to be specially adduced. In ver. 10 the minor proposition of ver. 9 is

proven. The words in both verses are perfectly clear. In the mode

of reasoning, however, many commentators have, with a greater

or less display of merriment, found here again a thoroughly crass

specimen of the rabbinical manner of interpretation and reason-

ing, while others again (as Olshausen, Bleek) have sought to vin-

dicate this reasoning by viewing it merely as an “argumentatio ad

hominem directed against the Jewish estimation of mere bodily de-

scent” (which might properly be called deductio ad absurdum), and

thus to defend it against the charge of unsuitableness. Even Ol-

shausen thinks that this argument is “not to be understood liter-

ally, and that the author means to indicate this by ±c êpoc eÊpeØn

but how then is it to he understood ? — The argument would in-

deed be rabbinical, if the author had inferred from Levi’s being still

in the loins of Abraham that Levi participated in Abraham’s giving

tithes considered at an individual act of Abraham. For example, it

would be strange and absurd were I to reason thus : “The Margrave

George of Brandenburg with great courage protected the Reforma-

tion in Baireuth; but Frederic William IV. was then in the loins of

George, therefore Frederic William IV. with great courage protected

the Reformation in Baireuth.” Our author, on the contrary, infers

from the fact that Levi was then in the loins of Abraham (i.e let it be
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observed, that neither Levi, nor Isaac, nor Jacob were at that time

begotten — for so soon as Isaac was begotten Levi was no longer in

Abraham’s loins) only this, that the legal relation in which Abraham

placed himself to Melchisedec held good also with reference to Levi.

That he does not mean an absolute participation by Levi in the pay-

ing of tithes, but only such a participation in a certain sense, not

a participation in the act as such, but only in the results and legal

consequences of it. seems to me to be indicated by the clause ±c

êpoc eÊpeØn which is added to dedek�twtai. He therefore takes care

not to say of Levi dek�thn êdwken and purposely makes use of the

passive dedek�twtai. In this view the argument is fully justified. If,

for example, I obtain the freedom of the city of Hamburgh, and have

already a son arrived at majority, my investment with this right will

not affect the position of this son; on the other hand, those of my

children who are still minors, and those whom I may afterwards

beget, participate in this right of citizenship which I have acquired.

Or, if the Knight of Kronenburgh has placed himself in subjection

to the Duke of Nassau as vassal, his already grown up and in-

dependent son does not participate in this act, but the children

who are begotten after this act of subjection must acknowledge the

sovereignty of the Duke of Nassau. So also here. If, at the period

referred to in Gen. ch. 14, Isaac had been an independent man, he

would have had a right to say to his father : You may, if it pleases

you, subject yourself to this Melchisedec; that does not affect me;

I am free. Isaac, however, was not begotten until after Abraham

had entered into this relation of subjection. With perfect justice,

therefore, is the inference drawn from the dependent character of

the descendents to their participation in the act of subjection. Of

course, however, it is not an outward political relation of subjection

that is here meant (for such could only be spoken of, if the posterity

of Abraham had continued all along to be subjects of the Amoritic
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kings of Salem), but an ideal subordination of the theocratical race

to the priestly form of Melchisedec.a

In ver. 11-19 we have the second train of thought in this sec-

tion. In ver. 1-10 the priesthood of Melchisedec was compared

with the Levitical, and the inferiority of the latter demonstrated.

In ver. 11-19 the author demonstrates, as a further inference from

this, the imperfection and incompleteness not of the Levitical priest-

hood alone, but also of the Mosaical law.

Here again, the ideas of the writer move in the form of sorites.

ver. 11 involves the new thesis : in the Levitical priesthood there

was no teleÐwsic. This, however, is not laid down formally as a the-

sis but the transition is made in the following manner. In ver. 1-10

had been already shewn the inferiority of the Levitical priesthood.

In ver. 11 the author now says : How too could this be otherwise?

If a teleÐwsic had been given by the Levitical priesthood, then in

general there had been no necessity for that promise of another

priest, a priest after the order of Melchisedec. He thus shapes the

new thesis into the form of an argument. And as in ver. 1-10 he

drew inferences from the import of the prophecy Ps. 110, so here,

he draws an inference from the fact of its existence. He then in

ver. 12. adduces a collateral argument, or rather he again disposes

of an objection (just as above at ver. 5.) He has conceded in paren-

thesi ver. 11, that the Levitical priesthood forms the inner basis of

the Mosaical law; from this the inference might have been drawn :

by so much the more must the Levitical priesthood be perfect; for

the law is perfect. This objection the author in ver. 12 removes by

the explanatory remark that, vice versa, from the imperfection of

the priesthood follows that also of the law. In this, however, there

aStrange to say, many commentators have found a difficulty in this, that
Jesus as the descendant of David and Abraham must also have stood below
Melchisedec. Did Jesus then proceed from the loins of a human father?
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is implicitly contained a second thesis ver. 12.

This second thesis : the Mosaical law has no perfection, is proven

in ver. 13-19. (For the first thesis there lay already an argument in

ver. 11.)

A, ver. 13. The Messiah is High Priest, and yet not of the tribe of

Levi (consequently the Messianic idea as such involves a going

beyond the law.)

Proof :

a, ver. 14. The historical fact : Jesus was of the tribe of Juda.

b, ver. 15-17. The christological necessity.

Major, ver. 15 : the Messiah was to be a priest after the

order of Melchisedec.

Minor, ver. 17 : Melchisedec is a priest for ever.

Conclusion, ver. 16 : the Messiah most not be born ac-

cording to the law of the flesh.

B, vers. 18-19. From the fact that the law could be abrogated, it

follows that it was imperfect.

7.11 Now if there was perfection through the Levitical

priesthood (for under it hath the people received the law), what

further need was there that another priest should arise after

the order of Melchizedek, and not be reckoned after the order

of Aaron?

Ver. 11. EÊ with the Imp. expresses the abstract possibility of

a case already known as not actual. “If perfection were.” As the

logical intermediate member between vers. 10 and 11, the idea

supplies itself : “It follows that the Levitical priesthood was also

imperfect. And how naturally ! For if, etc.” <IerwsÔnh also in
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ver. 12, denotes originally the priestly condition, the priestly office,

the priestly dignity, while ÉerateÐa denotes originally the service to

be performed by the priests. But in this chapter (comp. vers. 5 and

12) both words are used promiscuously to denote the priestly con-

dition as a whole — person, office, and service taken together. The

expression teleÐwsic ªn di� is purposely of a quite general charac-

ter; it denotes not the perfected atonement nor the perfected sanc-

tification, but, quite generally, the completion of the saving acts

and saving ways of God, i.e. of the theocracy.

The parenthesis å laäc g�r, etc. serves to explain how some

might be led to see in the Levitical priesthood the completion of the

theocracy. Upon the basis of this priesthood the people received

their law. >Ep> aÎt¨c is the reading in A, B, C, D, E, Cyr. and the

cursory manuscripts; in like manner, Grotius, Lachmann, Bleek;

âp> aÎt¬ is less authorized, and yields the trifling sense that the

people received their law with the priesthood, i.e. either contem-

poraneously with it (Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Beza, etc.), or over

and above the priesthood (Gerhard, Bengel, Limborch, etc. Wolf,

Storr, and others, interpret the âpÈ “on condition of the existence of

a priesthood,” which is equally unsuitable, grammatically and in

point of fact) If we adopt the reading âp> aÎt¨c, then âpÈ is c. gen.,

and used in the same way as at 9.17 ; 1 Cor. 9.10, “upon it,” “upon

its basis.” The Levitical priesthood, although, considered exter-

nally and in respect of time, it was first instituted in the law and

through the law, yet formed, internally, the basis and presupposed

condition in the giving of the law, nay for the giving of the law. In

the giving of the law; for the entire plan and arrangement of it rests

on the law of worship, on the representation of the people before

God by the priests, and likewise all its other ordinances are most

closely connected with the institution of the Levitical priesthood.
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For the giving of the law; inasmuch as this law was necessary only

to awaken within the Israelites a sense of their need of a priestly

representation before God; in itself the Mosaical law was not nec-

essary, but only a pedagogical preparatory step correlative with the

period of the Levitical priesthood. Some, therefore, might be led to

infer, from the important part which the Levitical priesthood plays

in the Thorah, that the Levitical priesthood was certainly complete

in itself, in like manner as the Thorah was considered as perfect

by the Jews. On this latter supposition, and the inquiry whether a

teleÐwsic was given by the law, the author does not yet enter here,

but, in the first place, proves his first thesis — that no perfection

was given by the Levitical priesthood — altogether independently

of the other supposition; and he proves this simply by showing,

that otherwise there would assuredly have been no promise of an-

other priest, who should be a priest not after the order of Aaron,

but of Melchisedec. The construction of the passage is as follows :

TÐc êti qreÐa, éteron Éerèa kat� t�n t�xin Melqisedàk �nÐstasjai

kaÈ (aÎtän) oÎ kat� t�n t�xin >Aar°n lègesjai; What necessity

would there in that case have been, that another priest should

arise after the order of Melchisedec, “and that he,” (= “this one,”)

should not be called after the order of Aaron! (Schleusner and

others take lègesjai unnaturally in the sense of “to be chosen.”

Luther, Baumgarten, etc., construe : tÐc êti qreÐa, lègesjai éte-

ron Éerèa �nÐstasjai kat� t�n t�xin Melqisedàk kaÈ oÎ kat� , t.

t. >Aar¸n construction which necessarily,presupposes a very un-

natural arrangement of the words.) That kaÈ lègesjai stands for

íc lègetai will explain why the author — having íc lègetai in his

mind — has put oÎ for m .

7.12 For the priesthood being changed, there is made of

necessity a change also of the law.
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In ver. 12 the author now proceeds to obviate the objection con-

tained in the parenthesis of ver. 11. Will some infer from the perfec-

tion of the law that the Levitical priesthood, which stood so closely

connected with the law, was also perfect? He infers, vice versa,

from the imperfection of the priesthood, that the law also was im-

perfect. As a proof of the imperfection of the former, he has just

adduced in ver. 11 the fact, that the Levitical priesthood was to

he superseded by one after the order of Melchisedec, and now he

proceeds to say : “But where the priesthood changes, there of ne-

cessity also the law changes.” This, however, involves the assertion

that the law also was imperfect, as a second or auxiliary thesis;

and this is now in ver. 13 — 19 circumstantially proven.

7.13 For he of whom these things are said belongeth to an-

other tribe, from which no man hath given attendance at the

altar. 14 For it is evident that our Lord hath sprung out of Ju-

dah; as to which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priests.

15 And what we say is yet more abundantly evident, if after the

likeness of Melchizedek there ariseth another priest, 16 who

hath been made, not after the law of a carnal commandment,

but after the power of an endless life: 17 for it is witnessed of

him , Thou art a priest for ever After the order of Melchizedek.

Ver. 13-17 forms, as has just been said, the first principal part

of the proof. In ver. 13 we have the argument, that he of whom

this was said (namely, the promise mentioned in ver. 11 of a priest

after the order of Melchisedec), was member of another tribe (than

the tribe of Levi), a tribe none of the members of which had ever

anything to do with the altar. The words are clear. The author does

not say : It is prophesied in the Old Testament of the Messiah, that

he should be of another tribe, but he simply lays down in ver. 13

the fact, that he to whom that prediction applied — therefore the
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Messiah — was of another tribe. Not till ver. 14 and ver. 15-17,

does he separate the fact of the fulfilment from the prophetical

christological necessity. In ver. 13 he still mentions merely the

fact of the case viewed as a whole. The Messiah, the Son of David

(consequently, one who was not a Levite), was to be priest. Thus a

priesthood out of the tribe of Levi was ordained. A passing beyond

the law, a met�jesic nìmou was therefore predicted.

That Jesus is he of whom these things are spoken, the author

does not prove, and needs not to prove. His readers did not doubt

that Jesus was the Messiah; the question only was, whether by

this Messiah the Old Testament cultus was abolished, or whether

it still continues.ab

In ver. 14 the author, by way of confirming what is said in

ver. 13, appeals to the manifest historical fact that “our Lord” (so

he evidently designates Jesus as the historical person) “sprang from

the tribe of Judah.” Those therefore are altogether wrong, who find

in our passage a proof that the Christians had first inferred from

the prophecy of the Messiah’s descent from David, that Jesus must

certainly have sprung from the tribe of Judah. No! the author in-

troduces this inference first in ver. 15-17, after having previously

in ver. 14 laid it down as a manifest fact not of the Qristìc of the

Messiah, but (as Bleek also rightly perceives) of “Our Lord,” of the

person of the Lord and Master historically known to the Christians,

that he “has sprung” from Judah (�natètalken perfect). We have

here therefore rather a most significant proof, that the descent of

Jesus from the tribe of Judah was a well and universally known

fact before the destruction of Jerusalem. In the same year in which

aI cannot understand how even Bleek (ii. 351) should still deny this grind
practical aim of the whole Epistle to the Hebrews.

bI cannot understand how even Bleek (ii. 351) should still deny this grind
practical aim of the whole Epistle to the Hebrews.
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the Gospels of Mark and Luke were written, the descent of Jesus

from David was already universally known.

Prìdhlon is stronger than d¨lon. D¨lon is what lies open

and manifest, prìlhlon is what lies conspicuously manifest among

other manifest things. — �natèllein is a term, techn. for the rising

of the sun; also in Luke 1.78 the expression �natol  is used of the

birth of Jesus. In the words eÊc £n ful�n etc., it is again emphati-

cally repeated that, according to the law, the tribe of Judah had no

right to the office of the priesthood. The author here delicately ex-

presses in the form of a litotes, the strict prohibition laid on all who

were not Levites from serving as priests : “In reference to which

tribe Moses has said nothing of a priesthood.”

In ver. 15-17 the author shows that the Messiah, as he was in

fact not a Levite, so in accordance with the prediction could not

be a Levite. He adds the christological necessity to the historical

reality. In proof of the former, he might simply have appealed to the

predictions of the Messiah’s descent from David already mentioned

in the preceding chapters; but his manner is not to grasp at what

lies nearest and what every reader must himself have been able to

say. He goes deeper. He proves in ver. 15-17, not merely that the

Messiah must in respect of his humanity spring from David (this

was already implied in ver. 13), but that it follows from the nature

of the priesthood of Melchisedec, that the Messiah must be born,

in general, not according to the law of a carnal commandment, but

according to the power of an indestructible life.

The sentence beginning with eÊ cannot, of course, form the sub-

ject to kat�dhlìn as eÊ cannot stand for íti ; equally unnecessary

and unjustifiable is it arbitrarily to invent a subject to kat�dhlon

(as is done for example by Œcumenius, Limborch, Tholuck, Bleek,

etc. : “that, with the priesthood, the law also is abrogated, is so
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much the more manifest,” etc.); all that we have to do is simply to

bring down from ver. 14 the clause íti âx >IoÔda �natètalken, etc.

That Jesus sprang from Judah is already in itself an acknowledged

fact (ver. 14); but this is all the more manifest, as (ver. 15) it follows

from Christ’s priesthood being after the order of Melchisedec, that

he could not be born kat� nomon. This reference is drawn syllogisti-

cally. From the major proposition ver. 15 the conclusion is directly

drawn in ver. 16, and then, in ver. 16, the minor which connects

the two is added in the form of an explanation.

The major proposition ver. 15 is clear; it is a mere repetition

of the prediction already adduced in ver. 11. In the idea which

logically forms the minor premiss ver. 17, the emphasis lies on

eÊc tän aÊÀna. Therefore the inference follows from the nature of

the Messianic priesthood (its being after the order of Melchisedec),

that the Messiah must be born according to the power of an inde-

structible life, because the eÊc aÊÀna belongs to the characteristics

of that priesthood of Melchisedec. — Is now the conclusion thus

made good? Does the word ŊŇĚ{Ň, Ps. 110, form really the ter-

tium comparationis in which the future heir of David is to agree

with Melchisedec? No; tert. comp. lies rather in the union of the

priestly with the kingly power. But neither (as Bleek thinks, ii.

p. 62) has our author by any means adduced the eÊc tän aÊÀna

as a tert. comp., but only as an inference which appeared to the

Psalmist to follow, and (as is proven in vers. 1-3) must follow, from

the general idea of a priest like to Melchisedec. The promised pos-

terity which was described to David, and was conceived of by him

as a priest-king, and therefore as a Melchisedec-like figure, could

not for this very reason be, like a Levitical high priest, a single

member of a genealogically connected series of priests, but, as the

only one of his kind excluding every possibility of succession, must
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consequently appear as holding his office for ever.

Ver. 16 contains the conclusion which follows from the everlast-

ing duration of the Messianic priesthood. He who, differently from

the Levitical priests, is to remain a priest for ever must have been

made a priest differently from the Levitical priests. The latter were

made priests according to the law of a fleshly commandment. Sar-

kikìc (good ancient manuscripts here, and in other passages, have

the form sarkinìc which, however, in like manner as the reading in

the received version, forms the antithesis to pneumatikìc, so that

no difference is thus made out in the sense) is not to be under-

stood as designating the commandment in so far as, in respect

of its import, it refers to bodily descent (Theodoret, Grotius, Lim-

borch, Tholuck, Bleek); for then those Messianic prophecies which

say that the Messiah was to descend from David had also been

fleshly ! The term is rather to be explained (as already Carpzov and

Kuinoel rightly perceived) from the antithetical word �kat�lutoc.

The passage contains a threefold antithesis; dÔnamic is antithetical

to nìmoc, zw  to ântol , and �kat�lutoc to sarkikìc. The meaning

of these antithesis we shall best be able to explain by the following

questions:

a, How did the Levitical priest originate ? First, and in general,

according to a law which ordained that the posterity of Aaron

should be priests, whatever might be their inward character

and qualifications. How was the Messiah made priest ? In-

dependently of the law, nay contrary to the law (vers. 13-14),

purely in virtue of the power which dwelt within him person-

ally, which entitled and qualified him to represent men before

God.

b, What was the nature of that law? — It appeared as a single
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external statute, an ântol . How did that dÔnamic show itself?

As a zw , as direct power and actuality of life.

c, What was the character of that ântol ? It belonged to that paed-

agogical preparatory stage which had as yet nothing to do with

the implanting of spiritual life in man who was dead through

sin, but only with the setting up of outward barriers against

sin, and with types of salvation for the natural, carnal, man.

(This is the meaning of sarkikìc comp. Gal. 3.3). What, on

the other hand, is the character of that zw ? Indissoluble,

possessing in itself the power of perpetuity.

In the one case, therefore, that separation of men from their Maker,

in which the divine being appears to man only outwardly in the

form affixed commandment without entering into inward fellowship

with him (comp. 4.2) still continues; in the other case, on the con-

trary, God has united himself with man, implanted himself within

man as the beginning and beginner of a new life, inasmuch as he

has assumed the nature of men, and shown himself to be the true

and perfect high priest, inasmuch as he proved his divine power in

his vicarious sufferings, and in the victory of the resurrection.

7.18 For there is a disannulling of a foregoing command-

ment because of its weakness and unprofitableness 19 (for the

law made nothing perfect), and a bringing in thereupon of a

better hope, through which we draw nigh unto God.

In vers. 18-19 the author now draws from the proposition laid

down in ver. 12 and proven in ver. 13-17, viz., that the Mosaic.law

was destined to be annulled by the Messiah — this last inference :

that this law was a mere pedagogical preparatory stage, and there-

fore not the final perfect consummation of the divine revelations.

The mode of argumentation is retrogressive. That �sjenàc, the ac-
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tual fact of which was already shown in ver. 13-17, is explained

only on the presupposition of the �sjenàc kaÈ �nwfelèc. The au-

thor might have logically connected in the scholastic form the sep-

arate ideas of vers. 18-19 in the following way : “But (atque oÞn)

now the annulling of a commandment only then takes place when

the commandment in question has shewn itself to be weak and

unprofitable. Consequently (ergo, �ra) that law must have been

weak and unprofitable, must have left its task unfinished, and

must only have been an introduction to a better hope.” But, as

always in such cases of reasoning in this inverted order, he de-

spises this scholastico-pedantic form, and chooses the easier form

of the explicative g�r.

The principal sentence and the last inference lies in the words

oÎdàn g�r âteleÐwsen å nìmoc, âpeisgwg� dà kreÐttonoc âlpÐdoc.

At âpeisagwg  we have not to supply gÐnetai from ver. 16 (as is

done by Theodoret, Luther, Gerhard, Bengel, Tholuck, Bleek, Ol-

shausen, and others); for the words, in respect of their import, form

no antithesis to �jèthsic màn g�r gÐnetai — (what sort of antithesis

would this be : “An annulling of a law is wont to take place only

on account of the weakness and unprofitableness of that law; but

an introduction of a better hope takes place.” — Nothing is said

as to how or why this introduction takes place !) Nor are we to

supply âteleÐwsen (with Schlichting, Michaelisi, Semler, Ernesti,

and others), for then, first of all, the article must have stood be-

fore âpeisagwg , and farther, it is not possible that a teleÐwsic can

have been effected by the introduction to a hope. The right con-

struction is that which supplies at either £n (Erasmus, Vatable,

Calvin, etc.), so that âpeisagwg  becomes predicate to nìmoc, or

âgèneto dÊ aÎtoÜ (nìmou) “the law has made nothing perfect, but

an introduction was given through it to a better hope.” That the
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omission of such a verb is not elegant Greek is of small moment;

the supposition that our author, who usually writes correctly, has

here again written with somewhat less care, must always be more

tolerable than a construction which yields a senseless idea.

Something negative and something positive, therefore, is af-

firmed of the law. The negative is : oÎdèn âteleÐwsen. OÎdèn is

not here in the sense of oÎdèna as Theophylact and others have

supposed. What is here said is, not that the particular individual

could not be led to perfection by the law, but that the law in ev-

ery respect opened up and imposed a number of problems without

solving any one of them. It set up in the decalogue the ideal of a

holy life, and yet gave no power to realise this ideal; it awakened,

by means of its law of sacrifice, the consciousness of the necessity

of an atonement, and yet could provide no true valid offering for

sin; it held forth in the institutions of the priesthood the neces-

sity of a representation of the sinner before God, and yet it gave

no priest who was able to save men eÊc tä pantelec (as it is said

ver. 25.) In short, “it left everything unfinished.” — But one thing

the law did accomplish; those who submitted to its rebuke, and did

not allow themselves to be seduced into the base and delusive hope

of a pharisaical self-righteousness, were led on by it to the better

hope through which we (Christians) come nigh to God (in truth.)

This is the positive thing which is affirmed of the law in the words

âpeisagwg� etc.

Ver. 20-28. In these verses we have the third part of this section.

It was shown in ver. 1-10 that the priesthood of Melchisedec, which

was represented in Ps. 110 as the type of the Messianic priesthood,

is more exalted than the Levitical. In ver. 11-19 it was proven that

this levitical priesthood, together with the Mosaic law so closely

connected with it, was destined to find its end and its abolition as
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an imperfect preparatory stage in the Messiah. In ver. 20-28 it is

now shown that Jesus the Messiah, in opposition to the imperfect

Levitical priesthood and Mosaic law, is the perfect priest of a new

and perfect covenant. The mention of the imperfection of the Mosaic

law, ver. 19, leads, by an easy transition, to this new thought.

7.20 And inasmuch as it is not without the taking of an

oath 21 (for they indeed have been made priests without an

oath; but he with an oath by him that saith of him, the Lord

sware and will not repent himself, Thou art a priest for ever);

22 by so much also hath Jesus become the surety of a better

covenant.

In ver. 20 and 22, we have tho principal sentence : “Inasmuch

as Jesus (was made a surety) by an oath, insomuch was he made

a surety of a better covenant (or, insomuch is the covenant, whose

surety he was made, a better covenant.) There are here (just as

at 2.17-18 ; 3.3) three members of a syllogism brought together in

one sentence. The idea expressed in a strictly logical form would

run thus : A covenant, whose surety has been made a surety by

an oath, is better than a covenant in which this is not the case.

Now Jesus was made such by an oath, but not so the Levitical

priest. Therefore, etc. The minor proposition implicitly contained

in ver. 20 and 22, is now further explained and confirmed by the

parenthesis in ver. 21. Let us first look at ver. 20 and 22.

Only the terms diaj kh and êgguoc need here any explanation.

Diaj kh from diastÐjesjai has in classic Greek the signification

testament, last will; then also the further signification contract;

hence also covenant, also foundation, institution. If now we con-

sider that the LXX. always renders by diaj kh the fully developed

Old Testament religious idea ŽĽŸĄ, it will be evident that the Greek

diaj kh must also have developed itself into a fixed dogmatical
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idea, and that, consequently, whenever the word occurs in a re-

ligious connexion in the writings of Jews and Christians, we must,

as a matter of course, take it in this sense as = ŽĽŸĄ, covenant. It

may appear as if the context imperiously forbids this interpretation

in the passage before us. This, however, is by no means the case;

on the contrary, the mention of a surety is strongly in favour of

the rendering by “covenant,” and against that by “testament.” For,

it is nowhere the custom for a testator to appoint a surety for the

actual fulfilment of his last will; he himself is the surety for this, if,

of course, he does not retract his will before his death, and he gives

no security that he will not do this. On the other hand, when two

parties enter into a covenant-agreement, in which the one party

binds himself to an act which is not to be performed till some fu-

ture time, there is then some reason in his appointing a surety

who may give security in his person that the thing promised shall

be truly and rightly performed. Luther, Bohme, Bleek, etc., would

hardly have allowed themselves to be misled into the rendering

“testament,” had they not believed that the signification ”covenant”

would not correspond with a subsequent passage of this epistle

(9.16), as, indeed, Bleek ii. p. 390, has quite frankly confessed. We

must, however, interpret our passage in the sense in which alone

every reader could understand it, who reads the epistle onwards

from the beginning, and not in the reverse way. We will then have

to deal with the subsequent passage in its proper place.

^Egguoc, denom. from âggu  sponsio, signifies sponsor, fide-

jussor. Christ is called a surety here, not because he had stood

before God as surety (that is, as the vicarious fulfiller of that which

men ought to have performed), so Calov, Gerhard, Cramer, etc., but

(so Schlichting, Grotius, Olshausen, etc.), because God on his part

gave him to the human race as a surety for the actual fulfilment of
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his covenant promise. For this, and this alone, is what is spoken

of in the context. Because God has made him a surety by an oath,

he is therefore the surety of a better covenant. (Comp. the similar

idea in 6.17-18, where it is said that God himself interposed as fide-

jussor between himself and men.) — The author here, with good

reason, calls Jesus not mesÐthc but êgguoc. From the fact, that God

confirmed with an oath the promise that he would send a mediator

or founder of a covenant, it follows only that such a mediator would

come, and that such a covenant would, in general, take place, but

not that this covenant has already taken place, and will continue

for ever. Has God sworn, on the other hand, that he will appoint

a surety? — i.e., a guarantee for the maintenance of the covenant

— the permanent validity of the covenant itself has been thereby

guaranteed. — In how far God has promised to appoint a surety

for the everlasting maintenance of the covenant to be established

now shown in the parenthesis, ver. 21. The subject is oÉ mèn å

dè the Levitical priest and Jesus. The Messiah, Jesus, has been

made priest (comp. 6.16 ss.) by an oath of God — i.e, God promised

and swore that the Messiah should be a priest according to the

order of Melchisedec. The descendants of Aaron were constituted

priests in quite a different way, namely, in consequence, and by

means of the carrying out of a simple, ordinary, legal command. If

then, God has, by that promise on oath, sworn that a priest-king

after the order of Melchisedec (consequently eternal, comp.ver. 1-

3, and ver. 17), should stand as representative between him and

the people, he has thereby clearly promised, not merely one who

shall set up a covenant, but one who shall set up and everlastingly

maintain the covenant — a surety.

7.23 And they indeed have been made priests many in num-

ber, because that by death they are hindered from continuing:
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24 but he, because he abideth for ever, hath his priesthood

unchangeable. 25 Wherefore also he is able to save to the ut-

termost them that draw near unto God through him, seeing he

ever liveth to make intercession for them.

Ver. 23-25. As the superiority of the new covenant is manifest

in the appointment of a surety by an oath, so also does it further

appear in what is closely connected with this, — the unchangeable-

ness of the New Testament priest as compared with the change of

the Levitical priests. ver. 23-25 is, in its position as well as in its

form (oÉ mèn � å dè), parallel with ver. 21; ver. 21 contains a first,

ver. 23-25 a second illustration of what is said in ver. 22 : that

Jesus is the surety of a better covenant. — OÉ mèn � å dè is again

the subject. EÊsÈ gegonìtec is the copula of of oÉ mèn while ÉereÜc

is predicate, and pleÐonec a more special determination of the sub-

ject. (Not : they were made several priests, but : they, as being

more than one, were made priests, i.e. they were made priests in

their plurality.) The author does not, however, allude here to the

circumstance, that contemporarily with the high priest there were

also a number of subordinate priests; he has, up to this point,

taken no notice of this difference between the ordinary priests and

the high priests, but rather views the entire Levitical priesthood

(the ÉerwsÔnh, ver. 11) as a whole, in comparison with the priest-

hood of Melchisedec, although, of course, all that is said of the

Levitical priesthood applies also and pre-eminently to the Levitical

high priest. For this very reason, however, the pleÐonec here refers

not to those several priests who existed simultaneously with the

high priest, but (as appears from the words di� tä kwlÔesjai, etc.)

to the successive plurality of priests who followed one another (and

chiefly high priests.) The priesthood of Christ, on the contrary, is,

according to ver. 1-3 and ver. 17, �par�batoc, such as cannot pass
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to a successor, because he ever lives. On the one side, we see the

weakness of mortality, on the other, the power of an endless life;

comp. what is said in ver. 16.

From this now proceeds the inference ver. 25, that Christ, be-

cause he ever lives, is able to save to the uttermost all who come

to the Father through him. EÊc tä pantelèc does not signify “ev-

ermore,” but “to completeness,” i.e. perfectly; it forms, both in its

etymology and its place in the context, the precise antithesis to the

words ver. 19, the law made nothing perfect. There is still another

inference drawn firom the ever liveth; Christ is therefore able to

make intercession for them. (EÊc c. inf. need not be understood in

a final sense, comp. 2 Cor. 8.6 ; Rom. 6.12 ; Winer Gramm. § 45, 6.)

>Entugq�nein is a genuine Pauline term, comp. Rom. 8.34; to appear

in the stead of another, in order to represent his interests, at the

same time taking upon one’s self his guilt.

7.26 For such a high priest became us, holy, guileless, unde-

filed, separated from sinners, and made higher than the heav-

ens; 27 who needeth not daily, like those high priests, to offer

up sacrifices, first for his own sins, and then for the sins of the

people: for this he did once for all, when he offered up himself.

In ver. 26-27 the author proceeds, now in conclusion, to state

what was properly the material difference between Christ and the

Levitical priesthood, inasmuch as he shows, wherein lay the oÎdàn

âteleÐwsen of the one, and the eÊc tä pantelèc of the other. He

states in a concise and condensed form the principal points of dif-

ference between the person and the office of both high priests, and

thus the difference between the two covenants.

KaÈ êprepen he says, and thus ver. 26-27 connects itself with

ver. 24-25, in the same way as ver. 15-17 with ver. 14. As, in
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ver. 14, the fact of the non-Levitical descent of Jesus was laid down,

and in ver. 15-17 the christological necessity for this, so in ver. 24-

25, the fact of the singularity and perfection of the New Testament

high priest is stated, while in ver. 26-27 the soteriological necessity

for such an high priest is declared.

It had been shown in 5.1-10 that Christ, by taking part in hu-

man infirmity, was an high priest — that he had this similarity to

the Levitical high priest. Here, it is shown, that, for the same end,

the representation of men before God, he must also at the same

time be different from the Levitical high priests, namely sinless.

This sinlessness is expressed, however, by a series of attributes all

of which are to be explained from the antithesis with the Levitical

high-priesthood. The Levitical high priest was also all that is here

predicated of Christ; he was, however, not perfectly, not truly so,

but only in a symbolical way, and therefore imperfectly. The high

priest bore upon the plate on his forehead the inscription Holiness

to the Lord (Ex. 29.30), he was, however, not truly holy, but had ho-

liness in himself only in that symbol. Christ, on the other hand,

was truly and inwardly holy; this is expressed by ísioc for ísioc

forms the antithesis to “sinful” (while �gioc as we saw before, is

opposed to “profane.”) The Levitical high priest, farther, was, only

as a sinless person, qualified for bringing the blood of the sacrifice

of atonement into the holiest of all for the people; he was, however,

not sinless, but required first to atone for his own sins by a sacrifice

(Lev. 16.2-14), and this atonement too was no real one, but only sym-

bolical, typical. Christ, on the contrary, was truly �kakoc therefore

(comp. ver. 27) he needed not first to offer for himself. The Leviti-

cal high priest must, thirdly, be undefiled and pure in order to be

able to represent the people before God; he was, however, not in-

wardly immaculate and pure, but had only the outward symbolical
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representation of purity, the Levitical purity. Christ, on the con-

trary, was inwardly and truly undefiled. The Levitical high priest

required, finally, to be ever on his guard, lest by contact with one

who was Levitically unclean he should himself become unclean,

and therefore had always to keep at a distance from such, Lev. 21.22,

especially 21.12. Nay, the Talmud ordains (tract. Jomah i. 1), that,

for seven days before the sacrifice of atonement, he must refrain

from all intercourse with his family. This separation was, however,

again only outward. Christ, on the contrary, in his intercourse with

sinners remained inwardly free from all participation in their sinful-

ness, inwardly untouched by its contagion; notwithstanding that

he mingled with men in all their varieties of character and situa-

tion, he yet never let drop, for a moment, that inner veil of chaste

holiness which separated him from sinners. This is what is meant

by the expression separate from sinners (Theophylact, Calvin, Ger-

hard, Michaelis, Storr, Boehrae, Kuinoel, Olshausen, etc.), which

need not therefore (with Grotius, Bengel, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.) be

made to refer to Christ’s departure from the world, i.e. to his as-

cension, which comes first to be spoken of in a subsequent place.

(Besides, his being separate from men after the ascension, would

form no parallel with the separation of the Levitical high priest be-

fore the day of the sacrifice of atonement.) Not till the very last, is

his exaltation above all heavens adduced as a sealing proof that he

was holy, sinless, undefiled, and uncontaminated by the sin of the

race, — that exaltation in which, as is then shown in chap. 8, his

high-priestly work completed itself.

Ver. 27. The inner difference of his person showed itself also in

the form and manner of his functions. The principal idea of ver. 27

lies in the words : “who needeth not daily as those high priests

to offer up sacrifice. For this he did once.” It is clear that the
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this here refers to the principal idea, the offering up sacrifice, and

cannot refer, at the same time, to the words first for his own sins.

There is, however, a subordinate idea inserted into that principal

idea, namely, that Christ did not need to offer first for his own sins,

ere he offered for those of the people. A twofold difference, then, is

found to exist between his priestly service and that of the Levitical

high priest. First, and chiefly in this, that Christ offered only once,

whereby he has, once for all, ver. 25, eÊc tä pantelèc saved all who

come to God by him, while the Levitical high priests always atoned

only for one generation, and this always but for a year, and this

only typically. Secondly in this, that he needed not first to offer for

his own sins.

A difficulty lies in the statement, that the high priests offered

daily. For, the comparison with the atoning sacrifice of Christ of-

fered once seems to require that, here also, in reference to the high

priests, we should understand the yearly — not daily — great sac-

rifice of atonement as meant, and so it would be really doubly un-

suitable to take oÉ �rqiereØc here in the weakened sense = oÉ ÉereØc;

doubly unsuitable, as precisely here, for the first time, the author

uses this expression. Two solutions of this difficulty have been at-

tempted. Some have understood either, the daily incense offering.

(Ex.. 30.6) which the high priest had to present — but with this the

expression jusÐa will not at all correspond; or (as Gerhard, Calov,

Michaelis, Bleek, Tholuck, etc.) the daily burnt offering (Ex. 29.38-42

; Num. 28.3) — this, however, was not brought by the high priest,

although (according to Jos. bell. Jud. v. 5, 7) he might sometimes

voluntarily take part in this offering, namely, on the new moons

and Sabbaths; the expression kaj> �mèran however, would still be

unsuitable. (One might rather suppose that the author intends to

oppose to the one offering of Christ, not merely the oft-repeated
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offerings of the sacrifice of atonement, but also the various kinds

of offerings — if only oÉ �rqiereØc did not stand here.) Others (as

Schlichting, Piscator, Olshausen) are for taking kaj> �mèran in the

signification die statuto (= once every year), or else in a weakened

signification (= frequently). The former will certainly not do; had

the author intended to express the definite idea that the high priest

brought the offering yearly on a certain day, he would have said (as

at 9.25 ; 10.1-3) kat> âniautìn On the other hand, I do not see what

well-grounded objection can be brought against Bengel’s view that

our author here — where nothing depended on the bringing into

view the length of time that inter-vened between each day of atone-

ment, but where all the emphasis lies merely on the repetition of

that sacrifice — should have used the somewhat hyperbolical ex-

pression kaj> �mèran “one day after the other.” Looking back on

a series of centuries, he fixes his eye merely on a successive se-

ries of days, upon which the high priests again and again brought

the appointed sacrifice. He takes no notice of the intervening days.

Enough, that “day after day” such sacrifices were offered. In one

word, the author intends here not to measure but to count. He

does not lay before him the calender of the days in the year, and

inquire upon what days an atonement festival fell, and how many

days intervened between each, but he sets before him the immense

number of days on which these fasts were observed, and lays stress

upon this, that on one such day after the other the high priest

must offer the sacrifice. (In like manner Olshausen.) He treats

these days, in other words, as a discrete, not as a concrete quan-

tity. So might a teacher say to an unruly pupil : “day after day” or

“day by day I must punish you,” without meaning by this, that he

is wont, regularly every day at a certain hour, to punish him, but

only, that, again and again, punishments are necessary, although

not merely the Sundays, but, now and then, whole weeks should
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intervene between them. So much, at any rate, is beyond all doubt,

that our author did not say kaj> �mèran from any ignorance of the

law; for, in 9.7 (where he expressly distinguishes the yearly service

in the holiest of all from the daily service in the sanctuary),he him-

self mentions, that the sacrifice of atonement was brought once in

the year.

How far the once offered sacrifice of Christ was to consist in this

— that he offered himself áautän prosenègkac — is explained in the

following principal part of our epistle, so that we do not need here

to anticipate what is there said on this question by any subjective

reasonings of our own.

7.28 For the law appointeth men high priests, having in-

firmity; but the word of the oath, which was after the law,

appointeth a Son, perfected for evermore.

Ver 28 is a concluding explanation, but, at the same time also,

a recapitulation of the whole of our third principal part.

As an explanation and further development of what goes before,

this verse connects itself (by means of an explicative g�r with vers.

26-27, the connecting link being the idea, that through the oath of

promise the Son of God was made an high priest for ever.

It is, however, a recapitulation of the whole part, in virtue of the

antithesis implicitly contained in it between å nìmoc and å lìgoc

t¨c årkwmosÐac

Meanwhile it may be asked, whether ver. 28 is really a recapit-

ulation of chaps. 5-7, or merely of chap. 7. This verse is generally

so understood as that the words å nìmoc g�r. . . �sjèneian refer to

the Levitical priests, and accordingly, that something is here de-

clared of the law as no longer valid, as abrogated by and for Christ,

consequently, that we have only a repetition of what is said 7.11-
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19. The idea would be as follows : The (no longer valid) Mosaical

law could make no better high priests than men encompassed with

infirmity; on the contrary, by the promise, Ps. 110, a better high

priest has been appointed, namely, the for ever perfected Son (scil.

of God as at 1.1 ss.) But there are serious objections against this

interpretation. If this were the author’s idea, he would then, in the

first place, deny here what he himself had formerly maintained and

taught 4.15 ; 7.5-10, namely, that Jesus also was encompassed with

infirmity. And, in addition to this, we are by no means warranted

in understanding by �sjèneia here the imperfection of the Levit-

ical priesthood, thus giving it a different signification from what

it has in chap. 4. The solution given by Bleek is preferable to

this, that in this passage Christ is regarded only in his state of

exaltation in which he had laid aside the �sjèneia as the one who

had ascended into heaven, as the perfected one, there is no neces-

sity for him to repeat his sacrifice. Meanwhile, — not ta mention

that the author had he meant to say this must of necessity have

said it more plainly, — it would, even then, not be in accordance

with his teaching elsewhere; since, according to 9.9-14,26, the sac-

rifice of Christ was a perfect one, excluding all repetition, not in

virtue of the exaltation which followed it, and the laying aside of

the �sjènia but already in virtue of its own quality. To this is to

be added, that according to this the common interpretation of our

verse, the author would not merely deny that Christ had infirmity,

but, secondly, that he was �njrwpoc. For, he would plainly put

the uÉìc (in the sense of 1.1) in opposition to the �njrwpoc. I am

of opinion, therefore, that the whole verse must be taken in a dif-

ferent sense. The author does not intend to deny that Jesus was

an �rqiereÌc �njrwpoc ºn kaÈ �sjèneian êqwn; but he takes it for

granted as known that Christ was both these things, on the one

hand, �njrwpoc ºn �sjèneian êqwn according to chap. 5, and, on
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the other, uÉìc teteleiwmènoc eÊc tän aÊÀna according to chap. 7,

and he recapitulates both here, the fondamental idea of 5.1-10, and

the fondamental idea of 7.1-27. He shows that Christ must have

answered the requirements also of the law and in how far he must

have done so. That the legal requirements of Levitical descent, of

daily sacrifice, etc. do not apply to him, that in these respects he

abrogated the law — this is proven; but one requirement of the law

had an internal, an everlasting validity, and, according to 5.1-10

was applicable also to the New Testament high priest, namely, that

he, as every high priest, must be a man having infirmity. To this

of humanity and infirmity was added, in the case of the Messiah,

a second requisite contained, not in the law, but in the promise,

Psalm 110, that he must also be a Son perfected for ever. Thus,

then, the words å nìmoc. . . �sjèneian contain a concession point-

ing back to chap. 5. The idea is this : The law (in so far as it has

not been abrogated) requires of all high priests (consequently also,

of Jesus,) that they be men having infirmity; the word of promise,

however, confirmed by an oath given after the law and stretching

far above it, constitutes the Son, who is perfected for ever an high

priest.

Thus understood the 28th verse therefore contains really a re-

capitulation of the whole third part.
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IV. The Mosaic Tabernacle

and the Heavenly Sanctuary

(ch. 8 to 10)

From the nature of the two covenants is now shown the difference

between their respective sanctuaries, their leitourgÐai and the re-

sult of their respective services. This, the last of the theoretical

parts, as it introduces us to the fifth practical part in which all

the rays from the hortatory parts are concentrated into one focus,

is not itself interrupted by an intervening exhortation, as was the

case with the three foregoing parts. And, as it does not stand par-

allel with these three parts, but (as is expressly intimated in 8.1) is

placed as a key-stone upon them, so also the introduction to it does

not run parallel with that of the foregoing parts, but is independent

and peculiar. Our fourth part divides itself into four sections. In a

first introductory section, chap. 8, it is shown, in general, that the

two tabernacles, the Mosaic and the heavenly, correspond to the

two covenants. In a second section, 9.1-11, the construction of the

two tabernacles is compared, and it is shown how, in the Mosaic

tabernacle, there lies an imperfection in the separation of the holy

place from the holy of holies. In the third section, 9.11–10.13, the

two tabernacles are compared :
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a, similarity: 9.15 ss., that for the fulfilment of the perfect covenant

in general, the death of Christ was necessary ;

b, dissimilarity: 9.25–10.13, that this death was a perfect sacrifice

once offered, in opposition to the Old Testament animal sacri-

fices.

Finally, in the fourth section, 10.14-39, the result of these respective

services is compared, and it is shown how, by the offering of Christ,

the perfect atonement and the access to God in the spirit has been

accomplished in a way which renders all auxiliary means of any

other kind superfluous.

1. The two Tabernacles correspond to

the two Covenants

(ch. 8)

8.1 Now in the things which we are saying the chief point is

this : We have such a high priest, who sat down on the right

hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens, 2 a minister

of the sanctuary, and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord

pitched, not man.

In 8.1, preparation is made for the theme which lies in ver. 2.

Kef�laion dè is not to be taken as an apposition to the whole

sentence that follows; it is better, as some do, to supply a lègw

toÜto (not an âsti, as Bleek does, for then it must have been tä
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kef�laion). — Kef�laion, used for the classical expression kefal 

signifies sum, or also principal point. Either signification will do

here, provided that the rendering “sum” be not understood of a re-

capitulation of former particular points (this belongs rather to 7.28),

but of an organic combination, a product resulting from all that

goes before; and further, that the rendering “principal point” be not

understood of a particular principal proposition which stands only

side by side with the former propositions (much less of a “principal

thing” taken from the ideas developed at the conclusion of chap. 7,

upon which, as a point of special importance, emphasis is again

laid), but of the principal point of the whole book, at which all the

former parts aimed. The meaning of the word is best and most

comprehensively rendered by the expression “key-stone.” >EpÈ toØc

legomènoic means, besides, not “in what has been hitherto said,

under what has been hitherto said,” (this or that is especially im-

portant); but “to what has been hitherto said,” (the author will now

add the key-stone.)

In the sentence toioÜton, etc., all the emphasis lies, of course,

on the words ân dexi� toÜ jrìnou, etc. That Christ is such an

high priest as has entered not into the earthly but into the heavenly

sanctuary ; or, as it is still more plainly repeated in ver. 2, fulfils

his service in the true tabernacle, — this new sentence, with its

further development in ver. 8-10, forms the key-stone of all that

has gone before. The two tabernacles, together with their services,

are forthwith compared.

What now are we to understand by the expression on the right

hand of the majesty in the heavens? Instead of occupying them-

selves here with dogmatical discussions on ubiquity or non-ubiquity,

the critics ought to have explained these words solely from the an-

tithesis. The O. T. high priest went into the earthly holy of holies as
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the place where God revealed his presence. Still, this revelation of

the presence of God in the holiest of all, was not such as if this com-

partment of the tent had been the true and proper dwelling-place

of God; but only in gracious condescension to the wants of men

did God, by means of theophanies and manifestations in the light-

cloud, consecrate this abode as a place of his presence for men.

The holy of holies, therefore, was not the place of God’s presence

in itself, but only the abode of his presence for the Old Testament

Israel, and therefore, secondly, rather a place where God symbol-

ically represented his nearness than one in which he really was.

For, the entire distinction of profane places and holy places, the

entire distinction of world, fore-court, holy place, and holy of holies

(as also the separation of a particular people — Israel — from the

rest of mankind; or, again, the separation of the Levites from Is-

rael, or of the Aaronites from Levi) — all this rested on the real

truth, that God could not yet in truth dwell with men, because sin

and the power of sin as yet hindered him from revealing himself

among, and in, and before men, as he can already reveal himself

in the sphere of the angels, and of the just made perfect, in that

heaven where his will is perfectly fulfilled (Matt. 6.10.) And there-

fore, thirdly, this same holy of holies, in which the nearness of God

was emblematically represented, was, at the same time also, an

emblematical representation of the distance of God from men. The

need of a special place, where God revealed his presence, intimated

that he was, in general, as yet separated from men. (Comp. with

this John 4.21-24.) This was the holy of holies into which the high

priest might enter once every year, and in which he was not per-

mitted to abide, but must immediately again leave it. In opposition

to this, Christ has,

a, sat down on the throne of the majesty on high; in him (comp.
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Heb. 2.9) man has entered on the everlasting, abiding enjoy-

ment of the presence of God; the state of separation, of ban-

ishment from God in which man was before, is now done away

with; God is there in heaven truly present to man, because

man is present to him, and thereby has a beginning been

made upon earth of the real presence of God.

b, Christ has sat down at the right hand of the throne of the divine

majesty; he has not appeared before God, like the Levitical

priests, as a poor sinner who most draw near to the presence

of the divine majesty — even its symbolical representation –

only with fear and trembling, but so, as that he himself fully

participates in the divine majesty and dominion.a

c, Christ has not entered into that symbolical holy of holies, where

God represented quite as much his distance from men as his

presence with them, and the latter only as a presence for men

(more particularly for Israel), but into that sphere where God,

without hindrance or limit, really reveals before the sinless

angels his entire being, and the entire presence not merely

of his world-governing omnipotence, but of his whole being

manifested on all sides.

This universal view which we thus take of the idea in the words

before us, shows us, now already, that we must regard the ex-

pression to sit down on the right hand of the throne as figurative
aThe more recent deniers of the divinity of Christ, though they maintain that

“nothing is to be found in the Bible about the divinity of Christ,” are yet wont
at least to acknowledge with the Socinians, that the exalted Christ participates
in the Godhead according to the doctrine of the holy Scripture! But he who
acknowledges so much must, if he will not give up all claim to the name of a
rational being, also acknowledge the eternal divinity of the Incarnate. For that
a finite, created being should take part in the world-governing dominion of the
Omnipotent and Omnipresent — this were indeed the very climax of unreason.
An absolute being can limit itself, because it is absolute and its own lord; but a
finite being can not be made absolute.
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= enter on an abiding participation in the sovereign authority of

any one, and that the author did not entertain the crude concep-

tion (as has most recently been laid to his charge by the young

Hegelians), that a throne stands in the heaven, with a place on the

right hand and on the left! Such a conception would indeed be in

direct contradiction to the ground-idea of the author, who makes

the divine element of the New Testament high priesthood to consist

in this, that Christ has done away with the limitations of place and

time. Carefully, however, as we are here to guard against a crass

materialistic exegesis, we must equally beware of a false spiritu-

alistic exegesis in the explanation of the oÎranoÐ as if the heaven

were the mere absence of space, and the state of being above or

beyond space regarded as an attribute of God. That this is never

denoted by ŊĽŐŹ already seen at 1.3. The heaven is that sphere of

the creation in which the will of God is perfectly done (Matt. 6.10),

and where no sin hinders Him from the full and adequate revela-

tion of Himself. Into that sphere of the world of space has Christ

ascended, as the first-fruits of glorified humanity, in order to bring

us thither after him (2.10).

Ver. 2. The principal idea of ver. 1 is now repeated with more

distinctness, in the form of an apposition to the subject of âk�jisen

and, therewith, the proper theme of the fourth part formally laid

down. Christ has sat down on the right hand of the Majesty, as

one who (in this) completes the service in the true sanctuary and

the true tabernacle. TÀn �gÐwn is of course, not to be taken (with

Œcumenius, Schulz, Paulus, etc.), as gen. plur. masculine (Christ

a servant of the saints), but as gen. plur. neut., and t� �gia does

not signify (as Luther and others render it), “the holy possessions,”

but (as at 9.8,12,24, s.; 10.19; 13.11) “the holy place,” or specially the

“holy of holies,” (Theophylact, Erasmus, Calvin, Bleek, Tholuck,
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and the most). As the author wished to place the adjective �lhjinìc

after the noun, for the sake of the emphasis, he could only make

it to agree in case and number with skhn¨c ; in respect of the

sense, tÀn �lhjinÀn is to be supplied also at tÀn �gÐwn (Bleek,

etc.) A similar use of the adjective is made also in German, with

the exception that it is placed before the noun. “Ein Diener des

wahrhaften Heiligthums und der (scil. wahrhaften) Hütte.”

The true sanctuary, the place where God is really and truly

united with men, is “not made with men’s hands.” That tent, cov-

ered with curtains and skins, cannot, of course, be the place where

heaven and earth are united.

8.3 For every high priest is appointed to offer both gifts

and sacrifices: wherefore it is necessary that this high priest

also have somewhat to offer. 4 Now if he were on earth, he

would not be a priest at all, seeing there are those who offer

the gifts according to the law; 5 who serve that which is a copy

and shadow of the heavenly things, even as Moses is warned of

God when he is about to make the tabernacle: for, see, saith

he, that thou make all things according to the pattern that was

showed thee in the mount.

In ver. 3-4 the author now adduces the first argument, to prove

that the sanctuary into which Christ entered is the true sanctuary,

and different from the tabernacle of Moses. The steps in the rea-

soning logically arranged are the following: — A, Only the Aaronitic

priests were qualified and permitted to offer sacrifice in the Mosaic

tabernacle. Christ being not an Aaronite could not offer there. B,

But he must offer (somewhere and something), because every high

priest must offer sacrifice. Consequently, he needed another taber-

nacle than that of Moses, (the only one that existed on earth). The

author now, however, (just as at 7.15-17), passes forthwith from the
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thesis to the second and more remote member of the proof (B), and

then brings in after it the first member of the proof, in the form of

an explanation (of how far there lies in B an argument in proof of

the thesis). The idea, therefore, takes this form: Thesis: Christ is

minister in the true (namely heavenly) tabernacle. Argument: For

every high priest must offer sacrifice; therefore, Christ also must

offer. (Supple: from this follows, however, the above thesis, that

Christ needed another tabernacle;) for, had he been priest in that

earthly tabernacle, he would then have been no priest, as there

were already priests there, who brought their offerings in confor-

mity with the law.

The words in detail have no difficulty. DÀra te kaÈ jusÐai as

a general designation of the offerings, we had already at 5.2. The

author does not, of course, say of Christ that it was necessary for

him to bring dÀra te kaÈ jusÐai different kinds of offerings, but

only that he must have somewhat to offer.

Ver. 5. Although grammatically connected with ver. 4 by a

oÑtinec (which, however, may be well enough rendered by “and

these”), ver. 5 contains an independent idea, a new argument for

the thesis ver. 2, so stated as that this thesis itself, only in a more

definite form, is first repeated (the tabernacle in which the Levit-

ical priests served is called an image and shadow of the heavenly

things), and then the passage Ex. 25.40 is adduced as a new argu-

ment for the inferiority of the Mosaic tabernacle.

LatreÔein with the dative of the person whom one serves is fre-

quent; it more rarely occurs with the dative of the thing in which

one serves (besides this passage comp. 13.10.) To take the dative

in an instrumental signification would yield no sense. The Leviti-

cal high priests served in a tabernacle which was an emblem and

shadow of the heavenly things. VAgia is not (with Bleek and others)
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to be supplied at t� âpour�nia ; the author has evidently rather, on

purpose and with good reason, avoided placing a heavenly taber-

nacle in opposition to the earthly. True, in ver. 2, where in stating

the thesis he wished to make an evident antithesis, he spoke of

a “true tabernacle,” a “true sanctuary;” from that place onwards,

however, he avoids with intentional care every expression which

might have led to the conception of a local sanctuary in heaven.

Also in chap. 9, he again sets in opposition to the “holy places

made with hands” only “the heavenly things” and “the things in the

heavens,” ver. 23. And, moreover, the whole reasoning in chap. 9

shows, that he considered as the archetype of the tabernacle not

heavenly localities, but heavenly relations and heavenly facts. (The

holy life of Christ, in his state of humiliation, is the heavenly sanc-

tuary through which Christ must pass; the rending of his body is

the rending of the vail that separates him from the holiest of all,

etc. Comp. below on 9.11, and on 10.20.) Now, to these heavenly

relations and facts of salvation the Mosaic tabernacle stands in the

relation of a Ípìdeigma and skÐa. The verb from which Ípìdeigma

is derived, ÍpodeÐknumi has two significations; first, it signifies to

show something privately to any one, to let something be seen in

an underhand way, hence Ípìdeigma a private sign, secret token,

and, in general, a mark or token; secondly, it signifies also to il-

lustrate something by examples, to draw from a pattern, to copy,

hence Ípìdeigma, a copy, or also (in the profane writers as well

as in Heb. 4.11) = par�deigma image, model, example. In this pas-

sage, however, it has not the less proper signification of image in

the sense of par�deigma, model, pattern, but the proper significa-

tion of copy, so that it was not the Mosaic tabernacle that was the

par�deigma (the original from which the copy was taken), but the

heavenly things. The same idea lies in ski� but in a still stronger

form. The shadow of a body represents not even a proper image of
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it, but only the colourless contour.

Now, that the Mosaic tabernacle was not an original but the copy

of a heavenly original, the author proves from Ex. 25.40. In Ex. 25.40

Moses is told to build the tabernacle according to the ŽĽŘĄŽ, that

is plan (not model, comp. Is. 44.13, where, ver. 13, the draught is

first sketched, and then, ver. 14, the wood is sought for completing

it; also 2 Kings 16.10; 1 Chron. 28.11, where the signification “plan,

sketch,” is perfectly suitable, better certainly than the signification

“model”) — according to the plan which God showed to him in the

mount. These words already lead (as ŽĽŘĄŽ never denotes on inde-

pendent original building, but always only a plan on a small scale

by which one to be guided in the construction — and, even accord-

ing to the common false explanation of the term, only a model in

miniature) — these words, I say, already lead, not to the conception

that there had been shown to Moses on Mount Sinai a large real

tabernacle; still less, can the author’s opinion of Ex. 25.40 be, that

the original of the tabernacle stands permanently on Mount Sinai

(as later Rabbins fabled), and least of all, that Moses looked forth

into the heaven from the top of Sinai, and saw there in heaven the

original structure. Either the words in Ex. 25.40 are to be taken as a

figurative expression (so that the description in words, Ex. 25.40 ss.,

was called figuratively a plan which had been shown to Moses), or,

there was really shown to Moses in prophetic vision the draught of a

building (comp. Ex. 26.30) but still a draught or plan which, beyond

his vision, had no existence. — The question now presents itself,

whether our author understood the passage in this, the right way,

or whether he misunderstood it after the manner of the later Rab-

bins. Now, it is first of all to be observed, that there are throughout

no positive intimations that might necessitate our adopting this

latter supposition. The whole reasoning retains its full force on
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the supposition, that he rightly understood the passage in ques-

tion. The heavenly things themselves (the New Testament facts of

salvation which were delineated in the tabernacle), were, indeed,

not shown to Moses, but only a plan according to which he was

to build that hypodeigmatic tabernacle, and he had as yet no con-

sciousness of tile prophetical signification of this building. But,

indeed, the force of the author’s reasoning depends in nowise on

whether Moses understood the typical signification of the taberna-

cle or not. Enough, that Moses himself did not make or invent the

plan of the tabernacle, enough, that God gave him the plan — God,

who knew well the symbolical signification of this plan. That the

plan for the tabernacle was given by God — in this circumstance lies

the nerve of the argument; for this reason is the Mosaic tabernacle

a reflection of heavenly thoughts, ideas, relations.a

But further, there are even distinct reason at hand for rejecting

the supposition, that the author conceived of an original taber-

nacle standing permanently in heaven, or on Mount Sinai. If he

had conceived of this as in heaven, then he must either have said

more plainly, Moses was permitted to look forth into the heaven

from Mount Sinai, or he must have said more plainly (comp. the

remarks above): that which Moses saw on Sinai was itself again

only a copy of the heavenly original. If, however, he conceived of

this as standing on Mount Sinai, then this tabernacle would not

have been âpour�nia but âpÈ t¨c g¨c, which was precisely denied

in ver. 4. But that neither of these fantastic ideas had any place

aFaber, Stapulensis, Rivet, Schlichting, Storr, and Bleek, go still farther, and
suppose even, that our author did not at all understand the word tÔpoc in the
sense of ground-plan or model, but in the sense of copy, and that his object was
expressly to say, that the model which was shown to Moses was itself the only
copy of the true âpour�nia. Accordingly, he intends to represent the taberna-
cle as the copy of a copy This however, could hardly be justified on exegetical
grounds. The author would assuredly have expressed this idea more distinctly.
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in the mind of the author, appears most evidently from the ninth

chapter. If the separation of a holy of holies from a holy place is

there expressly represented as an imperfection, in which the Mosaic

tabernacle is distinguished from the heavenly original, — how, in

all possibility, can the author have regarded that model shown to

Moses — which corresponded with the Mosaic tabernacle even in

the minutest detail, and therefore had also a holy place separated

from the holy of holies — as that heavenly original itself? So much

then is beyond all doubt — that those heavenly things, which in

the Mosaic tabernacle were delineated in a faint shadow-sketch,

did not themselves, according to our author’s view, consist of a

locality, a tabernacle with skins, curtains, fore-courts, holy place,

and holy of holies.

Thus, then, the force of the reasoning in ver. 5 lies in reality

only in the negative circumstance, that the tabernacle was not an

independent original, but was built according to a pattern given by

God, the object of which, therefore, must have been symbolically to

represent divine ideas.

8.6 But now hath he obtained a ministry the more ex-

cellent, by so much as he is also the mediator of a better

covenant, which hath been enacted upon better promises.

In ver. 6 the thesis, contained in ver. 2 and repeated in a more

modified form in the beginning of ver. 5, is once more repeated, and

this time in a form still more complete; so, namely, that not merely

the two ideas contained in ver. 2 and ver. 5 are united, but a third is

added. In ver. 2 it was said positively: Christ is minister in the true

tabernacle, in ver. 5 negatively: the Levitical high priests served

in a tabernacle which was only an image and shadow. Now, in

ver. 6 it is said: the ministry of Christ is more glorious (than that of

the Levitical high priests), and in so much more glorious as the new
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covenant is more glorious (than the old.) Here, therefore, not merely

are the two leitourgÐai compared with each other, bnt they are,

moreover, placed parallel with the two diaj kaic. Thus ver. 6 forms

the proper thesis of the entire fourth part, and vers. 1-5 serves only

as a preparatory introduction to this thesis. As the author in ver. 6

not merely combines the ideas in vers. 1-5, but, at the same time,

also passes to a new idea, to the comparison of the services with

the covenants, he has therefore connected ver. 6 with ver. 5, not by

a particle of inference, but by a particle of progression (nunÈ dè).

In respect of form, ver. 6 has the greatest resemblance to 1.4.

Here, as there, the comparatives kreÐttwn and diafor¸teroc are

used in the comparison of what belongs to the Old Testament with

what belongs to the New. Instead of leitourgÐa the author might,

by all means, have put skhn  but, as has already been observed

at ver. 5, he henceforth industriously avoids placing a heavenly

tabernacle in opposition to the Mosaic tabernacle.

The ground-idea of ver. 6 then is this, that the ministry of the

Levitical priests in the Mosaic tabernacle stands related to the min-

istry of Christ in the heavenly things precisely as the old covenant

does to the new. In what the old covenant is excelled by the new,

we are informed in the relative clause ¡tic, which finds farther ex-

planation in vers. 7-12. This explanation, at the same time, already

contains the idea, that the old covenant was destined to vanish and

to be replaced by the new. This idea is then in ver. 13 formally ex-

pressed as an inference. Does the Levitical priestly service in the

temple bear the same relation to the ministry of Christ (according

to ver. 6) as the old covenant bears to the new, and again, is the

old covenant (according to ver. 13) to be abrogated by the new —

in this lies already implicite the final inference (which is then in

chap. 9-10. explicitly developed in detail), that the Levitical tem-
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ple service is in like manner abrogated, rendered superfluous by the

ministry of Christ, as the old covenant by the new.

So much on the train of thought in general. Let us look now,

first of all, at the relative clause: ¡tic âpÈ keÐttosin âpaggelÐaic

nenomojèthtai. NomojeteØn here evidently in the wider sense = to

establish, to enact authoritatively; for that the new covenant also

has to do with the giving of a law is expressly shown in vers. 8-

12. The new covenant is founded on better promises; for (comp.

vers. 9-10) the old covenant promised salvation and blessing only

to him who perfectly fulfilled the law; the new covenant, on the

other hand, gives first before it asks.

8.7 For if that first covenant had been faultless, then would

no place have been sought for a second.

Ver. 7 serves, first of all, to obviate an objection that might arise

in the minds of the readers at ver. 6. They were wont to consider

Moses, and the covenant of God with Moses, as the proper and

most sacred kernel of the Israelitish true religion. Had not the

Messiah himself, according to their view, been promised and given

precisely to the members of the Mosaic covenant people! Now, to

say that this covenant of God with Moses was lowered in value by

another covenant, must have appeared to them as almost frivolous.

Therefore the author explains to them, that he is at liberty to de-

preciate, nay, to find fault with the old covenant, and why he is so.

“If that first covenant had been faultless, then there had been no

room for desiring a second.” This was certainly the author’s idea,

but instead of saying oÎk �n tìpoc ©n toÜ zhteØn deutèran he has

with unconscious conciseness (or by blending the two ideas: oÎk

�n ©n tìpoc and oÎk �n âzhteØto deutèra) joined tìpoc also with

âzhteØto as the object. (The explanation of Bleek and others is not

natural: then God would have had no need to seek in the hearts
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of men a better place for his covenant than was the place on the

tables of stone. Equally unnatural is Olshausen’s “tìpon tinäc zh-

teØn = to will that something should take place.“) — The turn of

the thought in general is quite parallel with that in chap. 7 ver. 11

(and ver. 18.) As in that place, from the established fact that a new

and different high priest is promised, the inference is drawn that

the old high priesthood must have been insufficient (and similarly

at 7.18 of the law), so here, from the fact that God — as is shown

explanatorily in vers. 8-12 — has promised a new covenant it is

inferred, that the old covenant was oÎk �memptoc.

The meaning of this oÎk �memptoc is well explained in the ex-

pressions used in quite a similar way in 7.18, �sjenàc kaÈ �nw-

felèc. The author does not mean to find fault with the old Mosaic

covenant as being not of divine origin, or, although constituted by

God as being insufficient even for its relative object, and unwisely

framed; he only means, that it lies open to the charge of being

faulty, when human folly, contrary to the divine purpose, gives it

out as being everlastingly sufficient, while yet God himself, inas-

much as he has promised to give a new, another covenant, has

thereby declared the old one to be imperfect. It is, therefore, not

the author, nor generally speaking a man who presumed to find

fault with the old covenant, but God himself has found fault with

it. (Comp. the repeated lègei kÔrioc ver. 8 and 9. It was not the

word of Jeremiah, but the word of the Lord to Jeremiah.)

8.8 For finding fault with them, he saith, Behold, the days

come, saith the Lord, That I will make a new covenant with the

house of Israel and with the house of Judah; 8.9 Not according

to the covenant that I made with their fathers In the day that

I took them by the hand to lead them forth out of the land of

Egypt; For they continued not in my covenant, And I regarded
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them not, saith the Lord. 8.10 For this is the covenant that I

will make with the house of Israel After those days, saith the

Lord; I will put my laws into their mind, And on their heart

also will I write them: And I will be to them a God, And they

shall be to me a people: 11 And they shall not teach every man

his fellow-citizen, And every man his brother, saying, Know the

Lord: For all shall know me, From the least to the greatest of

them. 8.12 For I will be merciful to their iniquities, And their

sins will I remember no more.

Vers. 8-12. The author in these verses cites the passage in

which God has promised a new and a different covenant, and

thereby has found fault with the old covenant (not as one that was

not divine, or not wise, but as insufficient and destined to cease).

The passage is in Jer. 31.31-34. The author quotes literally from the

Sept, and the rendering of the Sept. is right. — In the whole of the

Old Testament no passage is to be found in which the view is ex-

pressed more clearly and distinctly, that the law was only a paida-

gwgìc than in this. And, if some commentators have thought that

in this passage no fault is found with the old covenant itself, but

only with the Israelites, they merely show by this, that they have

not understood the simple sense of the passage. It is true, that

fault is found with the Israelites who “abode not in the covenant

(of Moses);” but when the Lord is induced by this consideration to

determine, that he will frame a different covenant, in which he will

write the law not upon tables of stone but on the hearts of his peo-

ple, he surely acknowledges thereby expressly and clearly, that a

part of the fault belonged also to the old covenant. (In like man-

ner Olshausen. Comp. also our explanation of the passage 4.2, in

which we encounter a similar misunderstanding on the part of the

critics.)
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The train of thought in the passage Jer. 31.31-34 is as follows.

A first principal idea lies in the words ÊdoÌ. . . g¨c AÊgÔptou. The

Lord announces to his people, that he will, at a future time, make

a new covenant with them, ver. 8. He calls this covenant new,

however, not in the sense of its being only a confirmatory renewal

of the old covenant, but in precise and express opposition to the

covenant which was made on their removal from Egypt, it is to be

a new covenant not merely numerically, but qualitatively (ver. 9,

oÎ kat�. . . âk g¨c AÊgÔptou). Then follows a second principal idea

(íti aÎtoÈ oÎk. . . êsontai moi eÊc laìn). We are now told what it

was that was imperfect in the old covenant, and why there was

need of a new covenant, and wherein this should be different from

the old. The principal imperfection of the old covenant lies in its

inefficacy, which has been demonstrated by actual experience. The

cause of this is to be traced not merely to the Israelites not con-

tinuing in that covenant, but to the mutual relation that subsisted

between the people and their God, which is expressed in the two

members: they continued not, etc. and I regarded them not. The

people, on their part, remained not in the covenant, fulfilled not

the commands enjoined as the condition of the covenant, and God,

on his part, punished the people, inasmuch as after, and in con-

sequence of, the transgressions, he accepted them no more. The

conduct of God regulated itself then according to the conduct of men.

God first demanded before he gave ; he first imposed his commands

without regard to the capacity and power of men; then he rejected

the people because they fulfilled not these commands. (It needs

not, of course, to be shown here for the first time, how wise this

stage of legal enactment in the training of Israel was, how nec-

essary it was in order to awaken the knowledge of the infirmities

of sin. Nor does our author deny that it was necessary for its time.

But he proves from this announcement of God himself to Jeremiah,
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that this stage was only a preparatory one, which could not confer

blessedness and brought no perfection.) It is different with the new

covenant which God promises to make ŊĽĂĄĎ ŊĽŐĽ this covenant

God will not write his law outwardly, as a cold requirement, on

tables of stone, but he will write it in the hearts and in the minds

of his people; he will, therefore, first give to the people and then

ask from them; he will first give them a new heart, a regenerate

spirit, pleasure, love, and joy in God’s will, and then he will re-

quire of them, nor will he then require in vain, for he will then be

truly the people’s God, worshipped and beloved by them, and, in

consequence of this, the people can then also be truly his people,

protected and blessed by him. In a third principal idea (ver. 11-12),

it is now shown still more plainly, how the fulfilment of the law is

under this new covenant to rest on the inward disposition, and on

what ground this disposition is to rest. In the old covenant God

had commissioned Moses and the priests to read the law to the

people, and to lay before them the command to acknowledge Jeho-

vah as their God. There is to be no such outward process under

the new covenant. Then will every one personally, and from his

own inmost experience, know and acknowledge the Lord, — and

how ? by what means? Because he forgives their sins, and remem-

bers not their iniquities. The difference, then, between the old and

the new covenant is traced even to this innermost centre-point in

that evangelical announcement of God to Jeremiah. There it is the

law that stands first, and lays down its requirements, which man

cannot fulfil, because he wants the power and the spirit, the power

of love and the spirit of love. Here it is free grace, the forgiveness

of sins, and reconciliation that stands first, and in the heart whose

sins have been forgiven love springs up, and from love springs the

strength and the inclination for holiness, and the personal experi-

ence of the knowledge of God.
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8.13 In that he saith, A new covenant he hath made the

first old. But that which is becoming old and waxeth aged is

nigh unto vanishing away.

Ver. 13. The author has now shown that, according to God’s

own announcement, a new, a higher covenant was to be formed,

which rests on better promises, (namely, promises not first con-

ditioned by the conduct of men). From this is now drawn the

further inference, that for the old covenant a time must also at

length come, when it would no longer be merely relatively the old

in opposition to the new, but also, the absolutely weak through age

in opposition to the new covenant coming into operation with the

freshness of youth.

Two ideas are to be distinguished from each other in this verse.

First, with the promise of God to make in general a (relatively) new,

different, second covenant, the covenant made with Moses ceases

to be the only one, and becomes a (relatively) old covenant. Sec-

ondly: But of two things, that which is the relatively older must

also, at some time, become the absolutely old, be survived and

pass away.

We have here, first of all, to obtain a clear idea of the two cate-

gories, old and new, aged and young. Kainìc means new, new in

the relative sense, that which is added to a thing already existing

as a new, i.e. a different thing, novus. (In the same sense might

one, who at an entertainment brings first wine of vintage 1846,

and then of 1811, say he will now bring a new wine, that is, a new,

another kind.) The opposite of this in Greek is palaØoc that which

was already there, p�lai the old = the earlier, (relatively old), an-

tiquus (from ante), what does not come after something else. The

application of palaØoc to old persons is secondary, and these also

are so called, not in the sense of their being infirm through age,
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but only in the sense of their having been earlier in the world than

those who are young.

Neìc, on the other hand, means young, fresh, recent, that which

(at any given time) is still absolutely new in respect of its existence,

(not in comparison with another), that which has not yet existed

long, still stands in fresh vigour. (So is that wine of 1846 the young

wine.) In opposition to this, geraiìc, as the Latin vetus denotes

what is absolutely old, what has no longer in itself the strength to

exist much longer. (Thus a man of eighty years of age may be a new

member (kainìc) of a legislative assembly, and still be a geraiìc

and one of thirty years of age may be an old palaØoc member of the

assembly, and yet be neìc).

Most unjustly, therefore, will Bleek, Tholuck, and others ren-

der palaioÜn by senem reddere, “to render antiquated.” Only thus,

Bleek thinks, can a natural connection of ideas be made out be-

tween the two members; it gives rise rather, we think, only to a

tautology. PalaioÜn is rather simply “to make the older” antiquum

reddere, (not to antiquate in the modern sense, which would be

equivalent to “abrogate.”) Inasmuch as God speaks of a kain�

diaj kh, he has (the use of the perf. is to be noted) thereby made

the covenant of Moses the old covenant, i.e. the relatively older.

That, however, which has been made the antiquum, the older, is,

for this reason—because it is destined to be displaced by a novum

— also etc. on the way towards an absolute point of old age, i.e. it

is a ghr�skon, it is old in respect of its own capacity of existence,

and approaches therefore, step by step, the impending �fanismìc.

(>EggÔc is used in the same way as at 6.8. As, in that place, âggÌc

kat�rac does not mean “nigh to the curse,” but “approaching step

by step nearer to the curse,” so here, âggÌc �fanismoÜ “approach-

ing step by step nearer to dissolution.”) Thus, from the fact that
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God has promised, in general, a new, i.e. second covenant, and has

declared the covenant of Moses to be the earlier, it follows, that this

earlier covenant must, at some time, be old and cease. Now, as,

according to ver. 6, the relation between the ministries is the same

as that between the covenants, ver. 13, therefore, already implicitly

contains the idea (as has been already observed) that the Levitical

leitourgÐa is destined to become old, to be survived and to cease.

2. The construction

of the Mosaic Tabernacle

(9.1-10)

According to the train of thought in the foregoing section, we are

prepared to expect here two ideas which Zuingle has already well

denoted in the words: Docet, ceremonias testamenti veteris non-

nisi typum fuisse novi. Atque ita rursum probat, novum testa-

mentum, sacerdotium videlicet Christi, excellentius fuisse levitico.

First, the author will have to prove in detail the idea expressed in

8.1-5, that the Old Testament tabernacle, in general, was a copy of

the heavenly things i.e. the ministry of Christ, — then, the idea in

8.6 ss., that, as a mere copy, it corresponds to the nature of the old

covenant as distinguished from the new. And indeed we do find

both of these things in this section, only (as was to be expected)

not treated successively, but blended together.

9.1 Now even a first covenant had ordinances of divine

service, and its sanctuary, a sanctuary of this world.
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In ver. 1 the first thing to be asked is, what substantive is to be

supplied at pr¸th. The Complut. and Steph. editions read � pr¸th

skhn  but this skhn  is not found in the majority of the oldest and

best codd. and versions, it rests, therefore, merely on a conjecture,

and this conjecture, moreover, is groundless. In 8.6-13 it was the

two covenants that were spoken of throughout, and, even at ver. 13,

the words in that he saith, a new, etc., pointed back to the citation

in ver. 8 (I will make a new covenant), and thus, at ver. 13 also,

the substantive, covenant, was to be supplied at the words — he

hath made the first old. This of itself would show, that the same

substantive must be supplied at � pr¸th in the verse before us.

And, indeed, skhn  would in nowise be suitable. For, in ver. 2,

where the expression � pr¸th skhn  actually occurs, it serves to

denote not the Old Testament sanctuary in opposition to that of the

New Testament, but the fore-compartment of the Old Testament

tabernacle (the so-called “holy place”) in opposition to the hind-

compartment (the “holiest of all”), and, therefore, has a signification

which would not at all be suitable in ver. 1. We have, therefore,

to supply diaj kh (so Peschito, Chrysostom, Luther, Calvin, Beza,

Grotius, Bleek, Olshausen, and, in general, all the more recent

commentators.)

Dikai¸mata latreÐac, — dikaÐwma denotes the result of the act

expressed by dikaioÜn and signifies, therefore, the making just or

right. In the New Testament it occurs in a threefold sense: first, it

signifies the fulfilling of righteousness (as applicable to the perfect

man Christ), Rom. 5.18 ; 8.4; secondly, the declaring of the sinner to

be righteous by God for Christ’s sake, Rom. 5.16; thirdly, it denotes

an act whereby certain things are declared to be right and therefore

obligatory, i.e ordinance, law = ĹĄŹŐ ,ŮĞ, Rom. 1.32 ; Luke 1.6. Here,

of course, only this third signification is suitable. To understand
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dikai¸mata of the holy vessels is contrary to all usage. Luther,

Grotius, and others, take latreÐac as the accusative, and suppose

a comma between dikai¸mata and latreÐac so that the three things

would be co-ordinated, “ordinances, services, and sanctuary.” But,

first of all, te is mostly used in the case of things connected by pairs;

besides, the use of the plural in latreÐac would be strange, and la-

treÐac, moreover, would express nothing else than the performance

of the dikaÐwmata, which would give rise to a tautology. We there-

fore agree with the immense majority of both ancient and mod-

ern commentators in taking latreÐac as the genitive to dikai¸mata.

We thus obtain two ideas (“ordinances respecting the service,” and

“the sanctuary”), which correspond precisely to the two ideas of the

foregoing chapter, service and tabernacle.

By tä �gion as already appears from the epithet kosmikìn (which

forms the antithesis to âpour�nion is to be understood the entire

Old Testament fanum (not the “holiest of all,” which in the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews is denoted by t� �gia vers. 3 and 8, or �gia

�gÐwn, ver. 2; nor the so called “holy place,” which our author al-

ways designates by the expression � pr¸th skhn .) — The epithet

kosmikìn as already said, finds its explanation in the antithesis

to âpour�nia. The writer intends evidently to say this: “the old

covenant, too, had indeed a service and a sanctuary, but it had

a service determined by ordinances, and a sanctuary belonging to

this world”. These two things he has concisely put together in one

clause. He, therefore (as already Olshausen has rightly observed),

expresses by kosmikìn nearly the same thing that he had already

expressed in 8.4 by âpÈ g¨c, with this difference, that in kosmikìn

lies not merely the locality but also the quality. Some of the older

critics have strangely mistaken the sense of these simple words.

Luther and others take tä �gion = t�n �giìthta; Hornberg rightly
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interprets tä �gion, but renders kosmikìc = kìsmioc, “adorned;”

Chrysostom, Theophylact, Œcumenius, Kypke, explain kosmikìc –

for the whole world, destined for all nations (but one of the prin-

cipal imperfections of the Old Testament sanctuary lay precisely

in this, that it was not destined for all nations, but only for one

people); Theophylact, Grotius, Este, Wetstein, explain: “represent-

ing a type of the world-structure” (but the tabernacle represented

this in no possible way.) Even among those commentators who

rightly explain kosmikìc as antithetical with âpour�nioc (It., Vulg.,

Calvin, Beza, Cramer, Storr, Kuinoel, Tholuck, Bleek), it is still un-

necessarily disputed, whether the writer intended by this to denote

the imperfection or the materiality of the Old Testament sanctuary.

Kosmikìc signifies neither “imperfect” nor “material,” but “belong-

ing to the world”.a The Old Testament sanctuary was an integral

part of this world, this kìsmoc which exists as a world separated

from God, and in which, therefore, even when what was heavenly

appeared, it must needs take the form of the limited, the partic-

ular, i.e., under the distinction of fanum and profanum. In this

is involved at once the material, local, external, and emblematic

character of the Old Testament �gion, and, at the same time, also,

its imperfection.

9.2 For there was a tabernacle prepared, the first, wherein

were the candlestick, and the table, and the showbread; which

is called the Holy place. 3 And after the second veil, the taber-

nacle which is called the Holy of holies; 4 having a golden altar

of incense, and the ark of the covenant overlaid round about

with gold, wherein was a golden pot holding the manna, and

Aaron’s rod that budded, and the tables of the covenant; 5 and
aBleek renders the word by “worldly.” But this word has acquired in common

usage a different meaning. It no longer forms the antithesis to heavenly, but to
spiritual, and has become almost synonymous with “profane.”
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above it cherubim of glory overshadowing the mercy-seat; of

which things we cannot now speak severally.

Ver. 2-5. What is now to be proven is not that, in general, a

service and a sanctuary existed under the old covenant, but that

that service was one according to ordinances, and that sanctuary

one pertaining to this world. In proof of this (comp. the g�r) the

principal idea is now laid down: “There was built first compartment

of the tent; behind the second vail, however, was the holy of holies.”

In this construction, which rendered it necessary to pass through

two vails into the holiest of all, was plainly expressed that cosmical

imperfection, that state of separation between God and the sinful

world.

This separation was not, however, in any way merely accidental

or outward, but was most closely connected with the entire nature,

and with the collective symbols o the Old Testament coitus. The

writer shows this by specifying the particular pieces of furniture in

each of the two compartments of the tabernacle, and the acts of

worship which were performed in each.

Before entering here on the explanation of the text, we must not

omit taking a short survey of the local construction and symbolical

significance of the tabernacle.

On entering by the door of the rectangular fore-court (which

stood on one of its smaller sides) into the fore-court, one would then

have had the tent immediately before him (again its smaller side),

but in entering it, he would yet have to pass the altar of burnt-

offering and the basin of water which stood just at the entrance to

the tent. On entering into the tent itself (therefore passing through

the first vail, which formed the entrance from the fore-court out-

wards), he would then have found himself in the holy place (pr¸th
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skhn ), a rectangular space which, again, had greater depth than

breadth. On the right hand, in this space, stood the table with the

shew-bread, on the left, the golden candlestick, and furthest back,

immediately before the entrance to the holiest of all (Ex. 30.6), the

altar of incense. On entering (through the second vail, which sep-

arated the holy place from the holiest of all) into the holiest of all,

he would then have found himself in a square space which had no

other entrance but the one from the holy place. Here stood the ark

of the covenant.

This holy of holies was the place where God sometimes mani-

fested his presence in a bright Light or a cloud of smoke. This was

the place where God was to be conceived of as always present, even

although he should not be visibly manifest. He was present here,

however, not as the Creator and Governor of the world (as such he

dwelt in heaven), but as the covenant God of bis people. And there-

fore was the act of the covenant kept here in the ark of the covenant.

This act of the covenant contained the mutual contract which God

had made with his people. He required of the people the fulfilment

of his eternal, absolutely holy will, which he had expressed in the

“ten words;” the decalogue was the condition of the covenant; if this

was fulfilled, then would the Lord, on his part, fulfil the promise of

the covenant, and be the God of this people.

But, not only did the people break that condition from the very

first; they had never the power to fulfil a command in which even

an evil desire was forbidden. Hence God had never given this law

to the end that it should be fulfilled, but to the end that the people

should by this testimony (ŽĚČ{) be led to the knowledge of their

sinfulness. And this is not an idea to be found first in the New

Testament, in the writings of Paul, but one which had been, in the

clearest manner, expressed in the ceremonial law and worship.
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The “words of the testimony” (i.e. the decalogue) must needs

be covered (ŸŤŃ who was present in the holy of holies might not

fall upon these words, which were an act of accusation against the

people. (From this is to be explained the frequent form of expres-

sion “to cover sin.”) A golden cover the ŽŸŤŃ to be laid upon the

ark; this dead cover, however, did not suffice of itself to torn away

the eye of divine penal justice from the record which testified of the

guilt of the people. For this there was necessary an actual atone-

ment for this guilt. Therefore the high priest must, once every year,

on the great day of atonement, slay the great sacrifice of atone-

ment, and carry the blood into the holiest of all, and sprinkle it

on the cover or lid of the ark, that the eye of God might fall upon

this witness of the accomplished atonement. (Of course this atone-

ment was, in like manner, only symbolical and typical, as was the

representation of the presence of God, and the beholding of God.)

Thus, then, there was represented in the holy of holies the abso-

lute relation of the absolutely holy God to the sinful people. It will

appear from what has been said, how very superficial is the view

of those who would place the decalogue in the same category with

the ceremonial law, and regard it as given only for the Jews. The

whole ceremonial law had rather a significance only on the sup-

position, that the decalogue was not a relative thing suited to the

capacity and development of the time when it was given, but the

purely absolute representation of the eternal, independent will of

God.

Let us now look at the cultus of the holy place, the pr¸th skhn .

After the decalogue God gave, at the same time, to the Israelites

(Ex. 20.22,23,33), a second law, which did not require absolute ho-

liness, but rather, on the contrary, was suited to an unholy sin-

ful people, and which presupposed the non-fulfilment of the deca-
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logue. In the decalogue it is said: thou shalt not kill; in 21.12

ss. it is taken for granted that, notwithstanding of this, murder

would occur, and ordinances were given how this should be pun-

ished. In the decalogue it is said: thou shalt not steal; in 22.1, it

is presupposed, that still, thefts would be committed, and the civil

punishment for the thief is specified, and so forth. In short, the

decalogue was a law which could not be kept by a sinful people;

the law, on the other hand, 20.22 ss. was instituted precisely to

meet the capacity of observance belonging to a sinful people. The

decalogue required absolute holiness; the second (the civil) law re-

quired merely civil propriety of conduct, therefore only a holiness of

a very relative kind, only a justitia civilis. — Now, just as this civil

law stands related to the decalogue, so does the cultus of the holy

place to that of the holy of holies. While, in the one, the absolute will

of God as accusing the people needed to be, as it were, hid from the

eye of God by the lid sprinkled with the blood of the sacrifice, so,

in the other, the people brought before God the temporary fruits of

the land, — bread and oil, — as symbols of their relative services,

their relative holiness — they did not, however, present these im-

mediately before the eye of God, but only in the fore-chamber of

his house. The show-bread was no lectisternium, no meat for God

(but as already the name ŊĽŘŤ-ŊĞŇ intimates), was intended only

to be looked upon by God; in like manner, in the candlestick which

was filled with the other chief produce of the land, oil, the people

made, as it were, their light to shine before God. In the holy place,

therefore, were represented the symbols of the temporary relative

piety, which the Lord, in the meanwhile, until the people should be-

come entirely and inwardly holy, graciously accepted, and which

be could graciously accept only because, at the same time, in the

holiest of all, the sins against God’s absolute requirements were,

from time to time, covered by the sacrifices. Thus, then, we see
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how this twofold character of the cultus, really pointed to a future

removal of the difference between the absolute requirements of the

covenant and the merely relative services of the covenant.

The fore-court was the place for the sinful people. Here the sac-

rifices, namely, the atoning sacrifices were slain and burnt. This

slaying and burning was a symbol of the death and the condemna-

tion which the sinner properly had deserved, which, however, was

transferred from him to the victim. Of course, therefore, neither the

holy place nor the holy of holies was the fitting place for these acts

of judicial punishment (the great sacrifice of atonement was there-

fore commanded to be burnt without the fore-court, nay, without

the camp); only the blood of the slain sacrifice of atonement was

brought before the eye of God, i.e. into the holy of holies, as a

testimony that the atoning vicarious act of punishment had been

executed. The general mutual relation between God and his people

resulting from the sacred rites of the holy of holies, from those of the

holy place and of the fore-court, — the result, that God in general

still accepted the homage and worship of this people, was symbol-

ically represented in the incense-offering. The incense-offering was

burnt in the fore-court, in the fire of the altar of burnt-offering–only

in virtue of this connexion with the expiatory side of the cultus was

it acceptable — it was not carried into the holy of holies itself, but

(just because it represented only the temporary, relative peace that

subsisted between God and his people) into the holy place ; but

the altar of incense on which it was placed stood (Ex. 30.6) just be-

fore the entrance to the holy of holies “over against the ark of the

covenant,” and thus, the incense-offering referred to the God who

was present in the holy of holies; the smoke of the incense was to

penetrate into the holy of holies itself and, because it belonged to

the cultus of the holy of holies, it was offered not by the priests but
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by the high priest.

With this explanation of the symbolical meaning of the taberna-

cle and its worship in general, the question is already solved, why

the author in vers. 2-5 names and enumerates these pieces of fur-

niture (a question which, moreover, is answered by himself in ver. 6

ss.) But, at the same time also, a difficulty is thus by anticipation

removed, which Calmet has declared to be the maxima totius epis-

tolae difficultas. If, however, there existed no greater difficulties in

it than this, then would the epistle to the Hebrews belong to the

easiest books of the New Testament! It is the difficulty arising from

the fact, that the author in ver. 4 reckons the golden altar of incense

at belonging to the holy of holies, while it stood undoubtedly in the

holy place.

Commentators have had recourse to a threefold solution of this

difficulty.

First, some have directly expressed their opinion, that the au-

thor was mistaken. This, however, is too gross to be for a moment

conceivable. The position of the altars must have been known to

every Israelite from the book of Exodus, much more must he have

known it, who set himself to reason from this against the Jew-

ish Christians. This view has therefore been supported by aux-

iliary conjectures. Some say, the author may perhaps have lived

and written in Alexandria, and therefore not have had an exact

knowledge of the arrangements of the temple in Jerusalem. But

the question, whether one lived in Jerusalem or elsewhere, is here

altogether irrelevant, as, even in Jerusalem, the layman could not

enter into the temple, and could only become acquainted with the

internal arrangements of the temple from what he read in the Pen-

tateuch or in 1 Kings. This information could be obtained, however,

quite as easily in Alexandria as in Jerusalem, by a layman or a
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non-layman. Moreover, it is not the temple that is here spoken of,

but the tabernacle, and specially those arrangements which found

place only in the old tabernacle (thus in ver 4, Aaron’s rod and the

pot of manna are mentioned, both of which, according to 1 Kings 8.6,

even at the time of the building of Solomon’s Temple were no longer

to be found). — And this will, at the same time, afford an answer

to a ’second auxiliary conjecture (that of a reviewer in Rheinwald’s

Repert. 1842 vol 9. p. 193), according to which, the author had

in his mind, and before his eye, the arrangements of that temple

which the Egyptian Jews, under Onias 150 b.c. built at Leontopo-

lis. This conjecture is the more untenable when we find that Onias

built his temple with great exactness after the pattern of that at

Jerusalem, so that, at Leontopolis, the altar of incense assuredly

stood nowhere else than it did at Jerusalem.

Side by side with the first solution is to be placed also that of

Bleek, according to which, the altar of incense did really stand in

the holy place, but the author allowed himself to be led into the

mistake of placing it in the holy of holies by the passages Ex. 30.6,26

; Lev. 4.7, ss. (where it is said the altar of incense stands “over

against the ark of the covenant.”) This hypothesis is, however,

simply refuted by the 7th verse of our chapter, where the author

expressly and definitely says that the high priest entered into the

deutèra skhn  only once in the year, which he could not have said

if, in his opinion, the daily offering of incense bad been brought

into the holiest of all.

With this also is refuted a second hypothesis (which has been

put forth by Tholuck, only problematically, however, on the alleged

ground of 1 Kings 6.22 ; Ex. 26.35), that, in reality, the altar of incense

may have stood in the holy of holies. We are not under the necessity

of having recourse to Ex. 30.6 (“thou shalt place it before the vail”)
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in order to prove, that the altar of incense really stood in the holy

place, and by no means in the holy of holies,a as it clearly appears

from the 7th verse of our chapter that, in the opinion too of our

author, it stood in the holy place and not in the holy of holies.

The question, now, is no longer one of a contradiction between

our author and the Pentateuch, but of a kind of contradiction into

which he seems to have fallen with himself.

By how much the less conceivable such a contradiction of the

author with himself is, by so much the more might the third prin-

cipal solution seem, on a superficial view of the question, to rec-

ommend itself, the solution, namely, of those (as the Peschito,

Vulg., Theophylact, Luther, Calov, de Dieu, Reland, Deyling, J. G.

Michaelis, Bohme, Kuinoel, Stuart, Klee,etc.) who would translate

jumiat rion here by center. That jumiat rion may actually mean

center is proven (from Thucyd. vi 46; Diod. Sec. xiii. 8; LXX.

Ex. 8.11; 2 Chron. 26.19; Joseph. Ant. iv. 2, 4). It has even been

maintained that it must be rendered here by censer; for the altar of

incense is never denoted in the LXX. by jumiat rion but always by

jusiast rion jumi�matoc. But this ground is not conclusive, as in

Josephus, Philo, Clemens Alex., and Origen, the altar of incense,

in spite of the usage of the LXX., is very often called jumiat rion.

Moreover, our author, in the designation of the parts and vessels

of the sanctuary, does not at all confine himself to the terms of

the LXX.; he calls the holy place for example not tä �gion (as LXX.

Ex. 26.33, etc) but � pr¸th skhn  while he uses tä �gion (ver. 1)

in a far wider sense to designate the entire sanctuary; to designate

the holy of holies he uses, besides the expression of the LXX. �gia

aFor the opposite opinion it has been contended, that Origen also (hom. 8
iii Exod., 9 in Levit) Œcumenius and Augustine (qu. 177, in Exod.) assigned
the altar of incense to the holy of holies. But none of these three Fathers saw
the temple themselves; they, all of them, drew their information solely from our
passage, Heb. 9.4, so that their testimony here is entirely without weight.
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�gÐwn also the expressions � deutèra skhn  (ver. 7) t� �gia (ver.

8), etc. It is thus quite possible that in the designation of the altar

of incense he may have departed from the circumstantial term of

the LXX., and followed the usage of Josephus and Philo. The word

jumiat rion therefore, in itself determines nothing.

Just as little is determined by the predicate qrusoÜn. Some have

understood this as a differentia specifics distinguishing a golden

censer from a silver one, and in support of this, have appealed

to a passage of the Talmud, according to which, there were many

silver censers and only a single golden one — at the same time

also, to the omission of the article at qrusoÜn jumiat rion. But if

the author had intended to distinguish that one particular censer

from the many, he must precisely then have used the article. But

the epithet qrusoÜn can, just as little, be a differentia specifica as

is the parallel epithet perikekalumènh p�ntojen qrusÐú. Or, will

the author distinguish the gilt lid of the covenant from a number

of others, namely, of covenant lids not gilt!

The two following considerations are unfavourable to this third

solution of the difficulty. In the first place, the holy of holies was no

store-room in which all possible vessels were kept; though it were

granted, then, that there was a particular golden censer which was

specially set apart for the incense on the day of atonement in the

holy of holies (Lev. 16.12, s.), this censer would still not be kept, the

whole year through, in the holy of holies, as in that case, the high

priest must needs have entered into the holy of holies before the

formal presentation of the sacrifice in order to bring out the censer.

But, in the second place, it is purely inconceivable that our author

should have passed over the altar of incense, this essential part of

the sacred furniture, and have mentioned, instead of it, any kind

of incense-vessel whatever! Tholuck, it is true, observes that Jose-
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phus, in describing the entrance of Pompey into the temple (aut.

xiv. 4, 4) mentions, among the objects which Pompey saw in the

holy place, merely the table, the candlestick, and censers; these,

however, were certainly not placed upon the ground, but standing

on the altar of incense, so that, from this passage of Josephus,

it can in no nowise be inferred, that at the time of Pompey there

was no longer any altar of incense. But granted even, that there

was then, in reality, no altar of incense, still our author speaks

not of the temple, least of all of the temple as it existed after the

captivity, but of the tabernacle. Aaron’s rod and the pot of manna

were no longer in the temple, (they were not there since the time of

Solomon, 1 Kings 8.6), and yet the author does not omit to mention

them!

We need, in fact, to have recourse to none of these artificial ex-

pedients. The solution is exceedingly simple. The altar of incense

stood, indeed, in the holy place, but referred to the holy of holies.

(So, substantially, already Mynster and Olshausen.) The smoke of

the incense was not intended to spread backwards, in order to dim

the light of the candlestick, or to impart an aromatic flavour to the

show-bread, but was intended to penetrate into the holy of holies,

as a symbol of worship and homage. Now, our author, as has al-

ready been observed, mentions all these things, not with the aim of

giving a local description, but in order to show (ver. 6, s.) how the

entire cultus of the tabernacle divided itself into two parts, which

pointed to a future union and reconciliation. Regarded from this

point of view, the table of showbread and the candlestick, the cultus

of which consisted in their being symbolical of the relative covenant

services of the people — belonged to the holy place; the altar of in-

cense, however, the smoke of which referred to the God present in

the holy of holies, and in which the total result of the entire cul-
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tus of the tabernacle was represented, belonged most properly to

the holiest of all, although it stood before the entrance to it, (just

as the sign-board of a shop, although outside the shop door, yet

belongs not to the street, but to the shop). Nor was this a refine-

ment first invented by the author of this epistle, for in Ex. 30.6, it

had already been expressly said, that the altar of incense, although

without the vail, was yet to stand “before the ark of the covenant,”

(ŽŸŤŃĎ ĽŘŤŇ) (1 Kings 6.22, this connection of the altar of incense

with the holy of holies is yet more strongly expressed in the word?

ĞĄĘŐĎ ŸĽĄČŇ ŸŹĂ. By what other word could the author, render

this Ň than by êqein. We are under no necessity to understand êqein

in a local sense. Being in a place locally, the author everywhere ex-

presses, ver. 2-4, by the preposition ân (ân ) ; while êqein is used in

a local sense just as little in ver. 1 as in ver. 4. We therefore render

the words thus: “the holy of holies, to which the golden altar of

incense belonged.” The author had the less reason to shrink from

this use of the êqein as he might well take it for granted that the

local position of those vessels was familiar to all his readers; and,

moreover, ver. 7 showed that it was not unknown to himself.

>En  st�mnoc qrus¬, etc. It be necessary to inquire here, first,

whether the pot of manna, together with Aaron’s rod, really stood

in the ark of the covenant, and then, why these two objects, which

had no significance in respect to the cultus of the tabernacle, are

here mentioned.

With regard to the first of these questions, the passages Ex. 16.33

; Numb. 17.25; 1 Kings 8.9, have been strangely referred to in support

of the view, that those two things had their place not in, but before,

or beside the ark of the covenant. The two first of these passages,

it is said, expressly affirm that they were placed before the ark; the

third as expressly denies that they were placed in the ark. But the
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very opposite of this is true. Ex. 16.33, it is said, quite generally,

that Jehovah commanded Moses to lay up ĎĚĎĽ-ĽŘŤŇ a pot lull of

manna for a memorial. Now, so much, certainly, is true, that this

expression does not positively affirm that the pot of manna was to

be laid precisely in the ark of the covenant, for ĎĚĎĽ-ĽŘŤŇ is often

used of any one who enters into the holy of holies, nay, even into

the tabernacle and its fore-court; and so, when it is said of Moses,

he came ĎĚĎĽ-ĽŘŤŇ assuredly not meant that he went into the ark of

the covenant. But neither does that expression forbid our associ-

ating it with the holy of holies, and the ark of the covenant. And, if

the pot of manna was kept at all in the holy of holies, it must have

been kept in the ark of the covenant; for, placed on the ground,

it would soon have been spoiled (it is not to be forgotten that the

tabernacle was daily moved from place to place), and there was no

niche in the wall, as the walls consisted of hangings. Now, as the

ark was the only vessel in the holy of holies, it is reasonable to

suppose, that the pot of manna would have its place nowhere else

than in it.

If we are led to this conclusion already, a priori from Ex. 16.33, it

is expressly confirmed, with respect to the pot of manna, by ver. 34,

and, with respect to Aaron’s rod, by Num. 17.25. For it is said there,

of both these objects, that they were laid ŽČ{Ď ĽŘŤŇ “before the

testimony.” Expositors have yet to produce a passage in which the

ark was designated by ŽČ{. The ark is called ŔŸĂĎ or ŽĽŸĄ-ŔŸĂ,
ŽČ{Ď-ŔŸĂ ; on the other hand, ŽČ{ is always, and everywhere,

used to designate the decalogue or the tables of the law, which,

as is well known, lay in the ark. If now, for example, I have a

microscope standing in a press, and I were to say, I have laid some

article before the microscope, no rational man would understand

me to say that I had laid it upon the ground, before the press
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in which the microscope stands, but every one would understand

that I have laid it in the press, and before the microscope there.

Just so is it with the pot of manna and Aaron’s rod. If they were

laid before the tables of the law, then must they have been placed

on the same level with these, therefore on the bottom of the ark,

not on the ground before the ark. Bleek himself admits it to be

possible (ii. p. 458) that Ex. 30.6 may have the meaning, that the

altar of incense, because it was ŽŸŤŃĎ ĽŘŤŇ stood in the holy of

holies, notwithstanding of its being expressly said shortly before

that it stood “before the vail,” and yet, he all at once repudiates the

very natural interpretation of Ex. 16.34„ that the pot of manna and

Aaron’s rod, because ŽČ{Ď ĽŘŤŇ had their place inte ark.

We have still to look at the passage in 1 Kings 8.9. It is here said,

certainly, that “there was nothing in the ark except the two tables,”

but what time is it that is here spoken of? The time of Solomon!

Now, that in the time of Solomon the golden pot of manna and

Aaron’s rod should have been lost will not seriously surprise any

one. Had not the ark been long in the hands of the Philistines,

and carried about from place to place ? Might not the Philistines

have thrown aside the seemingly worthless rod of Aaron, and taken

away the more valuable pot of manna ? Let us now, however, in-

quire finally, why then in general the circumstance is mentioned in

1 Kings 8.9, that in Solomon’s time, when the ark was brought into

the temple, “nothing was in it save the two tables.” Certainly not

for the purpose of obviating any idea that there might, perhaps, be

in the ark, besides these, some bowls, plates, caps, etc., etc. It is

quite evident that the statement has then only a meaning when it

is supposed, that there was something else besides the tables be-

longing properly to the ark, which one might justly and reasonably

expect to find in it. Now, let any one search through the whole of
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the Old Testament, and he will be able to discover no other objects

that could be expected in the ark besides the tables, except the pot

of manna and Aaron’s rod mentioned in Ex. ch. 16 and Num. ch. 17.

Thus, then, the passage 1 Kings 8.9 speaks not of what belonged to

the ark in Moses’ time, but of what was found in it in the time of

Solomon. With an emphasis expressive of surprise, it is observed,

that “the tables only were found in it,” i.e. that the pot of manna

and Aaron’s rod had been lost. This very passage, therefore, con-

tains a decided testimony, that both of these objects, so long as

they yet existed, had their place in the ark of the covenant. —

The second question is, why the author, in general, mentions these

objects which, in reference to the cultus, had no special signifi-

cance? In ver. 5 he says expressly, that, in so far his object was

concerned, he might pass over the more particular description of

the cherubim; surely then, he must have had a special reason for

not passing over the pot of manna and Aaron’s rod. This reason

consisted, on the one hand, perhaps in this, that he wished to show

how, in the innermost sanctuary, there were not merely the tables

of the law but also memorials of divine miracles of mercy;a on the

other hand, however, and chiefly, in this, that the manna which

fell from heaven, and the miraculously budding almond branch of

Aaron formed a contrast with the ordinary earthly products of the

land which were daily and weekly brought to the holy place.

The cherubic forms mentioned in ver. 5, which (two in num-

ber) which were brought to the mercy-lid, have no independent

symbolical signification. They served only the aesthetical purpose

of mediating between the accusing testimony which lay beneath

them, and the cloud that hovered above them, in which God at
aOlshausen finds in the pot of manna a symbol of the heavenly spiritual bread

of life, in Aaron’s rod (less happily) a symbol of regeneration. Comp. on this our
remarks on the words teleiotèrac skhn¨c infra ver. 11.
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times manifested himself. Thus, below, they formed, as it were,

the guardians who kept watch over the records of the law, and,

above, with their wings they formed, as it were, the throne upon

which the cloud of revelation moved when it appeared. Hence, as

Tholuck rightly observes, God is spoken of in the Psalms now, as

“he who sitteth on the cherubim;” again, “a throne of the glory of

the Lord” is spoken of, i.e. a throne of that cloud, — from which

it is evident that the cloud, when it appeared, appeared over the

cherubim. (The rabbinical doctrine of the “Shekinah” is fabulous

only in so far as they considered this cloud to hover permanently

over the cherubim. In opposition to this comp. 1 Kings 8.10, but on

the other side also Ex. 25.22 ; Num. 7.89 ; 1 Sam. 4.4,22 ; 2 Sam. 6.2.) The

genitive dìxhc is, therefore, also (with Hammond, Deyling, Braun,

Schottgen, Michaelis, Bohme, Tholuck, Bleek, etc.), to be explained

of the cloud which, indeed, is in the Old Testament frequently

called ČĚĄŃĎ. They are called “cherubim of glory,” because they

bore “the glory of the Lord.” Beza, Kuinoel, Olshausen, and others,

have taken dìxhc as the gen. expressive of quality (“glorious cheru-

bim”), but to what purpose would be such a predicate here, as in

its vague generality would not even be parallel with the descriptive

epithets golden, overlaid with gold, ver. 4?

9.6 Now these things having been thus prepared, the priests

go in continually into the first tabernacle, accomplishing the

services; 7 but into the second the high priest alone, once in

the year, not without blood, which he offereth for himself, and

for the errors of the people:

Ver. 6, 7. The author, having thus noticed the construction of

the tabernacle, proceeds to consider the significance and destina-

tion of its two compartments. And in ver. 6, 7, he simply notices

the acts of worship which were performed in each. <H pr¸th skhn 
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as at ver. 2 the holy place. Diapantoc is explained by the antithe-

sis �pax toÜ âniautoÜ and signifies, therefore, not continually, ab-

solutely without interruption, but without such interruptions as,

according to ver. 7, characterised the worship in the holy of holies,

which was performed only once in the year. The acts of worship in

the holy place were performed, in part, daily, and, in part, weekly.

Daily the high priest presented the offering of incense on the altar

of incense, daily was the candlestick supplied with the oil; while

the show-bread was laid out weekly. The pres. eÊsÐasin (comp.

ver. 9, kairäc ânest¸c prosferontai can be explained only the sup-

position, that when the Epistle to the Hebrews was written, the Old

Testament temple worship was still in existence, consequently, that

this epistle was written before the destruction of Jerusalem. In the

description of the construction of the sanctuary, the author, for a

very intelligible reason, has not had in view the Herodian temple,

but has adhered to the description given in the Pentateuch of the

original sanctuary, the tabernacle; here, however, when he speaks

of the acts of worship, he describes them, with equal reason, as

still continuing; for the acts had remained the same, and also the

distinction between the holy place and the holy of holies, changed

only in its outward form, had been maintained unaltered in the

temples of Solomon, Zerubbabel, and Herod.a

The high priest went once every year into the holy of holies. It

is needlessly asked, whether the high priest, on the great day of

atonement, did not enter twice in succession into the holy of holies.

He certainly did this, as we learn, not merely from Philo, but also

aBleek infers, on the contrary, from the connection of the pres. with the
words toÔtwn dà íutwc etc, that the author must have believed that all the
things which he names were still to be found in the temple! Why does Bleek not
go just a step farther, and charge the author with believing that there was as yet
no temple, but that the old tabernacle was still standing.
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from Lev. 16.12-15;a but this is not in contradiction to our passage.

Our author himself indicates in the words, for his own sins and the

sins of the people, that this act, which was done once in the year,

consisted of two parts. — On �gnohm�twn comp. what is said at

chap. v. 2.

9.8 the Holy Spirit this signifying, that the way into the

holy place hath not yet been made manifest, while the first

tabernacle is yet standing; 9 which is a figure for the time

present; according to which are offered both gifts and sacri-

fices that cannot, as touching the conscience, make the wor-

shipper perfect, 10 being only (with meats and drinks and divers

washings) carnal ordinances, imposed until a time of reforma-

tion.

Ver. 8-10. From the fact that the worship of the tabernacle con-

sisted of two parts, as described in ver. 6–7, the author infers, in

ver. 8, that the division of the tabernacle into two parts, as described

in ver. 1-5, implied an imperfection. This inference, however, finds

its link of connection and its explanation in the relative sentence

ver. 9-10. The connexion of the thought as a whole is very sub-

tle, and can be apparent and intelligible only to those who have

understood all that lies in ver, 6-7. For ver. 6-7 has a twofold ref-

erence. In it, first of all (as is quite evident), the section v. 1-10

on the construction of the tabernacle is brought to a close, and an

inference drawn backwards from the service of the tabernacle to

its construction and destination. But in this verse, also, the way is

prepared, at the same time, for the idea which follows, that the Old

Testament sanctuary as a whole was merely of a relative character.

In ver. 6-7 then, first of all, notice is taken of the difference be-
a The statement of the later Maimonides, that the high priest entered into the

holy of holies four times on that day, is of no value against the testimony of Philo.
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tween the (relatively) holy place and (absolutely) holy of holies, and

then it is at the same time also indicated, that, just on account of

this distinction, the tabernacle as a whole was of a merely relative

character in comparison with the New Testament fulfilment. First,

notice is taken of the distinction between the (relatively) holy place

and the (absolutely) holy of holies. In the one place there was a

daily service; this service is not more particularly described here,

but its general character appears from the antithetical expression

in ver. 7, not without blood. The service in the holy place was with-

out blood; the priest brought oil and bread, never an offering of

blood. No atoning act was ever performed in the holy place, but

always only a representation of the occasional relative holiness or

conformity to the law.

But what follows from this distinction ? That the people were

relatively holy, but regarded from an absolute point of view, were

unholy, and remained so in spite of the atonement which was re-

peated every year. (Comp. the preceding general observations on

ver. 2.) It followed therefore, in other words, from the continued

existence of a holy place (a symbol of relative holiness) side by side

with the holy of holies, the place of atonement, that the atonement

itself was as yet merely relative, that the true place of atonement

had not yet been opened, or that “the place of atonement had not

yet been truly opened.”

What is subjoined to this by means of the gen. absolute (“inas-

much as the Holy Ghost thereby showed,”) is easy and intelligi-

ble. That Holy Ghost, according to whose eternal plan (comp. 8.5),

the tabernacle was built, intended to indicate by the separation

between the holy place and the holy of holies, a second, a fur-

ther truth (besides the distinction of relative holiness and absolute

atonement), namely, that here, in the tabernacle, the absolute also
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was as yet relative.

This is the idea in ver. 8. VAgia (comp. ver. 3), the holy of

holies; the genitive is the genitive of direction (as in Matt. 10.5 ; LXX.,

2 Sam. 8.23.) The way into the holiest of all was not opened (literally,

not yet shown, revealeda), the holiest of all was still shut; conse-

quently the access to fellowship with God still prevented, the sep-

aration still subsisting, man not yet truly reconciled. Why so f How

does this follow from what is said in ver. 6, 7 f Various conjectures

have been made in reply to this, instead of attention being directed

to the fact, that the idea which is, presupposed as the connecting

link between the major proposition and the conclusion is first ex-

pressed in ver. 9. Some have found the vis conclusionis in this,

that the existence of a holy place separate from the holy of holies

pointed to the distinction between priests and the laity, (but the

existence of a holy of holies, as distinguished merely from the fore-

court, would have pointed to the same distinction, even had there

been no pr¸th skhn  between.) Others sought the vis conclusio-

nis in this, that a chamber which has an antechamber, cannot be

said to be an open chamber! or in this, that it was not open, be-

cause the high priest alone might enter into it (but the question

still recurs, whether this had any connection with the existence of

a pr¸th skhn ). Others, again, sought the vis conclusionis in the

vail which separated the holy place from the holy of holies, (but this

vail is only the manifest separation itself between the two sknhaØc;

nothing, therefore, is thereby explained.) The true reason is given

by the author himself in ver. 9. The holy place is related in respect

aThe author seems here to allude to the event, recorded in Matt. 27.51. Oth-
erwise, he would have said simply: m pw �newqj¨nac But, in the manner in
which lie expresses himself, he points to a time when an event had not yet taken
place, which, again, only emblematically indicated the opening up of the way.
“At that time,” he says, “it had not jet been shown by God (as has now been
done) that the way into the holiest of all is open.”
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of place, just as, in respect of time, the tabernacle as a whole is re-

lated to the priestly service of Christ: pr¸th skhn  : �gia �gÐwn =

[pr¸th skhn  + �gia �gÐwn]: Christ. The holy place was a symbol-

ical representation of relative holiness, outward conformity to the

law, while the holy of holies wasa symbolical representation of the

re-establishment of the absolute relation between the merely sin-

ful people and the absolutely holy God. If, now, the holy of holies

had been a true holy of holies, if it had truly answered its purpose

and truly opened the way of access to a real and true fellowship

with God, than the people had been a truly redeemed and sancti-

fied people, nor would there have been any state of merely relative,

outward, typical holiness which needed to be represented in the

holy place. From the fact, therefore, that there was still a state of

typical, relative holiness to be represented, i.e., that there was such

a state, the author is fully warranted in drawing the inference, that

the absolute restoration of the relation to God (the place of which

was the holy of holies) had not yet been really and truly attained

and wrought out, but that this absolute relation to God was even in

the holy of holies only represented, only typically shadowed forth.

Or, as he expresses it in ver. 8, the entrance to the presence and

fellowship of God was not yet truly open.

The connexion of the ideas may very simply be made evident in

the following way:

Pr¸th skhn  : �gia �gÐwn

Representation

of relative holiness

Representation

of absolute perfection.

Mere representation : New Test. fulfilment.
Or: because, in the holiest of all, the restoration of the absolute re-

lation to God was merely represented (for the relative conformity to

the law still subsisted side by side with it, and was still the object

of representation side by side with it, namely, in the pr¸th skhn ),
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the holiest of all itself was therefore not yet of an absolute but of

a relative character. As the holy place, in a local respect, stands

related to the holy of holies, so does the latter stand related, in

respect of time, to the fulfilment in Christ.

Let us now see whether the author has really adduced this ar-

gument in ver. 9, 10.

In ver. 9 he says plainly and pointedly, the pr¸th skhn  is pa-

rabol  — (i.e likeness, comp. 11.19, denoting, however as well the

figurative representation of a thing in words as in things) — a pa-

rabol  of the present time, in which the Old Testament sacrifices

are still presented. That ¡tic refers to pr¸t  skhn  should never

have been doubted.a What the author means by the “present time”

is made plain by the relative clause kaj> ín dÀra, etc. A, B, and

D, it is true, have the reading kaj> ¡n (scil. parabol  and Lach-

mann, Olshausen, and Bleek, give the preference to this reading.

But how forced would be the idea thus obtained: “the anterior tent

which was a figure of the present time, according to which figure

sacrifices were brought! In what sense was the presentation of

the sacrifices performed in accordance with the figure which was

represented in the pr¸th skhn ? There were no sacrifices at all of-

fered in the pr¸th skhn ! Moreover, the reading ¡n would deprive

the expression å kairäc å ânest¸c of all its clearness and definite-

ness; for, separated from its relative clause, this expression might

denote, as well the New Testament, as the Old Testament time.

We may therefore confidently suppose that the reading ¡n owes its

existence to an error in the writing, or a misunderstanding. We

aErasmus and others, among whom is Bengel, have explained the ¡tic as
connected by attraction with parabol , so that ¡tic would stand for í, ti. The
existence of a pr¸th skhn  before the holy of holies is a figure of the time when
the author wrote, in so far, namely, as at that time the Israelitish theocracy,
which still subsisted, formed as it were the outward space for the Christianity
that had arisen in its bosom. Ingenious but artificial!
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therefore adhere to the reading kaj> ín and thus get the neces-

sary determination of the idea å kairäc å ânest¸c. The author

might have called the time of the Old Testament temple worship

also “the past,” and he would doubtless have so designated it had

he intended to speak from his own point of view, but, with prac-

tical wisdom, he here speaks from the stand-point of his readers

who still joined in the temple worship, and for whom, therefore, the

period of the sacrifices did not yet belong to the past. (In another

antithesis å aÊ°n å ânest¸c (Gal. 1.4) is used.

Thus, then, the holy place is called a figure of the Old Testament

time, the time of the imperfect sacrifices of animals which could not

make man perfect kat� suneÐdhsin. SuneÐdhsic is used here in the

widest sense; it denotes the inner part of man, his consciousness

(including certainly the conscience specially so called), and finds

its best explanation in the antithesis ver. 10.

At mìnon âpÈ br¸masi etc., it is simplest to supply the words

dun�menai teleØwsai. >EpÐ c. dat. denotes (as at Acts 5.35, and in our

chapter ver. 15) the object on which, or in reference to which, the

act in question is performed.a Those sacrifices could make the man

complete and perfect, only in that which concerned meat, drink,

and washing; i.e. the purity which was thereby obtained was no

other than that Levitical, that typically outward purity which was

acquired and maintained by observing the laws and ordinances

about meats and washings.

Hence, those dÀr� te kaÈ jusÐai are called also dikai¸mata sarkìc

(comp. what is said at ver. 1) ordinances of the flesh, of the old nat-

aGrotius, Bengel, Olshausen, Bleek, De Wette, and others, give to âpÐ the
signification together with, which it nowhere has. It signifies in addition to this
and that, but not together with this and that. And what could be meant by the
mìnon? “The sacrifices which could not make inwardly perfect only in addition
to meats, drinks and washings” — what does that mean?
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ural man, the êxw �njrwpoc (comp. 2 Cor. 4.16). That the reading

dikaÐwmata authorised by all the versions (only cod. D reads di-

kaÐwma), deserves the preference before the received reading kaÈ

dikaÐwmasi (so Olshausen reads), is already established on external

grounds. (So also Mill, Bengel, Griesbach, Tholuck, Knapp, Lach-

mann, Schulz. How easily may the reading dikai¸masi have arisen

from a copier mechanically and carelessly putting it in the same

case with the preceding words.) On external grounds, also, the

reading dikaÐ¸mata is the more suitable; for dikai¸mata is much

too general an idea to form a fourth co-ordinate class along with

meats, drinks, and washing. Besides, no one knew how âpikeÐmana

was to be construed; this nom. plur. neuter must be taken as an

apposition to the nom. plur. fem. m� dun�menai! If, now, we read

dikai¸mata the simplest way will be to understand this word as in

apposition to dÀra te kaÈ jusÐai. (It is unnecessary to take it as

an anacoluthic apposition to the datives.) >EpikeÐmena mèqri kairoÜ

dioj¸sewc, the ordinances of sacrifice were enjoined until the time

of a better state of things. This time forms the antithesis to kairäc

ânest¸c. The expression diorj¸sewc explains itself from 9.8, s.; it

is the time when God had promised to make a better covenant.

If now we look back on the connexion of the thought in ver. 9-

10, and, tracing it backwards, resolve it into its particular parts,

we will find them to be as follows:

1. In the Old Testament time sacrifices and gifts were brought

which do not make the inner man perfect, righteous and holy,

but produce only that Levitical purity, that state of outward

conformity to the law, which is especially shown also in the

observance of the laws and commandments respecting meats

and washings (ver. 10.)
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2. The pr¸th skhn  with its service is a figure of this relative, be-

cause typical, holiness (while, in the holiest of all, the restora-

tion of the absolute relation to God is represented — (ver. 9)

3. The fact, however, of there being such a relative holiness to

represent (consequently, that the absolute is not yet in ex-

istence, but is only typically represented even in the holy of

holies), involves the inference (ver. 8), that the true way of

access to God does not yet stand open, that the holy of holies

itself still belongs to the category of the relative and the typ-

ical. Thus, we find that reason in proof of the proposition in

ver. 8, which we mentioned above as the right one, actually

expressed and developed by the author.

But, it having thus been made out, that the holy of holies it-

self also was merely relative and typical, this idea leads, forthwith,

to a new theme, to the comparison of the New Testament act of

atonement with the Old Testament acts of atonement.
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3. The Service of the Tabernacle.

The Blood of the Bullocks

and the Blood of Christ

(9.11 to 10.18)

In this section the author, first of all, lays down the principal theme,

ver. 11-12, namely, that Christ has offered his own blood.

From this it follows :

1. vers. 13-14, that his sacrifice was of an internal, spiritual

character;

2. vers. 15-24, a sacrifice by which the new covenant promised,

8.8, ss., was ratified;

3. ver. 25–10.10, one which needed not to be repeated. In 10.11-18

all the fundamental ideas of the whole part are recapitulated.

9.11 But Christ having come a high priest of the good things

to come, through the greater and more perfect tabernacle, not

made with hands, that is to say, not of this creation, 12 nor

yet through the blood of goats and calves, but through his own

blood, entered in once for all into the holy place, having ob-

tained eternal redemption.

Vers. 11-12. By means of the particle dè the idea in ver. 11 forms

an antithesis, first of all, certainly, to the immediately preceding

train of thought ver. 7 ss., — Christ is introduced in opposition to
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the high priest, — but thereby, at the same time, also an antithesis

to the whole preceding section, vers. 1-10. Nay this dè points not

exactly to the 7th verse, where there is no mèn to correspond with

it, but to the mèn of the first verse which logically corresponds to it.

True, the old covenant also had a sanctuary; but (as was shown

in ver. 1-10), even the holy of holies in this sanctuary was no true

holy of holies. Christ, on the contrary, as the true high priest, has

entered into the true holy of holies through a better tabernacle, in

order to effect a not merely relative, and typical, but an eternal

redemption.

This idea forms, however, only the transition to the new theme.

This new theme lies in the words of the 12th verse: by hit own

blood; for it is this idea which is afterwards further developed, and

which forms the proper subject of the section.

Three points are contained in the period ver. 11-12:

a, Christ is the present high priest of existing good things;

b, Christ has entered through the perfect tabernacle into the holy

of holies, and that,

c, by his own blood. The two first points form the transition.

Let us consider the first. paragenìmenoc �rqiereÌc tÀn ge-

nomènwn �gajÀn forms an apposition to the subject Qristìc. Crit-

ics are not, indeed, agreed upon this construction. Tholuck, Bleek,

and others place paragenìmenoc in apposition to the predicate eÊs¨ljen

and resolve paragenìmenoc eÊs¨lje, into paregèneto kaÈ eÊs¨ljen

: “But Christ has appeared as a high priest of . . . good things and

entered, etc.” Meanwhile, not to say that’such an emphatic an-

nouncement is more of a modern cast than in accordance with the
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plain and homely style of the New Testament, even in a grammat-

ical point of view, it is to be objected to this construction that the

paragenìmenoc would then have to stand first, and the sentence to

run thus: Paragenìmenoc dà å Qristäc, å �rqiereÌc etc. It will

therefore be better, even on this ground, to connect paragenìmenoc

with �rqiereÔc as an adjectival attribute, and to bring this again

into apposition with the subject of the sentence. Still stronger rea-

sons than this, however, are furnished by the sentiment itself. But

before we can attend to these, we must first determine the read-

ing. The reading wavers between tÀn gegomènwn �gajÀn and tÀn

mellìntwn �gajÀn The former reading is found in cod. B and D,

in Lat. D.E., in the Peschito, the Philoxen., and in Chrysostom and

Œcumeninus. It is certainly also a very ancient reading, which

soon gave place generally to the easier reading mellìntwn Bleek

thinks that genomènwn may have easily arisen from a mistake of

the transcriber, on account of the paragenìmenoc preceding, but

would such a mistake have spread through so many families of

MSS. (Peschito, B, D, Philoxen)? It is far more comprehensible that

the more difficult genomènwn should have been misunderstood, and

the copier have confidently put mellìntwn in its stead, because, in

10.1 also, “future good things” are spoken of. But in 10.1 mellìntwn

is suitable; here, however, it is by no means suitable. In 10.1 it is

said of the Old Testament that this and that were types of the New

Testament good things; here, on the contrary, it is meant to be said

of Christ that he did not, like the holy of holies in the tabernacle,

point merely typically to a future salvation, but that he brought

about the fulfilment of this salvation. Mellìntwn �gajÀn as said

in reference to Christ would only then be tolerable, if here (as for

example at 6.5) the antithesis were between the present sufferings

of the church and its future glory, or between the present faith and

the future vision. But nothing of this is said, even in the remotest
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degree, in the passage before us. The author does not speak here

(as in 4.1,9) of this, that it is the privilege of the Christian to hope

also for something future, but he mentions in vers. 12 and 14 only

such good things belonging to the Christian as had already been,

once for all, obtained for him. In one word, he places the true high

priest who has in his hand the already secured and existing good

things of grace, in opposition to the Old Testament high priest who

had only to fulfil the emblems and types of future good things. We

therefore give the decided preference (with Lachmann) to the read-

ing genemènwn, and then it will be self-evident that we must connect

paragenìmenoc with �rqiereÔc as its adjective. The Old Testament

high priest was not present as regards the salvation to which his

service referred, and as little was he present in regard to those for

whom he was to make atonement; but he performed the duties of

his office — separated, in respect of place, from the people, in re-

spect of time, from the salvation — alone in the holy of holies. Nor

was he present as regards God, but represented the people only

in the place where God was symbolically present. Christ, on the

contrary, is, in every respect, a present high priest, present, as re-

gards his Father, to whom he has entered into the true heavenly

holy of holies; present, as regards his people, with whom he is al-

ways, even unto the end of the world, after having once appeared

on the earth for their salvation; present, as regards the salvation,

which he does not need to look for from the future.

The second idea lies in the words di� t¨c meÐzonoc kaÈ teleiotèrac

skhn¨c, etc. We have here that use of the article which might best

be termed the proleptical; the idea is properly this: by a tabernacle

which (of the two) is the better. Similarly Acts 2.47, prosetÐjei toÌc

swzomènouc “the Lord added such to the church as (then and on

this account) belonged to the saved.” John 3.10, sÌ eØ å did�skaloc
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toÜ >Isra l, “thou art one (such a one) who stands here before

us as a teacher of Israel.” Compare also Heb. 12.25. The import of

the clause is this: Christ entered into the holy of holies by a more

perfect tabernacle than that was by which the Old Testament high

priests entered into the holy of holies. (By the skhn  is, of course,

to be understood specially the pr¸th skhn  as it is distinguished

from the holy of holies.) In what respects that holy place by which

Christ entered into the holy of holies was better than the holy place

of the Mosiac tabernacle, is now shown in the words not made with

hands, that is not belonging to this creation. In opposition to the

Mosaic, typical pr¸th skhn  is placed a real pr¸th skhn , which

bears the same analogous relation to the Mosaic as the New Testa-

ment holy of holies into which Christ entered, bears to the Mosaic

holy of holies. This pr¸th skhn  is not described positively, but

negatively, namely, as one “not made with hands, that is, not be-

longing to this creation.” If this last clause, that if, not belonging,

etc., were not there, one might be contented to understand this

teleiotèra skhn  (with Zuingle, Bucer, Tholuck, Bleek, and the

most of commentators) of the canopy of heaven, (the sidereal heav-

ens) through which Christ passed into the upper heaven, into the

sphere of glorified corporality, subject to no death or change.a But

that clause which is added renders every explanation of this kind

impossible. Moreover the parallel itself between the heavens and

the Mosaic pr¸th skhn  would be altogether without significance

or meaning. In what would the analogy between the two sk nai

consist? At most it might be said, that there is an analogy in the

outward circumstance, that the Mosaic pr¸th skhn  stood locally

outside of the Mosaic holy of holies, and the visible heavens are

aCalov, Vriemont, and others explain it most unsuitably of the New Testament
church. But this was rather first founded by Christ’s entrance into the holy of
holies. How then can he have gone thither through it?
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outside of the heavenly holy of holies! But such frigid parallelisms

are not in accordance with our author’s manner. We must rather

seek the key to the solution of ver. 11 in the profound and subtle

thoughts of ver. 8-10. It was there shown that the Mosaic holy of

holies was itself only typical; the antithesis between the Mosaic and

the heavenly holy of holies, is essentially not so much one of place,

as rather of time and quality; it is not the heaven viewed as a place

that makes the true holy of holies, but the heaven and throne of

God as the scene of the finished true atonement and reconciliation

of God with man. The true and proper antithesis between the Mosaic

and the heavenly holy of holies is that between the prophetic type of

an atonement and the actual fulfilment of it. Now the opposition be-

tween the Mosaic prwt  skhn  and the teleiotèra (pr¸th) skhn 

must be analogous to this. We have here, as it were, a question in

proportion to solve :

(Mos.holy of holies: heavenly holy of holies.= Mos. holy place:X.)

The Mosaic holy place symbolically represented that relative,

temporary, outward, purity, conformity to the law and holiness

which was described in ver. 10. The true, moral, inward holiness

must form the antithesis to the symbolically holy place — the thing

to its emblem. Is the holy of holies into which Christ entered not

the place in heaven viewed as a place, but the act of his exaltation

and the time of his being exalted, then will also the pr¸th skhn 

through which he passed into his state of exaltation, be not a place

but an act and a time. In ver. 9 the Mosaic holy place was actually

called a figure of the time of the old covenant. Through that time

in which the old covenant with its ordinances still subsisted Christ

has passed, inasmuch as he was made under the law; his act of

passing through this state, his act of living in a state of humiliation,

i.e. therefore, his perfect inward fulfilment of the law, or his holy life,
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was the teleiotèra skhn  through which he passed into his state of

exaltation.a The real fact of holiness (in the life of Jesus upon earth)

stands opposed to the symbolical representation of holiness in the

Mosaic pr¸th skhn . All that was emblematically represented in

the Mosaic holy place has by him been actually accomplished. Was

the earthly showbread laid out there — he was the bread of life

that came down from heaven; did the candlestick burn there with

earthly oil — he was the light of the world. Nay, we can now, for

the first time, rightly underhand why the author at ver. 4 has not

omitted to mention also the pot of manna and Aaron’s rod. Did

the pot of manna in the holy of holies point to a better bread than

the earthly showbread, to a bread from heaven — Christ was this

better bread from heaven. Did Aaron’s rod reviving again from a

state of death point to a new life out of death — Christ brought,

and was, this life which arose out of death, and gave life again to

dead humanity.

The third idea not by blood etc. does not need here a more de-

tailed explanation, as the author himself developes it, in the form of

a new theme, in the verses which follow. The following points, only,

are briefly to be noticed. Side by side with the absolutely holy life of

Christ as the passage through the teleiotèra pr¸th skhn  stands

the holy death of Christ (together with his resurrection and ascen-

sion) as the entrance into the eternal holy of holies. The di� is, of

course, not to be taken in a local sense here (as if Christ had passed

to the Father through his blood poured out, and then everywhere

diffused, as certain old Lutheran theologians have explained); this

is inadmissible, already on the ground, that in the words di> aÑmatoc

tr�gwn kaÈ mìsqwn the di� cannot evidently be so understood. The

di� is to be understood in an instrumental sense. AØma stands by

aAugustin, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Bengel, and others, approximate the true
explanation when by the teleiotèra they understand the body of Christ.
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metonyme for “death” (as the Heb. ŊČ); the death of the victim was

the condition, and, in so far, the means, of being permitted to enter

into the holy of holies. — The adverb âf�pax introduces a natural

consequence of what has been said. Types must, from their nature,

be ever repeated until their fulfilment. The fulfilment itself needs

no repetition, just because it is the fulfilment, i.e., the adequate

satisfaction of the existing need. An explanation of âf�pax lies in

the words aÊwnÐan lÔtrwsin eÍr�menoc. EÍramenoc is a part aor. 2

formed after the analogy of aor. 1; an Alexandrine peculiarity of di-

alect which had already passed into the LXX., and had thence been

imparted to the idiom of the Hellenists (Jews and Jewish Christians

who spoke Greek). Evpurica in the sense of “to discover, to bring

to pass,” occurs also at Rom. 7.18. LÔtrwsic signifies literally ran-

soming, used of a slave who has no money wherewith to redeem

himself, and for whom, therefore, another pays the ransom in his

stead (hence substitution is the principal idea in lÔtrwsic.

9.13 For if the blood of goats and bulls, and the ashes of

a heifer sprinkling them that have been defiled, sanctify unto

the cleanness of the flesh: 14 how much more shall the blood of

Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself without

blemish unto God, cleanse your conscience from dead works

to serve the living God?

Ver. 13, 14. The third of the ideas contained in ver. 11-12,

namely, that Christ has by his own blood opened up the true en-

trance to the holy of holies, is now further explained. What is said

in ver. 13-14 is mainly and substantially this: The animal sacri-

fices give outward purity; the moral sacrifice of Christ purifies the

conscience. These two members, however, are not simply placed

antithetically to each other, but in the form of an inference a mi-

nori ad majus (eÊ � pìsú m�llon). The form of this inference is
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confirmed by this, that the Levitical symbolical purity followed from

the sprinkling of the blood of animals by an internal necessity far

inferior to that with which the real cleansing of the inner man re-

sults from the sacrifice of Christ. The causal connexion between

the means of purification and the purification is, in the one case,

much more loose, more arbitrary, because it is symbolical, while

the cleansing of the conscience from dead works by the sacrifice of

Christ is effected by a necessity of the inmost and strongest kind.

Pass we, now, to the particular parts of the first member of the

sentence. Tr�goi, goats, were offered by the high priest for the

people, taÜroi, bulls, for himself (Lev. 16.6-11). Besides these, also,

the ashes of the (reddish) cow are mentioned (Num. ch. 19), by the

sprinkling of which such as had contracted uncleanness by con-

tact with dead bodies were made Levitically clean. One reason why

the author particularizes this ordinance was, that it afforded a spe-

cial and manifest example of the external character of the relation

subsisting between the means and the result. A deeper reason will

appear from the antithesis in ver. 14. Of Christ it is said, ver. 14,

that he cleanse the conscience from dead works to serve the liv-

ing God. The idea expressed by suneÐdhsic finds its explanation

in ver. 9, and the remarks there made. The opposition is that be-

tween what is really experienced in the consciousness, and what is

only outwardly and in the outward man symbolically pourtrayed.

The inmost religious consciousness is cleansed by Christ, and that

from dead works. Many have all at once understood by these, sin-

ful and evil works, and have explained this, either of the cleansing

from the guilt of these evil works (justification), or of the cleansing

from the sins themselves (sanctification). Others, on the contrary,

as Bleek, understood by the êrgoic nekroØc the outward works pre-

scribed by the Mosaic law, and by the cleansing from these works
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conversion to Christianity. I think that both of these explanations

are too narrow and too scholastic. The idea involved in the expres-

sion comprehends these two things, first, that in the state of mind

of the person to be cleansed the whole question with him is one of

works (therefore of a righteousness of the law), and, secondly, that

all those works which a man does in order to acquire merit before

God are dead (i.e. not merely “outwardly and symbolically,” but

“inwardly dead,” “not proceeding from love,” and therefore “tainted

with sin.” By the concise expression êrga nekr� is denoted, a, not

subjective sinfulness or guilt as such, b, nor the objective defi-

ciency of the ceremonial law, but, c, the state of heart in general of

him who, as yet, knows no other way to righteousness than that of

works, and who, therefore, as a natural unregenerate man, is able

to perform only dead works, i.e. works which are viewed separately

from the disposition of the heart, works each of which by itself is

considered as an objectively valuable legal tender to God, while, in

reality, it is not only imperfect and tainted with sin, but also, on

account of its standing isolated and by itself, a dead and worthless

thing. The opposite of this state of heart is that of him, who does

not at all imagine that he is able to pay God or to earn a reward

from God by particular works and meritorious acts, but who seeks

to become righteous only through Christ —who has died for him

and now lives in him and whose member he now is — and who,

thereby, receives the power to consecrate his whole self, his whole

personal life, to God; and to let himself be penetrated and sanctified

by the spirit of Christ. This state of heart includes both justification

and sanctification in their organic combination. It is denoted by the

words latreÔein jeÄ zÀnti. LatreÔein is used in the Sept. of the

holy service of the priests and Levites, and denotes, therefore, in

the New Testament the priestly consecration and offering up of the

whole man to the service of God. The idea expressed by latreÔein
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is therefore quite different from that of douleÔein; the latter signi-

fies doÜloc and denotes simply subjection, obedience, be it slavish

or willing; latreÔein on the contrary, the willing priestly offering of

oneself to God. The expression living God forms a logically proper

antithesis to dead works. The unregenerate legally righteous man

sets not God before him, but rather the requirements and services

of the law; his eye is not directed immediately to the living God;

he does not compare himself, his whole person, with the person

of the living God, he sees not his personal organic corruption in

the mirror of the divine holiness; but he measures and compares

himself only with the particular isolated requirements of the law,

and directs his regard and attention only to his particular, falsely

supposed meritorious, works, and feels perfectly satisfied if only

he has performed a certain number of such works. The regenerate

man; on the contrary gives up his own personality to the person of

the living God.

It will now, moreover, be evident why the author has in ver. 13

mentioned particularly the ashes of the heifer. There, it was a

(Levitically outward) cleansing that was effected from contamina-

tion caused by contact with the dead bodies of others; here, it is an

inward and real cleansing from one’s own inner death that takes

place, and a consecration of oneself to the living God.

What that act of Christ was, by which he has rendered this in-

ward purification possible, we are now told in the relative clause,

who through the eternal spirit offered himself without spot to God.

Instead of aÊwnÐou the reading �gÐou is to be found in D, Copt.,

Bastn., Vulg., Slav, and Lat. D, E, and in Chrysostom. But there

is still stronger external authority for aÊwnÐou in A, B, Peschito,

Philoxen., Armen., Ambrosius, Theodoret, and Theophylact; for,

besides the Alexandrine and Byzantine families, there is here the
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oldest authority, the Peschito, against the Italian family. Besides,

it is easy to understand how the reading �gÐou may have arisen,

through a gloss or correction, in place of the more difficult aÊwnÐou

— But what, now, does this mean: Christ has offered himself

through the eternal spirit as a spotless sacrifice to God? These

words have received some very strange interpretations; Nösselt has

rendered pneÜma by victima.; Doederlein by status beatissimus;

Storr and Olshausen understand by pneÜma aÊ¸nion the heavenly

life of Christ, the holy moving principle of love in Christ; Welcker

has declared the whole passage to be inexplicable, and supposed

that the author did not know himself what he would say, upon

which Tholuck well observes: “It is bad, indeed, when the conceit

of an interpreter leads him to impute the product of his own fancy

to his author.” But many, also, of the most judicious critics, go

too hastily to work, when (as Bleek, Tholuck, and others) they all

at once explain pneÜma aÊ¸nion as synonymous with pneÜma �gion.

Bleek thinks that the Holy Spirit has here the designation of eter-

nal spirit, “because he imparts to him in whom he dwells an eter-

nal imperishable existence.” But in ver. 14 it is not the eternal

life with God as the result of the sacrifice of Christ that is spoken

of; it is Christ’s offering himself to death that is there spoken of.

Tholuck and others think that the Holy Spirit is here designated

as the impelling power which constrained Christ to offer himself to

the death. But surely the author must have had a reason for not

saying di` toÜ pneÔmatoc �gÐou! We shall most safely escape the ne-

cessity of having recourse to such guesses and conjectures by ex-

plaining the words in question from their own context, i.e from the

antithesis to ver. 13. Let us, first of all, suppose that the adjective

aÊwnÐou is not there, then di� pneÔmatoc forms the simple antithesis

to di� sarkìc. The ashes of the heifer produced the cleansing of the

flesh, because this heifer (so is the sentence to be extended) was of-
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fered di� sarkìc. In this sacrificial act it was merely the s�rx of the

priest, i.e. the natural man, that took part. A particular disposition

or state of heart, a pneÜma jeoÜ was not at all necessary in order to

bring that offering. Whatever the priest’s internal state might be,

it was enough if he outwardly performed the prescribed ceremony.

Christ, on the contrary, cleanses the suneÐdhsic because he has of-

fered himself di` pneÔmatoc. He was not slain through mechanical

compliance with a carnal ordinance, i.e. an ordinance which ev-

ery natural man is capable of fulfilling, he was not struck down by

any priest, stabbed with a knife and burned; that which performed

the sacrificial act in him was his pneÜma. His making himself by his

holy life an object of aversion and hatred to the sinful and obdurate

rulers, his patiently bearing this hatred, his not allowing himself to

swerve — through fear of the persecution which threatened him on

account of this hatred — from his fidelity to the will of his father,

and from the fulfilment of the work committed to him; all this was

that through which he offered himself; consequently, it was by a

moral act, an act of his pneÜma (where pneÜma is to be taken in the

New Testament sense, in which it denotes not the understanding,

but the disposition of mind or heart). And hence, in the sacrifice of

Christ, the most important element, and that in which the atoning

virtue lies, is not the outward physical shedding of that substance

which we call blood, but it is that inward act by which Christ will-

ingly endured unmerited sufferings. For the death of Christ is a

holy death, precisely in virtue of its being pure suffering. Christ did

nothing directly towards his own death, he did nothing actively to

bring this about; he did not kill himself either directly or indirectly,

he merely forbore to withdraw himself from suffering by disobedi-

ence to his Father’s will. He did not offer himself as a fanatic does

who, under the influence of some illusion, lets himself be nailed to

a cross — this would indeed have been to offer himself di� sarkìc
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— but he offered himself as, for example, a faithful minister of

the Gospel does, who faithfully declares the truth, notwithstanding

that he thereby exposes himself to suffering and persecution, or

as a martyr, when he is reduced to the choice between martyrdom

and denial, and will not choose denial.

But, thus far, Christ is not the only one who has offered himself

through the spirit. When a Codrus, a Leonidas, an Arnold of Winkel-

reid will rather give up life than prove unfaithful to his country;

when a Socrates does not choose to ward off the threatened cup of

poison by denying that measure of truth to the knowledge of which

he had attained, — these are likewise offerings di� pneÔmatoc. And

yet there is an immense difference between Christ and all those,

and also between Christ and the Christian martyrs. This difference

the author expresses by the adjective aÊwnÐou. Others, too, have

offered themselves “through the spirit,” but only in the struggle for

good things of a relative nature; the triumph or downfall of a coun-

try, a relative knowledge of the truth was at stake in their case.

In Christ, it was the absolute salvation of the world, it was eternity

itself that was at stake. Hence, a relative pneÜma was sufficient

for those others, the spirit of patriotism, or of the love of truth,

etc.; but the sacrifice of Christ could only be offered in the power

of eternal spirit. Only the eternal spirit of absolute love, holiness,

wisdom, and compassion was capable of enduring that sacrificial

death. Because, then, Christ’s giving himself up to death was a

moral act, and not a moral act of relative value and significance,

but the absolute moral act, the act of all acts, the angle of the

world’s history, the finished manifestation of the fullness of the

eternal being of God in time, the absolute fulfilment of the eter-

nal’decree of God — therefore, says the author, Christ has offered

himself to God, di� pneÔmatoc aÊwnÐou.
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And he offered himself “as one who was faultless,” �mwmon. The

animal sacrifices under the law behoved also to be faultless, and

so it may be said, there lies, in �mwmon first of all, only a similarity

between Christ and the animal sacrifices. But the words, he has of-

fered himself without spot, cannot of course be separated here from

through the eternal spirit. Has Christ offered himself without fault

through the eternal spirit, he thereby obtains another and higher

faultlessness, in comparison with which those animal sacrifices

were oÎk �memptoi. (Comp. 8.7.)

The 14th verse is, in a practical point of view, one of the most

important in the whole New Testament. For, as directed against the

doctrine here taught concerning the value of Christ’s sacrifice, all

that calumnious talk of old Rationalists and new German Catholics

about a theology of blood and wounds, and a tyrannical God, who

“would look only on blood,” is put to a shameful silence. The main

thing in the sacrifice of Christ is not the blood, this red substance

— for then might the blood of the animals under the first covenant

have sufficed, — as tittle is it “the spirit” alone, if by the spirit be

understood an abstraction, a misty ideal of virtue, or freedom, or

of man-deification (in which case, it is too often the mere s�rx that

falsely boasts of possessing “the spirit of Christ”) — but it is that

eternal spirit of absolute eternal holiness and eternal love which

has efficaciously manifested itself in time, inasmuch as it endured

the real bloody death for the sinful world.

Thus much our author says, in general, on the opposition be-

tween the sacrifice of Christ and the Old Testament animal sacri-

fices. From ver. 15, onwards, he developes particular sides of this

comparison.

In ver. 15-23 he shows how, by the atoning death of Christ, a

new diaj kn also has been ratified. Thus this section points back,
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at the same time, to chap. 8. For, there, it was said, in general,

that God has promised to make a new covenant, and that by this

new covenant the old must be annulled. This, too, had already

been said in chap. 8, that the priestly service (leitourgÐa) of Christ

bears the same relation to the Levitical priestly service as the new

covenant bears to the old. The author then in chap. 9 entered more

at large into the consideration of the old covenant, and had shown

how the structure (vers. 1-10) as well as the service (vers. 11-14)

of the tabernacle pointed to something future and more perfect; in

vers. 11-14 he has shown how, in the death of Christ, the more

perfect leitourgÐa consists; now in vers. 15-23 he shows, that by

this very death of Christ, also the (promised) more perfect covenant

has been ratified.

9.15 And for this cause he is the mediator of a new covenant,

that a death having taken place for the redemption of the

transgressions that were under the first covenant, they that

have been called may receive the promise of the eternal inher-

itance.

Di� toÜto in ver. 15, does not point backwards to ver. 14, but

forwards to the clause beginning with ípwc (although this final

clause itself certainly involves substantially a repetition of the for-

mer idea. This final clause, is, however, differently construed.)

First, it must be asked, whether the words eÊc �polÔtrwsin belong

to jan�tou genomènou or to l�bwsin. The former is the more nat-

ural according to the position “of the words, and has also been

acknowledged as the right construction by almost all critics. But,

secondly, there is the question, whether the genitive t¨c aÊwnÐou

klhronomÐac is dependent on âpaggelÐan or on keklhmènoi. In the

latter construction (Tholuck and others) not only must a strong hy-

perbaton be presupposed, but also- the idea which it yields (“that
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those who are called may receive the promise of the eternal inheri-

tance”) is not quite suitable, seeing that this promise as a promise

had already, according to 8.8, ss., been given to the members of

the old covenant. It is better, with the majority of commentators,

to take that genitive as dependent on keklhmènoi. Those who are

called to the eternal inheritance are, accordingly, those members

of the old covenant who, according to 4.1,9, had hitherto only at-

tained to a temporary rest. t�n âpaggelÐan denotes not the act of

promising but (as at 10.30 ; 11.13,39) the promised object, the thing

promised to them. The sentiment then is this: that those who are

called to the eternal inheritance might receive the thing promised

to them (the fulfilment of the promise.)

How this was done is shown in the words jan�tou genomènou

eÊc �polÔtrwsin tÀn âpÈ t¬ pr¸tù diaj kù According to ver. 13,

s., the animal sacrifices under the old covenant had not the power

to redeem the sinner from transgressions ((i.e. from the guilt of

these.) They procured for him, not righteousness before God, but

that relative outward purity or conformity to the law, which itself

was only an emblem and symbol of the righteousness of God. In

order truly to redeem from sins committed under the old covenant,

a death must be undergone (a different one of course from that of

bulls and goats.)

Now the entire sentiment becomes clear. In order that by a death

— through which, at the same time, the sins committed under the

old covenant first found their true atonement — those members of

the old covenant who are called to the eternal inheritance might be

enabled to receive the thing promised to them (namely, the eternal

inheritance itself): Christ must establish a new covenant. The in-

ternal ground of this connection of ideas is manifest. It had already

been shown in chap. 8 and 9 of the old covenant, that its priestly
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service could not blot out the guilt of sin. If the old covenant still

continued to subsist, then its priestly service also continued, and

thus, so long as it continued, there could be no redemption, no

possibility of at length truly entering into the long promised inheri-

tance. There is here, therefore, an inference drawn backwards from

the necessity of a new priestly service (leitourgÐa) to the necessity

of a new diaj kh.

But closely connected with these principal points is the second

idea of the passage before us, jan�tou genomènou eÊc �polÔtrwsin,

that it was possible to accomplish this only by an atoning sacrificial

death.

This second point is further developed in ver. 16, ss. A covenant

cannot be made without death; the sinner cannot enter into a

covenant with the holy God without dying; hence, also, in the

making of the first covenant, substitutionary burnt-offerings must

needs be brought by the Israelites who entered into covenant with

God.

9.16 For where a testament is, there must of necessity be

the death of him that made it. 17 For a testament is of force

where there hath been death: for it doth never avail while

he that made it liveth. 18 Wherefore even the first covenant

hath not been dedicated without blood. 19 For when every

commandment had been spoken by Moses unto all the peo-

ple according to the law, he took the blood of the calves and

the goats, with water and scarlet wool and hyssop, and sprin-

kled both the book itself and all the people, 20 saying, This is

the blood of the covenant which God commanded to you-ward.

21 Moreover the tabernacle and all the vessels of the ministry

he sprinkled in like manner with the blood. 22 And according

to the law, I may almost say, all things are cleansed with blood,
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and apart from shedding of blood there is no remission.

This passage in itself so easy — easy whenever one has patience

to read to the end of it, that is to ver. 22 — has by most critics been

regarded as a real crux. Many have been led by what seems to

be said in ver. 16, to suppose, that the signification covenant here

is by no means suitable, and thus have rendered diaj kh either,

already at ver. 15, by testament (thus completely breaking the con-

nection between chap. 8 and 9), or, they supposed a play upon the

worda in ver. 16, as if diaj kh meant covenant in vers. 15 and 18,

and testament in vers. 16 and 17; in other words, they here again

imputed the product of their own fancy to the author. We will show

that the signification testament is throughout the whole passage,

not only not necessary but even unsuitable.

Already, at 7.22, we found that diaj kh in the sense of the Heb.

ŽĽŸĄ was a long-established religious idea among the Jews and

Jewish Christians. It is very doubtful, on the other hand, whether

the Hebrews knew anything in general of testaments (comp. the

1760 of Ban’s disput. de testamenti factione Hebraeis veteribus ig-

nota). The passage Deut. 21.16 affords an argument against the pos-

sibility of there having been voluntary dispositions of inheritances,

and the whole Mosaic right of inheritance was, in its nature and

basis, an intestate right of inheritance. The most that can be said

is, that, under the influence of the Romans, testaments may have

come to be used here and there among the Jews, but it is still prima

facie very improbable that the author should have selected a thing

so foreign and so little known, with which to compare God’s highest

aThe rendering “testament” is given to diaj kh; throughout by Chrysostom,
Vulg., Luther, and the older Lutheran theologians; that of “covenant” by the
most of the Greek fathers, the most of the reformed theologians, especially
Grotius, then by Michaelis, Tholuck, and others; a change in the signification,
or a paronomasia, is supposed by Bleek, Olshausen, and several of the more
recent commentators.
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act of atonement. Now it is, moreover, a fact, that in that passage

from Jer. 31.31 ss. cited in 8.8 ss., which forms the foundation of

the whole of this part of the epistle, diaj kh is the translation of

the Hebrew ŽĽŸĄ. It is also a fact, that 9.15 connects closely with

the ideas of chap. 8; and, besides, that in 9.15 a mediator of the

diaj kh is spoken of, while in a testament there cannot, from the

nature of the thing, be a mediator; there may be such, however,

in a covenant which two separated parties make. From all this, so

much, at least, is evident, that so long as the signification covenant

can be shown to be suitable, we are not at liberty to depart from it.

And why should this signification not suit in ver. 16? “Where a

covenant is, there must, of necessity, the death of the person mak-

ing the covenant be proven.” (Fèresjai never signifies existere, as

Schulz and Böhme would have it; it certainly signifies versari, for

example, ân tetragmènoic pr�gmasi fèresjai, to find one’s self in

decayed circumstances; but, when it stands by itself, it never has

the independent substantial signification: to exist. Quite as little

does it ever signify intercedere, as Beza understood it. But either:

sermone ferri fama divulgari, i.e. to be generally known; or, what

suits still better here, afferi coram judicious to be proven, authen-

ticated.) Therefore: where a diaj kh is, there must the death of

the diajèmenoc be proven. What had these commentators to do

but to conclude, all at once, that it is evidently a testament that

is here spoken of? But is it true, after all, that a testament can-

not exist until the testator is dead? Would this inference be just:

where a testament is (!), there must the death of the testator be

shown? “It would be so if the author had said: where a testa-

ment is to be opened or implemented! The signification testament

therefore is not even suitable. Let us try how it goes with the sig-

nification covenant. “Where a covenant is, there must of necessity
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the death of him who makes the covenant be proven.” This idea

is certainly not so self-evident as that of the testament seemed to

be on a superficial consideration of it. This idea is rather enig-

matical, obscure, almost paradoxical. But should we shrink from

it on this account? Was it not also paradoxical, when the author,

ver. 8, from the fact that the high priest entered once every year

into the holy of holies, all at once inferred, that so long as there

was a holy place, the holy of holies would be inaccessible? Was

it not also paradoxical, when in 7.15, from the statement that the

Messianic high priesthood was to be after the order of Melchisedec,

he inferred that the Messiah most proceed from the tribe of Judah?

He has not failed to explain the former paradox in 9.9-10, and the

latter in 7.16-17. He is fond of making at once a bold leap from

the major proposition to the conclusion (or, as here, from the con-

clusion to the major proposition), and to bring in afterwards the

connecting ideas. Why should he not be allowed the same privilege

here? “Where a covenant is, there the covenant-maker must be

dead” — certainly an enigmatical statement; but patience only for

a few verses, and the author will not fail to explain it.

In ver. 17 he again repeats the idea. “A covenant is valid in the

case of persons who are dead, as it never has force if he who makes

the covenant be alive.” Again very enigmatical, and again have

the commentators, without delay, had recourse to the testamenti

factio. A testament may, indeed, be overturned or revoked so long

as the testator lives. But it would be too much to affirm that a

testament is never (m pote) valid so long as the testator lives. And

so, to favour the explanation “testament” the signification of m pw

has been actually given to m pote here for a change!

In ver. 18. ss. the author gives the solution of all these enig-

mas. “The first covenant also was not consecrated without blood,”
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(âgkainÐzein not “to renew,” but literally, to bring a new thing into

existence, into use, hence to consecrate.) Did ever any one hear of

the consecration of a testament? and does not the author speak of

the first diaj kh as a thing well known? But does the expression

“first testament,” or “testament” in general, anywhere occur in the

Old Testament? Is it not rather quite evident, that in the passage

Ex. 24.6-8, to which the author here refers, it is the consecration of

a ŽĽŸĄ that is spoken of ? “For, after Moses had spoken every pre-

cept to all the people according to the law, he took the blood of

the calves and goats, with water and scarlet wool and hyssop, and

sprinkled the book of the law itself, and all the people saying: this

is the blood of the covenant (ŽĽŸĄ) which God hath enjoined (upon

me to ratify) in relation to you. Moreover, he sprinkled likewise

with blood both the tabernacle and all the vessels of the ministry.

And all things are by the law purged only with blood, and without

shedding of blood is no forgiveness.“

Three things fall to be observed here. The first is of an anti-

quarian character, namely, that particulars are here mentioned (as

the mixing of the blood with water, the scarlet wool on the stalk

of hyssop) which are not to be found in Exodus, but only in Jose-

phus. Josephus followed in this doubtless an ancient and general

tradition, and our author too might, without hesitation, follow this

tradition, especially as nothing depended here on archaeological

exactness in the statement of the event referred to, his object being

only to bring that event to the minds of his readers in the way in

which it was familiar to them, and to call it up vividly before them

by a picturesque description of it.

Secondly, We are here perfectly satisfied that the signification

“testament” for diaj kh will not do. In ver. 18 diaj kh is to be

supplied at � pr¸th. If diaj kh meant “testament,” then the author
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would have had to shew at ver. 19 ss. that already in Moses’ time

also the testator, God, was dead, or, at least, he must have regarded

these burnt-offerings mentioned in ver. 19 as sacrifices which had

been shun in place of God!

Thirdly, what seemed obscure and paradoxical in vers. 16-17 is

now fully explained. “Without shedding of blood there is no forgive-

ness.” The author, therefore, has considered that covenant sacri-

fice described in Ex. 24.6-8 to have been one of an expiatory, atoning

kind. Some, indeed, have thought that they knew better, and have

raised the objection that that sacrifice consisted of ŽĚŇĚ{ burnt-

offerings,” and that burnt-offerings had no atoning significance.

But while this may be true of the burnt-offering generally, it is not

true specially of the burnt-offering used in ratifying the covenant.

This could not but be evident to the native Israelite who was fa-

miliar with his Old Testament. It is chiefly apparent from Gen. 15,

where God for the first time ratifies his covenant with Abraham.

Abraham there receives the command to bring sacrifices; he offers

the animals in sacrifice and falls then into a deep sleep, and while

he sleeps, birds of prey come down and make for consuming the

sacrifice; but now fire falls from heaven and licks up the sacrifice.

Upon this it is shewn to him, that as it happened to the sacrifice

so will it happen to his seed; it too will be afflicted and disquieted

for a time, but will then be led into glory by God himself. Thus was

that burnt-offering an emblem of Abraham himself and his seed

with whom God made the covenant. We have here, therefore, the

symbolical meaning of the burnt-offering. As the sacrificer slays

the substitutionary victim and commits it wholly to the flames, so

ought he to give himself to God as one dead to his former life. Thus

the ĎŇĚ{ was, in reality, quite as expiatory as the “sin-offering” and

“guilt-offering,” the only difference being this, that by these hitter
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only certain particular sins were atoned for, while in the former the

atonement extended to the sinner’s whole person. How much also

the element of atonement belonged to the burnt-offering appears

in this, that, according to Lev. 16.24, on the great day of atonement

a burnt-offering formed the conclusion of the services “to atone for

his-own sins and the sins of the people.” This is perfectly evident

in the case of the covenant burnt-offering. The man who will en-

ter into a covenant with God is a sinner, and as such incapable

of entering into fellowship with the holy God, nay even of appear-

ing before God’s presence (Deut. 5.26.) He must die on account of

his guilt, if a substitutionary sacrifice be not offered for him. But

he must also die to his former life, in order to begin a new life in

covenant with God. In short, from a simple view of the symbolical

import of the covenant-burnt-offering described in vers. 18-22, the

following may be stated as the result: “Where a sinful man will en-

ter into covenant with the holy God, the man must first die — must

first atone for his guilt by a death (or he must produce a substi-

tutionary burnt-offering.”) But this is precisely the idea which the

author has expressed in ver. 16 s., and which there appeared so

obscure and paradoxical.

It is altogether different in the case of a testament. There, the

testator dies and gives place to the heir. Here, it is rather the heir,

the man that is called to the possession of the heavenly good things

who must die, in order to be able, as a pardoned and purified man,

to enter into the new life with God. From this it is clear, that the

author could only have used the comparison of a testament, if it

had been his object to represent the death of Christ on the cross as

the “death of God, the testator.” But this would, in “the first place,

have been in itself absurd; secondly, there is not the slightest trace

of any such reference to the death of Christ as the testator; thirdly,
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the author could not then have said that, already in the time of

Moses, the rule expressed in ver. 16 s., had found its application.

On all sides, then, the interpretation of the word diaj kh by

covenant is confirmed. The only circumstance which in ver. 16

might lead the commentators astray is, that the author there lays

down the principle not in the limited form (“where any one will

enter into a covenant with God,”) but generally (“where a covenant

is”), seeing that an atoning death is necessary, not to every covenant,

but only when a sinner will enter into a covenant with God. But

this limitation, according to which it is only religio-theocratical

covenants that are here spoken of, is evident enough from the con-

text ver. 15.

9.23 It was necessary therefore that the copies of the things

in the heavens should be cleansed with these; but the heavenly

things themselves with better sacrifices than these.

Ver. 23 now forms the conclusion. That the old covenant could

not be ratified without shedding of blood, without substitutionary

sacrifices, was shown in vers. 8-22. That the same law is applicable

also to the new covenant, is shown in ver. 23. “It was necessary,

therefore, that the symbols of the heavenly things should be purged

by this (by the goats and calves mentioned in ver. 19), but the

heavenly things themselves by better sacrifices than these.” Those

sacrifices by which the old covenant was ratified, belonged to the

category described in ver. 13, of those acts by which the conscience

was not expiated and purified. The fulfilment, the new covenant

as the heavenly archetype whose symbol was the Mosaic taberna-

cle (for, here also, as at 8.5, there is no heavenly skhn  placed in

opposition to the Mosaic skhn  required for its formation and con-

secration, also a death, but a death of a different kind. A death; for

here as in the old covenant man comes before God as sinful, laden
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with guilt, and can, in that state, enter into no covenant with God;

here, as in that covenant, the past guilt must be expiated by an

actual death, and the sinful life must be judicially destroyed ere a

new life with God can be begun, a life in which God can manifest

his love positively to men, i.e., as grace; here, as in that covenant,

if the man does not undergo that death himself, he needs a sub-

stitutionary sacrifice. But here he needs another sacrifice than in

that covenant, namely, that of Christ, who, as was already shown

at ver. 14 — and did not need to be repeated at ver. 23 — has

offered himself a sacrifice, not through the flesh, but through the

spirit, and through the eternal spirit.

At aÊt� dà t� âpour�nia kreÐttosi jusÐaic, the verb kajarÐzesjai

is of course grammatically to be supplied; but logically this will not

be suitable, because the heavenly archetype, in virtue of its being

not relative, outward, imperfect, but perfect — needs no purifica-

tion. With reason, therefore, have Luther, Calvin, Beza, Grotius,

Clericus, Bleek, and otters, supposed that kajarÐzesjai is used as

a kind of logical zeugma, and that merely the idea of âgkainÐzesjai

is to be taken from kajarÐzezjai and supplied at the second mem-

ber. For, in the new covenant, the act of redemption does not need

a purification, but only the men who are to be redeemed.

Thus that second idea contained in ver. 15: that the new covenant

could be made only by an atoning death has, in ver. 16-23, been

fully proven. ver. 16-17: He who will enter into a covenant with

God must first atone for his sins by a death (by his own or that of a

substitutionary sacrifice.) ver. 18-22: Hence it was necessary that

the covenant of Moses should be consecrated by atoning sacrifices.

ver. 23: In like manner, also, the new covenant, — only, that here a

better sacrifice was necessary (the death of Christ di� pneÔmatoc).

9.24 For Christ entered not into a holy place made with
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hands, like in pattern to the true; but into heaven itself, now

to appear before the face of God for us: 25 nor yet that he

should offer himself often, as the high priest entereth into the

holy place year by year with blood not his own; 26 else must

he often have suffered since the foundation of the world: but

now once at the end of the ages hath he been manifested to

put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. 27 And inasmuch as

it is appointed unto men once to die, and after this cometh

judgment; 28 so Christ also, having been once offered to bear

the sins of many, shall appear a second time, apart from sin,

to them that wait for him, unto salvation.

Ver. 24 forms the transition to the next train of thought. First

of all ver. 24 is connected with ver. 23 by g�r, as explanatory of

the antithesis between the symbols and the heavenly things them-

selves. Christ has not entered into an earthly tabernacle, but into

heaven (comp. on this what has been said at 1.3); from this it is

evident, that it was not a symbolical purging of outward figures

that he had to do with, but the initiation and confirmation of a

new relation between God and man. With this idea, however, the

author connects a new theme by one of those easy turns which are

peculiar to the Epistle to the Hebrews (comp. 1.4 ; 2.5 ; 3.2, etc.)

In ver. 25–28 is shown how, from the fact that Christ offered

his own blood, it follows that the sacrifice of Christ was made only

once, and with this, that other sacrifices besides that of Christ are

superfluous. In this the author draws a third inference from the

old principal theme at ver. 12. He had laid down at ver. 12, as

principal theme of the section, the proposition that Christ offered

his own blood. In ver. 13-14, he had drawn a first inference from

this, namely, the internal and spiritual nature of Christ’s sacri-

fice. In ver. 15-23 is a second inference: that through Christ’s
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self-sacrifice, that long promised new covenant mentioned in 8.8 ss.

had been founded. In ver. 25 he now brings in a third inference,

that of the once offering of Christ sacrifice, which likewise follows

from the proposition, that Christ entered into the presence of the

Father, not with the blood of another, but with his own blood.

“He entered, not that he might offer frequently as the high priest

who entered yearly into the holy of holies with the blood of another.”

The main emphasis lies evidently on the words ân aÒmati �llotrÐú

hence they are placed after (just as, at 7.4, å patri�rqhc is placed

at the end of the sentence.) The reason why the high priest had to

offer frequently was, that he offered another’s blood. Thus the idea

is easily extended: the reason why Christ did not offer frequently

was, that he did not offer another’s blood.

And it is this that is now proven in ver. 26. This verse is not in-

tended to prove, that Christ has offered himself only once (for then

it would be mere reasoning in a circle, thus: Christ has offered

himself only once. For otherwise he must have offered himself re-

peatedly. But he has not offered himself repeatedly, ergo, etc.) In

ver. 26 it is rather intended to be proven, that Christ needed not

to offer himself repeatedly, because he has offered himself. How,

from his having offered his own blood, the once offering of his sac-

rifice follows — it is this which is to be proven in ver. 26. — The

words âpei � kìsmou are not a parenthesis (Mill, De Wette, etc.),

but belong to the substance of the reasoning; “for, otherwise (if

he had not offered his own blood), he must often have suffered

from the foundation of the world onwards.” We should rather have

expected: “then he must often have offered sacrifice.” That the sac-

rificial act is here denoted by suffering is logically inaccurate, as,

on the supposition that Christ had not offered his own blood but

another’s, his sacrifice would not then have consisted of suffering.
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The author has therefore put paheØn here, unconsciously, because

he was in the habit of using paheØn and prosfèrein promiscuously

of Christ. The reason why Christ, if he had offered another’s blood,

must have done this repeatedly — as the Levitical high priest: from

of old ever and ever again — lies in what is said at ver. 13. — “But

now he has appeared once in the end of the time (i.e. in the time

of the fulfilment, the Messianic time, in opposition to the time of

expectation and prophecy, comp. 1.2 and 1 Pet. 1.20), to take away

sin by his own sacrifice.” As the sacrifice of Christ was not a typical

sacrifice, but the fulfilment itself (for the time of the Messiah was

to be the suntèleia t¨c aÊÀnoc the final fulfilment), it needs not to

be repeated.

In ver. 26, then, from the fact that Christ has offered his own

blood, it is inferred, that he needed not to repeat this sacrifice; in

ver. 27-28, it is inferred from the same thing, that he could not

repeat it. A man can offer the blood of another repeatedly, his own

blood he can offer — in other words, die — only once. This is the

main point in ver. 27-28. “As it is appointed to every man once to

die, so was Christ also once offered for our sins.” With this prin-

cipal idea, however, is entwined a subordinate idea which has no

close connexion with the argument, but is added only parentheti-

cally, namely, that, after death, the judicari awaits the rest of men,

but the judicare awaits Christ. — The expression without sin is

explained by the antithesis, to bear the sins of many. Irving, there-

fore, had no reason to infer from the without sin that Christ, at his

first coming in humiliation, was not without sin but partook of the

sinful âpijumÐa. It is rather only the first coming to bear the sins

of others, i.e the guilt of sin, that is here opposed to the second

appearing without sin. When he comes again he has no more to do

with sin; he comes then not as the bearer of others’ guilt, but as
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the holy judge of others’ guilt, as a consuming fire, which stands

in a hostile and negative relation to all that is called sin.

10.1 For the law having a shadow of the good things to

come, not the very image of the things, can never with the

same sacrifices year by year, which they offer continually,

make perfect them that draw nigh.

In 10.1-4 the author recurs to what is said in 9.13-14, in order

to deduce from it also, that the sacrifice of Christ was offered only

once. Thus vers. 1-3 contains an explanation of ver. 26 of the

foregoing chapter. — The subject of ver. 1 is å nìmoc; this subject

has however the appositional clause ski�n êqwn tÀn mellontwn

�gajÀn, oÎk aÎt�n t�n eÊkìna tÀn pragm�twn. EÊk¸n does not

signify precisely “substance” (Luther, Peschito) much less does it

denote the “mere image” in opposition to the “thing” (Œcumenius,

Gregory of Nazianzum, Calvin, Tholuck), as if it were meant to be

said that the law is the shadow of the gospel, the gospel itself again,

however, only an image of the good things to come; eÊk¸n denotes

here simply the form in opposition to the mere shadow. The gen-

itive tÀn pragm�twn is genitive of the substance. The form of the

things themselves = the form, namely, the things themselves. The

whole of this apposition is designed to show, how far it was pos-

sible and allowable to speak unfavourably of the Old Testament,

and that this was done not from contempt of the Old Testament,

but because, according to its divine destination, it was to be, and

must be, imperfect. Comp. the remarks on 4.2, and especially the

passages 7.18 ; 8.7 ss.

What now is affirmed of this nìmoc ? It was not able, year

by year, with the same sacrifices which were continually offered,

to make the comers thereunto perfect. Kat> âniautìn belongs of

course to the verb. Year by year (the author here in the word
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jusÐaic has evidently in his mind chiefly the yearly sacrifice of

atonement) the law remained incapable of making the comers there

unto perfect by its sacrifices, how uninterruptedly soever these also

were offered. (Lachmann and Paulus join eÊc tä dihnekèc with te-

leiÀsai but then the remaining part of the relative clause becomes

meaningless. Besides, the author says in ver. 3 also, not merely

that those sacrifices were not able permanently to make perfect,

but that they effected no atonement whatever, that they rather only

pointed to the need of Such an atonement.) Instead of dÔnatai A,

C, many versions and the Peschito (here, however, giving generally

a free translation) read dÔnantai. Then skÈan g�r êqwn å nìmoc

must either be an independent clause with the partic. pro verbo

finite, which, however, is altogether foreign to the style of our au-

thor. Or, we must suppose an anacolauthon; the author began the

sentence with å nìmoc and intended originally to write dÔnatai ; in

writing, however, he inverted the idea, and made the subject of the

relative clause also the subject of the principal clause. But it is

far more probable that some transcriber is to be charged with this

carelessness than our author, who usually writes so correctly.

10.2 Else would they not have ceased to be offered? be-

cause the worshippers, having been once cleansed, would have

had no more consciousness of sins. 3 But in those sacrifices

there is a remembrance made of sins year by year. 4 For it is

impossible that the blood of bulls and goats should take away

sins.

In ver.2 the reading wavers between âpeÈ oÎk �n and âpeÈ �n ;

oÎk is, however, already externally better attested (by A, C, D, E,

Copt., Arab., Ital. Also a reading âpeÈ k�n is explicable only from the

matrix EPEIOUKAN.) It is, besides, easy to see how transcribers

might come to omit the oÎk. The whole sentence (with oÎk) has
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meaning only when taken as a question (“would they not then have

ceased to be offered? as the worshippers once purged would have

had no more consciousness of sin.”) But if a transcriber overlooked

this, and read the sentence as a thetical proposition, he must then,

certainly, have held it necessary to cancel the oÎk — The idea is

easily understood. The Old Testament sacrifices did not take away

the consciousness of sin, but only brought to remembrance (ver. 3)

year by year the presence of sin and guilt, and, therewith, the (con-

tinual, still unsatisfied) need of a real propitiation.

That the Old Testament sacrifices could not really atone for sin

is, in ver. 2, inferred from the fact of their repetition; it would have

been a meaningless ordinance if God had enjoined the repetition of

a sacrifice which had already, the first time it was offered, really

taken away the guilt of sin from man or from Israel. In ver. 4 the

same thing, namely, the inefficacy of the Old Testament sacrifices

to make real atonement is inferred from the very nature of these

sacrifices. The blood of irrational animals cannot possibly take

away moral guilt. (Comp. 9.14.) There is wanting in these, the

two things which are necessary to a true substitution. A sacrifice

which shall truly take upon itself the punishment of another’s guilt

must, firstly, be able to bear the same sufferings as ought to have

been borne by the guilty person, therefore, not a merely bodily

pain or death, but an inward suffering of the man endowed with

a rational soul. A true sacrifice must, secondly, after having as

a substitute endured the suffering, be able to remove again the

element of substitution, i.e to place itself in a relation of internal

oneness with the party represented; it is thus that the merit of

Christ’s suffering is appropriated by us, inasmuch as, although we

stood beside him as other and different persons when he suffered

(so that he did all that was necessary for us without our assistance
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and co-operation), we now no longer continue to stand beside him,

but, by his spirit on his part, and by faith on oars, become members

of him, to whom all now really belongs that belongs to him. For we

become righteous, not as individuals, the descendants of the first

Adam, but as those who by faith have given up themselves, who

have given themselves to the death, and are now willing to have

any merit before God only in so far as before belong to Christ and

he belongs to. Both these conditions were impossible in the animal

sacrifices.

10.5 Wherefore when he cometh into the world, he saith,

Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not, But a body didst thou

prepare for me; 6 In whole burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin

thou hadst no pleasure: 7 Then said I, lo, I am come (In the roll

of the book it is written of me) to do thy will, O God. 8 Saying

above, sacrifices and offerings and whole burnt offerings and

sacrifices for sin thou wouldest not, neither hadst pleasure

therein (the which are offered according to the law), 9 then

hath he said, Lo, I am come to do thy will. He taketh away the

first, that he may establish the second. 10 By which will we

have been sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus

Christ once for all.

Vers. 5-10. The writer in these verses shows, that already also

in the Old Testament itself, there are intimations of the necessity of

another, a better sacrifice than that of animals. In the citation from

Ps. 40.7-9 the author follows the Sept. As the Sept., however, devi-

ates from the original, the question arises whether it has at least

rendered substantially the sense of the passage.–After enumerat-

ing the wonderful and gracious acts of God, the Psalmist says:

“Sacrifice and offering thou hast not desired; ĽŇ ŽĽŸŃ ŊĽŘĘĂ burnt-

offering and sin-offerings thou hast not required.” He evidently
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in these words ŊĽŘĘĂ intends to place in opposition to the external

sacrifices one of an internal and better kind, and some sacrifice or

other of this kind must at least implicitly be designated by those

words, “mine ears hast thou digged out.” The older commentators,

as also Olshausen, referred this digging of the ears in general to

that boring through the lap of the ear of which we read in Ex. 21.6.

When, namely, a servant had it in his power to become free, but

preferred of his own accord to continue for the rest of his life in

the service of the master with whom he had hitherto been, he was,

in token of this, to let ({ŰŸ) his ear (the lap of the ear) be bored

through by his master. The majority of the more recent commen-

tators (Hengstenberg, Stier, Hitzig, Tholuck, Bleek), on the other

hand, take ĎŸŃ in the sense of ĎŇŘ God has “digged out the ears”

of a man, is equivalent to saying that he has given him ears, made

ears for him.” The creation or formation of an ear in the head is

figuratively denoted as the digging out of an ear. And, indeed, the

verb ĎŸŃ (used generally of the digging of a well, a pit, and the like)

would suit this representation. The meaning then would be: “Thou

willest not sacrifice, but thou hast given me an ear, a capacity to

hear thy commands, and thus hast pointed out what sacrifices are

acceptable to thee.” Meanwhile, I am doubtful after all whether

the author has not had in his mind that command in Ex. 21.6; the

boring through the lap of the ear might poetically be denoted as

a digging through it, and then the sentiment: “I have let my ear

be bored through by thee, i.e. I have freely given myself to be thy

servant for the whole of my life,” forms, certainly, a finer and fuller

antithesis to the words: “burnt-offering, etc. thou wiliest not,” than

that somewhat vague idea: “thou hast made ears for me.” But, be

this as it may, one thing evidently lies in the words — the Psalmist

places obedience, as the true sacrifice, in opposition to the animal

sacrifices.
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The reading in the Sept., according to Bleek’s opinion, was orig-

inally Âta or ºtia ; sÀma is said to have first slipped in as a differ-

ent reading, because the expression Âta dà kathrtÐsw moi was not

understood. But the oldest authorities for the reading Âta reach

only to the time of Irenaeus, while Bleek himself must acknowl-

edge that our author read sÀma in his copy of the Sept. Indeed,

it is much easier to understand how, if the free translation sÀma

were the original one, the reading Âta might arise at a later period,

in the time of Origen, from aiming at conformity with the Hebrew

text, than that, vice versa, from an original reading Âta the read-

ing sÀma should have arisen. We consider, therefore, the reading

sÀma dà kathrtÐsw as the genuine reading of the Sept. The Sep-

tuagint translator might easily take the expression as it stood to

be unintelligible, and substitute for it the more general idea: “thou

hast prepared my body (myself) for sacrifice.” The meaning remains

substantially the same: “thou wilt not have animals for sacrifices,

but myself.” But Bleek is certainly in error when he thinks, that

our author cites the entire passage on account of this word sÀma

(in the opinion that this points prophetically to the bodily death

of Christ). We have seen at 9.14 that our author does not lay the

principal emphasis on the bodily side of the sufferings of Christ;

his aim is rather precisely to show, that with the blood, qua blood,

nothing has as yet been accomplished. And indeed, at ver. 9, where

he makes use of and applies the citation Ps. 40.7-9, he entirely drops

the words Àma, etc., and lays all the emphasis on the words ¡kw

toÜ poi¨sai tä jèlhm� sou.

The eighth verse of the psalm begins with the emphatic words

ĽŽŸŐĂ ĘĂ “then I spake”. What follows, are the words which the

Psalmist spake. “Lo, I am come” (ĽŽĂĄ ĎŘĎ not “Lo, I come” ŽĄ ĎŘĎ)
; in the roll of the it is written of me; to do thy will, my God, is my
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delight!” That the author omits the verb âboul jhn, so that now

toÜ poi¨sai is dependent on ¡kw and the words ân kefalÐdi become

parenthetical, is, as respects the sense, quite an inconsiderable de-

viation. More important is the question, how the words ân kefalÐdi

are to be explained. Hitzig, Ewald, Bleek, and others, render in the

Hebrew the preposition Ą with, the preposition Ň{ for (“I come with

the roll of the book which is written for me”). This idea would not

only be unpoetical but ridiculous. The Sept. has certainly given a

more correct rendering: “I come; in the roll of the book it is written

of me;” although, instead of ¡kw it would be more correct to say

âl luja “I am come.” The simplest explanation certainly is this,

that the psalm, as the superscription says, is one of David’s; only,

that it was written not after the prophecy of Nathan pointing to the

future, 2 Sam. ch. 7, but before it, nay before David’s ascent to the

throne, but after his anointing by Samuel–during his persecution

by Saul (with Ps. 40.2-4 compare ver. 14-18). David could and must

at that time have combined the old patriarchial blessing that the

Prince over Israel should come out of Judah with the fact, that God

had rejected Saul and chosen him; in him was the old prophecy

fufilled. “Lo, I am come,” he says, “in the book (Pentateuch) it is

written of me” = in me is that prophecy fulfilled. And now he de-

clares that, as opposed to Saul, it is his delight to do the will of the

Lord. In this way of obedience towards God he hopes to fulfil that

prophecy.

But David as an individual did not carry out the full import of

this his promise; he did not wholly and purely offer his person as a

sacrifice to God in unbroken obedience, but sinned grievously and

in many ways. Hence the patriarchial blessing found in him only a

preliminary, not a final fulfilment, as, indeed, this was afterwards

(2 Sam. ch. 7) revealed to David himself, and was acknowledged by
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himself (Ps. 2 and 110). That, however, which David did typically

and imperfectly, the second David was to do perfectly. But that

passage in the Psalms remained true, although it did not come to

be absolute truth in the individual David. This individual spake,

however, even there not from himself, not from his own sinful hu-

manity or from chance, but from his office, and from the idea of

the theocratical King, and therefore under the guidance of the Holy

Ghost. Hence it is not the individual David that is the true author

of those words of the psalm, but the true heavenly Anointed made

use of David as an organ, in order to express a truth which applies

in its fulness not to the first but only to the second David. Hence

our author has sufficient reason for saying: the Son of God, when

he entered into the world to become man, spake these words. That

Jesus was not the author of the 40th Psalm, the author knew as

well as we. As little does he indicate that he regarded the psalm

as a direct prophecy of David concerning Christ (Ps. 2 and 110

were such direct prophecies); but his meaning evidently is, that

in David the Son of God spake by his Spirit. The psalm was not

a direct word-prophecy pointing to Christ, but the Psalmist David

was a fact-prophecy pointing to the second David, and what David

promised in order to fulfil it imperfectly, that has Christ promised

by David in order to keep it perfectly.

If now, according to Ps. 40, it belongs to the theocratical Anointed

that he regards not animal sacrifices but the sacrifice of obedience

as suitable to him, this expresses just what our author had laid

down in ver. 1-4.

Ver. 8-9. The author here simply shows, that obedience was put

in the place of the animal sacrifices, and thereby, also, declared to

be a sacrifice and, indeed, the true sacrifice.

At perÈ �martÐac, ver. 6 and 8, jusÐai is to be supplied. There
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was no Greek noun for “sin-offering;” the idea must be rendered by

the circumlocution: (jusÐa) perÈ �martÐac.

Ver. 10. By the jèlhma here, as at ver. 9, we may understand

either the special will of the Father, that Christ should suffer and

make atonement for the world, or, the general will of God, as, for

example, it is expressed in the decalogue. Either: Christ came to

fulfil that special decree of redemption, and in this will (i.e. by the

fulfilment of it on the part of Christ) we are sanctied. Or: Christ

came in general to live conformably to the will and law of God,

i.e. to live a holy life, and through this will of God (fulfilled by

Christ, i.e.: by the fulfilment of this will on the part of Christ) we

are sanctified. But, as ver. 9 belongs to the citation from the psalm,

in which there was no mention of the special decree respecting

the suffering of the Messiah, the second explanation is preferable.

(That the fulfilment of the general will of God already involved the

accomplishment of the special decree is, of course, self-evident. If

Jesus was obedient to the Father in general, he was so also in that

special point.)

<Hgiasmènoi here in the widest sense “to make �gioi” to take

them from the profane world sunk in death, and to place them in

the kingdom of God. Thus �gi�zein here involves both justification

and sanctification; that the former is not excluded appears already

from the additional clause di� t¨c prosfor�c, etc.

10.11 And every priest indeed standeth day by day minis-

tering and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices, the which

can never take away sins: 12 but he, when he had offered one

sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down on the right hand of God;

13 henceforth expecting till his enemies be made the footstool

of his feet. 14 For by one offering he hath perfected for ever

them that are sanctified.
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Ver. 11-18. The author here again sums up with all precision

the proper quod erat demonstrandum (ver. 12-13), and, inasmuch

as he represents the one sacrifice as, at the same time, the fulfil-

ment of the promise of a new covenant (Jer. 31.32 ss.) cited in 8.8 ss.,

he derives from this still another and concluding proof of the once

offering of this sacrifice, and therewith of the superfluousness and

dispensableness of the Levitical ritual beside this one sacrifice.

Ver. 11. The kaÐ is not to be rendered “namely” (Tholuck), a

signification which it never can have, and, moreover, cannot have

here, as ver. 11 stands related to the foregoing not as an argument

but as an inference. It means “and,” “and so.” — Instead of ÉereÔc

A. C., Peschito, and several Fathers read �rqiereÔc (so also Grotius,

Limborch, Lachmann, Bleek). But it is not likely that a transcriber

should have changed an original �rqiereÔc by way of correction into

ÉereÔc on the ground that the high priest performed no daily ser-

vice; in 7.27 mention is even made of the daily sacrifice of the high

priest, and yet no transcriber has thought of substituting ÉereÔc

for �rqiereÔc there by way of correction. It is much more proba-

ble, that in order to bring our passage into conformity with that,

an original ÉereÔc was changed into �rqiereÔc. (Especially might a

translator, as that of the Peschito, be easily led to do so.) Internal

grounds are also in favour of the reading ÉereÔc. Bleek, indeed,

thinks “the treatise of the writer is entirely occupied with the com-

parison between the high priest of the new covenant and that of the

old;” we have seen, however, that only the third part 5.7 is taken up

with this. There, at 7.27, it was quite in order to speak specially of

the high priest as the highest representative of the Levitical priest-

hood, in opposition to the Messiah, the high priest after the order

of Melchisedec. Now, however, when the author has already spo-

ken in particular of the ritual of the old covenant and of all its
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parts — the ministration of the priests and high priests, 9.6 — the

sacrifice of atonement, 9.7, and the oblations of the holy place 9.6

— the covenant-burnt-offering, 9.19 ss. and the various meat and

sin-offerings, 10.6,8 — it was more suitable to speak of the Levitical

“priest” quite generally. Especially is the attribute was agreeable

to the reading ÉereÔc. The author places the single offering of the

individual Christ in opposition to all priests with all their different

sacrifices.

In ver. 11 the idea is recapitulated which was developed in 9.13-

14,25; 10.1-4 ; — in ver. 12 the principal idea of 9.25-28 is recapitu-

lated in the words mÐan Ípàr, etc. and the idea of 9.24 (compare 1.3)

in the words eÊc tä dihnekàc âk�jisen, etc. On dexi� jeoÜ compare

what is said on 1.3. By the mention of the second coming of Christ

in judgment ver. 13 (recapitulation of 9.28), the author prepares

the way for the sentiments of a hortatory kind from ver. 19 ss., to

the effect that now the choice lies before them between salvation

and destruction. (On ver. 13 comp. Ps. 2 and 2.8 s.) — In ver. 13

the inferences are recapitulated, in ver. 14 the reason; in ver. 14,

namely, he expresses once more the central idea of this whole part.

<Agiazìmenoc is used in the same wide sense as �giasmènoc ver. 10.

10.15 And the Holy Spirit also beareth witness to us; for

after he hath said, 16 this is the covenant that I will make with

them after those days, saith the Lord: I will put my laws on

their heart, and upon their mind also will I write them; then

saith he, 17 and their sins and their iniquities will I remember

no more. 18 Now where remission of these is, there is no more

offering for sin.

Ver 15-18. In these verses he infers yet again, and finally, the

once offering of the sacrifice of Christ — laid down in ver. 14, and al-

ready proven in chap. 9-10 — from the passage Jer. 31, and thereby
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brings together the ideas of the three portions, 8.8-13 ; 9.15-23 ; 9.25-

28. God has promised a new covenant, in which he will write the

law on men’s hearts by the forgiveness of sins (8.8, ss.); this new

covenant is ratified, this forgiveness wrought out, by the sacrifice

of Christ (9.15 ss.); but where this forgiveness is, there there is no

need of a repeated sacrifice (9.25 ss.) The first of these ideas is

repeated in vers. 15-17, and, with it mention is made of the sec-

ond; the third is stated in ver. 18. Thus does the conclusion of

this fourth principal part unite itself again with the beginning of

chap. 8.

Thus has the writer reached the innermost kernel of the Chris-

tian doctrine. Immediately from the consciousness of the forgive-

ness of sin on account of Christ’s sacrifice — the point in which

the subjective consciousness harmonizes with the objective fact of

the restored relation to God — he infers in ver. 18 the superflu-

ousness of those symbolical sacrifices which had only a subjective

value, and could awaken only the subjective knowledge of the need

of an atonement (comp. ver. 3.) (This is entirely the fundamen-

tal idea of the Pauline system.) Let us now look back from this

the highest point in the argumentation, to the way by which we

have been conducted to it. In all the principal parts and particular

sections, the author begins with the most outward and apparently

accidental points of comparison and differences which offer them-

selves to view between the Messiah and the angels, the Messiah

and Moses, the Messiah and the high priest (for example, that God

calls none of the angels his son; that Moses was a servant, the

Messiah the son of the house; that Melchisedec’s descent is left

unknown, etc.) But he everywhere shows how, in these apparently

accidental things, essential relations lying deep beneath them are

expressed; he follows out these relations, and reaches more uni-
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versal points of comparison; it is as if one were to follow brooks

which lead him to rivers, and in the end to a wide stream. The

Messiah must be the perfect messenger of God to men, because in

him the holiness of God and not merely his omnipotence are mani-

fest, because in him the Godhead is to become man and humanity

is to be raised to union with God. The Messiah must be the per-

fect representative of men before God, because he is to be the Son

of God himself, not merely a servant, and is truly to conduct man

to his true rest. The Messiah must be a high priest, and indeed

the promised, true, eternal high priest after the order of Melchisedec,

who represents man eternally and without change before God. This

discovers itself in the manner of his priestly ministration; the sacri-

fice which he offered is a spiritual, moral, and therefore more than

a symbolical sacrifice; it is the fulfilment of the typical things of

which the tabernacle consisted, and of the typical actions of which

the service of the tabernacle consisted. Thus the author comes

to the doctrine of the atonement, and, with this, to that of the ap-

propriation of the atonement which he handles in the concluding

part.
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V. The laying hold on the New

Testament Salvation

(10.19 to 13.25)

That portion of the epistle which consists of speculative reasoning

has now reached its conclusion. What the author has now further

to say, is intended not so much to be comprehended, as rather

to be apprehended. The innermost experience of the innermost

life is the cognoscens. To lay hold on the salvation is not an act

of the head and the understanding, but the most intensive act of

the life, — that act in which the man has the courage to declare

himself bankrupt. Hence the author, from this place onwards, no

longer reasons, but addresses himself to the heart and the will of

his readers.

Seven lines of thought or sections can without difficulty be dis-

tinguished in this part.

1. In 10.15-25 the author lays down the proper theme of the ad-

monition, that to which he admonishes.

2. In 10.26-31 he enforces this admonition by a first motive, namely,
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by calling to mind the greatness of the danger of falling away,

and the fearful consequences of this.

3. In 10.32-11.1, he adduces a second motive, inasmuch as he

reminds the readers of their former faith.

4. In 11.2-12.3, a third motive, inasmuch as the author shows how

all the illustrious and celebrated achievements, even under

the old covenant, proceeded solely from this principle of faith.

5. In 12.4-17 a fourth motive, inasmuch as the writer shows that

the very thing which now terrifies his readers, the suffering

that threatens them, brings only blessing.

6. In 12.18-29 a fifth motive. The choice between Christianity and

Judaism is simply identical with that between salvation and

condemnation.

7. Chap. 13 forms the conclusion, containing special exhorta-

tions and references of a personal kind.

1. Theme of the Exhortation

(10.19-25)

10.19 Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the

holy place by the blood of Jesus, 20 by the way which he dedi-

cated for us, a new and living way, through the veil, that is to

say, his flesh; 21 and having a great priest over the house of

God; 22 let us draw near with a true heart in fulness of faith,
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having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience: and hav-

ing our body washed with pure water, 23 let us hold fast the

confession of our hope that it waver not; for he is faithful that

promised: 24 and let us consider one another to provoke unto

love and good works; 25 not forsaking our own assembling to-

gether, as the custom of some is, but exhorting one another ;

and so much the more, as ye see the day drawing nigh.

Ver. 19-25. In a long and finely constructed period, the author

developes the particular points in the practical application of what

has been now theoretically proven. The particle oÝn is used in the

conclusive sense. The admonition, ver. 19-25, flows as an inference

from the result of the whole previous reasoning, recapitulated and

concentrated in ver. 11-18. The words êqontec. . . ponhr�c form the

first member of the exhortation. The apposition êqontec paüûhsÐan

belonging to the latent subject, forms, logically considered, a kind

of protasis to the verb proserq¸meja (as we have boldness, etc., so

let us, etc.) Let us look first of all at this protasis.

Two objects depend on êqontec. First, we have joyful confidence

for the access into the holiest of all in the blood of Jesus. The words

ân tÄ aÑmati >IhsoÜ may, grammatically, be referred to the verbal

idea lying in the noun eÒsodoc (Storr, Klee, Paulus, Olshausen,

Bleek), according to the analogy of the passage 9.25. Others (many

of the older expositors) make ân tÄ aÑmati etc., dependent on êqon-

tec ; in which case, however, the determining idea expressed in ân

tÄ aÑmati can, according to the sense and the position of the words,

belong only to the first member: êqontec paüûhsÐan and not also to

the second: kaÈ (êqontec) Éerèa. The meaning in both constructions

remains substantially the same. Still the latter construction, as will

immediately appear, yields a finer sense. >En is not to be explained

as a Hebraism, and taken in an instrumental sense, but in its own
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proper signification “in.” The style of conception and expression,

as a whole, is figurative, borrowed from the Old Testament ritual

of the atonement festival. In that festival the high priest must have

died, if he had entered into the presence of God in the holiest of all

without the sacrifice of blood; only when sprinkled with the blood,

and thus as it were covered with it, could he dare to enter in, and

even then only with fear and trembling, and no one durst follow

him. We, on the contrary, because covered with the blood of Christ

(ân aÑmati, therefore at êqontec) have all of us full joyful confidence

to enter into the, not figurative but, real holiest of all, i.e. to the

opened paternal heart of God, after our high priest who has gone

before us on this way, a way which is everlastingly fresh and liv-

ing. >EgkainÐzein as at 9.18 in the signification “to consecrate,” “to

bring into use for the first time.” This entrance which he has con-

secrated for us is called a ådäc prìsfatoc. This word is formed

from the rad. inus. FAW and signifies literally “fresh slaughtered,”

then “new,” “fresh.” (So also Olshausen.) The signification “bloody”

(Tholuck) belongs to it here just as little as elsewhere; nor would

this signification be even suitable here, as then there would be

no difference in this respect between the new covenant and the

old, seeing that the Levitical high priest also might not enter into

the holiest of all “without blood” (9.7.) Prìsfatoc rather signifies

“fresh,” which, however, is not the same as new, novus, kainìc as

if it were intended to designate the way opened up by Christ as a

new, a later, in opposition to the Old Testament way; nor is it equiv-

alent to recent, in the sense of this way being now as yet new, but

one which would afterwards become old and obsolete; the idea is

precisely the reverse, namely, that while the Old Testament atone-

ment festivals were effectual only for a year, the entrance to God

opened up by Christ is still always new and fresh, notwithstanding

the decades that have since elapsed, consequently, that in general,
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it remains everlastingly fresh. — That way, however, is called zÀsa

in opposition to the way by which the Levitical high priest had to

pass to the holiest of all, which was an earthly local way, a place

of dead earth or stones which the feet trod, while the way to God

upon which Christ has gone before us, and by which we must fol-

low him, consists for him and for us in a living act; (others, as for

example Olshausen, explain zÀsa = zwopoiÜsa which is contrary

to the usage as well as to the context.)

Christ has gone this way before us through the vail,a — an evi-

dent allusion to the fact that, at the death of Christ, the vail was

rent in twain, and the holiest of all laid open (Matth. 27.51, comp.

also our remarks on pefanerÀsjai 9.8.) Still, it is not to be thought

that Christ entered to the Father through that vail of the Old Tes-

tament sanctuary which was then rent, for the author adds the

explanatory words: that is to say his flesh. By this is, of course,

not meant that the body of Christ was that which had separated

us from God (Schulz and others); but that the fact of the violent

killing of the body of Christ corresponded to the symbolical fact

of the rending of the symbolical vail. Throughout, then, we find

that what corresponds to the local earthly skhn  is not a skhn  in

heaven in like manner local, but that acts and relations correspond

to the localities; the act of the spiritual entrance to the paternal

heart of God corresponds to the local entrance into the holiest of

all, the internal blotting out of guilt through the atoning death of

Christ corresponds to the local rending of the vail.

The second object belonging to êqontec, the second thing which

we possess is “a great priest over the house of God.” <IereÌc mègac

aThis local signification of di� c. gen. (comp. Luke 4.30 ; Rom. 15.28) should
never have been doubted in our passage. Olshausen is for taking di� in an
instrumental sense, and s�rx in the sense of “suffering.” But, granted that the
latter were allowed, still the words di� toÜ katapet�smatoc remain unexplained.
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quently occurs in the Sept. as synonymous with �rqiereÔc and

hence many (Klee, Tholuck) have here also rendered it by “high

priest.” But as our author elsewhere uniformly expresses this latter

idea by �rqiereÔc he must certainly have had a reason for using

another expression here; he must have meant to say here, not that

we have an high priest, but that we have “a great priest.” And,

indeed, there is nothing said here of the high priests as opposed to

the ordinary priests, but Christ appears as the one, great, exalted

priest in whom the entire idea of all ÉerateÐa finds its realization,

in opposition to the Levitical priests as a whole, the high as well as

the ordinary priests.

In ver. 23 the exhortation itself now follows: proserq¸meja

scil. eÊc t� �gia. Does the true holiest of all stand open, it is

criminal not to make use of this entrance. But how that entrance

is to be made, we are told in the words with true heart, etc. First

and above all, a true heart is required. This is the first condition

and the ground of all faith, that the heart be true; that it be not

biassed by self-deception regarding its wretched state by reason

of sin, nor by self-deception also regarding all its endeavours, its

inclinations, its plans. It is not that painful self-examination in

order to search out sins which one has not that is required, as the

victims of certain fanatical and morbid tendencies would demand,

who make the very greatness of the corruption of which they speak

a merit, or a ground of self-elation. No! it is enough if the man truly

knows the sins which he has, and thereby comes to the knowledge

that he has not merely sins, but sin, and that he is encompassed

with it even in his best works. Where this knowledge takes root,

it will dispel the delusive fancy that God needs no atonement, that

God is only a dead idol who knows not the anger of holy love; it

will dispel, too, all confidence in false self-made atonements, all
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merit of works, it will destroy all self-deception about an atonement

through other sacrifices than the sacrifice of Christ, in like manner,

also, the self-deception which leads a man to regard as meritorious,

and to rest his hope on, faith itself, or an institution of faith, a

church, confession, etc. A true heart is such a heart as regards

itself, the person in its totality, in the mirror, not of a means of

grace or an institution of grace, but in the mirror of the person of

Jesus Christ, and asks itself whether it loves the Saviour above all

things.

Secondly, the plhroforÐa pistewc is required, the full undivided

faith, not a faith such as the readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews

had, who to the questions: “Is Jesus the Messiah ? Is he the Son

of God ? replied in the affirmative indeed with head and mouth,

but yet were not satisfied with the sacrifice of Christ, and thought

it necessary still to lean on the crutches of the Levitical sacrifices,

and on these crutches would limp into heaven. In like manner, we

will find still a half faith, when one belongs to the Church and at-

tends divine service, and on a deathbed desires the word of Christ

and the consolations of his grace, but yet only measures off for

Christ a certain portion of his time and his activity, instead of hav-

ing Christ at all times before his eyes and in his heart, and letting

his whole being and life be penetrated by him. Christianity and

the business of the present life are regarded as two things which,

in respect of quantity, must be weighed against each other, lest

by giving too much to the one (Christianity) the other (the earthly

condition, honour, pleasure, etc.) should suffer and be prejudiced;

instead of its being remembered, that what we are and do as men

on the earth, we should be and do as Christians.. But wherever

there is such incompleteness of faith, such shrinking from a com-

plete and entire devotedness to Christ, such earthly feeling and
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reliance upon something else, as if happiness were to come from

this quarter or from that, only from some other source than from

Christ, there also, the danger is great of becoming the prey of error,

unbelief, and apostasy.

Thirdly, the fruit and effect of faith is required, viz. the con-

sciousness of sin being pardoned: >Eüûantismenoi t�c kardÐac �pä

suneid sewc ponhr�c. The expression, again, is figurative, and

finds its explanation partly, in 9.19 (in which is the figure of the

ûantÐzein partly in 9.13, 10.2 (where we find the opposition between

the symbolical cleansing of the body and the real cleansing of the

suneÐdhsic pr kardÐa.) >Apì depends on the idea of “cleansing”

which is implied in the (pregnant) ûantÐzein. SuneÐdhsic ponhr� is

the opposite of suneÐdhsic �gaj , Acts 23.1 ; 1 Pet. 3.16,21; 1 Tim. 1.5,19.

Taken exactly, however, it does not signify “evil (rebuking) con-

science,” but “evil consciousness,” where, indeed, ponhr� is to be

resolved into a genitive of the object (“consciousness of evil,” con-

sciousness of being evil.)

The words kaÈ leloumènoi. . . katèqwmen etc., form a second

member of the exhortation. KaÈ leloumènoi cannot, of course, be

any longer dependent on prosq¸meja as otherwise, an intolerable

asyndeton at katèqwmen would be the result. This participle, then,

rather corresponds, in the place which it occupies, to the êqontec,

ver. 1. (“Seeing that we have an entrance. . . and a priest. . . let

us enter with true heart, in full faith, cleansed from the evil con-

science. And if we are now washed. . . let us hold fast,” etc.) If

leloumènoi were grammatically connected with âüûantismènoi (as

Olshausen and others suppose), and connected, moreover, by a

toÜt> âsti then might we be justified in taking leloumènoi tä sÀma

Õdati kajarÄ as the explanation of the figure âüûantismènoi and in

understanding it in the proper sense of a washing of the body with
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water, i.e. of baptism. (“And as we are baptized, let us,” etc.) So

Bleek and others. But as leloumènoi is quite parallel with the fig-

urative expression êqontec paüûhsÐan eÊc t�n eÒsodon tÀn �gÐwn

and âüûantismènoi also was to be taken figuratively, it is better

(with Calvin, Beza, Ernesti, Limborch, etc.) to understand this

leloumènoi also figuratively (with reference to Ezek. 36.25), so that

the meaning is: “And if we are now thus washed from our sins.”

Thus it contains that which connects it with the concluding word

of the first member.

The exhortation itself is: katèqwmen t�n åmologÐan t¨c âlpÐdoc

�klin¨ let us hold fast the profession of the hope unmoved. The

profession, that in Christ, and in him alone, is forgiveness of sins

to be obtained, which the readers were steadfastly to maintain be-

fore the Jews, is here called a profession of the hope, a designation

which finds its full explanation in 4.1. It is the profession that

the Christian also, nay the Christian alone, has the hope of the

promised rest; that he, although cast out from the theocracy and

the temple, persecuted, destitute of all earthly good, of all carnal

hope of a Messiah, yet has the assured hope of inheriting the king-

dom. To such a profession of hope belongs now, as it did then, the

faith which regards an unseen and as yet unfulfilled word of God

as a much surer and more certain possession (why? the paren-

thesis pistìc shows) than all the visible and attainable glory of the

present world. But in our own day, that profession of the hope

has again become one of the highest and most important duties,

inasmuch as now oÉ kunèc (Rev. 22.15), both among Jews and Gen-

tiles, as then among Jews (Phil. 3.2) are crying out, that “man by

being amused with fair promises for another world, is losing his

happiness in this.”

The author, in the first member of the exhortation, has said,
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how the Christian is to conduct himself towards God, in the sec-

ond, towards the world without, and now in the third member of the

exhortation, ver. 24-25, he says, how he is to conduct himself to-

wards the brethren, the Church. There is a false considering of one

another which proceeds from selfishness and pride, and is forbid-

den by the apostle Paul, Gal. 6.4. But there is also a true considering

of one another, which, as it proceeds from love, has the tendency

only to call forth “emulation in love and in good works,” and this

is recommended in the verse before us. — To this general duty,

however, the special one is added, not to neglect attendance on

the Christian assemblies, as many of the readers had already done

through the fear of man. >Episunagwg  formed from âpisun�gein to

assemble, is distinguished from sunagwg  inasmuch as, according

to the usus linguae, it was not a designation for the Jewish religious

assemblies which are still called “synagogues,” but had always

preserved the more general signification “assembly” (2 Macc. 2.7 ;

2 Thess. 2.1), so that it might therefore be applied to the designation

of the Christian assemblies. Calvin, Hunnius, J. Capellus, Kuinoel,

and others, falsely explain it of the “society of Christians,” so that

âgkataleÐpein t�n âpisunagwg n would be equivalent to “fall away

from Christianity,” “to become Jews.” The great majority of com-

mentators understand it rightly in a more special sense, namely,

of becoming careless and shy in their attendance on the Christian

congregational assemblies. To this remaining away from the as-

semblies is now opposed the parakaleØn. At parakaloÜntec it is

simplest to supply áautoÔc and the object of the parakaleØn may be

supposed to be chiefly the attendance on the assemblies. (“But in-

cite one another to attendance on these assemblies.”) As a special

motive to this, the visible approach of the day is adduced. >Hmèra

does not denote the final judgment, but the well-known Old Testa-

ment idea of the ĎĚĎĽ ŊĚĽ. The prophets (from Joel onwards) had
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predicted, that the Lord would, at one time, come to judge Israel

and all the nations of the earth. Jesus had explained to his disci-

ples that this day of the Lord divided itself into two epochs or acts,

into a judgment upon Jerusalem, which was to be destroyed and

to continue trodden down, and a judgment on the Gentiles, when

their season of grace was past (Luke ch. 21 and Matth. ch. 24;

Matthew, however, in his account of this address has regard prin-

cipally to the points that relate to Israel, comp. my critique of

the evangelical history p. 502-513). Here the author speaks to

Israelites, and therefore of the day of the Lord in so far as it con-

cerned the people Israel. That the predicted judgment upon Israel

was now approaching with rapid strides, every one must in the

beginning of the 60th year have “seen” (blèpein), who was not as

an obdurate Jew already stupified by the intoxicating cup which

preceded the judgment. A people torn asunder by raging factions

would resist the Roman power which extended over the world!

2. First Motive.

Danger and consequences of falling away

(10.26-31)

10.26 For if we sin wilfully after that we have received the

knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more a sacrifice

for sins, 27 but a certain fearful expectation of judgment, and

a fierceness of fire which shall devour the adversaries. 28 A

man that hath set at nought Moses law dieth without compas-

sion on the word of two or three witnesses: 29 of how much
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sorer punishment, think ye, shall he be judged worthy, who

hath trodden under foot the Son of God, and hath counted the

blood of the covenant wherewith he was sanctified an unholy

thing, and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace? 30 For

we know him that said : Vengeance belongeth unto me, I will

recompense. And again, The Lord shall judge his people. 31 It

is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.

Vers. 26–27. The expression ákousÐwc �mart�nein does not, ac-

cording to the context, denote every kind of particular known sinful

acts which a Christian commits even after regeneration (the 27th

verse speaks definitely of adversaries, and in the passage from

Deut. 17.6, cited in ver. 28, it is blasphemers of the law that are

spoken of!), but neither, as regards the meaning of the word, does

it denote the special sin of apostasy itself. The former explana-

tion is too general, the latter too narrow. The author has rather

in his mind, as regards the general character of the expression,

many various kinds or forms of the �mart�nein as regards the con-

text, however, only such kinds and forms as lead to apostasy, or

which already involve a degree of apostasy. He, therefore, sinned

ákousÐwc in the sense of ver. 26, who, from the fear of man, ab-

sented himself from the assemblies, or who, through any kind of

denial of the truth, rendered it possible for him still to be allowed

to take part in the worship of the temple, etc. — Now, whoever, af-

ter having known the truth, commits such sins, therefore against

better knowledge and against conscience, and thus implicitly con-

temns the one sacrifice of Christ, for him there exists no second

atoning sacrifice, by which he can be cleansed from the guilt of

this new and highly aggravated sin; but his portion is, a, subjec-

tively in himself, “a fearful expectation of a judgment,” b, on the

part of God corresponding to that expectation, “the heat of a fire
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which is already about to consume the adversaries (of God).” Fo-

ber� âkdoq� is not by hypallage for âkdoq� (J. Capellus), but is to

be taken literally. He who acts thus, has before him the certainty

of being judged, and this certainty is fearful, it is already in itself

a punishment. As the expectation of judgment forms the antithe-

sis to the existence of an atoning sacrifice, we shall therefore have

to understand the judgment not of the destruction of Jerusalem,

but of the being judged on the day of the second coming of Christ

mentioned in 9.27 s. The scripture speaks of a threefold destiny

after death. (Comp. our remarks on 11.39.) He who, as one born

again, as a member of Christ, has fallen asleep in Jesus, comes not

into judgment (John 5.24), but goes to Christ in heaven (2 Tim. 4.18

; Phil. 1.23). He who has died without being born again, but yet

without positive unbelief, consequently without having had the op-

portunity of believing, goes into the place of the dead, into Hades;

he belongs not, however, to those whose sin is forgiven neither in

this life nor in the life to come (Matth. 12.21 ss.), but is judged on

the last day according to his works, and if (Rom. 2.7) he has perse-

venngly striven in well-doing after immortality, he will be reckoned

among the number of those sick ones, for whose healing (jerapeÐa)

after the final judgment, are the leaves of the tree of life (Rev. 22.2).

There is for him, therefore, in the interval between death and the

resurrection, no fearful looking for of judgment. But he who has

had the opportunity of attaining to faith, and yet with persevering

obstinacy has put this opportunity away from him (Matth. 12.31 ss.),

and further, he who has attained to faith and yet has fallen away

(Heb. 6.1; 10.26-31), goes into Sheol, but with the certain conscious-

ness that the krÐsic, judgment and condemnation, awaits him, and

that that eternal fire is prepared for him which is to consume the

adversaries of God (according to Is. 66.24.)
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Most unjustly, therefore, do Romish theologians appeal to this

passage, as a proof of that purgatory which is to purge away the

guilt of all the particular sins which are committed by the regen-

erate. Nothing is said here either of every kind of particular sins,

or of people who are still in a regenerate state and have the hope

of being saved, or of a purging away of those sins. On the con-

trary, what is not atoned for by the one sacrifice of Christ remains,

according to ver. 26, still unexpiated.

That the author in ver. 26-27 was not speaking of every par-

ticular known sin committed by regenerate persons, but only of

such sins as led to or involved apostasy, is confirmed chiefly by

ver. 28; for in the passage here cited from Deut. 17.6, it is not said

that every one who had transgressed any command of God is to

be punished with death, but he only who was convicted by two or

three witnesses of having apostatized from God, served false Gods

and broken the covenant. If, then, the falling away from the old

covenant was so severely punished, how much more the falling

away from Christianity. This is denoted by the words katapateØn

tän uÉän toÜ jeoÜ (used in Horn. II. 4,157, as a figure expressive of

the most insolent contempt and rejection), further, as counting un-

holy (koinìc as at 9.13) the blood of the covenant (9.15-23) — for he

who, not from error, but, against better knowledge, falls away from

faith in the atoning death of Christ, thereby declares the death of

Christ to be the just punishment of a malefactor and a blasphemer;

— finally, this falling away from Christ is said to be a Õbric against

the Holy Ghost, a wanton presumptuous casting out of this spirit,

consequently an aggravated “sin against the Holy Ghost” (Matt. 12.31

ss).

For such, God has prepared punishment, vers. 30-31. The

passage Ex. 32.35 is wont to be adduced as a prohibition of revenge
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being exercised by the injured person himself (“vengeance is mine,

saith the Lord, I will repay”), but this is not its original sense. In the

context it is not sins of men against men that are spoken of, but

the future hardening of Israel against the saving and redeeming

work of God, and thus God speaks: “Vengeance and requittal are

mine (ŊŇŹĚ ŊŮŘ ĽŇ) know to requite, I have the will and the power

to do so; so that the emphasis lies not on âmoÐ but on the word

âkdÐkhsic and our author has applied the passage quite correctly.

The other passage, Ps. 135.14, needs no explanation, and as little

does the exclamation, ver. 31, which closes the section.

3. Second Motive.

Calling to mind their former Faith

(10.32 to 11.1)

10.32 But call to remembrance the former days, in which, after

ye were enlightened, ye endured a great conflict of sufferings;

33 partly, being made a gazingstock both by reproaches and af-

flictions; and partly, becoming partakers with them that were

so used.

Ver. 32, 33. The transition is similar to that at 6.10. The readers

have already at an earlier period endured manifold trials for their

faith; in this lies a double motive for them not to fell away from

their faith now; first, because thereby all their former sufferings

would be rendered vain; and secondly, that suffering itself was an
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experimental testimony to the power of faith. — Fwtisjèntec de-

notes here, as at 6.4, the first step in conversion (see the remarks

there made). ^Ajlhsic a later Greek word for the classic �jloc.

The struggles they had passed through were twofold; partly, they

had already themselves become to the mass of unbelievers and en-

emies a spectacle (of malicious pleasure, of contempt, of delight in

cruelty), inasmuch as they had endured shame and ignominy of

all kinds (æneidismoÐ) nay, even actual afflictions (jlÐyeic); partly,

they had become companions of those who were so circumstanced

(�nastr'fesjai, not pass. but mid. se gerere, versari). By this is

generally understood, that the readers must have seen many in-

dividuals of their acquaintance enduring contempt and affliction;

but the expression koinwnoÈ genhjèntec (not genìmenoi) rather in-

dicates, that they in the act of their conversion had, once for all, be-

come members of the society, of which they knew that such things

happen and are wont to happen to it.

10.34 For ye both had compassion on them that were in

bonds, and took joyfully the spoiling of your possessions, know-

ing that ye have for yourselves a better possession and an abid-

ing one.

Ver. 34. Instead of desmÐoic (A.D., Peschito, Philoxen., Armen.,

Vulgate, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Œcumenius) many versions and

the lectio recepta read desmoØc mou. The latter reading, however,

has less of external testimony in its favour, and, besides, might

more easily take its rise out of desmÐoic (from regard to conformity

with 2 Tim. 1.16, and its being taken for granted that Paul was the

author) than vice versa. Moreover, desmoØc mou is not even suitable;

for granted that Paul was the author of the epistle, the Jewish

Christians of Jerusalem were not, like Timothy, with the apostle

in Rome, or in Caesarea, and therefore, could only very indirectly
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be called companions of his bonds; sumpajèntec is, however, by all

means to be taken as explanatory of koinwnoÈ genhjèntec; this is

evident from the kaÈ g�r. We therefore adopt the reading desmÐoic

(with Grotius, Bengel, Semler, Michaelis, Griesbach, Lachmann,

Knapp, Bleek, and almost all the modern expositors.) Now, as kaÈ

g�r. . . sumpaj sate is explanatory of koinwnoÈ genhjèntec, so is

kaÈ t�n �rpag�n, etc., explanatory of jeatrizìmenoi. By the spoiling

of their goods, we are to understand what we find still at this day

taking place in the sphere of the Jewish mission; when a Jew shows

himself determined to become a Christian, he is disinherited by his

relations, his share in the property is withheld from him, his credit

and every source of gain withdrawn; he falls into a state of complete

destitution. But in our own day there is not wanting, any more

than there was then, that state of mind which is expressed in the

words “knowing that ye have in heaven a better property and an

abiding.” How do such newly converted Jews put to shame those

Christians who, for example, week after week, desecrate the Lord’s

day by manual labour and worldly business, rather than make up

their minds to suffer a trifling loss of earthly gain. There is wanting

in them the faith in the divine blessing and in that better wealth!

10.35 Cast not away therefore your boldness, which hath

great recompense of reward.

In ver. 35 the readers are exhorted still to maintain that joy-

ful confidence with which, assured of the better wealth, they had

boldly encountered losses and sufferings; for this confidence will

not put them to shame, the recompense of the hoped for posses-

sion in heaven will assuredly be theirs. Here, of course, it is not a

reward of meritorious works that is spoken of; the sole basis of that

confidence consists in the faith which trusts in Christ, and only in

him. He, again, who regards this faith and confidence itself as a
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meritorious work, only shows by this, that he has not the true faith

and has not attained to the true confidence.

10.36 For ye have need of patience, that, having done the

will of God, ye may receive the promise.

Ver. 36. The continuance of that joyful confidence is indispens-

able, because the readers are so situated as that, in order to be

able to inherit the promised possession, they will still have need of

great and long patience and stedfastness in suffering. But that pa-

tience and perseverance in suffering can grow out of no other root

than out of confidence, is clear. He who, from the first, encounters

suffering with the bold assurance that his enemies can kill only

the body but not the soul, and that they can spoil him only of the

worthless earthly goods but not of the abiding property, will from

the first be prepared for a cheerful endurance of suffering, and will

not fail of perseverance. But he who meets suffering without that

confidence, full of fear and full of sorrow for the losses that threaten

him, will become more comfortless and more impatient under ev-

ery new trial. Thus the necessity of patience (the fruit) is a proof of

the necessity of confidence (the root). — By the will of God, in this

context, is to be understood his will that we should confess Christ’s

name before men. If we do this, we shall obtain as the fruit of it

the fulfilment of the promise, that he also will confess us before his

heavenly Father. — >EpaggelÐa is used here as at 9.15 ; 11.13, to

denote that which is promised.

10.37 For yet a very little while, He that cometh shall come,

and shall not tarry. 38 But my righteous one shall live by faith:

And if he shrink back, my soul hath no pleasure in him.

In ver. 37-38, the author shows more particularly why the read-

ers have need of patience, because, namely, the judgment upon
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Jerusalem, from which only faith can save them, is now near at

hand. He expresses this idea in the words in which formerly Habakkuk

had spoken (2.30) of the then impending judgment through the

Chaldeans. The passage Habakkuk 2.3 s. is therefore by no means

cited as a proof that now the judgment is impendinga over Jerusalem;

but the words of Habakkuk are only applied to an analogous case

(as if, for example, a preacher in a farewell discourse to a thor-

oughly hardened congregation should exclaim: “How often would

I have gathered you as a hen gathereth her chickens under her

wings, but ye would not”). — The first words êti g�r mikrän íson

íson are a free introduction of the subject by our author (perhaps

a recollection of Sept. Is. 26.20.) “^Oson here in the adverbial signi-

fication of “only.” The repetition of a word to strengthen the idea

is rare in Greek. — “He who comes is nigh and delays not; but

the just will have life from faith; if, however, he yields to fear my

soul shall have no pleasure in him.” In the context of the pas-

sage in Habakkuk, people are spoken of who do not believe in the

threatenings of the prophet, but carelessly pursue their course;

on the contrary the term ĎŘĚŐĂ denotes the state of mind belong-

ing to those who believe the prophet, and expect from Jehovah

alone the punishment of the ungodly, and the deliverance of the

godly from the judgments. (Altogether against the context is the

explanation of the words of Habakkuk: The just will remain alive

because of his well doing, because of his good works.) The Sept.

has therefore rightly translated ĚŽŘĚŐĂĄ by âk pÐstew — The words

â�n ÍposteÐlhtai again, are a free translation; in the Heb. it is

ĎŽŹĽ ĂŇ ĎŇŤ{ ĎŘĎ ĚĄ ĚŹŤŘ “behold, he is puffed up, his soul is

not upright in him” (denoting the pride of unbelief); the Sept. has

aFalsely Theophylact: the author will prove, that if the judgment was already
near in the time of Habakkuk, it must now be so much nearer (!) — This idea is
indicated by nothing in the text.
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rendered it by Ípostèllein ; this means “to let down” (namely the

sail), hence to be timorous, afraid. The Sept. has also put faint-

heartedness in place of proud defiance. But, precisely in this form,

the idea was doubly suitable to the object of our author, and as he

does not apply the passage as an argument, but simply makes use

of and applies the words in his own name, so he might, with all the

less hesitation, follow the Sept. which was familiar to his readers.

10.39 But we are not of them that shrink back unto perdi-

tion; but of them that have faith unto the saving of the soul.

In ver. 39 he expresses the idea: “We will surely not go to de-

struction but save our souls; consequently, we must not be afraid,

but must believe,” by concisely blending the turn members of the

sentiment (just as at 8.6, etc., where also he has united the two

members in one sentence) thus: “We belong not to those who are

afraid unto destruction, but who believe to the saving of the soul.”

Yuq  is used here in the Old Testament sense for life. Accord-

ing to the context, it is the bodily preservation from the judgment

impending over Jerusalem that is here spoken of.

11.1 Now faith is assurance of things hoped for, a convic-

tion of things not seen.

The idea ends here. Ver. 35: You must hold fast the confi-

dence; ver. 36: for ye have need of the patience which springs from

it; ver. 36-38: for the judgment upon Judea is near from which

only the believing, not the fearful, are preserved; 11.1: but faith

shows itself in that feeling (of confidence) which holds fast the fu-

ture promised good.

Several commentators indeed (Erasmus, Böhme, Winer) would

put a comma after pÐstic, take fort as verb, substantivum, and

Ípìstasic and êlegqoc as apposition to pÐstic. But the sentiment:
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“Faith, however, really exists” would be too strange. Who had ever

doubted that faith really exists in the world? And when, in support

of this construction, it is affirmed that êsti as copula cannot stand

at the beginning of the sentence, such passages are forgotten as

Luke 8.11: êsti dà aÕth � parabol�. In the preceding context of

that passage it is said that the understanding of the parables is

important, and then the transition is made to the explanation of

the parables themselves. Just so here. In ver. 38 it was said that

faith is necessary; in 11.1 the question is answered, what then is

this faith.

We take êsti therefore, with the great majority of commentators,

as copula. Ver. 1, however, does not contain a definition of faith

(as ver. 1 does not form the superscription of a new section, but

the conclusion of the foregoing), but a description of faith from a

particular point of view given in the context (10.34-38). It is to be

shown, in how far it is faith which gives that confidence described

in ver. 34. Faith is therefore viewed here not as opposed to works,

but as opposed to sight, and therefore so generally as to belong not

only to the sinner who hopes for pardon for the sake of Christ, but

to every one who rests more on the unseen and the future than on

the seen and present, hence also to the Old Testament believers

(11.2–12.1), hence also to Christ himself (12.2 ss.).

Now faith is a Ípìstasic âlpizomènwn. On Ípìstasic compare

what is said at 3.14. Here it is, of course, to be taken in the sense

of fiducia, firmly grounded confidence. All faith refers to the future,

and has for its basis a present capability and necessity of further

development. The perfect man has no longer need of faith (1 Cor. 13.8

ss.), nor does the Son of God as eternal, or, Christ as exalted, need

faith. On the other hand, as he walked in lowliness on our account,

and was partaker of the yet unglorified human nature, he needed
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faith in the glorious issue of his work, over which a heavy cloud

then hung (comp. below on chap. 12); and in like manner, the

Christian needs faith, as, at present, he has nothing more of the

victory over sin and death than the unseen ground of it, namely,

Christ; everything else lies as yet in the future.

As faith refers to the future, so also from its nature does it re-

fer to the invisible, or more exactly: to good things, which are not

seen êlegqoc oÎ blepomènwn. ^Elegqoc does not, however, (as

Olshausen thinks) signify “persuasion,” “the state of being per-

suaded,” but “demonstration,” “actual proof.” Faith is, therefore,

not merely a subjective persuasion that those possessions although

unseen are yet present; but it is an act which itself gives the knowl-

edge and proof of the existence of those things not seen. The fact

of faith is itself the proof of the reality of its object. In faith the

actual power of the thing believed is already manifest. Thus the

author has had a reason for using in the first member, precisely

the word Ípìstasic grounding,” “state of being grounded.” He will

represent faith not as a theory but as a life-power, which, inas-

much as it actually grasps at the future and unseen possessions,

is thereby actually assured of them. (And so Thomas Aquinas is,

although not exegetically, yet, substantially right when he explains

âlpizomènwn Ípìstasic from this, that faith is “the subsistence of

the things hoped for themselves, the beginning of their possession

already entered upon.” <Upìstasic does not signify “subsistence,”

but the idea of Thomas Aquinas is quite the correct one.) For that is

just the nature and characteristic quality of faith, that it begins not

with theories and arguments, but with acts. Credo ut intelligam.

As the new-born child does not first receive instruction on the ne-

cessity of breathing, and then resolve to breathe, but first breathes

and then grows to the youth who learns to understand the process
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of breathing, so also must that which is born of the spirit in us

first inhale in deep inspirations the heavenly breath of life, ere it

can grow up to full knowledge. And as the drawing of the breath is

itself the surest proof of the existence of a life-bringing atmosphere

which we breathe, so is the act of that faith which lays hold on the

future and unseen possessions, and draws strength from them, the

most satisfactory proof of the fact that these possessions are more

than mere fancies and chimeras.

4. Third Motive. The historically

demonstrated power of Faith

(11.2 to 12.3)

11.2 For therein the elders had witness borne to them. 3 By

faith we understand that the worlds have been framed by the

word of God, so that what is seen hath not been made out of

things which appear.

In ver. 2 the theme of a new train of thought is connected by

g�r with the concluding ideas of the foregoing. >En taÔtù g�r âmar-

tur jhsan oÉ presbÔteroi. MartureØsjai occurs in an absolute

sense in Acts 6.3 and other passages, in the signification “to have

for oneself a good witness,” “to stand in good repute.” Almost all

commentators would therefore, here also, take martureØsjai abso-

lutely, and ân taÔtù as indicating the ground of it, either by making

ân stand for di� (“on account of their faith the ancients received a

good report”), or by supposing it necessary to supply an întec (“as
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being in the faith they received a good report”). The former suppo-

sition is inadmissible as being not consistent with the good Greek

style of our author; if, however, întec must be supplied, it would

be much better to take ân taÔtù as expressing the import of the

martÔrion. They are testified of as being in the faith” = “it is testi-

fied of them that they were in the faith.” And the particulars which

follow would correspond much more to this idea. For, in the exam-

ples, ver. 3, ss., nowhere are eulogies mentioned which had been

made upon the ancients on account of their faith, but it is merely

shown how it appears from their history, that in no other state of

mind can they have found the requisite strength for their achieve-

ments, but in that described in ver. 1 (and in 10.35–11.1, enjoined

on the readers).

And thus the sentiment: “in this state of mind the fathers also

stood and acted” connects simply, by means of g�r, with the ex-

hortation 10.35–11.1 as a further motive.

There can also be no doubt as to what the examples ver. 3 are

properly meant to show. It certainly is not meant merely to repeat

in concrete examples the affirmation made generally in ver. 2 as

such, as a mere affirmation. Still less can it be the purpose of the

author to prove some such proposition as that faith has expressed

itself differently at different times, and thus to justify the general

character of the definition in ver. 1. This is evident, already, be-

cause the first verse is neither a definition nor a superscription to

the section (it rather, as we saw, forms the conclusion of the fore-

going section). These examples are plainly intended to prove the

thesis laid down in ver. 2, to demonstrate its truth. The author

had said: Of the ancients also it is witnessed that they had the

faith described in ver. 1. This is now proven, however, not directly,

for the word ĎŘĚŐĂ is, in the Old Testament, applied only in very
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rare cases to Old Testament persons. The author must therefore

show, that the thing is true; that, indirectly at least, the state of

mind which distinguished the ancients is described to be such as

is represented in ver. 1 and denoted by the name pÐstic, namely,

a firm reliance on the future and the unseen. And this the author

fully demonstrates.

In ver. 3 he shows that all religion, as such, the worship of a liv-

ing God, an invisible Creator, is in itself nothing else than a rising

above the visible to the invisible. “By faith (not: by means of faith,

not: in faith, but = by an act of that pÐstic that disposition of mind

described in ver. 1) we perceive that the worlds were framed by a

word of God.” In nooÜmen there lies a kind of oxymoron; nìhsic gen-

erally forms the antithesis to pÐstic ; nìhsic is perception obtained

through the medium of vision. The idea therefore is, that that state

of mind denoted by pÐstic (the demonstration of the power of the

unseen in the man) qualifies the man to perceive something which

is properly not perceptible, namely, not perceptible by the senses ;

that therefore a higher sensorium above the sensual sensorium is

opened up in the man. — The worlds are created by God’s word,

“so that that which is seen (tä blepìmenon according to A. D. E.

Copt., Clem. Al., etc.) was made of that which does not appear.”

Beza, Bengel, Schulz, Böhme, Winer, de Sacy, Martin, Osterwald,

the Portroyaliste, Bleek, Olshausen, etc. refer m  as respects the

position of the words, to gegonènai and render: “So that that which

is seen was not (again) made of that which is visible.” But if this

were the idea which was meant to be expressed, then the author

would not have used the two words blepìmenon and fainìmena but

must necessarily have used blèpesjai both times, or faÐnesjai

both times, in order by the repetition of the same word to express

what in German has to be expressed by “wieder.” Besides this, the
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sentiment in this negative would in general be unsuitable. That

the visible cannot again have proceeded from what is visible, would

be no affirmation of faith but one of speculation, a philosopheme.

— The translators of the Peschito and Vulgate, then Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Œcumenius, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Gerhard,

Tholuck, and a great number of other commentators, have there-

fore more properly supposed a transposition (m� âk for âk m  and

with all the more reason as examples of analogous transpositions,

precisely in the case of the preposition âk are not wanting. (Espe-

cially comp. the example adduced by Tholuck from Arist. Phys. (v.

1: t�n âk m� Ípokeimènou eÊc ÍpokeÐmenon metabol�n. . . � g�r m� âx

ÍpokeÐmenon oÎk êsti metabol .) It is wrong, however, (with Luther,

J.Capellus, Calov, Bretschneider, etc.) to explain t� m� fainìmena

by t� oÎk înta, “nothing,” and quite as wrong to understand by it

chaos (Limborch, etc.) The explanation of m� fainìmena which refers

it to the ideas in God (in the Platonic sense) is hetereogeneous, al-

though an approximation to the truth. The expression must rather

of necessity be explained (with Tholuck) from the antithesis laid

down in ver. 1. Most will depend, however, on our keeping in view

the distinction between m  and oÎk. OÎ denies the existence, m 

the quality ; oÎ says that a thing is not objectively, m  denies a

thing as conceived or conceivable. OÎk în denotes that which does

not exist, which is not; m� în that whose existence, in respect of

its quality, is a nonexistence, a thing unreal. In short, oÎ before

adjectives is generally rendered by “not,” fuf) before adjectives gen-

erally by “un-”. Thus the oÎ blepìmena are things which are not

at present seen; m  blepìmena would be things which, under no

condition, and at no time, could be seen. OÎ fainìmena would

be things which (at the time or in the circumstances spoken of in

the context) do not com into appearance; m� fainìmena are things

which, from their nature, cannot come into appearance. By the
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plural m  fainìmena cannot however, of course, be denoted blank

nothing, and just as little can chaos be denoted, which is dark and

confused, indeed, but by no means lying beyond the sphere of ap-

pearance. The m� fainìmena must rather be qualitatively-invisible

things or powers, to the nìhsic of which the man raises himself

in faith, from looking upon that which is seen. If, too, we are not

at liberty to understand by this precisely the ideas in the Platonic

sense, we are yet led by the expression word of God to think of the

invisible creative powers which form as it were the import of his

word.

11.4 By faith Abel offered unto God a more excellent sac-

rifice than Cain, through which he had witness borne to him

that he was righteous, God bearing witness in respect of his

gifts: and through it he being dead yet speaketh.

In ver. 4-7 follow examples taken from the time before Abraham.

— Through the disposition of mind denoted by pÐstic Abel offered

a better sacrifice than Cain. Cain offered fruits of the field, which

in themselves were not adapted for sacrifice, for the atoning ĎŇĚ{
what is said on 9.19 ss.), and were also not so valuable as animals.

Abel offered the firstlings and fattest beasts of his flock. He will-

ingly gave up, therefore, a dear and valuable earthly possession for

the invisible possession of the consciousness of reconciliation, and

the manifestation of gratitude to God. He thus gave evidence that

he had that state of mind which in ver. 1 was called faith. There-

fore (di> �c refers to pÐstic, as also dÊ aÍt¨c, in respect of the sense,

must refer to pÐstic) it was testified to him that he was righteous;

for, inasmuch as God was well pleased with his offering (fire from

heaven consumed it), he testified to Abel that he was justified. And

therefore, also, does Abel still speak after his death. LaleØ praes.

hist. referring to Gen. 4.10 (“thy brother’s blood cries to me from
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the ground”); as appears evident also from Heb. 12.24. Therefore did

God take it upon himself to be the avenger of the murdered one,

because be had died in faith, nay on account of his faith; for Cain

had envied him just on account of God’s being well pleased with

him. (The reading laleØtai “he is still spoken of after his death” is

but ill-confirmed by external proofs, and yields a most unsuitable

sense; Cain is still spoken of too! Already the passage 12.24 proves

that laleØ must be the reading.)

11.5 By faith Enoch was translated that he should not see

death; and he was not found, because God translated him: for

he hath had witness borne to him that before his translation

he had been well-pleasing unto God: 6 And without faith it is

impossible to be well-pleasing unto him ; for he that cometh to

God must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them

that seek after him.

Ver. 5-6 is a kind of sorites. By faith Enoch was snatched away

so that he did not see death (Gen. 5.24). Wherefore by faith ? He was

taken away, because he led a life well-pleasing to God; but God can

be pleased only by faith. — In this form, however, the reasoning

is still incomplete, because built upon a very general axiom; hence

the author in the words pisteÜsai g�r deØ. . . íti. . . mentions that

in the case of Enoch also, it was that faith which was spoken of,

and in how far it was so. Precisely the faith that there is a God,

and one who will reward those who seek after him, found place in

Enoch, and could find place in him. Far from intending to ascribe

to Enoch the New Testament faith, the author defines the pÐstic

here in its general form as it applied to the time of Enoch. Enoch

lived in that time when the descendants of Cain were improving the

earthly life by inventions (Gen. 4.20 ss), but amid the pleasures of

the earthly life entirely forgot God, and when, already, the Sethites
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also were infected with the prevalent corruption (Gen. 6.1 ss). In

that time Enoch led a godly life. He forgot not the invisible God

amid the things and enjoyments that were seen; he longed for that

blessedness which God is ready to give to those who seek him.

11.7 By faith Noah, being warned of God concerning things

not seen as yet, moved with godly fear, prepared an ark to the

saving of his house; through which he condemned the world,

and became heir of the righteousness which is according to

faith.

Ver. 7. PÐstei belongs, of course, again to the principal verb ka-

teskeÔase. In how far the building of the ark was an act of faith, we

are told in the apposition qrhmatisjeÐc. Noah saw as yet nothing of

the flood, when he began to build the ark; he acted with respect to

a mere prophecy; but God’s word was to him more sure and certain

than the supposition which had become habitual by sight — that

the course of nature would continue ever the same, — and more

important to him than all the scorn and mockery of an unbelieving

world. — EÎlabhjeÐc not = eÎlab�c genìmenoc (compare Luke 2.25

; Acts 2.5 ; 8.2 ; Heb. 5.7 ; 12.28) but = “in wise foresight” (namely, in

that which sprung from his obedience of faith.) Prudence is not

named as the source but as the reward of his conduct. By his be-

lieving obedience he came to be at last the one who was truly pru-

dent. A truth of great practical importance ! He who, like a child,

blindly follows the will of God regardless of all consequences, is the

one who is truly prudent; for he builds on the Eternal, and He will

never allow his own to come to shame. He, on the contrary, who, in

the fear of man and from a wish to please man, reckons when it will

be profitable to follow the Lord, he who first anxiously weighs the

consequences, will with his false wisdom assuredly come to shame.

How many Christians would there be now who, by the building of
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an ark (should God command this), would take upon themselves

the contempt of the whole world? We would not seek them among

those who already shrink with fear from the charge of “pietism.” —

By his faith “Noah judged the world.” Noah by his faith (i.e by the

building of the ark) saved himself, and thereby left the world to the

destruction it deserved.

11.8 By faith Abraham, when he was called, obeyed to go

out unto a place which he was to receive for an inheritance;

and he went out, not knowing whither he went. 9 By faith he

became a sojourner in the land of promise, as in a land not his

own, dwelling in tents, with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with

him of the same promise: 10 for he looked for the city which

hath the foundations, whose builder and maker is God.

Ver. 8-19. A series of examples follows taken from the lifetime

of Abraham. If Abraham, at the call of God, left his home with-

out even knowing whither God would lead him, he rested more on

things promised of God than on things present, more on the invisi-

ble faithfulness and power of the Lord than on what was visible; he

showed, therefore, that he had that state of mind which the author

in the foregoing section had required of his readers, and which,

in respect of its main substance, he had called faith. — It was a

demonstration of the same state of mind when Abraham, as well

as Isaac and Jacob (ver. 9), went into the land which was promised

to him as into a strange land, so that he had to dwell in tents

(wander through it nomade-like), just where he found sufferance.

He (as well as Isaac and Jacob) might have gone back, and dwelt

in Mesopotamia as a settled home (as is shown at length ver. 15).

From what other motive did the patriarchs prefer wandering in a

strange land to dwelling in their native land, than that believing in

the promise of God, they obeyed the command of God? Their eye
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was directed (ver. 10) not to the present and momentary, but to

the future and heavenly, to the blessing which God had promised

to the seed of Abraham, and through him to man, to the promised

restoration of the relation of God to man which sin had disturbed.

This promised blessing our author now designates as “the city hav-

ing settled foundations whose builder and maker is God.” The ex-

pression must, first of all, be explained from the antithesis to the

tents in which Abraham lived. That which gave him strength to

renounce a present and earthly home, and to pass his life in light

unfixed tents, was the expectation of a future settled city. Many

erroneously explain this city of the heavenly blessedness which

Abraham (for his own person) hoped to find after his death. This

is altogether unhistorical; Abraham expected after his death to be

gathered to his fathers in Sheol. Grotius, Clericus, and others

somewhat better refer the pìlic to the (earthly) city of Jerusalem.

This, doubtless, is the idea of ver. 10, that Abraham — on account

of the glory promised to his seed (for âxedèqeto g�r is epexegetical

of t¨c âpaggelÐac ver. 9), not, however, on account of the individ-

ual blessedness subjectively hoped for by him — underwent the

inconveniences of a life-long pilgrimage. But Grotius and Clericus

err, when they limit this objective promise to the earthly building

of the earthly Jerusalem. Our author, even for the sake of his read-

ers, who clung with a false tenacity just to the earthly Jerusalem,

would certainly not have said that the earthly Jerusalem was that,

on account of which Abraham renounced a settled dwelling-place.

He rather denotes by that “settled, city founded by God himself,”

which he places in opposition to Abraham’s transitory tents, the

entire and total import of the theocratical promise, and he does this,

so as that in the form of the designation; he does not confine him-

self to the undeveloped intuition which Abraham had in his life-

time of the future blessing and salvation (for Abraham had as yet,
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in general, heard nothing of a “city,” of the earthly Jerusalem, as

little as of the heavenly), but takes up at the same time the devel-

opement of the promise which followed from the time of Abraham

to that of Christ. In David, the promise given to Abraham had

found a fulfilment, preliminarily and symbolically in the founding

of the kingdom and that of its principal city in splendour; but that

David was not the true, last, and proper Messiah, that a second

David must come, was known to the readers from 2 Sam. ch. 7 ;

Ps. 2 ; Ps. 110, and finally, from the history of Jesus Christ himself.

Abraham was not, of course, aware of the distinction between the

first and second Anointed, the first and second Jerusalem — nor

does the author mean at all to say that he was; but Abraham at

all events looked for a future settled kingdom, for a state of things

in which his posterity would no longer wander in tents from place

to place (Gen. 17.6,8), and on account of this hope, he bore the dif-

ficulties of a life-long state of pilgrimage. He looked therefore, in

reality, for a settled city which God would found for his seed. The

Christian knows that the future Jerusalem in the future kingdom

of Christ when he has come again., will form the true, full and final

fulfilment of this hope.

The words of ver. 10 are, however, not to be interpreted : “Abra-

ham looked for the future Jerusalem,” but the words mean only:

“Abraham looked for this, that God himself would found a settled

city for his seed.”

11.11 By faith even Sarah herself received power to conceive

seed when she was past age, since she counted him faithful

who had promised: 12 wherefore also there sprang of one, and

him as good as dead, so many as the stars of heaven in multi-

tude, and as the sand, which is by the sea-shore, innumerable.

13 These all died in faith, not having received the promises,
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but having seen them and greeted them from afar, and having

confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth.

14 For they that say such things make it manifest that they are

seeking after a country of their own. 15 And if indeed they had

been mindful of that country from which they went out, they

would have had opportunity to return. 16 But now they desire

a better country , that is, a heavenly: wherefore God is not

ashamed of them, to be called their God; for he hath prepared

for them a city.

Ver. 11-12. By faith Sarah received strength for the founding

of a posterity: if she had not overcome that paroxysm of doubt

of which we have an account in Gen. 18.22, (she was immediately

ashamed of it, ver. 15), she would, of course, not have yielded her-

self to the act of generation. — Ver. 13 ss. It was also an act of

faith when the patriarchs died, one after another, without having

received the promise (âpaggelÐa as below ver. 39 and 9.15 ; 10.36),

and notwithstanding, clung to the promise, nay as it were, already

saw from afar and welcomed the promised blessing. This latter

they did, inasmuch as they called themselves pilgrims (Gen. 47.9,

comp. Ps. 39.13). This was an expression of their longing for a

country, not in any way for the earthly country which lay behind

them — Mesopotamia (ver. 15); for had such a longing taken pos-

session of their hearts (mnhmoneÔein to remember anything, here in

a pregnant sense as at 2 Tim. 2.8), they might at any moment have

returned thither. That they did not do so, that in spite of the feel-

ing that they were strangers they yet kept themselves from seeking

again that earthly country, is to he explained simply from their

believing obedience to the instructions of God, and their believ-

ing hope of the future possession of Canaan promised by God. In

ver. 16 this promised future country is again called by the author a
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heavenly country, just as, at ver. 10, he brings the kind of fulfilment

known to the Christians at the same time into the prophetical hope.

Here, too, he will obviate the false application of the words on the

part of his readers, that the earthly Canaan as such was the aim of

the theocratical hope. That which the fathers hoped for their pos-

terity was not the ordinary earthly possession of an earthly land

or kingdom, but the setting up of the kingdom of God upon earth,

which was to take place in Canaan. (Just as little as in ver. 10,

however, is it in ver. 16 the individual blessedness after death that

is spoken of.)

11.17 By faith Abraham, being tried, offered up Isaac: yea,

he that had gladly received the promises was offering up his

only begotten son ; 18 even he to whom it was said, In Isaac

shall thy seed be called: 19 accounting that God is able to raise

up, even from the dead; from whence he did also in a figure

receive him back.

Ver. 17-19. Abraham’s readiness to offer up Isaac is mentioned

along with the rest of the acts of faith taken from the life of Abra-

ham. Abraham, who had received the promises when God tried

him, offered up his only son, him in whose person the promise

rested (ver. 18, comp. Gen. 21.12). As Abraham cannot himself have

given up hope in the promises, although he was ready to offer as a

burnt-offering the son through whom, according to God’s express

declaration, they were to be fulfilled, nothing remains to account

for this but the supposition which our author expresses, ver. 19

(and in like manner Paul, Rom. 4.17), that God would call the dead

back again to life. And, on account of this faith which held the infi-

nite power of God to be surer than the power of death, and which,

therefore, blindly surrendered itself to the incomprehensible lead-

ing of God, he received as a reward his son alive ân parabol¬.
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These words ân parabol¬ are particularly difficult. Calvin, Castel-

lio, Beza, Schlichting, Grotius, Limborch, Kuinoel, Bleek, etc., take

parabol¬ in the well-known signification figure, but then refer ân

parabol¬ to íjen, and obtain the sense: “thence as it were, namely,

as it were, âk nekrÀn, as it were from the grave, he received him

back.” This explanation is the harshest. For, in the first place,

if parabol¬ signifies “figure,” it cannot then signify “as it were;”

“figuratively,” and “as it were” or “not properly, in a certain way,”

are surely very different ideas. Secondly, it is very harsh to refer

back íjen to âk nekrÀn instead of taking it as a causal particle

“wherefore” (comp. Acts 36.19), as the author assuredly intends to

mention here, as at vers. 4, 7, 14,16, the recompense which the

believer obtained on account of his faith. Thirdly, however, it is be-

sides impossible to refer ân parabol¬ to this íjen; the idea that

Abraham received back Isaac “as it were from the dead,” no one

would ever express thus: “whence he as it were received him;” the

pregnant idea which is intended to be in íjen must have been

expressed, at least by a kaÈ ântaÜjen and the author must have

said: kaÈ ântaÜjen, ±c êpoc eÊpeØn, âkomÐsato aÎton — Others, as

Theodoret, Erasmus, Lather, Calov, Bohme, Olshausen, take para-

bol  likewise in the signification “figure,” but in reality give it this

signification and explain: “wherefore he received him back as a

symbol (or in symbol.) This idea is much more suitable; the author

shows that that remaining-alive of Isaac, that deliverance from the

danger of death, was a symbol or type of the resurrection of Christ

the only begotten of God, whom God gave up as a sacrifice for the

world; that resurrection through which the faith of Abraham, that

God was able to raise from the dead, found its confirmation, and

was crowned with its highest fulfilment. The only thing in this ex-

planation at which we might stumble is, that, according to it, we

should have expected rather eÊc parabol n but the ân also yields
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a good sense. In a figurative act Abraham received Isaac, that is,

the act of the komÐzein was a figure and type of a later and more

perfect act. The idea resulting from this explanation harmonizes

with the words logis�menoc íti so admirably, and with such in-

ternal necessity, and at the same time the way is so prepared for

it by the designation of Isaac as the only begotten, that we hold

this explanation to be decidedly the true one, and therefore have

no need with a third class of commentators (Camerarius, Ernesti,

Tholuck, etc.) to take ân parabol¬ = parbìlwc or “against expec-

tation” (comp. Rom. 4.18), par> âlpÐda a signification which does

not belong to the noun parabol . Parabol  does signify “bold

venture,” but the signification “in bold venture” would not at all

correspond to âkomÐsato.

11.20 By faith Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau, even concern-

ing things to come. 21 By faith Jacob, when he was dying,

blessed each of the sons of Joseph; and worshipped, leaning

upon the top of his staff. 22 By faith Joseph, when his end was

nigh, made mention of the departure of the children of Israel;

and gave commandment concerning his bones.

Ver. 20-22. Several examples follow in which the patriarchs,

by the act of blessing their sons and descendants, declared that

they participated in the hope of the future fulfilment, or, by giving

commandment that their bones should be carried along with their

descendants from Egypt to Canaan, proved that they expected with

certainty the promised return (Gen. ch. 15.) The first instance is

that of Jacob, who blessed the sons of Joseph (Gen. 48.15 ss.), by

which he (ver. 21) distinctly expressed his hope of the return to

Canaan. With this are connected the somewhat enigmatic words

kaÈ prosekÔnhsan âpÈ tä �rkon t¨c û�bdou aÍtoÜ. We have here to

inquire, first of all, why these words are cited along with the rest,
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and then whether the Sept. has here given the right translation.

Assuredly the author did not cite these words along with the rest,

merely because he went on mechanically with the quotation of the

passage; for the words in question do not occur at all in that pas-

sage Gen. 48.15 ss., but are to be found in an earlier chapter (47.31.)

The author, therefore, had certainly a definite object in view when

he quoted these words. What then was this object ? — In the

Masoretic text, the words run thus ĞĹŐĎ ŹĂŸ-Ň{ ŇĂŸŹĽ ĚĞŽŹĽŸ.

Israel leant (hack again) on the head of the bed (pillow), “and

this reading is not only very old (Onkelos, Jonathan, Symmachus,

Aquila, Peschito), but is also plainly the more natural. The LXX

read ĎĹŐĎ, and rendered just as our author cites. But it can hardly

be supposed, that in the word prosekÔnhsen which is peculiar to

the LXX., there lay the idea which induced our author to cite the

passage; he would hardly have cited the passage on account of the

circumstance that Jacob “prayed” (as if in his habit of praying there

lay a special proof of that faith described in ver. 1). I rather think

that he quoted the words in order to call to the minds of his readers,

who were familiar with the Pentateuch, the context of the passage.

In the context of that passage Gen. ch. 47 it is recorded how Ja-

cob gave orders to carry his bones to Canaan; thus, then, these

words lead quite naturally to the analogous command of Joseph

mentioned in ver. 22.

11.23 By faith Moses, when he was born, was hid three

months by his parents, because they saw he was a goodly child;

and they were not afraid of the kings commandment. 24 By

faith Moses, when he was grown up, refused to be called the

son of Pharaohs daughter; 25 choosing rather to share ill treat-

ment with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of

sin for a season; 26 accounting the reproach of Christ greater
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riches than the treasures of Egypt: for he looked unto the rec-

ompense of reward.

In ver. 23-31 follow examples of faith from the time of Moses and

Joshua.

Ver. 23. The whole existence of Moses became possible through

the faith of his parents, who laid the child in the basket of reeds,

confident that the infant which appeared to them as �steØon would

be an object of care to the paternal eye of God which looks into the

smallest things, and that God’s power is superior to all, even the

most evident, dangers, and is stronger than the frown of Pharoah.

— Ver. 24-26. Moses himself had the choice, either to remain at

the court as an Egyptian prince and to enjoy all the splendour of

Egypt — but then he must renounce his faith which his mother

as his nurse had implanted in his heart, and his connection with

his people; — or to remain true to the God of his fathers — but

then he must bid farewell to the court, and share in the difficul-

ties of his people. His God and his theocratical hope were dearer

and more precious to him than all present earthly fortune. He

preferred the sugkakouqeØsjai to the “enjoyment of sin;” the “re-

proach of the Messiah” was dearer to him than all the riches of

Egypt. In the expression “reproach of Christ,” the author again

puts into the germ the development known to the Christian. Moses

had as yet received no revelation of the “Anointed;” he knew only

the theocratical promise in the simple form in which it was given to

the patriarchs. But the New Testament believer knows, that that

simple hope was destined to find its fulfilment in the “Anointed

of God.” And thus the reproach which Moses endured because it

was atheocratical was also a Messianic reproach — such as has

received (Matt. 17.1), and will yet farther receive, its honourable re-

ward through the Messiah.
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11.27 By faith he forsook Egypt, not fearing the wrath of

the king: for he endured, as seeing him who is invisible. 28 By

faith he kept the passover, and the sprinkling of the blood, that

the destroyer of the firstborn should not touch them. 11.29 By

faith they passed through the Red sea as by dry land: which

the Egyptians assaying to do were swallowed up. 30 By faith

the walls of Jericho fell down, after they had been compassed

about for seven days. 31 By faith Rahab the harlot perished

not with them that were disobedient, having received the spies

with peace.

Ver. 27 does not refer to Moses’ wandering to Midian (Ex. 2.15),

where he indeed “feared,” but to the departure from Egypt (Ex. 14.13).

That the two parts of which this departure consisted, namely, the

Passover, and the passage through the Red Sea, are afterwards

specially mentioned, is no reason why the event as a whole might

not also be mentioned first. The resolution, in general, to under-

take the dangerous work of delivering Israel from Egypt, was a

strong act of faith (comp. Ex. 3.11 ss.) Moses had stedfastly be-

fore his eyes God, the invisible, just as if he saw him. Tän �ìra-

ton is here, according to the position of the words, the object to

âkartèrhse. KartereØn as transit. “to bear anything stedfastly, or

to do anything stedfastly,” hence generally in reference to any per-

son or thing to conduct oneself stedfastly. It is a pregnant idea

to be explained here thus: tän �ìraton timÀn âkartèrhse. (So

also substantially Olshausen. The construction adopted by Bleek,

Tholuck, etc., is forced: âkartèrhse g�r tän �ìraton årÀn.)

Ver. 28 is clear. Had the Israelites not believed that God would

really slay the first born,a or had they had no faith in the atoning
aThe simplest way of construing ver. 28 is : Ñna m� å ålojreÔwn jÐgù t�

prwtìtoka aÎtÀn. Others make t� prwtìtoka dependent on ålojreÔwn, and
aÎtÀn on jÐgù in which, however, this aÎtÀn would be by far too vague.
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power of the lambs, they would not have marked their door posts

with the blood of the Passover lambs. In like manner, it was plainly

a manifestation of faith (ver. 29), when they ventured into the bed

of the Red Sea, between the masses of water standing wall-high on

either side, which, physically considered, seemed every moment

as if they must close in upon them, as they afterwards in reality

did upon the Egyptians. Not less was it an act of that faith which

holds the command of God to be surer than any appearance of

sense, when the Israelites marched round the walls of Jericho (ver.

30) with the blowing of trumpets instead of laying siege to it (Josh.

ch. 6). And Rahab, too, was sayed by her faith, she who trembled

before the mighty God, — “who is a God both above in heaven, and

beneath on the earth,” — and saved the messengers of his people,

and was therefore preserved from the destruction of the city (in

the power of this faith, however, also changed her conduct, comp.

Matth. 1.5).

11.32 And what shall I more say? for the time will fail

me if I tell of Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephthah; of David and

Samuel and the prophets: 33 who through faith subdued king-

doms, wrought righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the

mouths of lions, 11.34 quenched the power of fire, escaped the

edge of the sword, from weakness were made strong, waxed

mighty in war, turned to flight armies of aliens.

Ver. 32-34. The author, by means of the rhetorical formula of

transition, now breaks off from adducing particular examples in

detail, and passes to a summary enumeration of names (ver. 32)

and actions (ver. 33-34). The opinion of Bengel and others, that

the particular acts correspond to those particular names (so that

kathgwnÐsanto refers to Gideon, eÊrg�santo dikaiosÔnhn to Barak,

êfraxan stìmata leìn twn to Samson) is fanciful, and, in refer-
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ence to ver. 35, not capable of being carried out. The relation of

ver. 32 to ver. 33-34 is rather to be understood thus: — The au-

thor, first of all, passes from the detailed description of particular

examples of faith to a (consecutive) enumeration of heroes of faith,

then, however, as a longer continuation of the mere catalogue of

names would have been dry, he breaks off from this also, and now

(ver. 33 ss.) he groups together mere general classes of acts result-

ing from faith. Of course, the particular examples of these genera

may be pointed out in the Old Testament history, but not so as

that only one example always corresponds to each genus. Thus,

the subduing of kingdoms was an act of which there were frequent

examples. Certainly Gideon, also, subdued the power of a king-

dom, that of Midian, and he did so by that faith in which, trusting

more to God’s promise than to horses and chariots, he dismissed-

the greatest part of his army (Jud. 6.7). But Jonathan, too, when

alone with his armour-bearer, he climbed up the rock Seneh, and

drove the enemies’ host to flight, in the strength of the faith that it

is easy for the Lord to help by many or by few (1 Sam. 14.6 ss.), — and

David, when in the power of faith he slew the giant (1 Sam. 17.25),

— and Samson, and many others, might here be adduced as ex-

amples. Wrought righteousness in their official station: — this did

all the judges, chiefly Samuel, in like manner the pious kings; and,

in their private relations, all the righteous persons of the Old Tes-

tament; still the author must have had the first especially in view.

This administration of justice was also not possible without that

state of mind which, apart from all regard to earthly advantage, has

respect only to the will of God, nor is it possible yet, in our own day,

without this “faith,” hence, neither in the private nor the public ad-

ministration of justice can a people be happy, if in the one case,

as in the other, it be not administered by God-fearing persons. Ob-

tained promises: — chiefly of David was this true (2 Sam. ch. 7), then,
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of course, also of the entire series of the prophets briefly mentioned

in ver. 32. (>EpaggelÐsi denotes here not, as at ver. 13 and 39, the

promised tiling, i.e., the fulfilment, but the prophecies themselves.

The proof lies precisely in ver. 39). Stopped the mouths of lions: —

Daniel did this (Dan. 6.17, comp. ver. 23); less direct is the refer-

ence to Samson (Jud. 14.6) and David (2 Sam. 17.34 ss.) Quenched the

violence of fire: — this did the friends of Daniel (Dan. ch. 3); they,

like Daniel himself, stedfastly maintained the profession of the in-

visible true God, and held his almighty power to be greater than

the might of the Babylonian and Median kings (Dan. 3.17 ; 6.10,20).

Escaped the sword: — David did so (1 Sam. 18.11 ; 19.10, 31 ss.), Elias

(1 Kings 19.1,10), and Elisha (2 Kings 6,14,31 ss.), but only in the case

of Elisha was the escape a positive act of faith, brought about by

faith, hence the reference may be properly limited to him (namely,

the incident recorded in 2 Kings 6.14, ss. where he is represented

as seeing the invisible hosts of God). Out of weakness were made

strong: – such was Hezekiah (Is. 38.3,5), and that in consequence of

a believing prayer. Others, with less propriety, refer this to Sam-

son (Jud. 1.15-16), whose strength returned to him unconsciously,

and without an act of faith on his part. Waxed valiant in fight, —

almost all the Judges were heroes in battle, then Jonathan, David,

etc. KlÐnein parembol�c �llotrÐwn (aciem inchnare) — the refer-

ence is, here, again, to Gideon and Jonathan.

11.35 Women received their dead by a resurrection: and

others were tortured, not accepting their deliverance; that

they might obtain a better resurrection: 36 and others had

trial of mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover of bonds and

imprisonment: 37 they were stoned, they were sawn asunder,

they were tempted, they were slain with the sword: they went

about in sheepskins, in goatskins; being destitute, afflicted,
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ill-treated 38 (of whom the world was not worthy), wander-

ing in deserts and mountains and caves, and the holes of the

earth. 39 And these all, having had witness borne to them

through their faith, received not the promise, 40 God having

provided some better thing concerning us, that apart from us

they should not be made perfect.

In ver. 35 the author places over against each other two kinds

of manifestations of faith — the faith of those women (1 Kings 17.17,

ss. ; 2 Kings 4.17, ss.) whose sons were restored to bodily life by

the prophets, and the still greater faith of the martyrs (of the time

of the Maccabees), who sacrificed the bodily life in faith, and on

account of faith, for the sake of the future resurrection to the glo-

rified life. Hence he does not merely say: “Not accepting deliver-

ance that they might obtain a better deliverance ;” but, referring

back to the first clause of the verse, he speaks of a better resur-

rection. —TumpanÐzein comes from tÔmpanon which signifies origi-

nally a kettle-drum, 2 Macc. 6.19,28, but occurs as the designation

of an instrument of torture (probably in the form of a wheel), upon

which the sufferers were stretched in order then to be beaten to

death. They accepted not the �polÔtrwsic, namely, that deliver-

ance which they might have bought at the price of denying their

faith. At âx �nast�sewc in the beginning of the verse, âx is so to be

explained as that �n�stasic denotes the act of rising again. They

received them from the resurrection, i.e as those who had just been

raised up.

Ver. 36-38. The writer returns in ver. 36 to the mention of

less violent sufferings, in order, from these, to rise again in a new

climax, ver. 37, to the greatest tortures. Then, at the end of 37

and in ver. 38, he sets over against the cruel death of some mar-

tyrs, the destitute life of others. Mockings, and these of a pub-
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lic and most abusive kind, were endured in the Maccabaean per-

secutions (1 Macc. 9.26 ; 2 Macc. 7.7); scourgings in the same per-

secutions (2 Macc. 6.30 ; 7.1); imprisonments in the same persecu-

tions (1 Macc. 13.12), and also in the Old Testament (1 Kings 22.27 ;

Jerem. 37.38). — Death by stoning, 2 Chron. 24.20, ss., comp. Matth. 23.35.

The torture consisting in being bound between two boards and

sawn alive in two, is said, according to a tradition common to

Christians and Jews, consequently an old Jewish tradition, to have

been undergone by the prophet Jeremiah under Manasseh. Now

follows âpeir�jhsan. The cursive manuscript 17 places this word

before âpÐsjhsan; it is omitted altogether in the Peschito, Aethiop.,

Eusebius, and Theophylact; but these inconsiderable deviations

are easily to be accounted for by the internal difficulty which lies

in the word. For it is difficult to see what this jejune and general

expression, “they were tempted,” can have to do in this connexion,a

and as sure as some word must have originally stood in this place,

so sure is it that this cannot have been the word. Of all the conjec-

tures which have been made, that of Sykes is the best: âpurÐsjhsan

“they were burned” (comp. 2 Macc. 6.11 ; 7.4, s. ; Dan. 11.33). This, first

of all, explains the early appearance of the reading âpeir�sjhsan ;

but it accounts also for the omission of the word in in the Peschito,

Aethiop., etc. For one transcriber might easily put for âpurÐsjhsan

the synonymous word âpÐsjhsan which a second might confound

with âprÐsjhsan or might even read it so, and therefore omit it. —

In sheepskins and goatskins, suffering, want, affliction, and every

kind of evil, lived such men as Elijah (1 Kings 19.13,19 ; 2 Kings 1.8 ;

2.8, ss.), and other prophets (Zech. 13.4). — “Men, of whom the world

was not worthy, wandered about in deserts and in caves” (comp.

aOlshausen thinks, that the temptation.to apostatize From the faith is repre-
sented as the acme of all the suffering that can befall the Christian. But then
âpeir�sjhsan ought to form the conclusion, and stand at the end of ver. 38.
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1 Kings 18.4,13 ; 19.8,13 ; 1 Macc. 2.28, ss ; 2 Macc. 5.27 ; 6.11). Two ideas

are indicated in these words; on the one hand the greatness of

the world’s guilt, in rejecting men of whom they had reason to be

proud; on the other, the heavenly consolation, that this World is

also in reality unworthy of such souls. Let not any one who has

to suffer for his faith forget this consolation, when his displeasure

arises at that guilt, and his suffering appears to him as a wicked

injustice on the part of the world; let him bear in mind what hon-

our those are counted worthy to receive from the Lord, who, on the

Lord’s account, are reckoned unworthy by the world.

Ver. 39, 40. And yet all these (those adduced in ver. 4-38) had

not (aor. for the pluperf.) obtained the promise (>paggelÐa, as at

9.15 ; 10.36 ; 11.13), and nevertheless, were so strong in faith. To

the Christian readers who had already received so much, and for

whom, therefore, the hope in reference to the future was so much

easier, what a humbling motive was presented in this strength of

faith shown by the Old Testament saints, who had to walk almost

entirely in the dark, and had to look for almost everything from

the future ! — Marturhjèntec di� — this expression has in it-

self (di�), and, according to the context, a different sense of course

from ver. 2. In ver. 2 it was said by way of intimation: Already it was

testified to the ancients that they were believers. Here, mention is

made retrospectively of “all those who through the faith (which they

displayed) have gained a testimony (to their praise).” — In ver. 40

the reverse side of the motive is presented. Do those Old Testa-

ment believers present an example fitted to shame the Christian

readers, inasmuch as faith was made so difficult to them and yet

they believed, and does there already lie in this humbling example

a motive for the readers to strive after that strength of faith, — so

does a further motive lie in this, that the Christians have before
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them a glory so much the greater. In order, however, rightly to un-

derstand these words of the 40th verse: — “that God in regard to

us has provided something better in order that they should not be

made perfect without us,” — we must keep in view the doctrine of

the Holy Scripture on the state after death (which in the evangeli-

cal system of doctrine has not been fully developed). The Scripture

does not teach, that in the case of all men the last and final deci-

sion takes place immediately after death, but very plainly teaches

the contrary. The consequence and punishment of sin is, according

to the Holy Scripture, not eternal condemnation (this is mentioned

for the first time in Is. 66.24, and as the punishment of an obsti-

nate rejection of the Messianic salvation, consequently of positive

unbelief, and, in perfect consistency with this, the New Testament

teaches that the punishment of the eternal second death stands

connected with the positive rejection of the known and offered sal-

vation, or the falling away from the salvation which had once been

accepted. Comp. our remarks on 6.4 ss., and on 10.27). The pun-

ishment of sin simply considered is death, i.e., the separation of

the man from God, and of nature from the man, and the body from

the soul (which unhappy separation would indeed last for ever, and

would increase, if no redemption had been offered; now, however, it

lasts for ever only in the case of those who despise this offered sal-

vation). The punishment of sin simply considered is that the soul

goes into Sheol, into the kingdom of the dead, and thither go and

have gone all who are born only of woman, who are only descen-

dants of the first Adam, consequently all heathens who had not op-

portunity to hear of the salvation, and, in like manner, all Israelites

who lived before Christ (with the exception of Enoch and Elijah). It

is not thereby denied, that, in this Sheol, there may be a difference

between the state of the penitent and pious who longed for the sal-

vation, and that of the bold and hardened sinner. David hopes,
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that even in the valley of the shadow’of death, God will still be with

him and comfort him (Ps. 23.4), and the second David has evidently

taught us in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, that there is

a gulf fixed between those who suffer torment and those who are

comforted with Abraham (Luke 16.25-26), and, accordingly, when he

himself was about to enter into Sheol, he promised to the penitent

thief that today he would be with him “in paradise.” The entrance

into the heavenly holy of holies, on the other hand (Heb. 10.19 s. etc),

i.e., into the sphere of glorification and of glorified nature, was first

opened up by Christ’s going before as the first-fruits through his

resurrection and ascension, and opened for those who are, not men

together with Christ, side by side with him, but, members of “the

one who is in heaven” (John 3.13) — not the posterity of the first

Adam, but, by regeneration, sons of the second Adam. This the

Old Testament believers were not. They had the subjective longing

for the promised salvation, and subjective faith in it; but the real

objective regeneration, the germ of new life, proceeding from the

exalted Christ, which is implanted in us by baptism, and is nour-

ished in the holy sacrament of the supper — this they had not;

and we must be on our guard against losing sight of the distinction

which the Holy Scripture makes in this respect between the old

and new covenant. First with us were they to be made perfect, and

were they made perfect. Christ came to them to set open for them

the gates of the place of the dead (Rev. 1.18), and to lead them forth

along with him (Matth. 27.53; comp. John 8.56). From that time the

souls of all who die as living members of Christ go to him in heaven

(Phil. 1.23 ; John 14.20), in order, at his second coming, to be united

again to their bodies (Rev. 20.4), and then to reign with Christ in glo-

rified body over the rest of mankind, finally, however, to take not

a passive (John 5.24), but an active part (1 Cor. 6.3), in the judgment

of the world. Those who are then still in Sheol are, in like manner,
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awaked at the judgment, and judged “according to their works,” ac-

cording to the rule laid down in Rom. 2.6-8 ; Matth. 25.31 ss., i.e., those

who by patient continuance in well-doing have striven after an im-

perishable existence will now be made acquainted with the salva-

tion in Christ (for in their case, too, the words will hold good that

there is salvation in no other than in Christ), and will become whole

through the leaves of the tree of life (Rev. 22.2), the others, however,

will fall into everlasting perdition. — It is time, indeed, that this

biblical doctrine of the state after death were again preached to

congregations; for the common hard and truly unscriptural doc-

trine which knows nothing further after death than, happiness or

condemnation, is in its practical effects equally mischievous with

the Roman Catholic doctrine of Purgatory, in which a trace of the

doctrine of Sheol, but only a caricatured trace of it, is contained.

12.1 Therefore let us also, seeing we are compassed about

with so great a cloud of witnesses, lay aside every weight, and

the sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with pa-

tience the race that is set before us, 2 looking unto Jesus the

author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy that was set

before him endured the cross, despising shame, and hath sat

down at the right hand of the throne of God. 3 For consider him

that hath endured such gainsaying of sinners against himself,

that ye wax not weary, fainting in your souls.

An exhortation is here drawn from all that has been said in

chap. 11. toigaroÜn occurs seldom in the New Testament, as it

expresses a fine emphasis more proper to classic Greek. toig�r

serves, like the German “doch,” to strengthen the oÝn. The New

Testament authors, in the simplicity of their style, generally use

instead of this a mere �ra or oÝn or di� — KaÈ �meØc are the mem-

bers of the new covenant in opposition to the members of the
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old covenant, mentioned in the 11th chapter. <HmeØc has for its

apposition the words tosoÜnton êqontec perikeimènon �mØn nèfoc

martÔrwn ; nèfoc is used also by profane writers as the poetic-

figurative designation of a crowd. — The exhortation itself: let us

run with patience, etc., is expressed in a figure taken from those

prize contests which, being of Gentile origin, were transplanted

among the Jews also by the Herodians, and which must have made

a strong impression on the imagination of that people, as Paul too

makes frequent use of them as comparisons.

In order, however, to be able to come off well in the race, one

must lay aside îgkon p�nta, “everything that encumbers.” It is in-

sipid to explain this figure of corpulence, which indeed cannot be

laid aside. Equally unsuitable is the interpretation by “ballast;” it

is not indeed a race of ships, but a prize race of men that is here

spoken of ! The expression rather refers to the practice among rac-

ers of laying aside whatever they had with them or on them that

was heavy, or might be a hindrance, even their very garments, in

order to be able to run without impediment. If, however, it be asked

what is meant by this figurative expression, the author cannot have

understood by the îgkoc sin, as he immediately afterwards names

this as a special and principal kind of îgkoc. Hindrances in the

struggle of faith and a public profession with the fear of persecu-

tion lie not merely in sin, but may also lie in things which are them-

selves indifferent and allowed. Intercourse and friendship with old

Jewish acquaintances, the relations formed by trade and merchan-

dise, might be hindrances of this kind for the readers, and, in such

a case, it was right and is still right to break entirely away from

such relations, and to get rid of the fetters which they impose as

soon as they threaten to become a snare, even though in them-

selves they should be innocent. We, too, have many and various
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customs of life which in themselves are quite innocent, but which

through habit may become bonds that threaten to fasten them-

selves round the heart. It is required of us also that we be watchful

and keep ourselves. unencumbered, in order that in the event of

the profession of our faith becoming again a thing for which we

must pay dear, we may not feel fettered by trifles, but may be able

freely to sacrifice all for our Lord.

Sin, however, is by all means the greatest hindrance in that

contest. Every bosom sin which we cherish is a handle by which

the tempter can lay hold on us, a price for which we are saleable.

Hence our author gives to sin the predicate eÎperÐstatoc, “en-

circling us, wrapping us round.” (The readings of two codices:

�perÐstaton and eÎperÐspaston are in a critical point of view of no

significance.) The word is a �pax legìmenon and has been variously

explained. Some derived it from periÐsthmi in the signification “to

draw from a purpose,” and rendered: “the sin from which one can

be easily converted,” a sense which is here altogether unsuitable.

Others, as Chrysostom, derived it from periÐsthmi in the significa-

tion “to encircle,” but as an adj. verb, with passive sense, and

rendered: “the sin which can easily be encircled,” which is just

as unsuitable. Kuster, Bohme, and others appealed to the signifi-

cation of �perÐstatoc, “destitute of spectators,” and rendered: the

sin which has many spectators and admirers. It would thus be

represented as a false ornament on the racer, which attracted the

admiration of the spectators, but was an encumbrance to himself

in the race. But this, too, would be an artificial and far-fetched

idea. Still more artificially does Wetstein, following the same ety-

mology, render eÎperÐstatoc by “seen of many” = “which does not

remain hid, but comes at length to light”. The only two suitable

explanations are — that of Salmasius and Kypke, who take it as
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denom. from perÐstasic, “complication,” and render “most compli-

cated,” and the still simpler one of Œcumenius, Theodoret, Eras-

mus, Vatable, Castellio, Tholuck, Bleek, etc., who derive it from

the middle periÐstasjai, “to surround,” as adj. verb, with active

(middle) sense, and render by insidiosus, subtly encircling us.“

Ver. 2. In that prize race we are to “look to Jesus, the leader and

perfecter of the faith.” >Afor�n like �poblèpein denotes the looking

away from the nearest object upon which we unconsciously look,

to an object upon which the eye is consciously fastened. Jesus

is mentioned here as that object, and he is here further called å

�rqhgäc kaÈ teleiwt�c t¨c t¨c pÐstewc. >Arqhgìc signifies not “be-

ginner,” does not therefore form an antithesis to teleiwt c as if

it were intended to designate Jesus as the beginning and end of

faith.) He who does not, as an expositor, practice that �for�n in a

wrong way, who does not falsely look away from what lies nearest,

the simple sense of the words, and seek in the distance what lies

quite at hand, will have little difficulty in finding out the signifi-

cation of �rqhgäc kaÈ teleiwt c. A long series of “witnesses” had

been adduced in chap. 11, beginning with Abel. The author and

his readers along with him look back into the past, and see, at the

extremity furthest back, Abel with his faith in the future and invis-

ible as yet quite undeveloped. This faith becomes ever clearer and

more definite in Abraham, Moses, and the subsequent individuals

in the series; but the foremost in the line is Jesus, the leader who

stands at the head, and in whom that faith appears in full and

perfected glory. In that he renounced all the glory which he might

have had if he had been disobedient to his Father and had followed

the seducer, and chose rather the shame of the cross — gave up

the peace and joy of life, gave up his little band of disciples to the

danger of being scattered and led astray — and, seeing before him
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the apparent destruction of his person and cause, still remained

faithful to the wonderful will of the Father, followed his leading in

the dark, and stedfastly maintained, in spite of hell, the sure ex-

pectation of faith that the Father would raise him up, and through

death destroy death — in all this, he has displayed the perfected

faith, and leads in royal majesty the line of those witnesses. That

which is required in 11.1, Christ has perfectly fulfilled. Nay, he not

merely had but was the substance of things hoped for !

Instead, however, of understanding this idea of the pÐstic in the

general way in which it is spoken of in the context of this section, a

number of commentators have known no other meaning to give to

pÐstic that that dogmatically defined idea of “faith in justification

through Christ,” an idea which has its place in the epistle to the

Romans, but not here. They understand by it, therefore, that spe-

cial form and manifestation which the general state of mind denoted

by pÐstic takes in the penitent sinner, in relation to his Saviour. Ac-

cording to this explanation it must appear incomprehensible how

faith can be ascribed to Christ the Saviour himself, as he neither

required, nor was in a condition, to believe in the forgiveness of sins

for Christ’s sake. In order now to escape this absurdity, some (as

Schleusner, Knapp, Kuinoel) explained, that Christ is the “begin-

ner” of faith, because, by his redemption-work, he has made faith

possible for us and for him; others (as Chrysostom) that he is called

�rqhgìc, because he himself, by his spirit, works the beginnings of

faith in us. In a similar way it was attempted to explain teleiwt c.

(Schulz, Tholuck, and Bleek, who take �rqhgìc = exemplar (for us)

approximate to the true explanation; Olshausen, too, who indeed

allows that Christ receives those predicates in reference to his own

faith, but renders �rqhgìc by “beginner,” and, instead of referring

both to the series of witnesses, rather finds in them a reference to
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this, — that it was necessary even for Christ himself, to struggle on

from the beginnings of faith to its completion.)

The relative sentence çc �ntÈ, etc. serves most fully to confirm

the explanation we have given of �rqhgäc kaÈ teleiwt c. As in the

case of all those individual examples of faith in 11.4-31, there was

always specified some visible possession, which they renounced,

or some earthly privation and affliction which they endured, but,

on the other hand, a future reward which they saw before them —

so also was it with Christ. He has endured the cross, and counted

small and light the shame of this kind of death; for this, however,

he has sat down on the right hand of God. In him the deepest

ignominy was united with the highest absolute exaltation. — The

only question here is, how the words �ntÈ t¨c prokeimènhc qar�c are

to be explained. Either (with the Peschito, Luther, Calvin, Calov,

etc.) �ntÐ is taken in the sense of “instead of,” and by qar� is under-

stood the earthly joy which Christ renounced, or (with Itala, Aeth.,

Beza, Bengel, Hunnius, Grotius, and the most of recent commen-

tators) �ntÐ is taken in the sense of “for the sake of, for,” and by

qar� is understood the heavenly joy for the gaining of which he en-

dured the cross. But as qar� attribute prokeimènh and this is the

usual term for designating that which was “set before” the runners

in a race (and such are spoken of in ver. 1-3), i.e the prize set up at

the goal, the second explanation is on this ground to be preferred.

In ver. 3 g�r because standing beside an imperative, is not argu-

mentative, but explicative: another side of that in which the looking

to Jesus consists is here described. Ver. 3 indeed contains also an

argument, namely, the idea which forms the connecting link be-

tween vers. 1 and 2. “Let us run with patience — while we look to

Jesus the leader of the witnesses of faith (in what respects he is so

we are told in the relative sentence who for the joy, etc.) — remem-
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ber, namely, that he had to endure so great a contradiction.” This

third idea serves to show plainly, in how far the looking to Jesus is

necessary and beneficial for them in their own race. This was not

as yet shown in ver. 2; in ver. 2 Jesus was only compared with the

witnesses, chap, 11, and the fact that he endured the cross and

has sat down on the right hand of God was stated only objectively,

to demonstrate that Jesus has had the most perfect faith. On the

other hand, it is now shown in ver. 3, how the looking to this faith

(of the great leader of those witnesses, chap. 11) stimulates us also

to a like faith. The expression who endured such contradiction is

no longer purely objective, but involves an implicit comparison of

that which Christ had to suffer, with what the readers had to suf-

fer. These (according to ver. 4, compared with 5.33 ss.) had not

yet been persecuted unto blood. They had at most endured noth-

ing farther than contradiction; they had been denied the right of

fellowship with the Israelitish theocracy and of worshipping in the

temple: they had been in various ways spoiled of their goods and

insulted. By means of a litotes, the author now exhorts them to

remember that Jesus who has endured such contradiction (as was

described in ver. 2), a severer contradiction, therefore, than they

have endured. The train of thought therefore is this: Run with

stedfast patience. To the end of the course you must look to Je-

sus, who, in his death on the cross, has proved himself to be the

absolute champion of faith. And if you are required to look to him,

then you are required to consider that man who has endured such

a contradiction — truly a greater and severer than you have been

called to endure. Of this looking to Jesus and considering him, the

consequence (and therewith also it aim) will be, that the readers do

not become wearied through the flagging of their spirits. As k�mnein

is generally used absolutely, taØc yuqaØc ÍmÀn will therefore be de-

pendent, not on k�mhte but on âkluìmenoi. K�mnein and âklÔesjai
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however, form no tautology. K�mnein denotes the state of being

passively wearied and unable to do anything more as the effect of

the âklÔeshai; âklÔesjai denotes the being relaxed and careless as

a culpable act and cause of the k�mnein. >EklÔesjai is not passive

but middle.
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5. Fourth Motive.

The blessing of Chastisement

(12.4-17)

Affliction and persecution have a twofold character; on the one

hand, they may be regarded as trials of faith, as trials showing how

much of the new man there is in the Christian, and how strong

that new man is, on the other hand, however, they are also chas-

tisements and means of purification, which serve entirely to destroy

the old man — the latter, indeed, only when the trial of faith is over-

come, when there is an invigorated new man already present, who,

by bearing those trials, acquires new strength and gains thereby

new conquests over the old Adam. From this point of view, the

author regards the threatening persecutions in this fifth section.

He shows that that suffering has, at the same time, the quality of

a means of purification and discipline, but shows also that it only

then becomes a paideÐa when the Christian bears it in faith (ver. 4-

11). He then (in ver. 12–17) repeats the old exhortations (10.19-25,

comp. 12.1-3), so, however, as that he gives prominence to certain

special points.

12.4 Ye have not yet resisted unto blood, striving against

sin: 5 and ye have forgotten the exhortation which reasoneth

with you as with sons, My son, regard not lightly the chasten-

ing of the Lord, nor faint when thou art reproved of him; 6 For

whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son

whom he receiveth.
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Ver. 4 forms the transition. The words präc t�n �martÐan are

dependent on �ntagwnizìmenoi not on �ntikatèsthte as the lat-

ter is already determined by the accompanying expression mèqric

aÑmatoc while the former would otherwise stand quite alone, and be

an aimless repetition of the idea already implied in �ntikatèsthte.

We have, therefore, to render thus: You have not yet in the strug-

gle with sin resisted even to blood. — First of all, the question

presents itself what is meant here by sin, whether the sin of the

readers which was spoken of in ver. 1 — in which case, the author

in ver. 4 imputes it as a fault to the readers that they were remiss

in the internal struggle for sanctification, and the expression unto

blood must be understood figuratively = “you have not yet striven to

the uttermost against your sins.” Or, whether the objective power

of sin is here meant, — sin as the enmity of the world against the

gospel and its professors, —consequently, the contradiction of sin-

ners mentioned in ver. 3 — in which case ver. 4 contains a simple

statement of the fact, and the expression unto blood can be taken

in the proper sense = “you have not yet needed to resist unto blood

in the contest with sinners.” The words do not determine which of

these interpretations is the right one. The former would certainly

also be suitable to the contest. The author would, in this case, set

over against the exhortation, given in ver. 1, to cast away all sin

from them, the statement by way of a reproof, that the readers had

as yet not rightly done this. But then, we should have expected a

somewhat more detailed and pointed statement of what sins they

were, to which especially they as yet gave place. Instead of this, the

fault which he imputes to them in ver. 5, is not one having refer-

ence to particular sins (as the hindrances in the struggle connected

with their profession), but only to their indolence in this struggle

itself (consequently, to the effect of these hindrances), namely, the

fault that they did not consider the persecutions as a blessing and
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a benefit. Moreover, in ver. 1 the laying aside of sin did not form

the kernel of the exhortation — this lies in the words run with pa-

tience. On these grounds it appears to me more probable, that

the second explanation of ver. 4 is the right one. “You have not yet

needed to resist unto blood in the struggle against the power of sin,

and (already) you have forgotten,” etc. This, at all events, is a less

violent transition. That the author says here against sin, and not

as in ver. 3, against sinners, may be simply explained by this, that

men collectively might as “sinners” (the class sinners) be placed in

opposition to Christ, while, vice versa, the enemies of Christianity

could not be placed as “sinners” in opposition to the readers of the

epistle to the Hebrews, who were themselves sinners �martwloÐ .

In ver. 5-6 the author complains that his readers, although as

yet by no means persecuted unto blood (comp. 10.33 ss.), neverthe-

less already shrunk back with fear from every suffering, and must

therefore have forgotten the truth (expressed in 3.11-12) that to en-

dure suffering and persecution is not inconsistent with standing in

the relation of a child of God, and is no token of the want of fa-

therly love on the part of God, but on the contrary, is a proof of his

fatherly love. (The trifling deviations of the LXX. from the original

text make no substantial alteration in the sense.)

12.7 It is for chastening that ye endure; God dealeth with

you as with sons; for what son is there whom his father chas-

teneth not? 8 But if ye are without chastening, whereof all

have been made partakers, then are ye bastards, and not sons.

In ver. 7-8 the author now expresses, first of all, the important

truth, that one must bear the suffering in order that it may bring

blessing, and have the quality of being a means of instruction. EÊc

paideÐan Ípomènete. Only when it is borne in a Christian spirit as

coming from the hand of God, does it produce the effect for which
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it is intended, i.e., the destruction of the old man. “Be patient in

order to your instruction.”

Misunderstanding this fine sentiment, many commentators have,

however, rejected the genuine and fully authenticated reading etc.,

found in the three uncial manuscripts A, D, E, which are gener-

ally collated for the Epistle to the Hebrews, in thirty other codd.,

in the Peschito, Vulgate, the Latin versions of the codd. D, E, the

Eopt., Sahid., Aethiop., Armen, etc, and have preferred to it the

entirely unauthenticated reading of some versions eÊ, which, it is

held, yields a better sense. It gives a more jejune and easier sense,

and this accounts for its origin. A really apposite sense, however,

it does not give. For what sort of sense is this: “If ye patiently

bear your discipline (or chastisement), then God deals with you as

sons?” Surely God already deals with them as sons in sending suf-

fering, and not first when the man patiently bears the suffering;

hence Grotius, Limborch, Kuinoel, Bleek, etc., have in reality felt

necessitated to give Ípomènein here the weakened signification “to

have to suffer” (” if ye have chastisement to suffer,” etc.), but this

is contradicted by the context, in which Ípomènein and Ípomon  is

everywhere quite properly used as terminus technicus for the idea

of patience in suffering.

And what positive reasons can be adduced against the autho-

rized reading eÊc? Bleek asserts that discipline is not the end of

patience, but the object of it. He confounds here, however, the idea

of the paideÐa with that of the peirasmìc or the jlÐyic. Suffering

certainly becomes then, and only then, a means of instruction and

sanctification, when the Christian receives it with patience, and

submits to it without resistance. This is precisely what the author

intends to say. The fact that suffering may become paideÐa to them,

he mentions as a new motive which should stimulate the readers
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to exercise Ípomon . — It is said, further, that if the words eÊc pai-

deÐan Ípomènete are taken as an independent clause, there arises,

between this and the following clause, an asyndeton so harsh as

to be inconsistent with the usual style of our author. But what is

there to necessitate our taking ±c here as an adverb, and refer-

ring it to the noun uÉoØc? We take ±c as a conjunction either in

the sense of “as” (as at Luke 3.23 ; Rom. 1.9 ; Heb. 3.11) — “endure

patiently in order to discipline, as God then treats you as sons”

— or, better still, in the sense of time, “when,” “so long as” (as at

Luke 4.25 ; Gal. 6.10) — “endure patiently in order to discipline, when

God treats you as sons.”

The latter idea needs now an explanation, and this is given in

the words tÐc g�r. . . kaÈ oÎq uÉoÐ. “Every son needs discipline; he

who enjoys no discipline is no genuine son.” — UÉoÐ, as at 2.10, is

here used of Christians instead of the common expression tèkna.

Comp. what is said in 1.5.

12.9 Furthermore, we had the fathers of our flesh to chas-

ten us, and we gave them reverence: shall we not much rather

be in subjection unto the Father of spirits, and live? 10 For

they indeed for a few days chastened us as seemed good to

them; but he for our profit, that we may be partakers of his

holiness.

Ver. 9-10. The author now proceeds to consider the subject

from a new point of view. We must be patient under the divine dis-

cipline, and let it become indeed discipline to us, all the more that

this discipline is for our highest good, and to train us for heaven.

— eÚta cannot be connected with the question pollÄ m�llon Ípo-

tag someja so as to make eÒqomen kaÈ ânetrepìmeja a parenthesis;

this is inadmissible partly, on account of the harshness of the con-

struction, partly, because eÚta only occurs in questions of wonder
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or irony. EÒata must rather be taken in the signification “further,”

and referred to eÒqomen. Further, we had our fleshly fathers as

instructors and obeyed them; ought we not now rather to be in

subjection to the Father of Spirits, and (thereby) live. In the ex-

pression kaÈ z somen the writer thought in Hebrew. S�rx does

not here, any more than elsewhere, denote the body (hence Crea-

tianism appeals unjustly to this passage in support of the doctrine

that the body alone is begotten by the parents, while the soul is

created by God); but s�rx denotes there, as always, the natural

life produced by creature powers, in opposition to the life which is

produced by the saving gracious act of God in regeneration. By the

natural generation we become �njrwpoÐ sarkikoÐ it is God who,

by his Holy Spirit, causes our yuqaÐ to be developed into sancti-

fied pneÔmata. (Comp. on 4.12.) True every soul, even that of the

ungodly, developes itself into a spirit, inasmuch as it unfolds it-

self to a personality with a fixed character and being; but as, in

our passage, it is not ungodly persons, but Christians that are

spoken of, whose yuqaÐ have, through the influence of God, devel-

oped themselves into pneÔmata, the author can here, with perfect

propriety, name God as the father of the pneÔmata. At all events,

the expression pat�r tÀn pneum�twn here is to be explained from

the antithesis oÉ patèrec t¨c sarkìc and is therefore not to be ex-

plained from the Old Testament expression ŸŹĄ-ŇŃŇ ŽĚĞĚŸĎ ĽĎŇĂ
(Num. 16.22) (Bleek), with which it has nothing at all to do. (In that

expression the principal idea “Father” is wanting, and ŽĚĞĚŸ, as the

additional words ŸŹĄ-ŇŃŇ show, stands in a much wider sense,

and does not as here form an antithesis to ŸŹĄ). It is, in like

manner, a mistake to give to pat r (with Bretschneider, Kuinoel)

the signification “preserver,” by which the parallel with patèrec t¨c

sarkìc would be entirely destroyed.
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In ver. 10 follows the idea which forms, as it were, the minor

proposition between the major eÒqomen, etc., and the conclusion

pìsú m�llon, etc., a peculiarity which we have already often had

occasion to remark in the Epistle to the Hebrews (for example 7.15

ss. ; 9.15-23, etc.) The vis conclusionis in the inference ver. 9, drawn

a minori ad majus, lies in these two ideas, first, that earthly parents

too often educate their children according to their blind judgment —

without wisdom, from blind partiality, to gratify their vanity, for

the sake of their gains — while God, who is love, has in view only

the real profit of his children; and secondly, that the earthly fleshly

fathers (of sanctified Christian fathers nothing is here said) bring

up their children only for a period which is soon to pass away, i.e.

for this earthly life, and the earthly calling, while God educates his

children for the eternal life, for “participation in his own holiness.”

12.11 All chastening seemeth for the present to be not

joyous but grievous; yet afterward it yieldeth peaceable fruit

unto them that have been exercised thereby, even the fruit of

righteousness.

Ver. 11 is a precious verse to which properly experience alone

can furnish the true commentary. All discipline seems, during the

time of its continance, to be an object not of joy but of grief; after-

wards, however, it yields a peaceable fruit to those who are exer-

cised thereby, a fruit of righteousness. The gen. dikaiosÔnhc does

not depend directly on karpän eÊrhnikìn (“peaceable fruit of righ-

teousness”), but another karpìn is to be supplied after �podÐdwsi

as apposition to the first karpìn. Thus the idea “fruit of righ-

teousness” is epexegetical of the idea “peaceable fruit.” EÊrhnikìc,

however, is not to be explained from the Hebrew usage of ŊĚŇŹ
= “health,” so that eÊrhnikìc is = “wholesome” (Luther, Castellio,

Michaelis, Ernesti, Bretschneider, Kuinoel), but it is to be explained
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(with Calvin and Tholuck) from its antithesis to the idea of the gu-

mnasmènon eÙnai. Exercise in hard bitter conflict brings peace as

its fruit. From this, also, the idea of the dikaiosÔnh explains itself.

The righteousness of which the Christian first becomes a partaker

in consequence of the finished conflict of purification and sanctifi-

cation, cannot be the dikaiosÔnh in the Pauline sense, the justifica-

tion before God; this we have not to gain; it is already gained (comp.

10.19 s.); it is not the reward of the struggle, but the coat of mail,

which we must put on before the struggle, and which qualifies us

for the conflict. —On the other hand, however, dikaiosÔnh does

not denote merely the perfected subjective sanctification as such —

just because our righteousness does not lie in this — but the per-

fect sanctification, in so far as it leads to the perfect undisturbed

appropriation of justification; i.e. the (future) state of the new man

completely purified from the old Adam, who is therefore free from

all self-righteousness, and therefore rests entirely on the merits of

Christ, because he is now entirely free from the old Adam, from

sin. For it is not to be forgotten, that it is not our holiness but our

sin that makes us self-righteous. The more disturbed the mirror is,

the less do we see in it the spots which cleave to us; the purer the

mirror of conscience, the clearer does the smallest stain appear in

it. The man whose conscience is asleep and benumbed by sin, will

rudely repel the charge that he is a poor sinner as an affront; the

more earnestly and successfully a man strives against his sin, so

much the more clear does his misery become to him, so much the

more does pride and self-righteousness vanish, so much the more

heartily does he lay hold on the merit of Christ; and when once

we shall have finished the struggle, and, free from the last motion

of sinful inclination, shall enter into the Holy of Holies of our Lord

and Saviour, we shall then entirely acknowledge and glory in this,

that we are righteous before God only through him and through him
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alone; i.e. we shall reap that “fruit of peace,” that “fruit of righ-

teousness,” the now entirely appropriated righteousness in Christ,

because we shall then stand and be willing to stand entirely in

Christ and no longer out of Christ.

12.12 Wherefore lift up the hands that hang down, and the

palsied knees; 13 and make straight paths for your feet, that

that which is lame be not turned out of the way, but rather be

healed.

In ver. 12-13 the exhortation of ver. 2 and 3 is repeated. The

readers, formerly strong in the conflict and zealous in the race,

had now become feeble in the hands and slack in the knees; it was

their duty to collect their strength anew. The words troqÐac ærj�c

poi sate toØc posÈn ÍmÀn form, as is well known, a hexameter,

certainly an unintentional one. The author rather intended only

an imitation of the passage in Proverbs 4.26. ToØc posÐn cannot be

taken as instrumental (“describe straight tracks with your feet”), as

this figure would have no reality to rest upon, inasmuch as the

feet describe no tracks, and even although troqÐai be taken in the

wider sense (= footstep), the footsteps do not properly make a line.

ToØc posÐn is rather the dative proper, and troqÐai stands in the

sense of “pathways.” Prepare straight, i.e. even paths for your

feet. The opposition is not between straight and roundabout, but

between even and rough ways, as appears from the clause Ñna m�

tä qwlän, etc. which expresses the end that is sought to be gained.

The readers are not themselves to throw hindrances (stones as it

were) on the way, “that that which is already lame may not be quite

dislocated.” By the qwlìn the readers themselves, of course, are

meant, in so far as they had already grown slack in the race, and

were thus (speaking figuratively) lamed. They are to take care not

to break entirely or to dislocate their limbs, i.e. to become entirely
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incapable of going on in the race; they are rather to strive to recover

their original strength and vigour. (To render âktrèpesjai by “turn

aside from the way” would give no sense.)

12.14 Follow after peace with all men, and the sanctifi-

cation without which no man shall see the Lord: 15 looking

carefully lest there be any man that falleth short of the grace

of God; lest any root of bitterness springing up trouble you ,

and thereby the many be defiled;

Vers. 14-15. — The exhortation in ver. 14 to strive after peace

with all men, is referred by many to the relation of the readers to

the Jews. Bohme seriously thinks that the author warns his read-

ers against falling out with the Jews, so that they may not have

to expect persecutions from them! The explanation of Grotius is

more tolerable: Debetis quidem vobis, a Judaismo cavere, attamen

non odisse Judaeos; but, in this case, a more distinct and explicit

warning against Judaism must have gone before in ver. 13, and

even then the author could scarcely have laid down so absolutely

the injunction, follow peace with all. It would be still better to un-

derstand di¸kete eÊr nhn as a concession (“you may indeed strive

after peace with all, but only strive also”, etc.); we should then,

however, expect a màn. . . dà. . . , and not holiness but faithfulness in

their profession of the truth, must have been specified as the an-

tithesis to peace. It is better, therefore, with Michaelis, Zacharia,

Storr, Tholuck, and Bleek, to refer the whole exhortation to the re-

lation of the readers to their fellow Christians, which is also spoken

of in ver. 15. They are to guard against differences among them-

selves, they are not to quarrel with one another, but every one is to

be earnestly intent on his own sanctification. It has appeared from

the observations we have made above at ver. 11, how indispensable

this sanctification is in order to attain to happiness, in order to see
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the Lord. In the 15th verse the two exhortations of the 14th verse

are repeated, only in the inverse order. They are carefully to see

(each one for himself, and also the one for the other, by means of

that par�klhsic described in 10.24 ss.) “that no one remain behind

the grace of-God” (an expression which is still to be explained from

the allusion to a race towards a goal.) And they are likewise to take

care “that no springing root of bitterness cause disturbance, and

thereby many be defiled.” For, in times when the Church is threat-

ened and assailed from without, nothing is more dangerous than

those internal divisions and factions, which usually arise from ob-

stinately giving to minor differences of a merely relative value the

importance of absolute differences, as, for example, is done, when

in times in which the fabric of the Christian Church is everywhere

in flames, and people come with the fire-engines of the home mis-

sion to set about extinguishing the fire, others appear, calling out

that the Lutheran engines must not be placed among the United

and Reformed engines, in order that the Lutheran jets of water

may not mingle with the United and Reformed, and thus occa-

sion a union of works. Each party is rather to work according to

its own plan of operation, although these plans should even cross

each other, although an incalculable amount of power and success

should thereby be lost, although the house should burn down. The

opposition of confessions is regarded as absolute, and treated as of

greater importance than the opposition between Christ and Belial.

Those Jewish Christians, also, to whom the Epistle to the Hebrews

was addressed, in their relation to other Jewish Christians and to

Gentile Christians, may not have been free from this disease. They,

too, may have had their hearts and their heads so filled and car-

ried away with some difference, which reaches not into the future

life, that they had eyes only for this, and cared not for the trouble

and danger which they were preparing for the Church. They con-
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sidered not that it is always a subtle idolatry, which leads a man

to treat a relative thing as if it were the absolute. The purity of a

creed even may be made an Òdwlon. — But wherever such perver-

sity has found place“, it becomes a root of bitterness; alienation,

strife, bitterness, and confusion grow out from it; even those who

stand on freer ground, and are opposed to the divisions, are yet

easily offended and led to take a side and contend for it; but wo to

him who gives the offence.

12.16 lest there be any fornicator, or profane person, as

Esau, who for one mess of meat sold his own birthright. 17 For

ye know that even when he afterward desired to inherit the

blessing, he was rejected; for he found no place for a change of

mind in his father , though he sought it diligently with tears.

In vers. 16-17 the author turns back to the principal question,

whether the earthly or the heavenly is most loved. Pìrnoc, in this

context is, of coarse, to be taken in that familiar symbolical sense

in which it so often occurs in the Old Testament (especially Hosea

ch. 1–3 ; Ez. ch. 16 and 23), and also in the New Testament (James 4.4),

to designate those who violate the spiritual marriage-covenant with

their God. Bèbhloc, as antithetical to �gioc, designates the same

men in respect of their profane, unspiritual character. A warning

example of this character is presented in Esau, who cared so little

for the blessing of the first-born that he sold his birthright for a

savoury dish, and in doing so frivolously exclaimed: “What- profit

then shall the blessing do to me ?” (Gen. 25.32.) Not until God in

his righteous providence brought it about, that Jacob cheated him

out of the blessing, did he “cry aloud and was exceedingly grieved,”

and wished to have the blessing which Jacob had received. To

this our 17th verse refers. Many commentators (Beza, Gerhard,

Carpzov, Storr, Michaelis, Böhme, Klee, Tholuck, etc), rightly un-
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derstand, therefore, by the met�noia here, the changing of Isaac’s

mind (Esau found no possibility of changing Isaac’s resolution).

Against this it cannot (with Bleek) be objected, that Isaac did re-

ally change his mind, for, in what did this change show itself? He

perceived his error, but he adhered to the resolution that Jacob

should keep the blessing which had been given to him, and Esau

could in reality move him to no change in his purpose. To this also

the words metanoÐac g�r tìpon oÎq eÝren are quite suitable. He

found no more room (in his father’s heart), where a change of mind

might have taken place. Nor was there any need of a patrìc at

metanoÐac as, already at the verb �pedokim�sjh, a Ípä toÜ patrìc

must be supplied. Only according to this explanation also do the

words kaÐper met� dakrÔwn âkzht sac aÎt�n (scil. t�n metanoÐan)

obtain a meaning. These words contain a reference to Gen. 27.34.

— If, on the other hand, we understand by met�noia Esau’s own

inward sorrow and repentance, then the last words are meaning-

less and untrue; meaningless, because he who seeks repentance

with tears thereby already manifests repentance; untrue, because

in Gen. ch. 33. Esau shows a changed heart, emptied of revenge

and reconciled. No other way remains, then, (except with Calvin,

Bengel, Bleek, etc.) to take the words metanoÐac g�r tìpon oÎq eÝre

as a parenthesis (but even then they give no tolerable sense), and

to refer the aÎt n which depends on âkzht sac to eÎlogÐan — the

most unnatural construction that can be imagined!
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6. Fifth Motive.

The choice between Grace and Law;

a choice between Salvation and Judgment

(12.18-29)

The author here, once more, states in bold poetical language the

substance of that has been said, and again presents the distinc-

tion between the law as preparatory, and the fulfilment in Christ,

in all its sharpness, but at the same time in all its greatness and

majesty. Both are divine, but the law is terrible; does it only terrify

and shake into repentance the slumbering deaf conscience, — it

is intended for nothing else; it is not given to confer blessedness,

it is terrible; the new covenant with its redemption is lovely and

attractive. We have here quite the ground-idea of the Pauline sys-

tem of doctrine, only, that Paul has developed this psychologically

from the subjective experience, while our author, on the contrary,

has developed it historically from the objective facts. — He shows,

however (ver. 18-24), not merely how attractive and glorious the

new covenant is, but also (vers. 25-29) how much more terrible it

is to despise the grace of this new covenant, and how much more

terrible Christ will be when he shall come again as judge, to those

who have preferred the law to grace and have provoked judgment

upon themselves.

12.18 For ye are not come unto a mount that might be

touched, and that burned with fire, and unto blackness, and

darkness, and tempest, 19 and the sound of a trumpet, and
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the voice of words; which voice they that heard entreated that

no word more should be spoken unto them; 20 for they could

not endure that which was enjoined, If even a beast touch the

mountain, it shall be stoned; 21 and so fearful was the appear-

ance, that Moses said, I exceedingly fear and quake: 22 but ye

are come unto mount Zion, and unto the city of the living God,

the heavenly Jerusalem, and to innumerable hosts of angels,

23 to the general assembly and church of the firstborn who are

enrolled in heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to the spir-

its of just men made perfect, 24 and to Jesus the mediator of

a new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling that speaketh

better than that of Abel.

Ver. 18-24 is also remarkable in respect of its form, on account

of the exceedingly elegant (paratactic) structure of the period. For

ye are not come. . . but are come. . . are the two main pillars upon

which the other members of the sentiment rest. The idea expressed

in prosèrqesje is explained, on the one hand, from Deut. 4.11, on

the other, from Heb. 4.16,22. The Christians are not come to the

place where a law is given, but to the city or the kingdom of rec-

onciliation. — The description of the giving of the law from Sinai

follows not the more concise account in Ex. ch. 20, but the more

detailed in Deut. ch. 4 and 5. With respect to the reading, îrei,

ver. 18, is certainly spurious; it is wanting in A, C, in the versions

17 and 47, in Chrysostom, in the Peschito, Copt., Aethiop., Latin D

and Vulgate. It is at once evident, how easily it might find its way

as a conjecture into those authorities which read îrei; the senti-

ment requires a îrei on two grounds, partly, as antithesis to the

words Si°n îrei ver. 22, partly, as noun yhlafwmènú, which, in

respect of its signification, cannot possibly belong to purÐ. Those

transcribers who have inserted îrei by way of correction, were thus
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quite right; they have just rectified an original mistake in the au-

tograph. The author certainly had the word îrei in hit mind, but

neglected to write it. (For, only thus, is the omission of the word in

all the old authorities to be explained.) We have thus here the rare

case of a reading externally spurious, and yet internally genuine.

— Yhlafhtìc touched, i.e. tangible (= yhlafhtìc) designates the

mount (Sinai) as an earthly mount, consisting of masses of rock, in

opposition to the heavenly Jerusalem, ver. 22, the “mount Zion,” by

which is meant not the earthly geographical hill Zion, but the King-

dom of Christ symbolically called Zion. — Kekaumènú cannot be

the attribute to purÐ; for, to designate a fire as one that is “burning”

is superfluous, unless it were intended to oppose a burning fire to

a painted one, which is not the case here. Kekaumènw is rather

the second attribute to îrei, and purÐ is dependent on kekaumènú

: “to the mount that could be touched and that burned with fire.”

Gnìfú, etc., depends, of course, again on proselhlÔjate and not

on kekaulènú. In addition to these sensibly terrible appearances,

blackness, darkness, tempest, sound of trumpets, there was “the

voice of words, which (voice) they that heard refused that any word

more should be added,” i.e the voice of words which was so fearful

in its sound and import, that the Israelites wished to hear no word

further (Deut. 5.24-26.) True, the ten commandments, themselves,

had not yet been spoken (comp. Deut. 5.26 ss. with Ex. 19.17,20),

but already the command (Ex. 19.12-13), that even no beast should

touch the mountain, put the people in terror. The words k�n

j rion, etc., form the import of the diastellìmenon. The kaÈ which

follows must belong to Mwôs¨c eÚpen and the words oÖtw foberän

ªn to fantazìmenon must be parenthetical; otherwise, there would

be an inexplicable asyndeton between fantazìmenon and Mwôs¨c

. The circumstance here stated, that Moses also said, “I exceed-

ingly fear and quake,” can hardly have proceeded from oral tradi-
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tion (Erasmus, Beza, etc.), but is taken from the passage Deut. 9.19

(LXX.) True, in that place it is not the moment before the giving

of the law that is spoken of, but a point of time during the giving

of the law, when Moses was made aware of the golden calf (and

this our author, who is so much at home in the Old Testament,

must have perfectly well known); but his design, here, is not to

speak particularly of what belonged to the giving of the law, but

in general of the severity and fearfulness of God as he appeared on

Mount Sinai. So terrible were the appearances, so fearfully did God

manifest his severity, that even Moses himself — not on account of

his own trespass, but on account of the sin of the people — was

thrown into fear and trembling. (Knapp, Tholuck, etc.) — The

Christians are not come to that earthly mount, where the severity

of God was manifested, but to mount Zion symbolically so called,

which is the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem. The

kingdom of Christ is so designated also at Gal. 4.26. This (already

present) heavenly Jerusalem is different from the new Jerusalem

in the Apocalypse of John, which is not to be set up on the earth

till after the second coming of Christ — The words which follow

are variously construed. Beza, Calov, Carpzov, Storr, etc., make

�ggèlwn dependent on muri�sin and take panhgÔrei together with

âkklhsÐø so that prwtotìkwn depends on these two substantives

(“to hosts of angels, to the assembly and church of the first born.”)

But, in this case, it is strange that the kaÐ which unites all the other

members is wanting before panhgÔrei. Œcumenius, Theophylact,

Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, etc., likewise take �ggèlwn as

dependent on muri�sin but understand panhgÔrei as apposition to

muri�sin (“to hosts of angels, an assembly, and to the church,” etc.;)

but one has only to hear this rendering, in order to be convinced

of what a frigid sense such an apposition would have. The only

right construction is that of Wolf, Rambach, Griesbach, Knapp,
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Bohme, Kninoel, Tholuck, Bengel, Lachmann, De Wette, Bleek,

etc., according to which, �ggèlwn is dependent on panhgÔrei. It

is then most natural to take the two members: �ggèlwn manhgÔrei

and âkklhsÐø as epexegetical of muri�sin. (“And to entire hosts: to

the host of angels and to the church of the first born.”) The prw-

totìkoi are the first fruits of the regenerate, the members of the

new covenant. As they are not described as “being in heaven,” but

“written down in heaven” (Luke 10.20 ; Phil. 3.20 ; also Ex. 32.32 s. ;

Dan. 12.1; Phil. 4.3 ; Rev. 3.5 ; 13.8 ; 17.18 ; 21.27 ; 22.19), we are to un-

derstand here not those Christians alone who were already dead,

but those also who were yet alive, and the muri�dec comprehends

both, the ecclesia pressa or militans, and the ecclesia triumphans.

In the new covenant heaven and earth are united and reconciled

(Eph. 1.10), while in the giving of the law from Sinai, a gulf was fixed

between the trembling people and the terrifying ministering spirits

(Heb. 2.14).

KaÈ krit¬ jeÄ p�ntwn — Primasius, Theophylact, etc., have un-

derstood these words of Christ, which is altogether inadmissible, as

Christ is afterwards specially named. God the Father is certainly

meant. In no case, however, can we (with Erasmus, Michaelis,

Knapp, Bleek, etc.) take krit¬ as a predicate idea (“and to the God

of all as the Judge”), for the Christians do not come to God as their

Judge, but as their reconciled Father. We must rather either (with

Peschito, Vulgate, Luther, Kuinoel, De Wette, etc.) take p�ntwn as

dependent on krit¬ (“and to God, the Judge of all”), or connect

krit¬ as an adjectival idea with jeÄ (“and to the judging God of

all”), which yields substantially the same sense. The nerve of the

idea lies in this, that the believers of the new covenant may come

near with boldness to the Judge of the world, while the Israelites

could not come nigh to him, although he was their own special law-
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giver. — The Christians can come nigh to him, for they find with

him already the spirits of the just made perfect (through Christ),

and the Mediator himself through whom these were made just. Te-

leioÜsjai does not denote death, as if in it the being made perfect

consists (Calvin, Kninoel, etc.), but is used, as at 7.11-19 ;10.14 ;

11.40, to denote the accomplished realized reconciliation. Perhaps

the author in these “just made perfect” has had specially in his

mind that host of Old Testament believers described in chap. 11.

— The culminating point in the glory of the heavenly Jerusalem is

Jesus, the Mediator himself, with his blood of reconciliation, which

speaks better than, the blood of Abel (comp. 11.4). Abel’s blood

cries for vengeance; Christ’s blood cries for grace.

12.25 See that ye refuse not him that speaketh. For if they

escaped not when they refused him that warned them on earth,

much more shall not we escape who turn away from him that

warneth from heaven: 26 whose voice then shook the earth:

but now he hath promised, saying, Yet once more will I make

to tremble not the earth only, but also the heaven. 27 And this

word , Yet once more, signifieth the removing of those things

that are shaken, as of things that have been made, that those

things which are not shaken may remain. 28 Wherefore, re-

ceiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken, let us have grace,

whereby we may offer service well-pleasing to God with rever-

ence and awe: 29 for our God is a consuming fire.

Ver. 25. With this is connected the exhortation not to refuse this

Jesus who by his blood cries for grace to us. When the Israelites

at Sinai (ver. 19) refused to hear God’s voice and to fulfil his com-

mands, they were punished. He, moreover, who refuses to hear

the voice of grace is lost. — EÊ g�r âkeØnoi oÎk êfugon, — to this

must be supplied t�n timwrÐan ; true, it is nowhere said in the Pen-
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tateuch that the Israelites had been punished because they dared

not to hear the words of God: they are rather commended for this

(Deut. 5.28-29). But the idea of the paraiteØn involves here not merely

that praiseworthy fear, but also the subsequent actual transgres-

sion of the commands of God (Ex. ch. 32), which was already noticed

in ver. 21. At pollÄ m�llon �meØc is to be supplied, of course, oÎ

feuxìmeja. The expression å �p> oÎranÀn scil. lalÀn finds a sim-

ple explanation in the laloÜta at the beginning of our verse, and

this, again, is explained from ver. 24. It is Christ, who in heaven

cries for grace to us, and thus offers us grace from heaven. (Not:

Christ in so far as he descended from heaven and became man,

not God the Father.) As now, it is said of him (Christ) in ver. 26,

that he shook the earth in the time of Moses (for oÍ can of course

be referred only to tän �p> oÎranoÜ) we must also understand by

the âpÈ g¨c qrhmatÐzwn Christ (as God the Son, God as revealing

himself, comp. 1 Cor. 10.1, ss.), not Moses, nor God the Father.

Ver. 26-27. The same Christ who has already revealed him-

self on Sinai as the Lawgiver, and who now speaks from heaven as

Mediator, will come again as Judge. In proof of this the passage,

Hag. 2.6, is adduced, which, in its original import, really refers to

the coming of Christ to set up his kingdom in glory. Our author

plainly lays emphasis on two points in the passage, first on this,

that at the second coming of the Messiah, not merely are local ap-

pearances of nature to take place on a part of the earth, but heaven

and earth, the whole visible created world, is to be shaken and un-

hinged; secondly, on this, that the shaking is to take place êti �pax

consequently, is to be such a shaking as makes any repetition su-

perfluous, such therefore as is to unhinge and change everything

that, generally speaking, is in its nature changeable. The êti �pax

is, indeed, not so explicitly expressed in the original text as in the
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LXX.; but it is quite clear that the prophet meant a last final shak-

ing of the world, which was at one time to take place, so that the

LXX. has substantially rendered the sense quite correctly.

Ver. 28-29. That which cannot be shaken, which does not go

down in the universal change, is the kingdom of Christ. For this is

no poioÔmenon, does not belong to the creature, but is the organic

assemblage of those who are born of, and filled with, the Son of God

and the Spirit of God. The Kingdom of God is the body of Christ.

— Paralamb�nein signifies not to take actively, but to receive pas-

sively. As we have received such a kingdom, as we have become

partakers of it, let us “have gratitude” (not “hold’ fast the grace,”

this must have been expressed by katèqwmen t�n q�rin), and serve

God acceptably with reverence and awe. (A, C, D, and versions read

met> eÎlabeÐac kaÈ dèouc, others met� dèouc kaÈ eÎlabeÐac. The read-

ings met> aÊdoÜc kaÈ eÎlabeÐac and met> eÎlabeiac kaÈ foboÜ have

very little authority on their side.) On ver. 29 comp. 10.31.

7. Concluding Exhortations

(ch. 13)

These exhortations are not abrupt and unconnected, but are most

closely related to each other, and to the import and aim of the entire

epistle. They are also of such a kind, as to cause us no perplexity

in the view we have taken, that the epistle is not for a church, but

for a circle of catechumens; for they all refer to the individual, not

to the church life.
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First, in ver. 1-6 we have exhortations respecting the individual

life as such, then, in ver. 7-17, respecting the relation of the indi-

vidual to the doctrine and the profession, and finally, in ver. 18-25,

the conclusion of the writing.

13.1 Let love of the brethren continue. 2 Forget not to show

love unto strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels

unawares. 3 Remember them that are in bonds, as bound with

them; them that are ill-treated, as being yourselves also in the

body. 4 Let marriage be had in honor among all, and let the

bed be undefiled: for fornicators and adulterers God will judge.

5 Be ye free from the love of money; content with such things

as ye have: for himself hath said, I will in no wise fail thee,

neither will I in any wise forsake thee. 6 So that with good

courage we say, The Lord is my helper; I will not fear: What

shall man do unto me?

Ver. 1-6. The first virtue which is required is brotherly love, by

which is not meant the common Christian love of man in the rela-

tions of the natural life, at least not it alone, but chiefly, that love

of the Christian to the Christian as a member with him of the body

of Christ, which forms the antithesis to the root of bitterness, 12.15.

That brotherly love which does not in the first place inquire: “Art

thou a Jewish Christian? art thou a Gentile Christian? art thou

Roman or Grecian? United or Lutheran? Angelican or Presbyte-

rian? what doctrine and view dost thou hold of the Sacrament?”

— but which first and foremost asks: “Art thou become by the act

of the Sacrament a member of the body of Christ? (for the church

rests on the Sacrament, and not on the doctrine of the Sacrament;

on the latter rests merely the confession) — and dost thou stand as

a member of Christ in the life of Christ and in his love? He who can

answer this in the affirmative is a brother, a brother by regenera-
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tion, although I may have a purer knowledge on many points than

he! — An essential manifestation of that philadelphian feeling is

hospitality (ver. 2), of which we have still, in these days, the finest

illustration in the practice of the Philadelphians. The motive, for

thereby, etc., is explained from Gen. ch. 18-19, and its applica-

bility from Matth. 25.44-45. If the Christian is to exercise love even

towards brethren who are strangers, how much more towards suf-

fering and persecuted brethren, ver. 3. Such exercise of brotherly

love the readers required, in order most firmly to settle them in

Christianity — more firmly than by arguments. Chiefly must they,

although not yet persecuted themselves, exercise themselves and

prepare for the future persecution, by actively receiving those who

were already persecuted. He who was afraid of doing so showed

by this act, that he would shrink with still more cowardice from

his own persecution. This admonition the Christians of our own

day may well lay specially to heart. For, in our day, it has become

quite the fashion, even among believers, to disown, every brother,

who by taking a firm and determined stand, has brought incon-

veniences upon himself, and carefully to inquire whether some-

thing not quite prudent or quite justifiable may not be discovered

in the way in which he has conducted himself, and then to exclaim:

“Yes, but he has not done right in this and that.” When the pas-

tors of Waadtland would not acknowledge as “bishop” a college of

state councillors which tolerated and encouraged the most blas-

phemous abominations, there were not wanting wise people who

demonstrated to a nicety, that those men, had committed a mis-

take, that they ought to have delayed for some days. May God

grant us all the grace to commit such mistakes! — Ver. 4 cannot

be understood as a warning against an ascetical rejection of ma-

niage (for then he must at least have said: tÐmioc å gamäc, �ll>

�mÐantoc but the author exhorts that marriage be maintained in
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honour (and thus honourable), and the marriage bed undefined.

He warns against those sins which, according to John 8.1 ss., were

at that time so fearfully prevalent among the Jewish people, that

all idea of punishing them had to be given up. The same corruption

of the national life has spread through all Europe. The members of

Christ are not to be led by such a state of things to think lightly of,

and easily to excuse, such sins; for let him who has one member

belonging to hell take care lest he do not altogether belong to it.

He is like a bird whose foot the fowler has bound with a thread; he

can fly about apparently free, but still he is in the fowler’s power,

and if he does not break the thread while it is yet time, the fowler

draws him to himself by means of it at the fitting moment, catches

him and kills him. Every bosom sin is a stone which the devil

has in the boarda; a poison which, chiefly in times of persecution,

paralyses the strength of faith. — Nor is it otherwise in respect

to avarice, ver. 5, that national sin of the Jewish people, the dis-

position to traffic which they have inherited from the natural life

of their ancestor Jacob (comp. Gen. 25.31 ss. ; 30.31-43). He whose

heart cleaves to earthly possessions, will be faint-hearted in perse-

cutions. And, in general, a family whose chief concern it is to do

the will of God, and which commits the care for daily bread to Him

who will not leave nor forsake us, will lead a very different life (for

example, in the sanctification of the Sabbath) from a family whose

chief impelling motive is the striving after earthly possessions and

wealth, and which goes along with Christianity, only in so far as it

will not interfere with worldly convenience.

13.7 Remember them that had the rule over you, men that

spake unto you the word of God; and considering the issue

of their life, imitate their faith. 8 Jesus Christ is the same
aA German proverb meaning “to be in favour with.”
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yesterday and to-day, yea and for ever. 9 Be not carried away

by divers and strange teachings: for it is good that the heart be

established by grace; not by meats, wherein they that occupied

themselves were not profited.

Ver. 7-9. According to ver. 7, �goÔmenoi (not teachers but

overseers — presbyters or apostles of the Church at Jerusalem

to which the readers belonged) had already suffered martyrdom

(for the readers are to consider their êkbasic and the faith thereby

attested). However, during the period subsequent to the conver-

sion of the readers no more bloody persecutions had taken place,

according to 12.4. We shall therefore have to understand a ref-

erence to such men as Stephen, James the son of Zebedee, and

James the younger who was stoned in a tumult in the year 62,

men whose death was known to the readers, and whom they even

now doubtless acknowledged as �goÔmenoi. Wiesler thinks, there

is a reference to the deaths of the two apostles, Paul and Peter,

which followed close on each other in the year 64. These two

events had certainly made a great impression on the whole society

of Christians, and if Paul, although not labouring in the Church

of Jerusalem, was yet reckoned among the �goumènoic ÍmÀn this

is to be explained partly, from his universal apostolical authority,

partly, from the sympathy with which the Christians of Jerusalem

must have regarded his imprisonment in Jerusalem and Caesarea,

partly, from his close connexion with Peter in Rome during the pe-

riod immediately preceding his death.

Ver. 8 is not to be connected with ver. 7 by placing a colon af-

ter pÐstin and supposing that ver. 8 states what is the import of

the pÐstic for, by pÐstic is meant, in the whole hortatory portion

of the epistle, not faith in so far as it is an acceptance of definite

doctrinal propositions, but faith as that disposition of mind which
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holds fast on the future, and in this aspect alone can faith be spo-

ken of in ver. 7, when it is said that the �goÔmenoi had attested

their pÐstic in their death. Ver. 8 is rather to be understood as

an explanation of the author’s, intended as a motive to enforce the

exhortation in ver. 7. “Imitate their faith: (for) Christ is the same

yesterday, to-day, and for ever.” >O aÎtìc is predicate.) The same

Christ, trusting in whom those died, still lives today, and is also

our consolation (Calvin.) Such explanations as the following are

wrong: the Christian religion is everlasting, and will not be abol-

ished in favour of the Jewish (Vatable, Michaelis, Kuinoel, etc.), or:

the eternity of the lìgoc as such is here spoken of (Athanasius,

etc.)

To the statement that the Christ in whom those men died still

lives, and that the readers are to place their entire confidence in

him, corresponds the warning in ver. 9 not to let themselves be

led away by various and foreign doctrines. From the clause, for

it is good, etc., we perceive that the author must especially have

had in his mind casuistic external doctrines regarding the lawful-

ness or unlawfulness of meats. These doctrines were poÐkilai; one

maintained that in the Christian freedom and deliverance from the

ceremonial law they might go so far, another, somewhat farther, a

third, not so far; every one drew a different line of limitation. The

being occupied in general with such investigations, the fixing of the

attention and interest on such questions, was, however, injurious

and dangerous; for those doctrines were also “foreign,” they related

to a point which was irrelevant to Christianity, and led away from

the main concern to things of secondary moment, which ought to

be entirely beyond the care of the Christian. “For it is good, if the

heart be established in grace, not in meats”. Thus and only thus

are the datives q�riti and br¸masi to be understood (this use of the
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dative in answer to the question in what or in reference to what an

act takes place, occurs frequently, for example 1 Cor. 14.20 ; Rom. 4.20

; Acts 2.37, etc.; comp. Winer’s Gramm. § 31, 3). By taking these

datives, as is generally done in an instrumental signification (“by

grace not by meats”), all logical connexion with the first member of

the sentence is destroyed.

13.10 We have an altar, whereof they have no right to eat

that serve the tabernacle. 11 For the bodies of those beasts

whose blood is brought into the holy place by the high priest as

an offering for sin, are burned without the camp. 12 Wherefore

Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people through his own

blood, suffered without the gate. 13 Let us therefore go forth

unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach. 14 For we

have not here an abiding city, but we seek after the city which

is to come.

Ver. 10-14. The sentiment is expressed in a much higher form

in these verses. Hitherto, it was shown, in the entire epistle, that

the Levitical worship and the Levitical purity obtained by it, is dis-

pensable; that it is no misfortune to be without it; and, accordingly,

it had just been shown at ver. 9 that the care of the Christian is

to be directed to this, that he be settled as regards grace, not as

regards ordinances about meats, which profit nothing. The author

now rises higher; he leaps, as it were, from the defensive to the

offensive; he says: it is not ill with us in this respect, but with the

Jews; not we but they are the excommunicated party; we eat of

the true sacrificial meat on which everything depends, and from

this the true, the Messianic, our piacular meal, the Jews are ex-

cluded. This is the simple and clear statement in ver. 10. “We have

an altar, of which they are not at liberty to eat, who still perform

their worship in the tabernacle (the Old Testament sanctuary).”
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The author evidently has in his mind the holy supper, the meal of

spiritual life-fellowship and union with the for us dead and now

exalted Saviour. It is now shown in ver. 11-12, how that very Jesus

who was rejected of the Jews, notwithstanding that he was rejected,

nay, because he was rejected, is the true sacrifice, and in ver. 13 s.,

that consequently, that very company of those who believe in him

which is rejected of the Jews, notwithstanding that, nay, because,

it is so rejected, is the true Israel. The confirmation of this is pro-

found, yet clear throughout. According to Lev. 16.27, the victim on

the day of expiation, because it was (symbolically) laden with the

un-cleanness and guilt of the whole people, and was consequently

unclean — not in itself, but by that transference of the guilt of oth-

ers — must be taken without the camp, and there burned. This was

done to the victim, although it was the same animal whose blood

had atoning efficacy, and was carried into the holiest of all! Nay,

still more, because this was done to it, because this animal was

regarded as unclean on account of the guilt of others, and as un-

clean was cast outside the camp, it had atoning power. Now the

same thing, only not symbolically, but really, is true also of Christ.

With respect to him also, we are not at liberty to infer from his hav-

ing been regarded as unclean, and cast out as a malefactor, and

killed at the place of execution, that he can be no true sacrifice,

and that his blood cannot be the true blood of atonement. But just

as that goat, Lev. Ch. 16, was the true symbolical atoning sacrifice,

although it was regarded and treated as unclean, nay, because it

was reckoned unclean on account of the guilt of others, so is Christ

the true substantial atoning sacrifice, although, nay, because, he

was led without the gate as a criminal, and cast out and killed by

the Jews. — From this, now, it follows, ver. 13, that those who

are his have not to seek the true sacrifice in the camp of the Jews,

but on Golgotha; that they are not to mourn, and be cast down
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with sorrow and anguish, although, like their Lord, they should be

cast out and treated as unclean; their hope, ver. 14, is not directed

towards an earthly citizenship in the earthly Jerusalem, but to-

wards the heavenly citizenship in the heavenly Jerusalem, (12.22),

the everlasting city.

And accordingly it follows from this, lastly, that the Christians

do not need, as the Jews, to continue to offer animal sacrifices;

they are not to bring Levitical sacrifices along with the sacrifice

of Christ, but are only spiritually to reproduce, in the manner de-

scribed at ver. 13, the sacrifice of Christ, by which they have once

for all received atonement. Hence there remains no other sacri-

fice for the Christian to offer, but the sacrifice of thanksgiving and

praise.

13.15 Through him then let us offer up a sacrifice of praise

to God continually, that is, the fruit of lips which make confes-

sion to his name. 16 But to do good and to communicate forget

not: for with such sacrifices God is well pleased. 17 Obey them

that have the rule over you, and submit to them : for they

watch in behalf of your souls, as they that shall give account;

that they may do this with joy, and not with grief: for this

were unprofitable for you.

Ver. 15-17. This idea is further developed in ver. 15-16. The

sacrifice of praise and of stedfast profession (just that reproduction

of the sacrifice of Christ described in ver. 13), in addition to this,

beneficence and communication of gifts, are the sacrifices with

which God is well pleased. KoinwnÐa in this usage (which first arose

in the sphere of the Christian literature) occurs also at Rom. 15.26

; 2 Cor. 9.13 ; Phil. 1.5. — With love to the brethren is connected by

a natural association of ideas, ver. 17, obedience to the leaders of

the Church. Thus the ideas from ver. 7 to ver. 17 describe in their
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succession a complete circle. The author at ver. 7 began with the

�goÔmenoi and he returns to them again at ver. 17. He began with

the mention of those leaders of the Church who had suffered mar-

tyrdom; he had brought them forward as an example of faith, from

them he passed to faith itself, as opposed to foreign doctrines, then

to the obligation above all to be established in grace, to the grand

development of the idea that the Jew is the excommunicated party,

while the Christian, precisely when he is excommunicated, then

first truly enters into the true Holy of Holies, finally, to the doc-

trine, that the internal reproduction of the sacrifice of Christ — the

bearing the reproach of Christ — together with love to the brethren,

are the only sacrifices which God desires from the Christian (not as

atoning sacrifices but as thank-offerings), and love to the brethren

leads him back, at last, to the duty towards the �goÔmenoi those,

namely, who are still living. — Directly, ver. 17 contains the truth,

that the member of the church, if he has a faithful shepherd and

does not follow him, is lost through his own fault. Indirectly, there

lies in it also the other truth, that it is the duty of the shepherd

to watch over the souls committed to his care, and that he must

render an account of them all, of those also who have been lost

through his fault. This is a solemn word. Let every minister of

the word consider, that he has voluntarily undertaken this awfully

responsible office. No one can excuse his indolence and negligence

in this office by saying, that he has been compelled to undertake

it. How, moreover, will the thieves (John 10.10) justify themselves

before God, who have undertaken and forced themselves into the

office of those who are called to administer the means of grace in

Christ’s stead, and have not as messengers of Christ preached His

word and gospel, but their own conceits, or what might tickle the

ears of the people.
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13.18 Pray for us: for we are persuaded that we have a good

conscience, desiring to live honorably in all things. 19 And

I exhort you the more exceedingly to do this, that I may be

restored to you the sooner.

Ver. 18-19 forms the transition to the conclusion. “Pray for

me.” This should be done at all times; the pastors should be borne

upon the prayers of their people; and it is well when the people are

on the Sundays reminded of this duty, as is done for example in

the Liturgy of Zurich, before imparting the blessing in the words;

“Pray for us, as we do also for you.” — “For we think that we

have a good conscience, as we endeavour to walk uprightly in all

things.” He who possesses a good conscience in such a manner,

has a right to demand intercessions on his behalf. But the author

has special occasion for desiring these intercessions, inasmuch as

he is in a situation which makes it not a matter depending on his

will whether he will return to his readers again. His hoping “to

be restored” to the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem points to an

earlier personal relation to them. We do not need to suppose, on

this account, that the author must have had the official charge of a

congregation in Jerusalem; it needs only to be supposed, that the

author had been in Jerusalem during the first conversion of those

people; so that the authorship of Paul would not be excluded by

this verse.

13.20 Now the God of peace, who brought again from the

dead the great shepherd of the sheep with the blood of an eter-

nal covenant, even our Lord Jesus, 21 make you perfect in

every good thing to do his will, working in us that which is

well-pleasing in his sight, through Jesus Christ; to whom be

the glory for ever and ever. Amen.

Ver 20-21. The epistle, properly speaking, closes with the invo-
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cation of a blessing upon the readers. “The God of peace,” he is

such to the Christian, who, by faith in the sin-forgiving grace of

the Saviour, has attained to peace with God. “Who has brought

back firom the dead the Shepherd of the sheep, the great one, in

the blood of an everlasting covenant.” The words ân aÑmati do not

belong to �nagag¸n; for the raising of Christ from the dead was

not done in the blood of the everlasting covenant; nor does the po-

sition of the words suit this; the words in question rather belong

plainly to tän mègan ; Christ is the great, true, chief and superior

shepherd, inasmuch as he has made an everlasting covenant by

his blood (comp. 11.11 ss.). The best commentary on these words

is found in John ch. 10. He is the good shepherd because he has

given his life for the sheep. — Now the God who has raised up this

chief shepherd, and has crowned his faith (12.1-3), has also power,

strength, and will to make the members of Christ’s body perfect.

He is to make them exercised in every good thing to the doing of

his will. This, however, is not effected by God’s giving us new com-

mandments which we must now fulfil without him, but by himself

fulfilling his will in us through Christ. Da, quod jubes, et jube,

quod vis. In the new man, bis own doing and the working of God

are not to be separated; Christ himself living within us is identical

with our sanctification. A hateful caricature of this truth is pre-

sented in Pantheism, in which the will of the natural sinful man is

identified with the administration of God, and the unsanctified en-

ergy of nature is viewed as the manifestation of the absolute energy

of God.

13.22 But I exhort you, brethren, bear with the word of ex-

hortation, for I have written unto you in few words. 23 Know ye

that our brother Timothy hath been set at liberty; with whom,

if he come shortly, I will see you. 24 Salute all them that have
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the rule over you, and all the saints. They of Italy salute you.

25 Grace be with you all. Amen.

Vers. 22-25 is a postscript. It comes, at all events, from the

same hand that wrote the epistle; the question, however, is, whether

only from the same hand (so that perhaps the amanuensis to whom

the epistle had been dictated now added the postscript in his own

name, and no longer in the name of the proper author, as Tertius,

Rom. 16.21-24), or whether from the same subject and author. The

one as well as the other might say, ver. 22, that he had made use

of few words in the epistle; the amanuensis might also say this, if

only we suppose that the epistle was not verbally dictated to him,

but that it was left to him to carry out the ideas. — On account

of this brevity, he hopes that the readers would take his exhorta-

tions in good part; not as if a short epistle would be more welcome

on account of its smaller quantity of matter as such, but because in

condensed diction the author is entitled to reckon on being excused

for many a harshness in the exhortations, which would not so eas-

ily have been committed if he had time and leisure to be more full.

But the writing is indeed concise and compressed, even in its theo-

retical parts. The saying truly applies to it: quot verba tot ponders.

Every little sentence, nay, every member of a sentence, contains

an exponent which might be developed into an entire series. Even

in the choice of the themes and sections the strictest measure is

observed. The author has purposely omitted much that he might

have brought within the scope of his consideration. How well, for

example, might he have carried out a comparison of Christ also

with the Passover. But this he has only faintly indicated in 13.10.

He was evidently pressed by time and circumstances. Accordingly,

he was obliged also in the hortatory pieces (chiefly in chap. 6. and

10) often to lay down solemn warnings shortly and almost uncon-
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nectedly. For this he begs to be excused in ver. 22; he could not do

otherwise; he wrote shortly and could not but write so.

In ver. 23 he notices that Timothy has been set free. Timothy

then had been imprisoned. When ? on this see the appendix.

When now he says, that in case (â�n) Timothy shall come soon he

will see the readers together with Timothy, this seems to imply,

that he himself was not in prison, and that the hindrance to his

return (ver. 19), for the removal of which he asks his readers to

pray, cannot have consisted in an imprisonment. For had he been

in prison, he must first have waited for his release, and then it had

not depended on Timothy’s coming soon, whether he would see his

readers with Timothy or without him. — The 23d verse, therefore,

leads us to the supposition that the author was free, was already

about to set out on a journey, and would have taken Timothy,

who had just been released from imprisonment along with him, on

condition that he would come soon enough to his house, and fetch

him away.

Nevertheless, a number of difficulties open themselves up here.

How then could the author exhort the readers in ver. 19 to pray for

him that he might be restored to them, if he was so free and ready

for a journey? — Further: why in general does he write at all, if he

intends to come himself to them? — I find that the commentators,

hitherto, have passed too easily over this difficulty. I can see only

two solutions of it. Either we must suppose, that the author wrote

the postscript at a time somewhat later than the epistle; when he

wrote the epistle he was still in prison; not till after his release did

he add the postscript. But then, we should certainly have expected

that, in this postscript, he would make grateful mention of his own

lately and unexpectedly obtained deliverance. (Such as: But God

be thanked who has done above what we ask or think, and has
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delivered me;) Or better, we suppose that the proper author of the

epistle was really in prison (yet according to ver. 19 not without

hope of obtaining his freedom), but that the appendix vers. 22-

25 proceeds not from him, but from that helper, to whom he did

not, perhaps dictate the epistle, but gave him only the ideas, with

whom he had talked over the substance of it, leaving the conception

to him. This helper had then, indeed, reason to ask excuse for

himself (ver. 22) on account of certain harsh expressions. This

helper relates the deliverance of Timothy. This helper is free and

prepared for a journey — still, neither he nor Timothy can have

gone direct to Jerusalem, in order to carry the epistle; otherwise,

the entire postscript or (if Timothy was the bearer) at least the

notice respecting him had been superfluous. But that helper hoped

indeed to come soon to Jerusalem with Timothy, went, however,

somewhere else before this, so that the epistle was transmitted

through some other person.

From ver. 24 it appears, that the helper was in Italy; for he

writes salutations from the Christians of Italy. The explanation

“those who have fled from Italy” (Bleek, etc.) cannot well be ad-

mitted, because then it had been strange that only these and not

also the other Christians who lived in the place where the epis-

tle was written, should have sent by the writer salutations to the

readers. The �pì is easily explained; with less propriety could he

have said ân if he himself was in Italy; if he had said “the saints

in Italy,” he would thus have designated these so objectively, as

to make it appear that he himself was not also in Italy. Hence he

chooses the preposition �pì. “The saints of Italy salute you;” those

who are natives of Italy, those who are there at home, as opposed

to himself, who indeed was in Italy, but was not of Italy. Thus the

Greek says (comp. Tholuck on the passage) oÉ �pä g¨c and oÉ �pä
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jal�sshc, “the travellers by land, the travellers by sea,” so Polyb.

5, 86, 10, oÉ �pä t¨c >AlexandreÐac, the Alexandrian kings. Comp.

also Acts 17.3. Tholuck, indeed, has still a difficulty. Why does the

author not say �pä <Rwm¨c? First, because he would write saluta-

tions from all the churches of Italy; secondly, because he himself,

as we will afterwards see, was not at Rome.

The concluding verses of the Epistle lead us naturally to the

critical inquiry respecting its date, aim, and author, which inquiry,

having now made ourselves familiar with the content of the Epistle,

we intend to conduct in an appendix.
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APPENDIX

1. The Circle of Readers

In the want of a superscription or address, in the highly systematic

distribution of the matter into very distinctly defined sections, the

themes of which are in every case formally intimated, as well as

in the marked separation of the hortotary sections from the theo-

retical, finally, in the difficulty of the diction, the terseness of the

sentiments, and that subtlety of argumentation in which much is

really only indicated, and connecting links are left to be supplied by

the reader’s reflection (and his diligent comparison of the Old Tes-

tament with the epistle) — in all these respects the Epistle to the

Hebrews is distinguished from all the other New Testament epis-

tles, and considering all these peculiarities we may well say (what

Bergera has said with substantial truth, although in a wrong way),

that the Epistle to the Hebrews is no epistle in the true and proper

sense, or at least is no epistle in the ordinary sense. The author on

his part has not surrendered himself to the free and unrestrained

aGottinger Theol. Bibl. part iii. p. 449 ss.
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effusion of his thoughts, cares, wishes and feelings in this writing

(as Paul does even in the most systematic of his epistles, that to

the Romans), but he has worked out and elaborated it according to

a well-considered plan, so that he evidently subordinates the sub-

jective now of his thoughts and feelings to this objective plan. The

strict order of his argumentation is never broken in upon by over-

flowing emotions (as is done for example in Rom. 1.22 ss. ; 2.1,3,24

; 3.5,9 ; 7.24 ; 11.33, etc.). The readers on their part could not pos-

sibly have understood the Epistle to the Hebrews if, like the rest

of the New Testament epistles, it had been read a single time be-

fore an assembly of the Church; the Epistle to the Hebrews, in

order to be understood, must be gone through section by section,

slowly, carefully, and repeatedly, with continual comparison of the

Old Testament passages cited in it and their connexion. Upon this

the author has evidently reckoned.

It was then no ordinary epistle; it was more than an epistle, it

had in reality something of the nature of a theological treatise, and

in so far Berger is certainly right. But he evidently went too far

when he thought that the Epistle to the Hebrews was a mere trea-

tise written not at all for a definite circle of readers, but for the

entire Christian, or at least Jewish Christian public (something in

the same way as the Gospel of Matthew). He found himself in this

case driven to the unnatural supposition, that the appendix 13.22-

25 was first added supplemen-tarily by one who was sending the

treatise on to some other churches. But by this nothing is gained.

For not merely in the appendix, but also in the epistle itself (13.19)

personal relations of the author to the readers are presupposed,

and moreover, the style of the exhortation points to a quite defi-

nite class of readers. Not only is it a very special error or spiritual

malady that is counteracted throughout the entire epistle, not only
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must an exact acquaintance with the spiritual state of the readers

be presupposed in the hortatory parts, but in the passage 5.12 it

is even indicated that the readers collectively had passed over to

Christianity together at one and the same time, and in 6.10 and

10.32, ss., reference is made to their former conduct, their former

fortitude in the faith as contrasted with their present fainthearted-

ness, — limitations of so definite a kind that we cannot suppose a

whole church to be addressed, but only a very narrow and definite

circle of individuals.

The Epistle to the Hebrews, then, deviates from the nature of an

epistle, in so far as relates to the manner in which its contents are

represented; but it is an epistle in so far as relates to the destination

for a definite circle of readers.

That we are to seek for this circle of readers among the Jew-

ish Christians is, in the main, self-evident from the contents of the

epistle; nay more, we are at liberty to seek these Jewish Christians

only in Jerusalem. The import of the epistle as a whole, and in

its particular parts, has indeed the one practical aim of convincing

the readers that it was no misfortune, and in no way dangerous as

regards the salvation of their soul, to be excluded from the temple

and the temple worship, and to make it clear to them that the cen-

tral point for the Israelite who believes in the Messiah does not lie

in Israelitism or Leviticism, but in Messiaism. The readers, there-

fore, did not only participate with many Jewish Christians living

out of Jerusalem in the common erroneous notion that the Jew-

ish theocracy with its ritual was the main concern, and that the

Messiah was sent only on account of it, and therefore for those

who have part in it, not indeed as a secondary thing, but still only,

so to speak, as a reward and a gift testifying complacency with

this theocracy. Not only had they not yet comprehended that the
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Jewish theocracy was rather established on account of the Mes-

siah, and the Messiah sent on account of the whole world. But

to this theoretically erroneous view there was added, in their case,

the practical danger of being really and truly shut out from the

temple-worship; nay, it was this danger, evidently, that first awak-

ened and called out the theoretical error. For the whole polemical

aim of the epistle is directed not against conscious heretics and

blameable heresy (as, for example, that of the Epistle to the Gala-

tians), but against an aberration which had its root in �sje'neia —

The readers were too weak, too undeveloped in faith and knowl-

edge to be able to bear and to overcome the terrible feeling of being

shut out from the old theocratical sanctuary. Hence the theoretical

statements of the epistle have an altogether unpolemical thetical

form, they are milk for the weak (5.12); what of polemical is in it

is directed solely against the sin of faintheartedness, never against

intentional error. — But that practical danger could exist in this

form only with such Jewish Christians as lived in Jerusalem itself.

Elsewhere in Palestine and among the dispersion errors might arise

similar to that in the Galatian Church, but never could those cir-

cumstances exist out of which such an involuntary fear of exclusion

might spring. For where no temple was, there the fear of exclusion

from the temple could not practically be felt. To be excluded from a

local synagogue could in itself be regarded as no misfortune, as the

constitution of synagogues was entirely a matter of freedom (they

arose in Jerusalem between 460 and 480), and the Jewish Chris-

tians very soon everywhere separated themselves from the syna-

gogal communion; besides, nothing is said in the Epistle to the

Hebrews of an excommunication from Jewish synagogues, but of

exclusion from the temple and altar and the Israelitish theocratic

church as a whole. Such could be practically felt only in Jerusalem

itself. (Comp. Bleek i. p. 29.)
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True, in one respect the excommunication from the temple might

affect Jewish Christians out of Jerusalem, namely, when they came

to Jerusalem to any of the three great festivals and then found the

temple closed against them. But if the author had had such Chris-

tians in view, he would certainly have given more prominence in the

epistle to the feast of the Passover, of Pentecost, and of Taberna-

cles, and have shown that these were dispensable, while he rather

puts the ritual of those feasts quite in the background, and places

in the foreground only the sacrifice of atonement. The readers,

then, are certainly to be sought for in Jerusalem.

But again, it cannot have been the entire church in Jerusalem

for which the epistle was intended. Already do the passages 6.10

and 10.32 ss. forbid this; for it is scarcely conceivable that a church,

the number of whose members extended at all events to thousands,

should formerly have been together as one man bold and true to

their profession, and should afterwards have collectively as one

man become weak and fainthearted. Besides, the passage 2.3 leads

us to think only of such readers as had been converted subsequent

to the time of Christ’s ascension, who, in general, lived at a later

period, and who therefore had not themselves been witnesses of

the public labours of Jesus. Moreover, the passage 5.12, in partic-

ular, forbids our supposing that the epistle was addressed to that

entire church which was the mother church of all, which num-

bered among its members at all events many who had grown grey

in Christianity, many who had been the personal disciples of Je-

sus, and again many who had been added at a later period from

year to year. How could it be said to such a church: “According

to the time ye ought already to be teachers, but yourselves need

again to be instructed?” As regards the time, the members of this

church were not like each other in respect to the time of their con-
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version, but different to the extent of perhaps thirty years; then

it could not be presupposed of several thousands that they ought

to be teachers; still less would this be said of a church in whose

bosom there existed in reality many teachers; least of all can it

be supposed, that such a church should as a body have so retro-

graded that it again needed milk. All these circumstances, taken

together with the whole style of representation which characterises

the epistle, must induce us to understand the words 5.12, ye have

need that one teach you, as implying that the readers were in reality

again taken under instruction,a that the epistle was intended for a

limited circle of neophytes in Jerusalem, who had become timorous

lest they should be excluded from the temple worship, threatened to

withdraw themselves from Christianity (10.25), therefore were taken

anew under instruction, and for whose instruction the Epistle to the

Hebrews was to form a sort of guide.

2. Time of Composition

When this epistle was written can be determined only indirectly

and by approximation, and this too only by the most careful consid-

eration both of the import of the epistle as a whole, and of its partic-

ular intimations. The import of the epistle as a whole leads, as has

been already shewn, to the conclusion, that access to the temple

and temple worship was either rendered difficult or altogether for-

bidden to the readers. This circumstance, however, yields a pretty

aThis teaching cannot be referred to the doctrines contained in the Epistle to
the Hebrew itself. For it has for its object stoqeØathe which are not taught in the
Epistle to the Hebrew.
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certain terminus a quo, a point of time before which the epistle can

certainly not have been written. We learn from Acts 21.28-29 that

in May 58, when Paul came to Jerusalem from his third mission

tour, the Jews charged him with having taken into the temple along

with him a Greek, an uncircomcised person, namely, the Gentile

Christian Trophimus, and thereby having profaned the holy place.

Now, whether this was an intentional pretext, or, as appears, from

ver. 29 (ânìmizon) a mere mistake, so much, at all events, may be

inferred from the nature of the accusation, as also chiefly from

ver. 24, that at that time Jewish Christians, as circumcised and as

native Israelites, were not prohibited from going into the temple.

The Epistle to the Hebrews must therefore have been written after

the year 58, but it cannot have been written very soon after the

event recorded in Acts ch. 21. There must have been an interval

during which the hatred of the Jews against Christianity rose to a

degree considerably higher.

As the extreme terminus ad quem, the year 66 offers itself, which

was the first year of the Jewish war. That the Epistle to the He-

brews was written before the destruction of Jerusalem appears not

only from those particular passages in which the Levitical ritual

is spoken of as still subsisting (9.8 ; 10.1), but, even if we had not

those passages, might be inferred, with undoubted certainty, from

the import and the practical aim of the epistle. We must evidently

come down a series of years from that extreme terminus ad quem; it

is not probable that the epistle was written immediately before the

beginning of the war, when the external fermentation and decom-

position of the Israelitish national life had already come to a height.

The circumstances presupposed in the epistle resemble much more

the first beginning of that fermentation than its completion.

Certain �goÔmenoi, had already, we know, suffered martyrdom
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(13.7); the readers themselves, also, had already suffered loss in

their earthly possessions (10.34), and many of their fellow-believers

had been imprisoned; they themselves, however, had not yet needed

to strive even unto blood (12.4, comp. our remarks on the passage).

On the other hand, it is taken for granted everywhere in the horta-

tory portions, that severer persecutions may come, nay, will come;

the readers are systematically prepared for these, and exhorted to

submit to the sufferings that were before them as a discipline from

God (12.5 ss.), not to become fainthearted (10.38 s.), to persevere in

patience (10.36), to imitate the faith of the martyrs (13.7), and, like

Christ and all the Old Testament saints, to keep fixedly and alone

before their eye the future goal, the entrance into the holiest of all

(chap. 11 and 12.1-3). Do we find, now, traces of the condition of

the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem growing worse after the year

58? First of all, the persecution under Nero in July 64 may be men-

tioned, which, although it did not extend over the orbis terrarum,

must yet have reacted also on Palestine. Were the Jews already full

of bitterness against the Christians, and was their fury restrained

from arbitrary outbreaks only by the power of the Romans, then

the Neronic persecution would certainly be a signal for them which

would not require to be given a second time. To persecute these

Christians who were now held to be criminals against Caesar, was

no longer wrong, and would bring with it no danger. These Chris-

tians, whose leaders, Peter and Paul, had been murdered so shortly

after each other as criminals and rebels, had no claim to, and no

hope of, protection on the part of the Romans. Certainly, then,

there began in the summer or harvest of the year 64 a season of

aggravated persecution for the Christians of Jerusalem.

But this aggravation was not the first since the year 58. Already,

under the procuratorship of Porcius Festus (60-62), according to
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the accounts of that period which Josephus has left behind him,

the unbridled spirit of the Jews rose to a height hitherto unknown.

Already in the year 57 (comp. Wiesler’s Chron. d. Apgsch., p. 79) a

first attempt at insurrection on a large scale was made, that of the

Sicarii, but was put down (Acts 21.38 ; Jos. Antiq., xx. 8, 5 s.; bell. jud.

ii. 13, 3 s.); under Festus, again, arose the multitude of Goetes and

false Messiahs; the fever of false Maccabeism raged widely, and

ate into the vitals of a people become inwardly corrupt and morally

dissolute. The Roman scourge came down ever more heavily on the

subdued rebels (Jos. Antiq. xxiv. 5; xxv. 8). We can easily see now,

how the Christians as “adherents of a Messiah” must have been

exposed to the suspicion of the Gentile magistrates, who it can

hardly be supposed would investigate with any great care into the

nature and character of each particular Messiah, but in whose eyes

all hope of a Messiah and all speaking of a Messiah must soon have

been stamped as unlawful, and scouted as a Jewish association

for treasonable purposes, after some dozen of Messiahs had, one

after another, put themselves forth as agitators and rebels. How

easy in these circumstances must it have become for the Jews to

blacken the Christians in the eyes of the Romans, or to obtain a

bill of indemnity for any arbitrary persecutions of the Jews! It is

certain, then, that the year 60 or 61 formed an epoch of increased

trouble to the Christians, and Josephus expressly relates (Antiq.

xx., ix. 1) that after the departure of Festus, and before the arrival

of his successor Albinos, the Apostle James, the son of Alphaeus,

was stoned at the instigation of the high priest, Annas the younger.

This murder was certainly he signal for something farther.

Accordingly in the year 62, the difficulties of the Christians in

Jerusalem began to increase, and in the harvest of 64 there was

a second and still greater aggravation of them. We can suppose,
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therefore, that the epistle to the Hebrews was written either late in

the summer of 64 — in which case the passage 13.7 will refer to the

death of the Apostles Peter and Paul, which, as we have seen, is not

absolutely impossible — or it might have been written in the year

62 or 63, after the death of James the son of Alphaeus — in which

case the passage 13.7 would have to be referred chiefly to James

the son of Alphaeus, whose mere name must of itself, however,

have reminded the readers of the earlier death of James the son

of Zebedee. We may, in the meantime, choose either of these two

dates, although the passage 13.7 is certainly capable of a simpler

explanation according to the latter supposition, for then the author

would allude to the martyrdom of men who had actually suffered

death before the eye of the readers, and were therefore patterns

to them of faith in the proper sense of the term, and who also in

the strictest sense had been �goÔmenoi in the church at Jerusalem.

(The readers might thus have witnessed the death even of James

the son of Zebedee, although they wore still at that time Jews. And

he, too, might he reckoned among the �goÔmenoi ÍmÀn because

he had laboured in the church with which the readers had since

become connected, and as one of the Apostles whose divine calling

they acknowledged since their conversion.)

Let us see, now, whether the passage 13.23 gives any more defi-

nite information as to the time when the epistle to the Hebrews was

written. Timothy had been in prison, and had just recovered his

freedom when the epistle was written, or at least when it was sent

off. At the same time, we have gathered from the passage 13.23-24

that the person who wrote or worked out the epistle was free, was

in Italy, in a different place, however, from Timothy (if Timothy,

who has just been set free, comes to him soon he will set out with

him to the east), that, on the other hand, the proper author of the
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epistle from whom the material (but not the diction, comp. 13.22)

emanates, and in whose name the epistle on to 13.21 is written, was

by no means so independent as to be able to set out as soon as he

might please to Jerusalem, but was so restrained by the circum-

stances of some kind or other in which he was involuntarily placed,

that he exhorted his readers (13.19) to pray God that he might be

again restored to them.

Now, when could Timothy have been in prison in Italy? — Dur-

ing the imprisonment of the Apostle Paul at Rome, several of his

helpers were involved in the judicial procedure against him and

detained for a while in custody; so Aristarchus (Col. 4.10) and Epa-

phras (Philem. 1.23) It is not impossible that Timothy, also, might

have been kept in confinement at that time. When the Apostle Paul

wrote the epistles to the Colossians and Philippians Timothy was

actually with him (Col. 1.1 ; Phil. 1.1 ; 2.19). True, the Apostle does not

precisely designate him as his fellow-prisoner, and makes no pre-

cise mention of an imprisonment of Timothy; but even the circum-

stance that the epistle to the Philippians was written precisely in

the name of Paul and Timothy (Phil. 1.1), and that Timothy, thereby,

joins in the thanksgiving for the gift which was sent eÊc qreÐan —

this circumstance almost warrants the reference, that Timothy was

imprisoned together with Paul. Just because the Apostle through-

out the whole epistle speaks in his own person, addresses his ex-

hortations in his own name, speaks 3.4 ss. of his own — exclusively

of his own — former circumstances, because, in a word Timothy

has no part in the contents of the writing, — that superscription

Paul and Timothy servants of Jesus Christ would properly have had

no meaning if it did not point to this, that the occasion of the epistle

— the gift which had been received — equally concerned Timothy
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and Paul,a and this, indeed, is only conceivable on the supposition

that Timothy shared in the fate of Paul as a prisoner. The anal-

ogous passage Col. i. 1 would then have a similar explanation.

This supposition is confirmed, however, by the passage Phil. 2.19.

Paul hopes that he will be able soon to send Timothy into the East.

Why is this an object of hope to him? If Timothy was free, then

he might simply have determined to send him thither. He hopes

to send him, so soon as he knows how it may go with his own

case (ver. 23), and, in the same way, he hopes or “trusts” (ver. 24)

that he Lord will soon procure freedom for himself “also.” These

words, that I also myself shall come shortly, are so parallel with the

words I hope to send Timothy shortly unto you, that it is not too

bold to suppose, that Timothy also, who “as a son with the father

hath served with me” (ver. 22), and who alone of all has not sought

his own (ver. 20-21), was involved in the procedure against Paul

and imprisoned. If Timothy had been free, why did not Paul send

him at once with Epaphroditus, or rather why did he not send him

instead of Epaphroditus, who (ver. 27) had just recovered from a

deadly disease ?

It is not to be supposed that we adduce these passages as af-

fording a conclusive proof that Timothy was at that time in prison

with Paul, but we think we have only shown from them the pos-

sibility that he may have been at that time in prison. The Epistle

to the Philippians was written in the year 62, at all events before

the third year of Paul’s imprisonment at Rome, where his situation

became worse. Now, if the setting at liberty of Timothy recorded

in Heb. 13.23 is identical with that which Paul hopes for in Phil. 2.19,

aThe circumstance that Timothy may, perhaps, have written the epistle to the
Philippians as taqÔgrafoc does not suffice to explain the superscription Phil.
i. 1. The tachygraphist never wrote his name in the superscription along with
that of Paul.
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then the Epistle to the Hebrews was written somewhere towards

the end of the year 62, therefore just after the death of James the

son of Alphaeus.

If this were the only time when an imprisonment of Timothy

in Italy is conceivable, then would the choice which was left open

above, between the year 62 and the year 64, be thereby already

determined. But Timothy, after, having been actually sent by Paul

into the East, was urgently entreated by Paul (2 Tim. 4. 21), whose

case in the meanwhile (during the first half of the year 63) had

taken a very serious turn, to come back to him before the harvest

of 63. We may be sure that he complied with this request of his

“father.” Then, however, it is possible that he himself was involved

in the procedure against Paul, — possible also, that after Paul’s

death he was taken prisoner in the persecution under Nero (July

64.) In short, an imprisonment of Timothy in Italy may likewise be

conceived of as possible in the year 64; only, that his being again

set at liberty is less probable on this occasion than in the year 62.

We have therefore not yet got beyond the alternative between

the harvest of 62 and late in the summer of 64. The Epistle to the

Hebrews might have been written at either of these two points of

time. The inquiry as to the author will, perhaps, be the first thing

to throw a clearer light on the question.

3. Whether written originally in Greek

Before we can proceed to the inquiry respecting the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews there is still a preliminary question which
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must be settled, namely, whether this epistle was really written

originally in Greek, or whether it is not merely a translation or a

reproduction of an Aramaic original. There is nothing in the epistle

itself that could lead to the raising of such a question; but a se-

ries of Church Fathers speak of an original Aramaic writing, and

therefore we are not at liberty entirely to evade the question.

The most ancient of these Fathers is Clemens of Alexandria, of

whom Eusebius relates (vi. 14), that in his Hypotyposes he has

undertaken âpitetmhmènac dihg seic (investigations) respecting all

the books of the Holy Scripture, and in regard to the Epistle to the

Hebrews has come to the conclusion: PaÔlou màn eÚnai, gegr�fjai

dà <EbraÐoic <Ebraðk¬ fwn¬, Louk�n dà filotÐmwc aÎt� mejermh-

neÔsata âkdoÜnai toØc VEllhsin íjen tän aÎtän qrÀta eÍrÐskesjai

kat� t�n ármhneÐan taÔthc te t¨c âpistol¨c kaÈ tÀn pr�xewn.a But

the last words of this citation show clearly enough how Clement

arrived at this view. It is not a tradition which he follows, but a

scientific conjecture which he raises. The dissimilarity in style be-

tween this epistle and the epistles of Paul, and its similarity to the

writings of Luke, struck him (justly); he perceived that the epistle

cannot have come from Paul in this form; but as the general tra-

dition of the East (as we shall see in the following chapter) named

Paul as the author, Clement was led to ask: May not the epistle in

its present form in reality, perhaps, have proceeded from another

— from Luke ? Wherefore not, he thought; how very possible is it

that Paul wroteb to those Aramaic speaking Jewish Christians in

their own language, and that a disciple of Paul (for example Luke

a[He says] that the epistle is from Paul, and that it is written to the Hebrews
in the Hebrew language; but that Luke translated it carefully and published it
for the Greeks, and hence the same style of expression is found in this epistle
and in the Acts. (C. R.)

b<Ebraðk� fwn� denotes here of course not the ancient Hebrew, which indeed
was intelligible only to the learned Jews, but the Aramaic. Comp. Acts 22.2.
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himself, whose style so much resembles that of the Epistle to the

Hebrews) afterwards worked out the epistle for a wider circle of

readers. — But that Clement here in reality gives only a subjec-

tive conjecture, and not an ecclesiastical tradition, appears most

clearly from this, that his disciple Origen departs from the suppo-

sition of an originally Aramaic writing, although he retains the sub-

stance of Clement’s view. He, too, notices (in Euseb. vi. 25) the dif-

ference in style between the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Pauline

epistles; he, too, does not venture to carry back that epistle in its

present form directly to Paul; but he can explain this phenomenon

by a simpler (and indeed a far more probable) conjecture, namely,

by the supposition that Paul did not verbally dictate this epistle, but

only delivered in free oral discourse the thoughts and the develop-

ment of the thoughts, the composition and elaboration of which he

left over to one of his disciples (t� màn no mata toÜ �postìlou âstÐn

� dà fr�sic kaÈ sÔnjesic �pomnhmoneÔsantìc tinoc t� �postolik�

kaÈ ±spereÈ sqoliograf santoc t� eÊrhmèna Ípä toÜ didask�lou.a)

Origen would certainly not have fallen upon this method of solving

the question, if there had been in existence a tradition in any de-

gree to be depended on in favour of an originally Aramaic writing;

for then he would not have at all needed this new conjecture. That

he thought it necessary to modify the opinion of Clement can be

explained only on the ground that this was only an opinion, only a

subjective supposition. We certainly meet this supposition also in

later Church Fathers. Eusebius himself also repeats it (iii. 38); he

speaks, however, so entirely in the same way as Clement — in like

manner adducing the internal grounds which are in its favour —

that it is apparent he is there only stating the conjectures of others.

a. . . that the thoughts are those of the apostle, but the diction and phraseology
are those of some one who remembered the apostolic teachings, and wrote down
at his leisure what had been said by his teacher. (C. R.)
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(<EbraÐoic g�r di� t¨c patrÐou gl¸tthc âggr�fwc ±milhkìtoc toÜ

PaÔlou, oÉ màn tän âuaggelÐsthn Louk�n, oÉ dà tän Kl menta —

Clement of Rome — ármhneÜsai lègousi t�n graf�n å kaÈ m�llon

eÒn �n �lhjàc tÄ tän ímoion t¨c fr�sewc qarakt¨ra t n te toÜ

Kl mentoc âpistol�n kaÈ t�n präc <EbraÐouc �pos¸zein.a) That this

conjecture was one which he had adopted from others and not the

one which was familiar to Eusebius, Bleek has already justly in-

ferred from the fact that Eusebius elsewhere speaks as if the Greek

Epistle to the Hebrews comes from Paul. (In his Comm. on Psalm 2.7

he says that Paul, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, has made use of

the LXX., with which as a nomomaj c he was well acquainted.)

Jerome, too, (Script. Eccl. 5) says: scripserat Paulas, ut Heb-

raeus Hebraeis, Hebraice, ut ea quae eloquenter scripta fuerant

in Hebraeo, eloquentius verterentur in Graecum; but Jerome also

adds: et hanc causam ease, quod a ceteris Pauli epistolis discre-

pare videatur. (Later, also, we meet the same view in Œcume-

nius, Theophylact, and Johannes Damascenus.) But it is always

evidently the old conjecture of Clement which in every case recom-

mended itself on the simple ground, that every one noticed the

dissimilarity in style between the Epistle to the Hebrews and the

Pauline epistles.

The Church Fathers inform us respecting another book of the

New Testament that it was written originally in Aramaic, namely,

the Gospel of Matthew. But we must beware of placing these two

accounts parallel with each other. In the case of Matthew the tra-

dition respecting its Aramaic origin begins with the Presbyter John

(comp. my Kritik. der evang. Geschichte p. 767 ss.), and contin-

aFor as Paul had written to the Hebrews in his native tongue, some say that
the evangelist Luke, others that this Clement himself, translated the epistle.
The latter seems more probable, because the epistle of Clement and that to the
Hebrews have a similar character in regard to style, and still further. . . (C. R.)
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ues through the whole series of the Church Fathers without being

encumbered by the faintest trace of an opposite tradition; nay, it

is confirmed by the abundant traces of the existence of a “Gospel

to the Hebrews” distinct from the Greek one of Matthew, which

was still used without hesitation in the first centuries even by the

Catholic Church, and only gradually came to be the sole possession

of the Nazarites and Ebionites, and in their hands was greatly viti-

ated; finally, even the Greek Gospel of Matthew bears, throughout,

an Aramaic colouring, and has quite the nature of a reproduction

of an Aramaic original (although not of a verbal translation). Thus

for example it has only one paronomasia (Matt. 6.16), and this, too,

of such a kind as that it may have arisen unconsciously (comp. my

Kritik. der evang. Geschichte p. 764-766).

It is altogether different with the Epistle to the Hebrews. The

scanty series of notices respecting its Aramaic original begins, as

we have seen, very late, and begins with an evident conjecture,

which was afterwards readily adopted by others on internal grounds.

There is nowhere the faintest trace of an Aramaic original of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, and our Greek Epistle to the Hebrews is, in

fine, so original throughout, so evidently thought in Greek, both in

form and import, that the supposition of its having arisen from an

Aramaic original becomes at once an impossibility.

To begin with what is most external, we would refer to the

multitude of Greek paronomasias and plays upon words, of which

only some (for example Ípot�xai and �nupìtakton, 2.8; �p�twr,

�m twr, 7.3; âggÐzomen, êgguoc, 7.19,22; paramènein, mènein, 7.23-24;

�ghs�menoc, �gi�sjh, 10.29, etc.) could have arisen unconsciously

in the hands of a translator, while the most are certainly intended

(for example polumerÀc kaÈ polutrìpwc, 1.1; êmajen �f> Án êpa-

jen, 5.8; kaloÜ te kaÈ kakoÜ, 5.14; br¸masi kaÈ pìmasi, 9.10; �ìar-
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ton, årÀn, 11.27; mènousan, mèllousan, 13.14, etc.). All that can be

directly inferred, indeed, from this mass of paronomasias is, that

our epistle cannot be the literal translation of an Aramaic original;

that it may have been a free reproduction of such an original is not

thereby set aside.

This reproduction, however, must have been executed in so free

manner that, in the form and structure of the periods, as well as

in the transference of the ideas, the writer has not bound him-

self down to the original; for the construction of the periods is so

genuinely Greek, so rich, so fine, the language is so select and

expresses modifications of ideas so delicate (for example metriopa-

jeØn, eÎperÐstatoc, misjapodosÐa, etc.) that there are no Aramaic

ideas and words whatever to which these Greek ones would corre-

spond. The writer must, therefore, have entirely recast his original

— and that not merely as regards the form, but also the matter.

All the argumentations are so fine, so closely knit and interwoven

with the grammatical form of the finely constructed period, that if

this form was not possible in the Aramaic original, then must also

the entire development of the thought have been different. Com-

pare for example Heb. 1.1-3 ; 2.2-4,9,10,14,15 ; 3.1-2 ss ; 4.9,6,7 ; 5.7-10

; 7.5-12, and ss. Let any one only try to render back these passages

into the poor Aramaic language, and he will be convinced that more

than the half of the sentiments, but chiefly and entirely their fine

connexion, would be lost.

To this is to be added, finally, the use which is made of the

LXX. We have seen in the particular passages that the argumen-

tations based on Old Testament citations are substantially correct,

and really founded on the sense which those citations have in the

original. But we have in like manner seen, that those argumenta-

tions, in respect of form, correspond to the words and expressions
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used in the LXX, even in those instances in which the Septuagint,

although rightly rendering the sentiment as a whole, yet does not

correspond to the most direct grammatical sense of the Hebrew

original. Thus, for example in 7.8, the argumentation is based on

the word Ípot�ssein which does not occur at all in the Hebrew

original of the psalm. In like manner 4.5 s. ; 10.5-7, etc. These

argumentations also the writer must have entirely recast.

In short, the entire Epistle to the Hebrews is in form and mat-

ter thought out in Greek. Granted that it really had an Aramaic

writing for its basis, our Greek Epistle to the Hebrews would still

not be a reproduction of this original writing, but an entirely new

and original writing, to which the Aramaic writing bore the rela-

tion of a mere preparatory work, and we should not be at liberty to

say: “The Epistle to the Hebrews was originally written in Aramaic,”

but more correctly would have to say: “The writer of the Epistle to

the Hebrews made use of another writing of similar import, which

happened to be written in Aramaic, as a preparatory work.” But

herewith the whole conjecture vanishes. For there are no positive

grounds for this conjecture, and, thus modified, it would not even

serve the end which it was intended to serve by Clement of Alexan-

dria. If Paul had intended to deliver in writing to the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews a scheme of contents for the epistle which

was to be written, in order that this author might carry it out, he

would at least not have written this scheme in the Aramaic lan-

guage. If, however, Paul or any one else had written and sent an

Aramaic epistle to the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, and some

other (Luke or any one else) had set himself to translate it into

Greek for the more general use of all Christians, he would have re-

ally translated it, and not have made something quite different out

of it.
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The conjecture of Clement, therefore, is mere conjecture, and

indeed it is not even fitted to explain the coincidence of the un-

Pauline style and the oriental tradition of the Pauline authorship.

In no danger of being misled by this conjecture, we can now pass

to the inquiry respecting the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

4. The Writer

A. External Testimonies

On directing our view, first of all, to the external testimonies re-

specting the Epistle to the Hebrews, we encounter the striking phe-

nomenon, that the entire Eastern Church decidedly and from the

very first holds the epistle to be Pauline, while the Western either

makes no use of it until the time of the Arian controversy, or, if it

uses it, does not reckon it among the Pauline epistles, or, finally,

declares it to be decidedly un-Pauline. The Eastern Church had no

other opinion than that Paul was the author of the Epistle to the He-

brews. As the first witness Clemens Romanus (a.d. 96) is wont to

be adduced, who has certainly a greater number of allusions to the

Epistle to the Hebrews than to any other epistle of the New Testa-

ment. (In the 36th chapter of his Epistle to the Corinthians he gives

pretty large and literal extracts from Heb. 1.4, ss.; more than once

he repeats the words Heb. 3.2, etc. etc. See the passages in Kirch-

hofer’s “Quellensammlung zur Geschichte der neuteatamentlichen
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Kanons,” p. 233–288.) But nowhere does Clement name the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews, nowhere does he name Paul as its author. Now,

as there is no necessity for supposing that his partiality for this

epistle was occasioned by his partiality for the person of its author,

seeing that the contents of the epistle might quite as well account

for this partiality — further, as the person of the author might

have been especially dear to Clement even although he had not

been Paul himself, but one of those fellow-labourers mentioned in

Phil. 4.3, it follows that no certain conclusion can be drawn from

Clement’s partiality for the Epistle to the Hebrews, that he recog-

nised this epistle as Pauline. Still less, indeed, can any inference

be drawn against its having been written by Paul from the fact that

Clement does not name the title and author. For, in his allusions

to the Epistles to the Thessalonians (Clem. 1 Cor. 38), Galatians

(1 Cor. 49), Romans (chap. 33-35, 38-46), Colossians (chap. 21),

Ephesians (chap. 46), Timothy (chap. 29), etc., he also names not

the title and author; only (in chap. 47.) when he cites the first

of Paul’s epistles to the Corinthians does he remind the Corinthi-

ans — having special occasion to do so — of that which Paul had

already written to them.

The series of properly Oriental witnesses for the Pauline au-

thorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews begins with Pantaenus.

Clement of Alexandria appeals to him, the mak�rioc presbÔteroc

for the information that Paul had put no inscription to the Epistle

to the Hebrews, because he did not wish to urge his apostolical

authority on the Jewish Christians. (<Hdh dà ±c ì mak�rioc êle-

ge presbÔteroc, âpeÈ, å kÔrioc �pìstoloc »n toÜ pantokr�toroc,

�pest�lh präc <EbraÐouc, di� metriìthta PaÜloc, ±c �n eÊc t� êjnh

�pestalmènoc, oÎk âggrafei áautän EbraÐwn �pìstolon, di� te t�n

präc tän kÔrion tim�n, di� te tän âk periousÐac kaÈ toØc <EbraÐoic
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âpistèllein âjnÀn k ruka înta kaÈ �pìstolon) a. In like man-

ner Dionysios of Alexandria (in Euseb. vi. 41: >Exèklinon dà kaÈ

Ípaneq¸roun oÉ �delfoÐ kaÈ t�n �rpag�n tÀn Íparqìntwn, åmoÐwc

âkeÐnoic oÙc PaÜloc âmartÔrhse, met� qar�c prosedèxanto,b comp.

Heb. 10.34.) In like manner, Alexander of Alexandria (in Socr. i.

3, Theodoret. h. e. i. 4.) Methodius of Lycia (a.d. 290) convir.

decem virginum, oratio 10, pag. 96 and 116, cites the passages

Heb. 10.1 ; 12.1 with the words kat� tän �pìstolon and kat� tän

did�skalon PaÜlon. A Synod held in Antioch about the year 264

against Paul of Samosata, cites in its Synodal writing (in Mansi

coll. conc. tom. i. pag. 1036) the passage Heb. 11.26 as the words

of Paul. That Clement of Alexandria held Paul to be at least the

original author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, nay, that it was just

the tradition respecting the Pauline authorship that induced him to

devise that conjecture about an originally Aramaic writing in order

to explain the difference in style, we have seen from the passage

already adduced (in Euseb. vi. 14), in which, indeed, he appeals

also to Pantaenus in support of its having been written by Paul.

In another passage, also (Strom, vi. p. 645), he cites the Epistle

to the Hebrews as Pauline (>EpeÈ kaÈ PaÜloc ân taØc âpistolaØc oÎ

filsofÐan diab�llwn faÐnetai. . . >H p�lin, fhsÈ, qreÐan êqete toÜ

did�skein Ím�c, tÐna t� stoiqeØa, etc. Heb. 5.12 — ±saÔtwc kaÈ toØc

êx <Ell nwn âpistrèfousi KolossaeÜsi blèpetec etc. Col. 4.8.) —

aBut now, as the blessed presbyter said, since the Lord being the apostle of
the Almighty, was sent to the Hebrews, Paul, as sent to the Gentiles, on account
of his modesty did not subscribe himself an apostle of the Hebrews, through
respect for the Lord, and because being a herald and apostle of the Gentiles he
wrote to the Hebrews out of his superabundance. (C. R.)

bBut the brethren withdrew and went away, and took joyfully the spoiling of
their goods,’ like those to whom Paul bore witness. (C. R.)

cFor Paul too, in the Epistles, plainly does not disparage philosophy; . . .
Wherefore also, writing to the Hebrews, who were declining again from faith
to the law, he says, Have ye not need again of one to teach you which are the
first principles etc.. . . So also to the Colossians, who were Greek converts, be-
ware. . . (C. R.)
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Origen likewise cites the epistle as Pauline (comm. in Joh. opp.

iv. p. 60: kaÈ ân t¬ präc <EbraÐouc å aÎtäc PÜloc fhsin — then

follows Heb. 1.1-2 ; — in like manner in his comm. in ep. ad Ro-

man, opp. iv. p. 579 and 659.) Origen too was driven only by

this general tradition, of the Pauline authorship to that conjecture

which has been formerly mentioned, and which (in Euseb. vi. 25)

he expresses in the following words: That the verbal style of the

epistle entitled “To the Hebrews”, is not rude like the language of

the apostle, who acknowledged himself “rude in speech” that is, in

expression; but that its diction is purer Greek, any one who has the

power to discern differences of phraseology will acknowledge. More-

over, that the thoughts of the epistle are admirable, and not inferior

to the acknowledged apostolic writings, any one who carefully ex-

amines the apostolic text will admit. — If I gave my opinion, I should

say that the thoughts are those of the apostle, but the diction and

phraseology are those of some one who remembered the apostolic

teachings, and wrote down at his leisure what had been said by his

teacher. Therefore if any church holds that this epistle is by Paul,

let it be commended for this. For not without reason have the an-

cients handed it down as Paul’s. All the following Greek Church

Fathers name the epistle as Paul’s: Eusebius places it in his canon

among the Pauline epistles (Euseb. iii. 25, see farther’on this be-

low), in like manner Antonius, Athanasius, Didymus, Theophilus

of Alexandria, the two Gregories, Basilius, Epiphanius, James of

Nisibis (in Galland. bibl. patr. tom. 5. p. 16 and 53), Ephraim of

Syria, the two Cyrils, Chryrostom, etc.

Nevertheless, some have ventured to call in question the antiq-

uity and unanimity of this oriental tradition. Bleek (i. p. 108)

thinks that by the �rqaØoi �ndrec to whom Origen refers might also

be meant merely, Pantaenus and Clement of Alexandria; not only,
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however, is it improbable that Origen should have designated these

his immediate predecessors and teachers by so vague an expres-

sion, but the usus linguae is directly against this. (For example,

Eusebius ii. 1, where he narrates the death of the Apostles, says:

kaÈ taÜta màn ±c êx �rqaÐwn ÉstorÐac eÊr sjwa; in iii. 24, he says,

the Gospel of John has had the fourth place assigned to it rightly

by the �rqaØoi.) Chiefly, however, is the context conclusive against

that interpretation. For Clement of Alexandria had not uncondition-

ally held that Paul was the immediate author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews; how then can this Clement be brought forward among

those to whom those churches might appeal which held the epistle

to be directly Pauline ? The sense of the passage is plainly this:

“The Alexandrians cannot, indeed, believe that this epistle, with

this style, was thus composed by Paul himself; but whosoever will

yet hold Paul to be the immediate and proper author (therefore in

opposition to Clement!) we can do nothing against him, since even

the ancients have handed down the epistle to us as one of Paul’s.”

And, accordingly, a second objection also is herewith refuted

(Bleek p. 107). In the words eÒ tic oÎn âkklhsÐa êqei taÔthn t�n

âpistol�n ±c PaÔlou there evidently lies the presupposition, that

only a few churches at that time held the epistle to the Hebrews

to be a work of Paul. But the question treated of in the context

of this passage is, not at all, whither the epistle was written by

Paul or came into existence without Paul having anything to do

with it. That the ancient tradition imputed it to Paul was a set-

tled point, and only the certainty of this tradition could induce

Clement and Origen to form those two conjectures, by which the

aThese things have been drawn from ancient accounts. (C. R.)
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un-Pauline style at variance with the tradition might be explained.a

— The question with Origen is rather, whether the epistle, precisely

as we have it in Greek, can have come directly from Paul. The

old tradition called it Pauline; the un-Pauline style had, however,

justly struck the Alexandrians; it had become the settled opinion

among them that the epistle in its present form could not be di-

rectly from Paul; either it is a translation of an Aramaic original (as

Clement wrongly supposed), or, according to the preferable con-

jecture of Origen, Paul did not dictate the words of it but gave only

the no mata for it. These views, under the influence of the catechist

school in Alexandria and the neighbourhood, may have been gen-

erally spread; hence Origen carelessly mentions them; but then it

may have struck him, that this hypothesis might give offence, that

there might possibly be churches which would zealously maintain

the immediately Pauline origin; against these, he says, we cannot

take any steps as the ancient tradition names the epistle simply as

one of Paul’s. That the words êqei aÎt�n ±c PaÔlou according to

the context, form the antithesis, only to the view of Origen, and not

to an opinion according to which the authorship of Paul would be

absolutely denied, is indeed clear as the sun.

Origen, certainly, also presupposes an absolute denial of the

Pauline authorship as possible, but only as possible, when (in

Matth. 23.27) he says: Sedpone, aliquem abdicare epistolam ad He-

braeos, quasi non Pauli. . . sed quid faciat in sermones Stephani,

etc. ? The learned Father may have heard something of the West-

ern views concerning the epistle to the Hebrews; at all events, he

would not have spoken thus (pone, aliquem) if (as Bleek will have it)

aHow altogether untenable is the opinion of Bertholdt (Einjeit. iv. 2914 88.),
that the Alexandrines — those who observed and always so strongly urged the
un-Pauline character of the style — were the first who raised the conjecture of a
Pauline authorship and that “ou exegetical grounds.“
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there had been around him entire churches and countries which

held the Epistle to the Hebrews to be un-Pauline! He there also

as well as in. ad Afric. chap. 9, distinctly takes it for granted

that some might feel themselves compelled to doubt the authority

of the Epistle to the Hebrews on internal grounds, namely, on ac-

count of the passage Heb. 11.37 (where prophets are spoken of who

were sawn asunder, while no such case is recorded in the canonical

books of the Old Testament).

Again, reference has been made to the fact that Eusebius reck-

ons the Epistle to the Hebrews among the antilegomena, inasmuch

as he relates of Clement of Alexandria that in his Strom, he made

use of proofs also �pä tÀn �ntilegomènwn grafÀn, namely, from

the Wisdom of Solomon, Sirach, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and

the epistle of Clemens Rom., Barnabas and Judas. But that the

epistle to the Hebrews is here reckoned among the antilegomena

is very simply explained from this, that Eusebius himself (vi. 25)

knew and mentions that some held Luke, others Clement of Rome,

to be the proper and immediate author of it, and that (Euseb. iii. 3;

vi. 20) the whole western church entirely denied it to be Paul’s. In

this sense he might call it an �ntilegomènon. But how firmly settled

that tradition of the Pauline authorship in general was in the east

is evident from this, that Eusebius in his principal passage on the

Canon (iii. 25) does not adduce the Epistle to the Hebrews among

the antilegomena, and was therefore conscious of having already

included it among the “âpistolaØc PaÔlou”; accordingly, the same

Eusebius cites it as Pauline in not less than twenty-seven passages.

(Comp. Bleek, p. 149–150, Anm. 173.)

Finally, the learned and extensively read Jerome, who made use

of the library of Cæsarea, and therewith of the entire Christian lit-

erature of the first centuries, says, that the Epistle to the Hebrews
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was ascribed to the Apostle Paul non solum ab ecclesii orientis, sed

ab omnibus retro ecclesiasticis graeci sermonis scriptoribus (ep. ad

Dard. p. 608).

Thus, then, the thesis is folly confirmed — that the primitive and

general tradition of the East is in favour of the Pauline authorship. It

is also confirmed by the remarkable circumstance, that the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews, as is still evident from the numbering of the

Kephalaia in the cod. B, originally stood between the Epistle to the

Galatians and that to the Ephesians, and was not till a later period

in the fourth century placed after the Epistle to the Thessalonians

(as in cod. A and C), and still later, after the Pastoral Epistles.

It was altogether different in the West. That bishop of Lyons, Ire-

naeus, who was among the first to follow the practice of citing the

New Testament writings by their titles and authors, has, as is com-

monly supposed, not at all cited the Epistle to the Hebrews, at least

not by its title and author; nay, there is a notice, certainly a very

late one, to the effect that Irenaeus held the Epistle to the Hebrews

to be un-Pauline. Meanwhile, these points would need a special

examination. Only the second, viz., that Irenaeus never names the

Apostle Paul as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, is beyond

all question true. There are serious doubts, on the other hand,

against the first, that Irenaeus was not at all acquainted with the

epistle, and did not make use of it. Eusebius (v. 26) notices a writ-

ing (now lost) of that Church Father with the express remark, that

in it Irenaeus “mentions also the Epistle to the Hebrews”: . . . and

a volume containing various Dissertations, in which he mentions the

Epistle to the Hebrews and the so-called Wisdom of Solomon, mak-

ing quotations from thema.These words may have a twofold sense.

akaÈ biblÐon ti dialèxewn diafìrwn ân Å präc <EbraÐouc âpistol¨c kaÈ t¨c
legomènhc sofÐac SolomÀntoc mnhmoneÔei, ûht� tina âx aÎtÀn parajèmenoc.
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Either the apposition parajèmenoc serves to state more precisely

how and in how far he mentions the Epistle to the Hebrews (“he

mentions it by adducing passages from it”) — and then Irenaeus

may not, perhaps, have so much as named the title “âpistol� präc

<EbraÐouc, but only have cited particular passages of the epistle —

or parajèmenoc serves to specify the occasion on which he has re-

ally “mentioned” the Epistle to the Hebrews as such, i.e has named

it (“he mentions it on the occasions on which he adduces passages

from it”) — and in this case Irenaeus must in those citations have

actually called the epistle by its name “Epistle to the Hebrews.” In

favour of the latter interpretation is the circumstance, that a mere

making use of ûhta from the Epistle to the Hebrews, without nam-

ing this epistle, occurs also in the writing adv. haer., and could not

be adduced as an exclusive peculiarity of the writing “dialèxeic”;

meanwhile, those mere allusions are so few in number, and, be-

sides, so doubtful, that they may easily have escaped the notice

of Eusebius. However this may be, little, on the whole, depends

on which of those two interpretations is held to be the correct one.

According to each of the two, Irenaeus at least knew the Epistle to

the Hebrews; but from neither can it be inferred that he must have

held it to be Pauline. That he knew the epistle, is certainly con-

firmed in some measure by those, allusions in the writing adv.

haereses. True, indeed, when he describes God as faciens omnia,

et visibilia et invisibilia, et sensibilia et insensata, et coelestia et

terrena, per verbum virtutis suae, there might be in this latter des-

ignation (certainly a very unusual one) an accidental coincidence

with the û¨ma t¨c dun�mewc aÎtoÜ Heb. 1.3. As little can it be with

any certainty inferred from the words: ípou ge >En°q eÎarest sac
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tÄ jeÄ ân s¸mati metetèjh, t�n met�jesin tÀn dikaÐwn promhnÔwna

(v. 5, 1) that the Bishop of Lyons was acquainted with Heb. xi. 5,

as these words might quite as well be explained from our acquain-

tance with Gen. 5.24 (LXX). On the other hand, in a third passage

(iv. 11,4): Quae (munditiae exteriores) in figuram futurorum tradi-

tae erant, velut umbrae cujusdam descriptionem faciente lege, atque

delineante de temporalibus aeterna, terrenis coelestia,b it would be

difficult not to see a recollection of passages in the Epistle to the

Hebrews (10.1 ski�n g�r êqwn å nìmoc tÀn mellìntwn �gajÀn;

comp. 8.5, ski� tÀn âpouranÐwn; 9.23, t� ÍpodeÐgmata tÀn ân toØc

oÎranoØc).

The supposition that the Epistle to the Hebrews was entirely

unknown to Irenaeus is therefore quite untenable. On the other

hand, there is not the slightest trace of his having ever declared it to

be Pauline. On the contrary, it is thought that there is a trace of his

having held it to be un-Pauline. Stephanus Gobarus (living in the

sixth century) records (in Photii bibl. cod. 232, ed. Bekk. p. 291)

that Irenaeus and Hippolytus held the Epistle to the Hebrews to be

un-Pauline. Hippolytus has manifestly (Phot, cod. 121) denied the

Pauline origin of the epistle; but whether this saying of Stephanus

in reference also to Irenaeus is founded on definite positive state-

ments, may be very much doubted. For had such statements been

to be found in the writings of Irenaeus, then Eusebius would as-

suredly have adduced the substance of these statements, in the

passage (v. 8) in which he brings together all that Irenaeus had

expressed respecting the biblical books. It is therefore far more

aFor Enoch, when he pleased God, was translated in the same body in which
he did please Him, thus pointing out by anticipation the translation of the just.
(C.R.)

b. . . which observances had been given as a type of future things — the law
typifying, as it were, certain things in a shadow, and delineating eternal things
by temporal, celestial by terrestrial (C.R.)
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probable that Stephanus presumed, from the rare and scanty use

which Irenaeus makes of the Epistle to the Hebrews, from his si-

lence respecting the author, and, finally, from the view entertained

by his disciple Hippolytus, that his teacher also, Irenaeus, must

have held the Epistle to the Hebrews to be un-Pauline. Was this

conjecture right t I believe we shall have to decide this question

by a docta ignorantia. It is certainly not impossible that Irenaeus

held our epistle to be un-Pauline; but it is quite as possible that

he had brought with him from Asia Minor to Lyons the tradition

respecting the Pauline origin, but that he was unwilling to urge this

on the Western Church. He may, therefore, have cautiously avoided

citing the Epistle to the Hebrews as Pauline in contradiction to the

universal opinion and tradition of the East; for an ecclesiastical

tradition so general demanded respect and forbearance, accord-

ing to Irenaeus own principles (comp. his second fragment on the

Passover controversy in Eusebius v. 24.) As he was, nevertheless,

unwilling to deny the tradition which he had brought with him from

Asia Minor, he therefore in general avoided making any particularly

frequent use of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and he might do so all

the more easily as the point of this epistle was directed against Ju-

daism, whereas the point of his own polemics was directed against

Gnosticism, so that the Epistle to the Hebrews was in reality for

him not so indispensable. But that in the West this epistle, at the

time when tradition, even that respecting the canon (i.e. respecting

the books to be read in the churches), was fixed, i.e. shortly after

100, was as yet by no means generally known and spread, is ap-

parent from numerous facts. In the Novatian controversy (from 251

onwards) Novatian could have found in the whole of the New Tes-

tament no more convenient proof of his principle, that Christians

who in persecution had denied the faith ought not again to be re-

ceived into the fellowship of the Church, than the passage Heb. 6.4
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ss. As Novatian, notwithstanding, makes no use of this passage in

his writings (see these in Galland. bibl. patr. iii. 287 ss.), he must,

therefore, either have not at all known the Epistle to the Hebrews

or have held it to be no authority. Victorinus (A.D. 303), the Mu-

ratorian Canon, and the presbyter Gajus (about 190), count only

13 Pauline epistles. (On Gajus comp. Euseb. 6, 20 s.) Cyprian

says in two passages (adv. Jud. i. 20 and de exhort, mart. 11)

that Paul wrote to seven churches; besides Rome, Corinth, Eph-

esus, Colosse, Philippi, Thessalonica, and Galatia, there remains

here no place for the “Hebrews.” And no weight is to be given to

the consideration, that Cyprian may not have counted the Epistle

to the Hebrews because its readers (as we saw) formed no church;

he reckons the province of Galatia as a church! Tertullian, in a pas-

sage (de pudic. 20) where everything depended on his being able

to confirm the authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews, with great

decision and candour names Barnabas as its author. From the sec-

ond to the fourth century, then, in Italy as in Africa, the Epistle to the

Hebrews was held to be un-Pauline. As yet at the time of Eusebius,

at least in Rome, the doubt as to the Pauline authorship had not

entirely disappeared, as Eusebius (iii. 3) records (VOti ge m n tinec

�jet asi t�n präc <EbraÐouc, präc t¨c <RwmaÐwn âkklhsÐac ±c m�

PaÔlou oÝsan aÎt�n �ntilègesjai f santec, oÎ dÐkaion �gnoeØn.a

Comp. Euseb. vi. 20: âpeÈ kaÈ eÊc deÜro par� <RwmaÐwn tisÈn oÎ

�postìlou eÙnaib For, of earlier opponents of the Pauline origin of

the epistle (�jet kasi) he says, that they had appealed to “the Ro-

man Church;” of his own time he says, that some in Rome held the

epistle to be un-Pauline.

aIt is not indeed right to overlook the fact that some have rejected the Epistle
to the Hebrews, saying that it is disputed by the church of Rome, on the ground
that it was not written by Paul. (C.R.)

bAnd unto our day there are some among the Romans who do not consider
this a work of the apostle.(C.R.)
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First in the time of the Arian controversy, then, there took place

a revolution of opinion on this question in the West, and a complete

victory over the Western tradition by the Eastern brought about,

doubtless, through the influence of the oriental Nicenes, who now

indeed found their most faithful allies and fellow-sufferers in the

Western Church, and came into the most active contact with it.

Hilary of Poitiers (A.D. 368), Lucifer of Cagliari, Ambrose (398),

Philastrius, Gaudentius, Jerome, etc., consider the Epistle to the

Hebrews as a work of the apostle Paul.

Now, just as the attempt has been made to overthrow the fact

that the primitive tradition of the East declared the epistle to be

Pauline, so, on the other hand, it has also been attempted to do

away with the equally certain fact, that the West, in the fourth

century, held the epistle to be un-Pauline. Stuart has conjectured

that the West was originally at one with the East on this question,

and that Marcion, who came to Rome in the time of the presbyter

Gajus, first infected the West with his doubts as to the Pauline au-

thorship — a conjecture which needs no refutation. Tertullian, the

energetic opponent of Marcion, who in his opposition to the Gnos-

tics, never fails to impute to Marcion as a crime his every doubt

respecting the authenticity of a biblical book, does not in a single

syllable charge him with holding the Epistle to the Hebrews to be

un-Pauline (adv. Marc v. 20), and he himself declares the epistle

to be a work of Barnabas! Assuredly he would not have adopted

this view from Marcion ! — Hug likewise thinks that the Western

Church originally possessed the Epistle to the Hebrews, but when

the Montanists appealed to Heb. 6.4 ss. (Hieron. adv. Jovin. ii.

3), from opposition to them, it was first ignored (as was done by

Irenaeus), and then declared to be spurious. But Tertullian also,

who was himself a Montanist, or had been, had no other opinion
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than that the epistle proceeded from Barnabas ! And how, in gen-

eral, would the whole immense church of the West have declared

an epistle to be spurious, which according to tradition was apos-

tolical, merely in order to be able to get rid of a single argument

of a sect ! It might, on the same principle, have declared the en-

tire New Testament to be spurious, on account of the Gnostics and

Ebionites !

These two theses then may be considered as thoroughly con-

firmed, that the tradition of the East held the epistle to be Pauline,

that, on the other hand, the West came to know it in general at a later

period, and then very decidedly held it to be un-Pauline. The ques-

tion now arises, what critical inferences are to be drawn from this

phenomenon? Not a few draw from it the simple result, that “the

external testimonies contradict each other, and consequently, that

the internal reasons alone must decide.” Such a procedure, how-

ever, deserves to be characterized as hasty and groundless. The

eastern and the western traditions are not two equal, but opposite,

mathematical quantities which cancel each other and reduce each

other to nothing, but they are facts which are to be weighed, nay

more, which are to be explained.

In weighing the two traditions against each other, that of the

East is the heaver in the scale. First of all, it is reasonable to ex-

pect a surer and more general knowledge concerning the author

of an epistle in the district to which that epistle was written, than

in that from which it was written. In Jerusalem, whither the epis-

tle had been sent, it must have been known and learned who the

author was; for, although he does not name himself in the inscrip-

tion, the bearer of the epistle would certainly not deliver it with

the words: “Here I bring you an epistle out of Italy from somebody;

who that somebody is however you must not know“— for then had
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the authority of the epistle been but ill cared for! but the bearer

must, in all probability, have brought to the teacher of that circle

of readers an additional private writing, and to the circle of readers

themselves have mentioned and certified the name of the author.

From thence, along with the epistle (which soon indeed came to

have a high significance for the whole of oriental Christendom, be-

ing, as it were, a divinely authenticated document for the loosing of

the band between Christianity and Judaism), the knowledge of its

author, too, must have spread —first, and most surely, to Lesser

Asia, Syria, Egypt ! What we learn there respecting the Epistle to

the Hebrews we shall have to consider as the surest information.

It was altogether different in Italy, where the author wrote. True,

he writes salutations from the Italian Christians, but this surely

does not necessitate the supposition that he first sent round every-

where to the Christian churches of Italy, announced his intention

to write to some Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, and obtained au-

thority from them to send their salutations. The salutation, 13.24,

is in so vague and general a form as to lead to the supposition, that

the author ventured to write it at his own hand. Let it be granted,

however, that in the author’s immediate neighbourhood the notice

would be spread that he was writing to Christians in Jerusalem,

this notice would be forgotten in the next months, years, decades.

The Western Church did not happen at first to see the epistle it-

self. Very natural! The epistle, in respect of its import, had an

interest only where there were Jewish Christians who still from

piety observed the Levitical law; such there were in Palestine, Syria,

Alexandria, doubtless also in Lesser Asia. In Italy the Jewish Chris-

tians were small in point of numbers, and gradually decreasing;

there they were from the commencement more mixed with Gentile

Christians. The Epistle to the Hebrews came also into the Western
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Church, but late and slowly; it was not, so to speak, waited for

and read with avidity as a practically important writing. It came

thither slowly, by means of copies. No Paul had named himself in

the inscription; it was therefore not at all imagined that the epis-

tle was Pauline. In the beginning of the second century it was not

yet received into the ecclesiastical collection of books prescribed to

be read (the canon) of the Western Church; now as from the be-

ginning of the second century, from the death of the last apostle,

the Church clung with tenacity to all old tradition, the Western

Church also made no change in its canon; the Epistle to the He-

brews indeed gradually spread, but the old tradition of the West had

not reckoned it among the canonical epistles ; consequently it was

allowed to stand outside the canon, and, least of all, was there any

inclination to acknowledge it as Pauline. Now, that in the fourth

century the Western Church followed the oriental tradition so soon

as that Church came into more lively contact with it, can only be

explained from the fact, that the Eastern Church must have had

weighty positive reasons in support of it. In general, the Eastern

differs from the Western tradition as regards the Epistle to the He-

brews in this, that the former bears a positive, the latter a negative

character. The former went out from the knowledge that the epis-

tle was Pauline, and only afterwards were doubts awakened (in the

Alexandrians) on account of the style, which, however, could not

overthrow that tradition, but only led to attempts to reconcile them

with it. Nor was there any doubt in Alexandria as to who was the

first and proper author, but only as to who was the translator, or

who had worked it out, whether Clement of Rome or Luke. It was a

settled point, that Paul was the proper author. The tradition of the

Western Church, on the contrary, went out from an ignorance of

the epistle, an ignorance of the author, and we meet nowhere any

positive statement respecting the person of this author, with the
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single exception of that of Tertullian. True, when he names Barn-

abas, Tertullian seems to express not a subjective conjecture but a

tradition; at all events, however, this tradition was only a local one,

and in all probability rested, in its first origin, only on a conjecture.

Origen, (in Euseb. vii. 25), when he brings together all the opin-

ions respecting the Epistle to the Hebrews, knows nothing of that

of Tertullian; Jerome (cat. 5) adduces it as “juxta Tertullianum,”

and has therefore regarded it as entirely a subjective view of this

Church Father.

These considerations will suffice to convince us, that the critic

— let him, if he will, form an opinion respecting the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews only on internal grounds — is, at all events,

not at liberty to set up any hypothesis which leaves it unaccount-

able, how the Eastern Church came to the consciousness of having

got this epistle as one sent by Paul.

And now if, in the second chapter, it was left an open question

whether the Epistle to the Hebrews was written in the year 62 be-

fore — or in the year 64 after the death of Paul, the decision already

inclines to the first of these dates. For, let it also be granted, that

the Eastern Church had actually erred in considering the apostle

Paul as the author, even this error would cease to be explicable, if

the Epistle to the Hebrews generally speaking came first into the

east after the death of the apostle. Think only of Heb. 13.19.

B. Internal Reasons

Let us now look at the epistle itself; let us inquire whether it con-

tains any special intimations respecting the person of its author; let
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us consider its doctrinal import, its diction and style, that we may

see whether the epistle can be Pauline.

a. Particular Intimations

Against the possibility of the Pauline authorship of the Epistle to

the Hebrews is generally adduced the passage 2.3, where the au-

thor distinguishes himself from the Apostles, while Paul is elsewhere

wont studiously to lay stress on his apostolical authority (Gal. ch. 1

; 2 Cor. ch. 11-12.) — But unjustly. The author, in that passage,

does not distingnish himself from the apostles as one who is not

an apostle, but, as one who was not an eyewitness he distinguishes

himself from the eye-witnesses of the life and labours of that Son

of God who brought the salvation. The author is not addressing

those who cast doubts on his authority, and the question in the

Epistle to the Hebrews is not whether Paul derives his office as im-

mediately as the twelve from Christ, or whether he has it from men;

but the antithesis in that passage is between the word of the law,

which was spoken by angels on Sinai, and the word of the New

Testament salvation, which has been made known “to us” first by

the Lord himself and then by ear-witnesses (therefore is perfectly

sure — comp. âbejai¸jn). Paul himself could not have written

otherwise here; he too could and must include himself, along with

his readers, among those who had not themselves been witnesses

of the life of Jesus. Accordingly, on the supposition of the Pauline

authorship, the �meØc explains itself admirably even when taken as

the 1 plur. communicative which is not even necessary. For �meØc

is said in opposition to the cotemporaries of Moses, and only de-

notes generally the Christians; and if the author, in the course of
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the period v. 3, continues in the 1 plural with which he had begun,

he had in view there certainly, as appears from the context, not so

much himself as his readers. “How can we escape,” etc. is only a

milder form of: “How can ye escape ?” and the 1 plur. is not so

much communicative as insinuatory. This passage, then, nowise

presents any hindrance to the supposition of the Pauline author-

ship. Quite as little does the passage 13.19 ; comp. our remarks on

that passage.

On the other hand, again, no inference can be drawn that the

Apostle Paul was the writer, from the circumstance that in 13.23 the

author speaks of his “brother Timothy.” Paul certainly gives him

the same designation in Col. 1.1. But why may not another helper

of Paul, for example a Luke, a Mark, have given to Timothy as his

fellow-helper the name “brother?” Only so much can be inferred

from the postscript 13.20 ss., that the author must have been a

man who belonged to the specially-Pauline circle, and was in Rome

either in the year 62 or in the year 64.

b. The Doctrinal Import

The argument which some have founded on the doctrinal contents

of the epistle against the authorship of Paul will not stand the test.

It is maintained that there is no trace of such an allegorical interpre-

tation of the Old Testament in the Pauline epistles. There is already

a mistake here, however, in speaking of an “allegorical” interpreta-

tion. That interpretation is called allegorical in which a symbolical

sense is arbitrarily sought in a passage which is to be understood

in the simple natural sense. When, in the account which is given
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of the feeding of the five thousand men, the twelve baskets full of

the remaining fragments are explained of the twelve apostles whom

Christ left over, or left behind to the world, as the twelve bearers of

that bread of life which be himself had not yet distributed — this

is an allegorical interpretation. Such interpretations are certainly

not found in the Pauline epistles, but as little are they to be found

in the Epistle to the Hebrews. We have to distinguish the objective

type from the subjective arbitrary allegorical interpretation. Types

must arise from this, that preliminary and imperfect fulfilments

precede the final perfect fulfilment of the promises of salvation.

The deliverance from Egypt was really a fulfilment of the promise

given in Gen. ch. 15, but it was not yet the true fulfilment; the

promise that all nations should be blessed in the seed of Abraham

was not yet fulfilled. The kingdom of David was really a higher and

more perfect step in the possession of Canaan than the conquests

of Joshua, but still not yet the last. Here, then, the preliminary ful-

filment is really in itself, and objectively, a type of the perfect, just

because both refer to one promise, and correspond to one promise.

Thus, the intercourse between God revealing his presence in the

Holiest of all, and the people represented by the Levitical priests

and sacrifices, was really a type of the perfect reconciliation of God

with the New Testament Israel, that divine community into which

all nations of the earth were to be received, in order to be blessed

in it; but the one was a type of the other, just because, in the for-

mer, there was only an imperfect fulfilment of what was perfectly

fulfilled in the latter. The supposed “allegorical interpretation” of

the Old Testament in the Epistle to the Hebrews, or, more cor-

rectly, the typology in this Epistle, consists simply in the author’s

showing, that the types were only types, i.e., in other words, that

no prophecy found a perfect fulfilment in the old covenant, that all

fulfilments rather pointed always again to a further future. It was,
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for example, no arbitrary allegorizing, but pure objective truth to

say, that the state of separation between God and the people un-

der the old covenant, the existence of two compartments in the

tabernacle, a Holy of Holies and a pr¸th skhnh' the necessity of

ever-repeated sacrifices, pointed to a relation of man to God which

was not yet established. This typology, however, we find also in

Paul’s writings. When Paul, Gal. ch. 4, sees in the two wives of

Abraham and their sons — of whom the one was by nature the el-

der, and yet was rejected, while the other, as the possessor of the

promise of grace, was the heir — a typical foreshadowing of the

relation between the natural posterity of Abraham, the legally righ-

teous, natural Israel, and the New Testament Israel holding fast

the promise, this is just such a typology as we find in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, nay, a bolder instance of it. But the fact that such

typologies occur seldom, and by the by, in Paul’s writings, while in

the Epistle to the Hebrews they form the substance of the writing,

is naturally accounted for by the aim and object of the Epistle to

the Hebrews, which is, to consider the Old Testament institutions

with the intent to discover whether, and in how far, they point for-

wards to something more perfect. But a difference which can be

explained by considering the object of a writing, ought not logically

to be made a ground from which to infer a different author.

Nor is it otherwise with reference to a second consideration, viz.,

that the doctrine of the resurrection, which plays so important a part

in Paul’s writings, is not treated of in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

It was necessary that Paul should develope this doctrine in detail

when writing to the Corinthians, because they disputed it, in like

manner to the Thessalonians, because they had false apprehen-

sions of it. But in what part of the Epistle to the Galatians, for

example, has Paul even made mention of the resurrection? The ob-
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jection would only have any force if, in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

there was some indication of the non-existence of the resurrection

being presupposed. But, indeed, the antithesis between the hu-

miliation and exaltation of Christ, the suffering and glorification of

believers, forms rather the ground tone upon which the whole sym-

phony of ideas in the Epistle to the Hebrews is built! Comp. Heb. 1.3

; 2.5-9,10-15 ; 10.19 ; 11.5 ;12.1-3,18-24,26-29 ; 13.14.

A third objection is founded on the circumstance of the Pauline

doctrine, that the Gentiles also are called to the gospel, not being

found in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Very naturally! This question

had been settled in the year 51 in Jerusalem (Acts ch. 15); and in the

year 55, in opposition to the Galatian false teachers. From the fact

that this question is not again touched in the Epistle to the He-

brews, the only reasonable inference that can be drawn is, that the

readers of the Epistle to the Hebrews did not doubt the lawfulness

of the baptism of uncircumcised persons; only the emancipation of

native Israel-ites — the circumcised, the Jewish Christians — from

the ritual of the temple, was not yet clear to them. But that the

author, on his part, must have been convinced of the right of the

uncircumcised to be received into the Church, follows, as the most

necessary consequence, from the whole doctrinal position of this

epistle! If even the Jewish Christians are to go out from the parem-

bol  (13.13), how much less could he expect the Gentile Christians

to enter into this parembol ? — But why does he, in 2.16, place the

“seed of Abraham” in opposition to the angels, and not humanity

as a whole? Just because the “seed of Abraham” forms here the

antithesis to the angels, and not to the Gentiles, it follows, that

this expression (which is therefore used there in reality not in the

empirico-historical sense, but with evident reference to Gen. 22.18,

consequently, in the prophetico-ideal sense) must embrace the en-
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tire Messianic Church, the spiritual seed of Abraham,a and is used

there/ore quite in the Pauline sense (Rom. 4.16).

A fourth objection, that the opposition between êrga and pÐstic

is not developed, has more apparent reason. But neither, for ex-

ample, is this opposition developed, nay it is not even touched, in

the Epistle to the Thessalonians. Tholuck, indeed, thinks that we

were entitled to expect that antithesis precisely in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, as the error of the Hebrews consisted in an unintelli-

gent cleaving to the works of the law. But this may be very much

doubted. The Levitical ritual acts might certainly be designated

as works of the law ; but this could be done properly only in so

far as any one considered these to be meritorious services on his

part. This the Galatian false teachers did. They were proud of their

extraordinary perfect fulfilment of the ritual and ceremonial ordi-

nances, and thought that they could thereby acquire righteousness

before God, and deserve heaven. The readers to whom this epistle

was addressed appear in a quite different position. Their malady

was not pride and self-righteousness, but fear and scruples of con-

science. They thought not that they did and deserved something

great when they kept the law, but they believed that they needed

the Old Testament means of atonement in order to be free from

guilt. They were not work-righteous, on the contrary they were

earnestly desiring atonement (nowhere does the author find it nec-

essary to prove to them that an atonement is necessary), but they

could not yet believe that the one sacrifice of Christ was sufficient.

Thus, in their case, the opposition could not be that between êrga

nìmou and pÐstic, but only that between the ski� nìmou and the te-

aThose are certainly wrong, who think that the idea of a spiritual seed of
Abraham is there expressed explicits; but it would, in like manner, be wrong to
understand the word in the empirical sense (=people of the Jews). The idea is
evidently this: God has not given such promises as Gen. 12.15,22, etc. to the
angels, but to the seed of Abraham, therefore to men.
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leÐwsic. In dealing with such readers Paul also could certainly not

write otherwise than is written in the Epistle to the Hebrews. For

no one will fail to perceive, that the difference between the doctri-

nal system of the Epistle to the Hebrews and that of the Epistle to

the Romans is only a formal one. The Epistle to the Hebrews repre-

sents precisely the same thing in its objective-historical aspect as is

treated in the Epistle to the Romans in its subjective-psychological

aspect. Moreover, the latter is not altogether wanting even in the

Epistle to the Hebrew. We refer to chap. 4 “the word which did

not mingle itself in faith with those who heard it,” and the “living

word with which we have to do” (ver. 2 and ver. 12-13). Further,

comp. our concluding remark at Heb. 10.15-18, and our introductory

remark to the section Heb. 12.18-29.

The last objection rests on this, that Paul always represents

Christ only as the sacrifice, not as the priest, while it is precisely

the reverse in the Epistle to the Hebrews. But, here also, there is

no material difference. For if Paul in Eph. 5.2 teaches that Christ

gave himself an offering and sacrifice (in like manner Gal. 2.20), and

if the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks of a priest who offered himself

(7.27, etc.), then Paul certainly considers Christ not merely as the

offered but also as the offerer, and the Epistle to the Hebrews con-

siders him not merely as the offerer but also as the offered. One

might really suppose that the two propositions: Christus sacerdos

immolavit se ipsum, and: Hostiam immolavit, Christus sese ipse,

come pretty much to the same thing! There remains, therefore, at

most only the question why Paul does not elsewhere also designate

Christ as the true “priest,” why he has not applied the word ÉereÔc

to him, if (as Tholuck says) “he had become conscious of the idea of

the Messiah’s priesthood in the lofty form in which it appears in our

epistle.” — But whether or not Paul might use the word ÉereÔc he
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at all events opened up the view and the representation of a priest-

hood of Christ when in Eph. 5.2 ; Gal. 2.20 he wrote: Christ offered

himself as a sacrifice. Here certainly he did not think of Christ as

a lay person, who offered himself to another priest instead of an

animal! And in Rom. 8.34 he ascribes also the priestly work of in-

tercession to Christ. — But that the word ÉereÔc is used precisely

in the Epistle to the Hebrews finds its natural explanation in this,

that the point from which the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

started in his argumentation was the priestly institution, and he

proved that this institution of the Old Testament also is fulfilled in

Christ. In Eph. ch. 5 and Gal. ch. 2 on the contrary he starts from

the work of Christ, and touches only slightly and casually on the

analogy between it and the Old Testament sacrificial ritual — just

as much so as, for example in 1 Cor. 5.7, he touches on the analogy

between Christ and the Old Testament passover lamb.

There is, therefore, in the doctrinal system of the Epistle to the

Hebrews no peculiarity which forbids us from ascribing its author-

ship to the Apostle Paul.

On the contrary, there are in the Epistle to the Hebrews a multi-

tude of most peculiarly Pauline ideas. The designation of God as the

one by whom and for whom are all things, is Pauline (with Heb. 2.10,

ss.; comp. 11.36; 1 Cor. 8.6); the idea of the Son as the exact image

of the Father (with Heb. 1.1, ss.; comp. 2 Cor. 4.4 ; Col. 1.15, s.); the

exaltation of Christ above the angels (with Heb. 2.9; comp. Phil. 2.9,

ss.) into heaven (Heb. 4.14 ; 7.26 ; Eph. 4.10), besides, the remark-

able and quite special idea that God the Father alone is excepted

in the subjection of all things to Christ (Heb. 2.8-9 ; 1 Cor. 15.27) that

the exalted Christ intercedes with the Father for his own (Heb. 7.25

; Rom. 8.34); that he has destroyed death and its power (Heb. 2.14

; 1 Cor. 15.54, s. ; 2 Tim. 1.10); again the remarkably special com-
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bination of ideas, that Christ, having died once, cannot die again

(Heb. 9.26, ss. ; 10.12 ; Rom. 6.9, s.); farther, that Christ died for every

creature (Heb. 2.9 ; Eph. 1.10 ; Rom. 8.22); that when he comes again,

he will come not as a Saviour but as a Judge (Heb. 9.27, s. ; Tit. 2.13

; 2 Tim. 4.1,8 ; Rom. 8.24 ; 13.11); that, till then, he rules and reigns

at the right hand of God (Heb. 1.3 ; 10.12-13 ; 1 Cor. 15.25). — In like

manner, that the law cannot save, and is destined to be abrogated

(with Heb. 4.2 ; 7.16-19 ; 9.9-13 ; 8.7 ; 10.14 ; 16.20, comp. Rom. 2.29 ;

2 Cor. 3.6, s. ; Gal. 3.3 ; 4.3,9). The designation of the law as a shadow

(Heb. 8.5 ; 10.1 ; Col. 2.17). The putting together of the âlpÐc with the

pÐstic and with the �g�ph (Heb. 6.10 s. ; 10.22, ss.; comp. 1 Thess. 5.8 ;

1 Cor. 13.13). The request to be interceded for (Heb. 13.18, s. ; Phil. 2.14

; 1.25 ; Philem. 1.12), and the antithesis between tèleioc and n pioc

(Heb. 5.13-14 ; 1 Cor. 3.1 ; 13.11 ; Rom. 2.20 ; Eph. 4.14).

Especially remarkable, however, is the agreement of the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews with Paul in the reference to the second psalm

(Heb. 1.5, ss.; comp. Acts 13.33, ss.), and in the inference, drawn from

Abraham’s readiness to offer up Isaac, that Abraham believed in

the possibility of a resurrection of Isaac.

This Pauline complexion of the doctrinal system does not, in-

deed, necessitate our coming to the conclusion that Paul was the

author of the epistle, but still leaves room for the possibility of an-

other author; this other, however, must at all events be sought for

among the disciples and helpers of the Apostle Paul; our epistle

must have emanated from this circle; only thus can the recurrence

of Pauline ideas and combinations of ideas — even in the minutest

particulars — be accounted for.
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c. Words and Phrases

Many dogmatical expressions peculiarly Pauline are also found in

our epistle. The doctrine that Christ intercedes for us with the Fa-

ther (Heb. 7.25 ; Rom. 8.34) is expressed by the same word ântugq�neØn

of his having destroyed death by the same verb katargeØn (Heb. 2.14

; 2 Tim. 1.10). Further, the phrase å jeäc zÀn (Heb. 10.31, used else-

where only by Paul), the expression dÐkaioc kat� pÐstin (Heb. 7.25),

the use of kauq�sjai (Heb. 3.6; otherwise, for example, Jam. 4.16).

Further, comp. Heb. 2.4 with 1 Cor. 12.4 — Heb. 13.20 with Rom. 15.33 ;

16.20 ; 2 Cor. 13.11 ; Phil. 4.9 ; 1 Thess. 5.23 — Heb. 12.1 with 1 Tim. 6.12 ;

2 Tim. 4.7. — Finally, the genuine Pauline expression perissotèrwc,

Heb. 12.19, and pèpoija Heb. 13.18.

There are again indeed dogmatical expressions which do not re-

cur in other Pauline epistles. The frequent use of teleioÜn can

scarcely be adduced as belonging to this class, as the word is also

found in Phil. 3.12; the frequency of its occurrence in the Epistle

to the Hebrews is to be explained firom the object of the writing,

namely, to shew the fulfilment of all the Old Testament types, and

does not therefore point to a different writer. In like manner, the

designation of Christ as the �pìstoloc jeoÜ to men (3.1) is ex-

plained from the context, as we have seen in the interpretation

of the passage, and Paul himself would have been able to find no

other word to express the appellative idea of ŁĂŇŐ ĎĚĎĽ without,

at the same time, expressing the Gentile idea “angel.” — On the

other hand, reference may justly be made to the use of åmologÐa

(3.1 ; 4.14 ; 10.23), âggÐzein tÄ jeÄ (Heb. 7.19) and the allusion to

John 10.1 (Heb. 13.20). These, however, are still no conclusive proofs

against the Pauline authorship. Particular expressions not occur-

ring elsewhere are found in every epistle of Paul, and it must have
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been a strange and not very accountable solicitude on the part of

the apostle, if in any epistle, he had set himself to avoid all such

expressions as he had not already used in former epistles.

If, now, we look at the remaining phrases, in a dogmatical point

of view indifferent, we are at once struck with a great dissimilarity

from the Pauline style consisting in this, that far fewar and weaker

Hebraisms occur in the Epistle to the Hebrews than elsewhere in

the Pauline epistles. Hebraisms are, indeed, not altogether wanting

also in our epistle; but they are found, partly, only in those pas-

sages in which reference is directly made to Old Testament declara-

tions and expressionsa (for example kop , 7.1, peculiar to the usage

of the LXX; ân t¬ æsfuò eÚnai, 7.10), or they are phrases which were

entirely naturalised in the speech of the Christians, and whose for-

eign origin was no longer felt by any one (geÔesjai jan�tou, ÊdeØn

j�naton, oÎq eÍrÐsketo, laleØn = ŸĄČ, û¨ma = prophecy.) Or fi-

nally, but only seldom, there are loose connexions of sentences

which are indeed conceived in Hebrew, but are, at the same time,

also tolerable for the Grecian ear, and cannot be said to be not

Greek, as for example 12.9, kaÈ z somen for Ñna zÀmen. There oc-

cur also the expressions >Aar¸n, QeroubØm, >Ieriq¸ used indeclin-

ably; finally, also, genitives of quality, for which the classical Greek

would rather have used adjectives. All these single instances, how-

ever, are very far from giving to the writing as a whole that Hebrew

colouring which belongs to the Pauline epistles; in it all is thought in

Greek, in the writings of Paul the Semitic connexion of the thoughts

is everywhere apparent. Now this can scarcely indeed be explained

by the circumstance, that Paul has, in this writing, carefully elab-

orated a treatise, and not surrendered himself as elsewhere to the

impulse of his feelings. It would be wrong to deny that a man of

aHebraisms in the citations properly so called from the LXX. (for example 6.14)
are, of course, not at all taken into view.
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the mind of Paul, if he had made it his aim to write good Greek,

such Greek as that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, might have ac-

complished it. But it will be all the more difficult to perceive, why

he should have studied to attain so fine a Greek style in writing

precisely to the Hebrews.

d. The Style

This leads us now to the style as a whole. No small portion of the

peculiarities which are commonly adduced as arguments against

the Pauline authorship may, more correctly considered, be reduced

to this, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is written in a more select

style than the Pauline epistles. To this belongs the use of sonorous

compounds as misjapodosÐa, årkwmosÐa then such turns as íson

� tosoÔntú, koinwneØn with the genitive of the thing (while in

Rom. 5.17 ; 1 Tim. 5.22 it is used with the dative), skìtoc as mas-

culine (while with Paul it is always neuter), farther, the frequent

use of the elegantly connecting adverb íjen (for which Paul uses

diä, di� toÜto), â�nper (for which Paul uses eÒge and eÒper), eÊc tä

dihnekàc, dÈa pantìc (for which, except in Rom. 11.10, Paul always

uses the more homely p�ntote, while this occurs only once in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, 7.25.) Now, this more select style affords

certainly an indirect argument against the Pauline authorship; for,

although the circumstance that the Epistle to the Hebrews has the

nature of a treatise and was worked out with more scientific com-

posure and care, may in some measure account for the author’s

having paid more attention to the diction than he did in other epis-

tles properly so called, it still remains unaccountable, as has been

already observed, that Paul should have aimed in so high a degree
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at a fine style when writing precisely to the Jewish Christians in

Jerusalem, while he gives himself free scope in writing to the Eph-

esians, Corinthians, Romans, etc. That so elegant a structure of

period as we find, for example, in 1.1-3 ; 10.19-25 ; 11.32-38 ; 12.18-

24 — that so elegant an arrangement of the words as we find, for

example, in Heb. 7.4 (jewreØte dà, p likoc oÕtoc, Å kaÈ dek�thn >A-

bra�m êdwken âk tÀn �krojinÐwn, å patri�rqhc) was not natural to

the apostle Paul, is but too apparent from the Pauline epistles! In

such passages he must not merely have written more composedly

and carefully, but must have made the style precisely the subject

of artistical study, and that he should have done so is in the least

degree credible in the case of a missive intended for the Jewish

Christians in Palestine.

In addition to this, there are certain expressions of a more tri-

fling kind, which are all the more important precisely because they

cannot be reduced under the general head of style, but have their

origin, doubtless, in unconscious habit. The author of the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews uses in comparisons par� with the accusative

(four times), which never occurs in Paul’s writings; he uses the

word makrojumÐa (6.12,15) to designate an idea for which Paul al-

ways employs the proper favourite expression Ípomon  ; he uses

kajÐzein intransitively, which Paul, with the exception of the sin-

gle passage 2 Thess. 2.4, always applies intransitively in the sense

of “set;” he says in seven passages >Ihsouc (especially remarkable

in 13.20), and >IhsoÜc Qristìc only in two passages (13.8,21), while

Paul never says >Ihsouc alone, but (according to Stuart’s enumer-

ation) >IhsoÜc Qristìc 68 times, and Qristìc 198 times, and å

kÔrioc 147 times; finally, he cites Old Testament passages with the

words pneÜma lègei, or, merely lègei, while Paul usually introduces

citations by gègraptai (only in 1 Tim. 1.4, and Gal. 3.16 by pneÜma
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lègei. The Rabbinical controversial formulas, too, so common in

Paul’s writings (for example when an objection is introduced with

the words �ll> âreØ tic are entirely wanting in the Epistle to the

Hebrews.

That the Epistle to the Hebrews always strictly follows the Sept.

in the citations, while Paul often cites freely, is a circumstance to

which, considered in itself, no weight can be attached.

To account for this it has only to be remembered, that the au-

thor of this epistle wrote with the Sept. in his hand, and with the

intention that his writing should be formally studied by his readers

and compared with the Sept. It is a circumstance of more impor-

tance that the citations of our epistle follow the recension which is

contained in the cod. Alex., while those of Paul, when he follows

the Sept., for the most part agree with the cod. Vatic. (Bleek p. 369

ss.)

But what seems more significant than all this is the manner

in which the thoughts themselves are arranged, and the proofs ad-

duced. The method of passing, immediately at the conclusion of a

section, to the theme of a new section, and in this way intimating

that theme, is nowhere to be found in Paul’s writings. (With the

transitions Heb. 1.4 ; 2.5 ; 3.2; 4.1,14 ; 5.10, etc., comp. the abrupt

transitions Rom. 3.1 ; 5.1 ; 6.1 ; 7.1 ; 8.1,12 ; 9.1 ; 12.1 ; 1 Cor. 5.1 ;

6.1 ; 7.1 ; 8.1 ; 9.1 ; 12.1 ; 15.1, etc.) Paul generally adduces his

proofs immediately, by appealing to the inner experience (for ex-

ample Rom. ch. 7), or when he actually deduces propositions from

propositions, he simply makes one proposition follow another with

a “because,” and carries forward the chain of ideas without logi-

cal arrangement, now looking backwards now forwards (comp. for

example, Rom. 1.19-20 ; 2.14-16 ; 3.4-8), and often interrupts himself

by accessory ideas (for example, Rom. 5.13-17.) In the Epistle to the
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Hebrews we find everywhere a strictly syllogistical arrangement of

the members composing the proof, and that generally in such a

form as that the conclusion is forthwith inferred from one of the

two premises, while the other connecting premiss is brought in af-

terwards (comp. our remarks on Heb. 12.10.)

All these considerations are so forcible and conclusive that we

can say nothing else than this: By how much the spirit and doctrine

of the epistle is Pauline, by so little can it be supposed that this

diction should have come from the hand of the Apostle.

Conclusion

The particular Hypothesis

After having without prejudice ascertained the particular phenom-

ena external and internal, which fall to be considered in the ques-

tion respecting the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and after

having carefully examined every one of them, it will now be an easy

matter to test the different opinions which have been put forth con-

cerning the person of its author. We may divide these opinions into

three classes. First, that of those who hold the apostle Paul to have

been the immediate and proper author of the epistle (as Gelpke,

Hug, Klee, Paulus, Stein); a second class embraces the views of

those who exclude the apostle Paul from all share in the produc-

tion of the Epistle to the Hebrews; a third class is formed by the
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conjectures of those who, as already Origen, hold that the epistle

was written in the name of and by commission from the Apostle

Paul, under his authority, nay under his special influence, but not

written with his own hand nor verbally dictated by him.

The view which belongs to the first class has commonly been

too roughly handled, and set aside as insipid. That no argument

against it can be drawn from the external testimonies, we have al-

ready seen at the end of the fourth chapter of this inquiry, and

have come to the conclusion, that precisely in the supposition of a

Pauline authorship does the positive tradition of the East, in like

manner as the negative tradition of the West, find its explanation.

The inference also which is wont to be drawn from Heb. 2.3 against

the Pauline authorship, has already (chap. 5 at the beginning) ap-

peared to us to be of no weight. One argument only remains in

full force against that view — viz. the peculiarities of style. Only

by a forced process may these peculiarities be broken down, and

in this state, one by one, weakened of their effect; in fact, it can-

not be proven with mathematical certainty that it was absolutely

impossible for the Apostle Paul to throw himself, for once, into a

different kind of style; but no positive reason can be discovered, by

which the Apostle Paul should have been induced to write in a style

so different from that to which he was accustomed, and a sound

critical mind will be ever and again forced into the conviction, that

in the Epistle to the Hebrews another hand than that of Paul held

the pen.

Nor is it otherwise with the second class of hypotheses, how

great soever the number of those whose views are to be ranked

under it. Already must reasonable doubts be awakened by the

single circumstance, that criticism has arrived at no judgment in

any measure certain as to who the author can have been if it was
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not Paul. Criticism has split itself into many hypotheses on this

point, against every one of which there are substantial doubts. The

most untenable of these is the conjecture which makes Clement of

Rome the author; it remains untenable even when separated from

the auxiliary conjecture with which it appears in ancient times to

have been connected (in Euseb. iii. 38), namely that Clement only

translated the epistle from an Aramaic original (it is so separated

by Eusebius and Calvin, who, besides, expresses himself hesitat-

ingly). This conjecture as a whole evidently rests on the circum-

stance that many ideas of the Epistle to the Hebrews recur in the

Epistle to the Corinthians of Clement. But we have already seen

(chap. 4) that the relation between these two epistles does not re-

semble that between Paul’s Epistle to the Romans and his Epistle

to the Galatians, or that between the Epistles to the Ephesians and

the Colossians — in other words, that it is not one spirit and one

doctrinal system from which the two epistles, our Epistle to the

Hebrews and the Epistle of Clement, have proceeded with equal

originality — but rather that Clement, in particular passages of his

epistle, alludes to particular passages of the Epistle to the Hebrews,

cites them, and thus places himself in a relation of dependence on

the Epistle to the Hebrews, just as he places himself in dependence

on the particular Epistles of Paul. The spirit of Clement’s epistle —

in so far as Clement does not give citations but writes indepen-

dently — is altogether different from the spirit of the Epistle to the

Hebrews. His relation to it was evidently the relation in which one

stands to the writing of another.

In like manner untenable is the opinion that Mark was the au-

thor of the Epistle to the Hebrews; not because Mark, as belonging

to Jerusalem (Acts 12.13), must have been better acquainted with

the temple than our author, from a false exegesis of chap. 9, is
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made out to have been, but because Mark did not belong to the

Pauline circlea either in the course of his outer life (comp. Acts 15.37-

40 ; 1 Pet. 5.13), or in his inner character, — because he did not stand

in the near relation to Timothy described in Heb. 13.23, and, more-

over, as regards his style, deviates still more than Paul from the

Epistle to the Hebrews.

Nor can Aquila be thought of as the author, inasmuch as he was

not living in Italy in the years 62 ss. but in Ephesus (2 Tim. 4.19),

while the Epistle to the Hebrews was written in Italy (comp. our

explanation of 13.24).

With greater confidence have J. E. Chr. Schmidt, Twesten, Ull-

mann, and recently Thiersch declared Barnabas to have been the

author. But, as we have already seen (chap. 4), appeal can be

made in support of this hypothesis to anything but ancient eccle-

siastical tradition, with the exception of Tertullian. On the other

hand, it is not to be objected to this hypothesis, that such a sup-

posed want of acquaintance with the temple as is found in the

Epistle to the Hebrews would not be conceivable in the case of a

Levite (Acts 4.36). Nor can any argument against it be drawn from

the so-called “epistle of Barnabas,” which is altogether unlike the

Epistle to the Hebrews, as this epistle, although written by a man

of the name of Barnabas, can hardly have been written by that

Barnabas who is mentioned in the New Testament. With more rea-

son is reference made against this hypothesis to the circumstance,

that Barnabas (according to Acts 14.12), was inferior even to Paul in

the gift of eloquence, while the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

far surpassed Paul in skill in the use of language. To this is to

be added, that Barnabas, from the time spoken of in Acts ch. 14,

aHe was, however, for a while in Rome at the same time with Paul according
to Col. 4.10 ; Philem. 1.24.
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completely retires from notice, and disappears from history. In the

Pauline epistles written from Rome mention is nowhere made of

him.

Titus also was at that time in Dalmatia (2 Tim. 4.10). Even on this

account, we are not at liberty to suppose that he can have been the

author, nor has any one in reality suggested him.

On the other hand, Luther, Clericus, Semler, Dindorf, Zeigler,

De “Wette, Tholuck, Olshausen, and Bleek have conjectured that

Apollos was the author. He was, indeed, an eloquent man and

mighty in the Scriptures (Acts 18.24; comp. 1 Cor. 1.4), who from

the. very first was wont to dispute with the Jews (Acts 18.28). And

as exceedingly little is known of him, a number of conjectures are

possible in regard to him; he may have laboured in Palestine, he

may have acquired great influence there; he may have had in view

in the expression my brother Timothy, Heb. 13.23, merely the gen-

eral brotherly relation of the Christian to the Christian; for, he can-

not have stood in a special relation to Timothy before the year 64,

which is the latest date that can be supposed for the composition

of the Epistle to the Hebrews; nor can he have been in Italy at the

time of Paul’s imprisonment, as Paul never mentions him. And

there are certainly no inconsiderable difficulties which stand in the

way of this hypothesis, and which can be obviated only by a very

unnatural explanation of the passage Heb. 13.24. Besides, it is not

very probable that Apollos can have coincided so thoroughly with

the Pauline system of doctrine, from the intimations which we find

in the Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistle to the Corinthians.

With much more reason may it be supposed that Silas or Luke

was the author. The former view has been defended, although but

weakly, by Bohme and Mynster, the latter by Grotius. Against

Luke, something has been made of the circumstance that he was a
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Gentile Christian (Col. 4.14, comp. with ver. 10, s.), while the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews must of necessity have been written by a Jewish

Christian. This latter is inferred from the fact that the author in

1.1, speaks of the “fathers,” where it is’evidently the people of Is-

rael that are meant, and that in 11.2 he calls the believers of the

old covenant oÉ prsbÔteroi. Had he spoken of “our fathers,” then

there would be some ground for the inference; but it is difficult to

see why an author, writing to Jewish Christians, should not have

been able so far to forget himself or his readers as to say: “Before-

time God has spoken to the fathers by the prophets.” Surely the

Gentile Christians, too, had with Jesus the Messiah, received also

the word of prophecy; surely they, too, had entered into the right

and relation of children among the people of God! And that same

Luke speaks of the events which happened to Jesus among the

Jewish people as perÈ tÀn pragm�twn ân �mØn peplhroforhmènwn.

Such passages, therefore, as Heb. 1.1 ; 11.2, cannot be made to bear

against the authorship of Luke. On the other hand, the circum-

stance speaks for Luke, that from the year 62 onwards he was with

Paul in Italy, and a fellow helper with Timothy (Philem. 1.1,24); Silas

stood in the same relation to Timothy (comp. 1 Thess. 1.1); true, in

the year 62, Silas was not in Italy, but he was certainly there with

Peter “ân babulÀni� in the year 64, immediately after the death of

Paul (comp. 1 Pet. 5.12). Now, as the Epistle to the Hebrews must

have been written either in the year 62 or in the year 64 (see above

4.B.b), in the former case Luke might be held to be the author, in

the latter case Silas.

This hypothesis would certainly, so far as we have gone, be the

most tolerable; but there is one reason also for rejecting it, the same

by which the entire second class of hypothesis is overthrown. The

firmness and unanimity of the oriental tradition remains altogether
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inexplicable, if it be not supposed that the Epistle to the Hebrews

came to Jerusalem, under the name and the authority of Paul (See

above 4.B.d at the end.) And thus, indeed, there is not wanting

the “occasion” demanded by Bleek (p. 393) for supposing, that

“precisely Paul” was, at least, the indirect author of the epistle.

This brings us to the third class of conjectures, which, however,

has received but small accessions since the time of Origen, so that

we are spared the trouble of enumerating various particular hy-

potheses, and instead of this, can immediately pass to a positive

construction of the right view.

The data at which we have arrived in 4.B.c-d form the starting

point:

1. The tradition of the East is capable of explanation only on the

supposition, that the epistle was handed to the readers under

the name of Paul.

2. That the Western Church was at first unacquainted with the

epistle, is fully accounted for by the circumstance of its hav-

ing been designed for the Jewish Christians of Palestine, and

the ignorance of that Church, at a later period, respecting its

author, is explained by the want of an inscription, and the

un-Pauline style.

3. The author stood in a near personal relation to Timothy.

4. The doctrine is Pauline, the diction un-Pauline.

Let us now call to mind a very remarkable circumstance already

hinted at in the explanation of 13.1,22, ss., but which has as yet been

entirely unobserved, viz., that 13.22-25, cannot have been written in

the name of the person who wrote 1.1 to 13.21, nevertheless, that it
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must have been written by the same hand. The postscript is not

in the name of him in whose name the epistle was written; for the

person in whose name ver. 19 is written was, against his will, so

situated as to be prevented from setting out on a journey to the

readers. This did not depend on his own will; nor did he by any

means hope to be shortly set free, but he admonished the readers

to pray that he might be restored to them; he therefore took it for

granted that he would be still in confinement when the readers

should have received the epistle into their hands. On the other

hand, the person in whose name ver. 22-25 is written is already

about to set out on a journey, and it depends only on the speedier

or later coming of Timothy, who had just been set free, whether he

will set out towards the East along with him or alone.

And yet, the postscript is written and composed by the same

hand that wrote and composed the epistle. For, in ver. 22, the

author of the postscript apologizes for several harshnesses in his

admonitions, and asks the readers to excuse these on account of

the short and compressed character of the writing. The postscript,

therefore, does not proceed from an amanuensis to whom the epis-

tle had been verbally dictated, but from one to whom the material

had been given while the diction was left to himself.

Who then was the author? who the composer? The composer

was a friend or fellow-helper of Timothy (13.23), but was not, pre-

cisely at that time, in the same place (13.23, â�n . . . êrqhtai) in

which Timothy had, up till about that time, been imprisoned. Now,

we found (see above, chap. 2) in the Epistle to the Philippians, the

clearest traces of an imprisonment of Timothy. Paul would like to

send Timothy into the East, but cannot yet do so; he hopes, how-

ever, to be able shortly to send him thither. When Paul wrote the

Epistle to the Phillipians, in the year 62, Timothy was accordingly in
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prison, but with the hope of being soon released. At that time Luke

was not precisely in Rome itself; for Paul sends no salutations from

him to the Philippians, who were so well known to him. Shortly

afterwards, we suppose the Epistle to the Hebrews to have been

finished, certainly a few days after the departure of Epaphroditus,

(Phil. 2.25) Paul we suppose, intended to have fully talked over the

subject with Luke, perhaps to have given him a scheme or prepara-

tory work in writing; he himself was deprived of the leisure neces-

sary for the composition by the legal procedure against him, which

precisely at that time. (Phil. 2.23) had passed into a new stage. Luke

worked out the epistle for Paul, and as in his name, not however in

Rome, where perhaps he himself might have been involved in the

procedure against Paul, but in another place in Italy, somewhere

in the neighbourhood of Theophilus. When the work was finished,

the news reached him that Timothy had been set free in Rome.

He himself purposed to set out for the East, though not directly to

Palestine (for, in 13.23, he takes it for granted that the Epistle to the

Hebrews would be in the hands of the readers before he should see

them personally); Timothy, too, in company with whom he wishes

and hopes to make the journey (ver. 23) was (according to Phil. 2.23)

shortly to direct his course to Lesser Asia. How exactly do the most

particular, the most trifling notices harmonize here!

I think I am even warranted in saying that this hypothesis leaves

nothing unexplained. First of all, it completely explains the inter-

nal phenomena of the epistle. Commissioned by the apostle Paul to

work out the writing, Luke wrote in the name of Paul (13.19), only,

however, in that part where he added the personal concluding re-

quests (which had possibly been given to him in writing by Paul);

nowhere did he affect to speak in the name of Paul or to allude to

events in the life of Paul; nowhere, indeed, with the exception of
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13.19, does a first person singular occur, while the omission of an

inscription becomes also perfectly intelligible. On the other hand,

it becomes also perfectly intelligible how Luke, writing in virtue of

a commission from Paul, might speak of the members of the Old

Testament covenant simply as “the fathers,” the “elders.” This hy-

pothesis explains the combination of thoroughly Pauline ideas and

doctrinal forms of expression with the un-Pauline diction; it ex-

plains, also, the circumstance that of all the New Testament writ-

ings, precisely those of Luke have most similarity in point of style

with the Epistle to the Hebrews (in so far, namely, as Luke has

not interwoven notices prepared by others into his Gospel and Acts

of the Apostles). How similar in style are the two introductions,

Luke 1.1-4 and Heb. 1.1-3!

Secondly, the origin of the ecclesiastical tradition becomes in-

telligible on this hypothesis. The bearer of the epistle, who is un-

known to us, delivered it to the readers as an “epistle which Paul

sends to them,” and thereby as a Pauline epistle. Assuredly he did

not fail to communicate to them what was necessary respecting the

peculiar manner in which it had been prepared, to tell them that

the epistle was written by the hand of Luke, and at the same time

not verbally dictated to Luke. Without such a notification none of the

readers could have understood the postscript, especially ver. 22 and

ver. 23. But, in a way which is easily conceivable, the notification

was soon lost.

What the readers found in the epistle was kept and considered,

with reason, as the teaching and the admonitions of the apostle.

And thus the epistle was regarded as one of Paul’s; it was written

auctoritate Pauli, and, in reality also, Paulo autore, — wheresoever

the epistle spread, it carried with it the information that Paul was

its author. And how highly important did this epistle, designed
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at first only for a very limited circle of readers, become, even in

the course of the next ten years, for the whole of Palestine, Syria,

Egypt, for Asia Minor, too, in short, for all quarters where were par-

ties of Jewish Christians who had not yet raised themselves to the

Pauline stand-point. This epistle was, indeed, a document which

contained a divine warrant for the complete severance of Christen-

dom from the mother’s lap of the bodily Israel! For the Western

Church, which from the first was entirely under Pauline influence,

the epistle for the same reason did not possess this practical im-

portance; it had long before been rendered superfluous here by the

Epistle to the Romans; the state of things as a whole which oc-

casioned the necessity for an Epistle to the Hebrews in the East,

had been obviated long before in Italy by the Epistle to the Ro-

mans. What wonder, then, that the Epistle to the Hebrews should

have spread there late and slowly; and if it did not spread there

until after the Church of the West had closed its canon (in the

beginning of the second century), if it did not spread until the pe-

riod when every Church carefully adhered to ancient tradition, it is

then easy to comprehend, how hesitation should have been shown

in opening up again the closed door of the canon for the Epistle

to the Hebrews, till then unknown; it is perfectly conceivable how

this epistle, which had no inscription and was un-Pauline in its

style, should not have been acknowledged as Pauline; and if, now,

there had actually been preserved, say in Borne, from the time of

Clement onwards, a notice of the existence of this epistle, but at

the same time also a notice that Paul had not composed it himself

— does not the opposition of the Western Church to the Pauline

authorship become doubly intelligible?

In the third place, the conclusion to which we have come re-

specting the circle of readers for whom this epistle was intended,
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beautifully harmonises with our hypothesis, that Paul was, at least

indirectly, the author of it. The question indeed has been asked,

why precisely the apostle of the Gentiles should have come to write

to Jewish Christians in Palestine. We know, however, that the epis-

tle was not written to churches, not even to a church, not to the

Church of Jerusalem, but to a limited circle of individual Jewish

Christian in Jerusalem, whose conversion had taken place not very

long before. May it not have been such Jewish Christians as had

been converted just about the time when Paul was taken prisoner

in Jerusalem (Acts ch. 21 ss.), who perhaps were first awakened by

Paul himself, during those seven days when as yet he went out and

in in freedom (Acts 21.27), and were brought to embrace Christianity

by his powerful address (Acts ch.22). What a great and profound cri-

sis arose in those days among the Jews themselves, is evident from

Acts 23.9; even in the company of Paul’s bitterest enemies there were

those who sought to frustrate the plot which was formed to murder

him, by betraying it to the nephew of Paul (Acts 23.16). But, be this

as it may, Paul was from that period so firmly rooted in his love for

the Church in Jerusalem (Acts 21.17), and he so identifies his cause

with that of this Church, that this of itself already suffices to ex-

plain, how he may have addressed a writing to individuals among

the Jewish Christians of Jerusalem. For, let it be granted also,

that these individuals were not gained over to Christianity precisely

through Paul’s personal influence, still Luke remained those two

years in Jerusalem (Acts 21.15, ss. ; 27.1 ss. 5 comp. Luke 1.3, pa-

rhkaloujhkìti p�sin �kribÀc and thus the readers were certainly

well enough acquainted at least with him, so that at his sugges-

tion, and through him, Paul might address a writing to them. The

notice, too, respecting the former zeal of these readers (Heb. 6.10 ;

10.32, ss.) thus obtains a sufficient explanation.
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Finally, this hypothesis throws light on the passages which refer

to an impending persecution, as well as the reference to the mar-

tyrdom of the �goÔmenoi (13.7). The Epistle to the Philippians had

been written in the year 62, and the Epistle to the Hebrews sent

soon afterwards to the East. Just at that time the apostle James,

son of Alpheus, had been stoned; the news of his death would just

have reached Italy when Luke was writing the epistle. — Shortly af-

terwards, Luke, as well as Timothy, set out on a journey eastward,

first to Asia Minor, but Luke (Heb. 13.23), certainly, also to Palestine.

Luke returned back to Paul earlier than Timothy (2 Tim. 4.11), stand-

ing faithfully by his spiritual father even to his death. Timothy also

received a pressing charge to return (2 Tim. 4.21), and would doubt-

less comply with it. Paul suffered martyrdom in the beginning of

64. Among the revelations of the Holy Spirit, whose instrument he

was, and which he has left behind him as an everlasting legacy, the

Epistle to the Hebrews occupies a very important place. It is the

knife which completely severed and delivered the new-born church

of the New Testament Israel from the maternal womb of the Old

Testament theocracy. And therefore, it not merely had a signifi-

cance for the Christian Church at the time when the Lord visited

with judgment the unbelieving seed of Abraham, but it has a per-

manent significance, as a writing which will be lighted up anew in

flaming characters every time the attempt is made again to drive

back the Church, which has been perfected for ever by one sacri-

fice, within the limits of a Levitical sacrificial service and a slavish

hierarchy, and again to hide behind a veil the access to the sacrifice

of Christ, which stands freely and directly open to every individual.
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